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What best describes your relationship to DMPS 
(select all that apply):

Please tell us what community stakeholder 
group(s) you represent: - Selected Choice

Please tell us what community stakeholder 
group(s) you represent: - Other - Text In which part of the district do you live?

Have you provided feedback through one of the 
other listening sessions?

What is the most important thing our students 
should know and be able to do in ELEMENTARY 
school? There are lots of things elementary 
school students should know and be able to do, 
but please identify here the most important thing.

What is the second most important thing our 
students should know and be able to do in 
ELEMENTARY school? There are lots of things 
elementary school students should know and be 
able to do, but please identify the second most 
important thing.

What is the most important thing our students 
should know and be able to do in MIDDLE 
school? There are lots of things middle school 
students should know and be able to do, but 
please identify here the most important thing.

What is the second most important thing our 
students should know and be able to do in 
MIDDLE school? There are lots of things middle 
school students should know and be able to do, 
but please identify the second most important 
thing.

What is the most important thing our students 
should know and be able to do in HIGH school? 
There are lots of things high school students 
should know and be able to do, but please 
identify here the most important thing.

What is the second most important thing our 
students should know and be able to do in HIGH 
school? There are lots of things high school 
students should know and be able to do, but 
please identify the second most important thing.

What one that DMPS is doing well for students 
right now that you want to be sure we KEEP 
doing?

What is a second thing that DMPS is doing well 
for students right now that you want to be sure 
we KEEP doing?

What is one that we are NOT YET doing for 
students that you think DMPS should START 
doing?

What is a second thing that we are NOT YET 
doing for students that you think DMPS should 
START doing?

When you think about how DMPS is educating 
students, is there anything that you think we 
should STOP doing?

100 89 True 12/8/2023 17:39 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Hoover feeder pattern No

100 356 True 12/8/2023 19:25 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Mathematics Read Mathematics Balance a checkbook Engage meaningfully with people in a business setting Nothing Nope Prevention of violence and bullying Teaching them real world adult skills 
Worry less about “social justice” and focus on 
education 

100 417 True 12/9/2023 6:15 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Male White >60 Alumni Staff Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Math Science Math Career planning Real life skills Not much Less than that Preparing the next generation for REAL life Allowing them to be problem solvers Putting so much attention on social issues  
100 99 True 12/9/2023 6:42 41 675 -93 7016 EN

100 424 True 12/9/2023 12:23 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 45-60 Staff LGBTQ Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading and comprehend Write with clarity Read and analyze Write with clarity Read and analyze Write for a variety of purposes and in various formats
Offering diverse opportunities both academically and 
extracurricularly

Caring for all students regardless of race, SES, 
background  etc Keeping all kids safe at school

Clarifying the importance of school over social 
connections Allowing phones in the classroom

100 626 True 12/9/2023 16:09 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White >60 Alumni Community Member East feeder pattern No
Printing their name, know their address, ABC's, 
opposites  shapes  readding at goal for their grade Read at grade level  reading at grade level

Personal responsibility for their own actions and 
consequestions Reading at Grade level   Learning a trade Reading at grade level Keep up with making trade courses available

Prevent bullying and have more 
discipline/consequences for those that bully Insist on more parental involvement in all things/

Stop giving bullies the break, give them severe 
consequences

100 1115 True 12/9/2023 19:52 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No

Students need to be able to read and understand 
fiction and nonfiction at the student's approriate age 
level

Students should be able to work with peers and 
adults to get work done without conflict and negative 
interactions

Middle school students need to be able to use 
communication skills, especially writing, to show 
understanding of what they learn and can do

Middle school students should know and be able to 
engage in inquiry both independently and with 
guidance   

High school students need to be able to make 
decisions to be productive and helpful members of 
the community

High school students need to have amassed a wide 
range of academic skills that they can demonstrate

Keep providing a wide range of learning experiences 
that include reading, writing, math, science, social 
studies, art, music, health, PE, CTE, and second 
language across K-12   

DMPS needs to maintain and increase extra 
curricular and extra academic programming 
before/after school   

DMPS needs to completely overhaul middle schools 
from structure, schedule, class size, expectations, 
communication with families  and supports

DMPS needs to develop alternatives for disruptive 
students  especially from grades 1-7   

DMPS should stop using millions of dollars of 
resources for staff that do not directly serve in 
classrooms and/or directly serve students.  DMPS 
needs to focus on students, student needs and stay 
in the lane of education and our overall goals   

100 874 True 12/9/2023 20:19 41 923 -87 7531 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Community Member Faith Community Refugee Community North feeder pattern No
Students need to be able to be in a school space and 
engage with learning experiences Students need to be able to read

Middle school studnets need to think independently 
and communicate what they are thinking and doing

Students need to engage in technology and future 
career skills   

High school students need to know how and be able 
to participate in a democratic community

High school students need to be literate in many 
subjects

Career programs such as those for high school 
students DMPS offers a diverse student population

DMPS needs to start providing alternatives for 
students who struggle with attendance and behavior, 
especially kids age 8 to 13

DMPS needs to offer more programs outside of 
school hours for kids age 10 to 14.  More extra 
curriculars to help hook kids into schools and the 
community

Please stop allowing terrible and criminal behavior to 
occur with little or no response.  Violence, guns, gang 
activity, harassment, and bullying need serious 
responses to ensure safety of all

100 732 True 12/10/2023 8:44 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x >60 Staff Community Member Other Other/Out of District No
 g  y     

with proper grammar  Meet grade level math standard 
        

introduction into physics  
    g y     g  

spelling  and logical thought to content   
       

they find in their chatty websites  UNDERSTAND Central Campus !
y  y g     

will help them in the “real world”
     y    

DMPS make school “relevant to their lives”! Not employing more Hispanic teachers!!
        

to their actions  
100 525 True 12/10/2023 20:27 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Staff Arts Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No

g    g 
skills  perseverence Academics Tolerance and executive functioning skills Academics Executive functioning  social responsibility Academics  ability to function independently in society Supporting SEL Supporting reading Support and trust their teachers 

100 1385 True 12/10/2023 20:58 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 30-45 Parent
 y, g y 

Partner Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No
    g      p  

in reading by third grade  Solid proficiency in math Critical thinking 
p       , p  

environment that is conducive to learning Graduate in four years 
   p     g  

education or a skilled program/career upon graduation
  g       

populations need and deserve focused tracking and 
g p g    p p g    

paths - higher education and trade  
  g    p , ,  

accountable in all appropriate buildings
g   p j   g   

where possible
100 2907 True 12/11/2023 14:40 41 6044 -93 7195 EN Male Asian 18-30 Community Member Other Citizen Lincoln feeder pattern No How to be a good person How to be a good citizen

g  g  y  
students

100 40 True 12/11/2023 16:48 36 7323 -76 0363 EN
100 390 True 12/11/2023 18:43 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 45-60 Staff LGBTQ Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District Yes Literacy Behavior Social skills Retention when lacking skills needed for high school Executive/social skills Comprehension at grade level Giving students a voice Protecting inclusion of all students 

p g  pp   p   
accountable Phone policy Having associate principals be in charge of curriculum 

100 390 True 12/12/2023 7:32 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No
100 2226 True 12/12/2023 8:02 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Basic reading  writing  & math

     ( g        
teacher  respectful language etc) Attend school & go to class Follow directions Complete application for job and/or school

        
member of society Central Campus trades classes 

   g  y   
support for students in every single building  If you are 

     g   
both general education and special education 

100 370 True 12/12/2023 14:57 37 751 -97 822 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Business Roosevelt feeder pattern No read
    g    

succeed in a classroom
    g    

succeed in a classroom
 , y, pp p, g  

paying job and college/2year
 , y, pp p, g  

paying job and college/2year digital literacy celebrating student uniqueness
   p  p     

be fulfilling through training and apprenticeship consistent cell phone policy starting in middle school
g g   y  g   g    

the class room when class sizes are so high stop accepting mediocrity in staff
100 757 True 12/12/2023 16:13 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 18-30 Alumni Staff Community Member Lincoln feeder pattern No

        
and adults

 y        
comprehension of grade level texts through writing  

 y        
comprehension of grade level texts through writing  

       y  
between classes and situations outside of school  I e  

        
texts they will use as adults  I e  housing contracts  

     y    
concepts to real world situations 

   g     
expectations to be a positive member in their school 

        
for them that take stress away from teachers  Ex: 

         
relate to our students cultural  social  or 

100 858 True 12/12/2023 17:16 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Community Member Hoover feeder pattern No
   g   

important Read Appropriate classroom behavior 
   g     

help connect them to school success Get along with people who are different from them 
      y  

passionate about  especially the types of activities Community in the Schools model of support Starting career exploration in seventh grade
 g g     g g  

support and challenge they need  teachers don’t have 
    y  g  

opportunities but more of those opportunities need to 
    g        
fall and I hope it is having great results  but merging 

100 214 True 12/13/2023 8:15 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Alumni Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Be socialized Read Be socialized Read Be given opportunities for post secondary life Offering a variety of extra curriculars Teaching them to read Teaching them why they need to read Being a political entity  Focus on education  not politics 
100 714 True 12/13/2023 10:32 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff

 y  
Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Read

 y    g  g   
sentences Reading to learn (different than just reading) Computer skills Community engagement Reading

  g          
is  It's not that i think everything is bad right now  i just See above

g      
adults  The students who are successful are so Let teachers teach Using crap curriculum

100 941 True 12/13/2023 15:31 45 0636 -93 2985 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Community Member Other Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes
 g  g   

relationships Reading
   g  

meaningful peer relationships Academics
   g  

intelligence/Establish new and maintain former 
      

skills/future planning Provide access to specialized  district-wide programs Refine and improve district-wide programs
  g      

club activities for district-wide programs 
g   g    

programs are improved/perfected
100 542 True 12/13/2023 15:52 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Faith Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Basic math Read a whole chapter book Write a 5 paragraph essay 

   q y    
sources Algebra and basic geometry Providing music and arts programming Central academy and campus classes Recruit the best teachers possible by raising salaries 

        g  
but work hard  No

100 412 True 12/14/2023 8:25 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes
 y         g  

appropriate level 
    y  g 

identifying feelings  how to respond when someone Handle and resolve conflict appropriately
  y         

attendance  come prepared  ask for help  complete Conflict resolution An idea of what career path they will take Having a focus on SEL Recognizing all the diversity and culture
g        

provide transportation  full day and half day options  
g      

our students
100 3803 True 12/14/2023 10:29 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Staff

 y  y  
Community Parks and Recreation Department Faith Roosevelt feeder pattern No

   g     
before they can learn anything else--is where they 

  g       
SEL skills (how to self-regulate  how to get along with 

y        
questioning of authority figures and societal norms  

 g      g  
community  it is important for students to learn how 

g      g    
educated decisions  They should be fully able to 

g       g 
autonomy  As they go out into the world  whether they 

 y  g      
to support students holistically  Making supports such 

y        g  
student and family feedback  This is something that 

      
requires schools to talk to one another when students 

        
basic academic requirements expected of them  If we 

   y  g g g  y  
Whether this is curriculum changes  leadership 

100 581 True 12/14/2023 15:41 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other Other/Out of District No READ
y    (     

skill) READ Mastered math facts and one to multi-step problems READ Follow directions given the first time SUCCESS Academic Interventionists
       

levels  
g    y    

is written in their IEP  Laws are broken every single 
 g  g       

university pathway and START providing them with 
100 887 True 12/15/2023 7:49 41 5839 -93 5199 EN Male White 45-60 Alumni Other East feeder pattern No Read at or above grade level Math at or above grade level Read at or above grade level Math at or above grade level Read at or above grade level

 g    g  
investing  shopping  etc

y g         
world adult life

        
excuses   Life after high school does not accept 

   g   g   
moving to the next grade   A graduating senior with 

y        
Focus on providing the children with the ability to 

100 1376 True 12/15/2023 8:59 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Faith Community Other/Out of District No
Read on grade level with comprehension and fluency, 
in order to analyze and synthesize ideas

Basic on-grade-level mathematical processing 
including the application of math to real life

Read grade-level, content area text with 
comprehension and fluency Grade-level math skills

Analyze and synthesize information in all core content 
areas Communication skills Central Campus as an opportunity for all students Preschool  opportunities

Preparing students for careers and life. Some 
students are not college-bound and need to have 
opportunities for life skills, job skills and 
communication skills

Uniting people rather than dividing people into affinity 
groups/racial groups Wasting time focusing on controversial social issues  

100 1466 True 12/15/2023 9:08 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Staff
Career and Technical Education 
Partner DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No

Relationship Skills- how to belong and make others 
feel they belong  contribute to their communities

Self Management- identify what they are good at and 
what they need to work at

Self Awareness- understand their own emotions, 
values  cultural norms  

Social Awareness- demonstrate empathy/sympathy 
for others

Responsible Decision Making- have a growth mindset 
and be accountable

Understand their options after high school- enroll, 
enlist  employ and make a career plan Continue creating a culture where SEL is a priority

Continue making space for CTE and learning 
employability skills

100 335 True 12/15/2023 9:31 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Community Member Hoover feeder pattern No
Learning to read will set students up for success in 
later schooling and in life Basic math concepts Continued relationship building

Continued experimental mindset and scientific 
process/critical thinking 

Preparation for real life - how to make some big 
decisions coming their way Basic skills to enable financial security Community involvement 

Bringing in and retaining good teachers who will care 
about their students and their success 

100 355 True 12/15/2023 9:56 42 4248 -83 1951 EN Female Prefer not to say 45-60 Parent Staff Community Member Business Community Hoover feeder pattern Respect and manners Self control Follow rules Have consequences Be on grade level Attend classes N/a N/a Holding students accountable Keeping them safe  Get SRO back in the buildings!!! Rewarding bad behaviors 

100 216 True 12/15/2023 10:22 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Male White >60 Staff Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading Math Reading Math Readhing Math Advanced Placement/Central Academy Preschool
More improvements of athletic facilities (aside from 
new stadium) Promotion of programs available at DMPS n/a

100 1741 True 12/15/2023 12:42 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Female White 30-45 Parent LGBTQ Community Faith Community Hoover feeder pattern No Read
Become positive, contributing members of a 
community Research  access resources for information Organize and express their thoughts

How to take personal responsibility in multiple areas 
of student life - academics, relationships, 
extracurriculars

How to demonstrate and apply their knowledge 
across disciplines

Providing a safe space for all in our current political 
climate Diversity in hiring  at all levels

Consider more than just test scores when looking for 
ALP and/or Central Academy students; consider 
teacher recommendation, class performance, other 
demonstration of advanced ability

I was one of the minority who was interested in either 
year-round schooling or 4-day school weeks. Would 
still be interested in considering it, despite its 
downsides (tho I do appreciate this year’s spread-out-
holiday calendar!)

100 1538 True 12/15/2023 15:58 41 268 -96 1156 EN Female White >60 Parent Alumni Community Member Other East feeder pattern No Read fluently and  have on level math skills Citizenship and responsibility
Behave responsibly in their schools, community, 
state and country!!!read 

Read, write, preform math at grade level and 
understand respective citizenship!!

Read, write, preform math to be responsible citizens. 
Have some idea for their future Stay in school and be good citizens outside school

We are. NOT meeting any of this.  We have too many 
adults in positions that do NOT benefit students.  It 
seems every issue with a students education, is 
BLAMED on classroom teachers and aids!   Too 
many instructional coaches, and many don’t have the 
classroom experience of the teachers that want to be 
in the classroom. Interventionists don’t intervene as 
they should

Didn’t have a first thing so no second.  The system 
supports students, parents, administrators or 
classroom personnel.  No wonder we can’t keep 
teachers!

Place a higher number of teachers in classroom and 
not so many employees that don’t touch the 
students.way too many stunts to teacher ratio. 
Interventionists and  instructional coaches need to do 
more!paying way too many 

Don’t have enough teachers.  Paying way to many 
employees between teachers/ aids and 
superintendent 

Deciding that teachers can handle more students. 
But not giving them  the proper support

100 1404 True 12/16/2023 8:14 41 6006 -93 6296 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Parent North feeder pattern No  social skills Literacy skills Management of emotions Healthy routines Community service Self advocacy Respect for diversity and inclusion Healthy meals Vocational orientation Mental health support Promoting them without meeting benchmarks

100 2846 True 12/16/2023 10:25 41 2093 -96 0548 EN Female White 45-60 Student Parent Alumni Staff Administrator Other DMPs staff North feeder pattern Yes Critical thinking  logical thinking Writing Critical thinking Academic discourse Critical thinking Goal setting
Clear vertically aligned standards based curriculum in 
math and English Language arts 1:1 technology for students 

Provide advanced learning opportunities in 
elementary and middle school 

Quality, standards aligned curriculum in social 
sciences and science  More student-centered instruction 

100 74 True 12/16/2023 11:44 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No

100 562 True 12/16/2023 15:31 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Community Member Faith Community Other/Out of District No kindly interact with each other
reading at grade level (exceptions for ESL) and know 
their single digit math facts

to be able to resolve conflict between themselves and 
adults in the school

grade level reading (ESL exceptions) and grade level 
math skills being resposible and respectful citizens

prepared to succeed in college or have employable 
skills course offerings at Central Campus

trying to involve the community and parents in the 
school for the benefit of the students and/or teachers

offering more career and/or "real life" focused classes 
(ie. more trade classes in each high school, 
consumer math  conflict resolution classes  etc)

dealing with the transportation issues that students 
have (expanding bus services)

stop requiring Algebra as the starting math class in 
high school

100 323 True 12/16/2023 21:34 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No Read well Understand math Explore electives Practice stamina in reading and writing Communicate with each other Explore careers Solid elementary education Providing clubs 
Providing electives for middle school and high 
schools at home schools Not differentiating enough for students Srg grading 

100 597 True 12/17/2023 9:43 42 0373 -93 6005 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No Reading fluency and comprehension Basic math  mental math Reading comprehension and fluency Increasingly complex math skills Critical thinking Writing  fluency and length 

DMPS is a marvel at offering changes to kids who 
otherwise would be cast out at other districts. I am so 
grateful for a district to be able to work here that I can 
offer empathy and compassion and support and feel 
validated doing so Diversity in curriculum 

Standards based/referenced grading needs to be 
modified. We do not have enough systems in place 
for behavioral accountability that I strongly believe that 
needs to be brought back into the grading practices. 
I’ve used srg for 14 years, well before I was. A dmps 
employee, and I think that it doesn’t foment the skills 
students need to move to the next level. We need to 
marry the every student every chance every day 
motto with supporting our higher level students as 
they move towards university level work Staffing levels are awful  Putting all the high level classes at central 

100 74 True 12/17/2023 19:17 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Parent Community Member Hoover feeder pattern No
100 89 True 12/18/2023 17:14 41 5486 -93 6583 EN

100 1117 True 12/18/2023 18:14 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Staff Community Member Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Elementary students should know how have strong 
work ethics and to have a love for learning.  Not 
everything comes easy.  We all have ways in which 
we are intelligent.  Elementary students should know 
how to work together and respect each other and 
each persons space.  They should know going to 
school is safe  and the environment is safe Know how to communicate effectively 

Middle school students need to get out into nature 
more.  They need to do more hands on work such as 
construction and giving back to the community Respect The Montessori program

More support for classroom teachers in the lower 
elementary grades.  Each lower elementary room, 
thru 3rd grade should have an associate to help 
manage and support the teacher and students  

The Montessori program needs support.  It needs a 
Montessori experienced coordinator to support the 
teachers to implement Montessori with fidelity

Testing.  Adjust the grade level expectations and stop 
calling the student behind.  Start allowing teachers to 
adjust the curriculum to meet the child

100 446 True 12/19/2023 20:34 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Other Community North feeder pattern No
Be able to grow and gain an identity. Be it through 
clubs or events set up by our community coordinator 

Knowing they have the support they need at the 
school

Further their identity through coordinated events and 
clubs Knowing they have the support they need at school

Firmly obtain their identity and establish themselves in 
the community through events coordinated by our 
community coordinator Knowing that they have the support at the school 

Keeping programs in place that have been 
established like the community coordinator Fighting to keep the budget for our programs 

Putting funding into the right programs for our 
students like community coordinators so that 
students can establish their identities and make 
friends within their community 

Not ensuring that enough programs are being kept. I.e 
learning foreign languages at the elementary level

Doing everything electronically, that’s where a 
majority of our budget is going that is leading to 
budget program cuts in other areas  

100 661 True 12/20/2023 3:50 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Other Mental health provider community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read and comprehend what they read Write (including spelling) Read to learn
Communication (writing and interpersonal 
communication)

Communicate (writing and interpersonal 
communication) Goal setting Providing amazing Central Campus options Providing nutrition and delicious meals for all students

Improve student behavior/reduce student violence 
and conflict at school so students want to stay and 
others want to come to DMPS

Increase caliber of learning offered so Des Moines 
becomes a choice school

100 608 True 12/21/2023 13:28 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Write Critical thinking Self-advocacy Real world financial literacy The steps necessary to participate in government SEL Communication
Required real world financial literacy - how to pay 
taxes  keep a household budget  stay clear of debt

Counseling-centered behavior intervention - get to the 
bottom of the why

Letting students cut classes inside the school 
restrooms where students who attend class need to 
feel safe visiting. The smoking, lock breaking, and 
vandalism at Roosevelt is a real problem for all 
students. Students are late for class or miss a 
significant amount trying to find an open and safe 
restroom  

100 126 True 12/21/2023 13:47 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern No
100 101 True 12/21/2023 13:50 43 162 -85 6912 EN Female Black/African American <18 Student Other North feeder pattern
100 242 True 12/21/2023 13:51 43 0382 -87 91 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Lincoln feeder pattern Know their address and phone number Tie shoes Make a simple meal Write an actual letter Balance a checkbook Chnage a tire Inclusion of all students Security 4 day learning week NA NA
100 402 True 12/21/2023 13:53 41 2041 -95 9644 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other None North feeder pattern No Read Math Read Budget money Read Life skills Unknown Unknown Reading Life skills Putting politics into the schools

100 499 True 12/21/2023 13:53 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Read critically 
Understand and apply emotional intelligence in a 
group setting Construct and write and informed argument Understand how math is used in day to day life

Analyze and synthesize information from diverse 
sources into an argument that reflects their values

Apply more complex EI skills to their interactions with 
peers and staff We love the music program at the elementary level

Teaching emotional regulation skills at the elementary 
level Offering more opportunities for accelerated learners

Pay support staff more to increase retention and 
employee quality and engagement 

Please stop encouraging attendance at school when 
kids are ill

100 467 True 12/21/2023 13:54 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Parent LGBTQ Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Social skills with peers Read Social skills Read How to be a valuable member of the community Social skills Diversity Opportunities for low income students Stop bullying 4 day school week More assistance with IEP process

100 553 True 12/21/2023 13:54 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Male More than one <18 Student Other East feeder pattern Yes

Reading, math, and some form of communication 
between their fellow classmates and teachers. 
Another thing would be to always ask for help and 
advice Focus on completing work on time Promote teaching other languages

Promote on teachings that they would be interested in 
once they become high schoolers All of the responses above

Have a class focused on weightlifting which includes 
bulking and cut tips and how to cook. Kinda sounds 
like a lot but would be a great help Helping students Making the criteria somewhat easy to understand

Focusing more on personal finance classes which 
would be a great help once they get into the workforce Promoting weightlifting club

Slowdown on some of the more demanding subjects 
to let students process the information given

100 209 True 12/21/2023 13:54 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading Math Think critically Social skills Think critically Personal responsibility Emphasis on high learning expectations Focus on academics Consider changes so SRG Focus on attendance and behavior No
100 297 True 12/21/2023 13:55 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading Math Reading comp Math mathematical equations Life skills Career direction Inclusive Skill accountability Behavior accountability 

100 590 True 12/21/2023 13:55 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No How to read and write correctly How to behave in the classroom How to appropriately write a paragraph and or essay
Typing and computer skills.  They are not taught how 
to use a keyboard correctly How to speak in public

How to listen in the classroom and participate without 
the use of phones You let anyone try out for extra-curricular activities Not sure Protect those who make an effort in school

Stop giving students more than 1 try to pass.  This 
giving students multiple chances to improve grades 
does not teach them anything.  They will not be given 
the chance in college or in life.  Make them do their 
homework and give students deadlines.  If kids fail, 
then they fail

Stop protecting the minority and the ones who do not 
care to be there.  Stop letting trouble makers back 
into the schools but send them to alternative schools   

100 227 True 12/21/2023 13:55 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Female More than one 18-30 Parent Alumni East feeder pattern Read Dealing with students who are getting bullied 

100 236 True 12/21/2023 13:56 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Parent LGBTQ Community Lincoln feeder pattern No
How to interact kindly with others, embrace 
differences and be able to read  Math and other academics Prioritize time and tasks Know how to ask for help Prioritize and organize time Advocate for future self Prioritize attendance

Providing an effective universal tier instruction for 
reading to get to 80% proficient 

Thinking high school students can manage all the 
work without learning how to organize and prioritize 
time and tasks  

100 400 True 12/21/2023 13:57 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Community Member East feeder pattern No
Spelling! My now middle schooler struggles with 
spelling  Learning to write and read cursive 

My daughter is doing well in school but gets frustrated 
with the otber students and their disrespect of the 
teachrrs and peers Communicate their needs to teachers 

Being able to talk to their teachers about what they 
are struggling with on the classes

Not goinv to classes they dont have. Putting their 
phones away  Being respectful Being understanding of my child's health needs Giving multiple chances to get grades up Not having their phones out all the time Learning how to study No

100 457 True 12/21/2023 13:57 41 2093 -96 0548 EN Female More than one 30-45 Staff Other Other/Out of District No Prepare for adulthood Become active members of society Providing an education Open minded 

We need to keep schools safe by dropping students 
that don’t come to class and are repeatedly not 
complying with school rules

We need a cell phone policy. No phones in 
classrooms  It interrupts the learning environment

Giving too many chances. There needs to be rules 
and consequences that prepare these students for 
real life  

100 332 True 12/21/2023 13:58 41 2382 -95 9333 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Business Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Learn skills to help benefit future years of learning
Be able to ask questions and not be afraid to speak 
up Preparation for high school and Adult life Respect of the process of learning

Be able to recognize your surroundings and know 
how to adapt and overcome obstacles in your way

Learn how to drive and obey the speed limit in front of 
the school and on side streets Providing learning opportunities for all  

Recognizing young students inefficiency and how to 
address it and work with them and their parents Making a big mistake by keeping metro kids around No

100 816 True 12/21/2023 13:59 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Black/African American <18 Student Faith Community Lincoln feeder pattern Emotional control Read a clock 
Knowing what learning style they best fit (visual, 
auditory  hands on  etc) Basic history  (Slavery  colonization  wars  etc) Sex and drug education Drivers Ed Free lunch Free bus rides 

Stopping students from bringing drugs and 
substances into school 

Providing lunches that are both healthy and appealing 
(presentation-wise and taste-wise) Stop censoring history and teachers 

100 799 True 12/21/2023 13:59 44 9985 -93 3029 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read proficiently Math Complete work mostly on time Middle school level math Understand high school level science World History/civics Central Academy /Campus TRHS is great at communication Reducing disruptive behaviors True foreign language in 8th grade Allowing cell phones out in class

100 295 True 12/21/2023 14:01 41 268 -96 1156 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Faith Community Other/Out of District No Read



100 778 True 12/22/2023 7:46 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Reading and writing at grade level. This includes 
penmanship and spelling  

Reading and writing at grade level. This includes 
spelling and penmanship

Completing homework at grade level, which needs to 
be on par with suburban “grade level” 

Writing and math at grade level, which needs to meet 
suburban grade level expectations 

Think critically so that essays can be written, science 
and math problems approached  etc

Be working toward post-secondary plans — and 
taking advantage of DmACC classes. All DMPS 
students should be encouraged to earn DMACC 
credits, which are accepted at Iowa regent schools 
much more easily that AP credits (only scores of 5 
are accepted now). DMACC can help provide DMPS 
a point of differentiation with suburban schools  

Retain excellent teachers and school staff including 
nurses

Retain Central Campus and Central Academy 
classes that have DMACC college course offerings

Basic handwriting and spelling are critical — as are 
homework skills  Th

Handwriting, spelling, homework matter in college and 
real life. Bring back an emphasis on these starting in 
kindergarten  

End lowered expectations for all students. DMPS 
needs to compet

100 859 True 12/22/2023 8:21 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No Regulate emotions Show empathy Take accountability Demonstrate community Use critical thinking skills Effectively communicate through conflict Provides free meals to all I'm still thinking on that Treating students fairly Listening to them Requiring students to take certain courses

100 1909 True 12/22/2023 8:33 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No

Learn how to control themselves, listen, and get along 
with others, respect teachers—-basic SEL SKILLS.   
Without these, academic learning becomes much 
more difficult Learn how to read/write (literacy)

How to function peacefully/respectfully with 
others/kids AND adults Reading/writing/math

The basic academics required for success in the 
REAL world (real-life math that they will actually USE)

Functional life skills such as:making smart decisions, 
money management  getting a job  etc Hiring staff who are caring and dedicated to kids

Trying to be sure our diverse student/staff populations 
are represented and treated equitably.  For example, I 
was extremely pleased that the district calendar had a 
day off on the two additional (non-Christian) religious 
holidays this year

The way elementary teachers are being forced to 
teach in such a prescribed, limited technique now 
DOES NOT meet the learning needs of a lot of our 
kids.  Teachers are feeling extremely micromanaged 
and unable to adapt the EL and math curriculum to 
individualized for students who can’t do it the 
prescribed way. Many staff members have expressed 
extreme frustration in being told what they have to 
teach, how they have to say it, you have to be on this 
thing at this time, and it does not allow for individual 
needs of students to be met. Teachers need more 
autonomy to use their brain and the skills they have to 
help children learn. We have become too much of a 
“cookie cutter”teaching machine and it is NOT 
working.  Staff are not being allowed to use their 
competence and independent judgment of how each 
student can best learn.   Unfortunately, Des Moines 
has taken away the opportunity for teachers to teach 
kids in whatever message they will best respond to. 
Expecting them to be at a certain learning target at 
exactly the same time does not allow for any variation 
of need. Teachers feel like they are being made to 
teach in a very robotic, inflexible way that does not 
always match what would be best for their particular 
student population. We need to give some trust back 
to educators to teach their students in the best ways 
that those kids need

Children in elementary school have been forced to 
spend so much time on academics now that they 
have lost a lot of necessary. Time to have 
breaks/recess, time to get physical activity/fresh air.  
Children are not being allowed enough time to just be 
children, and to learn the basic social skills needed, 
such as listening, following directions, regulating 
emotions, communicating with others, etc. As a 
counselor in an elementary school, I am very 
frustrated that I have been told. I cannot take kids out 
of any of their core math reading time during the day 
to work with them on the emotional skills, they need 
help with in order to be successful with anything 
academic. Four hours a day I spent on core reading 
and math— which makes scheduling time for children 
to work on getting along, self management, etc. very 
difficult. I think we have put the cart before the horse, 
honestly. Kids must have their emotional and social 
needs met before any decent academic learning can 
continue. When a child is so emotionally just 
regulated in class that they are disturbing the learning 
of everybody else, but not allowed to leave class to 
work with a pro active counseling or teaching session 
for social emotional skills, it becomes a self-defeating 
cycle.  We must meet the needs of children’s social 
and academic deficiencies before we can expect 
them to be able to focus on academics  

Yes, absolutely!  Stop putting so much pressure on 
the teachers to teach in a micromanaged, prescribed 
way and give him back their  autonomy!  Give them 
the goals and objectives that they are to teach, and let 
them teach the way they are best able to do that. It is 
not a one size fits all type of profession, the same 
way that all students are not one size fits all. The 
teachers in my building are so burnt out and stressed 
out by these frequent gleam walk-
through/observations that they are working under 
conditions that are extremely bad for their emotional 
functioning, which will eventually trickle down to the 
students. It has become very bad for staff morale, 
and I am afraid we are going to lose way too many 
good teachers because they cannot handle the 
pressures and the expectations that are unrealistic  

100 367 True 12/22/2023 8:37 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern Yes Social emotional learning Reading and writing Social emotional learning Reading and writing Reading and writing Comprehension
Inclusion, I love that my student is around all different 
types of people  Free lunches and breakfast More structure 

More staff support, that’s not the teachers fault but it 
would be nice if dmps added More support in so more 
students got help  No  overall I’m pleased with my children’s education  

100 383 True 12/22/2023 9:19 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Faith Community Other/Out of District Education Self sufficiency One on one time with student Mental health awareness Not at this time
100 293 True 12/22/2023 9:31 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Community Member College/University Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Self-regulation strategies Respect others Respect others Self-awareness Self-awareness Study and life skills Inclusive environments Assignments aligned to standards Better support For sped Tracking IEP minutes 

100 1416 True 12/22/2023 11:13 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Hoover feeder pattern No Read & write
Basic math from memory (add, subtract, multiply & 
divide) Work without excessive help from parents & teachers Communicate clearly & effectively in all forms

Be good, kind, involved and productive members of 
society

What the options are for the next step--college, trades 
or working

Offering options at Central Academy & Central 
Campus (and making sure everyone knows about 
them)

Hiring personnel that will advocate for the students 
without having a personal agenda (or vendetta against 
someone or some group) Bringing back SROs

Providing large passenger vans for schools to keep 
on property for easy transportation options for sports 
& other activities 

Moving kids to the next grade who haven't learned 
what they need to know to move on

100 380 True 12/22/2023 12:21 42 3032 -85 5917 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member Lincoln feeder pattern Yes Read at grade level Independent skills to prepare for middle school Read at grade level Know their skills to help select high school classes Self help skills to help with adulthood Know what post secondary education is going to be Keep equity at forefront Bringing in more SEL curriculum 
Safety- students should not be exposed to behavioral 
issues from others 

Holding high standards- all students should be at 
grade level for math and literacy Unsure 

100 562 True 12/22/2023 16:13 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern Yes Read  do math  and write assignments Understand consequences from bad behavior 
Read, math and write assignments not just on a 
computer Respect Read  math and write assignments without laptop Respect each other 

Communicate with parents about everything either 
positive or negative Safety and security of everyone Less laptops and more pen and paper

Sometimes it's confusing to those students that don't 
necessarily understand when people talk about non 
binary. All inclusive can be done without it being 
pushed into faces

100 246 True 12/22/2023 16:33 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 45-60 Parent East feeder pattern No
100 101147 True 12/22/2023 17:53 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Employee Other/Out of District No Read Write Problem solve Be a constructive member of society Problem solved Be a constructive member of society Holding them more accountable

100 1023 True 12/23/2023 7:13 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female More than one 30-45 Parent Other Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Actual facts about history and life and to be safe How to be kind and make friends How to study and be safe
How to be ready for high school and take on some 
responsibility How to be responsible and be safe

How to be ready for a real job and get things done on 
time Being inclusive Keeping communication open

Ensuring the students have basic survival skills: 
cooking, doing laundry, how to balance a bank 
account

Proper writing techniques. My 6 year old draws letters 
from bottom to top and my senior still has trouble with 
sentence structure Don't hinder teachers creativity

100 1147 True 12/23/2023 12:43 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Community/parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Proficiency in reading  math  science  Spanish Problem Solve  empathy Proficiency in core subjects  Spanish  and Science Conflict Resolution  Respect for others and property

Offer a range of courses to help focus on outside of 
college like marine biology, nursing,  culinary, 
carpentry/industrial arts

Conflict resolution, problem solve, being a good 
citizens Dedicated teachers and staff Central Campus and Academy

Disciple kids who make the learning experience 
difficult for other or make them feel unsafe Invest more in foreign language at elementary age; 

Letting students disrespect teachers, staff, and 
others without repercussions. You can’t hold a job 
later if you don’t learn to respect classmates and 
teachers when you’re younger

100 257 True 12/23/2023 12:55 41 601 -93 6729 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Write Communicate effectively Make arguments with evidence Reason arguments with evidence Think and problem solve creatively Offering lots of options and diverse opportunities Supporting our diverse student populations Reduce class sizes Increase teacher pay Adopting new but meaningless programs like GLEAM  

100 563 True 12/23/2023 17:42 41 3596 -96 1566 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern To enjoy learning  Problem solving  To enjoy learning  Problem solving  To enjoy learning  Problem solving  
Advocating for the students, even if it means going 
against higher powers  Affordable extracurricular activities

Fewer tests and more focus on individual skills and 
teaching life skills  More frequent status updates on student progress  

So many tests - real life is not tests and everyone 
excels differently. You wouldn't expect a fish to climb 
a tree

100 359 True 12/23/2023 18:58 41 2377 -95 9998 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern Yes Foundational literacy skills Number skills Apply learned skills to demonstrate work Community building Apply all skills to begin next steps of life Community building Nothing consistently Create consistent supports Parent communication and involvement with learning Community building 
All of the district support and instead get people in 
school buildings 

100 416 True 12/23/2023 19:00 41 8369 -94 1101 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member
Business Community,Faith 
Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No Be safe and know their safe  Teachers have time for them/ they are important Be safe and know their safe  Teachers have time for them/ they are important Be safe and know their safe  Teachers have time for them/ they are important Appropriately staffing classrooms and security

Reasonable transportation should be provided (I.e. 
students should not have to walk farther than safety 
guidelines for severe weather)

Focusing on inflating data rather than contributing to 
quality expectations, and waisting the budget in 
district offices

100 343 True 12/23/2023 20:50 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Faith Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Literacy skills Math skills Literacy skills Math skills Work skills Social skills Staff retention I don’t know 
Ensuring our students are ready for life outside of 
school-the real world does not give second chances

Ensuring all laws are followed-pledge of allegiance for 
example 

I don’t know the general education buildings well 
enough to answer this question 

100 522 True 12/24/2023 8:58 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No Elementary students need to learn to read Kindness or Character  How to get along with others Basic Math Kindness and/or Character High school students need to learn how to think
Kindness and/or Character. How to get along with 
others ELL and Sped programs are a bright spot

The special programs at Central Campus are 
amazing

We are missing kindness curriculum that the suburbs 
have  

Drugs are rampant in our high schools and we don’t 
really address it. Never have. So we could start teen 
rehab programs 

We should stop all the one sided politics. We need 
both sides to educate the whole

100 399 True 12/24/2023 12:41 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Other/Out of District No Read Basic math Problem solve (anthing) Cope and reason Problem solve to graduate Be prepared for the next life step Assisting kids with problem solving Basic skills More structure and discipline Attendance borders Too much flexibility with attendance 

100 310 True 12/24/2023 14:12 43 1601 -87 9944 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Other/Out of District No

. Students are very low in those areas. Students 
should love to read and write and this curriculum 
allows/makes them hate reading and writing. The 
curriculum is free and that should say something  

Be able to do simple math skills- add subtract  and 
multiply Idk Idk Idk Idk Being inclusive The math curriculum is going well  

Curriculum does not meet the needs our students 
need. Doesn’t give us other resources we should be 
able to use  

Not able to provide many outside resources on top of 
this curriculum  The EL curriculum 

100 699 True 12/24/2023 21:46 41 4868 -93 6538 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Business Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Math and problem solving Learn without class disruption Being respectful Be safe and have a safe learning environment Be accepted Central Campus Alternative learning experiences and avenues 
Bring back traditional magnet schools to compete 
with private academies 

Doing more to ensure students are not bringing 
weapons to school 

100 500 True 12/24/2023 21:55 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Business Community Lincoln feeder pattern Yes Reading Writing  math and expression 
Learn without class behavior distractions and 
disruption Being respectful Being safe Being accepted Central campus Alternative learning avenues  Non academic avenues 

Development of competitive sport programs that rival 
suburbs

Bring back traditional magnet schools to keep families 
from leaving the district 

100 326 True 12/25/2023 1:08 41 7185 -93 5646 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Read Write/spell Problem solve Create meaningful relationships Life skills How to apply for a job/interview Social emotional learning focused Our elementary principal is AMAZING Creating more support for kids that have ieps
Creating more support for kids that have mental 
health concerns during the school day None

100 459 True 12/25/2023 13:51 42 4257 -83 1522 EN Male Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Staff East feeder pattern No Have a safe learning environment Proper and plentiful nutrition Be who they are without judgment A safe environment to learn 
Have a safe environment to be who they are without 
judgment Have a safe place to learn Hiring competent staff Ensuring free lunch for elementary students Make school environments safer Take better care of staff already employed Nothing I can think of  

100 642 True 12/26/2023 9:17 41 6021 -93 6124 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other North feeder pattern Las drogas Las clases Las clases Las becas Information de la universidad Tener buenas notas Poner más cámaras en las escuelas Chequear las mochilas Detector de drogas en los baños 
Ser más estrictos y poner vigilantes en las entradas y 
salidas todos los días No

100 264 True 12/26/2023 10:30 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Be proficient in core subjects and be respectful of 
other students and teachers  

Learn how to study and manage multiple classes. 
Learn to take control of their own learning  

Be prepared for secondary education if so desired. 
Know how to study and take control of their own 
grades and performance  Being inclusive to all  

100 2558 True 12/26/2023 10:36 41 8986 -87 738 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Arts Community Faith Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read  write English  and do basic math (+  -  * \  time)
Know how to treat other beings well, manage their 
emotions  and the consequences of their actions 

Understand the basics of how things work in their 
bodies  in personal finance and in government How to manage conflict and get along with each other

How to manage their personal finances, plan and 
evaluate a project, and US history, understand their 
opinions  and how to be a citizen

Be exposed to all the trades, how to manage a house 
or apartment so they can live in the world and always 
get a job if they need to

Central academy and campus is an amazing 
resource please keep it at all costs. And, keep hiring 
and paying (as well as possible) great inspiring 
teachers the kids love  

Offering a wide variety of activities and sports. All kids 
need a chance to feel part of a group, be able to try 
different skills  and accomplish something  

Requiring respect in class. Give students who are not 
listening and not working three or five times to 
improve and if not respectfully move them to a more 
stringent environment where they have to learn the 
skills of life: how to talk, read, write, type, balance a 
checkbook, plan a meal, manage a certain amount of 
money each week or month, pay rent, and get along. 
The misbehaving kids are holding the other kids back. 
Once my sons got to Central they actually started 
learning. It needs to start earlier in middle school. It’s 
not fair to lose those years  

Cycle all kids with a certain grade point thru Central 
Campus whether they request it or not. We need to 
give them a chance to find their skills and interests 
outside a normal classroom. Also, they need to be 
able to support themselves and a family after HS

Babying kids and letting people graduate without 
basic and life skills. Hire more counselors and set up 
more non traditional classrooms pull non performers 
out earlier Stop keeping the kids who don’t care about 
school and the kids who are advanced learners 
together for too long. By middle school it’s more clear 
who needs really good teaching, who needs faster 
paced advance classes and who is just disrupting 
classes, isn’t or can’t think well, or or needs 
alternative learning styles. DMPS should pull out the 
kids who want or need alternative learning styles or 
haven’t learned the background to participate in 
standard classes, and either put them in alternative 
classes, teach them in different ways or teach them 
different material. It’s not fair to hold back the 
advanced learners and make them bored for years 
before putting them in Central Academy  

100 683 True 12/26/2023 11:11 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Community Member Faith Community College/University Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Live and interact well with others in a supportive 
welcoming environment

Basic foundational learning. 
Math/science/English/social studies Foundation of being a global citizen Preparation for high school Live into being a global citizen  Prepare for next steps  career/ college/take school Providing welcoming diverse environment Supporting teachers Challenging irresponsible laws from legislature Innovative ideas to retain educators Nothing

100 672 True 12/26/2023 12:51 43 0382 -87 91 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read on grade level  Science standards Read Social skills Math Reading comprehension IB Ib 
Guidelines forms to fill out for problem solving in 
behavior and academics Unified sel EL for literacy it’s outdated and not effective

100 400 True 12/26/2023 13:59 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Black/African American 45-60 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern Read  write and spell Math  social skills Read  write  spell Math  science  social skills  history All curriculum's All curriculum's Reading Math Writing neatly Writing neatly No

100 1296 True 12/26/2023 14:18 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern Know how to spell their  address  parents information Read without being passed on Read Math and understand it That it isn't the greatest time of their life 
What comes next if they make it through all 4 years of 
school 

You have certain teachers that are building bonds 
with kids that really need it Certain groups for minority students Wanting to keep students in school Keeping kids interested Stop feeding them that nasty food 

100 501 True 12/26/2023 16:21 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff Community Member Business Community Lincoln feeder pattern No
Math and reading. Students should be exposed to 
science and the arts  How to listen and respect authority figures  Higher order thinking skills Organizing material and schedules  Work in groups Think independently

Teachers are trying to build relationships with 
students and families Helping those that need food and translators Consequences for bad behavior  

Assisting teachers with academic help for students 
below grade level Allowing extreme behaviors back into the classroom  

100 302 True 12/26/2023 19:04 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Understand the basic blocks of math Math Social development Write papers Financial literacy Teachers and staff communicating to parents Teaching the kids not to bully
I wish there was more clubs and extra activities for 
elementary age

100 1682 True 12/26/2023 20:56 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Staff Other Boy Scouts of America Lincoln feeder pattern No Read and have legible writing Spelling Respect to authority History of our nation 
Trade schools are just as important as college 
degrees Tax rules and check balances Keeping a diverse opportunity in curriculum 

100 269 True 12/27/2023 6:51 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other Other/Out of District No Reading Math Reading Math Reading Math
Providing reading instruction based on the science of 
reading Math instruction with IM

Consistent access to science of reading at all 
schools (I e  Cowles could do better) More hands on learning experiences Na

100 391 True 12/27/2023 7:18 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Hoover feeder pattern Read at grade level Marh at grade level Read at grade level Interact well in school environment Think and write critically Understand real world next steps College level class access Trying/caring
More focus in instruction time. My kids sometimes 
say they do very little in class

Exams in class with prep. My students never have 
finals and getting to college will be a shock

100 694 True 12/27/2023 8:44 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Literacy Social skills Literacy Problem solving Critical thinking Literacy Communication and responsiveness with parents Inclusive environment
Better education and accommodation for 
neurodiverse kids Education and conversation around current events

100 341 True 12/27/2023 21:59 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female More than one <18 No
100 238 True 12/28/2023 0:53 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern Safety Learning Bullying Safety Learning Respect Not listening to parents Fix the bullying Respect for the parents Using the computer bring back the books 

100 312 True 12/28/2023 8:21 44 9347 -93 0928 EN Female More than one 30-45 Parent Hoover feeder pattern No Read Positive social interaction Prioritizing social emotional learning Creating a safe and inclusive space for all students 

100 405 True 12/28/2023 13:45 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No Collaboration Problem solving Perspective taking Responsibility Critical thinking Decision making SEL focus Engaging grade level curriculum 
Focus on connection with students rather than 
discipline Focus on providing instruction with fidelity 

Stop taking away recess as a form of punishment, as 
a district 

100 355 True 12/28/2023 15:19 41 294 -96 0541 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Hoover feeder pattern Yes Read Get along with peers Know how to learn Communicate with others well Problem solve Life skills Community support roles Start using quality curriculum ALP program is a joke  stop wasting money on it
100 217 True 12/28/2023 20:54 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Alumni Staff Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No SEL Literacy SEL Communication with others SEL Communication with others SEL SEL

100 828 True 12/28/2023 22:03 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Alumni Lincoln feeder pattern No Appropriate social skills Reading Ask for help Exposure to many topics Advocation for self Independence High school has variety of leaning options
1x1 coaching if grades are D or lower OR missing 
assignments exceed 10%

Deadlines. I like that they have opportunities to 
improve grades by re-do, but there isn’t enough 
emphasis on due dates/staying current on 
assignments

Grading system is too confusing. It lacks clarity and 
causes chaos aand is not applied consistently. 
Missing grades should be entered as zeroes 
immediately. Use either A-F, NM-ET or 1-4….ensure 
portal calculates averages on behalf of teachers and 
ensures students always know where they stand

100 390 True 12/29/2023 17:16 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Hoover feeder pattern No Read and write Arithmetic Read and write Basic algebra Read and write Critical thinking
Expose children to lots of different things. Books by 
diverse authors and diverse topics  Emphasis on diversity more emphasis on the non-European parts of history  More exposure in the community at large  

100 806 True 12/30/2023 9:24 43 162 -85 6912 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Faith Community Lincoln feeder pattern No
Que le enseñen que existe un solo Dios y en 
enseñarles la biblia Una buena educación que sean umildes Enseñar principios de valores Recibir a Jesús en su corazón Aprender respetar adultos Hacer positivos en todo llenos de fe No se Principios de valores Enséñales q se amen ello mismos Aconsejarles que ya no se drogen Evitar las drogas

100 1132 True 12/30/2023 11:25 42 3562 -71 0631 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 45-60 Parent Other Parent  Not a Guardian  a Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes
The Fundamentals - Reading, Writing, Mathematics, 
History  Social Studies  Science 

More play time, especially for boys. And avoid any 
discussion of gender and identity ideologies Grammar

Mobile phones must be silenced and stored - used 
only on emergency situations Civics  US Constitution  laws and rights

Economics, and fundamentals of computer 
programming 

Central Academy, Central Campus, and DMACC 
courses for high school students 

The help and care for economically challenged 
families 

Students truly don’t know the basics and they keep 
getting shoved ahead in the system. Raise the bar, 
and fail kids when they don’t perform well No cell phones used during class time 

Don’t teach family values/morals, or any political 
agendas (my child’s school friend had a teacher who 
told students which politician to vote for)

100 516 True 12/30/2023 18:12 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Arts Community Other Na Lincoln feeder pattern  Don't know Don't know Don't know Don't know Don't know Don't know
Emailing the parent when student isn't doing there 
workl Letting parent know when they are tardy or late Getting the right transportation for students Making sure that they are not getting bullied at school Listen to the students better

100 427 True 12/31/2023 9:19 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Learning the basics to provide foundation for life long 
learning -- how to read, early mathematics, science, 
and social studies; also -- I think they should have 
exposure to humanities e.g., arts, music, body 
movement  relating to each other

Socio emotional -- kids need to learn how to interact 
with each other

Self understanding; middle school is such a hard time 
when kiddos' bodies are changing, and it's a time that 
they need to learn academically, but also a time for 
them to really start to develop their identities

Academics; they need a strong grounding in concepts 
and I think by this age they can start to link theory to 
practice

Academics, critical thinking -- taking the foundations 
they have in their own identity and matching it with 
theory and practice; they should come out of high 
school with the ability to look at issues and think 
critically about them

Social and life skills -- some kiddos will go right into 
the world without much additional support from their 
parents, so they need an understanding of what that 
looks like and entails

I think DMPS does a good job of creating welcoming 
and inclusive environments Offering broad exposure to humanities Not sure -- my kids only in Kindergarten n/a n/a

100 544 True 12/31/2023 19:58 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Student Other Other/Out of District

100 591 True 1/1/2024 10:57 42 0382 -88 262 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Other Other/Out of District No Read Write Read Critically think Critically think Financial responsibility Providing resources for students and communities
Following research based science of reading and 
phonics in curriculum  Following a research based writing curriculum in K-2

We should stop enforcing a bad curriculum upon 
teachers   

100 219 True 1/1/2024 11:08 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 45-60 Parent North feeder pattern Basic math  not the CORE stuff To feel safe  heard and understood Basic life skills
100 85 True 1/1/2024 12:37 42 4257 -83 1522 EN Male White <18 Student East feeder pattern No
100 355 True 1/1/2024 19:28 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Community Member Faith Community East feeder pattern Reading Social Skills Problem solving Social skills Future planning Communication skills Cultural awareness school culture communication with parents neurodivergent support no

100 1048 True 1/1/2024 20:47 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female More than one 30-45 Staff Business Community LGBTQ Community North feeder pattern No Literacy Skills Numeracy Skills Digital Literacy & Typing Proficiency Organizational and Time Management Skills Advanced Critical Thinking and Analytical Skills Self-Directed Learning and Adaptability Provide one-to-one computers for students Co-taught classes

Students need to be held accountable from 
elementary school. Not just at the high school level. If 
a student fails all of their classes, they should NOT be 
progressed automatically to the next grade. It is doing 
nothing but teaching students that they don't have to 
try and when they get to high school, they've not built 
up the skills that they need to be successful  Coding classes in elementary and middle school  

There shouldn't be multiple sets of rules, depending 
on one's background, ethnicity, or race. There should 
be one set of rules for everyone. I understand the 
difference between equity and equality, but I do 
believe in the education of ALL students. The district 
should provide equitable scaffolding to provide 
everyone equal opportunities  

100 963 True 1/2/2024 4:40 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Alumni Community Member Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Collaborate to get along with others  Problem solve Follow through with commitments  Communicate effectively in speaking and writing  Setting goals and making a plan to achieve them  Leadership Offering a variety of paths post secondary  

The new level of transparency Dr. Roberts is 
appreciated.  I would like to see this continue to 
develop  

ADDRESS THE MIDDLE SCHOOL ABYSS! We are 
losing parents and students in middle school.  
Specifically please take a closer look at the 
administration involved with Brody including the 
Principal and his Supervisor  

Develop our students as capable leaders and 
independent thinkers from the start   

Please stop ignoring the physical appearance and 
cleanliness of our buildings.  Please stop 
implementing curriculum initiatives in one or two 
schools.  Please stop having labels such as 
“International Baccalaureate” if the education is 
exactly the same as every school.  Please stop 
dumping curriculum before your teachers and 
scientists have a chance to see the benefits.  Please 
stop taking away opportunities from our schools to 
build community and pride (LHS will no longer have 
tennis courts, still won’t have a track to host track 
meets  no longer a home field)

100 706 True 1/2/2024 5:59 41 6381 -93 6203 EN Female Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Des Moines Housing Authority North feeder pattern No True life skills to look into their futures Respect and care for other students
Know about peer pressure and how their decisions 
can effect their futures Improve computer skills 

How to utilize years of teaching into their day to day 
lives

How to look for the correct career path for them 
based on their skills and personalities Helping to encourage the children to keep trying Introducing them to different career paths Not teaching them cursive at all 

I think that the leaders such as principles, vice 
principles, nurses and office staff do not follow 
protocol. They disrespect the parents and talk like 
teenagers. They have made it difficult to put trust in 
the staff. They are there for the check not the true well 
being of the children. Once my son I graduated this 
year I would never recommend DSMPS to anyone

100 153 True 1/2/2024 10:05 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent LGBTQ Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Write 
Use reading and writing to effectively learn other 
things like history or science Standards are far too low  My kids are very bored  ALP needs more resources 

The schedule is awful. School starts too early and is 
closed too often 

100 2913 True 1/2/2024 11:26 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Alumni Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No

They need to have a clear direction of where they 
want to head (college, career, or community). Right 
now, they're just going through the motions of school 
are are lost  

They have to be able to communicate effectively with 
each other, but their reliance on technology is hurting 
their communication skills  Access to meals during the day  Equity and social justice focuses

We absolutely have to get a comprehensive chronic 
absenteeism policy. We are telling our students they 
don't have to show up regularly to achieve a means to 
an end. It is the single thing PLCs in our building 
continue to return to the need for  

Improving access to arts education. As budget cuts 
have gutted so many electives (or moved them to 
Central which hurts students' access to them), we 
have an opportunity to expand communication and 
the arts and instill some real joy and excitement in an 
untapped area of our students' lives  

One hundred percent have to consider adjusting 
SRG. We have devalued and reinterpreted SRG in a 
way that is truly handicapping student's learning. I'm 
not saying return to points, but we have to turn the 
tide here  

100 696 True 1/2/2024 13:18 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern Yes Reading and writing skills
Develop social skills (body basics, behave 
respectfully in a school setting) Develop communication skills (writing  speaking) Develop time management skills Advocate for themselves Create and accomplish goals

Advocate for ALL students, especially in light of state 
government initiatives that seek to marginalize some 
groups 

Start requiring parents and students to care about 
behavior requirements. Habitual disruptors need to 
leave  

Bring back homework. Students need to learn those 
time management skills  

Stop with SRG. It’s confusing for all and not helpful as 
students transition to college  

100 1177 True 1/2/2024 14:21 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 18-30 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No read independently Follow Multi-Step Directions Work Independently Accurately Assess their Understanding
Manage their behavior to make progress towards their 
future goals

Identify and use resources to help make progress 
towards future goals

Being compassionate and understanding/ Restorative 
practices Focus on equitable treatment of students

Raising expectations for students to the level needed 
for them to reach their future goals

Consistently holding students to high expectations. 
(Alongside restorative practices)

Stop leaving all disciplinary practices up to the 
discretion of administrators in buildings to make them 
more efficient.  Set expectations with equity in mind, 
then stick to them.  Administrators and RSCs are 
overwhelmed, so seemingly small behaviors (missing 
class, being late, using cell phones, etc) are not being 
addressed  

100 319 True 1/2/2024 14:24 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White >60 Parent Administrator Community Member Arts Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Language skills (reading/writing) Learn math and have exposure to the arts
Opportunities for extracurriculars (sports, arts, 
debate  etc ) Good communication skills Communications skills Planning for life after high school Advanced Placement/Central Academy Skilled Trades/Central Campus More improved facilities for sports and the arts Behavior support/discipline n/a

100 14144 True 1/2/2024 14:29 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female More than one 18-30 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern No Reading at Grade Level every year 
Students should be proficient in all Math Iowa Core 
standards 

Students should be proficient in all 5th grade ELA and 
writing standards to be prepared for high school

Students should be proficient in all ELA and Math 
Iowa Core standards 

Students should be proficient in all ELA and Math 
Iowa Core standards 

Students should have the SEL skills to be able to be 
successful in their career, college, and community 
after high school  

We are very conscious that many of our students live 
below the poverty line and have programs/resources 
for them to access basic human needs like health, 
clothing  and hygiene  

Acknowledging and recognizing that many of our 
students have diverse religions and cultures  

Enabling the majority of our students to read at grade 
level

Preparing our students for college and careers that 
stretch beyond the service industry 

We should stop focusing our teaching on ISASP 
scores because the data is not an accurate reflection 
of what our students know it shows how they will do 
on a long standardized test  

100 65 True 1/2/2024 14:44 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Hoover feeder pattern
100 145 True 1/2/2024 14:45 43 0382 -87 91 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Read in grade level Math Reading Ready for a career or college The curriculum is horrible Get discipline under control 
100 75 True 1/2/2024 14:45 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff Other/Out of District No

100 216 True 1/2/2024 14:46 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Male White 30-45 Staff LGBTQ Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read and write Addition  subtraction  multiplication  division Read and pull impotant ideas from text and data Math Use information in texts and data to solve problems Algebra SRG I'm not sure Holding students more accountable for attendance Lowering class sizes No
100 224 True 1/2/2024 14:46 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No read at the appropriate grade level meet age appropriate math standards read at the appropriate grade level meet age appropriate math standards free lunches hiring teachers of color

100 228 True 1/2/2024 14:46 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 18-30 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No Writing Social emotional Math Writing Writing Math Science of reading Appropriate training for staff Paying employees a livable wage Honoring employees that are bilingual
Meeting IEP minutes of students instead of taking 
away from said students due to behavior

100 245 True 1/2/2024 14:47 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff LGBTQ Community Refugee Community Hoover feeder pattern No phonemic awareness How to work with a partner/ group and be successful Summarize employability skills clothing closets/ food pantries Dart bus passes
Get every student a public library card and PAY 
TEACHERS MORE More community inclusion activities/ clubs

treating our teachers as if they are expendable or 
invaluable

100 158 True 1/2/2024 14:47 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male Black/African American 30-45 Staff

Refugee Community,College/University 
Partner,Career and Technical Education 
Partner DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Write Basic math Read Basic math Read at grade level Making them feel included Giving students academic choices Offer pre algebra courses

Stop listening to downtown administrators who have 
no experience in what is going on in the classrooms 
right now and do not listen to those with boots on the 
ground

100 165 True 1/2/2024 14:48 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Faith Community Other/Out of District No Read Compute efficiently Read Wrote eloquently Read Write well Community needs Lifting up minorities Smaller class sizes More individualized attention No

100 204 True 1/2/2024 14:48 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Hoover feeder pattern No

Regulate their emotions, becoming a functioning 
member of society, science, social studies, music, 
art and pe Reading and math

Regulate their emotions and how to be a functioning 
member of society

Regulate their emotions and how to be a functioning 
member of society

Meeting the needs of ALL learners, not just students 
that are not meeting benchmarks

100 323 True 1/2/2024 14:48 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff Community Member Faith Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No How to be kind  Love of learning Work ethic Conflict resolution   How to set goals That goals are not always easy to achieve   Attendance is important Support MLL students
100 69 True 1/2/2024 14:49 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No

100 401 True 1/2/2024 14:49 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Hoover feeder pattern No
Feel valued, a sense of belonging, and possess the 
idea that they are capable of doing hard things

Attain skills to read at grade level, compute 
mathematic operations for addition, subtraction, 
multiplication  and division

Communicate Effectively in verbal, written, and 
creative modes Make connections in science  technology  and math Choose a pathway for their future Foreign Language 

Instructional Coaches are accessible in each building 
to strengthen teachers through learning cycles and 
providing expertise in teaching and learning

Uplifting Social Emotional Learning in Elementary 
School for students engagement

Opportunities for STEAM in elementary schools- not 
clubs after school but access to opportunities for all 
students during the contract hours 

Creating/Communicating Pathways for students with 
IEPs to see themselves as part of the community in 
learning, growing, and thriving towards post high 
school aspirations

IM Curriculum holds students back from getting to 
experience real world application and Knowledge 
utilization tasks to extend their mathematical thinking 
and expression of skills

100 295 True 1/2/2024 14:50 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other Other/Out of District No social emotional skills read social emotional skills read life skills (budgeting  cooking  organizing etc ) read language translation diversity social emotional learning special education classrooms no

100 314 True 1/2/2024 14:50 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Hoover feeder pattern No be proficient in reading be proficient in math be proficient in reading be proficient in math have a career goal be able to graduate having students have access to grade level materials lots of options for learning a career

have students accountable for their grades in 
elementary  - what are we going to do when they are 
not proficient in math or reading

have a plan to have every student successful at each 
grade level - if they aren't, how can we help them be 
successful at each grade level

just passing students to the next grade when they 
can't do the work of the grade they are in

100 271 True 1/2/2024 14:50 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District Yes Read fluently  All Basic Math operations  Write clearly and logically Understand and solve more abstract math problems Think critically Write with purpose We have a strong and equitable curriculum  We are inclusive  Holding students accountable  
Providing consistent expectations district wide for 
behavior Marketing  

100 475 True 1/2/2024 14:51 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Prefer not to say 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District Listen when others are talking
Basic reading comprehension, math facts, and write 
about their learning

Initiate and complete work in a small group or 
independently

Analyze text to write an essay, explain their thinking 
about learning Respect others who are different than them Explain their learning in multiple formats

emphasizing the academic and social needs of all 
learners

providing grade level learning at all levels with 
curriculum materials consistent expectations for learning and behavior

consistent expectations for getting students services 
they need such as SPED  intervention  behavior

providing more scaffolds than necessary for ALL 
learners

100 493 True 1/2/2024 14:51 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Parent Alumni Staff Community Member Arts Community LGBTQ Community North feeder pattern Yes Social and Emotional Regulation Literacy  being able to read 
Build health coping skills and senses of self esteem 
(SEL)

Build / Polish critical thinking and problem solving 
skills 

Be proficient communicators and show mastery of 
basic skills in all classroom subjects 

Have a plan after graduation and a path toward 
betterment of their life and circumstances 

Centering diversity and the strength of our 
marginalized communities Celebrating students and staff publicly 

Fund DART for all students and families to ride for 
free to help with attendance  

Make schools hubs, fold in community partners, give 
them space/offices in our schools, provide meals, 
adult education  etc  

Stop funding Central Academy. It is institutionalized 
and uplifted white supremacy  

100 238 True 1/2/2024 14:51 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Alumni Staff Hoover feeder pattern No Social emotional regulation Read Social emotional regulation Read Social emotional regulation Job skills Having school nurses available for students Supporting families Have a full time nurse in every building
Have a full time mental health therapist in every 
building Incentivizing with candy or screen time 

100 192 True 1/2/2024 14:51 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Alumni Administrator Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Have conversations Read Write Draw conclusions Budget Food for all Graduation options Consequences Holding parents accountable
Passing kids on when they aren't proficient/meeting 
standards

100 500 True 1/2/2024 14:52 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Arts Community LGBTQ Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read on grade level Learn to problem solve through grade-level math Increase analytical thinking skills Read on grade level Increase analytical and individual thinking skills Make connections to community/real-world

Prioritizing equitable instruction to work to close the 
achievement/opportunity gap that negatively affects 
historically oppressed populations

Providing opportunities in the fine and performing arts 
for all students Increase play and exploration in elementary school

Increase the focus and support for the fine and 
performing arts

Diminish the focus on grades (continue SRG; focus 
on learning, not on letter grades earned at the end of 
a term)

100 247 True 1/2/2024 14:52 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Alumni Staff Other/Out of District No Social Emotional awareness/ skills Reading/ literacy skills reading/ literacy skills Math skills reading/ literacy skills Math skills

100 591 True 1/2/2024 14:53 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read proficiently caring is sharing Don't lose them in the math  Algebra subjects
survival skills - bank accounts, check books, learning 
how to function with the outside world Leadership skills - volunteering - community 

how to fill out a tax return, make a resume, the 
interview, how to get seen by dressing and filling out 
an application taking care of food insecurities Provide leaders who care about them-will listen i don't have an answer for this one

Train the staff so they can lead! Pay them so they will 
stay  (SPED Associates) Stop the "Thats not my job" mentality

100 672 True 1/2/2024 14:54 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Read at grade level Do math on grade level Critical thinking and writing about what they read  
Know their strengths and aptitudes in order to think 
about a future career  Critical thinking and writing about what they read  

Have the social and communication skills to be 
successful in jobs and in higher education Creating inclusive enviornments Using vetted curricular materials 

Elementary students need more time in science and 
social studies (to put to use their reading skills) Give all students access to preschool education

100 628 True 1/2/2024 14:54 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No read
write in full sentences and compose cohesive 
paragraphs

reason deductively by following some kind of process 
- math steps  scientific process read evaluate arguments read providing vocational programming at Central Campus

providing dual credit opportunities at neighborhood 
high schools

providing "late bus" transportation for students who 
have to stay after school career planning socially promoting students through middle school

100 595 True 1/2/2024 14:55 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White >60 Staff Other Roosevelt feeder pattern Stay off their cellphones

Be quiet and respectful.  The teachers bend over 
backwards to help students learn.  There only a half 
dozen students in each class that are troublemakers, 
and disruptive to the students who are trying to do 
their assignments Math and to stay off their cellphones Math and penmanship Math Stay off their cellphones

Teachers bend over backwards to teach, even the 
troublemakers.  Schools should put all the 
troublemakers in a separate classroom so as to help 
the other students to learn Taking cellphones

Have students leave their cellphones at home or at 
least in their lockers Expell the troublemakers Not a thing

100 691 True 1/2/2024 14:55 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Staff Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No
Students need to be proficient in academics (reading/ 
writing / math)

Students need to know how to work / communicate 
with other students/people.   How to problem solve 
and how to believe in their ability to learn  Self Control Academics Academics 

Understand the importance of attending school and 
completing quality work in a timely fashion  

Starting to look at our attendance policies and put 
something in place to support coming to school Thinking about the WHOLE child 

 Need more supports in place, more teachers, more 
counselors  nurses etc  

More supports for teachers to deal with large class 
sizes and students who are in need  

100 468 True 1/2/2024 14:55 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 18-30 Alumni Staff Community Member Lincoln feeder pattern No
Read at grade level and express themselves using 
SEL skills

Understand math concept and use social skills to 
communicate 

Having set curriculum and timelines so that if/when 
students move schools they are learning the same 
things around the same time  Days off for staff PD Four day week ? More breaks ?

Providing funding and materials to all schools, 
teachers, and students. Printing and preparing 
curriculum materials

Use a different literacy curriculum and add in more 
writing 

100 635 True 1/2/2024 14:55 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read - 5th grade level Basic math skills Read level- 6th to 8th grade or higher Math skills
Read- 10th-11th grade or higher/ Math skills-Financial 
Literacy

Identify a Career Pathway or demonstrate College 
readiness 

There are a lot of Activities, Clubs and Sports for 
students Inclusion

A phone policy and more meetings with families re: 
students and behaviors

Concerns about  students not attending and why are 
they not attending/more contacts home

100 411 True 1/2/2024 14:55 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District reading a variety of texts at grade-level Number sense ability to discern and evaluate reading material
the ability to engage in critical conversations in a 
respectful manner the ability to engage in civil discourse effective communication of all kinds prioritizing access to grade-level teaching increasing/tracking student engagement more focus on the whole child direction (curriculum?) regarding SEL instruction

lack of follow-through for student behaviors that 
endanger students and staff 

100 568 True 1/2/2024 14:56 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District Yes
Reading by end of first grade; in 3rd-5th using reading 
skills to comprehend text

math number sense; working with manipulatives for 
whole numbers  decimals and fractions have grit to solve problems  read texts at MS level

use resources to solve math problems. Understand 
what math problems are asking them to do and use 
tools to help solve them

engage in a variety of coursework that allows them to 
engage in learning and decide where they want to go 
after high school  attendance and graduation rates have gone up SEL

Students have lost some of the "engagement" in 
school--where they think learning is fun. Ex: fieldtrips, 
celebrating holidays in schools  et Engaging parents in the learning more

? I think this depends on each building and 
administration/staff in that building

100 593 True 1/2/2024 14:56 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Administrator Other/Out of District No Read at grade level Appropriate interactions with peers and adults Appropriate self-advocacy
Continue reading at grade level and achieve grade 
level expectations in math Identify post secondary goals and action plan

Understand financial literacy and how to be a 
productive citizen Continue using high-quality curriculum Continue working towards GLEAM

Increase focus on interacting appropriately with 
others - adults and peers

Increase learning and experiences that focus on 
relationship building

STOP the 30-day suspensions!  This does not solve 
the problem, students are not logging on for their 
work, and buildings are using this as an excuse to not 
actually prevent behaviors and teach replacement 
behaviors/expectations.  I cannot identify anything 
beneficial to the student when schools issue this 
consequence

100 254 True 1/2/2024 14:56 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Administrator Hoover feeder pattern No Emotion Management  Read Well Emotion Management Reading Post Secondary Planning and How to Get There Emotion Management Skills Pretty Small Elementary Class Sizes
Focus on Attendance Through Relationships with 
Students and Families

Equipping Middle Schools with Small Enough Class 
Sizes

100 738 True 1/2/2024 14:56 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female More than one 45-60 Alumni Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No
They should be able to act independently with good 
problem-solving skills

They should be able to figure out meaning from a text 
using their current level of skills

They should be a good citizen of their various 
communities

They should be able to act with integrity and problem 
solve

They should prepare themselves to be lifelong 
learners

They should be engaged in and responsible for their 
own learning

Feeding all students should continue this helps 
alleviate a basic need  Teachers need to have more input on curriculum  More teachers are needed for lower class sizes

Students need more access to mental health 
services

Students need to be tested less and teachers need to 
have autonomy to teach well

100 48 True 1/2/2024 14:57 41 6244 -93 6694 EN

100 481 True 1/2/2024 14:57 41 268 -96 1156 EN Female White 30-45 Alumni Staff Community Member

Business Community,Arts Community,LGBTQ 
Community,Faith Community,College/University 
Partner,Des Moines Area Regional Transit 
(DART) DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No

That they are a part of a community; how to be kind 
and loving to themselves and others; that they are 
loved for who they are

They should know how to read and access books 
through DMPL/school libraries

That they are a part of a community; how to be kind 
and loving to themselves and others; that they are 
loved for who they are

They should be able to solve most problems 
themselves, without violence, but know how to ask for 
help when they need it

That they are a part of a community; how to be kind 
and loving to themselves and others; that they are 
loved for who they are

identify the strengths in their skillset and develop a 
plan for how to find a fulfilling job/future plan that will 
help them grow in that skillset

Standing up to state/national actors who want to 
discriminate against BIPOC/LGBTQIA students

Feeding, clothing, loving kiddos that the rest of our 
systems exclude build "soft" skills around self efficacy

continue to communicate with stakeholders when 
kiddos aren't where they need to be

Nope, I'm proud to be a part of DMPS. DMPS aligns 
with my values



100 739 True 1/2/2024 14:58 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff LGBTQ Community Hoover feeder pattern No Read Emotional Regulation Empathy/empathize multiply/divide Identify positive coping skills Financial Literacy
Allowing for LGBTQ+ students/staff to have safe 
spaces

Returning to phonics based (science of reading) 
reading instruction

More activities and free/open spaces for students to 
be after hours instead of getting involved with drugs, 
ect

Better IDEA & ADA law education for teachers and 
admin

100 888 True 1/2/2024 14:59 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No
regulate emotions and be able to put words to how 
they are feeling

learn the importance of failure and how it makes you 
better make mistakes 

They need to be able to regulate their emotions when 
involved in conflict 

They need to be able advocate for themselves in 
situations that impact their wellbeing

problem solve and use critical thinking skills to solve 
complex issues

recognize the importance of equity in society and how 
being a change agent will impact the systems they 
are involved in

There are changes happen at the higher levels that 
show a commitment to retention

Exposing student to the importance of varied 
demographics and showing a true picture of what you 
will see in society

identifying and putting the proper resources into our 
demographics that are being disregarded. Black and 
hispanic females

disproportionality of services is not being met bc our 
teachers do not have the time to be good at their 
craft. We need time and proper PD for all 
stakeholders so we can be united when discussing 
initiatives and be grounded in a sound why

Ensuring that all students live in grade level text all 
day in secondary levels, when some students have 
not mastered decoding at a high enough level that 
ensures they can engage in the grade level text  

100 253 True 1/2/2024 15:00 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Know how to school - behaviors  attendance  etc Read Know how to school - behaviors  attendance  etc Read Know how to school - behaviors  attendance  etc Read
Recruiting quality teachers, administrators, and other 
staff

Feed these kids - free breakfast and lunch is critical 
to their success

Retaining quality teachers, administrators, and other 
staff

Not holding them accountable for their behaviors. 
When we do this, we perpetuate the problem. If we 
have rules then we have to follow through with the 
consequences. This better prepares them for the 
"real world"

100 184 True 1/2/2024 15:00 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 45-60 Administrator Other Hoover feeder pattern No read math read math read math
holding everyone accountable to justice for all 
learners- All means All focusing on SEL

find a way to get students to school if they do not 
have transportation

100 285 True 1/2/2024 15:00 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No Proficient readers Self regulate emotions Career goals and aspirations for future Emotional regulation Engage in community resources related to career Explore all academic areas Reading focus Math focus More counselors for SEL and career work Science exploration at elementary 

100 970 True 1/2/2024 15:00 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No How to read How science works--science exploration Understand Civics Research responsibly "Liberal arts" studies (literature  history  art  music) Practical skills (budgeting  cooking  career path skills) Being welcoming to all 
Offering a range of educational opportunities for 
remedial  advanced  alternative students

Clear, consistent consequences for actions that harm 
the school community or hold back others' learning

Do a better job of ensuring students are aware of all 
programs/classes available to them  

Returning students to the classroom when they have 
broken community bonds before the community has 
recovered or even is ready to see the student again. 
Repeat offenders at all grade levels should be 
educated apart from their peers until they earn their 
time back by learning self-management skills

100 425 True 1/2/2024 15:01 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Male Prefer not to say >60 Staff Other Other/Out of District Yes Writing Reading Mathematics English Science Algebra Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Teaching to be less sensitive to words

100 461 True 1/2/2024 15:01 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Hoover feeder pattern No Read basic math reading for content knowledge graph read to learn new things identify and apply uses for math focusing on equity and access food for our students for free access to organized after-school learning remediation more bus access for kids

Asking teachers to do extra - hire NEW staff to do 
NEW jobs - don't keep sticking another thing on 
teachers' plates

100 109 True 1/2/2024 15:01 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Staff No

100 416 True 1/2/2024 15:02 41 046 -94 3458 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No
Read and comprehend text. Add, subtract, multiply, 
and divide Control their behaviors and emotions N/a N/a N/a N/a Inclusivity Hiring highly qualified educators Holding staff and students accountable Using free curriculum  

100 844 True 1/2/2024 15:03 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff Community Member Faith Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading & Math
How to resolve conflict and to take responsibility for 
their actions

Reading, Math, Science & life skills (cooking, 
cleaning  etc )

How to resolve conflict and to take responsibility for 
their actions prepare for future (collage or trades) finances  interest  credit  life skills

Hold students and families accountable for their 
actions

have consequences for bad behavior or not turning in 
assignments

100 500 True 1/2/2024 15:03 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff Community Member East feeder pattern No How to listen and follow directions Manage emotions Start to think critically Think globally Advanced critical thinking skills
Advanced global thinking, beyond I don't need this 
class to graduate Social Emotional Learning Math and Reading Skills Self Responsibility Holding students accountable for their behavior

Not holding students/families responsible for their 
behavior and lack of engagement.  It's not the 
teachers responsibility to entertain   

100 739 True 1/2/2024 15:05 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Understand how to be students-executive function 
allows them to access school more easily Read  write  math at grade level proficiency Self efficacy/executive function 

Take classes that are related to their interests.  Yes 
basics are important but kids learn to hate school in 
middle school Proces/synthesize information 

Be aware of abilities and improve them to prepare for 
post secondary world 

Students form relationships with peers and staff at 
schools, the school experience reflects the world 
around us, finding interests, offering accelerated 
classes Offering accelerated classes

Focus on improving proficiency in basic skills.   
Access to grade level material that actually requires 
students to be functioning at grade level

Advertising that high learning expectations are the 
norm so people don’t leave for suburbs 

Stop spending an inordinate amount of time trying to 
fit all kids into the comprehensive school.  If it’s not 
working there should be an immediate accessibile 
option for students who need an alternative 

100 365 True 1/2/2024 15:07 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Refugee Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read and comprehend multiple genres of text
Simple math basic facts. Add, subtract, multiply and 
divide Problem solving COmprehend and read grade level texts Basic math skills and problem solving

Apply things they learn while reading (Comprehend 
and use for tasks) Social Emotional learning Treat staff fairly with excellent benefits

Add more extra curricular activiites for elementary 
students

More field trips, art integration, real-life experiences, 
assemblies

Stop being so DATA DRIVEN! These are human 
beings  not robots  

100 1259 True 1/2/2024 15:07 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Administrator Other Alumni Other/Out of District No

To be productive students with high academic 
mindsets where there needs to be an expectation for 
all students on what being a student should look like

To understand there are guidelines and expectations 
within the school environment that may look different 
than their homelife, but that they will be held to a high 
standard while at school

To be productive students with high academic 
mindsets where there needs to be an expectation for 
all students on what being a student should look like

To understand there are guidelines and expectations 
within the school environment that may look different 
than their homelife, but that they will be held to a high 
standard while at school

To be productive students with high academic 
mindsets where there needs to be an expectation for 
all students on what being a student should look like

To understand there are guidelines and expectations 
within the school environment that may look different 
than their homelife, but that they will be held to a high 
standard while at school Adopting high-quality and viable curriculum

The superintendent is creating a culture of high 
expectations and BELIEF in all our stakeholders  

We need a unified message and campaign about 
chronic absenteeism at all levels (including staff 
absenteeism)  

We are more focused on passing and credit recovery 
than we are on proficiency. We need to mail home 
report cards  ISASP results  and other student data  

I think we need to stop using such deficit language 
about students' mental health (we all have it), anxiety 
(some level is healthy and helpful), and lack of belief 
in themselves (what are we doing to increase their 
efficacy). I have been in more meetings about Staff 
Mindsets, SEL, Safety, and Mental Health than I have 
about reading, writing, and complex thinking. We 
need to revisit our purpose because we simply 
cannot do it all  but we should do education well

100 448 True 1/2/2024 15:08 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No Basic reading skills & learn to read fluently Basic math skills Writing & problem solving skills Foundational reading and math skills How to collect research Study skills 

I feel that staff are working well as a team to help 
students, and students are making progress more 
quickly

100 327 True 1/2/2024 15:08 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Male White 30-45 Staff
Parks and Recreation 
Department DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union North feeder pattern No Safe learning Safe learning Safe learning Safe learning Safe learning Safe learning Feeding Holding students accountable Discipline No 

100 1512 True 1/2/2024 15:08 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Grade level English, math, social studies, science, 
and the arts Students should be able to participate in community Grade level work in all subjects

Participate fully and effectively as a a member of a 
community Grade level work in all subject areas

Identify their next steps and requirements to enroll, 
enlist  or employ Increase access to the arts and cocurricular activities

DMPS staff works hard to welcome all students. We 
should continue to work on inclusivity and meeting the 
social and emotional needs of students

We eliminated advanced level classes at the middle 
and high school levels. Our neighboring school 
district offer these opportunities  Students do not always feel safe in our schools  

100 1115 True 1/2/2024 15:08 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Career and Technical Education Partner Other/Out of District No

One thing they absolutely need to know, and many do 
not know for safety, is their full name and address. 
This should be stressed. The most important should 
know is reading  Students should be literate

Students should understand and be able to 
demonstrate different math problems

First, they are missing social skills. And since they 
aren't being taught at home, we need to teach them at 
school. In middle school pre-algebra and algebra are 
very important skills to master rd Continuing to work on literacy and spelling

Math, algebra, geometry, trigonometry at least. Many 
need pre-calc and beyond  Students need strong skills in English

Some schools really try to work hard to teach 
students. Other schools like Moulton and Morris are 
not working so hard to keep students in class, and let 
students leave class for virtually no reason. There 
needs to be a discipline going on in these schools 
and work to keep kids in class instead of running the 
hallways

North high works hard to keep kids in class. They 
need to keep doing what they are doing. East high 
needs to try harder to get kids to stay in class

Make sure that kids know their full name and address 
by second grade for safety reasons  Not sure

The administration at McKinley should stop dragging 
kids that aren't behaving by their arms. In other 
words, administration there is using too much force. 
They could resort to other means 

100 197 True 1/2/2024 15:09 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 18-30 Staff Other/Out of District No Social skills Problem solving Social skills Problem solving Problem solving Social skills Meeting the needs of all learners Student safety Teaching how to problem solve Pushing the gender agenda 

100 352 True 1/2/2024 15:09 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White >60 Staff Arts Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read and write at grade level Math Read and write at grade level Math Read and write at grade level Math and college and career ready I don't know I don't know
having enough building support for students with 
behavior issues

100 987 True 1/2/2024 15:09 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Prefer not to say 45-60 Parent Staff
LGBTQ Community,Refugee 
Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Be able to feel safe  cared for  and ready to learn 

Receive a quality data driven curriculum that includes 
and meet the needs of indivual learners same same same

same, but includes transitioning to post-secondary 
learning  living  and working  starting to bring in SEL fucus inclusion and safety

making traveling to and from school safe. Crossing 
guards and busing availability is unacceptable. As a 
teacher, I am not able to provide my in district 
students trasportation personally. We have no bus 
and there is only 1 crossing that has a guard-that is 
the adjacent to the school. It would be unsafe for my 
children to walk to school  

Metro Care availability. We do not find out until a week 
or 2 before schools starts to know if our children are 
selected.  Many families are placed on waiting lists. 
There is also no before school availabitlity  no

100 444 True 1/2/2024 15:10 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other Teacher Other/Out of District No

Be able to read at their own pace and level, but most 
importantly believe in themselves to accomplish rhis 
goal Be creative Read and comprehend text  believe in themselves  

The arts are very important and them feeling like they 
belong in their school and community  

They should have the skills and knowledge to pick 
what they would like to do after high-school,  career, 
trade school or college  

Learning the skills they need for after high school to 
help them be successful  Small groups for students that need extra support  

Focusing on reading and teaching students where 
they are in reading at their grade level  

More focus on Science and Social Studies in 
Elementary School  

More focus on the arts and embracing trades that do 
not require college to start a career  No

100 77 True 1/2/2024 15:10 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Other/Out of District No

100 585 True 1/2/2024 15:11 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female Prefer not to say >60 Staff Other/Out of District No
they should learn to read (decoding and basic 
comprehension) follow adult directions read to learn self-regulate emotions

be able to pass a basic citizenship test (not to 
become citizens  but know those things) delay gratification we welcome all students from all places

limiting access to cell phones, especially during 
middle school (I think it may be a rule at some 
schools but it does not seem to be enforced )

providing a complete continuum of special education 
services Pre K to 21

saying "we don't do that in Des Moines" (this applies 
to a wide variety of supports that other districts do but 
we don't)

100 477 True 1/2/2024 15:13 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff East feeder pattern No Reading Social skills Reading Social skills Reading Real world skills
Providing various levels of academic and behavior 
interventions for students

Having specific supports and special education 
teams for behaviors and mental health

Standardized or more development for staff for 
emotional regulation curriculum in every school

Equity for students within and between schools 
regardless of race, religion, economic status, parental 
involvement  etc

Valuing academics above all other areas of education 
like social  emotional  peer relationships  etc

100 523 True 1/2/2024 15:14 41 4868 -93 6538 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Alumni Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No Social Emotional skills Reading Life skills Simple mathematic Life skills
Life math: checking account,debit cards balancing. 
Bills Lincoln mental health class Lincoln Math for trades  Preparing student for future Preparing students for adulthood if not going to college 

100 821 True 1/2/2024 15:14 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female More than one 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No
Solve problems using math, science, and background 
knowledge

Learn to read and write, organizational skills (take 
notes  use a notebook)

Continue to use the skills learned, and learn, in depth, 
the concepts learned in Elemenetary school  

Learn about cause and effect at school, and in life. 
Choices come with consequences

Become independent, own their learning, stay on 
track for graduation, learn that choices come with 
consequences that can affect the rest of their lives

Get involved in school activities and community 
activities Supporting teachers and school staff Giving some students opportunity to be successful

Make students and parents accountable for their 
actions. Allow ALL students to learn, and support 
teachers with resources and space. Students with 
behavior goals shouldn't take other students' ability to 
learn

Have enough staff in schools to make students 
accountable for the actions. If they are not in class, 
they should not be in hallways, wonderign around 
because school doesn't have enough staff to keep an 
eye in every floor and hallway

We should keep expectations high from elementary to 
high school, and have a consistent and efficient 
system to help students meet the expectations. 
Perhaps work with the city  

100 830 True 1/2/2024 15:17 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Read at or near grade level Understand and control emotions/behavior
Basic computation and numeracy skills at or near 
grade level

How to treat others with respect and get along with 
others who are different

Apply academic skills to solve problems and think 
critically How to work with and communicate with others Focus on SEL

Using a common math curriculum across all grades 
(IM)

Consistent, clear consequences for serious 
misbehavior across all schools  

More focus or accessibility to consumer 
math/financial literacy   

100 306 True 1/2/2024 15:19 41 3596 -96 1566 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff Community Member Lincoln feeder pattern No
Our students should know how to decode and 
encode in a proficient manner  not based on speed

Students should have number sense and 
mathematical problem solving skills  Increasing science of reading instruction Holding students accountable for behavior Involving parents when there is negative interaction 

I think we need to consider class size and curriculum. 
We are not doing what is best for students in terms of 
class size or curriculum choice

100 502 True 1/2/2024 15:19 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read grade level text 

Basic math functions: part vs. whole, order of and 
definition of operations (addition, subtraction, 
multiplication  division)  problem solving Analyze and respond to grade level text

Analyze and solve grade level math functions that 
take place in our world 

Complete projects by reading and responding to 
chronologically presented directions Analyze and solve multistep mathematical equations

100 777 True 1/2/2024 15:20 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other none of the above Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Read - what skill matters more to success in the 
workforce? None   

Math - also a close runner-up to reading, but not quite 
as necessary in life  

Critical thinking(assuming they are proficient in 
reading and math)  

Self-directed learning (social-emotional skills around 
taking initiative, taking responsibility, following through 
on their own with schoolwork without adult hovering)  

Planning for postsecondary success, shown through 
proficiency in all core subjects  Critical thinking and applying it to the real world

Providing support for students who aren't proficient in 
reading or math (tutoring  afterschool programs  etc )

Providing supplementary programs to meet the needs 
of the whole child  as well as free breakfast and lunch  

Offering more (if possible) tutoring and supportive 
help for students who aren't yet proficient in reading 
by 3rd grade (so for students in K-3)  

Providing more tutoring and supportive help for 
students who aren't yet proficient in math by 4th 
grade (in grades k-4)  

There's still a strong "us vs them" mentality from 
department to department in the administrative offices 
that HAS to change. It's toxic. One of our Chiefs is a 
top contributor to it. Yet nothing changes. This 
impacts the whole district. It's like people are afraid to 
address it   

100 557 True 1/2/2024 15:21 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No Read! Identify Numbers and letters Read Add & Subtract Social Skills Having repercussions for their actions providing 2 meals a day Food pantries for families  Discipline! 
Having the kids be accountable for their actions, the 
way they speak to adult's 

Standardized Testing. Look at Europe they dont 
Standardized test their education system is amazing 

100 1963 True 1/2/2024 15:24 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Alumni Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Students should be able to read and write proficiently  
Students should be able to set goals and self-regulate 
by the time they leave elementary school

Students should continue proficiency in reading, 
writing  and math skills

Students should be able to plan and prioritize tasks 
(academically  socially  emotionally  etc )

Students should maintain a proficiency level that sees 
them through graduation and earning a high school 
diploma

Students should acquire necessary life skills for any 
college or career path (budgeting, family-reflection, 
life goals  resume and intrapersonal skills  etc )

Continue to be representative of varying student 
needs and cultures through curriculum choice, hiring 
of staff  and volunteers

Continue to train teachers in the Science of Reading 
research and ways to incorporate it into their 
classrooms  

Train teachers in the Science of Reading research 
and ways to incorporate it into their classrooms 
across ALL grade levels and specialties. We should 
have the mindset that we are ALL teachers of Literacy

Train staff in de-escalation strategies and trauma-
informed instructional practices to meet the masses 
of student needs  Stop pushing political agendas especially staff   

100 424 True 1/2/2024 15:25 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Administrator North feeder pattern Yes Become literate (reading at grade-level)  Critically examine their world (equity & justice)
Be empowered to take action to affect change in their 
world Continue honing literacy skills  Be empowered to act on things in their world

Have access to a skills and abilities to pursue their 
wildest dreams!

Commitment to each student having access to grade 
level, engaging, affirming, and meaningful learning 
experiences in every class  every day  Commitment to equity and justice  

Examining special education and the disparate 
outcomes that we continue to produce  

Holding each employee accountable for performance 
outcomes  

Stop asking people to do things outside of their 
expertise (e.g. teachers aren't trained in curriculum 
writing-continue with aligned curriculum). Stop 
making excuses for the recruitment and retainment of 
BIPOC employees, hold everyone accountable for 
their racism  

100 187 True 1/2/2024 15:26 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Other/Out of District No Communicate effectively for themselves Advocate for themselves Communicate for themselves Advocate for themselves Communicate for themselves Advocate for themselves Na Na Na Na Na

100 1695 True 1/2/2024 15:26 41 6381 -93 6203 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff Other/Out of District No
Social emotional growth. Learn how to give 
effort/work hard  "We can do hard things ""  Respect/learn how to do school  Follow directions Ownership and Accountability

Responsibility. Finish things. Try new things/explore 
interests Future planning Collaboration skills Free nutritional snacks  free breakfast and lunch

All schools staffed with full time Counselors, 
Therapists and Extended Core

Money for associates!! More 1 on 1 assiciates and 
help is needed  

A better way to manage problem behaviors. Teachers 
are sinking

Nobody likes EL! It's boring and not helping student 
engagement. Nobody wants to learn about "birds" for 
a semester. It's like the old saying beating a dead 
horse

100 534 True 1/2/2024 15:26 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Alumni Staff Community Member LGBTQ Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern No read fluently with comprehension compute basic math facts get along with others follow directions self-motivate executive functioning skills building relationships with students and families including the community being inclusive to ALL students

thinking of post-secondary options other than college 
(i.e. requiring Algebra II for the 3rd year of math 
unless attending Central Campus programming)

telling students that two years of a foreign language is 
required to get into college--again, college driven, but 
not entirely true, either. Also, stop the no homework 
policy, as it doesn't serve college-bound or AP 
students. How many students from DMPS go to 
college and are not successful because they don't 
have the executive functioning skills to plan and follow 
a syllabus as it relates to homework? 

100 819 True 1/2/2024 15:26 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female Prefer not to say >60 Staff Community Member Lincoln feeder pattern No Read by 3rd grade Be kind to each other and know school is a safe place To read at grade level Be supportive of one another To graduate To have skills they can use in the future 
Having small classes for ELL, intellectual/behavior 
and AP students

Have caring staff make sure students are 
acknowledged Have metal detectors in entrances of buildings Having the state do more funding for small class sizes

Have college classes for students interested in 
becoming teachers paid for  Let’s grow our own staff

100 569 True 1/2/2024 15:27 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Alumni Administrator Other Other/Out of District Yes Literacy Math Academic identity development Conflict resolution Identify passions Future ready Aligned curriculum UnboundEd partnership

Activities needs greater investment. We are losing 
students because we don’t have equitable facilities, 
as strong of coaches  feeder programs  etc  

Equitably serving historically resilient populations. 
MLLs need more financial backing 

Academy needs massively reconsidered for equity 
purposes 

100 263 True 1/2/2024 15:30 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District Social skills Math skills Math skills Social skills College/Trade School/Work Force preparation Social skills Bring back drug dogs and bust kids for drugs Bring back in school suspension Stop pandering to students and quit coddling them
100 612 True 1/2/2024 15:30 41 5839 -93 5199 EN Female White >60 Parent Staff Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No Life/safety skills in addition to standard curriculum Appreciate the arts Life/safety skills and navigating social media Appreciation of the arts Life/safety skills and navigating social media Appreciation of the arts Community schools coordinators Advocating for civil rights and freedoms Expanding on arts programs Community outreach and support in all schools

100 384 True 1/2/2024 15:31 41 3106 -93 0961 EN Male White 45-60 Staff Refugee Community Other/Out of District No SEL Read SEL Read SEL Career/college guidance Equal opportunities for all Continue growth in the area of SEL More career focus at the high school level  
Rewards for teachers who have been embedded for 
consecutive years  

Teaching students at the secondary level far below 
grade level. Specifically, in regard to language 
learners  

100 555 True 1/2/2024 15:35 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Parent Alumni Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Treat all individuals young and old with kindness and 
respect Find joy in learning

Treat all individuals young and old with kindness and 
respect Find joy in learning

Treat all individuals young and old with kindness and 
respect

Find a path/reason to be a better citizen, community 
member

Providing food, clothing and other needs for the many 
struggling families

Providing opportunities for art, music, drama, and 
sports  

Providing regular mental health and wellness training 
and support for every student

Providing for instruction that truly diversifies and 
meets each student at their current level not just 
pigeonhole to a close aapproximatation

Standardized testing is too frequent and not really 
helpful or accurate for many of our learners

100 494 True 1/2/2024 15:35 43 0382 -87 91 EN Female White 18-30 Staff LGBTQ Community East feeder pattern

Social skills, communicating their feelings and needs, 
identifying their emotions and have strategies to help 
them self regulate Problem solving skills Independent problem solvers Communicate in healthy ways with peers and adults Recognize their strengths and grow tos How to apply for jobs Attendance SEL curriculum and support in PD

If students are not meeting grade level benchmarks, 
students should NOT continue to be pushed forward, 
rather considered to repeat a grade until they are at 
grade level or close. We cannot keep sending 
students to middle school who can not read and write 
and do not have IEPs

Checking in to make sure students with IEP 
accommodations and goals are CONTINUESLY 
being checked in on that their minutes are being met 
and accommodations are in place 

We need to stop letting students move to the next 
grade who are at high risk and continuing to not meet 
benchmarks go to the next grade. I believe this is a 
disservice to the students, peers, and educators. 
They deserve to move to the next grade when they 
are meeting grade level benchmarks. We need to 
really consider having students repeat grades and/or 
access learning disabilities. Students need to STOP 
being pushed forward without the skills to be 
successful as they continue their education. They 
deserve to feel confident in themselves and their 
knowledge and the skills to flourish and grow as they 
move forward 

100 247 True 1/2/2024 15:37 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read and write Math Read  write  comprehend  process Life skills Higher thinking Math skills Reaching to meet target standards SEL Meeting grade level standards 

100 662 True 1/2/2024 15:46 41 3596 -96 1566 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District Yes Learning to read with fluency and accuracy
Learn math skills appropriate for managing a check 
book  balancing a budget etc Be team member and be able to work with others Conflict resolution Pass math  reading and electives classes Graduate State and national testing Teaching social and emotional skills

Stop pushing special education children to test with 
on grade level tests. This is such a deflator for those 
students who are working hard but definitely not yet at 
the level of grade level testing. You are setting that 
back by rubbing in their face they can’t do it! They 
have a learning Disability acknowledge it and stop 
pushing all this rigor on learning disable children you 
ruin their drive and their passion for learning! Their 
teachers know their ability and when they are ready 
they will test on grade level. It’s not a one test fits all! 
Please think about this long and hard because it is a 
disservice to our kids!

100 770 True 1/2/2024 15:48 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Staff Other Lincoln feeder pattern No
Build literacy skills that will allow them to do any job 
they choose to do Build strong math skills

Use their literacy skills to learn (history, science, 
advanced math  etc) Build citizenship skills

Prepare themselves for higher education or other 
post graduate opportunities Self reliance 

Study their learning data and adapt instruction to meet 
their needs Learn to differentiate for multilingual learners Create strong writers More time to read EL curriculum 

100 395 True 1/2/2024 15:48 41 2854 -96 1494 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern No
Get along with others, treat adults with respect, follow 
directions  

They should know what the benefits are of following 
directions and rules and those that are doing the right 
thing should be rewarded Treat others as they want to be treated Include others 

Follow a schedule and learn how to balance school, 
extracurricular activities  jobs and social life That college is NOT the only option after high school

Communication and Social Emotion (daily social 
skills instruction)

Getting by in (why should they be doing what we’re 
asking)

We need to look at EL and IM and reevaluate if those 
programs are actually helping us meet grade level 
state standards  

100 420 True 1/2/2024 15:53 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 18-30 Staff Arts Community Other/Out of District No Self regulation Navigate struggles Self regulation Identify their needs Manage their time Identify their strengths Acknowledging everyone's value
Holding higher admin accountable for not helping 
overstretched staff

100 2648 True 1/2/2024 15:56 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff East feeder pattern No READ!!!!! WRITE!!
Interact with other human beings without threat or 
harm

Advocate for themselves when it comes to 
assignments and their grades  

Recognizing students for demonstrating positive 
characteristics of a well-balanced student  

Sending out emails with class content so parents are 
aware of instructional material  

Teachers should be provided training around better 
instructional methods for phonics to ensure all kids 
can read by third grade  

Teachers should be provided better training around 
trauma  

Reading groups too large for one teacher to manage 
therefore limiting progress  

100 365 True 1/2/2024 15:57 41 5515 -93 5804 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 18-30 Parent Other Other/Out of District Aprender Estudiar 

100 409 True 1/2/2024 15:58 41 59 -93 8604 EN Female Prefer not to say 45-60 Parent Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read fluently Write sentences/ paragraphs/ essays Read and analyze materials Grade level math Understand what is happening in the world Manage time and behavior
Provides opportunities for students to access food 
and other necessities Makes students feel cared about

Focus on getting all students to grade level in reading 
and math Providing clear and honest grades

100 390 True 1/2/2024 16:02 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Administrator Roosevelt feeder pattern No Have foundational reading and math skills  
Feel confident in their ability to ask questions, learn 
and collaborate with peers  

Persevere through challenging academic and 
physical tasks

Ask and propose answers to open-ended , problem 
based learning  

Analyze their interests and skills for post-secondary 
pursuits and goals

Learn and grow as part of a community of their peers 
and adults  Adopting high quality curriculums Using data to drive decision making for all students  

Consider changing the system and structure of 
secondary education to reflect more collegiate, work 
and collaborative settings  

Invest in Gen Ed MTSS interventions for students in 
Middle and High School Adding more administrative tasks for educators  

100 447 True 1/2/2024 16:06 41 2854 -96 1494 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Other/Out of District No Self management Academics Self management Academics Self management Academic Teachers love their students Teacher’s’ commitment 

Giving teachers autonomy to teach the standards- the 
below par curriculum we now use is an 
embarrassment Listening to teachers

Having people so removed from the classroom make 
decisions that impact students and teachers.  Why 
aren’t teachers respected enough?

100 112 True 1/2/2024 16:07 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 30-45 Staff LGBTQ Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union North feeder pattern No Standards based/referenced grading

100 1769 True 1/2/2024 16:08 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Administrator Hoover feeder pattern No Reading success Successfully work with adults Math success Successfully work with their peers and adults Be college and/or career ready Be analytical consumers of information Provide a shelter from poor State and Federal policies Provide high quality classroom instruction
Better systems for student engagement in extra 
curriculars

100 4412 True 1/2/2024 16:14 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No STEM Reading comprehension Stem SEL skills StEM Life Skills Diversity and Equity SEL in schools 
Consistent schedule.   Too many breaks, too hard on 
the learning 

Stronger discipline in Elementary schools.   Too 
many disruptive kids.  Too disrespectful to the 
learning of others

Teaching a curriculum. Students should be taught 
standards through a wide variety of texts and 
materials.   Not a scrioted curriculum that is clearly 
not engaging,  meaningful,  or improving student 
achievement  

100 421 True 1/2/2024 16:17 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White >60 Alumni Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Tone kind and respectful Study able to learn at home also NO BULLYING Willing to learn Prepare for college Stay safe

100 491 True 1/2/2024 16:22 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District Read Show compassion and empathy Read Show compassion and empathy Read Show compassion and empathy

Have a special program for students coming from 
outside non-english speaking countries to prepare 
them for the real world instead of forcing them into 
classes they may not use

100 164 True 1/2/2024 16:22 41 3143 -93 588 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Faith Community Other/Out of District No Read and write Basic Math Learn how to learn Be nice people How to survive in the real world Be held accountable for their actions Caring for kids Giving students multiple opportunities to try new things Holding students accountable for their behavior Slow down and let students learn at their own speed
Moving on before students grasp/understand 
concepts to get through the curriculum

100 421 True 1/2/2024 16:26 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other East feeder pattern No Basic reading  writing   and spelling STEM and computer skills Reading and writing comprehension Stem
Basic life skills like banking,  loans, job interviews, 
budgeting   etc Stem Attendance policies Good teachers Smaller class sizes  more teachers Stronger discipline policies Stop the full days off and go back to early outs

100 2525 True 1/2/2024 16:30 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 18-30 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No How to follow directions without prompting How to regulate emotions in a safe way  How to read and decode unfamiliar words Read to comprehend  rather than learning to read Independent life skills Post secondary options that support their interests Focusing on the Science of reading
Providing some community resources for families in 
need

Providing a curriculum that keeps our students 
engaged  

Focusing less on test scores and pacing  and more 
on skill deficits and supporting students to fill gaps

Stop focusing solely on test scores and stop the EL 
curriculum. It is not engaging for our learners and 
requires a lot of unnecessary teacher preparation to 
be used as the district want it to be, which we are not 
given adequate time to create the extra resources 
needed to implement the curriculum 

100 582 True 1/2/2024 16:33 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other East feeder pattern Yes Read Write Read Control their anger/emotions appropriately Read Control their anger/emotions appropriately Providing food for those in need
Giving the proper accommodations to those that 
legally need them

Providing the correct amount of support/meeting the 
students minutes that LEGALLY need them

100 1875 True 1/2/2024 16:33 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 No

All elementary students should know that they are 
capable of rigorous future learning and that they have 
been given the tools/knowledge necessary to be 
successful in that learning

All students should know how to handle and where to 
go for support for rigorous learning Same as Elementary Same as Elementary

ALL High schoolers should know that they have been 
given the knowledge and skills necessary to be 
successful beyond the goals society has set for them 
and that they set for themselves

ALL students should be taught that they really can 
achieve anything they put their mind to and learning 
for themselves is the best way to accomplish those 
things

Finding ways to successfully challenge students to 
achieve greater and greater things. Highlight great 
programs and teachers

Supporting those individuals who see the whole child 
and work tirelessly to find any ways possible to 
support those students

We need more community partners to step in during 
school hours and after hours to help be the village 
that raises and teaches these students who will one 
day be taking care of us. There is so much need for 
safe afterschool activities, places to go, good paying 
jobs, further positive and supportive opportunities for 
students to learn outside of school, and partners who 
can be role models and help teach students how to 
become a role model themselves  

Students' "dreams of big careers or expansive 
lifestyles were less attainable because of the 
education they recieved with us. ... in part beause my 
fellow educators and I  did not teach young people the 
foundational skills necessary to thrive or to support 
their desired life trajectories" Justice Seekers  p 29

stop suspending students unless there is a weapon 
involved. There should be some kind of mandatory 
diving into a students life, needs, trauma, etc and 
what we can support them with before any other 
suspensions are handed out

100 330 True 1/2/2024 16:34 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes read and write follow directions follow directions and show others respect perservere career readiness skills have stamina for classroom or extra curricular tasks providing buildings to try to keep students safe feeding students mental health availabilities for all students
have viable alternative learning settings when a 
comprehensive setting isn't the best choice

teaching students that there are no consequences for 
their behaviors  

100 223 True 1/2/2024 16:40 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White >60 Administrator East feeder pattern No cursive writing
Math table for addition, subtraction, Multiplication and 
division Complrehensive reading Math problems Writing papers Understand algebra

100 658 True 1/2/2024 16:40 42 0727 -93 8718 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other SpEd associate for DMPS Other/Out of District No
They should be able to socialize and interact with 
children on an age appropriate 

Understand and comprehend the basic fundamentals 
of their abilities 

They should be able to socialize and interact with 
peers of the same level/degree

They should be able to comprehend a more 
challenging curriculum than the elementary level 

They should know and be able to start preparing 
themselves for their next step in their lives after high 
school, whatever that may look like for that particular 
person/student

They should know and be able to understand and 
comprehend the basics of their education level

Making sure every student feels that they are worthy 
and that they are cared for and that they are 
respected by one and all

Making sure that every child/student gets the personal 
education that they need specifically for themselves N/A N/A

No I feel that DMP schools are doing everything to the 
best of their abilities and capabilities to make sure 
every child/student gets what they need education, 
wise  socialize  etc

100 212 True 1/2/2024 16:47 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Male White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Read Basic math Behave appropriately Work with others Problem solve Work with others Providing opportunities for students at Central Alternative pathways More alternatives to traditional settings Stop lowering expectations in the name of equity
100 309 True 1/2/2024 16:47 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Staff Hoover feeder pattern No reading respect  read respect read career education

100 441 True 1/2/2024 16:47 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read and write
Life Skills (Name, tell time, phone number, money, 
etc ) Read and write academically

Life Skills (collaborate, time management, start 
independent living skills) Read and write professionally

Skills to live independently and to either get a job or 
continue schooling Our data shows we are not doing well Our data shows we are not doing well

Evaluate curriculums to see if a change is needed in 
literacy Accommodations/modifications for sped students Stop using EL

100 1523 True 1/2/2024 16:48 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other Other/Out of District Inclusion Essential academic skills Inclusiveness and critical thinking Critical thinking Independence Accountability Students equity Curriculum More recess time for students 

100 833 True 1/2/2024 16:55 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Staff Other/Out of District No
Basic arithmetic (addition, subtraction, multiplication, 
division)  and problem solving Reading at grade level Problem solving in math Reading at grade level

Finance information (budgeting, checking accounts, 
credit card dangers  taxes) Reading and comprehending complex text

We are implementing some SEL work into the 
classrooms We are starting to focus on attendance

We need to work on our math curriculum. It is 
extremely difficult for kids and teachers are not 
allowed to slow down/reteach/intervene....we have to 
keep with the pace of the curriculum.  My students 
are getting left behind, and I'm not allowed to stop 
that.  The focus is on pacing, when it should be on 
skills.  Let me intervene where the kids need help.  
Stop having me read word for word out of a manual

Our EL curriculum is not serving all students.  
Teachers are not allowed to meet in small groups, 
they are not allowed to intervene on basic reading 
skills. Look at our scores.  We are leaving kids 
behind.  We have to meet them where they are.  The 
material is NOT interesting (especially in Module 3 
and Module 4 of 4th grade). I'm losing the kids.  We 
have to shift to a new curriculum. Let me use my 
creativity to bring the lessons to life, stop making me 
read word for word out of a manual

Stop worrying about pacing through the curriculum, 
worry about reading and math skills.  It does the kids 
no service to just keep going.  Stop making us read 
word by word out of a manual.  Let us use our 
creative juices and add to the curriculum.  You hired 
me to teach, to use my teaching skills, not to read out 
of a manual all day

100 287 True 1/2/2024 16:55 42 3122 -88 4418 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No They should be able to read  speak fluently add and subtract fluently 
Read complex texts and write about it using correct 
grammar  usage and mechanics 

Use math in the real world, how does it relate to what 
you need to know to survive

Be college and career ready, know how to read and 
write 

Be college and career ready and know how to solve 
mathematical equations Making sure curriculum is equitable for all

Allowing students to explore jobs, trades, etc at a 
young age  

Let kids be kids, we are teaching to the curriculum 
and the test but how are we showing students why 
that’s necessary to survive in the real world 

100 1039070 True 1/2/2024 16:58 41 268 -96 1156 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern Yes
Social & emotional control towards staff, family, 
classmates 

Practice in all grade level requirements, emphasis on 
exposure & practice, rather than pushing towards a 
single score when puts too much pressure on 
students Problem Solve real world situations Exposure/practice to all grade level content & 

Demonstrates consistent problem solving & 
emotional regulation 

Real life experience ( balancing budget, finances, 
being productive in the workforce) Care that teachers are showing Providing family resources 

Stopping outbursts & major distractions in 
classrooms due to student behavior  

Redesigning district departments. More people need 
to be working with students not staring at teachers

Stop focusing on 1 test scores & celebrate the growth 
in all areas of a child's journey 

100 350 True 1/2/2024 17:01 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Lincoln feeder pattern No READ!!! Have problem study skills Read! Critical thinking skills Read! Have curiosity and goal development for their future Having one RN assigned to each building Having SEL Quit teaching the test Safety for staff
Squelching educators' individual talents to teach in 
their own unique manner

100 428 True 1/2/2024 17:04 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Staff Arts Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Basic math Inquiry Empathy Write Exploration Keeping students safe Feeding students A policy to reduce phone time for students

100 896 True 1/2/2024 17:05 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Elementary students should be able to be "ready" to 
learn by increased focus on social emotional 
behavioral supports before difficulties result in intense 
excessive behaviors

Elementary students should be able to improve 
reading fluency AND reading comprehension, 
elementary student should be able to complete math 
related to the Iowa Core for the grade level (not 
necessarily the curriculum the district has decided 
on) and the should be able to adocate for themselves 
in appropriate and positive ways

Middle school students should be able to improve 
task related behaviors such study skills, 
organizational skills and should increase/improve 
ability to work as part of a group and feel as though 
they are a valued part of the community

Middle school students should be able to have 
REGULAR connections with an adult that provides 
stability, they should be be able to advocate for 
themselves and should feel respected in the school 
environment

High school students should be able to be competent 
at 21st century skills, while having the academic skills 
to meet their future schooling (if they go on for further 
formal education) and/or their vocational needs (if 
they plan to be a tradesperson)

High School students need to understand community 
requirements related to employment, independent 
living, social emotional stability and be able to 
advocate for what they need

Currently DMPS seems to do a good job with 
accelerated learners

Currently DMPS seems to do a good job with 
alternate school programming (e.g. FOCUS, JFTA, All 
POints etc )

DMPS does not yet screen for social emotional 
behavioral needs in a way/means similar to academic 
screening, Currently, students bubble up for support 
in these areas based on interfering behaviors. DMPS 
does not support and respect the expertise of their 
certified support staff with expertise in areas that 
could be very helpful

DMPS should be less "top down" as it relates to 
students with special education needs. DMPS should 
allow data to drive decision making versus a "higher 
up" making a decision and then looking for data to 
support it

Understand that students are ALL Gen ed students 
but that if/when they have special education needs, 
accommodations should be provided and supports 
for student planning between sped and gen ed should 
occur. DMPS should not allow each school building to 
be their own "kingdom"

100 1673 True 1/2/2024 17:09 41 7185 -93 5646 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Faith Community Other/Out of District No

Be safe, respectful and responsible. Elementary 
students should know how to self-regulate 
themselves  

Elementary students should know how to read 
independently and with comprehension

Be safe, respectful, and responsible. Middle school 
students should be able to self-regulate themselves. 
Their negative behaviors and actions should have 
consequences

Middle school students should be able to read, write 
and be competent in basic math understanding

High school students should be safe, respectful, and 
responsible. High school students should be able to 
self-regulate themselves and understand that their 
are consequences for negative and inappropriate 
behavior

High school students should have an understanding 
of hard work will help you achieve their dreams. High 
school students should be able to use their reading, 
writing, math skills to help them be successful in 
college or the work place

Accepting of all students and their beliefs. Student 
voice

Hard working staff who dedicate time, energy, and 
love to their students on a daily basis

Giving students consequences. Zero tolerance for 
bullying  harassment  and threatening behavior

When staff ask for help at the building level for a 
concern that they have for a student in their 
classroom and it takes months, years to help these 
students. Our SPED consultants and Tier 2 teams do 
not work well with staff. Please listen to the teachers 
and staff. Do not throw out ideas when you do not 
even know the student, teacher or situation. COME 
INTO OUR CLASSROOMS AND OBSERVE THE 
STUDENT AND THEIR BEHAVIOR!

At the elementary level our current reading curriculum 
EL

100 202 True 1/2/2024 17:13 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Faith Community Other/Out of District Regulate emotions Read M
100 356 True 1/2/2024 17:13 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Other/Out of District No Reading How to get along with peers How to follow directions How to get along with peers How to handle adversity How to follow directions Can’t think of one Having more days in class and not in PD PD time
100 390 True 1/2/2024 17:17 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Community Member Lincoln feeder pattern No Read and write! Basic math Sciences Computer knowledge Basic financial responsibilities How to write a research paper Music and Arts programs Job preparation Improve reading and math scores Increase music and arts programs No

100 394 True 1/2/2024 17:21 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No Read and comprehend Basic facts Build skills for high school SEL and social problem solving skills Real life finance management Study skills Alp programs Some schools are doing sel correctly
Smaller class sizes at the middle and high school 
levels

Better teaching conditions with behaviors and class 
sizes = better relationships and learning 
environments for students 

Stop getting more people in offices and put more 
teachers in the classroom. Lower class sizes=brtter 
teaching and learning conditions and less classroom 
management issues  

100 69 True 1/2/2024 17:25 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Arts Community LGBTQ Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No

100 797 True 1/2/2024 17:27 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 45-60 Administrator Other Other/Out of District No
Read, write, math, and begin making connections to 
how that learning is tied to life

Not lose their love and zest for learning when they 
head to middle school

Understand connections of academics to use in life 
and high school

Be taught universal employability skills that are 
needed for academic  SEL & career success Have a plan for postsecondary life

Understand how core connects to future careers. It’s 
not all about college Celebrating diversity Opportunities to be active in school

Quit celebrating a summer graduation. Raise the bar 
on accountability so students understand they have to 
graduate on time. We seem to make excuses on why 
students can’t achieve instead of holding them to a 
high standard of academics, SEL & postsecondary 
planning   

Figure out what needs to change so failure rate 
decreases. Why are students failing and not coming 
to school?

We offer a ton of support for students but if we aren’t 
getting the results we want or should have, what 
needs to change in the classroom, belief in student 
efficacy & student family supports? 



100 1085 True 1/2/2024 17:28 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Hoover feeder pattern No

Students need to be able to read and comprehend 
what they are reading. Students need to know 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions 
and decimals. They need to be able to read and 
interpret data as well as be able to measure. 
Students need to know how to write paragraphs as 
well  

See above for the most important life skills students 
need. There are many others but the above is the 
basic  

I think high school students should know how 
important credit is. How to make and have a budget. 
Know about history, current events and American 
History  

Again, there are many things above are the ones that 
come to mind to be able to have life skills  

I believe DMPS is aware of the diversity in our 
schools and making sure students are treated 
equally. They are doing things to ensure certain 
demographic groups/race of students are 
succeeding. If they are not they are working hard to 
change this  

I believe interventions are in place in majority of 
schools for students who are not working on grade 
level. They are trying to close those gaps for students 
who are behind  

I believe DMPS made a HUGE mistake closing the 
doors for students at Smouse. There are many 
students who are not getting what they need (small 
classes, behavior interventions, school based therapy 
etc.) Students need to have the least restrictive 
learning enviornment. Teachers are not equipped to 
deal with the behaviors in the general ed. classroom. 
Our schools are in CRISIS with behaviors out of 
control! This is the main reason I am considering 
moving my 5th grader to a different district next year. 
BEHAVIORS ARE OUT OF CONTROL!!!! I feel like 
we are putting a band aid on students who are out of 
control! Something has to be done because our other 
students are unable to learn due to behaviors!!! 

DMPS is SO top heavy!!! You have so many 
professionals who do not work with children. You 
could lower class sizes as well as have more 
interventionists. We have way too many people at the 
top micromanaging what classroom teachers are 
doing! Put some of these people in  classrooms 
teaching students!!! Middle school classrooms are 
pushing 30 students in many classes. Add behaviors 
on top of that  no wonder teachers are burnt out! 

GLEAM! The idea behind it is good but I have talked to 
MANY teachers who are completely stressed out and 
overwhelmed with GLEAM! Constant observations 
being done. Teachers feeling inadequate. Teachers 
feeling burn out. Looking to other districts to work 
where they are not under a microscope. If you want to 
lose good teachers keep doing GLEAM. If you want to 
take stress and work off of overworked teachers 
plates  Move on from GLEAM! 

100 600 True 1/2/2024 17:31 42 0514 -93 6908 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 30-45 Staff
Arts Community,LGBTQ Community,Faith 
Community Other STEM community Other/Out of District No Literacy Mathematics Mathematics Social emotional regulation Mathematics Computer science Emphasis on social emotional learning and belonging Diversity of opportunities

More consistent student experience in relation to 
technology. Every single class every single building, 
uses a vastly different variety of tools. The 
transitioning is really hard class class from grade to 
grade building to building. There’s nothing that’s 
consistent except gaming

More personalized learning, target, focused feedback 
For students and their families not just scores  

Dumping behavior students into virtual learning that 
only addresses two subjects they need immersive 
experiences that dabble in all subjects were there 
being denied access  

100 844 True 1/2/2024 17:32 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff Other/Out of District No Know how to read Know how to comprehend reading material Higher level reading skills Basic math College readiness- reading Math and science Meeting basic needs Providing educational materials 
More after school programs for elementary- sports, 
tutoring clubs  

Parent involvement meetings/ getting parents involved 
in how they can help in a partnership to educate their 
child 

Allowing teachers with the least training and 
experience and proven ability to intervention our 
neediest students 

100 465 True 1/2/2024 17:33 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern Read Write Conflict resolutions Their student numbers
Basic life skills, example.... Balance q check book, 
clean properly  cook  drive a car  etc

That College is not the only good or ok choice after 
highschool Diversity awareness 

The new superintendent! Hiring him was great for our 
students  staff and parents Enforcement of rules equally Listening to them!

Testing that does not allow open book. Students 
memorize rather than learn. Open book tests they 
absorb the information  Not just memorize it

100 1048 True 1/2/2024 17:45 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes identify and express their emotions appropriately have the skills to read to learn effectively solve problems with peers and school staff
demonstrate a love of learning and curiosity about the 
world proficiency in math and reading have a post-graduation plan

the district supports equity and inclusivity despite 
state efforts against this work 

focusing efforts on multi-language learners and 
black/brown students teaching about mental health teaching restorative justice practices

suspending students without stronger at-home 
supports available

100 490 True 1/2/2024 17:45 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read fluently 
know their math facts and be able to solve grade level 
math problems Comprehend what they are reading

Know how to apply strategies to solve real world math 
problems Be able to self-regulate emotions understand financial literacy in real world situations Providing a wide variety of opportunities to students Providing support for families

Students should be held accountable for actions and 
grades

Teaching students there are consequences for their 
actions

Allowing students to pass through middle school even 
when they do not pass any classes

100 188 True 1/2/2024 17:49 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No ability to read to learn basic math concepts solve problems appropriately have a post-secondary plan DEI efforts have a mental health professional at the cabinet level

100 522 True 1/2/2024 17:54 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White >60 Student Parent Alumni Lincoln feeder pattern Read Write Math
History what they wabt to do with thrir life and a back 
up plan Hiw to get along with all different people ko How to take carr of themselves Gelp all to graduate Home schooling for those who need It Writing Lwarnong to be more productive Letting mean kids do whatever they want 

100 70 True 1/2/2024 18:02 41 5486 -93 6583 EN

100 623 True 1/2/2024 18:06 41 675 -93 7016 EN Female White 18-30 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No
Students should be able to decode when reading and 
writing Students should be able add and subtract

Students should be able to decode when reading and 
writing Students should be able to add and subtract

Students should be able to decode when reading and 
writing Students should be able to add and subtract Put a lot of emphasis on learning to read Put a larger focus on students learning to write Making student and staff safety a priority

Less standardized testing, more differentiation to 
meet each student’s needs

100 774 True 1/2/2024 18:08 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Male White 30-45 Staff
College/University Partner,DMEA/AFSCME/Other 
Union Other/Out of District No Read and solve mathematically appropriate problems  How to interact with others appropriately Application of knowledge in reading How to solve problems Be citizens that contribute Know how to pay a bill Relationships Opportunity 

Giving our students the same opportunities as other 
districts Holding our families accountable 

Find a curriculum that works for the students and 
staff with training embedded  

100 448 True 1/2/2024 18:13 41 2341 -96 169 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff Arts Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District Reading Math Think Problem Solve Think Problem solve SEL Providing many opportunities Change curriculum ?

Put science back into elementary and give teachers a 
realistic curriculum. EL is out of date and not enough 
grade level reading options

100 1978 True 1/2/2024 18:13 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female Prefer not to say 45-60 Alumni Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No Read / comprehend Math Technology /organized Communication/ social emotional learning Time management Life skills Extra curricular activities at low cost for free Free meals Managing money Mental survival skills/ self care Allowing students behavior to be ignored 
100 136 True 1/2/2024 18:16 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No

100 814 True 1/2/2024 18:19 41 2949 -93 8274 EN Male White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Reading  writing  and arithmetic Behavior expectations Reading  writing  math Technology knowledge and boundaries Critical thinking Responsibility Care and believe in our students 
Provide supports for students wellbeing and 
academic development Discipline Responsibility SRG

100 314 True 1/2/2024 18:20 41 59 -93 8604 EN Female Prefer not to say 30-45 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No Fluently read Be kind and engaged Comprehend grade level texts Solve grade level math problems Career readiness skills Kindly engaged with diverse peers Initiates to promote continued learning for staff Tier I sel instruction

More alternative program options for students with 
diverse learning and behavior needs at the 
elementary level 

100 66 True 1/2/2024 18:28 41 6244 -93 6694 EN
100 937 True 1/2/2024 18:28 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Administrator Other/Out of District No Language comprehension and reading Practical mathematics Critical thinking skills Language comprehension and reading Critical thinking skills Mathematics Exposure to SEL concepts Expanding access to CTE programming Emphasis on critical thinking and discourse 
100 112 True 1/2/2024 18:30 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 30-45 Staff Other Hoover feeder pattern No
100 69 True 1/2/2024 18:35 41 601 -93 6729 EN

100 1108 True 1/2/2024 18:37 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female Prefer not to say >60 Staff Faith Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Social skills, no cussing or physical aggression to 
each other or adults.  Environment should be so all 
members can learn. When behavior is under control 
and respectful then students can learn the necessary 
academics

Students need to learn a love a reading.  We are no 
longer doing that.  We are creating an environment 
where students dread reading and are unable to find 
the joy that truly is what reading should be

Getting along with others is still key in middle school.  
Safety in school gives students the freedom to enjoy 
learning without risk   Working together and enjoying the process of learning

Feel safe in school so they are able to take risks in 
their learning process   

Students' interests become more narrowed and 
having the ability to focus in their area of interest 
propels their learning potential

We are not keeping students and staff safe and we 
are not teaching them to love learning.  We are 
reading from a manual

We need to have consequences that will make 
learning possible.  We are more worried about what 
our data looks like than the behavior of students

Consequences for behavior,  show students where 
the line is on behavior, not be scared of the data.  
Model and teach the joy of reading so students will 
want to read and read to learn.  Students will read for 
pleasure and learning if given the opportunity

We are not teaching math facts during the early 
grades and it snowballs the problems later in their 
educational career  Stop reading from a manual and let teachers teach

100 181 True 1/2/2024 18:41 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff East feeder pattern No Read and write Get along with others Have the skills needed to survive in the real world
100 754 True 1/2/2024 18:47 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other none East feeder pattern Yes Read Write How to spell Hand writing Read  write  simple math Feeding the kids Helping studenta catch up There accountabilty for thier actions Teachers checking thier emails from students A woke agenda

100 1734 True 1/2/2024 18:48 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Read and write computation and problem solving
read, comprehend, extract info from complex text; 
synthesize information from sources

apply mathematical computation and concepts in 
problem solving

read/comprehend complex text (fiction and nonfiction) 
and write and support an argument using primary 
source text

understanding of government and financial institutions 
and practices in order to be able to exercise their 
liberties, maintain financial solvency, and serve the 
community maintaining a focus on issues of social justice 

making sure our children are fed, literally actual food, 
and engaging ideas

We need to lock down on what distracts students 
from engaging in learning. Teachers cannot compete 
with cell phones and the draw of social media, ear 
buds, etc. Students who are only half listening or not 
at all are very hard to reach and the constant battle 
with the personal technology use is exhausting. 
(From a teacher perspective  obviously ) 

We are one to one with laptops (more or less) in 
classrooms, but so many families do not have 
internet access at home; this is an equity issue and 
students and teachers have to mediate this daily  

I wonder sometimes about an audit of SRG. How 
consistent is it being implemented building to building, 
teacher to teacher? I think it makes it harder for 
students to fail, but also more difficult for our highest 
achieving student to earn high marks, depending on 
how the scales are used and frequency for ET 
opportunities. Are parents more clear on student 
performance and grades now that SRG has been in 
place for so many years, or are they as confused as 
ever? Just curious if SRG is achieving what it was 
intended to and whether it can be improved upon, 
either in its implementation or with an enhanced 
system of communicating student proficiency. I do 
think we should STOP targeting Black students in our 
district achievement goals. It sets those students 
apart as ones who need "fixing" as an entire group, 
like somehow they are automatically deficient just by 
virtue of the color of their skin. I think it sends a 
horribly biased message. Yes, let's get those/all 
students to proficiency or grade level, but we can 
come up with several ways to rephrase goals so they 
don't categorize a student as low-performing based 
solely on their race  

100 493 True 1/2/2024 18:54 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 30-45 Staff
LGBTQ Community,Refugee 
Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No READ

BASIC ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION TO 
PROFICIENCY READ MATH IN THE REAL WORLD READ-BASIC LITERACY SKILLS PLEASE!!

REAL LIFE MATH APPLICATION (TAXES, RENT, 
CHILDCARE  etc ) Educating staff on basic cultural awareness needs

SUCCESS- Most important program for 
student/family community

Providing bussing for displaced students due to 
circumstances such as homelessness

TEACHING THEM HOW TO DO TAXES! LIFE 
SKILLS!!

Turning a blind eye to surveys about admins in our 
district made by staff. There should be research to 
find a correlation between poor leadership and 
student achievement  Elementary School  

100 4542 True 1/2/2024 18:54 39 8936 -94 0868 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No
Fluently decode and comprehend at least grade-level 
text

Understand and apply at least grade-level math skills 
fluently that are needed for the college pathway

Fluently decode and comprehend at least grade-level 
text

Understand and apply at least grade-level math skills 
fluently that are needed for the college pathway

Fulfill requirements needed for college readiness 
regardless whether college is in their future plans Career and life skills preparation

The advanced learning program is narrowing the 
excellence gap for students nationally recognized as 
underrepresented in gifted education

Staff are actively learning and reflecting upon current 
practices toward improving instructional rigor and 
equity

Students who have advanced learning needs are 
often neglected and are required to participate in all 
core instruction even when they already know the 
material or quickly learn it before their classroom 
peers. Instead, students should be asked to 
demonstrate proficiency (pre-test or a few of the 
hardest questions first), and then they should be 
given replacement work that is differentiated 
accordingly  

Advanced math/Algebra 1 should be offered again at 
the middle school level. DMPS is losing a lot of 
students to other districts because they are being 
held back from fully pursuing their mathematic 
abilities and from having their academic needs met

Micromanagement needs to stop at the various 
locations where it is taking place so teachers can feel 
supported in wanting to improve their practices rather 
than complying with dictated improvements out of 
fear. Teachers need to feel trusted as professionals 
and like they are part of the solution in a team mindset 
to want to stay in the profession. When this mentality 
is established, students will reap the benefits of 
having teachers that are not pre-occupied with added 
feelings of inadequacy, stress, and fear that come 
with being micromanaged

100 548 True 1/2/2024 19:02 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Have a solid foundation in reading  writing and math  How to problem solve - personally and academically How to ask for academic or social help How to stay on track to graduate How to keep themselves motivated How to ask for help academically or socially Helping willing families find necessary resources  Data analysis at the elementary level
Figuring out a way to lessen distracting and negative 
behaviors in schools

Sacrificing the education of students who want to 
learn for disruptive/behaviorally challenged students

100 1382 True 1/2/2024 19:04 41 675 -93 7016 EN Female White 45-60 Administrator Other/Out of District No
Read and write with sufficient decoding and 
comprehension understand math concepts and use of math tools apply reading and math skills in a variety of courses

Learn and solve problems individually and through 
collaboration with others Learn how to learn to pursue topics of interest

learn functional life skills for trade or career 
(budgeting, resolving conflict, critical media 
consumption )

provide high quality evidence-based curriculum 
resources

setting up structures of supports and expectations 
that are consistent across buildings

partnering/accessing more resources to support 
teachers and students with behavioral and mental 
health needs - make a behavior interventionist a base 
part of every building's staffing plan

go back to early outs to provide teachers regular time 
to collaborate and improve their practice and have 
meetings with each other and families (elementary)

100 502 True 1/2/2024 19:04 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White Staff Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other Resident of DSM Lincoln feeder pattern No
Reading is the most important elementary school 
thing

Students need to be able to write and/or draw to show 
thinking

Middle school students need to be able to use inquiry 
to problem solve

Middle school students need to identify, plan, and 
execute work to help serve the community

High school students need to be able to communicate 
understanding through the many ways and varieties 
of communication sources used in today's society

Students need to be able to complete complex tasks 
with independence Wide variety of extra curricular activities and programs

Central campus program offerings in the areas of 
CTE should be maintained and expanded

Holding students accountable to a basic standard of 
norms and behavior in our school spaces

Provide more options for middle school students and 
families--including more teachers who actually 
teach/serve students directly at this level

Stop making up excuses for the profanity, violence, 
guns, gang activity, truancy, verbal assaults, physical 
assaults and establish very clear norms for behavior 
in our schools spaces

100 905 True 1/2/2024 19:06 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Arts Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District Yes Reading
Learn how to problem solve through anything! As a 
team and solo Learn about Self and others in community  Writing  Problem solve with tenacity and grit Learn about themselves and the world around them Surveys Adjust the sails SRO officers in middle and high schools How do contents relate in real world - high school esp 

Stop large class sizes. Teachers cannot keep doing 
the heaping workload while expecting them to build 
relationships and invest in students at this high ratio  

100 513 True 1/2/2024 19:07 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White >60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other
Students with special needs. Can’t believe that wasn’t 
on the list  Thanks for that  Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read

How to control oneself - behaving, listening to 
directions  etc  Read Making good decisions Read Be yourself Safety

100 437 True 1/2/2024 19:10 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female Prefer not to say >60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read Accountability Reading Comprehension Accountability Reading Comprehension Self Reliance Honestly  I’m not sure

Expecting them to be accountable for their actions.  
DMPS enables poor performance by asking staff to 
do more  Expecting kids to be in class   

Stop focusing on changing the ways that teachers 
teach and begin focusing on expectations and 
attendance from ALL students  

100 1040 True 1/2/2024 19:17 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Male Black/African American 30-45 Parent Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Hoover feeder pattern No Reading comprehension Writing effectively Think critically to solve problems Write effectively Problem solve through critical thinking Write effectively Using common core standards PD days Slowing down the pacing at all levels 
Use required homework on the same levels as non 
DMPS schools Standardized tests

100 393 True 1/2/2024 19:26 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Self Regulate Persevere Communication Self management Self management Writing GLEAM IM SEL Teach Writing EL Content Block
100 538 True 1/2/2024 19:37 41 8986 -87 738 EN Female More than one 45-60 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No Social Emotional Behavioral Skills Reading Social Emotional Behavioral Skills Citizen of the world Social Emotional Behavioral Skills Community citizen Wrap around services Feeding all students/ having nurses available Developing proficient readers Developing proficent mathematicians Stop placing hands on students

100 289 True 1/2/2024 19:37 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District Yes Be a citizen of our community Be a citizen of our community Be a citizen of our community Using assessments that aren’t standardized 

Stop with the standardized tests being the measure 
of progress. Stop putting so much pressure on 
teachers with initiatives like curriculum limits, GLEAM, 
and schools for rigor and just let them teach

100 289 True 1/2/2024 19:37 41 6073 -93 5308 EN

100 426 True 1/2/2024 19:41 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No
Read critically and write in different ways - 
informatively  persuasively Learn to get along well  make friends  explore Explore interests Read critically Read critically- be good citizens Know what is next Central classes Strong elementary program at k-3

Not offering elective options for middle school or high 
school at home school. I can take my kid to a different 
district for more opportunities 

Build feeder programs for arts/electives - you need. 
To give people a reason to stay; focus on behavior 

Stop SRG, stop making teachers do so much- a 
drama teacher should just be a drama teacher so 
they can focus and grow their program

100 136 True 1/2/2024 19:50 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White >60 Alumni Faith Community Lincoln feeder pattern No
100 80 True 1/2/2024 19:50 41 6073 -93 5308 EN

100 352 True 1/2/2024 19:56 41 212 -96 1101 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff East feeder pattern No  LOVE school!!! How to be a friend Read and write Math! Know who they are Read  write and math Gathering input Being visible Requiring principals treating everyone with respect 
Focus more on social interactions- teaching kids how 
to accept differences Not sure 

100 550 True 1/2/2024 20:00 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Prefer not to say 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District Yes Owning their actions
How to function in a public setting  in contrast to their 
home life A success or failure mindset

a success mindset that encourages them to be able 
to function academically on grade level

Success mindset that encourages to function 
academically on grade level

That they are not victims and they are in charge of 
their own destiny Counselors Success workers

More emotional support so teachers don't have to be 
social workers

Retaining students in younger grades that can't read 
or do math and acting surprised when they are so low 
in High School

Putting all the blame on classroom teachers and stop 
passing failing kids in k-2

100 471 True 1/2/2024 20:04 41 5839 -93 5199 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern No Read Be a good human Math Be a great human College readiness/trade school ready Being an amazing human Inclusion Started SEL work

Providing more resource opportunities for students 
and a safe place for those students that just dont fit in 
the regular school. You took smouse and ruby away... 
they were great schools for students that needed that 
environment 

Holding students accountable for their negative 
impacts on peers and staff

Forcing the teachers to only teach by the book. They 
are prifessionals, let them be treated as such. Also, 
expecting teachers to work so much outside of 
contract time  

100 903 True 1/2/2024 20:05 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Male White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Literacy and grade level reading ability

How to properly conduct themselves in social 
settings, in school, and taking pride in what they do.  
This is a “whole” approach Literacy level at grade level Math literacy and procedures Reading at grade level Completing math at grade level 

SEL is important and we should continue to stress 
this

Providing classes beyond grade level for our students 
who need challenged in the classroom

Phones. Please make a district wide policy.  Even 
though my students are pretty good with their phones 
not being a distraction in some classes, in others they 
are not. I teach Algebra 2 and Math in the Trades.  
The Trades kids have a much more difficult time 
handling their devices appropriately.  Even after 
multiple redirections.  There is no reason we cannot 
do this when surrounding communities have 
successfully implemented such policies.  I know.  I 
have done my research with other schools  

Setting higher academic standards.  Right now, we 
have kids who graduate who never do one piece of 
homework during their High school career.  Why is it 
that we have students who earn a 3.5+ gpa but yet 
score 15-18 on the ACT.  There is a major disconnect 
o cutting in Des Moines  

Stop setting unrealistic goals.  We have a board goal 
for our black students that they be grade level 
proficient by 2026. We cannot do this at the high 
school level because they come in lacking basic math 
skills.  Start holding all students to higher. Academic 
standards.  Also, at Lincoln, , less than 15% of our 
Algebra 2, Social Justice math, and Math in the trades 
are black students.  Over 60% of our black students 
are performing better than the general population of 
students in these classes.  Let’s focus on everyone 
and not just black students.  Our population at Lincoln 
is approx. 17% black students.  This is vastly different 
than an East or North for example.  You ask us to 
differentiate and scaffold for our students.  DMPS 
needs to do the same for our schools.  What might 
be best for East, may not be best for students at 
Lincoln.  We have to look at this through a wide-range 
lens and not just an equity lens

100 107 True 1/2/2024 20:10 41 5369 -93 6219 EN

100 3519 True 1/2/2024 20:12 41 5839 -93 5199 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other East feeder pattern Yes Learn and feel safe Talk about there problems No tolerance for bullying/be respectful kind to others Feel safe to talk about any problems Feel safe and be held accountable for there actions Be respectful and kind to others Making sure kids dont go hungry Discipline  for bad behavior 
Letting students disrupt class rooms with no 
accountability 

100 67 True 1/2/2024 20:12 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 45-60 Administrator Other/Out of District No

100 936 True 1/2/2024 20:28 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White >60 Staff Community Member College/University Partner Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Math Respect adults-parents  teachers  all school staff Respect peers and their differences Begin to think about post high school 
Take classes for after high school jobs or post high 
school education Central Academy 

Classes offered for all differing students' ability levels 
to provide success or challenge 

Engaging more students to provide less absenteeism 
and dropoutmrates Unsure 

Making it too easy for students to pass classes- 
retaking tests multiple times 

100 777 True 1/2/2024 20:38 41 6086 -93 7464 EN Female White >60 Alumni Other Taxpaying community member Lincoln feeder pattern No Basic skills knowledge used to develop learning skills Appreciate and care for their community Skill building for daily self and caregiving advancement
Ongoing basic skill drvelopment through more 
advancrd classes Life skills  No one needs algebra to survive daily life  

Ongoing love of learning with self discipline 
drvelopment to attain it on their own  Keeping students safe Encouaging early reading development Earlier second language learning  Think global  More arts and music No  

100 205 True 1/2/2024 20:44 41 5839 -93 5199 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Faith Community East feeder pattern No
How to regulate their body and build relationships with 
peers Empathy Work cooperatively with others Life skills Bridging the cap between preschool to K Bridging elementary to middle school

100 451 True 1/2/2024 20:49 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other Hoover feeder pattern No Self regulate and collaborate with peers Read proficiently Solve conflicts Read proficiently Learn things they need to know jndependently Social skills for the workplace

Success workers and Providing for basic needs 
(food, clothing, etc. there is support for these things in 
every building)

School and community coordinators are building 
community and Investing in opportunities for clubs 
outside school time

Train all teachers in LETRS so we can all be 
knowledgeable about how to teach reading

Providing consistent expectations, consequences, 
and instruction around behavior  

Over committing to too many initiatives and trying to 
apply all the same things across age levels. Let’s pick 
1 thing to focus on as a district and maybe 1-2 things 
for each level (preschool, elementary, middle, high 
school) and really pour our energy into that instead of 
shotgunning initiatives and hoping something works

100 854 True 1/2/2024 20:49 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Male Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No

Be able to decode words to understand the 
relationship between letters. Based on the principles 
of the Science of Reading research to make sure that 
literacy is not confused with guessing based on 
images. By third grade, the gaps in reading skills are 
harder to overcome Written communication Making progress in math and reading

Learning accountability and self-motivation skills to 
regulate their own educational progress Developing skills of effective communication Civic engagement and participation in the community

Seeking non-punitive alternatives for behavior 
modification

Providing access to educational courses/units that 
reflect the diversity of the community: ethnic/race, 
socioeconomic status, differently abled, sexuality and 
gender

Providing better access to substance abuse 
counseling and mental health care Address the abuse of technology in the classroom

100 139 True 1/2/2024 20:58 41 6622 -91 5149 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Staff Other Other/Out of District No Regulate emotions Read Supporting cultures 

100 601 True 1/2/2024 21:07 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read fluently Basic math Comprehend what is read Computer skills Communicate effectively orally and through writing Advanced math skills Early education Focusing on students through PLC and MTSS
Preparing students for future opportunities- college. 
Trades  work Teaching how to behave and solve problems 

Making it impossible to get kids the extra help they 
need

100 186 True 1/2/2024 21:10 41 6381 -93 6203 EN Female White 30-45 Alumni Staff Community Member LGBTQ Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union North feeder pattern No

100 1277 True 1/2/2024 21:20 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Community Member Lincoln feeder pattern No
Write, Read & comprehend, and understand basic 
math at their grade level  Participate and function in group activities  How to function socially in a productive  positive way  Reading  Writing and Math at their grade level  Reading  writing and math at their grade level

Social responsibility and life skills such as finances, 
hygiene and nutrition, they should have the ability to 
make a decision about higher education or choosing 
a trade to practice and work in  Hold them accountable for their education and actions 

Stop allowing kids to turn in assignments late in the 
term for credit and  retake tests without extenhuating 
circumstances  

100 193 True 1/2/2024 21:23 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Faith Community East feeder pattern No Social/emotional skills Self regulation Self regulation Academics Self control No clue No clue Focusing on success 

100 441 True 1/2/2024 21:57 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Faith Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other AMOS Other/Out of District No

One of the most important thing our kids need is 
building background experiences.  Our kids are 
hindered by more narrow life experiences, which can 
effect their comprehension.  This will help their 
reading, which is one of the most important things 
that our elementary students learn to do Basic and life applicable math How to work together and have empathy for others Increased reading and math skills

Life skills - such as time management, basic 
economics  teamwork

Skills needed to move them forward towards their 
goals - whatever those may be

We are working hard on the SEL components and 
building equity

We are a curriculum based district, not a 
standards/student based district...we are forcing 
teachers to use one resource rather than letting 
teachers teach their students standards in ways that 
students are interested in

IN elementary, we are not building those life 
experiences because our current reading curriculum 
has a very narrow focus (ie:  first graders study birds 
for the entire second semester)

We put a lot of emphasis on one data point (FAST, 
Iowa Tests, etc) and not necessarily on student 
progress compared to themselves.  Not sure how you 
do this, but we should top pulling interventionists to 
sub so that their groups are not being met

100 576 True 1/2/2024 22:16 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female Prefer not to say 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No
How to work collaboratively with their peers to learn 
together  

To read actual books fluently and be able to 
comprehend grade level books to be taught in guided 
reading groups using leveled books  Work cooperatively with peers  Community service hours  To be able to understand finances and career planning How to work cooperatively with their peers  Free lunches and snacks for all  High school central campus specialty classes  

Trust teachers to teach quality lessons aligned to the 
standards  No mandated curriculum  Requiring community service hours  Mandating certain curriculum  

100 18949 True 1/3/2024 0:56 41 6073 -93 5308 EN

Elementary students need WORD SKILLS 
(READING, WRITING, and SPELLING) as a 
foundation to all other learning to follow.  I believe 
PHONICS SKILLS are crucially important in these 
formative years.  It’s also important for them to learn 
to write LEGIBLY

Elementary students need to learn their MATH 
FACTS so that they aren't still struggling with them in 
middle school and high school.  There are creative 
ways to teach these skills (manipulatives, songs, 
etc.).  It doesn't have to be a drudgery, but they need 
to learn them.  Basically, elementary students need 
good, old-fashioned READING, WRITING, and 
ARITHMETIC skills.  If they don’t get this foundation at 
a young age  they may continue to struggle

Middle school students need LANGUAGE SKILLS.  
They need to learn the RULES OF LANGUAGE (parts 
of speech, grammar, and syntax).  They need to be 
able to understand written text in its various forms via 
HIGH-QUALITY and APPROPRIATE writing 
examples, and they also need to be able to convey 
their own thoughts on paper in a legible and logical 
manner that can be understood by others.  They need 
to know that language skills are important skills for the 
remainder of their education and life

Middle school students need MATHEMATICAL 
REASONING SKILLS.  They need to understand the 
connection between words (in story problems or real 
life examples) and various math operations.  They 
need to know that mathematical reasoning skills are 
important for the remainder of their education and life

High school students need ANALYTICAL ENGLISH 
SKILLS.  They need to learn more advanced English 
concepts at various levels (sentence, paragraph, 
sections, and entire works).  They need to be able to 
analyze HIGH-QUALITY and APPROPRIATE writing 
examples and identify an author’s bias, purpose, and 
reasoning.  They also need to be able to evaluate and 
edit their own writing, using those same analytical 
skills

High school students need ADVANCED MATH 
SKILLS.  If students learned their math facts in 
elementary and some reasoning skills in middle 
school, high school math can open many other doors 
(finance, construction, science, life skills, etc.).  They 
need traditional high school math, but they also need 
personal finance skills and a basic understanding of 
some of the financial decisions they may need to 
make some day

Keep OFFERING A VARIETY of courses in addition to 
the main subjects.  Classes like music and art give 
students another outlet and a chance to explore other 
areas

Keep DEMONSTRATING CARE FOR THE 
STUDENTS   

Start HOLDING STUDENTS ACCOUNTABLE for 
their actions.  I believe lack of discipline and lack of 
consequences has led to apathy about education and 
disrespect toward adults.  Tardies are prevalent, and I 
suspect that many are not even recorded.  (Why 
waste class time to record them if nothing will be 
done?)  Are students who have been removed from 
the classroom sometimes given snacks and then 
brought back to class?  (That would be rewarding 
poor behavior.)  Many students come to class 
unprepared to learn (no DMPS computer, no charger, 
no paper, and/or no pencil), but they can remember a 
phone.  Students can use time in class unwisely, be 
on their phone, do poorly on an assessment, and then 
retake the assessment.  (How does that teach good 
study habits or life skills?)  What discipline measures 
are taken with students who disrupt the classroom in 
order to discourage it from happening again?  What 
happened to in-school suspension where students 
have to sit and do school work away from their 
friends?  Education is a privilege paid for by people 
who pay taxes.  Students need to know that with this 
privilege comes responsibility and accountability     

Start EXPECTING MORE of students.  Learning 
involves practice and repetition.  For example, just 
because you can produce one piece of evidence that 
you can do a particular math problem demonstrating 
a very specific standard doesn’t mean you really 
learned it or will remember it the next day.  There are 
various nuances and situations that you come across 
when you practice various problems--even on the 
same topic.  Repetition helps the memory.  Some 
students don’t want to do practice work that isn’t 
graded, so they lose out on the benefit of practice.  It 
appears that not much homework is given.  Many 
students leave math books in the classroom.  The 
Illustrative Mathematics books themselves don’t 
appear to be great at explaining a topic if a student did 
want to do math at home.  They also appear to be 
light on practice.  To help with this, DMPS could offer 
more tutoring or homework help sessions for 
students who really do want to learn (before school, 
after school, or during directed study).  Maybe DMPS 
could trim down on administrators, teaching coaches, 
etc., and put more resources toward helping students 
one-on-one.  Some students will just sit there if left 
alone but respond favorably when offered individual 
help.  Lastly, do we need to take another look at 
special education?  Is putting students who have an 
extremely wide range of abilities together in the same 
classroom beneficial to all concerned in every 
situation?  Is every student being challenged and 
getting the help they need to thrive educationally?

First, stop EDUCATIONAL FADS AND PRACTICES 
THAT MAY BE DETRIMENTAL.  Putting students in 
triangle desks with students facing one another (and 
calling it collaborative learning) makes chatting and 
copying answers easier.  Students don’t learn when 
they’re talking about things not related to class, and 
they don’t learn by copying the answers from 
someone else.  It’s also difficult for staff to see 
screens because they are at all angles.  It’s easy to 
play video games, for example, and switch screens 
when the teacher walks by.  Regarding grading, have 
schools parceled learning standards into such small 
pieces to gain evidence of “learning” that may be 
forgotten in a short time because it wasn’t cemented 
into the brain with practice?  Second, stop 
ALLOWING PHONES IN THE CLASSROOMS.  
Simply put, they are a hindrance to learning even by 
their presence alone.  Check out this article: “Brain 
Drain: The Mere Presence of One’s Own 
Smartphone Reduces Available Cognitive Capacity.”  
Third, stop using LITERATURE WITH 
INAPPROPRIATE LANGUAGE in the classroom.  Out 
of all the books that have been written in the world, 
why is DMPS using a book with a character talking 
about wanting to tell a girl to take off her clothes and 
to s - - k his d - - k along with other profanity (The 
Book of Unknown Americans)?  Can’t the district use 
examples of literature for students to aspire to rather 
than wallow in?  I also don’t think it is necessary to 
have a diagram of a woman’s crotch in Family and 

100 663 True 1/3/2024 3:09 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other Other/Out of District No Read Write Read Write Read independently Write Providing a warm and welcoming environment Building relationships and having empathy
Providing students with more structure in regards to 
behavior and expectations 

Utilizing engaging texts in the classroom. Materials 
used in ELA are not relatable for students and many 
are just plain boring  

I think at times we are too lax in regards to 
expectations. We allow a few students to diminish the 
learning environment for so many. Students struggle 
to learn when another student is so loud and 
dusruptive. We tend to not think about the impact of 
daily constant disruptions. Students are missing out 
on so much of their education because of one student 
is completely out of control  It is concerning   

100 421 True 1/3/2024 3:56 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Family North feeder pattern No Social and emotional learning as well as RWA Listen and follow directions Diversity and understanding Community Real world knowledge as well as RWA
How to support others and also reach out for support 
on any topic/matter Caring and showing support Keep letting them know that they count Social and emotional learning Dealing with diveristy

Not giving out homework.  Learning at home is 
important too - it teaches responsibility

100 202 True 1/3/2024 4:16 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x >60 Staff Career and Technical Education Partner Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Write Providing a safe environment Building relationships Engaging curriculum 
100 98 True 1/3/2024 4:17 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Faith Community Other/Out of District No
100 83 True 1/3/2024 4:30 41 59 -93 8604 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Faith Community Other/Out of District No

100 283 True 1/3/2024 4:33 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 30-45 Alumni Faith Community Other/Out of District No Count money and basic math  Read at or above their level
Be respectful to their teachers and understand 
boundaries Read at or above their grade level Count back change Respect boundaries Nothing  Absolutely nothing  

Holding students accountable for their actions and 
empowering all teachers to discipline students 

Holding students to the highest standard not just 
giving them a pass because of their circumstances 

Stop making excuses for kids because of their 
upbringing. Stop pushing an LGBTQ social agenda. 
Allow biblical freedom of speech  

100 45906 True 1/3/2024 4:57 41 268 -96 1156 EN Female White >60 Parent Alumni Staff Community Member Faith Community Refugee Community Other East feeder pattern No Reading Math How to get along with others Follow directions How to function in our world Getting along with people of different view points Treating each student equally Adapting to meet needs
100 267 True 1/3/2024 5:01 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Staff Faith Community Lincoln feeder pattern Yes

100 232 True 1/3/2024 5:13 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Male White 30-45 Administrator LGBTQ Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading proficiency SEL competencies SEL competencies Reading proficiency Critical thinking Writing 
Supporting diverse learners through anti-racist and 
LGBTQ+ affirming practices

Commitment to a viable curriculum at the elementary 
level Offer a two-way bilingual immersion school Offer year-round school Over-identifying students for Special Education

100 378 True 1/3/2024 5:13 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read anything and everything Math skills would be great 
Civics.  know their rights, laws, and be an activite part 
of community Read and translate what was read Be independent thinkers  outside the box Know about financial responsibility x x x

100 858 True 1/3/2024 5:19 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No Grammer/writing skills basic computer skills basics in reading/writing/math basic life skills
reading/writing skills to be able to become a 
productive part of society communication skills specialized (culinary/automotive etc)/AP courses

more individual focus on skills to guide them toward 
being successful after graduation

Removing students that become a barrier for others 
learning/education

Allowing students to be disruptive and not making 
parents be responsible for students actions

100 412 True 1/3/2024 5:25 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Social Skills Read Social Skills Read Social Skills Job Skills
Recognizing that many students need more than just 
academics (food  hygiene  etc )) Tiered interventions in academics

Focusing on safety at every building, for every 
student  for every staff member

Listening to the concerns of staff that work everyday, 
all day with the students and hear and see what they 
need

Employing multiple layers of "higher ups" that are not 
directly involved with students in the buildings.  Put 
directors' offices in buildings where they can see, 
hear  and help

100 489 True 1/3/2024 5:36 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say >60 Staff Other Other/Out of District No meet educational and behavior goals respectful of peers and staff
meet educational and behavior goals while 
maintaining respect for peers and staff social skills  behavior and attendance are an issue

meet educational and behavior goals while 
maintaining respect for peers and staff, behaviors and 
attendance are an issue

social skills and being able to find inclusion in a social 
group provide nurse and counseling for students provide arts and activities

provide more assistance to students at school, 
provide more staff  

need more psych counseling available for students, 
need more campus monitors in high school

100 3955 True 1/3/2024 5:41 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff
Faith Community,Career and Technical Education 
Partner Lincoln feeder pattern

Treat others and themselves with kindness and 
respect 

Know and understand core curriculum, including 
science and history Show kindness and respect to themselves and others 

Be able to master core cirrrixulim and effectively 
communicate 

How to navigate in the world in a way that 
demonstrates academic and social/emotional 
competence 

Being able to go on to post HS learning or job training. 
And be at a competitive level to achieve greatness Elementary staff that care about their students 

Providing food pantry access to families and 
community members in need Paying more to hire and retain qualified staff 

Creating a safe environment for all students and 
having the space to accomodate students that cannot 
safely and adequately manage being full time in the 
gen ed space  

Stop shortening breaks, staff and students need 
them  Stop the curriculum for math and reading

100 43601 True 1/3/2024 5:45 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Teacher Roosevelt feeder pattern No Be a fluent reader Be a good math student  Read with good comprehension Be a successful math student Apply reading skills in all areas Excel in math Having clubs at our school is so exciting for kids! SEL supports
More supports for mental health and students who 
struggle with emotional regulation  More supports for behaviors  

We could improve in having a policy which enforces 
good behavioral choices  

100 486 True 1/3/2024 5:45 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Community Member Lincoln feeder pattern No Mental simple math!!!!

Socially appropriate moving in a crowd, going 
upstairs, etc. So many of our kids stop in the middle 
of a crowd  go the "wrong way" up and down stairs

How to pay bills using budgeting and simple mental 
math How to budget on a small salary Security 

Holding high school students responsible for 
disrespecting others

When the top 10-15% of high school students are 
removed from their schools for Central,  it removes 
the desired leadership and leaves a void for role 
models

100 274 True 1/3/2024 5:45 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No Social Skills Write in cursive Be safe from bullies Social Skills Not be allowed to cuss/roam Respect for others Hiring great teachers Feeding the kids well Ejecting disruptive students
Stop letting students destroy rooms/disrupt learning 
time for others Letting the students fight/cuss/bully

100 329 True 1/3/2024 5:50 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Faith Community Other/Out of District No read write read write read write hiring this Superintendent acknowledging diversity adopt a strong literacy curriculum adopt any writing curriculum 
tying our teachers' hands to reading from a manual in 
order to prove instructional integrity

100 247 True 1/3/2024 5:52 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff North feeder pattern No Reading and writing SEL  follow simple directions giving them voice holding them accountable for behavior

100 1020 True 1/3/2024 6:00 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff Community Member Other a normal citizen Lincoln feeder pattern No
They should learn that there will always be 
expectations of them

They need to learn there are consequences for their 
actions

They need to learn there are consequences for their 
actions

They need to know there will always be expectations 
of them

They need to know there will always be expectations 
of them

They need to learn there are consequences for their 
actions Bring back consequences for their behavior

Get a new curriculum for literacy in elementary 
schools Stop using IM and EL as the curriculum

100 720 True 1/3/2024 6:01 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District Yes Reading
Students should have access to the arts as they 
encourage growth and belonging Reading Students need access to the arts Reading Students should understand their role society

The district identifies and works to support 
communities in need DMPS works to build inclusivity

Holding students accountable for actions equally 
across demographics

Giving students opportunities in the arts that are given 
in other districts

100 1549 True 1/3/2024 6:01 41 212 -96 1101 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other Hoover feeder pattern No
Learn how to read then be able to read for 
understanding  

Understand math concepts and the world in which we 
use these concepts 

Read for understanding and be able to hold a 
meaningful conversation about topics they’re learning 
about  

Understanding math concepts at their level and how 
to use them in the real world  

Finances, how to get a job and hold a job and how to 
be an honest  respectful civilian  Writing  math concepts  and public speaking 

Feeding them and making sure they’re warm, also 
making sure they are making it to school everyday 
that they’re able to

Hiring great associates, teachers, and administrators- 
I love Hubbell staff!!!

More support for students with special needs- more 
associates, time to plan for students with IEPs, and 
time for collaboration with grade level teams to 
support these kids in gen Ed 

Smaller class sizes or have an associate for each 
classroom K-2

I think DMPS is doing their best- I would like to see 
less workbooks and more hands on- especially for 
some of our higher need students 

100 786 True 1/3/2024 6:02 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 45-60 Staff LGBTQ Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No
Communicating and comfortability in a variety of 
settings

Strong reading and math skills to allow for 
independent reasoning

Continue to build reading and math skills to allow for 
independent reasoning Respect for others 

Build on reading and math skills to allow for 
independent reasoning  analyzing and problem solving

Think for themselves!  Develop their OWN opinions 
based in information, not on what someone tells 
them

A strong sense of support for marginalized students 
(ethnicity  religion  LGBTQ status  etc )

Allowing for student voices to be heard, ensuring our 
students that their opinions and concerns matter

Ignoring student needs for academic supports when 
making decisions about graduation requirements - 
example:  There is a swath of students, though not 
large, that are NOT served by assuming all students 
should be able to complete Algebra and/or beyond in 
high school, not those that would be considered for 
alternate assessment either  

100 162 True 1/3/2024 6:07 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No On grade level reading and writing fact fluency with addition  subtraction  multiplication dedicated teachers Safety in regards to student behavior Structured literacy for K-2
EL in the Elementary buildings, forcing our kids to 
struggle when the gap is already so wide

100 252 True 1/3/2024 6:08 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Other/Out of District No read get along with others get along with others read career prep get along with others SEL Calendar
Protecting the learning time of other students when 
disruption occurs

Find alternative placment (school within a school) for 
disruptive students No



100 215 True 1/3/2024 6:09 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Faith Community Other/Out of District No Behavior and respect Social skills Social skills Behavior and respect Life skills Social skills giving opportunities to grow

100 958 True 1/3/2024 6:16 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Male White 18-30 Alumni Staff Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern

learn how to work through a problem without seeking 
help from teachers first, so basically be able to 
productive struggle with grade level task How to ask for help  

How to find resources that can help them find the 
answers without assistance  

How to sit and act in a classroom to set themselves 
up for success

Be able to take what they know and start applying it to 
real world context

How to apply for college, jobs, or the services of any 
kind. This way they know how to take the next step to 
adult hood

Being inclusive and making all cultures and students 
feel welcomed in the buildings  

Holding them accountable at the high school level 
with the 75% attendance to participate rule

Holding middle school kids accountable for their 
actions. For an example a student can Fail every 
class all three years of middle school and gets no 
consequence. Then, gets to high school and has to 
break the habits they built over the past 3 years  

Offer actual summer school again for kids that either 
need it or want it to get ahead  

Stop making all schools run same schedules. Allow 
the buildings to make their own and have more 
freedom

100 278 True 1/3/2024 6:16 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other Other/Out of District
Literacy skills...phonics based and comprehension 
strategies

mathematical thinking.  Not only basic facts but 
building a strong understanding of how to problem 
solve

Use their knowledge from elementary school to 
continue to build their foundation in literacy Mathematical reasoning

Use their literacy knowledge to be able to analyze 
situations in the world and form their own, educated 
opinions

Life skills... how to save money, how to live on their 
own, how to make decisions about every day things, 
etc Strengthening instruction 

SEL.... The work beginning to transform students' 
ability to handle their emotions More SEL! N/A No

100 95 True 1/3/2024 6:17 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff No

100 537 True 1/3/2024 6:18 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 45-60 Staff Business Community Other/Out of District The basics -- reading  writing  math   Social skills -- how to speak and respect others   Reading  writing  math  science   
Further development of social and interpersonal 
communication (speaking  presenting  etc ) Leadership  teamwork

Refinement of social skills.  Curiosity.  Finding a 
passion   Focusing on student success Trying to improve   Holding students accountable Not demanding enough Not sure

100 817 True 1/3/2024 6:19 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Student Parent Alumni Staff Community Member Other Educator Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading  writing and math at grade level
See above. One is not more important than the other. 
(Reading  writing  math ) Reading  writing and math at grade level See above  Without basics  the house of cards folds

Communicate effectively. (Back to reading, writing 
and math ) See above Welcoming students Free lunches

Stop unproven inititaives and allow teachers to teach 
the basics as the professional that they are Have a better teacher to student ratio  

Stop having administration helicopter the very 
classrooms they left and allow the teachers to have a 
true voice and decision making ability

100 102 True 1/3/2024 6:21 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Prefer not to say 45-60 Staff Other Lincoln feeder pattern No

100 788 True 1/3/2024 6:21 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Students need an ability to read, write, and perform 
math computations at grade level

They need to have an understanding that they need to 
be at school   

Students at middle school need to know that they 
have a future  

Students need to understand that hard work has long-
term rewards  

Students need to have a place they belong where 
their thoughts are heard and they know they are 
supported  

Students need to be able to see themselves as 
productive members of our community  high expectations

providing a variety of avenues for success in a variety 
of areas (academic  arts  vocational skills ) Asking the students what they need higher expectations for attendance

Society has placed all the responsibility on the school.  
 I would hope there are more ways for individuals and 
families in our community, to take responsibility for 
their student's learning  

100 96 True 1/3/2024 6:22 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 30-45 Staff Other Other/Out of District No

100 57 True 1/3/2024 6:23 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff
Business Community,Arts Community,Faith 
Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No

100 435 True 1/3/2024 6:23 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No literacy (reading and writing) math problem solving social skills life skills history/social studies 
looking at our systems and trying to make them more 
efficient and impactful  offering lots of services celebrating the growth the students make each year  having consequences for poor choices  

expecting classroom teachers to pick up the load 
when services are not available, or they are not 
trained in certain areas  

100 930 True 1/3/2024 6:23 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Arts Community LGBTQ Community Lincoln feeder pattern No
read at grade level using a phonics-based system of 
learning the english language

independent problem solving skills & use of education 
resources beyond the classroom teacher

grade level reading comprehension with a focus on 
building extensive vocabulary knowledge

self-manage behaviors conducive to the educational 
environment

communicate effectively through legible writing, 
written essay  and creative arts financial literacy and understanding of the economy a focus on safety and security of the campus providing free meals for students

progressing students through the grades who do not 
have grade level knowledge and will continue to fail

100 101 True 1/3/2024 6:24 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No
100 127 True 1/3/2024 6:25 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff Other/Out of District No

100 633 True 1/3/2024 6:25 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading and math with fluency
Participate in art, music, PE to develop fine and gross 
motor skills

Solidify their reading and explore real world related 
nonfiction texts Have the skills to do math through an Algebra 1 level

Be literate in understanding informational media texts 
and looking into their sources to understand their 
point of view/any bias

Explore career paths via internships and on campus 
coursework SEL IM Curriculum

Making sure curriculum integrates and reflects all 
students

100 354 True 1/3/2024 6:26 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female More than one 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern Feel safe and wanted at school
Be able to show growth even if they do not meet the 
standardized benchmarks

Develop critical thinking skills to understand what they 
are asked to do

Be able to show growth even if they do not meet the 
standardized benchmarks

Use critical thinking skills to solve problems rather 
than recite formulas and rote memorization

Be able to show growth even if they do not meet the 
standardized benchmarks Morning meetins/SEL time Free breakfast and lunch

Countering the terrible climate in most buildings 
where the bullies rule and the administration does 
nothing

Retain highly qualified teachers so students get the 
best teacher for them

We need to stop focusing so much on math and 
reading scores and actually teach the other subjects 
in elementary school

100 69 True 1/3/2024 6:29 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No

100 276 True 1/3/2024 6:35 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Hoover feeder pattern No How read and write  communicate effectively Be responsible and respectful to others read and write  communicate effectively
be responsible and respectful, held responsible for 
their actions

be ready to be a productive member of our 
community  career/job knowledge holding students responsible for actions

being able to read and write effectively to be part of 
society the no homework policy

100 225 True 1/3/2024 6:35 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No Read on grade level  Balanced social emotional skills Read on grade level Self-manage and advocate for themselves Read and understand complex texts Higher order/critical thinking
Hiring passionate staff and helping them grow their 
skillsets

Offering diverse programming to meet diverse needs 
of students

More supports for students with severe mental health 
needs

Stop thinking that pre-packaged curriculums are the 
"magic bullet" answers to raise student achievement

100 65 True 1/3/2024 6:36 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No

100 319 True 1/3/2024 6:36 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Staff Other/Out of District No READ on grade level and pass the Math FAST test Cooperate and work in groups effectively Critical thinking how to research a topic and synthesize their learning Critical thinking focus on equity and inclusion  keep the elementary math and literacy curriculum!!!! more counselors and behavior support staff 

100 405 True 1/3/2024 6:38 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Alumni Lincoln feeder pattern Yes
Be kids an learn the basics not politics an race based 
agenda Be kind an have fun Get ready for high school an use common sense Not everything is about race or sexuality Use common sense an get ready for the real world Dont use race or sex as a excuse All the teachers seem to be nice Teachers communicate very well Teach the basics an leave politics out of the school Stop pushing race in schools

Stop pushing race an teach kids american history i 
was baffled to learn u dont teach about pilgrims 
anymore

100 296 True 1/3/2024 6:38 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff LGBTQ Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Hoover feeder pattern No Be empathetic Be literate Be empathetic and show empathy Be literate Be empathetic and show empathy Think critically for themselves Implementing high quality curriculum Continuing to look at what we need to do for students Sufficient mental health support
Providing structured opportunities to develop healthy 
peer relationships Not enforcing consequences for behaviors

100 428 True 1/3/2024 6:39 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other No

100 299 True 1/3/2024 6:40 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No Read write Read write read write taking care of behaviors as soon as they happen challenge them
accountability for students actions, if they have 
behavior plans they should be followed we need associates in our classrooms

i feel that the curriculum is way more advanced 
considering where they are academically

100 126 True 1/3/2024 6:44 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District Read Comprehension Read Read

100 802 True 1/3/2024 6:46 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Proficiently Emotional Regulation Attendance 21st century skills Attendance 21st century skills pushing for High achievement for all Building supports daily intervention time at all levels
Sped, needs to make sure kids are actually 
progressing and if not  changes need to be made

focusing goals on one specific sub group of students, 
while it's important they be watched and talked about, 
goals shouldn't be for only 1 sub group

100 227 True 1/3/2024 6:46 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Staff Other/Out of District No READ  Emotional Regulation Pass classes executive functioning Distress Tolerance Read Understanding differences holding students accountable requiring basic skills before passing to the next grade

restorative practices - only because they are not 
being implemented with fidelity and it's a HUGE 
disservice to our students  staff and community

100 953 True 1/3/2024 6:46 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male More than one 18-30 Staff LGBTQ Community East feeder pattern No How to problem solve
How to show kindness/empathy for others who are 
different than you  How to appropriately handle peer-pressure  

How to regulate their emotions in an appropriate 
manner 

How to be a productive community member after 
schooling is complete

How to balance a checkbook, pay taxes, and the 
pros/cons of taking out loans/credit cards  Differentiated instruction 

Getting kids ready for the next level of their 
education/adulthood  

We need to have more fun in school, kids enjoying 
school is the first step to getting productive learners  

We need to start letting teachers teach and stop 
micromanaging what and how they teach  

100 722 True 1/3/2024 6:46 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No
Be able to regulate their emotions and advocate for 
themselves  Interacting with others appropriately

Advocate for themselves-know how to feel confident 
in own skin vs  buckling to peer pressure to "fit in"

Managing their time between school, friends, family, 
activities  sports  etc Advocate for themselves (school life balance)

Life skills such as cooking, budgeting, knowing how to 
take care of a family etc

Lots of opportunities for students to get involved in 
(21st century  partnering with colleges  clubs  etc)

Moving to curriculums that are focused on making 
sure each and every student has access

More emphasis on taking care of the self (classes on 
what the real world is like)

Continuing to shift what school needs to look like/be 
like to best meet the needs of all students NA

100 174 True 1/3/2024 6:48 37 751 -97 822 EN Male White >60 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern safety

100 436 True 1/3/2024 6:49 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read and access text proficiently by 3rd grade Meet proficiency standards for foundational math skills Read and access grade level text
Use procedural math skills to lead to conceptual 
understanding and pre-algebra problem solving

Have strong research and study skills to access 
information Have strong written and verbal communication skills

Heavy focus on foundational reading skills with a 
science of reading based approach

Acknowledging and celebrating students and their 
cultural backgrounds

Heavier focus on foundational math skills for 
students  especially in lower elementary More hands on science and project based learning

Lack of consistency across buildings (in regards to 
response to behavior and instruction)

100 446 True 1/3/2024 6:50 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No read at grade level basic math facts mastered (eg: times tables )
complete assigned work (with consequences 
academically for failure) attend to class- off of phones understand SRG and impacts on matriculation problem solve without being "spoon fed" feeding them nothing

REAL consequences for attendance, behavior, lack of 
accountability

holding students and families responsible for tracking 
attendance/grades instead of putting on teachers to 
contact parents for every little issue

allowing chronic non-attenders or behavioral 
concerns to continue with no REAL consequence

100 381 True 1/3/2024 6:53 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Hoover feeder pattern No
Be prepared to move into new grade levels each year. 
Academically and socially  Show respect and understanding to staff

Looking at the best way to educate our diverse 
population

Making sure all students are heard and receive what 
they need

Showing more support for the staff, so that they are 
able to teach our students

100 606 True 1/3/2024 6:56 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No know how to count learn know how to build relationships with others basic math skills basic reading skills read to be successful after high school communicating with families
not sure- kids have no discipline/respect for people in 
general

hold kids accountable- set rule for district but then it's 
not followed(30 day virtual, suspended when fighting 
or smoking weed in "transgender" locked bathroom-  
fighting  weapons  teacher's getting hurt be consistent

passing kids who have not met the requirements to 
move on   (absent half the year but is moved on)

100 1928 True 1/3/2024 6:56 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Community Member LGBTQ Community No Read  type  and break apart unfamiliar words Emotional regulation Emotional regulation Time management or self-motivation read emotional regulation offering grade level books to classrooms and families Offering food or supplies for families

Listen to teachers when they have a different 
approach to teaching. Allow reading to actually be 
taught  

make supports for students more available. Have 
better pay for teachers, associates, and subs so they 
want to work here and come back  Stop using EL curriculum as the ONLY way to teach  

100 1014 True 1/3/2024 6:57 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 18-30 Staff East feeder pattern No read regulate and manage emotions math show empathy and understanding
show interest and growth in at least one academic 
area have positive relationships with peers and adults providing basic needs (coats  food  etc) hiring enough support

forcing teachers to use scripted curriculum that 
doesn't meet the needs or relate to our specific 
students

100 325 True 1/3/2024 6:57 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 45-60 Parent East feeder pattern No Read and comprehend
addition/subtraction/multiplication/division and how it 
is applied to problems

higher math skills and how they apply to real world 
issues Reading and comprehension Being a productive member of society

using skills they have learned in school to be a 
productive member of society accepting others who are different Mental health support in school setting Accepting responsibility for actions/behavior High academic expectations

Moving students on to the next grade without passing 
current grade expectations

100 1008 True 1/3/2024 6:58 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Prefer not to say 45-60 Staff Arts Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Activities/curricula designed to promote optimal brain 
development. Students are often denied enough 
movement and/or instrumental music for their 
developing brains Participate positively in a social community

Develop critical thinking skills through brain based 
instructional offerings

Cope and thrive in an increasingly complicated social 
landscape

Attain high levels of competency in their chosen 
course offerings Develop high levels of investigative independence

Meeting students where they are both academically 
and socially

Offering physical and support systems to students 
and families in need

Offering commensurate music programs at the 
elementary level as at the high school level

Reducing/eliminating instructions using electronic 
screens for elementary students

100 435 True 1/3/2024 6:58 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Spedialists Other/Out of District No Social Emotional Learning Literacy SEL Literacy SEL 21st Century Skills Building community Continue to work on SEL

Equity in our MTSS systems across all schools- 
especially behavior. Ex: a school may be pushing for 
sped identification in one school and in another 
school the student is successful with other supports

Focus on a better balance of Core instruction 
(behavior and academics) and individualized learning 
for special education students

Less moving of students due to behavior/discipline 
concerns

100 368 True 1/3/2024 6:58 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No read social interactions critical thinking life skills work ethic life skills helping provide support for families in need allowing the kids to rule the rooms

100 674 True 1/3/2024 6:58 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No
read for meaning and understanding -NOT FOR 
SPEED math write understand/learn content material read  synthesize information  and write on it think/problem-solve providing basic needs-food  safety  etc building community within buildings and classrooms

FOCUS ON COMPREHENSION with reading NOT 
SPEED

holding students and families accountable for their 
part in the student's education and character buiding

stop assessing kids for speed in reading and assess 
their learning/understanding and ability to use learned 
skills

100 132 True 1/3/2024 6:59 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No
Become more comfortable and able to embrace 
ambiguity

Become more comfortable and able to embrace 
ambiguity

100 452 True 1/3/2024 6:59 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Teachers Other/Out of District No
communicate through reading, writing, speaking, and 
listening think critically Problem Solve through critical thinking Take accountability for actions More independently collect and analyze information Solve problems through critical thinking Offering Social Emotional Learning Aligning learning opportunities for student movement Holding students accountable for behavior or grades

Differentiating professional development opportunities 
for teachers and staff

Allowing bullying and allowing the behaviors of the 
minority affect the education of the majority

100 361 True 1/3/2024 6:59 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Arts Community Lincoln feeder pattern No science-based foundations of reading grade-level math content based literacy grade-level math written and oral communication grade-level math
commitment to equity and centering traditionally 
marginalized voices

providing their teachers with adequate professional 
learning in a cadence in accordance with adult 
learning theory to support best reserach based 
practices and ongoing building and district goals

require students to master grade-level content and be 
honest when they are not  

calendars and schedules, particularly at the 
secondary level seem to be driven by technical forces 
(travel time to CC/CA) and not responsive to student 
needs. 43 minute periods in high school is damaging 
to almost any content or curriculum implementation

100 395 True 1/3/2024 7:00 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Read at or above grade level Math skills Read at or above grade level
Have strong science knowledge of how the body 
functions Write using proper writing mechanics Problem Solve Providing opportunities for all students

100 315 True 1/3/2024 7:00 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District Show respect for others and themselves Follow a set of common expectations Making all students feel included Recognizing others cultures Logical Consequences for their actions Holding them to the high standards they are capable of
100 45 True 1/3/2024 7:01 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No

100 680 True 1/3/2024 7:02 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District Yes Read  write  and do work Behavior Read  write  and do work Behavior Read  write  and have a strong work ethic Be a well-rounded and knowledgeable citizen  Nothing Nothing

We need to have behavior schools to weed out the 
worst to keep the borderline students leaning 
appropriately  

There needs to be a zero tolerance policy for drug 
use in schools  

Go back to having computers in the classroom and 
take away student computers. This is a built-in 
excuse. "I don't have it, it doesn't work, I lost my 
charger"  etc

100 743 True 1/3/2024 7:02 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff
College/University Partner,Career and Technical 
Education Partner Other/Out of District No

How to deal with conflict with peers and avoid peer 
pressure

Recognize their feelings and be able to advocate for 
themselves on what they are needing in order to 
deescalate Know what interests them 

What careers interest them and what they would 
need to do in order to work in that field Be accountable for their actions

Have a post-secondary plan and take the necessary 
steps to help them achieve that plan Supporting students from diverse backgrounds  

Supporting families in need of assistance through 
resources in school or in the community

Giving them longer breaks (holidays, seasonal, etc.) 
and having more contact/communication between 
staff and superintendent/ 

Preventing bullying, especially cyber-bullying and 
keeping the ratio of students to staff at a reasonable 
number Making assumptions about students

100 277 True 1/3/2024 7:03 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Hoover feeder pattern No
how to read - learned through evidence based 
practices (science of reading) how to reason with and use numbers

our science of reading initiative in elementary (could 
probably benefit middle and high school teachers as 
well)

at the elementary level we are not teaching science or 
social studies fully - just the parts that are already in 
EL

100 530 True 1/3/2024 7:04 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No How to read Problem solving real life situations Life skills A safe place to learn
Holding parents accountable for getting their kids to 
and from school at the elementary level

Giving classroom teachers adequate, realistic time to 
prep  

STOP putting everything on classroom teachers, too 
many positions that don't directly work with kids. Top 
heavy

100 2659 True 1/3/2024 7:04 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Learn how to read Learn how to write Learn how to interact with one another How to respect others
Kids are learning to interact  with one another through  
 enrichment clubs Teach them how to spell

Fix the school calendar.  We come back from winter 
break and then they 3 days off again   

Change the reading curriculum.  Kids are falling 
further behind

100 279 True 1/3/2024 7:05 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other n/a Lincoln feeder pattern No read math read math read math not sure nt sure provide job training skills high school level provide basic living skills not sure

100 122 True 1/3/2024 7:06 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 45-60 Staff

Business Community,Arts Community,Parks and 
Recreation Department,Faith 
Community,College/University Partner,Career and 
Technical Education Partner Lincoln feeder pattern No

100 1678 True 1/3/2024 7:07 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Prefer not to say 30-45 Staff Faith Community East feeder pattern No
The most important thing is that they are able to read 
and understand what they are reading  

Students are able to to solve grade level math 
problems  

Continue their previous learning and grow in seeing 
the importance of staying in school to get an 
education

Learning skills to help them be successful in high 
school  

Being motivated to work hard will help them to be able 
to be a positive contributor to their community

Able to choose from different career tracks whether 
its college prep or career prep

I think central campus is a great resource for high 
schoolers to support college and career readiness  

Incorporating more SEL to help students to be able to 
manage the hard things of life while also bettering 
themselves  

I think at the elementary level there needs to be a 
more proactive approach of seeing what is hindering  
students from learning to read, so they are reading on 
grade level before leaving elementary  

Preparing 4th and 5th graders for the big transition to 
middle school to help them be more successful

I think there needs to be less of a focus on the 
polarizing political topics and more of a focus on how 
we can work with others we don't agree with  

100 2177 True 1/3/2024 7:07 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Administrator Career and Technical Education Partner Other/Out of District Yes Being prepared for their post-secondary plan CTE and future planning Future Ready Work

100 442 True 1/3/2024 7:07 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No
Read at grade level with high accuracy and 
comprehension problem solve in academic and social situations

Read at grade level with high accuracy and 
comprehension problem solve in academic and social situations

discover their pathway to becoming contributing 
members of their community problem solve in academic and social situations

100 1156 True 1/3/2024 7:08 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other I actually live in Des Moines Hoover feeder pattern No
READ. We are sending kids to middle school who do 
not know their letter sounds

WRITE. More specifically, express your thoughts on a 
subject in written language, with enough knowledge of 
mechanics so that the reader can comprehend the 
point the writer is getting across. When you can't 
read  your writing skills suffer  

Comprehend what they're reading as demonstrated 
by writing and speaking about the subject matter

How to live and work with peers in harmony (use 
coping skills to deal with frustration with peers, learn 
to work in a group setting with peers you may not like, 
learn to advocate for your needs)

It depends on their career track after high school. If 
students want to go to college, they need to be able to 
comprehend written and oral information, take 
effective notes  and organize their time wisely  

All students need to be able to comprehend oral and 
written language, apply numeracy skills to basic 
everyday life situations, and work with their peers in 
harmony Attempting to practice anti-racism

Providing elementary teachers access to high-quality 
training and curricula based on the science of reading  

Teachers have very little understanding of how the 
MTSS system works in practice. Systemically and 
from the top down, our district needs to prioritize 
teaching staff about this process and how it is not 
only illegal but unethical to place students in special 
education simply because teachers are unwilling to 
examine their practice and learn best practice in 
MTSS  

We are not truly addressing student behavior 
concerns. This is why teachers are leaving. If you ask 
teachers what their biggest concern is, it will likely be 
behavior. We need to provide training for teachers 
about this. We have the resources in our district and 
need to stop gatekeeping them  

We need to stop allowing people to continue having 
access to children who we know are burnt out and 
angry with their jobs. We are actively harming 
children by looking the other way as these people 
continue to work in our district and at the worst, 
traumatize children with their behavior or at the best, 
do the bare minimum and waste an entire school year

100 231 True 1/3/2024 7:09 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Administrator Lincoln feeder pattern No Learn to read Play with others and make friends Write Reason to solve math problems EL Education Curriculum IM Math Curriculum Transportation options for all elementary students More recess time for elementary students Low expectations for student behaviors

100 438 True 1/3/2024 7:10 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Listening  Speaking  Reading  and Writing Communicate effectively with all Listening  Speaking  Reading  and Writing Communicate effectively with all Listening  Speaking  Reading  and Writing Communicate effectively with all Helping students learning English
Help students build relationships with teachers and 
others Social Emotional/Mental Health of students Giving teachers a say in their teaching practice Too much assessment of students each week

100 1056 True 1/3/2024 7:10 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No
think critcally while accessing appropriate tools for 
support

reason with information they have received in various 
forms & through various outlets

think critcally while accessing appropriate tools for 
support

reason with information they have received in various 
forms & through various outlets

think critcally while accessing appropriate tools for 
support

reason with information they have received in various 
forms & through various outlets

standards referrenced grading - grading students 
based on their proficiency with the standards (not a 
comparative with other students)

providing SEL supports (therapy, counseling) 
although we are very limited  we are on the right track

focusing on improving teacher attitudes - teaching in 
the district is a very negative right now & we know 
that the teacher attitude has the largest effect size so 
how do we improve teacher attitude?  begin listening 
to teachers, bring back social studies & science as a 
basis for learning literacy & as interesting and 
relevant content & allow teachers to connect with 
students in ways that they used to (but no longer have 
time for)

we are not yet effectively addressing students with 
extreme behaviors outside of parents picking them up 
and taking them home.  we have too many student 
disrupting learning for peers daily - all of that learning 
lost is huge & at the expense of every other student 
ready to learn.  it's an incredibly unfortuate system 
without a solid answer

we should stop trying to be all the things - the food 
pantry, the clothing shop, the after school activity 
center, the parent education provider, etc.  ALL OF 
THOSE THINGS ARE IMPORTANT AND we need to 
find and encourage the community to provide those 
things without barriers so the school can refocus on 
educating all students.  it has to be a team effort with 
our state and our community because it feels as 
though everything rests on the school and the school 
isn't able to sustain 

100 603 True 1/3/2024 7:12 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male Prefer not to say 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other Mental Health Roosevelt feeder pattern No Literacy Social Skills Literacy Self-management (social skills) Literacy Mental Health (SEL) Eliminating barriers for marginalized students
Providing opportunities for all students to seek post-
secondary options Providing a safe atmosphere for all students to learn District-wide technology policy

Rigorous curriculum, but with low grading 
expectations 

100 177 True 1/3/2024 7:12 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No

100 327 True 1/3/2024 7:13 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Staff Community Member Faith Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern No reading writing reading writing come to school Engage in the classroom
order instruction inclusion caring about students 
wanting to teach the right subjects see above Making sure kids can read Making sure kids come to school

do not coddle, feel sorry for them, push them that is 
true love called tough love

100 874 True 1/3/2024 7:13 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No develop basic skills in reading  writing  and arithmetic Resilence  interest in reading
study skills, communication with others, socialize 
with friends  time management handling stress  keeping a happy outlook

engaging in challenging coursework, maintaining 
good grades Be true to yourself

100 43 True 1/3/2024 7:13 41 6289 -93 7255 EN

100 625 True 1/3/2024 7:14 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff East feeder pattern No

Who in the building they can talk to for help, Who in 
the building has resources to help with necessary 
items such as hat  coat  gloves  food  housing  etc  

How to be a leader in our community and be given 
opportunities to do so  

Life Skills- money management, getting to 
school/work on time, being a contributing member of 
society Life Skills- kindness  respect  hard work

Financial literacy and budgeting. Other useful life 
skills that they otherwise may not receive from their 
homelife/parents How to change a tire  Life skills  Community School Coordinators Community School Coordinators Trying to get rid of Community School Coordinators

Without Community School Coordinators in every 
building, families will not have a person to go to for 
help/resources thus the district is allowing the student 
to suffer and get further behind. KEEP COMMUNITY 
SCHOOL COORDINATORS IN EVERY BUILDING

Stop implementing programs that help students and 
families and then cut the programs right as they are 
building momentum to be successful. Families 
depend on the resources the school can provide  

100 624 True 1/3/2024 7:14 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern No Respect Reading Analysis and Problem Solving Technology Written Language and Speaking Technology Inclusive Not Sure Learn to Compete in Everything Not Sure Trying to be everything for everyone

100 376 True 1/3/2024 7:14 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Comprehend text at grade level

Write correctly. As an ELA teacher in middle school, 
there are many kids who simply don't know how to 
write well Read at grade level Write formal responses at grade level Use money  Write well

Providing opportunities outside of the classroom 
through extra curriculars

Giving students choices, especially at the high school 
level  to decide a course for them  

Lowering class sizes at middle school. 28 students 
should be the max in the middle school

Giving students choices at the middle school level. 
We have students taking music that have no desire to 
do so  Give a different option

Letting negative behaviors go and putting consistently 
disruptive students in with students who want to 
learn. That is a big reason families are leaving DMPS. 
We put students in classes that are too big with 
students who have no desire to learn and just want to 
disrupt  

100 1004 True 1/3/2024 7:16 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Administrator Other/Out of District No

Learn and possess the foundational academic skills 
necessary to become productive contributors of our 
community

Learn and possess the social skills necessary to 
become positive contributors of our community

Students should be able to work in teams and see 
value in others' contributions

Students should learn skills and content needed to 
move to the next level of their academic careers

Students should know how to work and communicate 
in teams  contributing as an individual

Students should advance their thinking and apply 
skills and knowledge to new concepts useful for a 
variety of careers GLEAM! Building Substitutes Retain high-quality educators

Prioritize SEL, what does it look like integrated in 
instruction?

Should allow educators to make changes based on 
data instead of "flipping to the next page"

100 606 True 1/3/2024 7:19 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No
solid foundation of basic skills- ability to read, write 
and solve math problems using four operations problem solve apply foundational skills to solve problems appropriate social skills continue to apply basic skills to rigorous tasks

communicate effectively (verbally, through writing, in 
messages like email and text) inclusion

TEACHING FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS (we can't do 
rigorous tasks when we students don't know basics)

allowing creativity in teaching (master teacher's don't 
need a script from curriculum guides to teach)

FOLLOWING CURRICULUM WITH FIDELITY (it's 
boring and not engaging)

100 613 True 1/3/2024 7:20 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No emotional regulation and responsibility Literacy and communication skills Executive functioning Literacy and communication skills critical thinking skills literacy and communication skills Math curriculum
A wide array of services are provided for students and 
families Bring SRO's back to high schools

Have more associate support available at CC for 
students with IEPs. Home schools don't have the 
staffing to send associates to CC all the time No

100 1536 True 1/3/2024 7:23 41 0258 -93 7729 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No
Strong reading skills are vital, since literacy affects 
learning in all areas

Math/spatial/analytical skills are secondly important in 
my mind, since at the HS level I am surprised at how 
many students don't understand the concepts of 
numbers and values

Middle schoolers must learn early to start becoming 
free thinkers, both academically and personally, as 
this can help them as a learner, and through 
tumultuous middle school years

Middle school students should start learning and 
practicing autonomy and begin to develop self-
motivation skills

HIgh school students should be able to advocate for 
themselves, and be adept at motivation and self-
starting, avoiding excuses. Essentially, employability 
skills

High school students should be able to successfully 
work with people in all arenas of lfe; this virtual 
generation is lacking that experience and I think it is 
starting to 'show," as many express they don't feel 
comfortable interacting with others, nor to they know 
how

From my experience, DMPS seems to celebrate 
differences among our students, and make it clear 
students are welcome and that their wellbeing is the 
district's top priority

Secondary students are give multiple arenas in which 
to learn various skills, through opportunities at Central 
Campus  Central Academy  Virtual Campus  etc

Sometimes at the HS level, I think students are 
getting too many chances. While it can be a difficult 
line to walk between "tough love" and considering 
individual student needs, overall it feels like HS 
students don't consider deadlines, because I think 
they assume they will always get "one more chance" 
at the end. This causes them to not be disciplined at 
the time, and they easily get behind as they continue 
to procrastinate. We are not doing them favors by 
teaching them to rely on these habits

100 517 True 1/3/2024 7:24 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff LGBTQ Community North feeder pattern Be kind to all types of people
Be able to focus, explore, and learn in a safe 
environment Lean into individuality and how valuable it is  

Consistent systems that work for students involving 
behavior and academic expectations  This is lacking!

Realistic life expectations and lessons that they'll 
encounter after graduation  Real life connections

Exploration into their own interests in core classes. 
Books that they want to read in English; experiments 
that impact our world in science  etc

Access to programs like By Degrees Foundation, 
Urban Dreams  etc

Free DART access and free meals for all students. 
(even in the summer)

New high school English curriculum (Odell) is not 
representative of our diverse student population, nor 
does it give accurate or unique learning over the units  

Allowing teachers to best decide how to teach their 
students vs having higher ups make blanket 
decisions without being in the classroom in many 
years

Not having consistent behavior systems across 
middle schools - they are a mess!

100 607 True 1/3/2024 7:24 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female More than one 30-45 Staff Arts Community LGBTQ Community Hoover feeder pattern No

Executive skills- such as how to be a student, 
emotional and behavior regulation, taking notes, 
studying  etc  How to read (but really 1 and 2 are tied) Still Executive Skills reading comprehension Executive skills Go to class/Attendance

Success workers focusing on attendance (but we 
need more) using evidence based curriculums

District wide Tier 1 focus on attendance using 
evidence based practices/resources

Evidence Based Curriculums for MLL (newcomer) 
and special education teachers (especially in SEL for 
special education) I don't know

100 408 True 1/3/2024 7:27 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Get along and respect other adults and peers Read and perform basic math skills Get along and respect basic rules of society Read at grade level
Be able to discipline themselves to attend school at 
90% Understand information to succeed in society Providing a structured environment for them to learn Providing many activities and clubs for participation Holding them accountable for poor behavior Holding them accountable for non attendance

100 806 True 1/3/2024 7:27 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 18-30 Staff College/University Partner Lincoln feeder pattern

The most important thing elementary students should 
be able to do is express their emotions to 
communicate and work through uncertainty

The second most important thing that elementary 
students should be able to do is identify long-term to 
show growth, whether it's identifying school related 
content or recognizing change in familiar people

The most important thing students in middle school 
should be able to do is recognize past behaviors that 
many not be conducive to their present learning, to 
change and grow  moving forward into future years

In addition to recognizing and changing one's 
behavior, middle school students should be able to 
manage emotions

The most important thing high school students should 
know and be able to do in high school is express 
emotions, manage emotions and properly move 
through emotions by communicating what they are 
feeling, managing what they are feeling internally and 
properly assessing the situation that brought upon 
emotions to move forward

The second most important thing students in high 
school should know and be able to do is manage 
themselves responsibly to represent themselves 
professionally

Encouraging students is something DMPS is doing 
well

DMPS does a good job of never giving up and 
showing continually commitment to progressing the 
future of students' growth

I think that we should start recognizing students in a 
new way, such as most animated player of the year in 
sports, activities or clubs, that can help students feel 
more recognized for their uniqueness

One thing that we are not doing for students is finding 
deeper and more meaningful way to promote further 
engagement in finding where their motivation comes 
from to preform overall in school

I think we should stop focusing so heavily on tardy's 
and passes, as far as strict and stringent monitoring, 
because at certain levels, students should be able to 
recognize when to conduct themselves responsibly 
and in college that is not present, nor is attendance, 
so more emphasis on providing skills that help them 
get the grades, participate in school activities and 
manage their time effectively  in all that they do

100 493 True 1/3/2024 7:28 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Staff Other Other/Out of District No Respect and get along with others Read  and do math Respect and get along with others Life/living skills Life/living skills Respect others Trying to meet all various needs Providing food banks for families Not sure Not sure Not sure

100 281 True 1/3/2024 7:29 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read read read read read read Free breakfast and lunch Providing special education services supporting teachers supporting teachers 
Allowing middle school student to move ahead, even 
though they have not met the standards of their grade  

100 557 True 1/3/2024 7:29 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Self regulate Motivate self Think Critically Know where and how to access resources Communicate clearly - written and verbal

100 593 True 1/3/2024 7:29 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Arts Community Hoover feeder pattern No learn how to be a functional member of society read how to be a functional member of society persevere through a project or tough scenario become a productive member of society
applying their knowledge from all their years in school 
to better themselves providing opportunities for music students providing them food etc when needed

teaching that there are consequences for actions 
good and bad

We need to create more of a microcosm of the "real 
world" instead of what we do

letting them get away with behaviors that are 
counterproductive

100 392 True 1/3/2024 7:31 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff Community Member Faith Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No Core curriculum of reading  writing  and math Preparation for middle school
Core curriculum of reading, writing, and math.  
Preparation for HS

Participation in an extra curriculur activity as a 
privilege Curriculum that prepares student for post graduation

Participation in an extra curriculur activiey as a 
privilege Taking safety of all seriously Following up on excessive attendance issues

So much teacher focused PD.  Put and keep kids in 
school

100 345 True 1/3/2024 7:36 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White >60 Staff Other Teach at Focus HS Hoover feeder pattern No Learn to read basic math operations in add  sub  div  multp read in class daily evryday math skills complete a job application  write a resume work now  play later listen to their concerns feed the students mandatory 20 minutes of reading every school day teach cursive writing no

100 663 True 1/3/2024 7:36 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District Yes
Treating others with kindness, compassion, 
inclusivitity and respect  Critical thinking

Treating others with kindness, compassion, 
inclusivitity and respect  Decision Making

Treating others with kindness, compassion, 
inclusivitity and respect  

How to be productive members of society with 
independence. Currently, our high schoolers are not 
prepared for life after high school  teaching kids about proper mental health Inclusive sports  such as Unified Basketball Preparing students for the next phase of their lives

Hiring more special education associates in 
comprehensive schools

100 1599 True 1/3/2024 7:38 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Basic English and Math- if you don't have a strong 
foundation the upper grades cannot build their 
possibilities

Social Skills! understand self and others and how to 
get along/thrive with both

Study Skills- doing the bare minimum to pass classes 
(or not) will not help them be productive members of 
society

Career Exploratory Skills- if they have basic goals and 
know how to achieve those, they have more purpose 
and reason for education and life Employability skills College and Career Readiness Central campus offerings willingness to listen to those working with students Structured SEL and life skills classes for all Regular individual student check ins

coddling failing students who don't work all semester 
so that they can pass or retake portions of classes to 
pass   The real world would not let them keep a job

100 384 True 1/3/2024 7:40 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Administrator Other/Out of District No Social and emotional skills Read at grade level Social and Emotional skills read at grade level social and emotional skills read at grade level Providing an array of interest opportunities  including the community within our schools providing more support to meet base needs provide after school care for all k-8 students

treating 6-8 graders like high schoolers. They need 
less transitions and more focus on 
relationship/emotional  and social skills

100 445 True 1/3/2024 7:41 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Having strong foundational reading and writing skills  
Have strong foundational soft skills and emotional 
regulation  Have strong reading and writing skills Have strong SEL and emotional regulation skills Have strong reading  writing  and math skills Have strong employability skills  

Having high quality, highly qualified staff in our 
buildings  

Increasing the amount of support staff 
(interventionists behavior and academic, counselors, 
SUCCESS, Community in the Schools, and mental 
health support )

Have strong consistent expectations at all schools 
that are required by the district. I think too much is up 
to individual schools to determine  

Have a common SEL curriculum that is utilized in all 
schools  

100 411 True 1/3/2024 7:42 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No Read and Write at grade-level expectations Understand and perform grade level mathematics
How to take ownership of their learning and 
meaningfully engage with academics

Perform at grade level in reading, writing, 
mathematics

Recognize how doing well in school can help them 
reach their goals

Perform at grade level in reading, writing, 
mathematics

Offering High Quality Curriculums in Language arts 
and Math

Providing opportunities to be involved with extra 
curricular activities

Ensuring all students in MS and HS have an 
adult/counselor who knows their post-secondary 
plans and can advise them wisely on steps to acheive 
those goals I can't think of one right now I can't think of one right now

100 489 True 1/3/2024 7:43 41 59 -93 8604 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read for comprehension
Learn how to resolve conflicts peacefully and be a 
good community member Read for comprehension

How to create a safe and inclusive environment for 
everyone Read for comprehension Learn a variety of subjects; become well-rounded Identifying and serving advanced learners Hiring caring educators Holding all students accountable for their actions

Establishing high expectations for behaviors and 
enforcing them

Employing administrators who are ineffective or out of 
touch with district goals and values

100 207 True 1/3/2024 7:46 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff LGBTQ Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read at grade level math at grade level read at grade level math at grade level read at or above grade level be prepared for whatever comes after high school   
standing up for our low income and BIPOC students 
and families Letting teachers teach

consequences for behaviors that disrupt the learning 
environment

consequences for behaviors that disrupt the learning 
environment Allowing student behaviors to disrupt learning  

100 84 True 1/3/2024 7:47 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No

100 862 True 1/3/2024 7:47 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Getting along with others Read Emotional Regulation Read Manage technology appropriately Supporting LGBTQ students Celebrating diversity

Recognizing the skills level that our students are and 
working from there instead of continuing to make lofty 
goals while ignoring these facts

Keeping our students and staff safe. Getting rid of 
SROs was the single worst thing that DMPS has 
done. Our students (including minority students) do 
not feel safe in their school  

STOP mandating pathways for students. Forcing 
students to take high level math to graduate when 
they don't need it for their career path is wrong! There 
needs to be more math choices without certain 
classes being mandated to graduate. We are going to 
see our graduate rates plummet if this continues  

100 485 True 1/3/2024 7:47 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White >60 Staff East feeder pattern reading writing respect tolerance self-reliance basic house chores
100 103 True 1/3/2024 7:51 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No

100 247 True 1/3/2024 7:53 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff
Business Community,Faith 
Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No learn to read develop number concept read to learn

100 237 True 1/3/2024 7:53 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Hoover feeder pattern No
advocate for themselves and be able to work with 
others read

advocate for themselves and be able to work with 
others read

advocate for themselves and be able to work with 
others find a pathway to either a career or a job  AKA trade

100 570 True 1/3/2024 7:54 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Arts Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Students should be fluent readers able to read for 
comprehension  

Students should have a strong identity as a reader 
and mathematician, allowing them to persevere 
through complex work

Find a passion in an area of study (math class, choir 
class, pe class, science class) etc. that they're 
excited to engage with Interact socially in appropriate ways with their peers  

Apply their social and academic identities to engage 
in coursework they find engaging and appealing. They 
should understand they drive their learning and they're 
responsible for the work they complete  

That they can pursue what they find engaging in and 
out of the classroom because of their strong 
academic foundation  GLEAM instruction

Supporting teachers with high quality curriculum 
materials and supports  

We need to stop allowing teachers to not utilize high 
quality curriculum and materials. By allowing teachers 
to not engage in the required work we are stripping 
the students of access to a high quality education  

100 575 True 1/3/2024 7:56 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Male White 45-60 Staff Other staff Lincoln feeder pattern No
All elementary students need to have proper reading 
skills when they graduate 5th grade Basic math skills   Add  subtract  multiply and divide Be able to read at the 8th grade level Behave properly Read at the 12th grade level Find a career path that interests them Communication with the community Offering students opportunities for involvement Holding students accountable for their actions Have a district wide cellphone policy Not that I can think of at this time

100 288 True 1/3/2024 7:58 41 9211 -87 7032 EN Female White 30-45 Staff LGBTQ Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Be kind to self and others Ask questions/ask for help Basic history Important  functional math Actual life skills Think about what they want to do Social/emotional learning Not sure More accessibility for disabilities 
More focus on mental health, taking time for mental 
health Stop ignoring early education 

100 1907 True 1/3/2024 7:58 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No basic math and basic reading basic social skills continue building on reading/writing - Critical thinking skills - Cause and effect Appropriate reading/math etc  
Executive skills - life skills - money management, 
time management  study skills Social emotional learning for students Community Supports Increase mental health presence in the schools

link mental health services with SUCCESS program - 
home visits/in-home supports and transportation for 
struggling families

Open campuses. This is a huge problem. When kids 
have idle time - there is increased exposure to 
problematic behavior

100 419 True 1/3/2024 7:59 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No
read, write, think mathematically, and critical thinking 
at grade level and beyond self-regulate critical thinking effectively communicate point of view critical thinking

disagree respectfully and effectively communicate 
point of view

Supporting all students through SEL and holding 
student accountable for learning at high levels keeping class size small increase transportation for students flexibility in schedules

100 6334 True 1/3/2024 8:00 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff East feeder pattern No Read math Respect others follow directions Accountability consequences teaching students how to study Teach students how to take a test SRG

100 477 True 1/3/2024 8:01 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff
Business Community,Parks and Recreation 
Department Faith Community Other/Out of District No Reading math math basic life skills life skills creative and critical thinking class offerings

partnership with Parks & Rec allowing students to 
play sports for $5

upgrading athletic facilities to help keep student 
athletes in our district Bring back Resource Officers

100 231 True 1/3/2024 8:01 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say >60 Staff Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No read math read critical thinking critical thinking civics/gov special ed central academy emphasize basics leave out the sexualization indoctrinating them

100 1529 True 1/3/2024 8:02 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff LGBTQ Community College/University Partner East feeder pattern No

Tying shoes, social skills, Behavior 
monitoring/emotion monitoring. They should know 
safety  and how toread on grade level

How to act. How to respond to others and work with 
others  How to communicate  how to talk to teachers

Manage time, phone, friends, etc. We are settting 
them up for failure by allowing the behaviors we allow. 
They will not be a functioning member of society if we 
continue to allow them down the path they are going

Holding them accountable for their actions. Students 
are cussing out teachers, skipping, causing problems 
in the hallways/classes and they have no 
consequences for this. We are allowing this behavior 
when it needs to be addressed. We are not 
prioritizing teachers and instead bending to students 
wants and not the needs of teachers

Providing better resources in the schools. Sped 
resources, counseling/therapy. These kids are 
lacking basic skills such as communicating effectively 
to an adult, and we expect them to go into a 
classroom and perform at grade level. They need 
resources to help get them there. Also we are 
packing classrooms full of student 36+ to a class plus 
students with IEP/504 plans and it is hard as a 
teacher to teach so many different learning styles and 
follow so many plans plus as a student it is hard to 
learn  

Stop putting so many kids in a class room, Cap a 
class size at 28-30. More than that the room 
becomes chaos. Also stop expecting teachers to 
work endless hours on these new curriculumns and 
expecting them to master these curriculums in a 
year. This is a lot of pressure. District needs to be 
experts on the curriculum and provide the resources, 
pacing, diagnostics (That are student friendly) and 
look at how each assessment aligns to the DMPS 
standards  

100 7166 True 1/3/2024 8:06 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff
LGBTQ Community,Faith 
Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union North feeder pattern No Problem-solving with self and peers Ask questions that help them learn Set and work towards learning and personal goals

Disagree or differ with others respectfully and 
productively

Identify their strengths and growth areas with humility 
and persistence

Interact with peers and adults confidently, 
cooperatively  and respectfully

Placing students first and setting all other work 
towards that goal, even in a difficult political and 
legislative environment

Active inclusion of students from a wide variety of 
backgrounds Heightened focus on student leadership at all ages

More community dialogue that advocates for students 
in and outside of school

If there's a way to stop the high turnover rate, that 
would be a top priority. Consistency matters a lot but 
isn't present everywhere

100 607 True 1/3/2024 8:07 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff
Business Community,Career and Technical 
Education Partner Other/Out of District Yes  thinking and reasoning reading and writing social development thinking and reasoning advanced thinking and reasoning reading and writing offering opportunities for learning allowing students to succeed in their own way advancing reading and writing skills

100 194 True 1/3/2024 8:07 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No reading basic counting  addition  and subtraction Read arithmetic reading comprehension writing science of reading focus on attendance



100 1597 True 1/3/2024 8:14 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No
Be able to sit, listen, follow directions, take turns 
(SCHOOL SOCIAL SKILLS) Read for comprehension

Read for meaning, be able to pull important 
information from a text

Be able to work collaboratively in groups with peers 
and adults Read a variety of texts for information and/or leisure

understand and work with numbers in a practical and 
functional way

offering a lot of supports and resources for students 
and families

Providing a lot of opportunities for students to learn 
different things

Holding students more accountable for behavior and 
learning

Providing elementary and middle school more 
opportunities for recess Standard-referenced grading across the board

100 609 True 1/3/2024 8:16 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Parent Alumni Staff Community Member Lincoln feeder pattern No communicate and have respect how to interact with others how to communicate and have respect start learning life lessons like how to balance a budget communication and respect and conflict management
life skills like household budgeting, start a business, 
change a light bulb  etc focus on reading and math skills getting community feed back expect more parental involvement make the staff feel more supported

stop being the parent and expect/teach parents how 
to be involved

100 620 True 1/3/2024 8:20 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Alumni Staff LGBTQ Community North feeder pattern No self-regulation
acceptance, able to be around and identify with 
students who seem nothing like themselves respecting others=self-respect

ability to take direction and seek assistance if 
necessary take risks knowing there is a safe place to struggle think beyond high school  set goals

social and emotional learning embedded in the 
curriculum

providing resources for things outside school, access 
to their community at large

faster interventions for special ed/behavioral needs, 
get support for teachers struggling with students

reducing electronics in the classrooms (cell phones, 
ipads in lower grades as "rewards"  etc )

100 4186 True 1/3/2024 8:21 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern
They need to have an on grade level education as 
well as behavioral control  

Have a social network to learn how to foster 
relationships as adults  Changing for the better Training staff

More training staff specifically on SPED Law and how 
to support SPED students  

What SDI should look like, how to teach/support 
SPED students  

Overloading teachers to where they cannot take care 
of their own families

100 2088 True 1/3/2024 8:23 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Male White 18-30 Staff Business Community LGBTQ Community Hoover feeder pattern No
Elementary students should be able feel welcomed 
and safe at school  

Elementary students should be able to read, write, 
and think critically and creatively

Middle school students should be able feel welcomed 
and safe at school  

Middle school students should be able to think 
critically, listen/act respectfully, and speak/read 
comprehensively

High school students should be able feel welcomed 
and safe at school  

High school students should be able to be ready not 
only for college  but also for life! To keep investing in diversity and equity programs

To keep providing basic-needs assistance such as: 
winter clothing, food pantry, language interpreting 
(BFLs), books, ELL programs, and transportation to 
newcomers

To hire more diversity among staff and administrators 
in order to make students feel represented and more 
socio-culturally understood

To provide more programs, instructions, or even 
school announcements in students' native languages

DMPS should stop cutting budgets for ELL and 
school climate programs/positions that benefit many 
students and their families

100 2057 True 1/3/2024 8:27 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 30-45 Staff Other Other/Out of District No
Read at a 3rd grade level at a minimum at the end of 
their elementary years  Learn to respect others  human decency  Peaceful conflict resolution

Critical thinking skills, first related to math or reading 
problems, then learn application outside of the 
classroom

Life skills, including cooking, budgeting, basic taxes, 
etc

Learning how to access community resources for life 
beyond high school... whether it is going to college, 
trade school, or job training, as well as learning 
interview skills and how to follow a schedule that 
requires them to be productive for a typical adult work 
day  

Providing the advanced classes at Central Campus 
to allow students an early start to pursuing their 
passions

Providing meals for kids without them knowing who 
can afford food and who can't. Limiting food insecurity 
is very important for learning  

Teach students how to write their individual letters in 
preschool and kindergarten I do not have an answer at this time

Moving young students along to the next grade when 
they are significantly behind on reading and math

100 3172 True 1/3/2024 8:27 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Administrator Other/Out of District No
Literacy (including writing) and Math conceptual 
understanding Social skills - SEL Comprehension and Writing SEL Course specific knowledge Employability skills and career options Use of a rigorous and consistent curriculum

Focus on SEL and support for school counseling and 
SUCCESS program Therapeutic programming for K-5

Activities and athletics for younger students within the 
feeder pattern to increase engagement

100 3406 True 1/3/2024 8:28 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Alumni Staff Community Member
Business Community,Faith 
Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern No Read at grade level Math at grade level Read at grade level Math at grade level Prepare for tests Know how our government is supposed to work Central Academy and Campus Offering advance classes in each high school

Encourage students to enter the trades - college is 
not for everyone

Open Smouse back up - many student need 
this!!!!!!!!!

Stop putting students in classes that they don't belong 
in or will never be successful in. i.e. Nonverbal, 
severe disabilities do not belong in a regular 
classroom.  This is not fair to the student or the 
teacher

100 299 True 1/3/2024 8:28 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Arts Community Other/Out of District No
feel safe because there are people who are not going 
to judge them but support them read books that resonate with them

trust a teacher to support them even though it might 
not be about math or reading go to school without feeling threatened

feel support from a teacher and know we are there to 
help them learn and grow  not just teach make more decsissions for themselves keeping an open mind letting teachers be that person for a student struggling give non gender bathrooms back

letting them read what they want without judging their 
character listening to the govenor

100 666 True 1/3/2024 8:31 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male Native American/Pacific Islander 45-60 Alumni Staff Community Member Business Community Hoover feeder pattern No Read math read math Transition to the working world communicate to others when language is a barrier offering a varity of ways to learn and graduate feeding them breakfast  lunch  snacks  evening meals More working internships in potential career fields
High School Peer support groups for elementary and 
middle schools Go back to old time schedules

100 3319 True 1/3/2024 8:35 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No
How to learn and how to struggle when learning 
becomes difficult; strategies to work through How to read

How to communicate well through writing (different 
forms - fiction  nonfiction  email  memo  etc )

How to think critically about local, state, national, and 
global issues 

Be ready for college and careers - we call these 21st 
century skills

How to think critically and communicate ideas 
effectively We have an engaging curriculum in many areas

We have passionate teachers working hard each day 
in very challenging contexts  

We are not holding students accountable for 
behaviors that are preventing them from learning. 
Number 1? Attendance. High school studets have 
ZERO accountability for missing class. Students can 
miss 35 class days and teachers are pressured to 
get the credit/pass. We have so many students 
struggling because - as a system - we do not have 
guidelines or guardrails to hold studnets accountable 
for missing class. Students will walk the halls, sit in 
cars in the parking lot, go for a walk. Teachers are 
told to me "more engaging" and it's insulting. Students 
KNOW there are no consequences and for many that 
is just to difficult a temptation

There are 3% of students who need an alternative 
placement and we don't provide enough of those. We 
risk the safety and learning environment for 97% of 
students, while spending too much time and 
resources on a smal % of students who need an 
alternative placement. We must create spaces for 
students who need significant supports (mental 
health  behavioral  etc )  

We should stop allowing class sizes of less than 10 
at Central Academy and Central Campus when class 
sizes for required courses at the home schools are 
often 34 or higher  Stop it now  

100 620 True 1/3/2024 8:36 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff
Business Community,Faith Community,Career and 
Technical Education Partner Other/Out of District No Learning how to use a computer & typing  

Knowing how to read & write in cursive. We are a 
more digital society, but we still have to sign for 
things  Being able to read cursive is a lifelong skill Computer skills but more intermediary than beginner  Punction and grammar   

Understanding the importance of grades and 
attendance How to be prepared for life after high school Being diverse Ensuring the safety of our students and staff

Getting students prepared for life after high school 
and the reality of the real world

Not making students come prepared to class, 
consequences of those actions, being tough on 
deadlines/due dates  

We need to have harsher consequences for students 
on tardies and absences. Students are not realizing 
their actions can have negative consequences in their 
life. Speaking to freshman, they don't feel prepared for 
high school. The importance of grades & due dates 
was not drilled into them during their previous 
education  

100 8577 True 1/3/2024 8:45 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District Yes Read
Being a good person that contributes to society in a 
positive manner  Read

Learn how to be independent, positive member of 
society Read Read N/A N/A Holding all kids/staff in our district to a high standard Teach our kids how to read

100 1868 True 1/3/2024 8:45 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No READ  WRITE and spell   Citizenship  functioning members of society Academics Citizenship Academics Citizenship SEL awareness and curriculum
Equitable curriculum expectations (except for Cowles 
Montessori)

Kids need to be able to read- this is a CIVIL RIGHTS 
issue!!!

Behavior issues and disrepect runs rampant in our 
schools  

Pendulum shift to prioritizing kids that are at school 
ready to learn, for so long, these kids are being 
slowed down by those causing disruptions.  Get the 
disruptions out and let kids learn!

100 1092 True 1/3/2024 8:45 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Staff LGBTQ Community Other Life long educator and learner Other/Out of District No understand and use written material have strong number sense and basic math skills
interpret and analyze information presented in 
different formats use mathematical data use a variety of sources to solve problems

use information to work with others to propose 
solutions Providing a sense of belonging and community Diverse course offerings

Helping develop life skills to work together, be 
responsible for self and support community

Exposing younger students to a variety of 
opportunities after graduation

Expecting less than students are capable of both 
academically and behaviorally

100 460 True 1/3/2024 8:50 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Get along with others  Learn to respect others Read at grade level
Deal with frustration. Know how to appropriately deal 
with difficult situations Problem solve for all subject areas Read at grade level Do basic math Alternative programs like Flex  Options  Focus not sure

Teaching students that there are consequences for 
their actions. They shouldn't have to learn that when 
they're 18

Education needs to change. Look at different ways for 
students to learn. The traditional teaching model no 
longer works for many students

Stop allowing students to run the buildings. Have 
consequences!

100 670 True 1/3/2024 8:53 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Faith Community Other Other/Out of District No responsibility & accountability for their actions how to act and self control responsibility and accountability for their actions how to act and self control responsibility and accountability for their actions how to act and personal self control encouraging them
letting them know someone is listening to them and 
interested in what they are saying encouraging  more

listening to them more and be interested in their point 
of view

pushing so much stress with testing, etc....causes 
incredible anxiety!

100 66 True 1/3/2024 8:53 44 9705 -93 2389 EN Female Asian 30-45 Parent Alumni Lincoln feeder pattern No
100 98 True 1/3/2024 8:53 40 7123 -74 0068 EN Female More than one <18 Student Other none of the above Lincoln feeder pattern No idk idk idk idk idk idk idk idk idk idk idk

100 272 True 1/3/2024 8:53 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No Read! Problem solve Math and reading Problem solve Read and write Problem solve Supporting students Funding community resource coordinators
Putting more funding into staffing that work directly 
with students More teachers  support staff to have lower ratios

Using grants to temporarily fund things instead of 
actually sustaining funding for adequate support for 
students

100 100 True 1/3/2024 8:54 41 2648 -96 0001 EN Male More than one <18 Student Other Roosevelt feeder pattern

100 123 True 1/3/2024 8:54 38 5774 -90 6709 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern No

Making high schoolers accountable for their 
attendance or dmps should actually enforce 
attendance plolicies Emforcinf attendance policies 

100 89 True 1/3/2024 8:54 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female Asian 30-45 Student Other Yes
100 168 True 1/3/2024 8:54 42 396 -83 2351 EN Female White 18-30 Student Other Studebt Lincoln feeder pattern How to spell/read Simple math and TYING SHOES Science FCS Algebra Right an essay Nothing
100 126 True 1/3/2024 8:54 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni LGBTQ Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Be themselves Learn Be themselves Learn Be themselves Learn Free lunches Letting them be themselves Na Na Na
100 106 True 1/3/2024 8:55 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No
100 112 True 1/3/2024 8:55 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern
100 201 True 1/3/2024 8:55 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 18-30 Student Lincoln feeder pattern Yes Read Write Basic algebra MLA format Calculus Essay writing Pd days Scholarship offerings Starting later More mental support system Put kids back into classes and not detention 
100 274 True 1/3/2024 8:55 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading Math Communication History Life skills Job skills Reading Math Stronger policies for bullying Free sports programs for younger children No

100 230 True 1/3/2024 8:56 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Faith Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading fluently for age Conflict resolution and working with others Stay on track for high school prep Conflict resolution and working with others Stay on track with planned future field of study or work Conflict resolution and working well with others Communication and open dialogue with parents Aiming for safe environments and whole person health

100 785 True 1/3/2024 8:56 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No

100% of our elementary students need to learn how 
to read before entering middle school. It is our 
imperative obligation. Reading is foundational to 
everything else a student does in their learning career

Our elementary students should be able to do grade 
level math

Middle schoolers should know how to be respectful, 
responsible and safe so that learning can take place

If a middle schooler cannot read, it is imperative they 
learn how to do so by the time they leave middle 
school

Aside from academic goals in reading and math, high 
school students should know how to tell time, 
manage a schedule and be responsible

High school students should have a post-high school 
plan that involves navigating finances, technology and 
being independent  productive citizens

Some schools are committed to interrupting illiteracy 
by thinking outside the box, tapping community 
resources, finding unique funding opportunities to 
ensure students have equitable access to appropriate 
reading instruction

Band and orchestra opportunities are incredible in our 
district!

Hiring Black educators and educators of color in 
EVERY SINGLE BUILDING

Mental health counselors for students should be 
available 5 days a week at every building

We need to stop investing in personnel who don't 
directly impact student learning. Look at what office 
positions we can cut so we can directly impact 
student success

100 241 True 1/3/2024 8:56 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other None 4 day school days Changing the start time for elementary kids  

100 632 True 1/3/2024 8:56 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Hoover feeder pattern No READ! (write and spell Citizenship Academics Citizenship Academics  future aspirations citizenship Equitable curriculum SEL curriculum- people skills Kids need to be able to read

We need to focus on kids that are behaving in way 
that moves instruction forward.  Staff spends so 
much time and energy on kids that are holding the 
learning back of their peers with disruptive and 
disrespectful behaviors.  What about the kids that 
want to learn Treat your staff better!  

100 194 True 1/3/2024 8:56 43 0382 -87 91 EN Male White <18 Student Roosevelt feeder pattern Read Write Read good Write good Read really good Write really good Teaching kids Good lunches I do not know I do not know Not really
100 248 True 1/3/2024 8:56 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Basic skills  name  address and birthdate Math Life skills Communication Network Schedule Free lunch Resources N/A N/A Not sure
100 294 True 1/3/2024 8:56 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern Communicate Manners kindness Kindness Respect Independence Life after high school 

100 348 True 1/3/2024 8:58 41 6086 -93 7464 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Arts Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Proficiency in Reading Basic math skills Work with other students Self regulation Prepare for future career Effective communications Teaching basic skills Teaching students how to work well together More opportunities for students to connect after school
More arts, music, theatre opportunities at elementary 
level Not that I can think of

100 402 True 1/3/2024 8:58 43 0382 -87 91 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern Read Write Read Respect peers Read Life skils

100 159 True 1/3/2024 8:59 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 30-45 Parent East feeder pattern No Learning other writing scripts (EX: cursive)
Home Ec (learning basic household stuff like cooking 
and sewing) Home ec (cooking and sewing) Keeping kids safe

100 510 True 1/3/2024 9:00 41 8764 -87 6133 EN Female White >60 Staff Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Take responsibility for their learning and learn to be 
respectful Read  write listen Read to learn Demonstrate their learning Being held accountable for their learning Be able to organize and have job skills Having students more accountable for learning

DMPS is listening and helping get all basic needs 
taken care of Making them accountable for their behavior ? Giving excuses for disrespectful and unsafe behavior

100 178 True 1/3/2024 9:00 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern Yes Read Write Write research papers Communicate Keeping parents informed Metal detectors at entry points
100 102 True 1/3/2024 9:00 41 4868 -93 6538 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern
100 190 True 1/3/2024 9:00 43 0382 -87 91 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Hoover feeder pattern Yes How to be their best self How to form connections with others How to have empathy How to know themselves Love themselves Love others Teaching global thinking and connections Having diverse schools Teaching real life skills Teaching their rights

100 317 True 1/3/2024 9:00 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 45-60 Staff
Arts Community,LGBTQ Community,Faith 
Community College/University Partner Other/Out of District No Be Kind to Others Behavior has consequences Behavior has consequences Be kind Behavior has consequences Be kind Appreciating its staff Pushing SEL for all

Preparing them for taking responsibility for their 
actions Giving appropriate consequences  

Making teachers read scripts. Learning is not any fun 
anymore 

100 127 True 1/3/2024 9:01 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern No Follow expectations Read Communicate Math Communicate and self advocate Priorities Reading skills School agreement 

100 615 True 1/3/2024 9:02 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Parent Business Community Lincoln feeder pattern No
Communicate basics ( how they feel, what they feel) , 
ABCS  identify letters  numbers  Learn to read  Beginning of literacy is so important How to talk to their Peer’s in a caring  respectful way  Curriculum How to plan for future Taxes  how to build credit Feeding the students 

The teachers are amazing at communicating what 
my child needs to work on More activities for kids outside of the classroom Groups  clubs Dmps does a really good job 

100 477 True 1/3/2024 9:02 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female White 18-30 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Learning social skills Learning how to make smart decisions Be able to react to situations properly Respect those around you Be able to balance your life Be able to stand on your own 2 feet N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

100 656 True 1/3/2024 9:02 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Other N/a Hoover feeder pattern No

Self love. Social emotional skills problem solving 
independence have knowledge, compassion, 
acceptance and understanding of all people and 
importance of all history not the history only accepted 
by those who ignore diversity and inclusion Academics 

Self love. Importance of the effects when one is 
bullied. Social emotional skills problem solving 
independence have knowledge, compassion, 
acceptance and understanding of all people and 
importance of all history not the history only accepted 
by those who ignore diversity and inclusion Academics 

Self acceptance and love, ability to have basic life 
skills, and continued social emotional development, 
and all of the above mentioned for middle school and 
elementary 

Academics should be both first and second most 
important 

Diversity and inclusion, respecting all cultures. 
Closing on bad weather holidays ensuring staff and 
students are safe  Listed above 

Listening more to parents of those who have IEP and 
don’t push them to move to a 504 just because data 
state he/she/they are doing well because of data  

making sure kids are encouraged to advocate for 
themselves and much more not enough room to 
express my opinion 

100 351 True 1/3/2024 9:02 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Alumni North feeder pattern No Spelling  reading  writing  and basic math Sign their name Reading  writing  math  and science Respect and work ethic Reading  writing  math Specialty classes of interest Accountability of students Teachers/staff that care about the students 
Some in positions that greatly affect athletes and 
coaches that don’t care about the kids District support and stepping in when needed Playing games and favorites

100 464 True 1/3/2024 9:03 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female Prefer not to say 45-60 Parent Business Community Other/Out of District No Studies and bully More feeback and not being afraid to teach the kids That they are safe amkngs That they are safe among bullies Security Security 

Bullies, need more older teachers for the young kids. I 
feel the younger teachers jus arent able to handle the 
students  More communation with the parents Bullies 

Maybe get special classes for students with behavior 
and studies

100 727 True 1/3/2024 9:03 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Faith Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Read and write Cook Plant food Workshop Plant food Build After school program opportunities Teaching responsibility Planting food and taking care of it Wood workshops to learn how to buil No

100 467 True 1/3/2024 9:05 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni
LGBTQ Community,Parks and Recreation 
Department College/University Partner East feeder pattern Yes Kindness towards one another Communication Understanding - knowledge and empathy Respect towards one another and for adults Individuality - learning about oneself

Societal implications - how things work in the world 
we live

Promoting advance education for those who are 
above traditional grading systems Teaching kindness and respect for others

Advanced pre-k for those that are more advance but 
not old enough for kindergarten More pre-k programs at more schools

No I think my child has done well and so did I as a 
DMPS student

100 809 True 1/3/2024 9:05 41 2884 -95 9972 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Show kindness and respect Follow instructions Show kindness and respect Follow instrucrions Show kindness and respect Follow instructions Free breakfast and lunch Nothing
More sports and activity feeder programs for 
elementary and middle school students

Promote school pride. Communicate high school 
activities, sports, events to elementary and middle 
schools No

100 628 True 1/3/2024 9:05 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female More than one 18-30 Student Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading/ comprehension writing/ communicating Collaboration/respect social skills time management Multi tasking 8 period school days Resources Police officers in the buildings no

100 450 True 1/3/2024 9:05 41 4868 -93 6538 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No Read at grade level Social emotional skills Problem solve Understand civics / state issues Understand world issues Identify personal values Free breakfast and lunch
Not sure what specific issue is but middle school 
buildings are really struggling and need more support 

100 338 True 1/3/2024 9:06 41 263 -95 9623 EN Female White <18 Student LGBTQ Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Know alphabet/read Numbers/counting Read Simple math
Be able to read more complicated words and figure 
out words from context clues More advanced math and finances No

100 460 True 1/3/2024 9:06 41 2969 -95 9674 EN Female Asian 30-45 Parent Other North feeder pattern Reading and mathematics Social skills Organizing Time management Social skills Time management Keeping kids safe Talking to students Bring in a resource officer Talking to them about time management No
100 247 True 1/3/2024 9:06 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern No

100 439 True 1/3/2024 9:06 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Other Hoover feeder pattern Yes Learn academic basics
Learn understanding of the importance of school and 
grades Better writing and typing skills

Gang and even higher understanding of the 
importance of school and grades Learning to live in the real world Knowing that their grades dictate their future Utilizing the computers in class

Offering programs for children who need additional 
help

Starting at a young age explaining the importance of 
grades

Having elective classes that teach them how to live in 
the real world, meaning budgeting, paying bills and all 
the expenses that come with living on your own

Stop passing these kids and letting them get all the 
way to high school before they realize they actually 
have to put in work

100 404 True 1/3/2024 9:06 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 18-30 Parent East feeder pattern No
Be able to function as a person and identify their 
feelings Be kind to others How to cook food & wash laundry Be kind to others How to use money  how taxes work  credit cards  etc How to take care of themselves Work at their pace with their ability Communication Unsure of Unsure

Pushing so hard on specific abilities at each age 
group

100 748 True 1/3/2024 9:07 41 6006 -93 6296 EN Female White 30-45 Parent East feeder pattern No
100 11015 True 1/3/2024 9:07 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No Early literacy and reading skills SEL skills development Reading and literacy skills SEL skill development Reading and literacy SEL Science of reading training for staff SEL training and curriculum

100 333 True 1/3/2024 9:08 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 18-30 Parent North feeder pattern Appropriate socialization Basic alphabet  math and sight words Be kind to others Writing and comprehension N/A N/A After school programs Free breakfast/lunches
Protecting students from bullying, real consequences 
for bullying More LGBTQ support - education - inclusiveness N/A

100 395 True 1/3/2024 9:08 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Male White <18 Student LGBTQ Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Basic quantitative, collaborative, and communicative 
skills

Understanding differing perspectives, learning 
compromise and teamwork More advanced versions of the previous skills  See above

Skills which will prepare them for either college, 
employment  or a vocational school

Advanced teamwork, collaboration, and reasoning 
skills, as well as skills useful in adult life like taxes, 
budgeting, and basic home skills like sewing, cooking 
and cleaning  Giving them a variety of classes to take  Giving them a base set of skills to use in the future Teaching students basic home skills

Working to create a better idea of what students want 
to do in the future No  

100 1067 True 1/3/2024 9:09 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 30-45 Student Parent Other East feeder pattern No Being able to read and write
Know how to problem solve and control your 
emotions when things get tough 

Daily tasks.you would lean in home ech to be a 
sufficient independent individual in society such as 
cook  clean  manage your money/budgeting  

Sex Education. It gets the kids more comfortable on 
the subject to talk amongst peers than possibly 
adults. They need to know about saftey concerns and 
what consent means and is

Being able to write/create cover letters and resume 
professionally/properly  

Being able to write essays. Especially personal 
essays for say applying for colleges and/scholarships

School events like the carnival to meet the children's 
friends and parents ?

Give us more than a weeks notice of say concerts. 
We have family that want to come from out of town 
hours away. Last minute knowing this really bums by 
child out when the grandparents, cosuins, aunts or 
uncles.cant come because they couldn't get time off 
work in that short of notice

I wish there were images of the "meals" on the 
website for the meal selection fpr the day. My child 
can never remember what a meal was called that 
they either liked or didn't like. We have had times we 
send her with a lunch and it turns out it was 
something that day she loved.or vise versa doesn't 
like and won't eat much of anything because she 
thought iy was something she liked  ?

100 258 True 1/3/2024 9:09 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Administrator Other/Out of District Yes
100 146 True 1/3/2024 9:10 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other Other/Out of District No

100 229 True 1/3/2024 9:10 44 9834 -93 2622 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other N/A No Dejar de acumular ausencias por cuestión de salud  
100 696 True 1/3/2024 9:11 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Female White >60 Staff Other Other/Out of District No READ! Communicate! Conflict Resolution! Academics! Academics! Communicate! Support for SPED students Support for elementary students Student Responsibily for their actions! Be in collaborative mood Don’t make excuses! Attack problems head on

100 985 True 1/3/2024 9:12 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Male White 18-30 Parent Other just a parent Hoover feeder pattern No Learning to socialize with other kids and adults Reading/Writing/Spelling
Learning to work and learn with people different than 
themselves Mathematics/Science comprehension Mathematics/Science Exploring Interests Having supportive teachers and staff for students

My son seems to be excelling in English 
reading/writing, which I think is super important at his 
age (elementary school)

I think the start time of 7:30am is too early. I 
understand that it is partially built around parents' 
work schedules, but it is so early for kids who need 
lots of sleep. Especially for middle and high school 
students

healthier lunch options for students, as well as free 
school lunches

Do NOT stop teaching social issues. I have not found 
any objectionable materials and think it is important 
for kids to be exposed to various points of view and 
different people

100 704 True 1/3/2024 9:16 41 6696 -93 5716 EN Male Asian 30-45 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No How to make and foster interpersonal relationships Foundation of learning (math  language  arts)
How to deal with changes in your environment and 
body Foundation for HS

Prepare for life after school (personal finances, life 
skills) Prep for college / higher learning 

Make sure staffing is adequate to meet students at 
their needs and paying staff a living wage to keep 
them engaged Retaining excellent teachers

Increase staffing so actual hours worked line up with 
contract hours  wit teachers don't get burnout

100 335 True 1/3/2024 9:17 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 18-30 Parent Other Child Care Services North feeder pattern Read Write Math Social skills Spanish Finance Sigh language Communication

100 416 True 1/3/2024 9:17 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Female White 30-45 Parent East feeder pattern

Learn without CONSTANT disruption from bad kids 
who just continue to get rewarded for their bad 
behavior with Candy

Be safe from physical harm but also harmful speech 
that is allowed to continue

Safety is my number one concern, for some reason 
kids get violent & angry in middle school How to treat one another How to apply for college or trade school Stay safe  not be in a gang  not get pregnant

I pray for our teachers, they need more power in the 
school Send those habitual bad kids home till they behave!!

Same, send the kids home for their parents to be 
forced to deal with until they can act right

Stop allowing the same bad behavior day after day.  
Do something different!

100 1388 True 1/3/2024 9:18 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff Business Community East feeder pattern No They are safe  supported  and genuinely cared for  Read and write
There is an adult at school that they can trust and 
who cares about their wellbeing

How to manage their time/tasks/schedule in 
preparation for High School

Real life skills that will help them be successfull 
adults such as financial managment, how to write a 
resume, interview skills, cooking classes, home 
improvement. More trades training/awareness, in 
addition to college preparation

 High Schoolers should also be taught 
skills/strategies on how to manage their 
mental/emotional health and know where to go for 
help   

Free lunch for all students attending Des Moines 
Public Schools is needed and helpful to all community 
members due to the increases in the cost of living  

Teaching the arts, music, physical education, band, 
choir  etc

More support staff are needed in buildings to help 
support students and their families. Ex: Behavioral 
interventionists, additional counselors, success 
workers  therapists  etc

Teaching mindfullness in the classroom and more 
intentional focus on social/emotional learning

100 219 True 1/3/2024 9:18 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff
Arts Community,Parks and Recreation 
Department DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern Yes Reading Writing Reading Math Reading Math Reading Mat Tutors for students Better lunch menu

100 673 True 1/3/2024 9:18 41 268 -96 1156 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Community Member Business Community Arts Community Hoover feeder pattern No READ Communicate effectively Begin to think critically Feel confident Think critically Engage in accepting all as part of their communities Continue the periodic breaks with the calendar Communicating with parents 
Increase career counseling support for HS to help 
kids identify their interests and areas of strength 

100 675 True 1/3/2024 9:18 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Work well with and be considerate of others Be kind Communicate needing help Prioritizing most important things to do They should already know how to prioritize Taking notes in class Having extra help for those who need it The counselor in the schools are good

Sexuality, and suicidal things should be brought up 
only in they time of need, not putting in the face of kids 
that may not be thinking of it

100 374 True 1/3/2024 9:18 41 675 -93 7016 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Alumni Business Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading comprehension Basic math Writing composition Socialization Basic personal finance Professional communication Inclusivity without focusing on outliers Nutritional support for students during the daytime
Preparing more students for vocational school or 
trades

Require a budgeting and personal finance class or 
seminar series for high school students

100 1147 True 1/3/2024 9:18 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No
Social-emotional skills!!! Specifically, how to 
mangage strong emotions and socially problem solve  

Critical thinking skills - how to problem solve, explore, 
and organically think for themselves  

Critical thinking skills - how to problem solve, explore, 
and organically think for themselves  

Social - emotional skills - Specically, how to manage 
mental health and self-care

Critical thinking skills - how to problem solve, explore, 
and organically think for themselves  

Social-emotional skills - Specically, how to manage 
mental health and self-care

Providing opportunities for students to practice social 
emotional skills with peers (lunch  recess  play  etc )

Providing ample opportunities for students to start 
their educational journey with DMPS with PREK!! 
Early childhood programs provide such a vauluable 
foundation for students  

Ensuring there is time during the school day soley for 
connection  

Providing more hands-on learning experiences such 
as feild trips  N/A

100 489 True 1/3/2024 9:19 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 45-60 Parent Business Community Other Roosevelt feeder pattern read and write by 3rd grade basic math read and write on grade level work independently read and write on grade level think critically Central Academy Central Campus focusing on the core mission: educating children making sure kids are actually learning

stop trying to broaden the mission of the district as a 
social services organization, and then claiming there 
isn't enough money to educate

100 12111 True 1/3/2024 9:19 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District

Elementary students are running our buildings 
because parents aren't held accountable for their 
child's behavior.  Teachers are emotionally and 
physically hurt and/or exhausted with the expectations 
inflicted upon us on a daily basis.  Students in 
elementary need to have the SAME consequences as 
middle school. Suspensions and being sent home are 
not happening at the elementary level. Why? Why 
aren't parents being held responsible for their child 
behavior, but expecting the buildings to deal with it? 
Something has got to change  

Teaching with a PAID FOR curriculum that teaches to 
ALL students  EL/IM do NOT!!!! 

EL and IM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  Teachers hate it - kids are 
bored - it's too hard for the majority of students - 
materials are never correct or even provided.  Free 
doesn't mean better  

100 1558 True 1/3/2024 9:20 41 4868 -93 6538 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern No
The four core subjects: Reading/language, Math, 
Science  History/Social Studies Health and nutrition  Arts/Music/plays/singing

4 core subjects: Literature, math, science, social 
studies 

Health and nutrition, Creative outlets: arts, music, 
singing  etc  

4 core subjects: Literature/classic literature, math, 
science  history/social studies 

Health and nutrition, creative outlets: arts, music, 
dance  etc  

Central Academy, so the kids can be in a safe 
learning environment for a couple hours a day before 
they have to go back to their home school Providing transportation to Central Academy Police 100% NEED to be back in the schools Police 100% NEED to be back in the schools

Stop allowing so much LGBT attention to run rampant 
in the schools, nobody should walk in and see so 
many rainbow flags all over the place, of course 
tolerance is expected of everyone, but it doesn't need 
to be such a big deal, it's been overly sexually 
focused and inappropriate for a learning environment 

100 507 True 1/3/2024 9:20 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Learn to read and write according to the Science of 
Reading (this includes building background 
knowledge/vocabulary about Social Studies/Science 
topics in addition to ELA/Math)

Build a strong foundation in mathematical thinking, 
speaking  and writing

Continue building their knowledge about the world 
through reading, writing, and speaking about engaging 
texts and topics

Continue developing their mathematical thinking, 
speaking  and writing

Continue building their knowledge about the world 
through reading, writing, and speaking about engaging 
texts and topics, and especially doing so through 
critical lenses

Continue developing their mathematical thinking, 
speaking  and writing

I appreciate our high quality curriculums and the 
focus on equity from the district

The district should keep providing a clear directions 
for schools through curricular resources and an 
instructional framework

We need to have a board goal about college/career 
trajectories; this could be the percentage of students 
who enroll in/graduate from post-secondary programs 
(2-year college  4-year college  vocational  etc )

We should be tracking the percentage of students - 
especially by subgroup - who are enrolled in 
advanced level courses, and we should be working 
continually to increase access; for example, students 
could opt out of advanced courses as opposed to 
opting in

We need to STOP changing our instructional 
framework every 5 years. I only started last year, but I 
know that in the past 10 years alone we've invested in 
Marzano, Schools for Rigor, and now GLEAM. All of 
that instability has built distrust and resentment in the 
staff that I work with; these constant changes are a 
topic that comes up regularly, if not daily; we need to 
stick with something, and work continuously and 
sustainably (and through a systems perspective) to 
improve

100 297 True 1/3/2024 9:20 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Career and Technical Education Partner North feeder pattern No Read Write/Spell Communication Comprehend Budget Politics Diversity Inclusion 

100 407 True 1/3/2024 9:20 41 268 -96 1156 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No Write in cursive Correct way to type on computer Sex ed Balance a checkbook Sex ed
Having students volunteer somewhere,  every year 
and make it mandatory Gun safety   bring back the cops in schools program 

Being too easy on students,  they need more 
discipline & guidance

100 176 True 1/3/2024 9:21 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Faith Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No
100 210 True 1/3/2024 9:22 41 5839 -93 5199 EN Female Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Refugee Community Other/Out of District Follow rules and regulations Come to learn education 

100 384 True 1/3/2024 9:22 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No

Start to be able to problem solve or think. Realize it is 
okay to be wrong because you learned what wasn’t 
right Basic math and reading Problem solving and perseverance Intermediate math and reading Critical thinking and problem solving Read at a high school level Inclusiveness 

I don’t know how to word it, but things seem to be 
headed in the right direction under Dr. Roberts. Keep 
it going  

Athletics at an earlier age. It gets kids involved and 
active in school. There is no reason 7th graders 
shouldn’t be allowed to do athletics

Smaller class sizes. I know this is hard, but 35 kid 
classes will not allow middle schoolers to succeed  Budget for a smaller student to teacher ratio

100 578 True 1/3/2024 9:24 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Prefer not to say 45-60 Staff Other Other/Out of District No Understand student responsibilities  
They should not be promoted to MS if they can't read, 
write  add  subtract  multiply  and divide period!

Know student responsibilities and that yelling, 
cursing, and intimidating school staff is NEVER an 
option Same as above

Same as above. If they are able to be a responsibile, 
respectful student  the rest will happen as they learn  Same as all of MS Building relationships Not sure

Giving them the best opportunities to be ready for 
post-secondary life

Smaller class sizes from K thru 12. We pack them in 
rooms of 28 to 38 students and expect them to learn. 
Then we pay tons of money to bring in the next best 
things to "fix" the problem. The "problem" will never be 
fixed  by thowing bandaids on after the fact. We need 
to quit being reactive and start being proactive  Passing kids who are not ready for the next grade

100 2013 True 1/3/2024 9:25 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Community Member Arts Community LGBTQ Community Lincoln feeder pattern No
Education foundations to set them up for success in 
middle school and high school

Empathy and compassion, this needs to be 
addressed early, far too many kids don’t have positive 
role models at home

Continue building on the foundations they learned in 
elementary school and be able to apply it to the real 
world  

Build on empathy and compassion, not only for each 
other  but for their communities Focus on their career goals and how to get there

Home economics, not just cooking and sewing, but 
also budgeting, filling out applications, filing taxes, 
managing the household, how to do simple house 
repairs, how to find resources needed, how to care 
for children  etc  

I can only speak for my child’s experience so far, and 
that is to apply what they are learning to the real world 
with real experiences  

Diversity, I wasn’t exposed to much diversity in my 
childhood, and I am so happy that my child has been. 
Diversity not only in race and orientation, but also in 
abilities  

I personally know way too many kids being targeted 
by their peers in middle school and it makes me so 
anxious on what my child will experience in middle 
school. I know there was a no tolerance rule enacted, 
but it is reactive rather than proactive, and does not 
give kids the ability to protect themselves from 
attacks without being punished. This is also an issue 
in the suburbs, not just DMPS. I just want a safe 
place for my child to learn and be able to socialize 
with their peers  

A lot of kids in the district don’t have the support they 
need at home (not always the parents fault). Such 
students need more support at school and should 
have multiple options that build them up and turn 
them away from poor choices that may seem like 
their only option otherwise  

Stop punishing kids for defending themselves. There 
is a difference between self defense and retaliation  

100 359 True 1/3/2024 9:25 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Read and write proficiently Do math at an appropriate grade level Social and emotional well being i Continued academic rigorousness Future prep(be that college  trade school  or other) Social/emotional growth Willingness to listen Na
Better intervention at a younger age. Too many kids 
that need intervention and not enough resources

100 1397 True 1/3/2024 9:28 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Community Member
Faith Community,Career and Technical Education 
Partner Hoover feeder pattern No Read  Write Form own opinions and listen to other opinions Self reflect and be able to admit when wrong

Conduct their own research & evaluate information 
for bias/accuracy Social Skills  particularly holding a conversation

Focusing on Equity (training staff, listening to voices 
of minorities, partnering with our community 
resources) Encouraging students to be who they want to be

In high school, having consequences for late work or 
terrible attendance and can still pass the class. Right 
now too many students are turning things in late or 
never showing up to class. I worry that we are not 
preparing them well for the future

Helping them limit the amount they are on their 
phones. It's out of control and as a teacher I don't feel 
supported in any idea I have to keep them off their 
phones. (Like if I took a phone from a student and it 
somehow broke, I think I would probably have to pay 
for it out of my own pocket which I cannot afford so I 
don't take phones)

SRG...so confusing for students and parents and 
teachers and it is a good idea in theory but it's not 
working 

100 1093 True 1/3/2024 9:31 42 4248 -83 1951 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 18-30 Student Parent No
100 184 True 1/3/2024 9:35 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff East feeder pattern No Reading Writing time usage importance of money management Money management birth control busing busing Holding students accountable for their actions Holding parents accountable for student actions Taking the power away from teachers  

100 542 True 1/3/2024 9:37 41 6086 -93 7464 EN Male Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No That life isn’t always fair Failing is parting of learning and growing as a person Being pushed todo difficult things is a good thing 
Not all things will be as easy as DMPS is trying to 
make it  

Other people’s time is important and being on time is 
a sign of respect Be kind 

Having a back bone and sticking up to parents who 
are bullies and not worry about being sued 

Stop firing coaches who are being coached and 
showing our kids and holding our kids accountable Yes  Stop trying todo away with the grading schedule 

100 828 True 1/3/2024 9:37 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Hoover feeder pattern Basic Literacy and Math
Explore Creative Expression - Arts, Music, Physical 
Movement Further develop literacy and math skills Synthesis of concepts Develop into solid citizens Interact with diverse concepts  engage with civics

Working with students to discuss difficult ideas such 
as anti-racism  and citizenship Lots of opportunities for arts  music  extra curriculars More outdoor education

Advertising to the broader community about the 
positive school environments at DMPS schools to 
encourage parents to send all kids to DMPS schools 
rather than leave for religious & charter schools nope!

100 242 True 1/3/2024 9:38 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Able to keep up with their grade level Keep our children safe Helping students with learning disabilities

100 1668 True 1/3/2024 9:39 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Not be violent towards other students or staff   

The first few years of school you should learn to read.  
 Because the rest of your academic career you read 
to learn   Not be violent towards other students or staff   Reading and math

Leave your gun, brass knuckles, pepper spray, and 
knife at home   Basic academics Flex Academy  Options Academy  Focus   Holding students and families accountable   Stopping the violence I am pleased my children are down the DMPS   

100 1085 True 1/3/2024 9:41 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Administrator Other/Out of District No
Have a solid foundational learning of literacy and math 
skills

Be able to apply emotional regulation strategies in a 
variety of situations

Apply foundational knowledge of math/literacy to real 
world contexts and problem solving

Collaboratively work with peers in a productive way 
(emotionally  academically) Successfully complete graduation requirements

Prepare for life beyond high school (career path, 
college path  job readiness  community resources)

Continue to expand programming opportunities for all 
students Pre-k-12

Continue the community schools coordinator position 
to inform/support of community resources

Holding guardians accountable to student attendance, 
especially those who are WIDT or Open-Enrolled. 
(Especially in elementary)  There are concerns about 
poor attendance, transportation across town, no 
showing up consistently to receive services  etc  etc  

Accountability (guardians) and procedure for unsafe 
student behaviors toward students and staff in 
elementary

Stop expecting staff to shrug off having their materials 
destroyed, being hit/kicked/bit, etc. without 
consequences or additional supports for the staff and 
students. This is going to be a deal breaker for many 
very soon!

100 270 True 1/3/2024 9:42 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Coach Lincoln feeder pattern No How to be a friend/ kind Read at age level How to advocate for themselves Read at grade/ age level How to be a good citizen/ community person How to live on their own/ life skills Being diverse Communication 
Holdinf parents more accountable wsp until age 16yrs 
old At home/ life skills teaching N/a

100 383 True 1/3/2024 9:43 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Arts Community Hoover feeder pattern No Read Creative problem solving Read Creative Problem Solving Read Creative Problem Solving Adopting High Quality Curriculum and Resources
Providing opportunities and choices in a variety of arts 
programming Authentic and embedded social emotional learning

Choices in the art electives for middle school 
students in 7th and 8th grade

100 228 True 1/3/2024 9:45 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No

The most important thing that elementary students 
should know and be able to do is communicate and 
regulate their feelings  

The second most important thing that elementary 
students should be able to do is communicate their 
wants and needs appropriately and effectively  

Providing quality education to each student by having 
several hands on opportunities  

Encouraging administration to focus on adult and 
student SEL needs  

Providing teachers with appropriate rest times and 
stop adding to their plates  

100 391 True 1/3/2024 9:45 38 5774 -90 6709 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Have a solid education base on Math, Science and 
technology Read classics proficiently Know if they prefer military  trade or college track SEL and Social Skills Prepare for the individual chosen track Prepare for the job market of choice

Supports and Resources through SUCCESS and 
Community School Coordinators Language Assisstance

Providing more resources that help parents and 
students gain independance

Enlarge or build new schools, no room at current 
elementary  middle or high school Taking teachers right to teach

100 559 True 1/3/2024 9:45 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Other P E Curriculum Coordinator Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read  Use manners when speaking with peers and adults

Create their own opinions when presented with 
information. Utilize their opinions to make informed 
decisions  Use manners when speaking with peers and adults

Think critically around subjects and be able to 
understand the view points of others whilst having 
conviction in their ideas Use manners when speaking with peers and adults Advocate 

Clear boundaries and expectations of behaviour in an 
educational setting  Hold students to a high standard of work and effort  



100 477 True 1/3/2024 9:46 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No Proficient literacy skills (read) Proficient math skills Emphasis on teacher-student relationships 
Increase and retain counselors and case managers 
(success) 

Seriously address mental health and behavioral 
needs, and the lack of resources in school and 
community. If resources are unavailable in the 
community, get creative on how we can address the 
growing number of Tier 3 behaviors and pediatric 
mental health concerns in the school side (MORE 
AND MORE ACCESSIBLE THERAPEAUTIC 
PROGRAMMING) so that ALL kids can thrive, 
including the tier 1 kids whose teachers and staff are 
drained from addressing the neediest behaviors  

Continue to improve staff climate and staff retention 
efforts 

Consolidate community school coordinators (for 
example, have one per network, or an elementary and 
secondary CSC per network) and other staff positions 
that are inefficiently or not directly working with kids 

100 362 True 1/3/2024 9:47 41 675 -93 7016 EN Female More than one 30-45 Parent

LGBTQ Community,Parks and Recreation 
Department,Faith Community,Refugee 
Community,Des Moines Area Regional Transit 
(DART) Des Moines Housing Authority Other Autism society of Iowa Lincoln feeder pattern Yes Advocate for themselves on buses  etc Using house keys  key codes  self care and hygiene Mental health resources Sex education Mental health resources Apply for school or job Food banks and clothing banks Public bus system After school care for junior high Bus system classes Absolutely not

100 364 True 1/3/2024 9:48 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff Faith Community Other Other/Out of District No Be independent thinkers Read and write  and do math without technology Be critical thinkers Use their own knowledge to do the work Be able to contribute to society Be able to think and work independently  
Meet their needs academically rather than focus 
solely on curriculum

Help teachers to be interventionists to bubble kids so 
that resources can focus on the real struggle Enabling behaviors

100 426 True 1/3/2024 9:48 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female More than one <18 Student Other Roosevelt feeder pattern
Everything you see or read or hear, may not be true, 
just dont get in trouble! 

Get along and play together, there should be no 
reason to fight 

In middle school you should start focusing on your 
grades more and never let yourself fall behind, its not 
worth it in the long run!

Make friends, but focus on yourself and your priorities 
first and  not letting yourself fall behind

No fights..To many things get out of hand just to finish 
your education, stay to yourself and a couple of 
friends and you'll do great! 

Do your work ahead of time!!! Falling back, isnt the 
Make planners  Plans  Ect! Ask for help more!! Making experiments during classes 

Kindness, I love how the admins make your day even 
when they tell you to get to class Swimming lessons Field Trips 

Referrals when we go out the building and someone 
walks in  that was on them not us 

100 250 True 1/3/2024 9:49 42 3032 -85 5917 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern Reading Writing Reading Writing Reading Writing Taking phones away during class instruction Go back to teaching without so much tech
Continuing to pass children on that truly cannot read 
or write

100 806 True 1/3/2024 9:49 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other Other/Out of District No
Elementary students need to be able to read and do 
math on grade level Our students should learn problem solving skills  Read and do math on grade level

The board goals provide high expectations for 
teachers and students. Our high quality curriculum 
ensures that students are exposed to and learning on 
grade level material

Providing safe and welcoming learning spaces for our 
students

Using outside resources from places such as 
teachers pay teachers. These materials are not 
equitable or created by curriculum writers  

100 319 True 1/3/2024 9:49 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern read write complete goals make informed decisions self direct learning collaborate supporting students emotionally caring teachers and staff
provide avenues for more learning to those that are 
motivated for it reward completion and behavior

100 94 True 1/3/2024 9:50 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Address issues in Special Education. It takes WAY 
too long for eligible students to receive evaluations 
and services  

100 580 True 1/3/2024 9:52 41 7136 -93 6221 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern Yes
Académicamente socializar y más que nada que 
disfruten la escuela como niños Aprender academicamente Economía sensualidad y respeto Las consecuencias de las drogas Repetí a su persona y respetar las reglas academicas Querer superarte acadamicamente

Ayudar alo niños que estén atrasados 
académicamente Que aora si esta naciendo algo para las escuelas No están trabajando con el rádiame en el personal Tener deportes en las escuelas primarias Confundir a los estudiante 

100 408 True 1/3/2024 9:53 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member Faith Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No Literacy Logic and math skills Critical thinking skills Executive functioning skills Critical thinking skills Writing skills
My children go to Perkins Elementary and the school 
does an excellent job of fostering community Creating opportunities for Career/tech education

Creating more interventions at the middle and 
secondary level

Creating systems to support attendance issues at the 
secondary level N/A

100 2864 True 1/3/2024 9:54 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Read
Function within different groups successfully and 
respect others with differences Think critically Write various types of pieces Research a topic or problem of interest 

Understand how to tell whether the source of 
information is valid Exposing them to diversity in the curriculum

Offering a variety of classes at Central Academy and 
Central Campus

In upper level Science courses- teach them how to 
write lab reports do they can succeed in into Science 
classes at a University Help them navigate appropriate use of AI tools

At the high school level- especially Fir College Prep 
course it those that get dual enrollment credit- stop 
allowing kids to turn in an unlimited amount of late 
work for full credit. Help them transition to what 
college professors will expect  

100 2845 True 1/3/2024 9:55 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent

Business Community,Arts Community,LGBTQ 
Community,Parks and Recreation Department,Faith 
Community,Refugee Community,College/University 
Partner,Career and Technical Education Partner,Des 
Moines Area Regional Transit (DART),Des Moines 
Housing Authority Hoover feeder pattern No

Reading. More library time. Encouraging independent 
reading IN THE LIBRARIES.  Also play ground 
equipment.  Has anyone seen King elementary 
playground?? The baskeball goals dont even have 
nets  Your kidding right?

Field trips. I understand money and transportation is 
tough. But some schools are in ealking distance to 
parks, libraries even just a walk outside around the 
school can boost productivity  refuel and focus

Projects. Middle school should be all about projects 
and events. School events! Concerts, feild days, kona 
icee days, movie days, group projects and combined 
class times! CLUBS!! During school not just after  

Sex education.  This should be first as well. A clear 
understanding of sex and reproduction  

Read. Reading is so important and almost impossible 
the plder we get. Getting lost in a book boost our 
reading and writing skills. Independent reading and 
mandatory library time  

Budget balancing. Financial awareness, spending 
and balancing  

Protecting them. Making sure they are heard and 
noticed  

Community programs and outreach is phenomenal.  
Keep it up!!

Clothing and food closests in every school that 
students can utilize during school hours. Perhaps 
laundry service if possible Providing independent reading time

Stop telling the kids they are gonna fail. School is like 
a career..if every day you went in and someone 
reminded you that you might get fired daily it would 
definitely kill your moral immediately 

100 969346 True 1/3/2024 9:58 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Touching base with the parents via media
Encouraging them to be good citizens, using the 
pillars aspect Re-instate cursive writing

100 339 True 1/3/2024 10:02 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read at grade level Meet grade level math standards Read at grade level Meet grade level math standards Read at grade level Meet grade level math standards focusing on students of color for our district goals continuing to place priority on literacy and math

provide an alternative to ISS and OSS, in which 
students remain in the building but outside of the 
classroom until they have processed and made a 
plan for changed behavior retaining teachers through higher pay

100 586 True 1/3/2024 10:02 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Social skills Healthy eating habbits Accountability Social skills Budget and finances Prepare for workforce Basic skills Keeping students safe Teach money management skills 
Not sure if this is happening at DMPS but sexual 
gender identify should be left for parents to teach

100 212 True 1/3/2024 10:08 44 9985 -93 3029 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern No General education Feel safe in school Learn Be safe Learn Be safe Communicating with parents and including them Keeping our students safe More family involved activities None I think you should respect the students family beliefs 

100 1515 True 1/3/2024 10:09 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern Historical stories Learning different languages 
Learning that every action has a consequence 
whether it's a good or bad one Respect and responsibilities 

Learn about paying bills and banking and getting 
ready for adult life Learning how to properly do taxes No No More field trips More teachers in classes More hall monitors 

100 393 True 1/3/2024 10:11 41 6086 -93 7464 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Read Write Read Think critically Think critically Write critically Hiring smart people and good teachers Giving students variety of opportunity to achieve
Using technology to teach next gen. Proofreading 
their surveys for grammatical errors

Focus on science/technology, supporting arts and 
athletics Never giving homework to elementary students  

100 5970 True 1/3/2024 10:12 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White >60 Alumni Staff Faith Community Other/Out of District No
The most important thing students should know, are 
their basic math facts  

The second most important thing students should 
know  are how to print and write cursive correctly

The most important thing students should know, is 
how to write a correct sentence The students should be able to do their work in class  Stay in scool Stay in school! Great question! Great question!

Making sure ALL students are at grade level before 
they move to the next grade level.  Putting teeth back 
in the grade system! Make the curriculum more meaningful to our students!

Don't allow students to be disrespectful to adults and 
staff! 

100 196 True 1/3/2024 10:12 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read at grade level Write Read at grade level Appropriate social skills and awareness All of the above All of the above Rigor
100 3047 True 1/3/2024 10:14 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Non-binary / third gender White <18 Student Hoover feeder pattern No

100 983 True 1/3/2024 10:16 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No They must be able to read on grade level
They must be able to add, subtract, multiply and 
divide

They must be able to interact with other individuals in 
mutually productive ways

They must be able to analyze and convey their 
thinking/understanding

Students need to be able seek and utilize information 
from multiple sources

They need to be able to create and complete a plan 
for post-graduation

We are doing a good job at learning about and 
responding in culturally relevant ways as compared to 
our suburban and rural colleagues

We are working hard to improve and create equitable 
learning opportunities in our schools

We must do a better job of communicating with 
parents and holding students accountable for meeting 
grade level standards.  If students are not meeting 
expectations, we must have afterschool and summer 
program expectations in order to enter the next grade 
in the fall.  This will reduce problems with failures in 
upper middle and high school

We must prioritize safe and positive learning 
environments by creating alternative learning 
pathways for students who are not able to behave 
safely and appropriately in the regular classrooms.  
Too much learning time is lost when teachers have to 
manage behaviors more than they can instruct and 
facilitate

We need to stop excusing poor behavior from parents 
and students and taking on the role as social net for 
all.  If students and parents are threatening and refuse 
to maintain the safe learning environment, we must 
expel the student to protect the school's focus on 
education

100 1605 True 1/3/2024 10:17 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other Family of students East feeder pattern No Respect one another
Building relationships and setting appropriate 
boundaries with such Responsibility 

Building trust and honesty within one another and 
others Time management skills Economics and being self sufficient  

Nothing. I personally am disgusted with the district 
and their lack of ability to motivate children with 
regards to their learning  

See above. Massive issues and DMPS priority 
shouldn't be about how much funding their getting 
when low income or minority families come but rather 
on our children's education and the issues 
surrounding violence in schools  

See above. Focus on our children not their 
pocketbooks and maintain the educators you have 
and recognise their efforts to do such to provide for 
our children's futures

Address the issues surrounding school violence. It 
shouldn't take your district SIX months to apologize 
surrounding an incident that occurred with assault 
against an intellectually disabled student. While it is 
the school buildings discretion not enough is being 
done by the board or seen done by the board to 
address these issues

Depleting their staff due to their hidden agendas. Get 
rid of common core and let children learn at their own 
pace their own way. Stop formulated education. Not 
every student learns the same and forcing them to do 
such is subjecting them to not learning with their 
fullest potentials in mind

100 647 True 1/3/2024 10:23 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female Prefer not to say 30-45 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading and writing Social skills and thinking for themselves Reading and writing Critical thinking and treating others with respect Reading and writing Life skills and how to think for themselves Welcoming students and families Keep its resources

Teaching students to think on theor own. DMPS 
needs to get back to the basics of teaching respect, 
character, and morality over numbers and inclusion. 
Teach respect and inclusion will fall into place  

DMPS needs to listen to its staff, especially the ones 
who are in the trenches. Then respect their thoughts 
and ideas and not overlook their experiences  

There is alot to this. First, stop teaching students that 
they are not accountable by the lack of disciplinary 
policies. Secondly, stop teaching our students to be 
divisive by putting a constant emphasis that race is 
the primary goal in this district. Third, lace up your 
boots and teach kids to think for themselves instead 
of being told what to think. Fourth, stop suffocating the 
staff who yearn to teach traditional values and skills. 
The skills that carry a country  

100 647 True 1/3/2024 10:24 44 9834 -93 2622 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No Tener mas actividades basketball  football  track  
Tener una clase de ejercicio q los estudiantes hagan 
ejercicios Seguridad para los estudiantes vigilansia Que los estudiantea

Que los estudiantes no salgan afuera de la escuela q 
haiga actividad de aser tareas

100 2626 True 1/3/2024 10:29 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No Reading Comprehension Basic Math Regulating emotions Reading Comprehension + Basic Math Problem Solve Regulate Emotions

Providing services like food, basic medical/first aide, 
clothing closets, counseling, transportation, 
alternative education pathways advocating for the rights of all students holding students accountable for attendance 

maintaining a physically safe/drug free environment, 
conducive to learning/teaching Stop using SRG grading

100 9982 True 1/3/2024 10:29 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern No Able to read at grade level Build positive relationships with peers and adults Self regulate meet grade level standards in math 
see themselves with a future - set and reach goals for 
their secondary and post secondary success read at grade level 

having books in the curriculum that reflect our student 
population and their lived experiences 

100 367 True 1/3/2024 10:34 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member
Business Community,Career and Technical 
Education Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes

Read, write a correct sentence, write a correct 
paragraph, math basics, social emotional learning, 
healhty peer relationships, be well into their second 
language study (probably Spanish) start studying a second language 

write multiple sentence structures correctly, algebra 
and geometry, more advanced math, start learning a 
second language and an art

distinguish professional space and behavior from 
personal space and behavior 

Write an excellent essay or presentation; advanced 
math and science; advanced second language study; 
personalized arts and business classes understanding many career paths

the calender is much better, as we are able to 
celebrate many diverse holidays reflecting the diverse 
family backgrounds of our district (our family 
celebrates Chinese New Year  for example) 

leaning into equity, inclusion, and social emotional 
learning teaching a second language in elementary teaching more advanced technology skills STOP underpaying teachers  it is harming our schools

100 1106773 True 1/3/2024 10:41 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Hoover feeder pattern No Read Math Critical thinking Read Problem solving Science Well rounded education Caring about the students  library time and instruction by certified librarians Science in elementary
100 274 True 1/3/2024 10:41 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern Communication More special education teachers Field trips Safety Safety Safety Don’t know Don’t know Getting SRO back in schools Getting STROs back Nothing 

100 1013 True 1/3/2024 10:44 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Faith Community East feeder pattern No read and complete math problems at grade level Regulate emotions read and complete math problems at grade level regulate emotions apply reading and math skills within the curriculum advocate for themselves Providing quality curriculum
Offering more programing for elementary students 
through the 21st century program

provide more mental health support for elementary 
students

put more positions in place that work directly with 
students (intervention, teachers, etc.) and less 
positions that do not work directly with students 
(coaches  etc )

Stop creating situations in which parents and the 
school are pitted against each other. We should be 
working as a team. Do not allow students to do things 
their parents do not approve of such as read 
pornographic books or change their gender in the 
system without their parent's knowledge or 
permission  

100 2417 True 1/3/2024 10:44 41 6006 -93 6296 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff Community Member

Arts Community,Parks and Recreation 
Department,Faith Community,Refugee 
Community College/University Partner Other

Iowa and National Association for the Education of 
Young Children Lincoln feeder pattern No Skills of empathetic literate communication 

Skills of contributing to self and others' belonging and 
potential Skills of empathetic literate communication 

Skills self-sustaining nurturing within an evolving 
diverse community of peoples

Skills of self-reflection and healthy connection within a 
larger community

Skills necessary for independent ongoing learning, 
discerning and functioning within broader contexts  

Continuous professional elevation regarding diversity, 
equitable, inclusive, belonging and justice practices 
as related to education of students and 
family/community engagment

providing staff and community partnership which 
lessen or alleviate basic-need challenges in ways that 
support positive outcomes for students & families 
within the community

Enhance enhanced partnering with families through 
intentional preschool through high school goal-setting, 
honoring that all families want for their child(ren) to 
succeed

Generate safer climates of student and staff safety 
through Trust-based Relationship & Collaborative 
Problem Solving approaches

Requiring in-person enrollment only at one location 
which is difficult to get too for many families. Our 
"welcome center" does not put our best feet forward. 
Creating web-based enrollment options and city-wide 
enrollment support activities could enhance 
welcoming climates and relationship development   

100 86 True 1/3/2024 10:48 41 6086 -93 7464 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No
100 415 True 1/3/2024 10:50 19 4203 -99 1193 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 18-30 Parent Business Community Other East feeder pattern Yes Emotional skills & social development Academic more reading Math Reading Social development Have more knowledge of university Connecting with each student Encouraging kids to learn Parent involvement Labeling kids as smart and not smart
100 497413 True 1/3/2024 10:53 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Asian 30-45 Parent Staff Other To understand the classroom activities To pay attention to the teachers 

100 128 True 1/3/2024 10:55 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female More than one 30-45 Parent North feeder pattern No Write Read Communication
Makings things easier for non english speaking 
families

100 508 True 1/3/2024 10:58 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No
Memorizing basic number facts, addition, subtraction, 
multiplication  division  Explaining their work  Percents  decimals  fractions  Sentence and paragraph structure Analyze work and find mistakes  Use multiple methods to find correct answers  There are teachers who care Not sure  

Teaching students about GPA, course planning for all 
4 years  college planning  

Not having more strict consequences for harmful 
behavior. Students use very inappropriate language 
and not following rules and are allowed to stay in the 
classroom

Classifying students as seniors when they have 1 
credit. They should be classified as a grade level 
based on number of credits earned. Many seniors 
think they are graduating when they have 5 credits  

100 2086 True 1/3/2024 11:02 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff East feeder pattern No Read Write Communicate Effectively Basic Knowledge Life Skills Free meals Extra-Curricular Activities  Holding parents accountable for students 4 day school week for kids 
100 405 True 1/3/2024 11:03 41 8986 -87 738 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read at the proper grade level Math at the proper grade level Science at the proper grade level Control behavior Learn Behave follow rules giving kids free lunch Keep  grades on infinite campus Make sure kids go to school Get better teachers Stop making everything about race

100 548 True 1/3/2024 11:04 39 1027 -94 5778 EN Male White 18-30 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern Be able to read Be able to follow directions Self start given a set of directions and scaffolds Ask for help Apply knowledge to new circumstances Explore multiple options for life after school Multiple elevtives Admin helping contact home for attendance issues Implement SRG according to the literature Making sure kids get to class and out of the halls Allowing students to use phones in class

100 520 True 1/3/2024 11:04 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White >60 Staff Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read  Read  Read
Write, how to interact with each other, how talk eye to 
eye with each other Read!! Put their phones down  write

Math, the career possibilities out there, follow through 
on projects  READ

Shown why they need to know things, why it’s 
important 

That there are so many possibilities and help them 
get a plan! Feeding them Preschool Not promoting them if they can’t read!!

Not promoting them if they can’t do the minimum 
work of the previous grade Letting students disrupt every class 

100 177 True 1/3/2024 11:09 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other No Being able to learn and feel safe Being able to make friends Always staying in contact with the parent
Always working with the kids being able to get them to 
succeed Absolutely not  

100 469 True 1/3/2024 11:09 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Employee Other/Out of District No basic academcis thinking skills academic skills how to be a citizen what their future plans are and be ready to do that academic skils programs and resources for students trying to make things grade level for students work on behavior attendance policies
adding more staff at the "top" - administrative level - 
we need more people working with the kids

100 12045 True 1/3/2024 11:13 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Hoover feeder pattern No Reading comprehension 
The ability to write clearly in a variety of styles for a 
variety of audiences  Digital literacy Reading comprehension Digital literacy Reading comprehension Supporting and valuing our diverse student body  Providing free breakfast and lunch to all students  

Providing a language arts curriculum that is rigorous, 
engaging  affirming  and flexible  

Listening to teachers and other building staff when 
making macro decisions for the district  

100 694360 True 1/3/2024 11:13 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Male White <18 Student LGBTQ Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Basic writing Basic Mathematics Do more advanced math Do more advanced English 

Have a deeper understanding in topics they are 
interested in (ex: business, art, foreign languages, 
and history) At least algebra 1 and geometry Supporting the LGBTQ+ community

DMPS has been good at providing free and reduced 
lunches for students

Restricting the use of phones in and around the 
classroom Cracking down on vaping and smoking in schools 

The AT, PT, NM system needs to be changed, the 
fact that there is one grade for B-D is a judge problem 

100 1487 True 1/3/2024 11:15 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Faith Community Other health care Other/Out of District No read comprehend what they read use what they learn and apply it practically in their lives
take personal responsibility for their learning with an 
instilled desire to do so

draw upon their interest in learning to explore different 
areas of interest

identify areas of strengths and interests and 
contribute to our community through work, military 
service  or education beyond high school

recognizing the individuality of each student and 
varied home and cultural backgrounds

collaboration with external sources to help ensure our 
students are fed, clothed and are connected with 
health care Prioritize smaller classrooms and staff support  

Demonstrate responsibility in managing the budget 
without sacrificing education and well-being of the 
students  (A challenge  I know )

STOP telling elementary school nurses how to 
present the Growth and Development curriculum. We 
have the knowledge and ability to make adaptations 
as needed based on our building student populations  

100 270 True 1/3/2024 11:16 43 0382 -87 91 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other North feeder pattern No Read Write Basic skills Pepare for the real world  budgeting/ financial health Be independent 
100 99 True 1/3/2024 11:19 41 6244 -93 6694 EN

100 810 True 1/3/2024 11:19 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff
Business Community,Faith 
Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Hoover feeder pattern No Respect towards adults  peers and property Self-worth and self-motivation Responsibility for self-actions & self-behaviors All Choices have consequences Work Ethic Positive Attitude opportunity experiences teaching them to stand on their own 2 feet  Earn it!

work hard for what you want, you are not entitled to 
whatever you want!   enabling them

100 239 True 1/3/2024 11:20 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Comprehend Reasonableness in math Providing a safe climate and culture Providing quality education 

100 475 True 1/3/2024 11:25 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other PRESCHOOL Other/Out of District No
Read for understanding and support in preschool so 
they can be successful at this age

Self-Regulation Skills and support of ESL students in 
Preschool

Basic Life Skiils teaching-Balance a checkbook, 
home economics Survie in the real world Awareness of other cultures ESL Support for K-12 Support of ESL Students at the Preschool Level Support ESL at the Preschool Level Busing situation

100 1169 True 1/3/2024 11:26 42 3155 -85 5128 EN Female White >60 Staff Other/Out of District No How to read How to get along with ALL people Critical thinking How to live with integrity

How to apply the skills they learn to the real world 
recognize their own skills and abilities and how they 
can best offer them to the world How to honor and respect themselves

Providing them with excellent teachers, staff and 
administrators

Having a superintendent who has the best interests of 
ALL in mind Engaging them in more multi-multicultural activities More support for English language learners More student led educational opportunities

100 344 True 1/3/2024 11:28 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Self-regulation/emotional-regulation Reading proficiently Algebra proficient Reading proficient Reading/writing proficiently Basic life/living skills offering early childhood education through preschool offering a diverse curriculum 
Hire more support staff and associates to support 
teachers to ensure high learning levels provide more mental health services for students 

100 111 True 1/3/2024 11:29 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female More than one 30-45 Parent
100 229 True 1/3/2024 11:32 41 5515 -93 5804 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 18-30 Administrator No

100 13011 True 1/3/2024 11:32 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No multiply read at grade level write both a fiction and non fiction paragraph(s) Solve real world math problems Write multi-page essays
understand practical life - taxes, student loans, 
cooking  parenting  research  banking equity in the curriculum 1:1 computers access to DART bussing QUALITY SEL curriculum

Making teachers use only scripted curriculum - leaves 
no space for creativity

100 156 True 1/3/2024 11:37 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff North feeder pattern No

100 359 True 1/3/2024 11:37 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No Transdisciplinary skils Communication skills Free breakfast  lunch  snacks  food items
Providing ALP students with opportunities to advance 
and extend their learning  Hiring more QUALITY  diverse staff  EL curriculum  

100 295 True 1/3/2024 11:38 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Be on grade level with math and reading Develop social emotional skills Identify strong family or community support Be on grade level Career options post graduation Life skills needed for post graduation Social emotional learning Embrace diversity Life skill training SRG grading system
100 288 True 1/3/2024 11:39 42 3155 -85 5128 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 18-30 Parent Staff Other

100 276 True 1/3/2024 11:43 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Male White 30-45 Staff College/University Partner Other/Out of District No Attend school Read at grade level Attend school Read at grade level Attend school Read at grade level Providing access to meals
Providing students with assistance through 
School/Community partners Providing safe learning environments  Holding students accountable for their learning We should stop ignoring our attendance problem

100 414 True 1/3/2024 11:44 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 30-45 Student Parent Alumni Lincoln feeder pattern Yes Emptioms  safety  and cursive writing Safety Independence Rules Rules Math Free food proram Pantries
More transportation options for open enrolled but live 
in neighborhood Mental health 

Harsh punishments on kids with medical conditions! 
Follow through their iep and 504 plans

100 292 True 1/3/2024 11:45 43 0382 -87 91 EN Female White >60 Community Member Other Hoover feeder pattern No Self-regulation Read Read to learn SEL Career readiness Independence Inclusion and diversity opportunities Get behavior under control
100 376 True 1/3/2024 11:50 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other East feeder pattern Yes Education Interaction with students More responsibility Timing Graduate Look forward for college Paying attention to all students Keep looking forward to all education Pay attention to the trouble students Nothing 

100 15010 True 1/3/2024 11:51 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Faith Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern No

Resolve conflicts with peers independently, and meet 
age-appropriate milestones (academic, social, 
emotional  etc ) They should be able to READ ON GRADE LEVEL

problem solve independently, and meet age-
appropriate milestones (academic, social, emotional, 
etc ) think critically

meet age-appropriate milestones (academic, social, 
emotional, etc.) and be able to be productive, 
independent adults when they leave

100 337 True 1/3/2024 11:56 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Alumni Staff Other/Out of District Read at grade level basic addition and subtraction facts problem sovle deductive reasoning financial responsibility skills how to be a productive member of the community focus on diversity

100 583 True 1/3/2024 11:57 41 601 -93 6729 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Faith Community College/University Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern No Develop a love of learning Development of foundational skills and good habits  Recognize the value and payoff of a good work ethic 

100 2831 True 1/3/2024 11:58 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Native American/Pacific Islander 30-45 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No Spelling Reading Spelling Reading Spelling Reading Providing free hot meals to all students in the district providing a safe space to be themselves having a four day school week repeat if failing grade level providing snacks in middle school
100 111 True 1/3/2024 11:58 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male Black/African American 30-45 Parent Alumni Community Member Lincoln feeder pattern Yes

100 333 True 1/3/2024 11:58 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Hoover feeder pattern No Reading Critical thinking skills Math Critical Thinking Skills Critical Thinking Skills Reading and Math Offering tutoring 
School planned activities like family skate night and 
box night

Offering after school programs for Walnut Street 
Elementary 

When planning breaks and teacher in service days 
these should coincide 

100 735 True 1/3/2024 11:58 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female Asian >60 Staff Other Other/Out of District No respect the teachers How to get along with others Respect the school authority Regulating the emotions Respect the authority at school especially teachers Doing their school work responsibly Community support  free lunch Embracing diversity Lack of consequential discipline 

Need to set zero ground where students are not 
supposed to do no matter what background they are 
from, like hitting others without consequences or 
cursing at teachers

I should STOP being fearful of students since the 
students and guardians have been empowered while 
teachers have been less-powered  

100 1771 True 1/3/2024 11:59 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 18-30 Alumni LGBTQ Community East feeder pattern No Read and write cursive Basic math knowledge FCS(cooking  sewing  etc) How to handle money (credit  debit  ect ) Taxes
Socialize (many high schoolers and young adults 
struggle with this) Options for electives Recess and free periods Increased and better food options

Student surveys of classes AND staff (especially 
East High)

Homework has not been proven to actually benefit 
student learning. Something else should be put in 
place to encourage outside learning

100 1066 True 1/3/2024 11:59 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Asian 45-60 Staff Other North feeder pattern No Read Reading comprehension Write Correct grammars Workforce readiness Living skills Keeping students engaged in assignments Providing &!supports students needs Staff ratios for K-12 Funding Mets None 

100 487 True 1/3/2024 12:00 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No
The most important thing that students need to learn 
is to self-regulate

The ability to read and comprehend is the next most 
important thing  

how to be flexible in their thinking to adapt to various 
situations and people without getting upset Resilience How to work with others in a job type setting how to make and set goals setting up a culture of belonging setting high expectation

100 175 True 1/3/2024 12:00 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Other Other/Out of District No Self help skills Interact with peers Building community with families Providing access to materials 
Providing more mental health resources that can 
begin wuickly

100 659 True 1/3/2024 12:04 42 4257 -83 1522 EN Female White 30-45 Community Member Refugee Community Other/Out of District No Good reading skills Basic math Communication skills Conflict resolution Interview for Job Understand debt/credit 

100 469 True 1/3/2024 12:09 41 2648 -96 0001 EN Female White 18-30 Staff East feeder pattern No Read for Comprehension  not fluency 
Math Facts (Addition, Multiplication,Subtraction, 
Division) SEL  how to interact appropriately with others Reading/Writing Informative Texts Financial Math 

SEL, how to interact with others in both social and 
work environments

Keep working on the cell phone policy. Some schools 
are following it, but others are not. It should be 
consistent to what it currently is  

Providing Spanish in middle school for both non 
Spanish speakers and Spanish speakers We have no consequences There are no consequences

So much testing, we quiz or test every week and then 
add state testing on top of that with a very 
inconsistent 1st semester schedule that does not 
allow for routine to develop due to frequent 
interruptions in the week

100 1116291 True 1/3/2024 12:10 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Arts Community Other/Out of District No
100 329 True 1/3/2024 12:11 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Community Member Arts Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No how to be kind and accountable how to work with others work well with others problem solve problem solve how to apply learning to the work world support academics supports needs smaller class sizes more individual attention 
100 42 True 1/3/2024 12:13 42 0441 -91 6006 EN
100 147 True 1/3/2024 12:16 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Non-binary / third gender More than one 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No

100 291 True 1/3/2024 12:20 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male Asian 30-45 Student Parent Other Human Hoover feeder pattern Praying before school starts/no LGBTQ 
Teacher should not have teach the kids about Gender 
equality 

100 477 True 1/3/2024 12:28 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Community Member Refugee Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Express ideas in writing World geography Pre algebra Personal and consumer finance Confidentially apply for a job or college
Supporting families in need with food pantries and 
staff Supporting teachers Transportation needs

Public facing employees need to be more helpful to 
families who don’t understand school processes and 
procedures

100 568 True 1/3/2024 12:29 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No being able to read and comprehend grade-level text
be able to develop self-awareness and self-
management of emotions using high quality curriculum across content areas

providing teachers with PD centered around science 
of reading

providing teachers with a curriculum, PD and tools to 
support students with SEL finding ways to retain teachers within the district

Although math and reading are important, many 
students in elementary school are not learning 
science or social studies aside from what's 
embedded within EL. We need to find a way to 
incorporate these two content areas within our day 
because they're just as important as reading and 
math

100 372 True 1/3/2024 12:30 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read on grade level be proficient in math facts and concepts Read to understand fiction and non-fiction Understand foundational math concepts Read and communicate in a variety of ways
have an understanding of math concepts and world 
cultures SEL and feeling supported providing a variety of opportunities in HS classes

100 1237 True 1/3/2024 12:31 39 1029 -94 5713 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No Stay safe when emergencies arise   
Learn the difference between good and bad intentions 
from adults and older students  Be prepared for emergencies  Report any bullying  Report when they see drug activity  Stay alert for any emergencies   

Teach the difference in safe touches from 
adults/older kids  Counseling for students  Teach safety on different emergency scenarios

More safety on campuses. Locked doors, video 
surveillance  security people  

100 491 True 1/3/2024 12:31 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Faith Community Hoover feeder pattern No
solve social problems without bullying or physical 
aggression  Be able to read and write 

solve complex social problems without phycial 
aggression   Stand up for eachother read and write with complexity-math identify career path and pursue it  take in information and think critically supporting teachers integrating technology 

supporting teachers with planning time so we can 
individualize our instruction  

supporting students that have extreme behaviors that 
disrupt their learning and the learning of others  

stop switching curriculums-allow teachers more 
autonomy in planning  

100 594 True 1/3/2024 12:34 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 18-30 Staff LGBTQ Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District

problem solve real life issues at an age-appropriate 
level (ex. a Kindergartener's pencil breaks, and they 
know how to get a new one without needing the 
teacher)

Have enough awareness of the English language to 
be able to sound out most words/recognize patterns 
in words

Write a standard 5-paragraph paper, as well as a 
solid paragraph

Have the self-awareness and community connection 
to distinguish what content areas they enjoy and/or 
excel at

A developing awareness of interpersonal relationships 
and how to handle conflict in different settings (ex. an 
argument with a friend is not handled the same as a 
co-worker)

Have an understanding of their desired future and 
how they fit into society

Acknowledging the different circumstances of 
students Community relations and awareness

Showcase extracurriculars in more ways throughout 
the school year

Some type of transfer packet that the students make 
that lets them share information about themselves 
with their teachers

100 799 True 1/3/2024 12:42 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female More than one >60 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern Yes
Have respect for staff, and other students, so there is 
a calm learning environment Ha

Have smaller class sizes, for teachers and students 
safe Safe environment to learn

Teachers who feel safe so students can learn. No 
there is a discipline plan they can put in place

Curriculum that follows all needs and Interest. Again 
safe enviroment Some schools are trying to support staff

Keep the new superintendent in the schools and 
making changes

Keeping them safe from students who will not follow 
the rules Lower class sizes  More support to teachers

More communication and support for staff. If staff 
feels supported they are better

100 486 True 1/3/2024 12:44 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other Other/Out of District No
Foster a sense of creativity, curiosity, and empathy 
towards others  Opportunities to explore and learn at their own pace

Provide a variety of opportunities for them to explore 
different passions and areas of interest. (STEM 
Program) 

Accelerated opportunities in math and ELA (at a 
minimum) and have a sense of belongings and pride 
in their school  

Be able to continue their selected accelerated 
pathway and understand that school is place for 
professional learning and academic growth  

Students need to be able to have the stamina to 
continue to learn new concepts and plan for post high-
school

Central Campus provides amazing opportunities to 
secondary students  

Open communication between building departments 
and the highlighting of the good that is occurring each 
day  

More accelerated pathways for all students. Algebra 
offered in MS  Strong STEM program in ES and MS  

Allowing 9th-11th grade students to leave and return 
to the building throughout the day (with the exception 
of attending Central Campus/Academy). Essentially 
only allowing 12th grade students the open campus 
privilege  

100 1441 True 1/3/2024 12:47 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No Read  and write Do basic math Read Cope with stress Read and write Learn career readiness skills
Hire people who look like the population that is being 
served

Offering alternative to staying home when they are 
dismissed from school  because they fall behind

100 524 True 1/3/2024 12:49 41 2671 -96 0378 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Community Member Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Social Emotional Learning - being kind community 
contributors Reading -with diverse content available 

Social Emotional Learning - being kind community 
contributors 

Social Emotional Learning - being kind community 
contributors (This is very important in middle school 
and helps with other middle school learning)

Social Emotional Learning - being kind community 
contributors and leaders Goal setting and self-evaluation Keep up the community partnerships After school enrichment activities for all levels

After school care available to all elementary 
students/schools

Offer more choice school options, like Montessori, 
and year-round schools like downtown school used to 
be

Stop trying to make each school the same. We attend 
a formerly “choice” school within DMPS that is 
becoming less unique. As non-public education 
options expand, give families more flexibility within 
DMPS

100 188 True 1/3/2024 12:51 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No work well with others be inquisitive - ask questions be inquisitive - ask questions problem solve
critically think about problems while using knowledge 
gained from multiple subjects to problem solve

post secondary career/education planning starting as 
a freshman

100 434 True 1/3/2024 12:53 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Male White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District Yes Read Write Critical Thinking Skills Self-Advocate Higher level Math skills Individual responsibility

100 189 True 1/3/2024 12:55 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Critical Thinking Proper in person social interactions Administration is attentive to parents concerns
Stop worring about ofending outliers and worry about 
getting the job for the masses

100 218 True 1/3/2024 12:57 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District Read math prepare for college or work math curriculum doesn't review enough

100 3982 True 1/3/2024 13:05 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No
How to be responsible, respectful, honest, and 
perservere through hard things Math  reading and writing

How to be responsible, respectful, honest, and 
perservere through hard things Reading and science

How to be responsible, respectful, honest, and 
perservere through hard things Reading  science  and math

Community engagement, Community Schools, 
SUCCESS  student support better school to school communication and transitions

Trying to micromanage how teachers are teaching. 
Trust your teachers to teach. I also think students 
need more science and social studies  

100 148 True 1/3/2024 13:07 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Math Science History Band/art
100 408 True 1/3/2024 13:09 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 18-30 Student Roosevelt feeder pattern Communicate with teachers Regulate their behavior Follow instructions Taxes Basic chores  Ex  Cooking  laundry  etc  

100 14553 True 1/3/2024 13:12 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Administrator Other/Out of District Yes How to read Being a productive member of a community Being a productive member of a community College/Career Math Foundation Being a productive member of a community Communication skills Offering clubs  activities  extra-curriculars for all
Additional supports for early literacy and for students 
at risk of dropping out

Supporting middle schools - consistent support 
where decisions about middle schools are made first 
instead of being the afterthought

Adequate support for students with IEPs or MLLs, and 
supports for students who are causing serious 
disruptions to the learning environment Saying one thing  but doing another

100 2072 True 1/3/2024 13:14 41 2671 -96 0378 EN Female Asian 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No
Know their states and capitals, presedents starting at 
Washington  annd cursive They should know more about arts and music

Health education.  About taking daily showers and 
body oder can be offensive to others.  And out come 
of teen sex needs to be tought better  

Talk about how our grades are starting to count or 
reflect on them if/when they go off to college or trade 
school

Talk about how there is other options besides 4 year 
college.  Like 2 year or trade school.  How important 
our grades are   

Shool can be fun. Show and teach them.  Get 
community more involved with better notice Teachers/administrators communicate with parents Making learning fun for the kids

Just cause one way works out in teaching one child 
doesnt mean that next child learns same way

Once election time rolls around ro elect board 
members and superintendent and their opponents   

Stop pushing lgbtqia2s onto our children.  I agree that 
they need to be treated just like us, but should have 
special treatment. Also, if we are going to have black 
history month.  Then we should have asain month, 
hispanic month  and so forth  

100 1075 True 1/3/2024 13:14 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No communications in deaf education program able to write  read and counts improvement their skills in education improvement in communication 
They should be able feel comfortable to be ready for 
college  a resource for deaf education program with students cutting the deaf education staff

100 41 True 1/3/2024 13:16 41 6244 -93 6694 EN
100 50 True 1/3/2024 13:17 41 2671 -96 0378 EN Female Asian 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern

100 1257 True 1/3/2024 13:19 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other/Out of District No To be able to trust their teachers/adults in the building  
To develop their academic basic skills. And to be 
more self aware  

Being able to be being able to be open with their 
teachers/adults and parents  Time management  Self advocacy  Critical thinking  

Again, to be able to be open and comfortable and to 
trust their parents/adults  To be able to ask for help  I’m not sure on these 2  Being so open with the parents  Being there for the kids  Lots of activities  

I know staffing is an issue but more people available 
for one on one work or even small groups  

100 3908 True 1/3/2024 13:26 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Administrator Other/Out of District No

Students should be able to do is learn to read above 
the GL standards within each grade band, based on 
Fast benchmarks and have social-emotional skills to 
be able to communicate, respond and advocate for 
themselves and with others around them

Have a conceptual understanding of math skills within 
each grade level

Students should be able to do is learn to read above 
the GL standards within each grade band, based on 
Fast benchmarks and have social-emotional skills to 
be able to communicate, respond and advocate for 
themselves and with others around them

Have a conceptual understanding of math skills within 
each grade level

Focus on focusing on college- and career-specific 
skills because they are performing above grade level 
academically

Having opportunities to extend or refine their thinking 
that align with their college or career goals

Having a very tight focus on early literacy skills and 
the planning process

The adoption of two high quality curriculums (EL and 
IM) - the feeling of being uncomfortable teaching in a 
new way means we're growing. EL and IM is what our 
students need!!!

Providing a therapeutic educational setting for more 
students to attend school for extended amounts of 
time if/when they have mental health/SEL needs

Holding teachers accountable for following through 
with contractual obligations - specifically, quality 
teaching  We're moving in the right direction!!

100 356 True 1/3/2024 13:26 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 30-45 Parent DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No Learn to read at grade level Learn grade level math Problem solving Communication  collaboration and thinking critically Problem solving Communication  collaboration and thinking critically Amazing teachers Welcoming of diverse students
Don’t offer chocolate milk, strawberry milk, and juice 
every day Offer healthier meal options Can’t think of anything

100 2231 True 1/3/2024 13:33 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No

They should be able to pass the grade level 
competencies for reading, writing, and math or be 
held back   Social promotion is NOT working

They should be able to follow district behaviorally 
expectations and treat fellow students and staff with 
common courtesy and respect

They should be able to pass the grade level 
competencies for reading, writing, and math or be 
held back   Social promotion is NOT working

They should be able to follow district behaviorally 
expectations and treat fellow students and staff with 
common courtesy and respect

High School students should know and understand 
that cell phones are NOT to be out during class time.  
This is currently the #1 obstacle for students to pay 
attention and get daily assignments and test 
completed.  The Distict should have a NO CELL 
PHONE POLICY!!!

They should be able to follow district behaviorally 
expectations and treat fellow students and staff with 
common courtesy and respect

They continue to give students an opportunity to 
complete their high school education even if they are 
choosing to NOT come to school, or get in fights, or 
curse out teachers, or wait until the end of the 
semester to hand work in.  Students are given MANY 
opportunities to earn their credits

At the high school level they are doing a great job of 
giving students plenty of opportunities to participate in 
extracurricual activities and/or clubs   

Making sure that their Head Coaches for varsity 
extracurriculars are able to have an opportunity to 
teach or work in the building that they coach those 
students.  It has gotten worse and worse and so have 
those teams.  Successful extracurricular activities set 
the tone for the school year!

Start reinvesting in the "Trades".  Woodworking, 
Metals, Construction, Graphic Design, etc.  Need to 
start adjusting our curriculum to meet the needs of 
our students and what jobs they are potentially be 
getting upon graduation ting 

STANDARD REFERENCE GRADING.  Kids need to 
know EXACTLY where they stand.  Kids also need to 
understand and be able to meet deadlines!!  They do 
not understand the value of time!!  This is a lifelong 
skill they need to possess and they are NOT getting it 
right now!!

100 16289 True 1/3/2024 13:33 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Male White <18 Student LGBTQ Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Reading Math Science Algebra Reading/English Science Inclusion Arts program Safety Cleaning No
100 244 True 1/3/2024 13:37 41 6021 -93 6124 ES Male Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Yes

100 1097 True 1/3/2024 13:37 41 6381 -93 6203 EN Female Asian 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern
TO KNOW ABOUT CAPITALS & STATES & 
PRESEDENTS STARTING AT WASHINGTON TEACHING MORE ABOUT ART & MUSIC   

MORE INFO ABOUT TEEN SEX & DRUGS & 
ALCOHOL   HOW GRADES ARE IMPORTANT

HOW GRADES ARE IMPORTANT & NOT JUST 
PUSH FOR 4 OR 2 YEAR DEGREE.  THERE IS 
ALSO TRADE SCHOOL AND OTHERS  

TALK MORE ABUT HOW TO CHANGE OIL/TIRE - 
COOK - CLEAN - LAUNDRY - HOW TO BE 
INDEPENDANT.  NOT DEPENDANT.  STOP 
FEELING LIKE THEY ARE ENTITLED   

TRYING TO KEEP KIDS INVOLVED WITH SCHOOL 
& COMMUNITY   NOT EVERY STUDENT LEARNS THE SAME WAY  CURSIVE & THROW OUT COMMON CORE MATH   

TEACH MORE ABOUT OTHER ETHNICITY'S.  YOU 
TEACH A WHOLE MONTH ABOUT BLACK 
HISTORY   WHAT ABOUT ASAIN/HISPANIC/ETC ?

100 643 True 1/3/2024 13:40 41 5839 -93 5199 EN Female White 30-45 Parent East feeder pattern
Basic life skills (cooking, cleaning, laundry, survival 
skills) Independence Basic life skills/ independence Work ethic Work ethic Future ambition Special needs education Helping community Elementary after school sports Communicating better with parents  Pushing leftist agenda 

100 1020 True 1/3/2024 13:41 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female More than one 45-60 Parent Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern No Reading and Math skills Attendance pattern of importance Attendance is important 
They will not be passed on in high school without 
credits

Be prepared for college - SRG is not preparing for 
college Attend all classes for success Social Emotional Learning More student led classes for electives Prepare students for college Have hard deadlines for assignments 

making student mental health issues less important - 
not taking their disability into account

100 448 True 1/3/2024 13:44 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Community Member Business Community Faith Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Read
Get along with other students and with authority 
figures Conflict resolution and SEL

Executive skills (goal setting, time management, 
focus  work completion)

Executive skills (goal setting, time management, 
focus  work completion) Be an independent responsible citizen Offering accelerated classes at Central Academy

Offering a variety of non-college-prep classes at 
Central Campus

Enforcing rules around cellphones and other 
distractions in class Improving classroom management across the board

Stop weighting SRG so that one PT or NM can spoil a 
student's whole grade



100 23080 True 1/3/2024 13:48 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Alumni Staff East feeder pattern No
How to read and write. How to manage emotions and 
advocate for themselves Discipline/respect  Right from wrong

How to read and write. How to manage emotions and 
advocate for themselves Discipline/respect  Right from wrong

Personal Responsibility. How to manage emotions 
and advocate for themselves Discipline/respect  Right from wrong Community School Coordinators in the buildings Food pantries in the schools  

Better/rigorous curriculum, academic expectations 
etc  

Better transportation - coordination, communication 
etc  

Students aren't learning - we pass students along that 
are not at grade level, which makes it hard for them to 
achieve academically the next year  (at all levels)

100 283 True 1/3/2024 13:49 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Black/African American 18-30 Staff Other/Out of District No

Career readiness and self sufficiency  - students 
should have an understanding of and be prepared to 
take on whatever they desire in life, as well as 
"common sense" things such as filing taxes, 
changing a tire, what cleaning products to not 
combine when cleaning

Students should know how to create and maintain 
successful relationships with their peers and other 
individuals in their lives. In addition, students should 
be well-versed in and have the ability to advocate for 
themselves  

Making them aware of their rights/due processes. 
Showing them how to appropriately navigate conflict 
with staff members/institutions - instead of 
internalizing and removing themselves from 
educational settings  

100 290 True 1/3/2024 13:49 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No Pro-social skills (SEL) reading Relationship skills Reading SEL (self-efficacy) Reading Keep finding ways to support staff/teachers  Creating action steps  

Implementing more purposeful  play for elementary 
students - this is developmentally appropriate for 
learning

Find different ways to get elementary student imput 
(including family input) - I do think SEL work is 
attempting this  

100 339 True 1/3/2024 13:51 41 212 -96 1101 EN Male Black/African American 30-45 Parent Business Community Other Hoover feeder pattern No Black History and leadership Discipline Trades/skills/employment History Career Opportunities Business management Giving them access to be heard Youth town hall meetings No comment Equity
Ignoring the cries of your students. Neglecting them 
and relieving yourself of the duties assigned to you

100 306 True 1/3/2024 13:51 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White <18 Student Other Student Other/Out of District No Writing Skills Reading Skills Health class Geography/learning about current world events General core classes College prep Meal programs Bussing Not sure

I would like a longer lunch please. Like, at LEAST 45 
minutes. High schoolers would then have time to go 
somewhere with friends for lunch. Block days were 
awesome two years ago; long lunches two days Not sure

100 399 True 1/3/2024 13:54 41 2341 -96 169 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read Daily things(tie shoes  write legibly  know adress) Math concepts Budget Finances Fill out forms Free breakfast and lunch Providing opportunities 
Listening to their needs! Too focused on a crappy 
curriculum and not paying attention to student needs! Small class sizes!

Stop shoving ideas down from non classroom 
teachers! Listen to those doing the everyday work 
with students and change accordingly!

100 589 True 1/3/2024 13:55 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No

I would not specify any specific "thing", but making 
sure they have an adequate base of knowledge to be 
successful at future levels of education

Social skills and the ability to work with a diverse 
population

I would not specify any specific "thing", but making 
sure they have an adequate base of knowledge to be 
successful at future levels of education

Social skills and the ability to work with a diverse 
population

I would not specify any specific "thing", but making 
sure they have an adequate base of knowledge to be 
successful at future levels of education. Making sure 
they have the basic knowledge to function in the work 
force or whatever post secondary venture that suits 
them

Social skills and the ability to work with a diverse 
population

The lower levels are doing a fantastic job and 
engaging students and making them want to come to 
school. Fostering a welcoming environment and 
making education fun

Providing many resources for those in need, as well 
as extra-curriculars that hit multiple aspects of kid's 
interests

Secondary students are not adequately prepared for 
the work force. The schools are unimaginative 
factories that are loaded with meaningless busy-work

Holding students accountable for technology and 
responsible behavior, specifically with personal 
electronics/phones. WE NEED A BLANKET CELL 
PHONE POLICY!

Giving students and educators more voice in the 
direction of their education. District level curriculum at 
the secondary level is stifling creativity and uninspired 
teachers are implementing uninspired lessons to 
students who then become uninspired to learn. Let 
teacher's teach and student buy-in and enjoyment will 
go through the roof!

100 90 True 1/3/2024 13:55 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Hoover feeder pattern No

100 308 True 1/3/2024 13:57 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff
Arts Community,College/University 
Partner DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Problem Solve Read Critical Thinking Skills Mathematical Reasoning Life Skills Sociology

Pushing Teachers to hgh standards of teaching, this 
results in higher student achievement Supporting transitions between 5th/6th  or 8th/9th

Prioritizing Learning K-2 to set the foundation for the 
later grade levels, this may mean more flexibility on 
holding students back if they haven't achieved GL 
content Leaving SEL out of required curriculum minutes

100 678 True 1/3/2024 14:07 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Read on grade level How to utilize technology in today's world How to use technology in an ever changing world Work and communicate with others Financial Life Skills - budgeting  taxes  etc Work and communicate effectively with others
We welcome everyone, regardless of race, gender, 
religion  etc

We now have a superintendent who actually talks to 
the students and genuinely seems to like them MLL do not receive enough help

In school mental health services are abysmal at the 
elementary level

100 1216 True 1/3/2024 14:08 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read at grade level read at grade level read at grade level read at grade level read at grade level read at grade level acknowledges diversity of learners promotes diversity holding students accountable holding students accountable automatically passing students

100 3122 True 1/3/2024 14:10 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes critical thinking skills on their own reading skills not just word calling Get along and work with others 
Using problem solving skills to work and solve 
probelms Be a good all around citizen Show empathy towards others SEL work intervention work 

100 606 True 1/3/2024 14:13 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Prefer not to say 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No
They should know that they deserve the best 
education and do their best reading  writing  SCIENCE  social studies  math

The value of an education and how it applies to 
his/her life how to be a good friend

Life skills- finances, parenting, community member, 
cook  multi-reference Civics provide different opportunities have positive and encouraging teachers provide a stronger educational foundation

stressing the importance of attendance and being a 
self-advocate for their education Stop using EL and IM curriculums

100 487 True 1/3/2024 14:14 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White <18 Student
Arts Community,LGBTQ Community,Des Moines 
Area Regional Transit (DART) Other Other/Out of District Yes

make friends and have healthy relationships and 
conversations with others focus and being able to learn to become independent

being able to trust the people around you is important 
for middle school self discipline motivation being able to have fun

make students happy by taking the padlocks off the 
bathroom doors put mirrors above the sinks stop using youtube videos

100 302 True 1/3/2024 14:17 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Prefer not to say 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Be respectful and responsible Read
Be able to complete a project/big assignment 
independently Work as a team Use outside resources Use time management Teachers care about students Teachers care about public education

Providing ELL teachers with a director that is 
designated to our dept. and has first hand knowledge 
and experience with MLLs

Find a different curriculum that fits the needs of our 
students - multi language learners, low income 
students

STOP USING EL and IM CURRICULUM. Our 
students are not learning basic foundational skills. 
Our students are bored and lost and so far behind

100 114 True 1/3/2024 14:18 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Parent Hoover feeder pattern No

100 18764 True 1/3/2024 14:18 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other Other/Out of District No READ Persevere through difficult tasks Write knowledgably Algebraic thinking 21st Century Skills Problem solving skills Focus on latest educational strategies 

Transporting all elementary students.  If we really 
want to improve attendance rates we have GOT to be 
more creative   More funding for MLL teachers 

100 541 True 1/3/2024 14:24 41 2327 -96 1138 EN Female More than one 30-45 Parent Hoover feeder pattern No Show empathy and respect toward others Try their hardest Be able to be both a leader and a teammate Demonstrate resilience Demonstrate effective problem solving Demonstrate accountability Trying to establish a sense of community Offer emotional development programs and support College or Vocational preparation 
Focusing on each child’s strength- ensuring each one 
has a passion area beyond the classroom 

100 658 True 1/3/2024 14:25 41 2093 -96 0548 EN Female White 18-30 Student Parent Other Other/Out of District
Treat each other with respect and not to judge others 
for the way they are as a person Be focused to be educated on what is being taught

Don't treat people differently because of race, sex, 
origin ect Get the best grades they can in order to graduate

Attendance is a major part of school period, no matter 
what grade it is Aiding in their knowledge Working on responsibility

Requiring a alternative of another language in order to 
graduate

100 109 True 1/3/2024 14:29 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Career and Technical Education Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern No

100 29188 True 1/3/2024 14:31 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Other/Out of District No Read all types of passages/Comprehension/Write STEM STEM Correct punctuation writing STEM Life Skills Welcoming all students Being inclusive

Giving a quality curriculum that will help our students 
grow. This curriculum (Mostly EL) is not flexible with 
the diversity in our students learning and levels. It also 
assumes that all of our students are on grade level. 
The kids are not engaged with majority of this 
curriculum. They only get to learn about 4 topics a 
year    

Start having our ELL students in a separate 
classroom for more parts of the day. These 
newcomers deserve better opportunities to learn in 
our district. They need the opportunity to learn English 
in a ML classroom before coming into our 
classrooms. They would feel more confident once 
coming into our classrooms knowing basic English 
and the alphabet/etc

Stop letting kids pass through each grade. Kids need 
to be held back if they don't meet the grade level 
standards. Each year they aren't held back, they get 
more behind in the upcoming grade level. This also 
destroys their confidence in school as they feel like 
it's harder to understand the content that is taught

100 197 True 1/3/2024 14:31 41 2671 -96 0378 EN Female More than one 30-45 Parent LGBTQ Community East feeder pattern No Reading skills Math skills

100 1371 True 1/3/2024 14:37 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Alumni Administrator Lincoln feeder pattern No Read problem solve
Develop empathy and communicate with others in a 
manner that reflects this Read and think critically

Develop critical decision making and communication 
skills Develop a strong sense of self-efficacy Honoring student strengths and differences

Equity mindset for all students to achieve 
academically

Equitable expectations/supports/instruction for SEL 
across all buildings

Engaging them in meaningful ways that connects 
learning beyond school

100 266 True 1/3/2024 14:40 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No
Foundational Skills in Literacy and Math along with 
social skills  Systematic Curriculum across schools

Accountability for parents in elementary for 
attendance and behavior

having a systematic curriculum for interventions 
across all schools

100 1074 True 1/3/2024 14:41 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White >60 Alumni Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Barrier free access to public education: reading, 
writing   math  arts  I Character building  know civics Reading  skill building Civics  character building 

Reading, developing goals for their future, skill 
building transfers to jobs, college or training 
preparedness Civics belonging to the community Inclusivity Communicating w the public

What you are doing now. Determining what needs to 
be prioritized Reevaluating procedures and access to supports

Yes. Allowing students out of class time to work at 
family businesses.  Many are refugee or children of 
undocumented parents. As a former home visitor, the 
students often just skip school. It used to be DMPS 
respected the culture of the families needing the 
children to work. But typically ghe children just stay 
home. Students should all be required to attend 
school daily. The kids who are staying home, skippibg 
school  are getting involved in crime and gangs

100 1442 True 1/3/2024 14:41 41 6244 -93 6694 EN

100 451 True 1/3/2024 14:44 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male Black/African American 45-60 Administrator Other DMPS Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Math/Science Read - understand this country and our government Math/Science Life Skills/Finance/Government Prepare for College or life after high school Providing Free/Reduced lunch
Providing opportunities to participate in Athletics and 
Activities

Creating a partnership with the community.  Parents 
and Teachers working together

Create a culture within DMPS where students will be 
proud to attend our schools Not sure

100 344 True 1/3/2024 14:46 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White <18 Student Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Learning how to read proficiently and being able to do 
so Have basic study skill that are necessary for progress Middle school students need to learn autonomy 

Middle school students need to learn proper social 
skills 

High school students need to become leaders in their 
communities 

High school students need to learn the expectations 
of a job Keep offering advancement for those who need it Keep discussing how to navigate discriminatory laws Dmps need better facilities Dmps needs to pay educators more Stop being easy going as far as a discipline policy 

100 949 True 1/3/2024 14:48 43 6547 -79 3623 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No Critical thinking skills used across curriculum Reading Critical thinking skills Science 
Navigate social structure while expanding their critical 
thinking skills across curriculum 

Life skills ie bank finance taxes and political 
engagement 

I am so grateful my kids had the opportunity to be part 
of a diverse group of students 

We love central campus and academy out kids found 
their passion there

The behavior and violence are out of control my kids 
never feel safe at school. Room clears interior 
learning violent students should not be in the general 
education setting they need higher level services 

DMPS needs to reopen schools like smouse.  There 
needs to be more staff development on classroom 
management and more para educators and special 
education teachers to support kids struggling and 
keep the other students safe and learning.  The 
bullying in DMPS is out of control my daughter 
graduated early because the bullying was relentless 
and she got zero support  High stakes testing 

100 10783 True 1/3/2024 14:52 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Alumni Staff Community Member Faith Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern No
they should have the age appropriate soft and hard 
skills that are necessary to be productive adults

Being able to complete the work at grade-level - 
reading, writing, math, problem-solving, and critical 
thinking

being sure to create a climate that values diversity 
and individuality

giving students a wide range of sports, clubs, 
opportunities, field trips, experiences, etc. to enrich 
students' experience in school

giving real consequences for student behavior. 
Students have no consequences and they are 
running the schools. There is a time for restorative 
conversations, but they are not a one-size-fits-all 
answer to every student action. We are doing a 
disservice to students who follow expectations by 
continually putting students back in class without any 
behavior instruction, consequences, or follow-up after 
reentry into the classroom

We do not rely on parents enough to hold up their end 
of education. Schooling doesn't stop at school. 
School and home are a team that works together 
teach kids. Schools have started taking on the role of 
home and school - which isn't fair to students

we should stop letting our teachers be mistreated. 
Period

100 345 True 1/3/2024 14:54 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read Math basics read for understanding/comprehension work well with others basics of living on own care for self including mental and physical health offer varying opportunities for all offer extra-curricular activities board goals that include all students more athletics offerings for middle school students

100 526 True 1/3/2024 14:56 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Staff Other Staff East feeder pattern No Feel safe and welcome That they have an equal opportunity to learn To be able to learn on their pace with guidance That the teachers and staff care about them They deserve to be there for an education They all matter Diversity and inclusion Providing a safe place to learn 
Meeting the needs of the hungry students and families 
when they go home

Educating the whole family with what the student 
needs Treating them as statistics instead of humans!!

100 160 True 1/3/2024 15:06 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading Math Reading Reapect Reading Respect Variety of schools Feeding them meals Teaching Expectatuons Indoctrination 

100 1146 True 1/3/2024 15:11 41 7185 -93 5646 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Other/Out of District No Character development  moral development Reading and math Self respect and love for others  self control Thinking critically  reading and math Self control  values 
Math and Science , career pathways , basics of 
money management 

The teachers and having a solid curriculum for 
teachers to follow with their input in the selection of it 

Curriculum with holding students and teachers to 
learning the standards 

It would be nice to limit tablets and have more and 
more direct instruction with discussions.. putting 
students on tablets all day is impossible to monitor 
what they are learning and there is no discussion so 
how do u know they are learniing anything.  It keeps 
kids quiet but teachers are t grading those things and 
no feedback to students 

Technical training and more career options 
apprenticeships for students who don’t want college 
debt or have access to that track 

Start holding kids accountable for their behavior 
because it only fuels other kids to behave the same 
way when they see bad behavior being rewarded.. 
Higher standards for behavior and self respect and 
respect for the staff and buildings. Etc.. set a 
standard for excellence and expect it  

100 446 True 1/3/2024 15:13 39 1027 -94 5778 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Have basic math fluency Read Continue to improve math foundation Be a critical thinker
Navigate the world: taxes, interest, mortgages, basic 
life skills Celebrating cultures and who students are Having outstanding teachers

Helping students when they fall behind. Our current 
middle school MTSS times are classes of 25 plus. 
That isn’t an intervention. We are just pushing kids 
through  STOP DOING THAT!

Close central academy at the middle school level. 
Why do a few students get all of these services while 
buildings of hundreds of students suffer? Give 
students the options to take classes they excel in, 
rather than make it impossible for students to 
accelerate on one or two classes

100 23202 True 1/3/2024 15:20 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White >60 Parent Other Parents Hoover feeder pattern No Act decently Listen Read Read completely Speak coherently Apply themselves while learning Keeping the students priority one Fighting against fascism! Fight hard against removing books from schools! Fight hard for public schools!!!! Yea that stupid new stadium

100 293 True 1/3/2024 15:36 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No Play Make friends Think critically Feel like part of something bigger than themselves Sort through their options for their future Make some connections that will last after high school Central Academy Home Instruction
Informing students of the truth, especially about 
teacher changes More recess and downtime

Allowing phones and laptops in elementary and 
middle school

100 24969 True 1/3/2024 15:47 42 0441 -91 6006 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Self discipline/efficacy Ability to read and comprehend at grade level
Independent study skills. Practice how to learn and 
retain info Not be mean/negative people

Prepare for career and college trade school as 
applicable Function in group study/cooperative projects Respecting diversity High expectations for all  And support to reach them  

Teaching real life cause and effect. Consequences 
for decisions  before it has real life harsh 
consequences  

Accountability for behavior - stop out of control 
behaviors early and have a culture of intolerance for 
the disruption of other’s education  Full stop   

Use of the term equity (which in practice is equality at 
the denominator) is not having the intended effect

100 417 True 1/3/2024 15:57 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Business Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Math skills Write a coherent essay Appropriate math skills Critical thinking skills Appropriate math skills Diversity in social studies Continuing arts education through middle school In person support for GAT kids through middle school After school opportunities for GAT kids

100 492 True 1/3/2024 15:57 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Community Member Career and Technical Education Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Be able to read and comprehend text, write about 
their thoughts using  their own words, show empathy 
and ability to take perspectives of other  Be a caring Regulate their emotions Set goals and take steps to achieve them

Read well, write will, do basic consumer math and 
some algebra  appreciate art and music Self-regulate  show empathy and critical thinking  skills Care for students  connect families to resources Teach at high academic standards

Provide academic interventions and not push for 
special education as first attempt to help struggling 
learners

Provide arts education for all throughout all grade 
levels

Stop adding more and more layers of administrators 
who are far-removed from students

100 328 True 1/3/2024 16:07 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Prefer not to say White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Be oprn and accepting of all backgrounds, cultures, 
and one another 

Read at or above reading level and have skills needed 
to apply to future reading

Supporting students at all levels, from gifted through 
IEP/Individual learner Diversity of students Offer alternative schedules including year-round

Incorporate secondary language learning into 
elementary Stop some of the 'busy' work

100 700 True 1/3/2024 16:09 41 4868 -93 6538 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No Read Arithmetic Regulate their emotions and show self control Reading and math Read Be safe and responsible with themselves and others Create welcoming environment Offering a variety of programs at Central campus 
Offering more options for alternative pathways to 
earning a diploma and opportunities for credit recovery 

More differentiated math options for high school who 
are not special Ed students 

Passing students on to the next grade level when they 
are credit deficient

100 522 True 1/3/2024 16:18 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Other/Out of District No read and comprehend   Basic math facts Read at the level of a newspaper or news website Use math to solve problems Pass their classes NA Support special education programs Make all students feel important 
Requiring them to show learning to go to next grade 
level Requiring attendance and learning to go to next grade 

Stop passing students to next grade who have not 
attended or shown improvement in skills   

100 50 True 1/3/2024 16:20 41 5486 -93 6583 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No

100 432 True 1/3/2024 16:21 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Community Member Other Lincoln feeder pattern Common print concepts Speaking and listening skills along with social skills Speaking in front of audiences and basic life skills Conflict resolution How to file taxes Money and credit management Diverse experiences Promoting careers of all areas Tax and money management 
Early out or late starts to provide high schoolers work 
opportunities or intern options No

100 156 True 1/3/2024 16:21 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No

100 774 True 1/3/2024 16:27 41 6006 -93 6296 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Community Member Career and Technical Education Partner Other Other/Out of District Yes

Read.  And have necessary supports to get support in 
reading. I was a reading interventionist in DMPS and 
chose to leave for Waukee as I was merely subbing 
and I can do that closer to home.  I was not able to do 
my most impactful teaching (reading intervention- 
targeted instruction) when covering classrooms 

Social skills.  The counselor at Jefferson was gone 
over 30-40 days/ year. I felt so disappointed for our 
students that she was never held accountable for 
putting in her absences or tracking her work hours.  
Again, I left for a better opportunity and a higher bar of 
expectations

Teachers work incredibly hard.  The caliber of 
teaching in Des Moines is top notch.  However, 
teachers (like myself) will continue to leave as the 
suburbs pay more and offer more resources for 
students.   The level of associate, ESOL, and 
behavior support in Des Moines is spread so thin in 
comparison to suburbs.  I wouldn’t send my children 
to DMPS due to lacking resources

Acknowledge good teaching.  There are great 
coaches, admin working to keep staff and support 
their staff   

Audit how AEA serves schools in comparison to 
suburbs.  It takes a significantly longer time in DMPS 
to get a student looked at for evaluation due to lack of 
people and support.  It’s not AEA’s fault, but they have 
too many kids to serve  

Prioritize resources on the ground.  Clean, orderly, 
functioning spaces.  Acknowledge staff every month.  
School board meetings can have a recognition time 
that truly connects to building level.  Ask admin to 
nominate staff. I began teaching in Waukee and was 
nominated for a Making a Difference Award.  That 
would mean so much to the teachers I worked with in 
DMPS who are working so hard for students.  I wish 
to hear more of what principals see through the 
reports at school board- sing the praises to our 
community! 

Waukee and surrounding suburbs are allowing work 
from home on some PD days. To retain staff, you can 
think about invigorating ways to provide flexibility to 
staff   It’s future-oriented! 

100 118 True 1/3/2024 16:36 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Community Member Other North feeder pattern No

100 1269 True 1/3/2024 16:46 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No Develop a love of learning Strong fundamental skills in reading & math
The ability to complete work on time with a 
commitment to doing it well  

Ability to express themselves in writing. Though this 
doesnt mean the should be doing MORE writing Completion of assignments by the due date  

Meet expectations of behavior and work completion 
necessary for the work force and/or college  Maturity Central Academy

High schoolers have a wide range of options in 
classes

Middle Schoolers need more hands on experiences, 
eg shop class. We lose the non-academic students 
in middle school. They check out if the never discover 
something they are good at

More project based learning could potentially spark 
curiosity in elementary students. The current 
curriculum is limiting

Enabling a student's bad behavior to take away from 
the learning time of the rest of the class. Not to 
mention the trauma of witnessing the behavior over & 
over

100 324 True 1/3/2024 17:04 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Alumni College/University Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading/writing Science Credible sources of information Communications skills Citizenship Life after high school goals Community partnerships Non-academic supports for students Improved facilities Expanded extracurriculars Cursive writing (if that’s still a thing)
100 286 True 1/3/2024 17:26 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Other Hoover feeder pattern Read Speak up Math Speak up Understand Speak up Communication Advocate Stand up Idk No
100 101 True 1/3/2024 17:27 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Faith Community Other East feeder pattern No

100 201 True 1/3/2024 17:30 41 2648 -96 0001 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern
I think DMPS needs to do a better job at keeping kids 
healthy and stop the spread of illnesses 

100 150 True 1/3/2024 17:30 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 30-45 Parent East feeder pattern Yes Math  reading  comprehension  money  time Social skills Math  spelling  comprehension  Social skills Money  time management  spelling Social skills  work skills Being open Improve access to regular teaching and technology Too much free time and down time  no instructions Blaming not having staff or resources
100 403 True 1/3/2024 17:43 41 7057 -93 4431 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read at grade level basic math read at grade level math read function without their phones Hiring staff that relates well to young people advertising programs holding students accountable requiring them to put their phones away DMPS needs to stop using SRG  

100 973 True 1/3/2024 17:46 41 4771 -93 4824 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 45-60 Parent Staff Other East feeder pattern No Read Do basic math Write clearly Apply math Think critically Apply learning Central Campus Making extracurricular activities readily available to all 

Allow better differentiation by giving teachers freedom 
to address standards without strict adherence to free 
curriculum materials and workbooks 

Protect the safety and wellbeing of ALL students 
rather than just the misbehaving ones Relying on workbooks and whole group instruction 

100 246 True 1/3/2024 17:51 41 5876 -93 6194 EN
100 104 True 1/3/2024 18:15 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 45-60 Parent DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Math Math Writing Math Science

100 928 True 1/3/2024 18:21 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Business Community College/University Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Basic Math Operations Conduct Research Ask Questions Think Critically Engage Civilly 
Feeding students and supporting them as a whole 
person (counseling  tutoring  etc ) Trying to keep classroom sizes small Improved supports for special needs students

100 1588 True 1/3/2024 18:28 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Faith Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Maintain healthy friendships Get along with kids from all cultures and backgrounds Grade level math
Possess the academic skills and knowledge 
necessary to enter college  if that is their path

Possess the social skills that will enable them to hold 
down a job or enter a diverse college setting Have quality teachers on staff 

Provides a wide array of learning experiences and 
opportunities Retaining and recruiting new  quality  teachers 

DMPS does not have a clear/consistent cell phone 
policy. This leads to all kinds of distractions and 
behavior issues  Focusing so much on test scores

100 57 True 1/3/2024 18:44 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff North feeder pattern No

100 135 True 1/3/2024 18:45 41 6381 -93 6203 EN Female White 30-45 Community Member
Business Community,Career and Technical 
Education Partner East feeder pattern No Read Basic math

Communicate effectively through writing and public 
speaking 

100 188 True 1/3/2024 18:51 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Socialize Math Ability to act well in class Manage time Demonstrate maturity in class Variety of activities Excellent comms from Schappaugh Rigor for high achieving students Innovative learning Focus on all student success not just a small cohort
100 301 True 1/3/2024 18:53 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other pto board member Other/Out of District

100 1610 True 1/3/2024 18:56 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No
READ!!!!!! People cannot advance themselves in life 
if they can't read!

Meet grade level math standards with proficiency 
before moving onto the next grade  READ Meet math standards at grade level READ!!!!!!!!!!!!

Meet math standards at grade level.  The curriculum 
pacing guide needs to allow for review, extended 
teaching and learning  Prioritizing equity and inclusion Providing options for ALP students  

End the semester before Winter break. It makes NO 
SENSE to take 10-12 days off then come back and 
be tested on content from the semester. End the 
semester before break so that after the New Year, 
there is a new start to the content and schedule (high 
school)  

Ask for alumni input as to what we did well and what 
we need to improve on  

Stop expecting teachers to get it ALL done with no 
support, no guaranteed planning time and no proper 
training. If you want teachers to all be experts in the 
curriculum then start the school year a week earlier 
for teachers and TRAIN THEM! Give teachers back 
the early out Wednesdays so that they can get the 
PD they need in a consistent, continuous manner vs. 
once a month when they cannot keep the momentum 
going from week to week. Stop expecting teachers to 
do it all without their input  

100 730 True 1/3/2024 19:10 41 59 -93 8604 EN Female White >60 Alumni Community Member Career and Technical Education Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Reading and math Socialization Socialization Critical thinking Critical thinking Skills for independent living Food security Elementary basic skills 
Student safety in middle and high schools (from 
student predators and bullying) Free DART transportation Stop Increasing class size  

100 717 True 1/3/2024 19:13 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Community Member Hoover feeder pattern Empathize with others Learn about boundaries Learn about consent Learn how to stand up for others and oneself How to budget for the real world How to get a job Teaching about other cultures and languages Keeping parents informed of school activities Involving the community more Making all kids learn Spanish Unsure

100 426 True 1/3/2024 19:14 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No
No bullying. My son is struggling and no one will 
address it Learning even if you are slower Na Na Na Na

Finally my son is getting one on one help instead me 
being told to see his doctor

If my son can get i to 21 century classes .aybe he 
wont hate school Less teacher in services Preschoolers to attend summer metro In service days

100 2085 True 1/3/2024 19:15 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No Literacy Problem solving (math and otherwise) Literacy Math Social and self awareness Accurate  diverse  and inclusive social studies The student-led removal of SROs from schools  
Providing career and college courses at Central and 
home schools  

Providing ample opportunities for alternative school 
options and placements  (I e  Scavo)

Distribution of resources across all feeders. Pool 
fundraiser money and disperse equally  

Advancing students to the next grade levels who lack 
literacy skills and fail core courses  

100 1225 True 1/3/2024 19:19 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White >60 Alumni Community Member Other North feeder pattern No Value snd respect diverse cultures Understand the principles of a democratic society
Understand their role in creating a sustainable 
community where resources are shared Defend the rights of all members of their community

Support and participate in the process of electing a 
student council snd understand the process of 
democratic elections

Create an individual plan for community involvement 
and carry out actions to better their nei Creating supports to graduate Serving the needs of diverse cultures

More one on one mentoring from people in the 
community

More clubs and organizations to help students have a 
connection to school

ROTC is a military recruiting tool that I am against 
because it is predatory on poor families and 
communities. Give them better opportunities to 
succeed  

100 81 True 1/3/2024 19:22 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Student Arts Community Roosevelt feeder pattern

100 375 True 1/3/2024 19:31 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Male White 30-45 Alumni Staff Community Member Lincoln feeder pattern
SEL practices; how to be a student and how to 
regulate emotions

Analysis Level Thinking/Critical Thinking; Engaging in 
Grade Level tasks

Sense of belonging, building community, SEL 
practices Keep SROs out of schools

Professional Development for adult learners. We 
have some of the best teachers in the state Greater access to services and alternative programs

More opportunities to be involved in meaningful, 
resourced, sound programs, clubs, activities, snd 
teams

Stop measuring ISASP scores as the primary form of 
growth and achievement

100 226 True 1/3/2024 19:32 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Staff

100 519 True 1/3/2024 19:38 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female Asian 30-45 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Read  write  and basic math Understand basic finance and credit  
Providing early interventions to prepare kids for 
school  

100 109 True 1/3/2024 19:42 41 5769 -93 8021 EN

100 1773 True 1/3/2024 20:00 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Female White 30-45 Parent
Business Community,Arts Community,LGBTQ 
Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No How to listen Self advocacy Able to communicate effectively Emotional intelligence Leadership skills/advocating for others Finances 

Offering a breadth of opportunities & courses for 
students Listening to students

Better communication between virtual school and 
central academy/central campus Addressing burnout in students N/A

100 330 True 1/3/2024 20:16 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Community Member Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No Interact with peers and teachers Read Analysis of information Read to respond Apply knowledge Support claims w evidence SRG Supporting diversity Keeping kids physically safe Rigorous learning expectations 
100 76 True 1/3/2024 20:17 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 30-45 Staff No Be successful after high school Be independent thinkers who are self motivated

100 987 True 1/3/2024 20:18 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Be able to learn and be successful in a classroom 
setting

Be proficient in the basics of reading, writing, and 
mathematics in order to be successful when 
furthering their education

Be able to work positively and collaboratively with 
others

Develop basic accountability skills like getting to 
classes on time and being responsible for taking 
home and returning an assignment

High school students should be able to advocate for 
themselves and others and use their education for a 
purpose that is meaningful to them

High school students should be able to understand 
how they can use their education in real life and know 
their options to pursue higher education

Encouraging students to work collaboratively and 
make a difference (apply learning to real life)

Encouraging students to be tolerant of one another an 
accepting of people who are different than 
themselves

Teach students to follow some basic classroom and 
school rules before teaching them to break the rules. 
Questioning authority is good. Swearing at teachers 
for asking them to show their hallway pass is not

Teach a little accountability before high school. 
Students don't necessarily need to fail and be held 
back, but by middle school kids know that they don't 
have to do any work in school and they'll still move to 
the next grade. We try to explain to them that this 
changes in high school, and they need to have basic 
skills to succeed in their high school classes, but 
some kids still don't try a single problem in class all 
year long. Even if they have all missing scores in their 
grade book, nothing at all happens. Are we setting 
them up for success in high school and beyond?

Stop increasing the class sizes. My daughter was in a 
kindergarten class of 30 students with a first year 
teacher and no associate. How are kids going to be 
successful in large classrooms like that? Also, it's 
good to encourage students with IEPs to be in 
mainstream classrooms, but how is a teenage 
student with a math disability going to be successful 
in a large class of 34 students when 18 of them also 
have math goals? So many students need more 
support and more focused attention, and we can't 
give them this in large class sizes

100 387 True 1/3/2024 20:27 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 18-30 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No Learn to feel safe  Learn to self-regulate  Learn to be their own person Learn to avoid peer pressure Learn to flourish outside of family dynamic learn to be their own person Keep accepting ALL students  Being an inclusive district

Teaching them about real life problems facing our 
community. We as staff are not allowed to always be 
transparent. Example, shootings, gang violence and 
sex trafficking are all very real problems in DSM. We 
must be proactive rather than reactive

Being proactive rather than reactive in regards to their 
behavior. We suspend when we don’t know what to 
do and we have no alternative or training in helping 
them with their lagging skills Nope

100 382 True 1/3/2024 20:34 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Administrator Other/Out of District No Read and do math at GRADE LEVEL  Be kind and make friends! same as elementary same as elementary same as elementary same as elementary
Common, aligned curriculum (IM and EL) science of 
reading for K-2 students SEL - focus on teaching our kids to be good humans

We need more staff - many of our kids come in with 
needs well beyond a typical, general classroom 
setting.  We have the lowest associate ratio across 
Iowa by a long shot!  We need more support across 
the board, but especially in K-1 classrooms and for 
students served through special education with 
behavior goals   

Therapeutic settings and alternative settings for kids 
who need it.  Common, consistent expectations that 
ensure all students and staff remain safe (IE:  IEPs 
and BIPs allow students to act out at a Level 3 or 4 
according to our district safety and behavior 
documents but are allowed to stay at school)

STOP focusing on what we "can't do" - aka statewide 
data.  Our kids who are learning a new language need 
6 years to become "fluent"

100 664 True 1/3/2024 20:35 41 5839 -93 5199 EN Female White 45-60 Parent East feeder pattern No 2nd language  sign language Read/write cursive Cooking class Skills to be independent Life skills Home economics  parenting Haven't heard anything good Same as abovego back Go back to the 80-90s way curriculum Stop erasing history  
100 247 True 1/3/2024 20:37 41 3143 -93 588 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Faith Community Other/Out of District No Read Problem solving Relationships Responsibility Independence Commitment

100 518 True 1/3/2024 20:44 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read and comprehend at grade level Grade level understanding of Math Function as a student correctly with peers and adults Learning at grade level Bring real world ready Ability to act appropriately and function in the world Rigor Contact hours with teachers
Ensuring behavior episode free and safe areas to 
learn and grow in

Accountability with families on any issues with 
students at school 

Allowing the small fraction of behavior issue students 
to run the show 

100 67 True 1/3/2024 21:04 41 6006 -93 6296 EN Male Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Hoover feeder pattern No Free bussing 

100 1145180 True 1/3/2024 21:05 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Business Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading Social emotional skills Social emotional skills 
After school readiness, whether it’s college prep or 
trade school or future career Social emotional skills 

The multitude of resources available to those 
students who need them 

School board’s willingness to listen to parents and 
participate in the community 

More diverse hires. Teachers that represent their 
students 

More communication with parents around students’ 
academics. What they’re working on in school, what 
they can be working on at home to help better their 
education No

100 320 True 1/3/2024 21:11 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Community Member Business Community Faith Community East feeder pattern No
Read and write well. Be able to do at least simple and 
REAL WORLD math (making change  etc ) Learn how to learn-how to find information Logic Life skills Critical thinking How to logically solve a problem Provide more support services Teach logic

Stop pushing so much information about the culture 
and help kids learn how to get and hold a job,have 
good work ethic  how to make change  etc

100 36018 True 1/3/2024 21:12 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Business Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Effectively communicate with peers and adults Objective decision making Effectively communicate with peers and adults Objective decision making Effectively communicate with peers and adults Objective decision making Embracing diversity Providing equitable opportunity Providing highly nutritious meal options Further embracing a global mindset Nothing comes to mind

100 555 True 1/3/2024 21:14 41 2382 -95 9333 EN Female White 45-60 Community Member Faith Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Learning to read and discover the joy of reading

Understand that differences are ok. We don’t all have 
to look the same or believe the same things and can 
still be friends and respect and care for each other Learn to think and reason Conflict resolution Use reliable resources to research and question

Have a firm understanding of history and be able to 
understand the difference between facts and opinions Teaching conflict resolution skills

Investing in all students and meeting differing learning 
needs

Make learning fun for younger students and 
interesting and relevant to older students Increase rigor in all subject areas

100 993 True 1/3/2024 21:20 35 2215 -101 8285 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Be a kind and tolerant human Be able to read Understand that actions have consequences Math fluency 
Understand that actions have consequences and 
respect for authority

Life skills needed to be a productive member of 
society Promoting diversity and inclusion Assisting kids with being emotionally intelligent 

Promoting safety and accountability at the high school 
level

Put SROs back in the schools.  The “tail is wagging 
the dog” right now, and it’s very well known how much 
coverup goes on regarding many behaviors that make 
it difficult for other students to learn or trust those that 
are supposed to be in positions of authority.  There 
comes a point when we need to admit that an 
experiment is not working, pivot, and try another path 
instead of digging your heals in and continue to push 
something that is ineffective.  Especially before 
something very bad happens

End restorative practices and put Sro’s back into 
schools.  The “inmates are currently running the 
asylum”. Kids can’t even use the restrooms at 
Roosevelt because they’re destroyed daily.  Weed is 
freely smoked in the halls.  Fighting is at an all time 
high, with minimal consequences.  The police are 
discouraged from assisting in those situations, and 
“talking things out”. Is a joke in many circumstances.  
Take a look at the videos of some of this years fights 
floating around.  They should be a wake up call to 
what’s not working.  Sometimes life is just 
uncomfortable, especially if you’re doing something 
wrong

100 531 True 1/3/2024 21:36 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern Respect the teacher and classmates Read Motivation to do their best Study skills Be responsible member of the school and society Respect for others and staff Trying to involve all students Teachers seem to care about students Too many kids acting out  It is disservice to all More focus on the kids who are there to learn Stop letting disruptive students stay in class

100 787 True 1/3/2024 21:38 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No How to resolve conflict and strive for peace How to read well and think critically How to read well and think critically How to do math well and solve all kinds of problems 

They should be able to openly embrace and love 
people from all backgrounds: all races, all ethnicities, 
all ages, all body types, all religions, all abilities and 
disabilities, members of the LGBTQ community, all 
refugees, etc. Teach them to strive for love and 
peace by truly loving ALL of their neighbors  

To communicate effectively and professionally: They 
must excel at public speaking, reading, writing, critical 
thinking, factual writing versus opinion writing, etc. 
And please, teach them to diagram sentences and to 
write in cursive! It truly does build brains  Embracing diversity 

Standing up to racist/homophobic/xenophobic 
Republicans in the Iowa Legislature and the 
governor’s office: Thank you for keeping our kids safe 
from hate-filled political rhetoric  Keeping students safe from violence and bullying 

Keeping classroom sizes small, especially at the high 
school level 

Offering sugary and carb-heavy foods at lunch and 
breakfast 

100 211 True 1/3/2024 21:45 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern Reading and feel comfortable No one should have to pay for tax’s books are sports To be able to ask for help 

They should not take kids credit away to walk the 
stage and should not have to pay a lot of money to 
walk the stage 5 days a week in school Monday thru Friday Not paying for sports are books 

100 240 True 1/3/2024 21:52 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female More than one 30-45 Parent Alumni Other Other/Out of District Read proficiently Basic math Write an essay Reading comprehension Career planning Explore different career paths Unknown Unknown Student safety  resolving student conflicts Monitoring student behavior 
Not allowing students to bring home computers in 
junior high

100 1182 True 1/3/2024 21:55 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Prefer not to say 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No
How to interact appropriately with adults and peers 
AKA social skills Read fluently and independently by the upper grades Self-regulation Master basic core academic concepts  Self-advocacy  Access resources to prepare for a productive future

Providing acceptance and safe spaces for ALL 
students and staff  Welcoming our diversity

Providing resources for our families and community, 
especially in regard to school-based food 
pantry/clothes closets and in-house therapy services 
through Orchard Place  

Incorporating more dedicated time for play, especially 
in elementary. One 15 minute recess per day is not 
enough for our younger students. Children learn SO 
MUCH through play - social skills, conflict 
management, cooperation, problem-solving, and 
creativity. I truly believe that we would see less 
disruption and undesirable behaviors in the 
classroom if students had the opportunity to engage 
in a developmentally appropriate amount of time for 
play each day

Setting high expectations for our students' families as 
well as their students. We need to expect 
parents/guardians to show up for their students, get 
their students to school on time and regularly, and 
partner with their student's school to problem-solve 
when necessary. Relationship building with families 
should NOT fall entirely on the teacher's shoulders. 
This needs to happen from administration down  

PLEASE re-evaluate the curriculum you are currently 
using. I understand that the intention behind both EL 
and IM is to use a research-based, rigorous, and 
standards aligned curriculum. Your staff is spending 
countless hours prepping this curriculum and your 
students are frustrated and burning out instead of 
being inspired to meet the rigor of the tasks at hand. 
PLEASE look into EVIDENCE based curriculum. 
These are also standards aligned, quality, and have 
been proven to work in classrooms. In comparison, 
research-based curriculums are only proven to show 
student success/growth in theory  



100 511 True 1/3/2024 22:18 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Basic reading   spelling  comprehension Stem activities Work with others/social acceptance Stem activities Life skills beyond school Stem School service coordinators Equity work Less full PD days  too much inconsistencies for kids

ELL help.  Newcomers are put into classrooms with 
no language skills and are forced to get the grade 
level curriculum in English    

Stop using EL curriculum.  It is not engaging and 
meaningful to our students and only exposes them to 
4 topics a year   

100 377 True 1/3/2024 22:21 41 4868 -93 6538 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Read and comprehend grade level text  Work independently and collaboratively Read and comprehend grade level text Write for a variety of purposes Read and comprehend grade level text Developed a sense of number and operational fluency Feeding all students! 
Providing resources for teachers, families, and 
students Free transportation for all Counselors and school based therapists in all schools Enabling ineffective and toxic leaders 

100 1099 True 1/4/2024 4:04 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Black/African American 45-60 Staff Faith Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern No Read on grade level Foundational Math Reading on grade level Study skills Technical skills or trade skills Work ethics of being employed and a good student
Programming that assist students with future goals. 
Example IJAG

Holding students accountable for behaviors like 
attendance  Missing class and hanging in hallways

Deadlines on assignments. Not realistic for the real 
world

Allowing so many opportunities for students to make 
up credits. It’s starting to have a back end effect of 
why do it now when I can do it over summer in two 
weeks or make it all up when I’m ready. We have 
made things too easy to do it later versus now

100 1091 True 1/4/2024 4:29 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No Love learning and going to school  Have foundational skills in diverse areas of content  
Basic social skills to create an environment 
conducive to learning  

Core content mastery of standards, including but not 
limited to literacy math social studies science fine 
arts physical education technology and language 

Be able to know and understand how they learn best 
so that they can advocate for themselves in all areas 
of life  Ability to master content standards at their level  

Serving families and communities to provide for basic 
needs  

Supporting all students, not jumping to follow bigoted 
legislation 

Coordination communication and compassion at the 
district level. These people are here to support 
teachers and students but many rarely interact with 
them  Get in the buildings  Serve  Be polite  

Trusting teachers. Encouraging district and coaching 
staff to support adult academic growth not just follow 
a script. District level staff being dismissive and 
asking us to go through many steps to do things that 
they can’t even tell us the right person to talk to about  

Quit forcing programs on teachers as a script. It is 
horrible practice. We serve a diverse community and 
thinking that a “program” or “curriculum’ will serve all 
our students and schools is incredibly short sighted. 
Instead, provide these a with standards and allow the 
experts—teachers—to implement well.  Also, if a 
district person has not taught since Covid they need 
to be subbing or modeling  

100 191 True 1/4/2024 4:35 41 7536 -93 6927 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District Science Writing Community Service
100 74 True 1/4/2024 5:00 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 45-60 Parent Staff Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No
100 249 True 1/4/2024 5:04 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male Black/African American 18-30 Staff Other/Out of District Yes Reading Self regulation Comprehend Self regulation Conflict resolution Problem solve Implementing SEL Giving spaces for feedback from students Removing transportation barriers Teaching about real world 

100 1050 True 1/4/2024 5:46 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other North feeder pattern No Tie their shoes and read on their own 
Having the ability to know what homework is and how 
to complete it

Plan - have a planner, know how to use it, and 
prepare for HS work and due dates

Know how to complete homework on time and on 
their own

They need to be prepared for college - having and 
completing hard deadlines  Paper writing skills - college preparedness Feeding them breakfast and lunch

Offering classes to students that are not available at 
their home locations - Central Campus and the 
Academy

Your board needs to not reinvent the wheel but get 
their fundamentals aligned

Stop responding to loud/vocal minority complaints - 
we don't need to jump on bandwagons - ie books on 
the shelves - who is out really hurting but the kids and 
their education. We need to always use our common 
sense

We need to focus on SINGULAR items to be good at 
instead of EVERYTHING. Because we aren't good at 
any of it. Kids need to show up to class. Kinda need 
homework to be prepared for the future. Kids need 
discipline and consequences. Kids need guidance to 
plan and learn how to be organized. There's so much 
to discuss

100 730 True 1/4/2024 5:57 37 751 -97 822 EN Prefer not to say White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern Yes Literacy and the mechanics of writing   SEL The writing process

That grades are important. Our middle schoolers are 
coming to high school not realizing that not grades 
matter and are needed to successfully pass a class. 
Only a third of students turn work in when it is due. 
They rely too much on cycle two opportunities as turn 
when instead of better understanding of a topic  Complete assignments and on time  

That learning is a cooperative event. It not only takes 
a teaching giving instruction but active participation on 
the part of the students. Too many think they can just 
multitask on their phone while lessons are given and 
then expect to get good grades  

Hold middle school students accountable for.not 
doing work. Too many students are entering high 
school that haven’t actively completed assignments 
throughout their three years in middle school  Cell phone policy  SRG

100 232 True 1/4/2024 6:00 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x >60 Community Member Hoover feeder pattern No

100 781 True 1/4/2024 6:01 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Lincoln feeder pattern Yes Share Work hard through games Cooperate Problem solve real world problems Think collaboratively on plans that benefit society
Demonstrate (equally) healthy personal, civic & 
academic lives The Arts Mental health resources Later start time (esp  for HS)

4 day school day in house + one real life experience 
outside of school

Unfun conferences, it can be a family night with 
games 

100 707 True 1/4/2024 6:05 44 9399 -93 2548 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Readiness skills - basic learning  math  etc  social-emotional regulation (social skills) Advancement in writing/reading skills Growing independence and responsibility College or career readiness Self sufficiency skills Continue foreign language program
Continue contingency between academic and 
behavioral performance with extracurriculars

Start creating more equity across schools - no year 
round programming at only one school, IB 
programming should be district-wide

Start incorporating school sports across all grade-
levels in middle school

Stop using standard reference grading beyond 
elementary school. Elementary school is the only 
level where it’s being implemented correctly and 
where it’s actually meaningful. Beyond that, it’s 
become an opportunity for constant redo’s which 
creates more work for teachers and it doesn’t reflect 
the real world

100 421 True 1/4/2024 6:07 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male Black/African American 30-45 Parent Administrator Faith Community Hoover feeder pattern No comprehension of what they are learning math basic skills decision-making life skills post-secondary planning life skills
focusing on the effect of education on historically 
minority groups and developing equity plans

Providing academic supports to teachers and 
students

aligning adjustment of schedules with industries that 
employ parents. This can also align to supporting 
childcare opportunities that allow parents to be 
supported. This also carries over to services for 6th 
graders that are present at the schools  

DMPS need to stop glorifying student voice in public 
and silencing their voice in private  

100 257 True 1/4/2024 6:17 41 4868 -93 6538 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No Learn positive coping skills Read Positive coping skills Read Positive coping skills Read Communication
Bringing in outside sources to help learn positive 
coping skills 

I don’t appreciate elementary students knowing about 
other genders vs male and female 

100 765 True 1/4/2024 6:39 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x >60 Community Member Other Hoover feeder pattern No Encourage motivation to learn 
Express what's being taugh,discuss, express positive 
views  

Again motivation to continue with positive expression, 
get involve in preservation of their environment 

Read,read....expend their minds,don't confine them  
let them explore 

Again a. continuation of positive thought  they are the 
future leaders 

As previously noted....plus keep our earth clean, 
introduce projects, ideaswhich hopefully they carry 
with them 

100 301 True 1/4/2024 6:45 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Staff Hoover feeder pattern No reading & writting math working with parents to get them to school communication making parents & students accountable discipline
making schools into food banks, clinics, laundry matt 
and Goodwills

100 415 True 1/4/2024 6:47 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 30-45 Parent LGBTQ Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Social Skills and Emotional Regulation Read Critical thinking and reasoning Conflict resolution and emotional regulation Critical thinking and problem solving 
Articulate opinions and navigate disagreements with 
civility Supportive teachers and staff International Baccalaureate programs Increased accelerated learning programming Additional counseling and mental health services No

100 4008 True 1/4/2024 6:50 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other None Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading and writing How to socialize with others Be able to make a choice based on all P O V's
What happens during Puberty.  And to be an 
advocate How to help manage emotions

Choose a path.  Early on.  How to apply for college 
and beyond

Interactions of after school programs of the different 
grades

Free meals in morning and afternoon.  As there as 
many students I'm sure would have a hard time 
bringing food I E I E P 's put in place before start of year

Field trips of the same age group, from a few different 
schools.  It promotes interaction between the kids for 
middle school and high school

Penalizing kids who happen to get sick for more than 
a few days without a doctor's note   

100 270 True 1/4/2024 6:54 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Male White 18-30 Community Member Business Community Other Coach East feeder pattern No Read Write Read Write Read Write
Helping our students take their next step after high 
school

Teachers are very accessible to the community & are 
willing to answer questions/work together to help our 
students

100 82 True 1/4/2024 6:55 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No

100 257 True 1/4/2024 6:56 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No read social and emotional regulation 
analyze what they have read have skills to resolve 
conflicts  have skills to resolve conflicts plan for their future understand our government supporting students and families small groups for reading help involving parents more substantially funding art  music and PE expulsion 

100 255 True 1/4/2024 6:59 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes thrive in a changing world with empathy and resilience know strategies to aide in their academics thrive in a changing world with empathy and resilience progress at a reasonable pace academically thrive in a changing world with empathy and resilience 
graduate with skills for the path they chose to take 
after k-12 education we have great teachers (that are leaving in droves) Appreciation of culture SEL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! SEL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

This curriculum is ridiculous.  As both a parent and 
teacher, I am ashamed to say this is the education 
my child is getting and that I am teaching to other 
people's children

100 559 True 1/4/2024 7:04 41 2671 -96 0378 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Community Member
College/University Partner,Career and Technical 
Education Partner North feeder pattern No Literacy skills Mathematics Life skills (finances  activities of daily living) Personal accountability College and/or career prep Personal accountability Special education services Community school coordinators Expanded services for high achieving students

Innovative policies to recruit and retain high quality 
staff

Falling to enforce expectations for personal behavior 
in schools

100 64 True 1/4/2024 7:09 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No
100 98 True 1/4/2024 7:10 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No

100 322 True 1/4/2024 7:11 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Other/Out of District No How to treat others   REad Communicate Read Self Advocate REad Community coordinators that provide student support Support their needs via food panty etc Making school fun! See above Scripts for teachers   Let teachers TEACH
100 136 True 1/4/2024 7:11 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Black/African American 18-30 Parent Other Other/Out of District Yes

100 157 True 1/4/2024 7:12 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Career and Technical Education Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Social and emotional learning and the ability to 
recognize and manage their feelings Our school is so communicative and helpful to us

100 184 True 1/4/2024 7:13 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff LGBTQ Community North feeder pattern No Read Work with others Read Work with others Work with others Read Supporting families Supporting student with special needs Paying our staff more to retain them Supporting staff
100 281 True 1/4/2024 7:14 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Male Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Other North feeder pattern No Fun Hard work Sports Volunteering Enjoy their youth Fun

100 225 True 1/4/2024 7:14 41 601 -93 6729 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Problem solving. It is less important to memorize 
facts and more important to know how to go about 
solving a problem

Learn how to work in a group with people of different 
backgrounds  interests  personalities  etc Caring for students and providing strong leadership

100 411 True 1/4/2024 7:15 42 4257 -83 1522 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Hoover feeder pattern No Follow directions and rules
Have consequences for inappropriate behaviors not 
be rewarded for them Respect for staff and students Follow rules Bo cussing or fighting Be held accountable 

Follow rules and have classes to prepare them for the 
world not release blocks!! I can’t even write anything Again nothing  DMPS is failing the students Holding them accountable 

Giving them consequences for inappropriate behavior 
and not following directions Letting them play the victim 

100 81 True 1/4/2024 7:17 42 4257 -83 1522 EN Female Asian 30-45 Parent Alumni Community Member Lincoln feeder pattern No Inclusion

100 450 True 1/4/2024 7:18 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Proficient reading at grade level  Teamwork and collaboration
Learn to learn and develop confidence in their ability 
to learn Navigate the social dynamics of challenging situations Problem solving skills Critical thinking Focus on positive mindset Values based leadership Values clarification  Strengths Finders type personal analysis  

Substitutes are not taken seriously. They need to be 
better prepared and given authority  

100 1236 True 1/4/2024 7:18 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff East feeder pattern No Read and comprehend grade-level text Write (sentences; paragraphs; essays) at grade level Research information Compose/write at grade-level Career exploration and readiness as a global citizen Personal finance Keeping our students and staff safe
Social-emotional learning (but there needs to be a 
heavier focus on it)

Making school enjoyable (such a heavy and fast-
paced academic focus based on pacing scales)

Allowing students time to master content (too fast-
paced)

Pushing kids toward college (not all careers involve a 
college education)

100 187 True 1/4/2024 7:18 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Other
What does sexual orientation have to do with 
anything? Ridiculous question Roosevelt feeder pattern

Stop talking about sexuality with grade school kids. 
No reason to have gay flags in classrooms with small 
children. Who you fuck is your business, no one 
needs to know

100 525 True 1/4/2024 7:19 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female Asian 30-45 Parent Business Community LGBTQ Community Other Other/Out of District No
Express who they are freely and have a wide variety 
of reading material to choose from

That the best intentio. And wellfare for them starts 
from the top and follows all the way down. Not just 
mid level Feel consistently safe and affirming

To have the normal and logical right to choose 
reading materials that suits them. To be provided a 
full spectrum of education that includes hard topics 
such as slavery  lgbtq issues etc Same as previous response above

Same response as previous for elementary and 
middle school

Unfortunately cannot provide a concrete answer. As 
thr integrity of public education is continously 
declining as a whole N/a N/A

Providing a respectable work environment, support 
and pay for teachers that are worthy N/A

100 587 True 1/4/2024 7:19 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Hoover feeder pattern
The basic R's, positive conflict resolution, and handle 
structure for middle school

positive conflict resolution, and ability to handle 
structure for middle school refrain from violence ability to follow structure Know Importance of High school academics 

Conflict resolutions without violence and 
CONSEQUENSES IF violent

Personal relationship with my student. Each student 
feels valued Immediate attention to erratic behaviors in elementry Implement a zero tolerance for physical violence  

Discussing what middle Scholl can really look like. 
Downtown School needs to prepare our sheltered 
youngsters that middle school is not like elementry education in elementary is awesome

100 242 True 1/4/2024 7:21 42 4577 -93 8277 EN Male White >60 Parent Other Hoover feeder pattern No Old history Reading History Math Home skills History Athletic s Safety Teaching Home skills

100 751 True 1/4/2024 7:21 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Business Community Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No read  write and math civics read  write and math civics read  write and math civics
Honestly, I don't know.  I disagree with so much of 
how you run a school

Honestly, I don't know.  I disagree wiht so much of 
how you run a school

Commit to expectations to attend class.  No cell 
phone operation in class.  These are basic principles 
of learning.  You cannot learn if you do not show up.  
You cannot learn if you do not pay attention.  I have 
been told by the Principal of Roosevelt that such 
policies would not work. Not sure what that means.  I 
understand you are "catering" to students so they 
graduate.  But there are a significant percentage of 
students that need these guardrails.  I tell every 
person I can, do not send your children to DMPS 
because of low expectations   

More learning and discipline.  Again, I think clear what 
is happening.  Policies "cater" to the approximate 
bottom 30% of students.  The really smart students 
go to Central Campus but then there is the middle.  I 
think you need to stop listening to every 
progressive/liberal idea and consider you might be 
wrong.  Maybe expectations are best in the long run.  
Maybe suspending and expelling students who exhibit 
bad behaivor is best for the rest. Maybe the constant 
discussion of DEI needs to stop and instead focusing 
on education of students   

Stop making it so incredibly easy.  My children rarely 
had homework.  I they are and were in AP classes. 
Homework is ok for Central Campus but not for 
Roosevelt students?  Why is that?  We all know---
certain students would fail.  Again, catering to them.  
Again, completely regret sending my children to 
DMPS    

100 699 True 1/4/2024 7:21 41 7185 -93 5646 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Arts Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No read/write math think critically deeper dives into subjects application of critical thought/research
learning when to bend/break the constraints they've 
learned from elementary and middle school  

Keep the teachers we have. A lot are great and have 
been really attentive to our kids, their needs, and 
making sure we're involved n/a n/a n/a

The recent changes to attendance policies are weird. 
The number limit of times absent with a restriction on 
kinds of excuses that are allowed just reenforces kids 
to wear down their mental and physical health (and 
spread what they might be sick with to others) so that 
they won't be punished. That's a great way to tell kids 
that their health or work burnout is less important than 
productivity measured by butts in seats  

100 278 True 1/4/2024 7:21 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern No Read and write Math Build relationships Expand education to music and art After school life Furthering education Keeoing music Sports Teaching them the importance of voting Keeping personal opions out of schools Pushing liberal views

100 199 True 1/4/2024 7:21 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No Social emotional learning and self regulation problem solving skills leadership apology protocols life skills continued problem solving in the real life Community School Coordinators- tier 1 interventions SEL curicullum 
early intervention for self regulation and social 
emotional skills starting in pre-k more community partnerships and support

100 215 True 1/4/2024 7:22 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Social emotional development - being in a group, 
following rules  self regulation Reading 

How to effectively communicate their position on a 
topic Executive function skills Executive function skills How to create and maintain a budget Building relationships Social emotional learning Overhaul sped department More preschool options near people’s homes No 

100 618 True 1/4/2024 7:22 41 8764 -87 6133 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other Other/Out of District No Respeto Responsabilidad Ser ejemplo en todo Tener valores Ser honestos No faltar a clases Buena enseñanza El trato a los estudiantes es excelente 
Solo un poco mas de atención para los nuevos 
estudiantes que no hablan inglés Mas tiempo de enseñanza en ingles No

100 91150 True 1/4/2024 7:22 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male Black/African American 30-45 Parent Administrator Other/Out of District No Being willing to learn Being comfortable struggling  Being willing to learn Processing emotions safely
Applying knowledge they have gained during 
elementary and middle school years

Belonging, surrounding themselves with honest, 
caring peers Giving all students voice Providing a well rounded curriculum for all students Improve computer/tech  lessons on all grade levels

Improve sport programs at all levels so students are 
better at the HS level Nothing at this time

100 598 True 1/4/2024 7:22 42 3032 -85 5917 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern
To learn to communicate and cooperate with peers 
and teachers

To learn to explore the world around us through 
reading  writing  and play 

Continute to learn to commuticate and cooperate with 
peers and staff in a healthy and effective manner

To begin to learn autonomy and their changing bodies 
and minds

To use their skills of communication and cooperation 
with their peers and teachers to have a safe and 
healthy learning environment

Having a consistent school day and curriculum for 
students Commiting to students suceeding in the classroom

Having officers on school grounds for better saftery 
measures

Having alternate programs immediately on hand for 
young students that are strugglijg everyday to be in a 
standard classroom

100 261 True 1/4/2024 7:22 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading Math Critical thinking Problem Solving Independent Thinking Working in groups Welcoming and encouraging Communication No

100 483 True 1/4/2024 7:22 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female More than one 18-30 Staff Arts Community LGBTQ Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Socialize in civil and healthy ways Read and write Garner a sense of belonging Read  write  and calculate Prospect post secondary plans 
Be prepared to enter our society as it stands 
presently  not how it was in the past  

Community Schools has transformed my school. 
There are more programs and a person on site who 
can readily map out resources for me Incorporating student voice at all levels 

Be self actualization focused vs so heavy on 
standardized test scores

Transportation for anyone outside of a .5 mile radius 
of the school  

Stop labeling the district as anti racist unless we are 
going to seriously incorporate these practices into all 
we do.  It is clear via data that our non white students 
don’t feel as safe or self assured. Clearly it’s not 
showing in our practices  

100 264 True 1/4/2024 7:23 44 8769 -93 2535 ES Male Native American/Pacific Islander <18 Student Parent Other Other/Out of District Yes Ponerle más empeño en todo Poner mucha atención No faltar al respeto No discriminar a nadie Que 

100 474 True 1/4/2024 7:23 41 2341 -96 169 EN Male Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern Listening skills Be a le to recognize problems Safety To understand differences Life skills College support Trying to bring kids together Providing multi lingual support Anti discrimination training Provide traning about other cultures to teachers Zero tolerance policy because it effects people of color 

100 42 True 1/4/2024 7:23 41 6095 -93 5949 EN

I'm thinking about pulling my kids out of the morning 
public schools. You guys have too much gay 
influence on the kids

100 531 True 1/4/2024 7:23 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading Pay attention Problem solve Learn to study Focus in class Complete work on time Diverse opportunites great teachers Enforce discipline and accountability Ban cell phones Babysitting kids who disrupt class

100 811 True 1/4/2024 7:23 41 6086 -93 7464 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Inclusive and comfortable around authority are there 
any basic life standards that are taught or followed? Loved by the staff you hire Same things as listed above Same things as listed above Same things as listed above Same things as listed above 

Use of IEP’s-but ensure you are having earlier 
meetings to prepare for those srudents

Basic standards as a district talking about bullying, 
kindness inclusivity. What standards does the district 
currently put around these types of campaigns?

100 311 True 1/4/2024 7:24 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Community Member Faith Community East feeder pattern No Read Math Read Math Read Math Letting students utilize DMACC classes for free
Focus on rigor and merit. Standard based grading is 
a joke  Start raising the bar instead of lowering it for equity  

Stop giving students 50% credit for doing zero work. 
Diplomas are becoming worthless

100 102 True 1/4/2024 7:24 41 8874 -87 6318 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Spanish is still not offered at Hubbell
100 147 True 1/4/2024 7:24 41 2581 -95 9325 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 18-30 Student Parent Faith Community No
100 227 True 1/4/2024 7:24 41 9504 -91 6897 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Math Social and emotional development skills Foreign language immersion opportunity Life skills Social and emotional development

100 445 True 1/4/2024 7:25 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No core subjects foreign language/SEL core foreign language/SEL core career exploration/trades offering variety of classes
offering variety of activites however I'm concerned 
with the cut in fine arts foreign language at a young age

have all schools learn life skills: cooking, parenting, 
etc

there needs to be more support for teachers. there 
are too many kids per teacher

100 580 True 1/4/2024 7:25 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No How to learn Read Communicate with others Understand the world around them How to manage time Identify false or misleading information Celebrating diversity Free lunch and breakfast Free and easy transportation for all Teach empathy Evaluating all students the same way/ methods

100 327 True 1/4/2024 7:25 44 9402 -93 2188 EN Prefer not to say More than one 30-45 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern No How to protect them selves How to protect themselves against being attacked How to protect yourself against a bully How to protect yourself from others How to protect yourself from bullies How to protect yourself from being attacked Nothing Nothing
PUTTING SRO BACK IN THE MIDDLE SCHOOL 
AND HIGH SCHOOL Put SRO back in the schools Covering up 

100 132 True 1/4/2024 7:26 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female Prefer not to say 18-30 Parent Alumni Staff Read/Write/Effectively Communicate 

100 1004 True 1/4/2024 7:26 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Effective study habits
Learn how to complete a reasonable amount of out of 
class homework

Effective research habits that allow them to develop 
critical thinking and analysis tools Effective problem solving techniques

Effective research habits that allow them to develop 
critical thinking and analysis tools

Greater understanding of Government to develop 
them to be more educated and involved during 
election processes. The goal is to allow them to 
become more educated rather then rely exclusively 
on propaganda Routine communication with parents and guardians

For the most part, teachers genuinely care about the 
students' education

Accountability for teachers who influence student 
opinions based on their own beliefs. Don't tell my kid 
what to think, teach them how to think so they can 
perform their own research a d draw their own 
conclusions

The student accountability system is terrible. In more 
than one instance I received a call my student was 
absent from class, which was not correct. It got to the 
point my student began taking pictures of the 
classroom that were date/time stamped to prove to 
me she was in class

100 905 True 1/4/2024 7:26 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Faith Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes
All students should be able to read upon leaving 
elementary school

Students should be able to problem solve, regulate 
emotions and be flexible to other perspectives

Students should be able to access grade level ELA 
and Math standards as well as receive all supports 
needed when difficult

Students should be able to successfully self manage 
and make choices to keep themselves and others 
safe

Students need to know how to study properly, that 
you don't always get second chances on 
assessments and the importance of being college 
and career ready

Students should be able to know how to be a 
successful citizen in our community and know what 
resources, schools and jobs are out there for them 
and how to achieve them

Providing a diverse group of individuals and teaching 
kids to embrace and appreciate differences

Providing an abundance of opportunities to keep 
students involved

WE NEED TO MAKE SURE OUR STUDENTS ARE 
SAFER IN MIDDLE SCHOOL AND HIGH SCHOOL!

Giving teachers more autonomy to find ways to re-
engage students as they see fit

Stop being such a top heavy district and put more of 
our time and resources directly to the schools to 
support teachers and students  

100 841 True 1/4/2024 7:27 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Staff Hoover feeder pattern No
Students in elementary should be able to read fluently 
and comprehend what they're reading  

Elementary students should be completing 5th grade 
with a wide, basic knowledge of math and algebra, 
the types that are useful for everyday life  

Assuming students are coming to middle school with 
the ability to read and comprehend well, middle 
school students should be able to develop proper 
writing using grammar  

The second most important thing for middle 
schoolers is conflict resolution. They should have the 
tools to be able to solve some of their problems, or 
better yet  prevent them  

High school students should strengthen their reading 
and writing skills to prepare for life after high school  

I think DMPS is doing a good job TRYING to integrate 
SEL in the classroom  

We are not teaching science and social studies in 
elementary schools. Students don't have a 
foundational knowledge of anything historical or even 
geographical (5th grade students don't even know 
states  let alone beyond our country)  

Stop making goals around "Black males" without 
providing the supports necessary to move the goals 
forward. I've seen, in multiple instances, where Black 
male students have been denied specific supports 
out of fear for how that will not meet board goals. We 
have got to stop passing students through from grade 
to grade without them knowing how to read! 

100 161 True 1/4/2024 7:27 41 2041 -95 9644 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Arts Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read and write Empathetically interact with peers Problem solving Math and science
I appreciate DMPS' desire and work to meet the 
needs of ALL students Providing a variety of learning opportunities

100 350 True 1/4/2024 7:27 41 2341 -96 169 EN Female White 45-60 Parent North feeder pattern Readong Kindness Kindness Team work Basic life skills Job readiness skills Developing interests Providing inclusion Understanding trzuma needs Providing consistent expectations No

100 656 True 1/4/2024 7:28 41 8874 -87 6318 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Be able to read at a proficient level Be able to complete math at grade level Be prepared for high school
Start being more independent to prepare for HS 
(organization of assignments) Be prepared for college or the next step Identifying with the next step (college  career  etc )

Offering classes at Central Academy and Central 
Campus

Offering classes at Central Academy and Central 
Campus (this is how strongly I feel that this is 
important)

Providing more support for teachers so that IC/grades 
are updated in a timely fashion

Increasing the rigor of the classes to prepare them for 
college Allowing disruptive behaviors in the classroom

100 687 True 1/4/2024 7:29 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 18-30 Parent Arts Community Other North feeder pattern No

Have proper understanding of reading math art and 
music. It's very shameful that our children are only 
limited to one week of art and one week of music and 
alternate through those every 3 weeks with physical 
education added in there. These should be things that 
are children are learning every single day. The 
amount of core that is done is absolutely despicable. 
I'm tired of the teachers being too scared to go 
outside of court to help the students more the student 
should come first 100%. This district is running 
straight into the ground. If they don't start putting the 
students first then the only good thing we will be 
getting out of these schools is recess

Community and events. The principal at Moulton 
elementary has limited the amount of events and 
assemblies, I feel that there is a need as many others 
do as well. To have a group of community and space 
where we can all conversate and talk about the 
issues that we have and also the progressions

To think freely and become their own independent 
people with economics and financial literacy being of 
utmost importance

To be able to trust the staff and school system to help 
them instead of incriminate and belittle them. The 
students are the main focus of school and feel like 
they are not put first

To have advanced college prep classes and various 
electives to be able to move forward in life and have 
college credits before going to college

To have a legal class and know their rights as soon to 
be adults. That can give them a jump start on the 
future and be able to discern right from wrong as far 
as illegal aspect

Event coordinators should be able to keep their jobs 
and continue to do well for our students instead of 
cutting the budget and removing them from the 
schools

Providing proper assistance without parent 
intervention for kids that are beyond grade level and 
kids that are below. It is not adequately addressed 
and children are struggling because the school is so 
focused on core and not focused enough on the 
students that are supposed to be learning it

The principal overstepping his boundaries and the 
teachers being in fear of h providing parents with 
plenty of information to know what's going on in their 
school and conferences between all of the parents 
and teachers together such as events and 
assemblies so we can all be a part of the community 
that is being hidden from us.. These kids deserve a 
chance and you guys are failing them

Stop isolating children from their parents for school 
work and expecting young children to have enough 
responsibility to tell their parents what's going on. 
That is an adult responsibility that needs to be shared 
plentifully

100 188 True 1/4/2024 7:29 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Community Member Lincoln feeder pattern
Being prepared to be a productive member of our 
community

100 897 True 1/4/2024 7:29 39 1027 -94 5778 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Business Community Faith Community Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Core learning (Math, Writing, Geography, Reading, 
History  art/music  and PE)

2-Tier learning. Allowing the students that are ahead 
to stay ahead and those behind given the support 
needed to help them succeed

Core learning (Math, Writing, Geography, Reading, 
History  Government  art/music  and PE)

2-Tier learning. Allowing the students that are ahead 
to stay ahead and those behind given the support 
needed to help them succeed

Core learning (Math, Writing, Geography, Reading, 
History  Government  art/music  and PE)

Optional courses for students to prepare for life. Tax 
ed, Drivers Ed, Budget Planning, Small Business 
Classes  Auto repair Classes  Welding  etc

Keeping "Woke" ideology and teaching out of the 
classrooms. That is a family matter and appreciate 
DM Public for keeping this commitment

After school programs (Mostly PTA driven) are a huge 
benefit for the kids Resource officers or trained security N/A Not that comes mind

100 212 True 1/4/2024 7:30 41 6243 -93 7747 MY

100 974 True 1/4/2024 7:30 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Faith Community Other Other/Out of District No
They should know how to (eye) read or have a 
reading alternative like audio books (ear read) Mathematics 

Know HOW to learn. How to find answers and 
access information in books and online

Basic logic skills. How to take in information and 
assess fact from conjecture. Understand sources 
and bias

Understand their worth and value in the world and the 
importance of their contribution via their gifts Personal finance/budgeting/life skills in this area You have a guys swim team led by Scott Weinheimer NA ASL/sign language NA

Stop educating/affirming more than 2 genders 
(male/female); maintain parental authority above 
school/teacher

100 1138 True 1/4/2024 7:30 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Community Member Business Community Arts Community Lincoln feeder pattern empathy communicate effectively manage stress/anger/frustration/envy

perform functional tasks of daily living - 
mental/physical health, basic personal finances, role 
in a larger civil society

understand the scientific and journalistic methods (tell 
fact from fiction); know history

what drives them and what interests them enough to 
pursue it after high school communication with parents identifying and challenging more talented kids district wide after school programs more art/music/PE (at the elementary level) adhering to the state legislatures directives

100 926 True 1/4/2024 7:31 43 0382 -87 91 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Alumni Other Hoover feeder pattern No Start learning about finance and how it works Learning about finance and how it works  
Learning about finances and hownthey work and how 
to manage them

Learnjng finances how they work how to manage 
them Business and trades Business and trades

Whatever they are doing at hillis seems to be working 
keep it up  Cant soeak on other schools

Dmps as a whole isnt well. But some schools in the 
group try very hard to do what they can with what they 
have. Maybe some of our tax dollars can go into 
paying our teachers better so we can get the quality 
and standards of teaching to a higher standard!

Preparing them for whats in the real world, and whats 
after school. So many kids have no clue and fail as 
soon as they hit adulthood. Drugs and violence in 
school is a major problem  

And as inwrite this i am reading there was a shooting 
in a Perry hugh school. Not DMPS but its getting 
closer! Are we ready to start putting money into the 
school instead of pockets yet? 

Stop pushing your politics in school. Stop pushing 
LGBT garbage in class rooms. They are their to learn 
and get ready for adulthood and as far as im 
concerned a majority of schools in the country are 
failing ! 

100 345 True 1/4/2024 7:32 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Parent Community Member Des Moines Housing Authority Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Be aware of mental health resources available to 
themselves within the school and district and how to 
identify and name feelings

I believe the current level of support staff available to 
students is a huge advantage that dmps provides for 
students and families

Maintaining transparency between the district, 
schools and families  

Provide reliable transportation for student to get to 
school. Expecting middle and high schoolers to walk 
for 30-60mom each way to get to school is not safe 
nor a realistic expectation for our students. 
Unfortunately these policies hurt the most vulnerable 
families in our community  

100 670 True 1/4/2024 7:32 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community North feeder pattern Yes Read via phonics
Understand all rote math facts relation to addition, 
subtraction  multiplication and division Write a basic essay and defend one's points  Understand basic algebra and geometry Speak a second language fluently

Be able to complete high quality homework on-time 
and with an 80% average

The social emotional learning that happens 
specifically at Findley elementary  Central Campus and Academy classes  

 Requiring mandatory homework.  This is the BEST 
way to prep kids for the rigor of college or work life - 
provides accountability and promotes learning.  The 
ban on homework is one of the WORST ideas DMPS 
ever came up with and it hurts kids  

You should start NOT discriminate against white kids 
and the kids of high income earners for 7th grade 
central academy acceptance.  You are punishing kids 
for their skin color and their parents success and this 
policy is likely one of the main reasons people leave 
the district.  Parents can fill in a lot of the gaps that 
DMPS schools and education leave kids with but 
policies that harm out kids because of their skin color 
and the success of their parents are painful and 
wrong  

You should stop switching curriculum every few years 
- it's not the curriculum, it's you.  You should stop 
having low expectations of students and blaming your 
low expectations on "equity." Demand more of our 
kids.  Give us smaller class sizes.  You should stop 
passing kids that need to fail out, you should stop the 
ban on homework, it hurts kids in the long run.  You 
should stop putting up with kids BS actions and 
attitudes just to keep a body around to get that sweet, 
sweet federal money   

100 1342 True 1/4/2024 7:33 41 6381 -93 6203 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Faith Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Build confidence in discovering and understanding 
who they are, and contributing in social interactions 
while understanding social norms (play, manners, 
kindness  compassion)

Foundational curriculum, primarily reading, strong 
understanding of English language and beginning a 
second language

Working in teams, understanding their role in a bigger 
function (sports  team assignments)

Understanding their learning style and how they can 
best study and absorb information

Self directed areas of study, vocational paths and 
opportunities to study areas of interest like cooking, 
carpentry  mechanics  engineering  etc

Continued language study from elementary and 
middle, mastery and comfortability communicating in 
second language 

The teachers are fantastic. They are wonderful 
communicators, are great at validating the children 
and immediately making them feel connected. We get 
newsletters and updates to keep us informed which is 
very appreciated. The principal knows every student 
by name which is so impressive and so impactful to 
help the children feel welcome and as though they 
belong

Behavior management!!! We transferred from 
another school district and immediately noticed how 
well DMPS responds and does not enable disruptive 
behaviors but gets to the root of the issue and finds 
ways to resolve or understand what drives each kid 
and tailor their approach. It’s been beautiful to watch 
this transformation!

Are there any partnerships with the playhouse or any 
other arts programs around the metro? We have a lot 
of opportunity nearby that would be great to tap into at 
the school level. The art class is phenomenal but 
would love to see more leaning on creative art music 
and instrument

Better transportation and support for foster, refugee 
and other at risk groups. The buses do not offer 
transportation outside of certain distances from the 
school which can be a burden or impact attendance 
for children in the above listed groups or for working 
homes or other scenarios. It is particularly difficult to 
see we are willing to foot the bill to cover private 
education for already wealthy and capable families 
but not willing to help our most vulnerable families 
access their right to education. This is a major equity 
concern we have in recent years with the broader 
state of Iowa N/A

100 656 True 1/4/2024 7:33 42 4257 -83 1522 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Community Member Faith Community East feeder pattern No They should know how to be kind to others
They should know how to respect themselves and 
others They should know how to be inclusive They should know that good things in life require effort

They should know basic life skills, like budgeting, 
saving  work ethics and 

They should be learning about skilled trade being 
more profitable than student loans and professional 
careers

Keep feeding food insecure kids. Keep clothing 
closets  laundry facilities and food pantries

Keep trying to find solution for kids who don't fit the 
standard mode of learning 

DMPS needs to provide transportation to all of its 
students. It needs to step away from DART and use 
taxpayers money for yellow school buses  

You need to start offering central campus style 
classes/programs at other schools 

Stop listening to Kim Reynolds. Be an advocate for 
inclusivity not not exclusion. There's power in 
numbers  and DMPS is a large district  

100 228 True 1/4/2024 7:34 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff
Career and Technical Education Partner,Des Moines 
Area Regional Transit (DART) North feeder pattern Reading Writing Reading Writing Reading Math Arts Nothing Focusing on kids being present and paying attention Encouraging education over feelings

Worrying about being their friend. The need to learn, 
not be a friend

100 363 True 1/4/2024 7:34 42 4257 -83 1522 EN Male Black/African American 45-60 Parent Hoover feeder pattern No Read Math Read Spell Be held accountable Follow rules of society and the world Get back to the basics of education I don’t know  It has gone downhill the last 10 years Going to class and no release blocks
Having consequences if they don’t follow rules have 
consequences not rewards! No release blocks

100 90 True 1/4/2024 7:35 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Lincoln feeder pattern Yes learn respect
100 127 True 1/4/2024 7:35 41 6073 -93 5308 EN

100 418 True 1/4/2024 7:35 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Being academically proficient in key early educational 
development -- reading, writing, math, science, 
technology Social skills -- being able to collaborate  cooperate Academic proficiency

Social skills, time management, responsibility for 
completing work on time Academically prepared for higher education

Becoming independent thinkers and learners. 
Responsibility for completing work associated with 
classwork Continue to offer ALP activities for students

Preparation for higher learning rigor; ie, learning to 
study for exams  writing essays  etc

100 1154 True 1/4/2024 7:35 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Alumni
Business Community,College/University 
Partner Career and Technical Education Partner East feeder pattern

We need to be teaching our children financial literacy. 
If we start at a young age they have better chances of 
excelling financially when they’re older which puts our 
economy in a better financial place  

We need to make it mandatory for our children to 
learn a second language at this age as they will 
ascertain the language. This will allow our children to 
be bilingual and an asset to companies in which are 
seeking bilinguals and are struggling to have such 
knowledge  

We need to be teaching our children financial literacy. 
If we start at a young age they have better chances of 
excelling financially when they’re older which puts our 
economy in a better financial place  

We need to identify the strengths in the students and 
start helping them identify what they would like to do 
and work in these goals for trade/vocational 
certifications so our children are successful 
financially and knowledge wise  

We need to be teaching our children financial literacy. 
If we start at a young age they have better chances of 
excelling financially when they’re older which puts our 
economy in a better financial place  

We need to provide trades and career building 
courses to set our children up for success after high 
school but even more so during. If children are 
attending school for 8 hours a day 4 of those 8 should 
be learning and the other 4 should be identifying a 
trade and working towards its certifications so they 
have something other than their diploma to be 
successful in life as college is not always a go to our 
option for some students  Currently  unsure  Currently  unsure  

Teaching our children financial literacy, it’s a must! 
Providing public transportation for ALL students not 
select schools  

Providing our children with trade and vocational 
certifications to help them be successful individuals in 
todays society  

The school hours need to be lessened. The children 
are not ascertaining the information provided by the 
time they reach home as they’re being over filled with 
information and knowledge. Instead of 8 hours 5 days 
a week it should 5 hours each day of the week with 2 
days as vocational/trade school certification classes. 
The school hours need to be fewer and days of 
attendance need to be lessened  

100 111 True 1/4/2024 7:35 41 5486 -93 6583 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Other Hoover feeder pattern Yes Literacy Math Literacy Math Literacy Math Offering extra help for the kids if needed Making the school a safe place Take more action on bullying No

100 547 True 1/4/2024 7:35 41 8986 -87 738 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other Public health community Hoover feeder pattern No Read and write  Communication skills are critical
Be able to problem solve on their own before asking 
an adult if they get stuck

Practicing tolerance. Identifying emotions within 
themselves and others

Join. Be engaged in activities. Understand the 
damgers of isolation

Travel on school trips to have experiences of other 
cultures  

Learn life skills like how voting works, banking and 
commerce  and insurance

Seeing the disparity and finding solutions to address it 
even if met with political headwinds from the 
Governor

I feel that my child is cared for and loved at school. 
Keep that culture alive

I would like to be a better parent partner at home but 
struggle to understand how I can reinforce concepts 
at home. We do extra work but I’m not sure it’s 
helping

Better safety in school pick up lines. It’s the worst part 
of my day. People and kids are everywhere. Parents 
are impatient  Nothing comes to mind

100 482 True 1/4/2024 7:36 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No READ COMPREHENSION Meet mathematics competencies Socio-emotional learning/friendships Independent learning/self management Common courtesy
Providing diverse opportunities for learning at the high 
school level  Free and reduced lunches for all  

Teaching reading in accordance with latest research 
(please no more predictive texts for beginning 
readers!)

Supporting struggling readers BEFORE they get 
behind - sooner and more useful  intervention

No more balanced literacy or predictive texts, stop 
teaching look and guess, please teach actual 
phonemic awareness and learning

100 266 True 1/4/2024 7:38 44 9752 -93 2612 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No read at least at their grade level and same with math
music, art and pe being an important part of their 
development read and do math at their current grade level develop good social and emotional development

perform academic tasks at their grade level if not 
beyond develop good social and emotional development

good communication with parents and good at trying 
to get students to be hitting grade level bench marks

seem to care about students and look for ways to 
engage them in activities outside of academic settings

more emphasis on healthy mental health and 
emotional health

allow 6th graders to participate in all the sports that 
7th and 8th graders are doing to help foster a sense 
of belonging no

100 331 True 1/4/2024 7:39 41 8874 -87 6318 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No
100 563 True 1/4/2024 7:39 41 263 -95 9623 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern Read Basic math skills Identifying and solving a problem Empathy How to study How to survive outside of their parents home Inclusivity Montessori Ensuring kids have transportation to school Idk Idk
100 225 True 1/4/2024 7:40 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Black/African American 45-60 Parent Staff Des Moines Housing Authority Other/Out of District be nice ask for help if need nice help careing no
100 204 True 1/4/2024 7:40 42 4248 -83 1951 EN Female White 45-60 Parent North feeder pattern No Follow directions  listen Be safe and know they are safe Making them feel safe
100 205 True 1/4/2024 7:41 41 59 -93 8604 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Self sufficiency Confidence in themselves Independence Good study habits/work ethic Life long learner Joy and passion for what they are doing Great teachers-supportive learning environment Positive and affirming Not sure Not sure Nothing I can think of 

100 677 True 1/4/2024 7:41 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Male White 45-60 Parent
College/University Partner,Career and Technical 
Education Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern No reading math science communication reading math inclusion tolerance

Remaining neutral on political perspectives.  Teach 
them how to think and not proselytize or endorse a 
particular political dogma.  Educate them, and let 
them make the choice

You are supporting teachers - but I want to support 
the profession more and reinforce how valuable and 
important teachers are to the community and society

I wouldn't stop, but I would avoid obvious 
confrontation with State legislators.  I would ignore 
provocation

100 342 True 1/4/2024 7:41 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female White >60 Parent Other N/A Hoover feeder pattern No
Have access music/arts to take into middle and high 
school more sports geared toward k-5

provide more communication with students on grades 
etc have tutoring sessions for all subjects

provide mini communication sessions with students 
on progress This i smy first year in public school so unknown

100 712 True 1/4/2024 7:41 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Other why is citizen/parent not a group here? Roosevelt feeder pattern No
be proficient in general curriculum to prepare for 
success in middle school and beyond

have access to arts, music, and extracurricular 
activities to enrich and broaden their experience and 
social interaction with peers and leaders in the 
community

become independent and responsible for their own 
path to the future

proficient in general curriculum leading them to 
success in High school and setup for college or post 
high school education

Understand their options for continuing education 
and/or careers beyond high school to become 
successful contribution to society

Solid education in general curriculum setting them up 
for success in an occupation or career where they 
can be positive contributors to society

Giving students options for Vocational and 
accelerated college level credits at Central Campus 
and Central Academy

Providing arts, music, and extracurricular school 
sponsored programs

controlling drug usage on school properties, nicotine, 
alcohol, marijuana and other drugs is out of control on 
school property

removing students who are not participating from the 
school so they don't distract the learning process for 
those who are



100 979 True 1/4/2024 7:41 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Male Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Staff Administrator Community Member Faith Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Read grade level text about history and science More time for social interaction and play Read grade level text about history and science
Time for social interaction, conflict resolution, and 
problem solving

Meet deadlines and value practice (academic, 
athletic  and fine arts) Healthy social interactions and conflict resolution The focus on Grade level standards Discussions of social emotional learning

Revisiting the policy implementation of SRG and how 
it discourages practice in the classroom

Revisiting our strategic plan for alternative programs 
for students not finding success in the 
comprehensive schools. There is a severe lack of 
options for students not responding to school 
interventions

Stop focusing on Business-Model inspired metrics for 
success and refocus goals on Teaching and 
Learning. Our current Board Goals are placing stress 
on our buildings to meet metrics that are not as easily 
controlled compared to a business. We work with the 
students that enter our buildings  

100 393 True 1/4/2024 7:42 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No write in cursive start forming good communication skills build relationships with teachers and friends form good study habits communication with teachers and peers be able to study and have homework engaging the student to make class enjoyable instilling people skills teaching them how to study and get ready for college
giving them homework to help them learn how to 
study outside of the classroom

giving them chance after chance to retake stuff to get 
a good grade

100 209 True 1/4/2024 7:44 41 59 -93 8604 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read and math critical thinking and social skills information application (skills from elementary) critical thinking skills skill and information application critical thinking skills 
strong, connections between students,  teachers, and 
community retain good teachers 

100 460 True 1/4/2024 7:44 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Female White 18-30 Parent Other Other/Out of District No Empathy and compassion Reading Proficiency in reading Understanding different options for their future
Understand the work they put in now can shape what 
opportunities they have after school  

Empathy and compassion before setting out into the 
world  Inclusivity Looking out for underprivileged students

Additional reading help for those who need it, even if 
they aren't the required 2 years behind grade level  Not sure

Not sure if this is the right answer for this question but 
it's really important to me that my students have 
access to all books and social issues learning. I hope 
DMPS never falls victim to fear-based book banning 
or anti-LGBTQ policies  

100 345 True 1/4/2024 7:44 41 6381 -93 6203 EN Female White 45-60 Parent North feeder pattern No read and write socialize  get along with peers shown how to properly take notes and study teachers who care about their education how to take notes and prepare for tests
teachers who are willing to teach and not just tell 
them assignments on a laptop nothing nothing

helping students learn, they need to go back to text 
books and class room discussions

assisting when students are struggling, teachers 
don't care these days.  They are just there for a pay 
check

stop letting students do what they want, make them 
be in class and assist when struggling

100 525 True 1/4/2024 7:45 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern Learning to read fluently and learn grammar Math concepts Reading comprehension Have a niche that they are passionate about Be engaged citizens Have a passion and get involved
Keep advocating for ALL children no matter how they 
identify  love  and live

Keep investing in the meal programs for free meals 
for the District

FREE DART passes for DMPS children to get to 
school 

Find ways to reduce class sizes in middle and high 
school grades - those kids need the fostering and 
care by teachers as much as our elementary schools NA

100 1448 True 1/4/2024 7:46 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Arts Community College/University Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern No Elementary students should be able to read
Elementary students should be able to perform basic 
math functions appropriate to their grade level

Middle School students should be able to write with 
appropriate sentence/paragraph structure based on 
grade level

Middle School students should be comfortable with 
basic math functions and begin studying higher-level 
math concepts appropriate to grade level

High School students need to be able to reason, think 
and express thoughts using reading/writing

High School students should have math literacy 
sufficient for adult life

DMPS is doing a good job teaching students to be 
responsible for their work

DMPS does a good job providing a solid background 
in most subjects

I think the level of work could be more rigorous for 
most students. At times I feel that my child's 
schoolwork could have greater depth---students are 
capable of more than just superficial information

As students get older, still make parents feel 
welcome. I do not feel like my child's middle school 
wants parent involvement.  I have asked to volunteer 
for events, etc. and have been met with a "no, 
thanks."  I understand that middle school is a time to 
foster independence in students, but they can still use 
parental guidance  support and involvement No

100 765 True 1/4/2024 7:46 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other DMPS North feeder pattern No
 Read and write, Freedom to move around the 
classroom and choose their work

accountability for their actions, coping tools how to 
emotionally regulate they are not getting enough of this 

Read, write, Critical thinking skills, Math, choices in 
choosing their work- helps keep them interested

Critical thinking skills, accountability for their actions, 
Life skills Critical thinking skills  Read  writing skills  Math  

Choices for learning, Accountability for their actions, 
Life skills

Feeding the students a healthy breakfast. It is full of 
sugar. No red dyes. We expect the kids to focus yet 
they can't because of all the sugar in the breakfast 
and juices

Providing more support there are so many kids 
behind in Reading, Math, and Mental Health issues, 
schools need more resources  1 staff isn't working  

100 643 True 1/4/2024 7:47 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Faith Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Ask for help when needed on class work  Free lunches Good selection of after school clubs Broader range of assistance for kids with IEP

100 527 True 1/4/2024 7:47 41 6006 -93 6296 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other Other/Out of District El respeto y valor de cada persona La seguridad 
Que no importa lo que los otros niños digan todos 
som importantes 

Que la edad en que están pasando es dura que eso 
es importante que tomen buenas decisiones 

Que deverian tener variedad de comidas pero que se 
queden en la escuela,si pagan afuera también lo 
puedes hacer en la escuela

Que se les enfoquen que ellos van a la escuela para 
aprender no para que anden saliendo quien sabe 
donde 

100 1319 True 1/4/2024 7:47 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading Mathematics History Language Civics Basic accounting and bookkeeping Bus rides and lunches Music and arts Teaching civics Basic preparedness for adult responsibilities Stop coddling them

100 399 True 1/4/2024 7:48 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Math
Learn how to be contributing members of the 
community

Read - this is second only because it is the 
expectation that they know how to do this

Learn how to be a contributing member of the 
community

Read (assuming they learned this in grade school -- if 
not  this is the MOST important item)

Please keep Central Campus and Central Academy. 
PLEASE! Retaining good teachers You're doing the best you can  Stupid governor Nope

100 1822 True 1/4/2024 7:48 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female More than one 30-45 Parent Staff Arts Community Other/Out of District No

Social skills, respect, conflict resolution, organization, 
persistence, empathy, love of learning. In addition, 
reading (comprehension), writing (grammar, spelling, 
ideas, organization), exposure to arts (Create, 
Perform  Respond  Connect)  physical fitness

Leadership, advocacy, mentoring, basic finances, 
philanthropy

Social skills, respect, civil discourse, conflict 
resolution, organization, persistence, self-advocacy, 
health and hygiene, time management, empathy. In 
addition, processes for seeking help with classwork, 
mental health, community resources, etc. 
Appreciation for the arts and standard academics that 
prepare them for the high school setting

Mentoring, basic finances, philanthropy, appropriate 
social media use and impacts

Social skills, respect, civil discourse, conflict 
resolution, organization, persistence, self-advocacy, 
health and hygiene, time management, empathy. In 
addition, processes for seeking help with classwork, 
mental health, community resources, etc. 
Appreciation for the arts and standard academics that 
prepare them for their post-secondary life

Finances and investing, basic living skills, FAFSA, 
how to build a resume/CV, how to apply for post-
secondary education or a job, appropriate social 
media use and impacts A focus on honoring all cultures that comprise DMPS

Working toward providing all students with access to 
high-quality curriculum resources  learning  and tasks 

We should look at providing a different structure of the 
school day/year for those who it might benefit most 
(i.e. a flex high school day or one that meets during 
later hours that still offers a comprehensive education)

Providing a CO-OP program for students to be able 
to work for half of the school day. We have so many 
students who must choose between engagement in 
school activities and working to provide an income for 
their families. There should be a way to implement a 
program that has a teacher supervisor/mentor of 
those placed in co-op (this would also serve as a way 
to learn about finances, job application, 
resumes/CVs  etc  in an authentic way)

We should stop scheduling everything around 
transportation and Central Academy (specifically 
Academy - not Campus)- I understand why it exists, 
but there should be a way to have these classes at 
every high school (itinerant teachers w/paid mileage) 
to provide true equitable access. In addition, it 
impacts all of the high school Fine & Performing Arts 
programs and hinders access to a large amount of 
students  

100 535 True 1/4/2024 7:48 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other Parent of students Lincoln feeder pattern Children just should feel comfortable and supported
Given time to learn material and get extra help as 
needed Being kind Being accepting of others Life skills  that college isn't something they have to do NA Supporting diversity NA Work on the bullying issues at all schools at all levels  

Talking to students without parents present for 
disciplinary issues NA 

100 398 True 1/4/2024 7:51 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No Self-Regulation of Emotions Ability to work with a variety of adults and students Self-Regulation of Emotions and Work Loads Apply learning across domains/contexts Take ownership of their learning
Have the skills to identify and pursue post-secondary 
goals

Anti-Racism and community focus (like honoring non-
Christian holidays) Science of Reading Focus and rigorous curriculums

ALL schools should have to use rigorous curriculum 
(like Cowles)

4 day weeks to accommodate growing needs for 
mental health support and to build endurance in 
students

De-prioritizing science and social studies in 
elementary schools. This sets them up to struggle in 
middle school

100 138 True 1/4/2024 7:51 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern Yes

To know the teachers are there to educate everyone 
equally not have favorites and skip kids that are 
struggling Quit catering to everyone feelings

100 262 True 1/4/2024 7:51 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Read proficiently  Know basic math facts Have good social skills  Cooperate 
Use proper social skills. Be able to handle conflict and 
problem solve safely Read proficiently

Understand different  transition paths and choose the 
best plan for them Work based learning  Social emotional learning for ALL (staff and students) High expectations 

More trauma informed learning for staff to better 
respond and interact/engage students More mental health supports for All No 

100 81 True 1/4/2024 7:53 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No

100 378 True 1/4/2024 7:53 44 9705 -93 2389 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other North feeder pattern No Reading Writing Solving problems Ask teachers for help on work in school Problem solving Getting along with peers 
Teachers helping students when struggling with a 
class More one on one help when needed

100 3267 True 1/4/2024 7:53 44 9427 -93 2871 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Business Community Faith Community Other/Out of District No Reading Writing and the rules of grammar Writing well using critical thinking skills Understanding math and critical thinking
Critical thinking and communicating those skills 
through verbal and written words 

The understanding the value of asking questions to 
better understand points of view and having this 
modeled by teachers Central academy Downtown school and its project-based learning

Homework for grade school and middle school 
students. It doesn’t have to be daily or take a lot of 
time, but as a parent, I’d like to see what my kids are 
learning and help them grow and accelerate their 
knowledge

More unstructured play - we have little recess time at 
DTS  

There’s so much emphasis on what makes us all 
different that it feels like we’ve lost sight of what unites 
us: education. Can our focus, as it relates to our core 
mission be centered on the relentless pursuit of 
pushing students to their best and high standards of 
learning? 

100 509 True 1/4/2024 7:54 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Hoover feeder pattern No Read Spell Read Spell Read Spell Inclusiveness Community
Use evidence based reading programs in all 
elementary classrooms  

Start teaching spelling. Despite what y'all think, it is 
crucial to the real world  Push the arts as much as you push sports

100 2406 True 1/4/2024 7:56 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern Math reading and cursive writing Social skills Computer skills Reading and math How to do check books How to do taxes
100 199 True 1/4/2024 7:56 38 5774 -90 6709 EN Female White 45-60 Parent East feeder pattern No Reading Simple math Socialization HS preparation College readiness Socialization Access to Central Campus Safety No

100 472 True 1/4/2024 7:56 32 7797 -96 8022 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Community Member Hoover feeder pattern
A broad and diverse education that includes foreign 
language study Play STEM Foreign Languages STEM Language IB program Diversity Foreign language study in all elementary schools

Normalizing programs offered at the various schools. 
Shouldn't have to send a kid out of the local district to 
take advantage of various programs  

Letting a small minority of self righteous people 
dictate what books are in the library

100 1521 True 1/4/2024 7:57 41 6006 -93 6296 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern No Social emotional skills Self-accountability Consideration to others Impulse control skills Taking ownership Planning/organization skills Opportunity to explore interests and future careers Inclusivity Having realistic expectations Adjusting to different learning styles The lack of organization within conferences
100 300 True 1/4/2024 7:57 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Faith Community Refugee Community Lincoln feeder pattern Reading Math Reading Math Reading Math

100 925 True 1/4/2024 7:57 43 0382 -87 91 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Alumni Roosevelt feeder pattern

Be in school and go on school field trips, and bring 
back some of the old school lessons like cursive and 
spelling Social groups to build social relationships School sports or activities for all grade levels

Bring back hall monitors or resources to help kids be 
in class and want to be at school Learn life skills that would apply to day to day living Financial literacy 

Extending to real life courses for trades or careers. 
Ex  “Business/Technology” Getting better with extending resources for families 

Be in school more to get these kids to want to learn 
and be in school 

Sports, after school activities for all grade levels, and 
going back to important lessons in school like cursive, 
spelling and thinks like that  

Going to online teaching or learning for the students 
and allow them to have homework and have better 
resources for families 

100 1055 True 1/4/2024 7:58 41 2041 -95 9644 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Other Hoover feeder pattern No

In under 3rd grade social and emotional relationships, 
how to build good lasting  friendships. Bring play back 
to kindergarten  Accountability  and proficient reading  bring back basic shop and cooking-life skills

Internet accountability and safety with critical thinking 
skills College is not the only path to successful careers 

Reinforce life skills, how to communicate 
professionally in speaking  and writing Acces to extra Curriculars The news letter that comes to my email  so I see it

Focus on individual  schhol stadiums, not a Drake 
property Driver's ed should  be available Stop giving into book bans and politics 

100 498 True 1/4/2024 7:59 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Business Community Faith Community Lincoln feeder pattern No They need to learn to read  Mathematics Reading and writing Mathematics Reading and writing
Mathematics. Honestly, I can't believe you're asking 
these questions

I think the whole district is failing and have pulled my 
kids out

I think the whole district is failing and have pulled my 
kids out

You need to break this district up into 5 separate 
districts

Your support for high achieving students is an after 
thought to your focus on low achieving students and it 
is harming the state's economic competitiveness

Stop pandering to community groups and restore a 
strong discipline policy

100 313 True 1/4/2024 8:00 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other My children Lincoln feeder pattern Yes
Be safe and not get yelled at by teachers for being 
kids  Boys are always rougher and loud  

Being safe and not getting man handled by the 
teachers 

Being safe and having a no tolerance to bullying. 1 
time and gone! 

That the teachers and staff will never stop the bullying 
no matter what they say 

That doors srent locked and no security so learn to 
defend yourself and always stand your ground. Learn 
to leave if theres an active shooting not hide  

Kida are assholes and the tecahers domt actually 
care about the students. Def let them fall behind. Also 
the school doesnt know where you are supposed to 
be at what time or fi you are even there Nothing! Not a damn thing 

Keeping them safe and actually having a no tolerance 
for bullying Knowing where out high schoolers are  Stop not caring 

100 567 True 1/4/2024 8:01 45 1184 -93 3461 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Community Member Other Taxpayer and Property Owner in the District Roosevelt feeder pattern No
On grade level or above reading, writing and 
arithmetic Executive Functioning

On grade level or above reading, writing and 
arithmetic Executive Functioning

On grade level or above reading, writing and 
arithmetic Executive Functioning

I don't know of anything DMPS is doing well that you 
should keep doing

I don't know of anything DMPS is doing well that you 
should keep doing

On grade level or above reading, writing and 
arithmetic

On grade level or above reading, writing and 
arithmetic

Stop trying to find ways around regulations, get rid of 
dead weight and useless administrators, and focus 
on teaching grade level or above reading, writing and 
arithmetic

100 110 True 1/4/2024 8:01 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No

100 317 True 1/4/2024 8:02 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Male White 45-60 Parent

Business Community,Faith 
Community,College/University Partner,Des Moines 
Housing Authority Other/Out of District No Reading comprehension Solid mathematical base Improved reading comprehension Advancing mathematical concepts Reading fluency and comprehension Mathematical proficiency 

Opportunities to recovery from early errors or missed 
opportunities 

Encourage students to be the best they can despite 
different scenarios Expect excellence Ask more of students every day Making poor academic performance acceptable 

100 952 True 1/4/2024 8:03 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff Community Member North feeder pattern No
Learning to be creative and active. With these they 
really help learning to focus in the classroom

showing more hands-on learning inside of showing 
what's expected then have the kids do it. I'm one that 
cannot learn or remember unless I'm doing it with the 
teacher or writing it down to make it muscle memory

Learning to be creative and active. With these they 
really help learning to focus in the classroom

showing more hands-on learning inside of showing 
what's expected then have the kids do it. I'm one that 
cannot learn or remember unless I'm doing it with the 
teacher or writing it down to make it muscle memory

Learning to be creative and active. With these they 
really help learning to focus in the classroom

having a class for learning LIFE, you have a sewing 
class, wood shop, etc but what about a class that 
helps change a tire  file out a resume  etc

Keep the High schools involved with the community 
and going to the elementary schools. That makes the 
kids so excited seeing upper classmen

Do what Lincoln High School is doing for all DMPS 
high school called "Build Lincoln Higher" it works with 
21st Century clubs the teachers and high school 
students running afterschool clubs and all the money 
goes back to the high school booster clubs Really getting the community involve

100 259 True 1/4/2024 8:04 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern Read Math Critical thinking emotional intelligence core subjects independence opportunities for advanced placement free lunches

Providing enough opportunities for advanced learning. 
Not everything has to be "equal" for all students. 
Some students need opportunities to be challenged 
and learn at an accelerated rate. If they all must learn 
at the lowest common denominator, there is boredom 
and they will LEAVE the district for opportunities More advanced learning opportunities

Too many professional development days. Kids are 
not in school enough. What other career gets 1-2 
professional development days per MONTH! 

100 1497 True 1/4/2024 8:05 41 8874 -87 6318 EN Female White 45-60 Parent
Business Community,Arts Community,LGBTQ 
Community Hoover feeder pattern No Express their feelings/needs/struggles Literacy Critical thinking True US History Civics World studies

Keep standing up for DEI in the schools regardless of 
what the state government thinks All the amazing opportunities at Central Campus More unisex bathrooms

Have everything in one app instead of over multiple 
platforms (e g  Infinite Campus  Canvas  Snap etc)

Using all the different platforms for 
communication/registration/grades/assignments 

100 118 True 1/4/2024 8:05 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female Asian 45-60 Parent Other North feeder pattern No
100 96 True 1/4/2024 8:06 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female Asian 30-45 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern No

100 345 True 1/4/2024 8:09 41 2442 -95 9599 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Mathematicsl Languages Empathize and stop bullying Time management College prep Communication Communication Ensure a safe environment- stop the fighting Kids are scared and they shouldn’t be
Stop having all students go to lunch at the same time- 
it’s crazy

100 490 True 1/4/2024 8:10 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No respect others be curious and "learn how to learn"
be responsible for their own work/schedule, meeting 
deadlines critical thinking and study skills test taking skills organization teaching inclusion AP and college credits more services/supports for students on 504/IEP more security and order in the halls

ALP programs that tend to favor non-minority 
students over minorities

100 540 True 1/4/2024 8:11 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Foster curiosity for learning Age appropriate skills in math/reading/writing Learn how to be self motivating
Learn how to research and articulate what’s been 
learned Ability to think critically and not just regurgitate 

Basic elements of functioning in society (taxes, 
finance)

Fostering an environment where learning is 
encouraged 

Providing a diverse learning experience (race, 
religion  politics  income  language) I only have a K so no opinion formed yet Only K so no opinion formed yet No opinion formed yet 

100 535 True 1/4/2024 8:11 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Problem solve, be kind and work well with others, 
flexibility and grit Read

Problem solve, be kind and work well with others, 
flexibility and grit Basic logic skills in reasoning  simple math

Problem solve, be kind and work well with others, 
flexibility and grit (Resilience!!!)

Interact well with adults, have basic skill set of math, 
analysis, interpretation, and a solid literature 
foundation 

Meeting the needs of the individual in a diverse 
environment

Focus on reading and solid math/problem-solving 
skills Support teachers better with regard to behavior issues

Putting curriculum control more in the hands of the 
teachers

Stop letting principals have final say in next year’s 
class lists.  Let the classroom teachers have 100% of 
the day in what groupings would work best for the 
following school year.  They have been with the kids 
day in and day out and know what dynamics would 
jive (and which ones to avoid).  Give them the 
parameters and let them sift the lists out!

100 229 True 1/4/2024 8:12 41 3596 -96 1566 EN Male White 30-45 Student Parent Lincoln feeder pattern Have fun Learn Have fun Learn Have fun Learn Having teachers that teach correctly Schools don’t care about the students 
Don’t teach them that there is more then two genders 
and that if your white your racism

100 626 True 1/4/2024 8:13 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Black/African American >60 Parent Hoover feeder pattern Yes Right in cursive Time management Computers Money management  how to apply for a job
Basic math and English how to apply for a job how to 
do job interviews Black history the truth Can't think of anything Can't think of anything

Preparing them for the outside world. Better reading 
skills Better reading skills Stop the teachers from acting like the children

100 853 True 1/4/2024 8:13 42 0727 -93 8718 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No reading arithmetics social etiquette  abilities to follow directions understand how public schools are underfunded
be able to understand the economy is set up to 
enslave them resist unlawful activities free or reduced lunches providing safer enviroment then on the streets

approptiate funding for daily success, staff salaries, 
building maintainance and program developments

publicly advocating for adequate state and federal 
funding, call out the Govenor for abandoning public 
schools

stop ignoring the republican budget cuts and attacks 
on public schools

100 64301 True 1/4/2024 8:17 41 7185 -93 5646 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Community Member Career and Technical Education Partner Hoover feeder pattern No
figure out how to solve problems / where to find the 
answer work collaboratively with other students problem solving Identify their strengths critical thinking post-high school options welcoming all students introducing students to global topics develop higher academic standards segment out learning based on abilities instead of age

stop focusing on high school graduation as the 
primary metric for success

100 1016 True 1/4/2024 8:18 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Male More than one 30-45 Parent Community Member
Business Community,Arts Community,Faith 
Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Demonstrate the fundamentals of learning - reading 
comprehension  critical thinking

Relationship skills and demonstrating empathy 
towards others Growing in independence and autonomy Complex problem solving

Prepare students adulthood and applying learning to 
real-world scenarios

Skill development or preparation for secondary 
education Welcoming students of all backgrounds

Providing diverse education opportunities (ex. Central 
Academy and Central Campus)

Approach to classroom discipline seems to have 
changed over the last several years, leading to more 
disruptive classrooms. I would like to see that be 
identified as an area of improvement

100 679 True 1/4/2024 8:18 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No kindness & team work / get along with others hard skills like reading & math etc kindness & team work / get along with others hard skills like reading & math etc kindness & team work / get along with others
real work prep including financial literacy like 
understanding of banking and credit cards etc welcoming all students and people we love our students teacher better communication and support for all languages

find a way to help every student succeed and find 
consequences  that make sense to students

better communication regarding staff discipline of 
students and what is acceptable vs not

100 457 True 1/4/2024 8:18 41 2041 -95 9644 EN Male White 30-45 Parent College/University Partner Hoover feeder pattern Read! Learn social rules about bullying Math Learn civics about the countries past How to run there finances How to change the oil in there car 
Feed the kids for free to help them and I'm need 
families Help them learn about alternate to college Help military kids move forward Stop DEI

100 1365 True 1/4/2024 8:20 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Literacy Social emotional development Literacy Math Literacy -- writing Math Recognition of diversity in holidays Excellent support programs and teachers More extracurricular activities at elementary level Advanced literacy or other subject groups Not sure

100 328 True 1/4/2024 8:20 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No
Be socially aware of others and themselves- social 
skills phonemic and phonics skills socially aware of surroundings and people and friends confidence in self- friendships-  math and reading preparedness into real world confident in social skills emphasis on phonemic and phonics skills welcoming of all diversities more social skills and social emotional work social emotional work stop using EL curriculum

100 390 True 1/4/2024 8:20 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Non-binary / third gender White 30-45 Parent Community Member
Arts Community,LGBTQ Community,Des Moines 
Area Regional Transit (DART) Roosevelt feeder pattern knowing they are safe (including fed) work/life/play balance with emotional intelligence how they learn best there is no right way to be a human self-manage emotions collaborate with others montessori free food for all montessori for all free childcare enforcing gendered policies 

100 459 True 1/4/2024 8:21 41 6381 -93 6203 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Other North feeder pattern Learn cursive  Why did you take it out Tell time Self control

How not to become a bully. And that if a staff or 
student becomes sexually aggressive to you even if 
they threaten you its okay to speak up

 What they want to do when life as a student 
becomes one of the adults in the world

To know how it is to be a parent. To many young 
parents who dont know what to do or how to do it. 
Bring back them babys they have to take home over 
the weekend or break make it manditory ALL 
student's take that class before graduating Communication 

Asking how there day is. Asking if anyone has a 
problem with another Believing student's  

Talking with parents and make sure everyone is on 
the same boat Stop telling them that there not the gender they are  

100 3715 True 1/4/2024 8:23 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Other/Out of District No
STRONG LITERACY SKILLS (reading and writing) 
and CRITICAL THINKING   Math foundations should be extremely strong  

Again, literacy skills. In this district we act like they are 
good after elementary but that is not the case. Look at 
National NAEP data and our ISASP data  Critical thinking skills  Literacy skills!!!!!

Life preparedness. Courses that allow them to be 
successful after high school: how to write emails, do 
taxes  change a tire  All things that they may need  

Equitable teaching that continues to be culturally 
responsive Making materials diverse 

Holding students accountable: which includes 
behavior  

Focus on supporting all students with needed 
interventions as these positions are often removed 
when FTE teachers are needed  

Being so lenient with holding students accountable in 
various areas  

100 726 True 1/4/2024 8:24 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading Writing Their goals  for career Math Their goals What they need to do to achieve their goal Keeping parents informed Working towards more safety More  punishment for kids not there to learn Letting kids be on phones

100 1771 True 1/4/2024 8:25 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Learn how to read Learn how to write They need to know life skills They need to learn conflict resolution
They should have the knowledge and the skills that 
deal with finances

They should know the 4Cs.  Critical thinking and 
problem solving, creativity and innovation, 
communication  and collaboration Engaging students in enrichment clubs

We need to quit having so many PD days.   The 
calendar for next year is pathetic and down right 
absurd.  For example, we just had got from winter 
break and then we have 3 days off soon.  It's hard to 
get back on track after a long break and then they 
have 5 more days off soon   

100 208 True 1/4/2024 8:26 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Other/Out of District No Budget money Better transportation for students More Before and after school programs 

100 4575 True 1/4/2024 8:26 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Other janitoral East feeder pattern fill safe  and that they matter be able to do more fun things as a whole school
feeling safe is one big thing , and 6th and 7th should 
be able to do more  concerts  to lean about life skills 

being safe and a drug free place no bulling and if a 
student is falling behind being able to let  them go to 
one class to get up to speed lean about life keeping the schools clean being there for them leting them know we care helping the ones that are falling behind in the work 

leting them eat a little longer or give them more of a 
good snack letting drugs and weapons 

100 1517 True 1/4/2024 8:27 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other no one to impress here!! North feeder pattern Yes
learn-include-know that IEP's are really being followed-
kids are left behind!! always excuses

stop making the teachers the friends-they are not 
needing to be called by the first name!!!you are my 
child's teacher - not buddy same as above -plus monitoring student activities 

monitoring halls and outside after school--some kids 
are way out of control

baby the students way too much-afraid to due to 
racial issues----quit kissing up!!

100 1346 True 1/4/2024 8:27 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent No Penmanship  grammar and punctuation  vocabulary
Identify and Count money/change... read a click/tell 
time Science Adulthood/college Showing up Food pantry Punishment for fighting/bullying Teaching what they taught in schools 30yrs ago

Talking about the LGBTQ community with elementary 
students

100 130 True 1/4/2024 8:27 41 6006 -93 6296 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading Math Stem Stem Reading Foreign language Diversity 
Roosevelt has a wonderful program that supports the 
arts  music and theatre Not sure Not sure Trigonometry 

100 1869 True 1/4/2024 8:27 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Faith Community Lincoln feeder pattern Read Write Critical thinking spelling Critical thinking Collaboration Variety of after school activities
Listening, attempting to identify and help students that 
struggle

100 460 True 1/4/2024 8:27 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Math and reading  to have SEL skills and self regulate
How to be a respectful, productive community 
member Math and Reading Communicate effectively Math and reading Implementing SEL Science of Reading Have more resources for mental health

More interventions and support for struggling students 
and families

Using curriculum like EL and IM that limit teachers 
from doing what is best for students

100 239 True 1/4/2024 8:27 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read & comprehend at grade level Identify resources to help solve problems Read & comprehend at grade level Manage emotions Read & comprehend at grade level Manage emotions/coping mechanisms 

100 3453 True 1/4/2024 8:29 41 6381 -93 6203 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Faith Community North feeder pattern No Reading comprehension
Master Executive function skills in order to pay 
attention  get organized  plan and manage emotions

Writing to communicate their ideas an intelligent and 
effective way

Critical thinking and Problem solving (application for 
practical use in life not just in math and science work)

Develop skill set and industry expectations in the area 
of interest to prepare them for future career

Think critically to navigate their own thoughts and be 
resourceful to solve problems offering a variety of class options offering a free lunch to all students

offer more support for students who have executive 
function issues like paying attention rather than 
labeling them ADHD and medicating them

Offer classes that teach REAL life skills (make a 
resume, open bank account, budget, learn about 
insurance and other financial investments, buy a 
house/car  pay taxes  paying for higher education)

STOP encouraging students to question their gender 
and actively supporting this idea that gender is a 
feeling or choice

100 499 True 1/4/2024 8:31 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Alumni DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No Writing in cursive  To make good choices Stay off their phone's and learn like we did in school To make good choices To have respect for others Learn how to be a good adult 
Free lunch for all students, since alot of kids can't 
afford food Trying to keep our kids safe Put metal detectors in Bring back dmpd to the schools 

100 364 True 1/4/2024 8:31 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No read math become critical thinkers learn how to learn advanced critical thinkers know how to be a life long learner manageable class sizes encouraging environments to learn creating more accountability for students

taking away the ability to use cell phones in the class - 
 there is no way students can learn to learn and focus 
if they are distracted

lack of accountability - this whole 'leave no student 
behind thing' actually leaves kids behind- they need to 
step up and understand that there are consequences 
to not applying themselves.  We are doing an entire 
generation a disservice by not creating a culture of 
accountability.  When you get a job- you have to be 
accountable!

100 2123 True 1/4/2024 8:31 44 9005 -93 2885 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Hoover feeder pattern No Read fluently and comprehend what they read 
Be able to write legibly and with correct or at least 
understandable spelling 

Quality understanding of math within the 4 basic 
operations 

Write multiple paragraphs in response to given 
information Learn how to evaluate information and its sources 

Have a basic understanding of science and the 
scientific method 

Meeting the basic needs of the community within the 
school  (providing food  clothing  resources etc) Encourage teaching a wide range of topics 

Keeping class sizes smaller, 27 kids in a 2nd grade 
class is way too many for 1 adult to adequately 
instruct! 

Additional adult support in the classroom throughout 
the day. There are a lot of non classroom roles that 
are great but we need more adults in the classroom! 

100 232 True 1/4/2024 8:32 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No Educational basics--reading and writing  basic math Kindness and Inclusivity Begin critical thinking skills Socialization  kindness  inclusivity Critical thinking skills  solving more complex problems Kindness  inclusivity  socialization Providing a welcoming environment for students Teaching basic skills
Incorporating life skills, identifying ways to include 
others  value diversity

100 259 True 1/4/2024 8:32 41 6006 -93 6296 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern Know the alphabet Count to 10 Use infinite campus Teamwork Time management Critical Thinking
100 236 True 1/4/2024 8:32 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni East feeder pattern Yes The building of strong math Relationships Time management Following of directions Life skills Working relationships Making schools a community Providing meals

100 403 True 1/4/2024 8:34 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male Black/African American 45-60 Staff
Faith Community,Career and Technical Education 
Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern No how to learn basic reading and math skills Social emotional learning and STEM decision making process career readiness life skill  college prep inclusion public relationship with community holding student accountable academically 

holding students back/ not promoting student who are 
not passing core classes

passing student who are failing classes in middle 
school

100 316 True 1/4/2024 8:37 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Community Member Business Community Lincoln feeder pattern Read  write read math reading basic math reading sciences balancing check books understanding finances

100 700 True 1/4/2024 8:38 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Female More than one 45-60 Parent Alumni Business Community East feeder pattern No
They should be able to read my grandson is in 4th 
grade and he doesn't know how Math

They should have reading down math down they need 
history and science and manners Relationships with adults Things are pertinent to the real world Time management Right now I can't think of one thing Same answer as above

Coaches for sports teams in the high school need to 
make it so that the upperclassman should not be 
treating the lower classmen like they should not be on 
the sports teams or the cheerleading squad in 
particular are no

Teaching autistic students better offering better 
services to autistic kids and that includes bussing 
them to the school even if the child is open enrolled 
and the district school is further away from their 
house but the district school doesn't have quite as 
good of program dealing with autistic children

I think you should make these students be held 
responsible for their actions in and out of the 
classroom while on school grounds I don't think they 
should be bringing blankets and pillows to school I 
don't think they should be allowed to speak to the 
teachers as they do or the staff if they did it when I 
went to school there would have been serious 
consequences but as it is the Des Moines public 
School system took away the consequences for the 
students and only like to punish the teachers teachers 
cannot teach students who are not prepared for the 
day who come to school thinking that they are entitled 
and students who are not held responsible these 
students nowadays think they can do whatever they 
want at school and nobody can do anything to them 
and Des Moines public schools has made them feel 
that way hold these kids responsible make them 
understand that that is not how you act in society quit 
giving in to these parents who want to cuddle their 
children and act like their children can do no wrong 
these are the people that as employers we have to 
employ and I honestly at this point in time have no 
wish to employ anybody who came out of Des Moines 
public schools in The last 5 years if you are older I'll 
give you a chance if you're just coming out of Des 
Moines public schools right now 90% of them are 
going to be unemployable adults when they hit the 
market because they have no sense of responsibility 
they have no sense of ownership for their actions they 
speak to authority figures abominably you are letting 

100 2230 True 1/4/2024 8:40 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Alumni Roosevelt feeder pattern No Memorize basic math facts Read at grade level Write at grade level Critical thinking problem solve college preparedness Excellent counseling staff employing good teachers
Teach cursive, kids can't read important documents 
or know how to sign a document

teaching and memorizing basic math in elementary, it 
makes math so much easier as they grow Allowing students to constantly turn work in late

100 124 True 1/4/2024 8:40 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Alumni Business Community East feeder pattern We need to bring back school resource officers!!
100 267 True 1/4/2024 8:40 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Male White >60 Parent East feeder pattern No Reading Math Learning about world Affairs Financial responsibilities More financial responsibility and job

100 954 True 1/4/2024 8:42 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff
Arts Community,LGBTQ Community,Refugee 
Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Read and know math facts  Write a basic essay  Be productive members of class Read at grade level Be at grade level with math 

Read at grade level, participate in class, write 
effectively Problem solve  be self starters Good teachers and care for students Celebrate our diversity 

More interventions for students falling behind and 
ways to keep them on track Helping with attendance 

100 589 True 1/4/2024 8:42 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Our kids should be proficient in basic skills. School 
should be about educating kids not focusing on 
teachers pushing agendas or beliefs on children. 
They are there to learn skills in life not to be 
indoctrinated!

Basic fundamental educational things, reading, 
writing, math. There are many kids in my daughters 
class in middle school that cannot do those basic 
things, but they are well versed in other controversial 
issues, pushed by some teachers in the district. It is 
the job of the teacher to teach and leave the life 
lessons to parents  

Basics, all of the above continues in middle school. It 
seems kids are just passed on, my daughter has 
many kids in her class that can’t read or do math to 
their grade levels. She helps her classmates as best 
as possible, but reports the teachers just gives up on 
the kids  Their job to teach! Same as above

Basic life and educational skills to goto college or 
even get a job Same as above

Honestly, not much. There are a few great teachers 
but the others are more worried about teaching to 
hate trump or other controversial issues over 
education  SO happy my kid is leaving the district N/a

Enforcing having the flag and the pledge. I have seen 
classrooms that have a pride flag in place of the 
American flag and the teachers laugh about it. It is 
sad we are not teaching history, pride in our country. 
It is the law follow it  

Quit allowing teachers to push political/controversial 
issues on our kids  

Yes allowing teachers to push agendas on the kids. 
My kid is there to learn not be indoctrinated

100 230 True 1/4/2024 8:44 41 6006 -93 6296 EN Female White 30-45 Parent East feeder pattern No
Continue to Learn Cursive and enjoy PE, Music and 
art Keeping Parents informed Provide Free lunch Have officers in the school Hold parents accountable no

100 548 True 1/4/2024 8:45 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female Black/African American 45-60 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Reading the children are not learning on their grade 
level they are all behind Second language  activities 

More activities cheerleading pompom softball 
basketball cooking home economics 

Chess clubs, sex education tampon machine in 
restroom Absolutely nothing I don't feel like my child is learning Nothing 

Activities such as cheerleading pompom softball 
basketball cooking etc Chess club swimming They are not learning anything very far behind 

100 318 True 1/4/2024 8:46 41 6006 -93 6296 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Hoover feeder pattern No
Having a supportive learning environment that is also 
fun

Beginning to learn life skills /homemaking, cooking, 
enjoying life as it is not what you believe it should be

Every day life skills including household/money 
management 

How to hold a conversation with everyone not just 
peers

High schoolers need to graduate knowing more about 
the world they are going into not just a curriculum 

No child left behind, kids are just being passed with 
no real clue as to what they are doing

100 262 True 1/4/2024 8:49 30 1172 -81 4119 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other Other/Out of District No Reading Writing Planning Organization Analyze Communicate well Access to resources Educated and experienced teachers Haven’t found anything yet Please refer to previous answer Censoring

100 892 True 1/4/2024 8:52 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read and write Math skills Become self-directed learners Understand their role as school community members Critical thinking Life skills Continue supporting kids from all backgrounds Combine arts facilities like we have for sports 

100 461 True 1/4/2024 8:55 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No How to read How to cope with frustration How to self advocate Public speaking Taking responsibility for one's choices Work collaboratively with different kinds of people Social emotional learning Providing opportunities for students to attend central 
Let students be more involved in directing what they 
are learning about Project based learning for all elementary schools

The EL curriculum is boring and does things to death 
according to to teachers AND students 

100 820 True 1/4/2024 8:55 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female White 30-45 Administrator Community Member Faith Community College/University Partner East feeder pattern No Read/write and do math on grade level
classroom skills like emotional control, following 
instructions  working with partners/groups  etc  

Read/write and do math, science and social studies 
on grade level

collaborative problem solving skills, emotional control, 
etc  

Read/write and do math, science and social studies 
on grade level

collaborative problem solving skills, interaction with 
real world contexts  

implementation and adoption of high quality 
curriculums

Finding ways to support student identities even when 
under attack by the state

The restricted math pathways eliminate options for 
students who are not pursuing four year universities. 
Math in the Trades responded to community and 
employer feedback about student practical needs. I 
wonder about how we can expand options for 
students based on their identified post secondary 
tracks  

Rather than shutting down school for whole day PDs 
and then only being able to meet as a building once 
every other month, can we consider an early out day 
(by 60-90 minutes) so that we can do more regular 
PD with staff? The every other month approach 
means there are big gaps in how often we can gather 
as a whole building to work on processes like GLEAM

Our credit recovery programs are huge and impacted 
because of the large volume of students who are 
under-credited due to failed classes. We need to be 
looking at root causes for failed classes 
freshmen/sophomore years and be looking at other 
ways for students to recover credits rather than just 
Flex and Options  

100 278 True 1/4/2024 8:56 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No reading & learning to love learning emotional intelligence emotional intelligence and learning to learn authentic learning emotional intelligence authentic learning diversity central campus and central academy
more opportunities for choice in learning- not so 
traditional

support extra curriculars and choices in learning 
experiences too much one-size-fits-all

100 371 True 1/4/2024 8:57 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Community Member Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read at grade level Be competent at math Continued reading competence Increased math competence Understand the scientific method Continued competence in reading and math This is difficult to identify - esp vs  peer districts
Dramatically increase expectations for academic and 
extracurricular success

There are good teachers and students with great 
potential.  Weed out the weak performing teachers 
and administrators.  Demand a higher level of 
performance across the board 

100 1036 True 1/4/2024 8:58 44 9534 -93 3842 EN Female More than one 18-30 Parent Alumni Staff Community Member East feeder pattern No

SEL. Students should be able to verbalize their 
emotions and work toward understanding to control 
their emotions

Understanding the purpose of homework with 
parental assistance particularly if a student is behind 
on grade level understanding 

SEL. Students should be able to verbalize their 
emotions and work toward controling their emotions 

How to organize their academic expectations using a 
student planner

Organize their social and academic plans and attend 
to both

Persere through problems and think critically in any 
situation Reducing student pushout

Providing consequences for non-attenders and 
providing parent-student fight contracts

Adequate consequences for behaviors in the 
classroom and the hallways

Providing expectations regarding the purpose of 
directed study  and stopping open campus lunches

Micromanaging in the classroom. Admin need to be 
around students more and take responsibility for 
student behaviors as well. Too often they observe 
teachers and do not assist with behaviors in the 
classroom  This includes the hallways

100 2599 True 1/4/2024 8:59 41 6086 -93 7464 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Hoover feeder pattern No read
identify resources to help (both academically and 
personally)

write and communicate a cohesive, evidenced 
argument

independently design and manage skills and 
expectations Identify  analyze  and evaluate information building communication seeking meaningful partnerships outside of the school

providing access to credentialed librarians beyond 
elementary relying on scripted lessons

100 421 True 1/4/2024 9:00 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Hoover feeder pattern No Treat others with kindness Read Treat others with kindness Ask good questions and know where to find answers Treat others with kindness Think critically about the world Expose them to other cultures and ways of life Putting students above politics More social-emotional learning

100 344 True 1/4/2024 9:02 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Parent Des Moines Area Regional Transit (DART) Roosevelt feeder pattern read regulate behavior read work well with others independent living skills regulate behavior STEP program offering Central Academy offerings
Hold students and parents accountable for poor 
behavior

focus on the trades training options starting in middle 
school 

100 244 True 1/4/2024 9:04 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Learn phonics Be kind citizens Be self motivated Learn to be kind leaders Be independent learners Kind citizens Free lunch and breakfast for all After school clubs Phonics Healthier food choices  Guessing word based on context

100 423 True 1/4/2024 9:04 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading Writing their name More focus on Math
Start to learn skills like cooking, sewing, keeping a 
budget  

General knowledge about how the world works 
outside of social media  

SIGN their name in cursive, be able to manage 
personal finances  

Notifying parents when their student does a GOOD 
job on something. It is nice to hear the GOOD, not 
just the BAD  Keep them safe

Is there tutoring offered through the schools? We 
would take advantage of this for our high schoolers in 
Math particularly   

100 73 True 1/4/2024 9:05 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Business Community North feeder pattern Yes

100 261 True 1/4/2024 9:06 44 9998 -93 393 EN Female White 30-45 Parent North feeder pattern Reading Math Read from a textbook Cursive Go back to text books No more computers 
I’m all for inclusion but somethings should be left 
outside the classroom if it’s not leducation 

100 311 True 1/4/2024 9:06 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No Read at grade level Emotional & physical safety Read at grade level Emotional & physical safety Read at grade level Physical & emotional safety Club opportunities Wrap around care  food  community connections 
More opportunities like academy- not just screening 
cut scores Transform public education- reading & safety

A lot - anything that isn’t about reading and 
emotional/physical safety

100 4054 True 1/4/2024 9:07 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Male White 30-45 Student Parent Alumni Staff Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No Good character Problem solving How to build and maintain healthy relationships
Introduce physical, mental, and financial health and 
well-being

Physical, mental, and financial well-being and 
independence 21st century skills Extracurricular activities Flexibility in mathematical reasoning Teaching basic technology skills for the real world  Passion projects

Passing/advancing students who do not meet 
minimum qualifying  age-appropriate skills



100 163 True 1/4/2024 9:11 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Parent East feeder pattern No The basics of reading and math The basics of citizenship Advance in reading and math Advance in being a citizen
Their likes and dislikes in area's that will lead them to 
a career or job path

How to probably survive as an adult. Basic personal 
accounting, what are loans and how to read loan 
terms  etc

100 398 True 1/4/2024 9:12 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 45-60 Parent East feeder pattern Yes How to not bully their peers
That they have trusted teachers that take the incident 
of bullying seriously 

How to interact with those who deal with anxiety, 
disability  and sensory health concerns Same as elementary 

How to work and interact with those who deal with 
anxiety disability and sensory health concerns Creating more safe places for those being bullied 

Not holding those teachers accountable when they 
choose to downplay the bullying that has details taken 
place

100 789 True 1/4/2024 9:15 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Arts Community Faith Community Other Deaf/HH Community Other/Out of District No
Learn reading, writing, and math in a safe 
environment  Civil conversation

Build knowledge of and practice fundamentals — 
reading  writing  math and civil discourse

Grow in other subjects — STEM, history, art, physical 
education

Build knowledge of and practice fundamentals — 
reading  writing  math and civil discourse

Grow and contribute in other subjects — STEM, 
history  art  physical education

DMPS has provided well for metro area Deaf/HH 
students and many would love to see that program 
flourish, expand, and grow to serve in and out-of-
district students  

I appreciate the new policies limiting cell phone use in 
school  

DMPS needs to reimplement the Deaf/HH preschool 
program. This is an area lacking in Des Moines metro 
and failing to give Deaf/HH students the foundation 
they deserve  

DMPS needs to provide extended learning 
opportunities for Deaf/HH/ELL students in after school 
and summer programs like ESY  No

100 1612 True 1/4/2024 9:15 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Male Prefer not to say 45-60 Parent Community Member Other NA Roosevelt feeder pattern
Be able to write a 1 page document using clear, 
consise language in an appropriate format

Be able to describe the Scientific Method and provide 
clear basic examples.  As part of this, the student 
should be able to design a basic science experiment Proficient in algebra

Describe the reproductive cycle of mammals, birds 
and fish

Evaluate a scientific paper for potential flaws and 
define its level of evidence

Provide a realistic budget to live in the area with 3 
different levels of income including 5 examples of jobs 
for each level

Provide interesting content by supporting the faculty 
and their efforts Providing food

Holding students accountable to due dates; this is a 
problem that blossums like a carrion flower in 
subsequent years - they NEED to learn timeliness! A better way to keep track of attendance Extended time to turn in assignments

100 1074 True 1/4/2024 9:21 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No How to read fluently at grade level Social emotional/self-regulation skills Social emotional/self-regulation skills Reading and Math skills Social emotional/self-regulations skills How to organize and prioritize time  self-advocacy Striving to be inclusive
DMPS has some amazing teachers who build 
positive relationships with students

Ensuring safety in the school and restrooms.  There 
are a lot of fights, aggression, and intimidation 
between students

Building on ways to engage more students in class - 
to stay in class -- Not at this time

100 1875 True 1/4/2024 9:24 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Other North feeder pattern No Read and comprehend Basic understanding of math Read and Comprehend Evaluate information Evaluate information Think critically Improving SEL Providing free breakfast &  lunch
Emphasizing the importance of reading and critical 
thinking  

Providing access to all district libraries and certified 
teacher-librarians More real world consequences for bullying

100 463 True 1/4/2024 9:25 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female Prefer not to say 45-60 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Be kind Respect yourself and others Be kind Respect yourself and others Be kind and take responsibility for yourself Respect yourself and others This question is poorly worded   Safety Free lunch
Absolutely zero tolerance for bullying and 
disrespecting teachers (and all school staff)

Providing safe, supervised, and environmentally 
controlled before and after school locations Not reporting issues to parents sooner   

100 271 True 1/4/2024 9:25 42 0373 -93 6005 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Read Math Read Write Communicate with adults and peer groups in person The ability to communicate their knowledge in writing Student support Communication with parents
Accepting late work after they've completed their 
Freshman year   Deadlines matter

100 6991 True 1/4/2024 9:26 42 4257 -83 1522 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other Hoover feeder pattern No Sus derechos y obligaciones como estudiantes y 
Las reglas de seguridad . plan de seguridad. Saber 
expresarse para pedir ayuda  

Respetar a los adultos y seguir las reglas de la 
escuela  Seguridad en las escuelas 

El respeto escuelas más estrictas . De maestros y 
de alulmnos  Tener una meta de vida  Buena educación Informándolos y apoyándolos cuando lo necesiten

Un poco más estrictos . Donde aya respeto mutuo . 
En secundarias Policía en secundaria y nivel superior  No 

100 180 True 1/4/2024 9:26 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female More than one 30-45 Parent LGBTQ Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading and writing Social and emotional learning Working in peer groups Basics How to be career or college ready Social and emotional 
Too many days off….why do students suffer for staff 
development days Put SRO’s back

100 425 True 1/4/2024 9:27 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Male White 45-60 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No Be competent in reading and math Be good citizens Be competent in reading and math Be good citizens
Be prepared for life after high school - we do not need 
to treat every student as if they are going to college Be good citizens Trying to get kids more involved in school community

We do nothing for our advanced students in our 
middle schools when ever district around us does.  It 
is sad that we do not see this is important when it 
obviously is

We do not hold studnets accountable for their 
actions.  Which does not help them be good citizens 
or prepare them for a society that will hold them 
accountable

Stop treating all studnets as if they are equal, 
because they are not

100 5286 True 1/4/2024 9:28 44 9834 -93 2622 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 18-30 Student Parent Other Hablar ingles Aprender desde primaria a leer Aprender a interactuar con los demas 

100 606 True 1/4/2024 9:29 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Male Asian 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff Community Member Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading Comprehension and Writing Math Reading Comprehension and Writing Communicating Verbally Planning Accountability and Responsibility Creatinf programs for kids from all backgrounds N/A

Need stronger presence on school grounds with Hall 
monitors/officers at school during classes.  Too many 
kinds wander the halls

Better connection between the student, parent and 
teachers/admin   N/a

100 98 True 1/4/2024 9:30 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other East feeder pattern No

100 621 True 1/4/2024 9:30 41 8865 -87 6378 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Faith Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No How to be inclusive and kind Read and perform basic math How to write appropriately problem solving How to take notes and study Problem solving
Lots of opportunities for activities that incorporate all 
interests

Teachers care about the students learning the 
information Provide meals that are not completely processed SROs need to be brought back into the schools

100 144 True 1/4/2024 9:31 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Other East feeder pattern No
100 160 True 1/4/2024 9:31 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Other Lincoln feeder pattern No

100 2273 True 1/4/2024 9:33 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent College/University Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern No Think critically and creatively Emotional regulation Real world application of concepts Supporting arguments with evidence Effective communication - written  oral  etc  
More advanced presentation of arguments with 
evidence from actual scientific research Cultural connections and diversity Resources and activities! 

Decreasing class sizes. Sizes are astronomical and 
teachers are leaving the field in droves. Add more 
teachers  decrease class sizes  

Greater support for behavior needs in the general 
education classroom. Teachers should not be dealing 
with the extreme behaviors they are  alone  

Stop focusing so heavily on test scores which scew 
toward higher SES students. Use other / additional 
metrics to identify placement  

100 169 True 1/4/2024 9:33 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff Other/Out of District No
Central Campus variety of courses with DMACC 
credits 

100 316 True 1/4/2024 9:34 41 5369 -93 6219 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 18-30 Student Parent Other Other/Out of District

100 432 True 1/4/2024 9:34 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No Be kind community members Literacy Be kind community members Critical thinking Be kind community members Critical thinking Modeling inclusive public education Excellent literacy  math  and arts curriculum

I think DMPS is doing great things; I wish there was 
more state funding but know that is not in DMPS's 
direct control  

Allowing teachers to implement attendance and 
phone limits in high school classes   

Stop allowing students to be on their phones in 
classes (middle and high schools) and allowing more 
teacher discretion in discipline/phone monitoring  

100 1415 True 1/4/2024 9:35 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No Kids should know how to read  write and spell

Elementary students should have a solid 
understanding of the structure of a school day and 
what to expect in middle school  

Middle schoolers should know how to read, write, 
spell and type

High schoolers should know how to read, write, type 
and do basic math computations for things like 
budgeting finances. They should also have a plan for 
post-HS  Music and arts Transportation for all students Need more diverse teachers to represent students 

100 510 True 1/4/2024 9:37 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading Writing English  literature Science Social studies Chemistry Safe school Reliable staff Aftercare at all schools option Not sure Not sure 

100 406 True 1/4/2024 9:37 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Alumni Community Member Lincoln feeder pattern No Read proficiently Socialize with peers and teachers Read proficiently Develop math skills Read proficiently Develop math skills
Provide students at all schools with resources like 
computers 

better communication of curriculum with parents so 
we can provide more support

100 250 True 1/4/2024 9:40 41 5369 -93 6219 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 18-30 Student Parent Other/Out of District English Leer E Enseñar alos mas pequeño s De todo De todo No se Todo me parece

100 1675 True 1/4/2024 9:40 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 18-30 Parent Other Educational Community Lincoln feeder pattern No
Our children should be having spelling and language 
arts for all grades  not stopping at 3rd grade  

Recess should not be taken away if the child/ren do 
not finish work send it home. Children need to be 
outside to get a break and not be punished for not 
finishing their work   

SPELLING and GRAMMAR. the children today are not 
getting their papers corrected and need to be 
educated on how to properly spell  

Math concepts need to be simple and straight to the 
point. learning different ways to do math is pointless 
just keep it the way it has been  

My children are not close to that yet. but I bet there will 
be some changes when they do get to that point and I 
will voice it then  

My children are not close to that yet. but I bet there will 
be some changes when they do get to that point and I 
will voice it then  

IEP that is the best thing helping my son right now. I 
really hope that stuff stays in effect for years to come  

social skills that is also a big one, including children in 
things is a great way for them to learn how to talk and 
react to peers  

keeping certain things in curriculums such as spelling 
and spelling tests to keep children educated  

summer school, holding children back if it is needed. 
if the children need the help and staying in a grade 
again then do it. do not send them on to the next 
grade and have them fail even more than what they 
did in the grade before

stuff that is not important. do things that are more 
important  

100 412 True 1/4/2024 9:40 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Male White >60 Alumni Other Grandparent of a student Roosevelt feeder pattern No Learn without ANY political input Learn about caring and respect Learn to respect each other Care for one another Be respectful to each other Be good citizens Keep politics out of the classrooms Retaining qualifed teachers Have a police presence in the schools Funding athletics No

100 484 True 1/4/2024 9:41 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Arts Community LGBTQ Community Other/Out of District No Read Math Emotional development Independent study Critical thinking 
Use information to form presentations and expanding 
thoughts 

Options for different ways of learning -central,  virtual, 
Montessori  downtown school etc Support for students 

Find a way to work with kids on phone policies /use 
age in school - cameras on with virtual kids 

Harm reduction education for jr high/highshool kids 
around substance use No 

100 551 True 1/4/2024 9:43 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female White >60 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern Being kind to one another and sharing Read write basic math count know colors and shapes Keeping our children safe

100 537 True 1/4/2024 9:45 42 4257 -83 1522 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No Respect for others

LIFE SKILLS! So many students graduate high 
school without knowing life skills to function 
independently. There should absolutely be a balance 
of "textbook" learning and helping them prepare for 
adulthood. A great chunk of what is being taught in 
schools will become useless to these students. 
Teach them things they NEED

Please stop doing the group 
punishments/disciplines? What is the point in me 
asking my children to be good, respectful, people at 
school when they wind up getting caught up in 
collective punishments?

100 2393 True 1/4/2024 9:45 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Read- AT LEAST at grade level, with opportunity to 
expand beyond to best meet needs of sstudents

Math effectiveness- AT LEAST at grade level, with 
opportunity to expand beyond to best meet needs of 
sstudents Discrernment in decisionmaking advanced math set goals/execute and public speaking

identify career/next step pathway appropriate for 
individual goals celebrating diversity and individuality advocating for students and staff

our advanced learning program is AWFUL AND 
EMBRASSING.  Leadership is a vast void and 
programming is sub-par.  For a school looking to not 
only atrract but RETAIN, it is truly an embrassing lack 
of appropriate programming.  It needs a serious 
recalibration and realignment.  Without doing so, 
students will leave

The lack of mathmatics pathways for students 
beyond grade level is of serious concern.  When the 
ditrict went away with advanced math options for 
elementary/middle school a few years ago, families 
left the district and others were left to find their own 
tutors to push the system.  Again, for a district 
needing to not just attract but RETAIN, this needs 
attention immediately as well   Its embrassing

Stop only offering options to get to grade level... 
DMPS is missing an entire swatch of students who 
need more advancement and who are becoming 
more and more mobile  

100 232 True 1/4/2024 9:45 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Community Member Hoover feeder pattern No Read Social-emotional learning beginning critical thinking social emotional learning Critical thinking/evaluation Social emotional learning Diversity

100 264 True 1/4/2024 9:45 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Parks and Recreation Department Hoover feeder pattern No That they are safe  and can be themselves That politics will not impact school policies What they need to be successful in HS That they are loved How to solve problems with others without escalating How to be successful after school Free lunch (during the year) fuck Kim reynolds Equity and inclusion Sue the governor Sue her again Treating the governor with respect

100 335 True 1/4/2024 9:50 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male Asian 30-45 Administrator Roosevelt feeder pattern No Literacy Think critically Literacy Think critically Literacy Think Critically Commitment to Equity Work Having a k-12 instructional framework GLEAM Financial Literacy
I do not believe we are doing anything that is harming 
students

100 73 True 1/4/2024 9:52 42 4257 -83 1522 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No

100 507 True 1/4/2024 9:54 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Parent educator isea member Roosevelt feeder pattern No At level knowledge of reading  writing and math
Social cues and boundries zppropriate behavior for 
the learning environment

At or above level in reading writing and math. Study 
skills and habiys Appropriate behavior for a learning environment

Study skills at or above standards for reading writing 
math and science

Appropriate expectations that allow success in future 
opportunities Central academy/ campus Great fine arts departments A framework for behavior and consequence

Intercede with problemed behaviors so that students 
who want/need to learn can No

100 475 True 1/4/2024 9:55 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female Black/African American 45-60 Parent Be a kid
Be comfortable with communication with teachers 
and staff

 Have a healthy meal and I feel the kiddos should 
have a snack during the day seeming they have early 
lunches Providing free lunch and breakfast Providing transportation for children out of district 

100 470 True 1/4/2024 9:57 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White >60 Student Parent Community Member Other Other/Out of District Make new friends Get involved 
Stay safe not be afraid to tell a staff when they see 
something Peer pressure How to stay away from weed and vape That they can talk to teachers without be made fun of Teacher relationship Having Jennifer at Meredith 

Sometimes teachers say thing to kids asking 
questions. Mine won’t ask again if she’s mad to feel 
stupid How to stay away from drama 

Teachers be open to helping and contact parents if 
they see a dip in grades

100 89 True 1/4/2024 9:58 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Staff Other Employee Other/Out of District No

100 1132 True 1/4/2024 9:59 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Alumni Community Member North feeder pattern Yes Read and write efficiently Work with peers without ANY type of bigotry Work with peers without ANY type of bigotry 

Work with numbers in regards to daily living such as 
balancing a checkbook or filing taxes or keeping a 
budget Work well with peers without bigotry

Decide upon career path and life skills needed for life 
after high school

Keep encouraging parents and community to 
participate in a child's education Positive reinforcement

Basic understanding of other cultures, religions, 
lifestyles  etc Life skills  including time management Coddling students who behave poorly 

100 1103 True 1/4/2024 9:59 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Arts Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read and write basic math skills
move beyond an egocentric world view; their realities 
are not the only realities - empathy comprehension: texts  data  self regulation think independently and critically study habits

there seems to be a lot of support for 
students/families outside of academics connecting to resources in the community mandatory Spanish at the elementary level

100 1038 True 1/4/2024 9:59 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Parent College/University Partner Hoover feeder pattern No
Social values and respect to others discuss 
differences and similarities

logical thinking and been able to think critically about 
their environment and sourrondings. Wonder and 
inquiring

Master the basic principles of math, sciences, english 
and arts  Emphize creativity and critical thinking

Learn who they are and how you function in a society. 
Empower their identity

After mastering the Math, laguage, explore arts. I 
belive that critical thinking and strong fundation in 
sciences will help them most

Emphazise their identity and be able to talk about 
differences and similarities with peers. Respect for 
others peoples needs. Learn about other peoples 
need. Learn how to discuss ideas with people with 
different opinion  backgrounds or believes  

The multicultural aspect of our schools is great. I like 
how this is incorporated in the curriculum

Helping non-english students to learn and grow in our 
community 

I would see an improvement in discussing more 
openly students sexual identities, more understanding 
on the challenges that the non traditional gendered 
students experience Pay more attention to bullying  I can't think of anything at the moment

100 344 True 1/4/2024 10:00 41 59 -93 8604 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Social emotional skills Read
Respectfully interact with people of varying 
backgrounds Feel safe

Respectfully interact with people of varying 
backgrounds Feel safe

my school does a great job with Social Emotional 
Learning Cultural education emphasis

more math emphasis (may be isolated to my 
student's class) unsure unsure

100 869 True 1/4/2024 10:01 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Work in groups as well as on an individual basis.  
Should know basic principles of each subject.  
Especially, they should be able to write and speak 
correctly Not act out in classrooms and shut down classes

Know how to type and write correctly.  More hands on 
approach to life lessons and in studying

Should make learning a different language fun and 
more immersive

We need to make our kids understand that they have 
one shot to do their homework and do well on it.  No 
more of this 2nd and 3rd chances to improve a grade.  
 This is not teaching them anything as well as this is 
not applied in college and in the workforce Read and write 

Keep them safe and put police back in the high 
schools

Make more of an effort in updating all athletic facilities 
that makes kids want to be a part of the sports 
programs

The teachers need to stop indoctrinating their 
personal political, social and personal beliefs.  It is a 
wide spread problem.  If they want to be activists then 
they can do that on their own time.  Keep to the 
subjects.  I also have a student reading a book in high 
school that talks about sex in their English class and 
dumbfounded that they are required to read that.  No 
more books on homosexuality or sex

100 219 True 1/4/2024 10:03 41 2341 -96 169 EN Female White >60 Parent Community Member Faith Community College/University Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading Mathematics Social skills to navigate community Independent thinking Critical thinking Practical decision making Instruction On-site counseling services More after school options Direct connections with DSM Parks and Recreation 

100 371 True 1/4/2024 10:04 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No be proficient in reading at grade level be proficient in math at grade level be proficient in reading at grade level be proficient in math at grade level be proficient in math at grade level be proficient in reading at grade level

trying to meet various needs (socio-economic, 
cultural) by providing inclusive space for our students 
& staff

offering a variety of courses outside the core 4 
(reading  math  science & social studies)

we need to have welcome center services for 
newcomers with little or no English skills; it's not fair 
or equitable to students with a Pre-K education to be 
thrust into middle school because their chronilogical 
age is 12

holding all students accountable for their actions, with 
swift consequences for cussing, violence or phone 
use

we should STOP the "no homework" unofficial rule as 
it hinders their ability to compete with suburban kids 
and to manage their time in high school and beyond

100 985 True 1/4/2024 10:07 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Alumni Community Member Faith Community Other/Out of District No
Reading at grade level and on track with grade level 
math curriculum 

Build effective and impactful social and emotional 
skills

Reading at grade level and on track with grade level 
math curriculum 

Building sense of belonging and exploring career 
pathways

Reading at grade level and on track with grade level 
math curriculum 

Preparing for graduation and which specific career 
pathways he/she would want to pursue after high 
school 

Hiring staff that represent the demographic of the 
students and families served Nothing further

Securing the safety of staff and students. Every 
building has its own plan, when there should be a 
district wide plan. Also, placing structure and provide 
a district wide code of conduct for DMPS employees, 
students and families. Also making sure 
accountability in every way is happening district wide  

Focus more on making sure students basic needs 
and academic needs are met

Allowing building administrators to work in silos for 
their own building. But come up with goals , policies 
and procedures for the entire district so that all are on 
the same page  

100 252 True 1/4/2024 10:08 38 6433 -90 2575 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Alumni Business Community Arts Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Read
100 321 True 1/4/2024 10:08 41 6095 -93 5949 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern Yes Escribir Comprensión Respeto Disciplina Cuidado personal Auto Cuidado Comprensión Proteccion Disciplina Cuidado personal Todo bien
100 183 True 1/4/2024 10:10 42 3155 -85 5128 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent East feeder pattern No
100 91 True 1/4/2024 10:12 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other North feeder pattern No Notifying parents on everything 

100 856 True 1/4/2024 10:12 41 8874 -87 6318 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading  writing  and arithmetic
American history (including slavery), socialization, 
health and science Advanced reading  writing  and arithmetic  Advanced science  history  and critical thinking skills  

Advanced critical thinking skills, advanced math and 
reading  

How to be a good citizen/person, how to get into 
college or trade skills, how to cope with stress and 
trauma  economics  

For elementary at Perkins, it seems like a positive 
environment with good teachers (daughter is only in 
kindergarten) Keep up with the sports and diversity  

End school at a later time for elementary. It's too early 
for most parents and too early for h s  kids to babysit  

Give more homework. Give parents more direction on 
how to help their kids  

Stop relying on technology for everything. Kids can do 
worksheets and read actual books. Please give them 
homework  

100 91 True 1/4/2024 10:15 41 6006 -93 6296 EN
100 72 True 1/4/2024 10:16 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Administrator Roosevelt feeder pattern No

100 842 True 1/4/2024 10:17 44 9834 -93 2622 ES Male Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other Leer y escribir Ser más educados y respetuosos Tener mas opciones educativas y poder elegir Ser independientes La diferencia entre primaria y secundaria Demostrar de qué son capases Atención 100% a los niños de primaria La seguridad 
Pobre mas atención a lo que llevan los estudiantes a 
la escuela 

Los maestros deben ser más aplicados con los 
estudiantes Dejar de ser muy confiados con los estudiantes 

100 460 True 1/4/2024 10:21 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Student Parent Lincoln feeder pattern Read Write Basic math Basic writing skills Home economics Financial education Food pantries for struggling families Coat and boot drive in the winter Adapting more techniques for children with ADHD Yoga 
Pushing medication treatments and mental health 
diagnoses 

100 481 True 1/4/2024 10:25 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Socialize Reading comprehension Algebra Understanding debt and credit Write a paper Pushing back on the state trans bathroom bill Illness prevention and communication Year long school More sex education Grading student for “employability”

100 428539 True 1/4/2024 10:25 41 1821 -95 9901 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Other Hoover feeder pattern No basics of writing and math and such   social skills and social emotional skills    feel connected and part of a group more social and emotional skills 
help them identify their long term goals or at least help 
them find a path to explore spock and emotional skills 

connecting students and families with the resources 
they need p providing free lunch and breakfast better language help and learning in elementary better indoor air quality not currently 

100 156159 True 1/4/2024 10:28 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff Community Member Arts Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other lifelong eastsider East feeder pattern No read at grade level  or very close
identify and use self-regulating/coping skills when 
they are frustrated 

identify and use self-regulating/coping skills when 
they are frustrated be able to read at grade level and write legibly

identify and use self-regulating/coping skills when 
they are frustrated... not just shut down and play on 
their phone

learn real world skills that all adults need to know to 
be independent (taxes/mortgage/applications/phone 
etiquette/signing their name/changing a tire/cpr/etc) Working hard to keep them safe

Feeding our kids with the free lunch program... even 
over the summer

helping them be responsible for their actions/lack of 
actions like a job or college will hold them accountable

adding to TEACHING staff so we can have more 
course offerings/low class sizes

coddling the students AND cutting "electives" making 
it so they only get what's available so they don't care 
because they didn't really want the class

100 572 True 1/4/2024 10:28 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Community Member Other Roosevelt feeder pattern
Racial inclusion, not just inclusion of the foreign 
students  

Structure & positive/negative interactions, causes & 
effects

Racial inclusion. Negatives of 
bullying(victim/victimizer) Structure School should be a refuge/safe space START cursive writing 

100 545 True 1/4/2024 10:31 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Hoover feeder pattern No
Have age-appropriate math, science, reading/writing 
skills that prepare them for the future Work with and care for others in a diverse community

Have age-appropriate math, science, reading/writing 
skills that prepare them for the future Work with and care for others in a diverse community

Have age-appropriate math, science, reading/writing 
skills that prepare them for the future. Standards 
should not be lowered to raise graduation rates Work with and care for others in a diverse community

Wide offering of classes to meet high school 
students' needs. Continue to offer classes at Central 
Academy, Central Campus, and in other programs 
that meet a wide range of needs

Provide resources to families and students who need 
them

Behavior standards need to be increased and 
administrators need to support teachers which 
results in a better education for students. The amount 
of disrespect shown to teachers by students at 
school is shocking. This makes it difficult for the kids 
who want to be in school and are working hard Smaller class sizes  

Allowing behavior issues in classrooms, bathrooms, 
etc  to continue  

100 3359 True 1/4/2024 10:35 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Staff Other ELL Other/Out of District

Our students should have more opportunities to have 
conversations. Students should be collaborating more 
with their peers. Students should be able to monitor 
their learning  

ALL students should be able to get great instruction in 
academic vocabulary and be able to apply this 
everyday  Along with differentiated instruction

students should be able to read and write at grade 
level

students should be given opportunities to have 
conversations with peers and more time to 
collaborate with peers 

by HS students should be able to access and have 
proficiency with grade level instruction and if they do 
not there needs to be a plan prior to why they have 
not met these expectations. goal setting and HS prep 
should be required. I can elaborate more on what this 
can look like in person  

By HS if students have been with us at DMPS since 
Kindergarten they should be college and career ready 
and if not, they need to be supported with 
interventions of support both with student and familiesl 

stay consistent with initiatives that are new such as 
GLEAM, IM & EL- Teachers need time to learn the 
content to be successful

training our district staff and admin. with initiatives but 
should consider teachers 

Hiring more educators and leaders of color that 
represent the population of our students

changing our board goals to meet the largest 
population of students at DMPS- our Latinox 
population 

stop doing things the same way and begin to disrupt 
the status quo. We need to change the way we have 
done business to meet the needs of ALL students 
and this includes our families and the community we 
belong to in Des Moines. We need better partnerships 
with our community an more leaders of color to 
represent our large population of students of color

100 3513 True 1/4/2024 10:36 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No read at grade level  understand grade level math  be able to communicate their needs appropriately grade level math skills write 
understand a variety of career paths and be able to 
explore those paths financial wellness

elementary schools are providing early interventions, 
but the resources are not all equal among buildings

Teachers are working hard to teach social and 
emotional skills to help students manage their 
emotional health

We need to provide alternative high school programs 
to help students who do not do well in the traditional 
high school setting.  Back before SCAVO became a 
dumping ground and then was closed, SCAVO did a 
great job at making a family like atmosphere with 
flexible classes that students could work through at 
their own pace. Central offers some alternative career 
training, but we need many more options that would 
allow students to graduate with a  skill to help them 
start in the workforce.  Open campuses in high 
school only encourages attendance problems.  
Freshman and sophomores are not mature enough to 
handle that kind of freedom.  What are we doing to 
keep kids from dropping out.  The FLEX program is 
just one class.  We need something to help students 
who fall behind in the semester and feel like they have 
no hope of catching up    

Transportation is a mess at DMPS.  High school 
student have to walk 3 miles to school it is 2 miles at 
the middle school level and 1.5 at the elementary 
level.  We need to give every high school student a 
dart pass regardless of their distance from school.  If 
a student qualifies for a bus through special ed 
services, their siblings that attend the same school 
should be allowed to ride the bus also.  If the bus is 
stopping in an area for one child, just let all the 
students in that are get a ride if there is room.  Are 
busses are not even close to half full and they drive 
right by so many kids that need the transportation.  
Middle and high school do not start until 8:25, most 
parents are at work by that time, let's give these kids 
a warm safe way to get to school    

We need to allow all schools to use their money in a 
way that works for them.  Small class size should be 
a priority.  School should be able to use funds to hire 
teachers to keep class sizes small.  Every building 
should have a flex position they can choose to use as 
needed.  The district should prioritize behavior 
strategists and empoy one in every building.  The 
district wastes so much money on made-up positions 
that are at the district level not working with kids and 
not working with buildings.  There are so many of 
these positions out there.  We never see them in our 
building.  They do not support us and they do not 
support our students so why are we spending all our 
money to employ them when we could be reducing 
class size? 

100 751 True 1/4/2024 10:40 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read fluently
Effective expression of ideas through different 
mediums - writing/typing  art  speech  etc Critical thinking Develop good study/learning habits/time management Independent thinking or accountability

How to apply theoretical knowledge in real life 
scenarios

Providing new programs and opportunities for all 
students (not just disadvantaged students)

Providing opportunities for gifted children to attend 
Central

identifying giftedness in kindergarten/first grade. My 
gifted child is bored and can do work way above what 
they give her. There are no interventionists available 
currently for gifted kids of that age at her school. At 
minimum, it would be great if she could do 
reading/writing lessons with the class above her Stop banning/removing books

100 921 True 1/4/2024 10:43 41 2315 -96 0519 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Other Mental Health worker & advocate Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read and write Be proficient in basic math skills Learn self-regulation & emotion regulation skills Develop effective communication strategies 
Meet minimum academic requirements (based on 
their abilities) Be proficient in computer/typing skills Stressing the importance of diversity & inclusion 

Trying hard to make DMPS a safe (emotional & 
physical) space for all  

Track longitudinal data about the impact of COVID 
(e.g., social, isolation, online learning, time away from 
learning, loss of family, members, or friends, etc.) on 
the various age groups

Not sure if this is already happening, but having 
student representation within the school board may 
be helpful in providing a stronger voice of the students 
related to topics that impact them the most No

100 100 True 1/4/2024 10:46 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No

100 886 True 1/4/2024 10:49 41 5839 -93 5199 EN Male Prefer not to say >60 Parent Other North feeder pattern No Reading  writing and arithmetic How to interact with other students Again  reading  writing and arithmetic Life choices come with consequences 

Skills they need to know heading into the real world. 
How to manage a bank account, pay bills, do taxes, 
make and save money  car maintenance   etc Again basic education

Making sure all kids have equal access to the 
resources necessary to help them be successful  
after high school So far no drag shows at school Not sure Not sure Not sure

100 121 True 1/4/2024 10:51 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No

ANYTHING STEM - OUR WORLD NEEDS 
SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS NOW MORE THAN 
EVER

HOW TO BE LOVING AND COMPASSIONATE 
HUMANS

ANYTHING STEM - OUR WORLD NEEDS 
SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS NOW MORE THAN 
EVER

HOW TO BE LOVING AND COMPASSIONATE 
HUMANS

ANYTHING STEM - OUR WORLD NEEDS 
SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS NOW MORE THAN 
EVER

HOW TO BE LOVING AND COMPASSIONATE 
HUMANS

100 798 True 1/4/2024 10:52 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Alumni Staff Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Become students who are risk takers, problem 
solvers and learn how to work well with others

obtain foundational skills in reading and math and 
learn resources to find information work well with others  take on their own learning

How to find information and research in order to 
broaden their learning work well with others  be hard workers  be resourceful

goal setting, how to be productive citizens in the 
community continued resources for students well being staying the course in consistent curriculum

make sure all student learning is top priority, 
sometimes behaviors or students with high needs 
receive all attention and resources

continue to find ways for students to be accountable 
for their own learning

perception is that students who struggle with 
behaviors are taking away from learning of all students

100 441 True 1/4/2024 10:52 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Male Prefer not to say 45-60 Parent Business Community Faith Community Other sane people Roosevelt feeder pattern No beginning to read  write and do math
share and be kind. Leave sexuality and identity to the 
parents critical thinking and civics

be on their way to fully functioning adults that can live 
in our society  Follow rules/laws GRADUATE without gaming the system find a path in life that includes work have facilities n/a figure out how to teach responsibility to students figure out how to instill accountability in ALL students

stop dumbing down curriculum. teach real 
math/history/civics 

100 3042 True 1/4/2024 10:56 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Community Member Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Read, write, do math, and have basic knowledge of 
science and social studies  

Be able to interact properly within the classroom by 
following directions, taking turns, showing cooperation 
and respect/ kindness to others 

Function at their grade level in all subjects while 
behaving in a respectful way towards others

Explore arts, music and sports to build a sense or 
self and build friendships 

Continue to respectively perform at grade level in all 
subjects and participate in extracurricular activities 

Begin to prepare for college/ trade school with the 
assistance of counselors and parents. Take basic life 
skills course to prepare for adulthood

Strong arts and music, support services for LGBTQ 
students  AP classes

Protect libraries from book bans, ensure school 
boards are non political and secular. SUPPORT 
TEACHERS in chosing the most effective curriculum. 
Provide them more classroom resources, including 
staffing  

They must eat to learn, so keep free meals for low 
income students. Add a class to prepare them for 
adulthood that explains personal finance, resume 
writing, interviewing for jobs, rental agreements, 
insurance  etc

Teach with critical thinking as a goal versus just 
teaching to achieve stanardized test scores. Add 
empathy building unit to help fight bullying

Stop expecting teachers to do so much in addition to 
teaching.  Stop making teachers pay for supplies. 
Stop changing curriculum/ policies without a 
consensus from all the teachers. Stop putting new 
teachers in the classroom without training/ support in 
classroom management. Stop standardized testing, 
especially stressful on elementary kids  

100 523 True 1/4/2024 11:06 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Male Black/African American 30-45 Parent
Business Community,Parks and Recreation 
Department Other Hoover feeder pattern Yes Read and comprehend the text Basic math Balance education and activities Learning about finances and budgets 

Determine their career path and take courses 
accordingly Enjoy High School activities Good lines of communication  Opportunity to be involved in activities Trade career courses 

Life management courses, finances, budgets, 
understanding credit etc

Allowing a month to turn in assignments in Middle and 
High school 

100 389 True 1/4/2024 11:07 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Math Organize and plan their time Read at a junior high level Read at a high school level Complete work on their own Giving the students opportunities Support services
100 47 True 1/4/2024 11:08 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent East feeder pattern No

100 8455 True 1/4/2024 11:10 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Community Member
Arts Community,Refugee 
Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Hoover feeder pattern No reading  math handwriting  writing

life skills, especially social skills and not being a bully. 
They need to learn how to stand up against bullying 
and wrongfullness

To be a good human by treating all with respect no 
matter what  Life skills reading  math central campus opportunities

focusing on getting our special needs kids into 
programs gen ed kids are offered. STILL LOTS OF 
WORK TO DO

Better communication and planning for sped students 
so they can take advantage of central campus 
opportunities

My son has been bullied EVERY year he has been at 
DMPS. He has special needs. His school does as 
much as they can, but it still happens. We need more 
staff, better resources and follow through in order to 
support students and parents like us no

100 201 True 1/4/2024 11:13 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Arts Community Faith Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Read and math Interpersonal skills Complete assignments Interpersonal skills N/a N/a The amazing teachers Programs N/a N/a No

100 1558 True 1/4/2024 11:14 41 675 -93 7016 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Math Reading/Writing Skills Math/Science Skills
Critical Thinking and Problem Solving related to 
academic areas Reading/Writing Skills

Our elementary school (Perkins) excels at focusing 
on student's academic development, including 
meeting the needs of students who have disabilities

Our elementary school (Perkins) does an excellent 
job of engaging parents as partners in creating a plan 
for success of their students at school

Our middle school (Merrill) has repeatedly failed to 
follow our child's 504 & used the SRO in a 
disciplinary capacity instead of following the 504. 
Merrill should start caring as much about 
understanding disabilities, have teachers actually 
attend 504 meetings and implement meaningful 
interventions

DMPS has completely inadequate software 
protections, rules and boundaries for school issued 
devices. Our children can access almost anything on 
the devices issued by the school with no control for 
classroom teachers or parents. It's caused constant 
problems and is a gross disregard of the massive 
body of evidence around screen time exposure for 
children and risks for mental health disorders, 
physical health impacts, brain development, 
academic performance, sleep, etc. Parents at every 
other school in the metro have remote access to 
what their child is accessing on school devices, 
teachers can easily remote shut down school issued 
devices, inappropriate websites are blocked. As far 
as we've been told, DMPS has none of these 
protections, to the detriment of our child, and frankly 
his teachers who spend way too much of their time 
they should be teaching managing device usage in 
the classroom

Stop treating parents as the adversary & believing 
that schools should have a greater input/say in the 
decisions about our children's lives than their own 
parents. It's clear through our interactions with both 
teachers & administrators, that from Middle school 
up, the teachers & administrators think they know 
better than the children's parents what our children 
need, what they should be learning or not learning, 
what morals our children should be taught, what age 
they should be taught them, etc. Except the schools 
can't possibly be parents for tens of thousands of 
children. It's not their job, it's an impossible ask & 
treating parents as the secondary force in our 
children's lives will only lead to failure on the part of 
the school district. The ONLY way to create a 
successful environment for children's development is 
to respect the roles & responsibilities of each party in 
the devleopment of the child and engage the parents 
as a partner in creating that plan together. From our 
experience at Merrill, we are disgusted with how little 
the teachers communicate with parents, and when 
they do it's typically only after there has been a crisis 
or problem that's gotten wholly out of control. We 
repeatedly reach out throughout the semester about 
our child's grades and get no response until the end 
of the semester when the teacher is entering final 
grades. Our beliefs and rules about unsupervised 
internet/computer access are repeated ignored and 
overtly disrespected by staff. Our requests to see 
curriculum that we're entitled to review under state 

100 648 True 1/4/2024 11:14 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Male Black/African American 30-45 Parent Refugee Community Other Parent East feeder pattern Yes Ethics Religion/ God Cultural diversity God's religion Parent to kids relationship Importance of a family in the society Discipline Free feeding
Students transport to their homes not central place 
during winter Leisure activities outside their living area None

100 309 True 1/4/2024 11:17 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No metal detectors for safety   

100 392 True 1/4/2024 11:20 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No That they are loved That they are safe That they are loved That they are safe That they are loved That they are safe Have staff that care about them Treat them each as an individual Build better relationships with them Hold them accountable for behavior
Giving so many chances that they don't even try to 
work anymore

100 542 True 1/4/2024 11:21 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Critical thinking Curiosity Social-Emotional Skills Reading Life Skills Financial Literacy Individualized attention for students
Less focus on testing and ranking, more focus on 
individual growth

100 4779 True 1/4/2024 11:23 41 675 -93 7016 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other Education community Other/Out of District No
How to make and maintain healthy relationships with 
peers and adults

How to effectively communicate their needs with 
adults and peers

How to work through disagreements with peers in a 
constructive manner How to forgive peers when they make mistakes How to communicate effectively with adults

How to self-reflect and accept responsibility for 
themselves

Cowles Montessori has an extensive process for 
teaching conflict resolution to students at a young 
age.  Ideally that would be scaled to all elementary 
schools in the district

The sheer quantity of supports DMPS offers students 
and their families to get kids I. The door and ready to 
learn is amazing 

I would love to see more ALP programming and 
support

Not sure if DMPS offers mental health counseling to 
students and staff through on site telehealth in 
buildings, but that could greatly reduce absences and 
hopefully help students handle and process their 
feelings Nope   Keep up the excellent work

100 195 True 1/4/2024 11:24 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Alumni Other Lincoln feeder pattern No

Cursive and kids with learning disabilities should have 
all the help they need and should not be failing 
classes if they have help 

That dmps set our kids up for failure and teach them 
the wrong thing just so y’all can control there mind 
sets Nothing Nothing

Helping kids with learning disabilities and adhd kids 
extra help 

100 4627 True 1/4/2024 11:30 41 601 -93 6729 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Faith Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Reading comprehension Strong understanding for math fundamentals Deeper understanding of more advance mathematics  Introduction to different job fields 
Continued efforts of reading comprehension and 
mathematics Understanding financial matters Providing support and resources  Decent size classrooms  

Talking more about different paths after high-school 
apart from college Talk more about how to handle/navigate finances  Please remove all rainbow flags/ paraphernalia  

100 230 True 1/4/2024 11:30 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White <18 Parent Hoover feeder pattern No How to treat others  bullying 

100 372 True 1/4/2024 11:34 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Alumni Roosevelt feeder pattern read and write English with cursive! basic math and communication skills how to use the internet and e mail not addressing the bulling issue whatsoever!!!! homework
you should stop catering to the lowest skilled person 
in the class

100 519 True 1/4/2024 11:35 42 3155 -85 5128 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Student Parent Business Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Learn outside Aquaponics Learn outside Aquaponics Learn outside Aquaponics Incorporating financial literacy Gardening 
100 187 True 1/4/2024 11:36 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Male Asian 30-45 Parent Refugee Community Other/Out of District Yes Not discriminate anyone Well dress code Treat every students equally 

100 462 True 1/4/2024 11:44 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read and Write Cope with stress/anxiety Problem solving Social skills for support

Explore and question themselves so they can 
properly decide what will make them happy in the 
future Cope with stress/anxiety Focus on access and diversity Positive environment More special education and mental wellbeing support

Additional opportunities for involvement starting at the 
elementary level (clubs  etc )

100 3860 True 1/4/2024 11:45 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 30-45 Parent North feeder pattern No Social development Reading and writing General studies Activities General studies
Prepare for post high School even if that's not college 
related Free meals Arts program Better communication with patients Better communication with parents 

Stop the political, gender, & other social issues that 
do not relate directly to what the children are learning

100 643 True 1/4/2024 11:50 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Female More than one 30-45 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading Spelling Reading Spelling Reading Spelling Attendance Keeping parents/students/staff informed Unsure Unsure Don’t stop anything 

100 209 True 1/4/2024 11:50 41 6381 -93 6203 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Alumni Community Member LGBTQ Community Faith Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read well Be proficient in basic math skills Read well Be proficient in basic math skills Read at grade level Be proficient in basic math skills Embracing cultural differences Making accommodations for kids with differing needs Teaching - enough with the videos Keeping drugs and violence out of schools
Using videos or online resources for the bulk of the 
teaching

100 1431 True 1/4/2024 11:54 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Prefer not to say White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern
Tell an an adult right away if anyone is in anyway 
being inappropriate with them or hurting them Express their needs for learning

Understand & practice emotionally healthy behaviors 
to themselves & others

Go above & beyond what is expected of them as 
students. Think about other peoples feelings in every 
interaction & help wherever they can. Whether asked 
to or not

Be aware of financial responsibility & prepared to be 
fnancially independent as they transition into 
adulthood. Basic safety such as CPR & basic 
essentials such as cooking for themselves  etc

Prepare a resume & be comfortable atilizing success 
geared individuals & programs.  Such as counselors, 
college preparation programs, community outreach 
programs for wellness  safety  etc Free lunches for EVERY student

Field trips which educate & promote a positive idea of 
going to school everyday 

Regular phonecalls from teachers & other staff 
regarding our child's behavior & performance at 
school to help meet their individual needs as a learner 
& future member of society  

Allowing at least 2 mental health days for each 
student throughout a calendar year with school 
counselor followuo / communication with parents as 
well

Ignoring behavioral problems , not communicating 
with parents a least over the phone verbally  

100 40 True 1/4/2024 12:02 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No

100 276 True 1/4/2024 12:03 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Parks and Recreation Department North feeder pattern
5th grade students need more preparation for middle 
school 5th grade should experience passing periods 

Preparation from 5th grade greater understanding for 
middle school N/A 8th grade preparation for high school N/A Communication with parents Communication with parents I can’t stress enough Teacher need to communicate behaviors ect Sometimes you email teacher no response ever More staff 

100 939 True 1/4/2024 12:04 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White >60 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern Learn to wright their own signature Parents names and addresse Not to bully other students Learn something new every day Thinking about a career 
How to responsibly look for a job using proper 
launguge and manner Pay for lunch Having clubs and sports 

Taking care of the bullying that goes on you just look 
away Put the bully’s out they don’t want to learn anyway The kids

100 970212 True 1/4/2024 12:06 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading with comprehension Emotional regulation Critical thinking Emotional regulation Strong communication both oral and written Emotional regulation Providing resources Counseling program Improve nutrition in food served



100 4706 True 1/4/2024 12:09 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Skills for positive social interactions; The ability to 
interact positively with peers and adults Basic academic skills; reading  writing  mathematics

Develop skills of curiosity, adaptability, and initiative 
and be able to get along with others; respect diverse 
opinions

foundational academic skills that prepare them for 
high school curriculum

Develop a positive work ethic; skills to be resilient and 
how to respond to adversity or challenges; problem 
solving

Develop a post-secondary vision/plan; what am I 
doing after high school and what do I need to do now 
that will get me there? providing a range of pathways for students to pursue promoting diversity and inclusivity

expand pathways/opportunities at the home high 
schools

provide a renewed focus/emphasis on extracurricular 
participation

100 224 True 1/4/2024 12:10 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Female Black/African American 45-60 Alumni Faith Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading Age-based math Reading Math Basic class work College or trade prep work NA NA More diverse teacher group that can relate to atudents NA NA

100 1265 True 1/4/2024 12:12 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No Social skills Communication skills (reading  speech and writing) Communication skills (reading  speaking and writing) Basic skills (English and STEM)
Basic skills (communication, English, liberal arts, real 
honest history and STEM)

Preparation for life after/outside PK-12 (college and/or 
real world)

Central Campus opportunities for career and/or 
college prep DEI (diversity  equity and inclusion)

Preparing students for post secondary education (our 
son has good grades but has never had homework)

Real accountability (deadlines need to exist without 
nonstop opportunities for retakes, second chances 
and extended deadlines)

have teachers stop pushing political ideology - ie 
English class is not the place for a teacher to act like 
they support everyone except straight white male 
students)

100 1284 True 1/4/2024 12:16 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Hoover feeder pattern No Grammer (Communication) Punctuation Grammer (communications) Punctuation Life skills  basic living Financial planning Math Reading Comprehension Life skills Accountability History  optional  Info changes and isn't all true   

100 124 True 1/4/2024 12:18 40 7527 -95 3579 EN Female White >60 Community Member Other Other/Out of District

Locked doors at the DMPS agriculture central 
campus location near McCombs Middle school.  It’s 
inexcusable that the doors to a school facility are not 
locked   

100 442 True 1/4/2024 12:19 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Hoover feeder pattern No reading comprehension problem solving how to work in a team understanding credible vs not credible sources researching and writing a quality paper how to work in a team free meals for students recognizing non-Christian holidays
more options for non-traditional learning paths, like 
expanding the Cowles montessori model smaller class sizes

100 234 True 1/4/2024 12:23 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Hoover feeder pattern No Read well Regulate emotions Read well Regulate emotions Think critically Read well Making my daughter feel welcome every day Keeping her attention throughout the day More social/emotional support
100 266 True 1/4/2024 12:25 41 2581 -95 9325 ES Male Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Student Refugee Community Other/Out of District No Hablar el idioma La manera de como aprenden Matematicas Lenguaje Idiomas Idiomas Enseñando Enseñar Enseñar español Enseñar español No
100 209 True 1/4/2024 12:26 41 5839 -93 5199 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern

100 655 True 1/4/2024 12:28 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Staff Parks and Recreation Department Roosevelt feeder pattern No problem solving with others Get along and work with others Use your words to communicate and not your body Accept others differences Work together to problem solve Accept others differences providing free meals to all kids Accepting all students of all genders I don't know I don't know I don't know
100 30 True 1/4/2024 12:29 41 6021 -93 6124 EN

100 1805 True 1/4/2024 12:35 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Prefer not to say 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No
English Language Proficiency (Reading, Writing, 
Listening  Speaking) Math for real life situations

English Language Proficiency (Reading, Writing, 
Listening  Speaking) Math for real life situations

English Language Proficiency (Reading, Writing, 
Listening  Speaking) Math for real life situations Using common standards and curriculum Training staff on cultural competence Successfully deter problematic behaviors

Administer real consequences for repeated or more 
serious behaviors

Creating behavior goals based on race, encourages 
administrators to fudge the numbers.  By basing 
behavior goals on race, we are not including all 
student groups in the goal. Additionally, basing goals 
on race, a social construct, means we are partly 
basing decisions on a student’s physical appearance.  
 We should not "judge" or react to incidents 
differently, based on skin color, but try to be more 
consistent with all students.  We should take advice 
from great leaders like Martin Luther King Jr. who so 
famously said "I have a dream that my four little 
children will one day live in a nation where they will not 
be judged by the color of their skin but by the content 
of their character."  Finally, a question for the goal 
makers, would my two biracial children who go to 
DMPS be considered “black” and be part of the goal if 
they are mixed black and white?  Which race would 
administrators use when determining their 
consequences? In other words, would they put in a 
referral to document a behavior, or choose not to 
document?  Would they change the “level” of the 
referral to make the behavior look less severe?  Or 
would it not matter, because they are mixed race and 
therefore not considered “black.”  How does DMPS 
define “black?”  And in my defense, I know that this 
practice exists because I have worked at DMPS for 
many years, and seen it countless times. Thank you 
for listening

100 83 True 1/4/2024 12:37 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Male White >60 Parent Other Other/Out of District No

100 97 True 1/4/2024 12:39 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Male White >60 Parent Other Other/Out of District No
Please put locks on doors at Ag campus to better 
protect students and teachers  

100 1520 True 1/4/2024 12:39 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union North feeder pattern No Read at (or at least near) grade level
Grade level math and science skills. Social promotion 
is doing a HUGE disservice to our students Self-regulation Problem solving skills Interpersonal skills

Embracing diversity, especially with the school 
calendar

Holding them responsible for their own actions and 
stop enabling them. Once they're in the real world, 
this is detrimental

Have a more thorough transition program for 
freshmen into high school. I would love to see the first 
week of school being only freshmen and a time to 
teach them the skills, behavior, expectations, etc. 
necessary for high school Social Promotion

100 2319 True 1/4/2024 12:43 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Pledge of Allegiance 
Reading/Writing/Math/Accurate History - NO 
CRT/LGTB/POLITICAL AGENDAS Pledge of Allegiance

Reading/Writing/Math/Accurate History - NO 
CRT/LGTB/POLITICAL/RELIGIOUS AGENDAS Pledge of Allegiance

Reading/Writing/Math/Accurate History - NO 
CRT/LGTB/POLITICAL/RELIGIOUS AGENDAS N/A N/A Put Resource Officers Back in Schools

All CRT, LGTB, Political, Religious Agendas in 
schools. Schools claim otherwise, however, I have 
seen it

100 631 True 1/4/2024 12:48 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No
Read and write—reading allows you to learn anything 
else

Emotional regulation so they can be good and 
focused learners and kind to one another

Research. Know where to look for answers and seek 
out solutions

Some advanced math and basic understanding of the 
human body Identify areas of career interest and think long term Apply critical thinking skills

Providing many areas of learning and advanced 
opportunities for students with diverse interests and 
goals  ie: Central Academy

Creating welcoming and inclusive environments 
where students can be comfortable and feel safe to 
learn

More conflict management and relationship skill-
building especially as children get older, constant 
fights and threats of fights (especially at middle 
schools) can be distracting for everyone Not sure No

100 347 True 1/4/2024 12:52 42 4248 -83 1951 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x >60 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading Respecting self and others Not to give in to peer pressure Not to bully Be able to relate to others and have xompassion Knowing that if a D is their best its ok IEP PROGRAM Helping kids that need it Recognizing bullyinf especiallynon social media Helping them to self identify Banning books

100 3808 True 1/4/2024 12:55 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Respect themselves and others Read Peacefully coexist with others Math For the real world
Identify what learning styles work best for them and 
be able to put those to use

Effective communication – asking questions, and 
more important  listening Showing support and celebrating students and faculty Communicating with parents Teach kids how to meditate 

Discuss with students how taking drugs will affect the 
brain when it is not fully developed yet

Allowing high school students multiple times to retake 
a test and allowing them to have the same grade as 
somebody who passed the test the first time. If a 
student has a problem with an exam understandable 
and a second chance is a good idea, but maybe not 
allowing them to get full credit on second and third 
attempts – rather  some sort of a averaged score 

100 747 True 1/4/2024 12:55 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Staff member Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Write Math
Working toward successfully balancing home/school 
life

Be proficient in basic life skills of math, writing and 
reading Active and productive social / community member

Wide range of elective courses to take (Central 
Academy/Campus) consequences for wrong choices/behaviors

not holding the individual accountable for their choices 
/ overlooking too much when it comes to "bad" 
behaviors and choices  beh ho Standard reference grading 

100 396 True 1/4/2024 12:55 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member
Business Community,Arts Community,Parks and 
Recreation Department Faith Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes

Developing a love of learning - have fun, work hard 
and make friends along the way   

Understanding and accepting differences among 
each other  

Continue to develop flexibility (with their schedules), 
love of learning and stay on the "right" track SAFETY!!!!!! 

Follow their passions to successfully take them into 
the future  SAFETY!!!!!

Continue to let them discover who they are with 
opportunities that are unique to them - come here, 
become here   

Providing additional resources - housing, food, 
clothing etc  

Sometimes it seems as if GT kids (or kids that are 
strong in skills) don't get as much individualized 
learning - I would love to see better scaffolds in place 
for my GT kiddos    

We need more flexibility in our day - if kids are not 
mastering a lesson, but the time for that lesson is 
over  it is hard to move on   

Stop regulating teachers schedules - trust our 
professional judgment   

100 175 True 1/4/2024 13:00 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Administrator Other/Out of District No to be a strong reader- fluent and can comprehend math Science of Reading Math curriculum
All teachers should be trained deeper on Science of 
Reading  not just a book study

100 237 True 1/4/2024 13:02 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member LGBTQ Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Feel safe and loved Read Cope with emotions and difficult situations Read Communicate appropriately Preschool Observing non- Christian celebrations Paying support staff more appropriately Transportation for more students Focusing too much on standardized testing

100 1041 True 1/4/2024 13:04 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female Asian 30-45 Parent Other Other/Out of District
Learn new things, be kind , obedience, respect and 
love Listen to the teacher  do your homework Learn  do you assignment 

Listen, do your assignments, be kind , obedience , 
respect and love Do your assignments  listen Be kind  respect and love 

Don’t be absent, do assignments, learn , obedience, 
respect and love 

100 1148 True 1/4/2024 13:07 41 6212 -94 0331 EN Male White 45-60 Parent DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other Neighborhood Association Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Social skills - cooperation, following direction, 
productive group work Language acquisition - Learn to Read

Social skills - cooperation, following direction, 
productive group work Read to Learn

Social skills - cooperation, following direction, 
productive group work

Civic education - understand how the core content 
areas shape their civic identity My kids' school has a strong sense of community

My kids' school does well in keeping our family 
informed of what our children are doing at school

A more consistent school calendar.  The number of 
long breaks make it challenging for routines, 
especially for studnets with IEPs universal behavior expectations

too much focus on test scores and a culture of deficit 
mindset rooted in SOFG

100 284 True 1/4/2024 13:22 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes read math interpersonal skills self-discipline accountability financial literacy DEI variety of classes student accountability financial literacy stop ignoring vaping at school

100 309 True 1/4/2024 13:26 41 59 -93 8604 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Great reading skills good basic math skills Continuation of math skills start the process of post high school plans Diversity   We accept all
caring for our population - a large portion which is low 
income and/or minority

Teachers more qualified in the subjects they teach in 
some cases

100 719 True 1/4/2024 13:28 41 2884 -95 9972 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Parent Faith Community Other/Out of District Respecto Su identidad La con precisión asi los demás Respectar la manera de pensar de los demás Ir aprender en su educación El amor respectó y la umildad Enséñales aprender Cuídalos mientras ellos pertenecen en la escuela Tener mas cuidado en la salida de los estudiantes Tener mas reglas en la escuela 

100 643 True 1/4/2024 13:35 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Community Member Other Other/Out of District No Reading at grade level Math at grade level Math and science Good study habits Be college ready in core subjects How to apply for college or job Emphasis on diversity and inclusion Availability of Advanced Learning Program
Return the accelerated math program—my kids are 
bored and could be moving at a much quicker pace

More extracurricular opportunities at ALL schools, not 
just some

100 491 True 1/4/2024 13:55 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern Habits of learners Actions now have an impact on your future Habits of learners
Actions now REALLY have an impact on your future--
certain doors of opportunity may close or open wider

As a teacher I see dedicated colleagues doing the 
best they can given our environment (political, 
national rhetoric ) We mean well

Expecting rigor. Standards should be a starting point, 
a framework not a step by step grade earning thing

Really holding students accountable.  Not sure what 
that means anymore

I'd revisit grading policies.  I'd suggest stop having a 
goal for achieving a certain percentage of a group 
reaching a C.  I'd focus more on a goal of ensuring 
the physical, social, and emotional well being of all 
students   Maybe it's not a SMART goal but 

100 363 True 1/4/2024 13:58 41 3596 -96 1566 EN Female Asian 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern Reading/literacy How to behave How to study  Kindness/respect for others Critically analyzing new information Emotional resilience Inclusivity Promoting community Academically challenging bright students
stop allowing behaviorally challenging students to 
derail others’ learning I’m not sure 

100 235 True 1/4/2024 13:59 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Faith Community East feeder pattern No Read write Feel safe Learn Feel safe Learn Feel safe Teaching Trying to protect 
Sending kids who refuse to learn and be mannered to 
alternate schools Police presence at each school Tolerate kids who don't want to learn 

100 450 True 1/4/2024 14:02 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No problem solving  integrity  self-worth reading  math problem solving  integrity  self-worth reading and math problem solving  integrity  self-worth reading and math great professional development for staff more mental health  therapists  enough individual teaching to students levels

100 5835 True 1/4/2024 14:06 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Problem solving skills Self Control Cause and effect of current choices on their future  Emotional Control and Wellness Soft skills for employment Life skills to promote balance and wellness  
Offering core diplomas and other alternate academic 
success pathways

Holding School Counselors accountable for providing 
quality school counseling services to all students  

Increase student access to valuable school 
counselors  

Focus much, much more heavily on the emotional 
safety of all staff and students in every building  

Stop having school counselors doing 504 plans. This 
would allow more student access to school 
counselors  

100 328 True 1/4/2024 14:06 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member Hoover feeder pattern No

100 599 True 1/4/2024 14:07 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other North feeder pattern No Know how to ask for help Reading Math Computer skills
Independence. Changing a tire, filing taxes, using 
hand tools etc

Future planning. College planning, importance of birth 
control etc Free lunches Advisory class

Counceling/ mental health checks for individual 
students

Bussing for all students who need it. Not just students 
who live far away Short lunch times  no lockers

100 608 True 1/4/2024 14:14 42 4257 -83 1522 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern
How important it is to not trust strangers in any 
circumstances To not pick fights or bully others No bullying or pick fights

Put medal defectors in school's to prevent mass 
shootings more security

Not allowing hs students leave the premises during 
lunch. And change the times for school for and 
elementary 

100 458 True 1/4/2024 14:17 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Community Member LGBTQ Community Faith Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Demonstrate Social Emotional competency as a 
productive member school community

Demonstrate grade level academic competency for 
ALL subjects

Demonstrate Social Emotional competency as a 
productive member school community

Demonstrate grade level academic competency for 
ALL subjects

Demonstrate Social Emotional competency as a 
productive member school community

Demonstrate grade level academic competency for 
ALL subjects

Continued direct instruction of Social Emotional 
Learning

Provide access to each student, material at their 
actual grade level  no dumbing down

Balancing the work load with the time provided. 
Quality sacrificed at expense of rigor

Giving more equal treatment to Science/ Social 
studies Reward based behavior systems -PBIS

100 1387 True 1/4/2024 14:19 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 30-45 Parent North feeder pattern No Read Math Communication Respect Productive in society Credit management Food pantrys Family outreach programs Metal detection at the door

100 311 True 1/4/2024 14:25 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other Other/Out of District No Communicate empathy to their classmates Read fluently with strong comprehension Think critically Respond with empathy Think critically Analyze texts and communicate thinking clearly
Communication from Roosevelt HS is ON POINT. 
Timely and specific

It sounds like in most circumstances with students, 
the STAFF attempts to de-escalate before the police 
are involved. I appreciate this. Educators are trained 
in doing this relationally with students  Police are not  

The language and mindset around post secondary 
options that aren’t college could be improved  

I see a lot of information about college visits for 
students. What about trade school or training 
connections? No

100 424 True 1/4/2024 14:25 42 396 -83 2351 EN Female More than one 18-30 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No
Have their phones, but made to keep them on quiet 
and not have them as a distraction  

Be talked to about things like school shootings and 
know a plan incase it was ever to happen  Know the plan incase of a school shooting  

Be able to talk to someone if they are being bullied or 
having thoughts of hurting others 

That even tho you can leave school as you please 
that you make sure to always let someone know 
where you are  

Leave and go get younger siblings if they are 
struggling or incase the school is in active danger 

The locking of the doors and only letting certain 
people in  Fire drills and talking about dangers of things  A plan and action for if there is a school shooter More mental health awareness No

100 89 True 1/4/2024 14:29 33 4679 -111 7155 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Alumni No
100 314 True 1/4/2024 14:29 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Other/Out of District No SEL skills that transfer Reading Accountability for students actions Self contained classrooms 

100 288 True 1/4/2024 14:30 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Community Member Other City of Des Moines Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Healthy Emotional development 
Be able to prioritize their time, plan their workload and 
projects Diversity Pride in district and school Teaching kids to study in middle school I would love to see less learning through screens 

100 788 True 1/4/2024 14:31 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female White >60 Parent East feeder pattern No Reading Math Reading Math Reading Math Idk Idk Get rid of pronouns call kids by there names only 
Take politics out of the class rooms! Teachers views 
need to not voice their opinions into the kids!!!

Keep their personal opinions to themselves parents 
are the parents not the teachers! This is Iowa not 
California, not New York, not the state of Washington, 
and not Oregon if the school board wants to be like 
that  they need to move to those other states!

100 372 True 1/4/2024 14:34 44 9834 -93 2622 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other Other/Out of District

100 330 True 1/4/2024 14:44 41 7185 -93 5646 EN Female Asian 30-45 Parent Refugee Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Respect the teachers Have good attendance Grades will matter in highschool Take time to make up work Have good attendance Make yime for your missing work Preparing them for the furture remindjng them to have good grades
Have a phone policy that will help the studebts 
education Try and stop confrontation of people No

100 1367 True 1/4/2024 14:48 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern
How to behave appropriately with their peers and staff 
members

How to do basic life skills. Stop teaching things that 
aren't need to live life. An example would be 
Shakespeare. I've never needed to know that and 
neither has anyone I know Respect  kindness  and listening skills

Stop teaching things they don't need to know like 
Greek mythology and math they won't use unless 
they go into field that requires it and teach life skills Teach respect  kindness  listening  skills

Don't make kids take courses they will never use. 
Math classes or foreign language classes they will 
never have a use for and could take a class they'd 
benefit from would be better served

I love how the elementary teachers reach out to 
parents to let us know how our child/children are 
doing Updating grades Controlling kids

You don't have enough teachers to teach all these 
kids. Class sizes are too big for one teacher. Kids 
suffer who really want to learn and it's unfair to those 
students. 25+ students is way to many. No wonder 
teacher quit and kids are out of control

Stop teaching subjects that don't apply to life outside 
of highschool. If a child goes to college and they want 
to major in a certain area they will get it there

100 339 True 1/4/2024 14:53 41 4868 -93 6538 EN Female Black/African American 18-30 Student
Faith Community,College/University Partner,Career 
and Technical Education Partner Lincoln feeder pattern No To be safe Learn about jesus Learn to be nice to others Be honesty Be kind Do not fight Homework Be safe Shooting Fighting Stop the bullying

100 1883 True 1/4/2024 14:54 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff Other District teacher Hoover feeder pattern No

Develop age-appropriate social emotional skills to be 
able to interact with peers and staff in manner that 
embraces high achievement Develop grade-level literacy and math skills

Develop age-appropriate social emotional skills to be 
able to interact with peers and staff in manner that 
embraces high achievement Develop grade-level literacy and math skills

Engage in rigorous instruction with a reasonable 
stamina

Embrace constructive criticism as a means to 
improvement

DMPS has improved it focus on grade-level 
instruction in high school English

DMPS does not support students in being 
accountable for their actions

DMPS says they have high expectations but we do 
not have this, we have a system where kids are given 
grades without skills just to make numbers look good

We must stop enabling/support behaviors that 
promote bad habits (ie., fake deadlines where 
administrators do not support enforcement and 
undermine teachers who strive for student excellence)

100 448 True 1/4/2024 14:57 43 0382 -87 91 EN Female More than one >60 Parent Other Hoover feeder pattern No Adequate Reading levels Math competency Read at or above grade level Math competency Reading at or above grade level Everyday math Offering plenty of groups/clubs to join Allowing college coursework/credits
General life education: knowledge about credit, 
banking  budgeting  meal prep Allowing credit for working

Passing everyone. What good is a degree when you 
have not earned it and cannot read, write or do basic 
math?

100 382 True 1/4/2024 14:59 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Faith Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No
How to be a good neighbor and good citizen, to build 
confidence  to build relationships

The breadth of learning, from arts and music, to 
reading and math and an introduction to STEM 
concepts. I think that elementary school should be a 
time to explore a bit of all there is to learn

Continue to grow as neighbors, friends, and people. 
Continue to learn good values and how to operate in 
society  looking out for each other and the world

Again, the breadth of learning, but the opportunity to 
explore more deeply as their interests allow - whether 
that happens to be the arts or preparation for more 
rigorous work ahead

Students should be adept at managing relationships, 
working in teams, and recognizing their role in 
community. They should be focused on inclusion, in 
helping and caring for each other, and help others do 
the same

Specializing, as it makes sense, in interests and 
education that prepares them for whatever is next, 
whether that is a trade school or further education, or 
something else. I would hope that they would have the 
necessary knowledge to function in the world as good 
citizens and also know a bit of what they love and 
have as passions

The attention you give to at-risk populations is 
commendable. I'm proud that DMPS provides so 
many services and supports to children and families

My child is in elementary school, with another starting 
preschool next year. Accompanying these littles ones 
into broader community life is so important, and well 
done I don't know yet I don't know yet Nothing comes to mind

100 552 True 1/4/2024 15:07 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Male White 30-45 Parent

Business Community,Arts Community,Parks and 
Recreation Department,Faith Community,Career and 
Technical Education Partner Hoover feeder pattern Yes

Demonstrate reading and math skills at the 
appropriate age/grade level

Social basics for that age group. (i.e. Line and 
Classroom Basics)

Demonstrate reading, math, and science skills at the 
appropriate age/grade level Social norms as it applies peer groups and adults

Demonstrate critical thinking skills at the appropriate 
age/grade level

Demonstrate reading, math, and science skills at the 
appropriate age/grade level Exposure to multiple social and ethnic groups The ELL program as a whole

This is tough, as I will naturally show bias for how I 
was taught which is different than today's 
methodology. Elementary school from 1986 to 1992 
is a whole lot different than it is today ! See above N/A

100 286 True 1/4/2024 15:09 37 751 -97 822 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Begin to learn who they are and how they learn Openness to diversity Self-Advocacy 
Educational learning experience that works best for 
them That they and their education matter Opportunities for advancement Diversity and Inclusion Awareness of events and activities Bullying prevention and intervention Self-Advocacy lessons

Personally, it is asking the victim of bullying to change 
classes/courses vs. the bully who has caused 
physical harm  

100 5664 True 1/4/2024 15:17 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Other East feeder pattern Yes
Become literate. That means being able to read and 
write proficiently in the English language They should have critical thinking skills   STEM skills  Should be able to express themselves clearly Behavior They should be able to get that HS diploma  

They should be self directed learners ready for 
college/vocational schooling Keeping cops OUT of schools  

Free Lunches and breakfasts. No kid should be 
hungry at school  

They should have more Honors classes not just in 
Central Campus 

I think they are using computers less and less... they 
should have MORE laptop usage

Stop running scared from the GOP.  You are the 
biggest district in the state ACT LIKE IT  

100 197 True 1/4/2024 15:33 41 2041 -95 9644 EN Female White 18-30 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern Yes
Social interaction is most important. How to properly 
act with peers and adults  Literacy skills Social interactions Literacy skills Social skills Literacy Communication to the public Accessibility Student safety protocols Transportation for all Stop srg

100 506 True 1/4/2024 15:37 41 2377 -95 9998 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Alumni Staff Faith Community East feeder pattern No Self regulation Academics Self regulation Academics Self regulation Academics
Pursuit of self regulation, academics, and extended 
core

Pursuit of self regulation, academics, and extended 
core

Best efforts to acquire equitable learning resources 
for students to kearn regardless of demographic area Same Extinct systemic racism

100 527 True 1/4/2024 15:37 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read Math Read Math Critical thinkers that apply knowledge Explore careers
Taking care of social emotional needs-breakfast 
every day High quality curriculum

We have to provide as much help as we can to 
struggling learners.  We need more staff in 
elementary schools to b certain kids get off to the very 
best start

Provide them with facilities that are state of the art.  
They deserve them just as much as their peers in the 
suburbs

100 1153 True 1/4/2024 15:37 44 7617 -93 3432 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Faith Community North feeder pattern No Read and do math at grade level Writing and clear verbal communication Read and do math at grade level
Grade level or higher writing skills and the ability to do 
their own research Read and do math at grade level Develope higher order thinking skills  

(What *is one *thing)... Clearly it isn't double checking 
your work before submitting questionnaires... 
Communication efforts with families, broadly 
speaking Family engagement activities  

Protecting our students, teachers and buildings with 
onsite resource officers

Consistency amongst teachers with student 
discipline and accountability  

Discontinue the hyper focus on social "issues", and 
focus on basic public education pertaing to reading, 
writing and arithmetic

100 725 True 1/4/2024 15:42 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Parent Alumni
Business Community,Faith Community,Des Moines 
Housing Authority Other Property management East feeder pattern Yes Identify emotions Understand boundaries Figure a check book ledger Anatomy Prepare for after school endeavors

All of the options available in the communities and 
surrounding areas Continue free meals  

Provide police and or public safety officers at every 
elementary school for safe drop off and pick ups  More mental health awareness and resources N/A

100 1039 True 1/4/2024 15:43 41 6381 -93 6203 EN Male White >60 Parent Community Member Other Home owner parent to highscool student North feeder pattern No English Math Spelling Math

Prepairing for retirement, how to invest for future. 
Since very few companies offer a retirement the 
student need to learn the importance of starting early 
to invest and save for retirement 

They need to learn the importance of job ethics. The 
importance of punctual and continuous work history. 
The importance of how to build a good credit history

Offering the opportunity to be involved in music and 
other arts not just sports oriented  

Offering the access to central campus for career 
oriented programs

Teaching the importance of how to build a good credit 
history 

Teaching them early on how to invest and prepare for 
retirement 

Stop letting kids get by with not knowing how to spell 
correctly  

100 1529 True 1/4/2024 15:44 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes

Obviously be safe. Have control of classroms. Excite 
the student to learn. Make them accountable for 
success. Encourage pride in their success. DO NOT 
ignore a child who has a problem with focus. Keep 
classroom size managable and ask for classroom 
volunteers and helpers See above

Keep control of school. Wandering, fighting, teachers 
who act like they just dont care. Classrooms too large 
to help those in need of more time and explanation See above

Roosevelt totally out of control. Multitudes of students 
in halls during class just walking in droves. No control 
by administrators. 200 kids in gym class hiding. 
Teachers quitting after trying to lock them out and 
they just pound and pound on door. Students not able 
to get into 3 floors of bathrooms during class because 
they are jammed with kids skipping to smoke. 
Principal just says get to class when in hall. Multiple 
fights almost daily. Students feel there can be no 
hope for change. Learning is not possible in this 
Enviornment. Need a Principal who can get control 
and strict consequences for those who do not follow 
rules. What use to be an afluent school is one of total 
chaos. Have our superintendent spend a couple of 
weeks there and observe what a failure it is See above For Roosevelt nothing  Its a disgrace

See above. For Roosevelt new Principal and 
administrators with our new superintendent 
overseeing changes and improvement. Must have 
clear expectations and if they cant fullfill their job 
requirements then get them out of there See above Oh boy  See above  Not a learning environment at all

100 2592 True 1/4/2024 15:45 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Coping skills (not part of curriculum, I get that) and 
Reading (everything requires it)

Coping skills (not part of curriculum, I get that) and 
Reading (everything requires it)

Find their strengths and take a class or two that fit 
into those interests How to study/strategies to help them learn

think independently and be able to hold a discussion 
to seek to understand

identify some things they are good at and/or 
passionate about and link those to possible career 
paths Supporting diversity and understanding of all people

they have many options (Central Campus and 
Academy  for examples) for their class selection

Teaching actual study skills - other than in ONE class 
EVER, my freshman and junior have never had 
anyone teach them how to learn/study

Provide references - when gone, my kids rely on 
friends' notes to catch up (which are sometimes 
incorrect) or online resources that don't "really" or 
"exactly" match what was covered in class

Stop lowering expectations for behavior.  Kids need 
conversations early to help them change their habits 
and coping skills

100 244 True 1/4/2024 15:51 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female White 18-30 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read at grade level by end of elementary 
SEL-social skills, how to manage feelings and self, 
how to be a learner Free breakfast and lunch Focus on equity Smaller class sizes Increase teacher pay-better teachers helps students 

100 387 True 1/4/2024 16:04 41 5839 -93 5199 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Student Parent Staff Administrator Other Other/Out of District No Disciplina Comunicación Resilencia Afecto Respeto Valores morales Persistencia de los alumnos Aprendizaje Protección Protección policial en la escuelas Todo bien

100 512 True 1/4/2024 16:15 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Male Black/African American 30-45 Parent Alumni East feeder pattern
REading programs. When i was in elementary we 
had an ACR reading program  Worked out great Math 

Reading. We have several at this level that are 
reading well below where they should

In 8th grade there should be a better prep for High 
School and how to handle the more freedom theyll 
have

More classes on finances, credit, overall decisions 
theyll face as adults College or Trade School prep 

Special Education program, speech therapy, as well 
as other therapies are great. Dont let the Governer 
mess with it  Extra clubs being given for most Jr High students

There needs to be more review on subjects. Seems 
like at time teachers are just rushing to make sure 
they get through lesson plans for the year  More emphasis on core subjects

Stop listening to the select few morons in public and 
bring back SROs to high schools. Improve our 
schools more so we dont continue to lose kids to the 
suburbs

100 1611 True 1/4/2024 16:22 43 0382 -87 91 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No How to get along with others How to read and learn Be accepting of others How to learn How to use reading as a tool for learning How to communicate and work with others effectively Embracing and celebrating diversity p

Having the wide variety of placement and program 
options and our own PTs, OTs, and SLPs, but we 
need more!

Retaining the best and brightest teachers and 
classroom staff by paying them a higher wage and 
providing the best benefits to make more people want 
to work here and stay here

Adequately staffing classrooms for all the diverse 
needs

Spending so much on salaries and benefits for 
employees who are not working with children and 
families. The district is too top heavy and the people 
who are providing the education and the things 
students need are not getting enough support 

100 600 True 1/4/2024 16:30 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading & Math Social skills Continue the above while expanding there world view IT skills Strong communication skills Job skills and or college prep
Diversity and acceptance of different cultures and 
perspectives Caring teachers and staff Not sure Not sure Nothing comes to mind 

100 236 True 1/4/2024 16:36 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Alumni Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Social emotional development Read Learn about helping others Read
Get access to post secondary opportunities while in 
high school

Addressing the enormous reading gap between 
children in Des Moines vs the rest of Iowa

Advertising your superintendent on every piece of 
media instead of children. Your media team acts like 
you are running him for elected office  

100 611 True 1/4/2024 16:39 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read
Successfully function in the school setting - get along 
with students  follow instructions  etc

Read at grade level - most other learning flows from 
reading fluency Math and science skills Be in charge of their own learning

They should know there are lots of paths to success 
and start to tailor their learning toward their post-hs 
plans

Keep offering specialized classes at Central Campus 
and Central Academy

Keep hiring teachers that are passionate about their 
career and care about kids

Some kids just aren't succeeding. Keep working to 
reach these kids

Welcome caring adults to volunteer at school.  (Last 
year I filled out a lengthy form in order to volunteer and 
never heard back ) 

100 2474 True 1/4/2024 16:43 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern Be safe and feel safe at school  Be safe and feel safe at school  Be safe and feel safe at school  Enhanced safety- metal detectors

100 480 True 1/4/2024 16:44 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member Other Legal Hoover feeder pattern Read  Write  Math Express themselves through art/music/sports Read  Write  Math Express themselves through art/music/sports
Read, Write, Math, Think about their future and what 
they are good at Express themselves through art/music/sports/clubs Keeping my child safe at their elementary school

Connecting my kid to the community and to diverse 
opinions and experiences

Holding kids accountable for their behavior through 
high expectations and consequences for moderate to 
severe actions

Supporting their teachers- kids see staff struggle 
often to keep them safe  educated  and cared for Not sure

100 259 True 1/4/2024 16:45 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 18-30 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Be kind to others Follow directions Work with peers Organize their class materials Work well with peers Follow through with goals

100 260 True 1/4/2024 17:28 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Arts Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Work with others Work with others Critical thinking Critical thinking Work with others Providing support to diverse families Creating safe spaces Free DART passes for any students who need them More mental health resources

100 13070 True 1/4/2024 17:43 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent North feeder pattern No Read and comprehend  count and be kind to others
Form a proper sentence and summarize within a 
paragraph Read Be responsible Read and do math Have a strong grasp on government and economics

Some teachers are offering time after school for 
student that additional help

Having diverse leadership so minority children see 
adults that look like them in leadership positions. And 
understand how important that is

Do away with timed assessment testing. Its not a fair 
representation of a students best. Most have a fear of 
test

Offer free tutoring maybe half day Saturdays if a 
student's grade is a C or lower Stop timed testing and itbs

100 345 True 1/4/2024 17:43 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Write Complex math Read at a higher level Strong writing skills Strong reading skills
One thing? Keeping them engaged in the various 
learning aspects Progressing students at an adequate pace  Integrating some foreign language  Not sure NA

100 849 True 1/4/2024 18:17 41 5839 -93 5199 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Community Member Faith Community East feeder pattern No

Basic math, problem solving, cursive writing skills, 
penmanship and writing neatly, knowing how to read 
and comprehend what they’re reading  See above answer

Better penmanship, more advanced math skills and 
problem solving, home economics, US history, start 
health class (KEEP LGBTQ CRAP OUT OF IT!). 
There are ONLY 2 GENDERS! See above answer!

More life skills, accounting class, US HISTORY in 
more depth, ECONOMICS, LEARN HOW THE 
GOVERNMENT WORKS, more people skills, more 
advanced math skills, English class skills, prepare for 
higher education and life! See above answer! Not much  if anything  Nothing  I want to pull my kid out of DMPS! 

More safety officers walking the halls of every school, 
control bullying in every school students and staff 
included  See above answer!

TAKE OUT ALL OF THE LGBTQ BULLSHIT OUT IF 
THW SCHOOLS! Focus on EDUCATION (you know 
what we send our kids to school for!). QUIT 
PROMOTING LGBTQ LITERATURE AND BOOKS 
TO KIDS! 

100 580 True 1/4/2024 18:22 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No
Be safe. Stay alive. Not worry about guns in their 
school  Not worry about food  They are safe at school from bullies How to write in cursive

Not get bullied and know someone is therw to keep 
them safe

Write in cursive,  file their own tax rerurn, how to 
writw a check, how to carry on a conversation instead 
of always on their phones Know they are safe!!!! Free breakfast and lunch

You need to bring police back in the middle  and high 
schools Keeping our kids safe Teacher development days  Way to many

100 289 True 1/4/2024 18:23 41 6244 -93 6694 ES Male Hispanic/Latino/a/x <18 Student Other East feeder pattern No Solidaridad respeto Respeto

100 1180 True 1/4/2024 18:32 44 9427 -93 2871 ES Male Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Parent Other Soy padre de un alumno Lincoln feeder pattern Yes
Cómo evacuar en caso de emergencia de cualquier 
tipo

Saber llamar a sus padres o alguien que los 
represente y tener comunicación muy cerca com sus 
maestros 

Saber que en una emergencia de cualquier magnitud 
puedan y sepan evacuar sin entrar en pánico con la 
ayuda de sus maestros 

Tener conocimiento de las áreas de evacuaciones y 
de saber cómo avisar a sus maestros de cualquier 
cosa rara que ellos miren alrededor de sus escuelas

Saber que en cualquier circunstancia durante las 
horas de clase se respeten mutuamente entre 
alumnos y maestros 

Ser Agradecidos con sus maestros y con sus 
compañeros de clases sin importar color de 
piel religión estado social o raza

Nuestro hijo ya a  pasado por 3 veces de bully en su 
escuela y esperamos eso no vuelva a pasar Gracias por proveer lonche gratis a nuestros hijos 

Que al.salir de clase al fin del día,todos sean 
respetuosos y amables mutuamente 

,pienso que están haciendo todo lo posible de que 
nuestros hijos estén bien pero también nosotros 
como padres podemos ayudar en casa a educar a 
nuestros hijos para hacer todo más fácil para 
ustedes en las escuelas 

No,y muchas gracias por todo su trabajo que hacen 
para educar a nuestros hijos 

100 367 True 1/4/2024 18:47 41 2648 -96 0001 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Other East feeder pattern Yes Writing Read Math Relationship Accountability Social Accountability Relationship Daily living How to communicate effectively No

100 327 True 1/4/2024 18:56 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 30-45 Parent North feeder pattern How to be more Independent Reading and writing How to take care of themselves out of schools Speech Socialization
I wish he was feed lunch with others so he can work 
on eating instead of his feeding tube

100 546 True 1/4/2024 18:59 41 7057 -93 4431 EN Female White 30-45 Staff No

Know how to read (letter sounds, blending)Be able to 
use their reading for learning (comprehension and 
expanding knowledge)

Understanding emotions, self-regulation, etc. We 
need people OTHER than classroom teachers to do 
this. Invest in students young so they will have tools to 
build a solid foundation for their mental health and well 
being

How to write using proper structure for different types 
of writing

Healthy relationships, healthy choices, mental health 
awareness  basically HEALTH!

Career readiness and pathways after college. 
Knowing how to live in the real world

Providing breakfast, lunch and snacks for students 
each day at school

Community resources - having someone in the 
building for a bridge between community and school

Providing smaller class sizes, espeically in in the 
younger grades (K-2) these should not be 20+ 
students  more like 16-18 students per class

100 846 True 1/4/2024 19:13 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male Black/African American 18-30 Parent
Business Community,Faith Community,Des Moines 
Housing Authority Other East feeder pattern No

Feeling Safe. Students should feel safe. Parents trust 
our school systems to monitor and protect our 
children when we can’t

Learn, learn without restriction, prejudice or 
discrimination. Every child is developed differently 
understanding that is important

Mathematics in its simplest form all the way to its 
most tenuous form Spelling standards  Life skills Knowing who to talk to  What steps to take Teaching  

Providing an appropriate amount of transition time 
between activities/classes N/A N/A No

100 402 True 1/4/2024 19:35 43 0382 -87 91 EN Female Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Alumni Other North feeder pattern No Read Learn schedule Proper writing/grammar Time management History Incusion Acess to free lunch Acess to student schedule Resource officers again Shortening breaks
100 59 True 1/4/2024 19:44 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Male Black/African American >60 Parent East feeder pattern Yes

100 906 True 1/4/2024 19:44 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern Reading Math Reading Math/science Career readiness College prep Accessibility to free lunch & individual computers Redoing assignments to improve grades

Making sure each student has at least one staff 
member as a mentor, that checks in with them 
periodically where they can build trust and a 
relationship 

Continue commutation to families about celebrations, 
issues /concerns  outside of conferences No

100 3085 True 1/4/2024 19:54 41 7536 -93 6927 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No

The most important thing I learn in elementary school 
was learn how to read. Writing, math, social studies 
and science are important   too! Social development and/or friendship learning  

Building off the learning in elementary to also include 
technology, music, art, foreign language, health and 
or life skills  

Middle school is a great time to build a foundation of 
academic skills and study habits  

To increase their independent thinking; emotionally, 
socially  and academically  

Build on the academics learned in middle school in all 
subjects   SEL Attendance focus Mental health counselors staffed in every building School nurse staffed in every building Open campus 

100 37731 True 1/4/2024 19:55 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes self confidence work in groups
be responsible for their own tasks and complete 
multistep projects independently write clearly speak articulately think on their feet diversity communication supporting more ALP and advance learning options expand central campus focusing on only one demographic

100 732 True 1/4/2024 19:56 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading Emotion regulation Teamwork Math/science/history Learn study habits Problem solve (not necessarily math related)
Increasing trade-related and career education 
opportunities

Communication between school lesdership and 
parents when concerns are present

Building sense of community in middle schools 
(behavior modifications/mediations between students 
for learning conflict resolution)

Hiring arts teachers/coaches with quality and 
appropriate experience Lack of reasonable amount of homework  

100 828 True 1/4/2024 20:18 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Male More than one 45-60 Parent Community Member Business Community Lincoln feeder pattern No attend every day
learn self control.  know when to listen and when to 
speak let others be themselves be yourself without shame or guilt don't let tardiness and absenteeism define you get your work done to succeed as you will in life support technology making students accountable for absents and work

making parents accountable for students absents and 
work

pushing students to the next grade level when they 
have not passed



100 920 True 1/4/2024 20:18 41 5486 -93 6583 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x <18 Student LGBTQ Community Other East feeder pattern No

Social changes: Friendships may change as students 
meet new people. Encourage them to be open-
minded and make new friends while staying 
connected with old ones

More independence, Middle school usually gives 
students more freedom and responsibility. They'll 
have different teachers for each subject and will need 
to manage their own schedules

communication skills: Practice effective 
communication with teachers, classmates, and 
friends. It'll help you express yourself and build 
stronger relationships

 Study habits: Develop good study habits early on. 
Find a quiet and comfortable place to study, break 
down your work into manageable chunks, and review 
your notes regularly

Financial literacy: Understanding personal finance is 
essential. Learn about budgeting, managing 
expenses, saving money, and basic concepts like 
credit and loans. It will help you make informed 
decisions and set a strong foundation for your 
financial future

Mental and physical well-being: Prioritize your mental 
and physical health. Learn about self-care practices, 
stress management techniques, and healthy lifestyle 
habits. Taking care of yourself is essential for overall 
well-being and success in all areas of life

I think the MPS needs to promote better gun safety. I 
definitely think that it’s a bummer that students have 
to go through such experiences and then you guys 
show us how to lock down the classroom but don’t 
teach us if we’re in that situation one on one yes 
DMP.S my fear what parents will say but it’s not about 
the parents it’s about the students and the staff who 
are in that situation and you have to protect 
themselves, so what are some safety things we could 
do? Should we bring in professionals to come talk to 
us about if we’re in the situation how to handle self-
defense should never not be talked about sent. This is 
becoming so common in our school district  

let’s start advocating for student voices let’s start 
promoting student mental health advocating for 
student voices will promote student mental health. 
Let’s start putting mental health in the curriculum first 
20 minutes of gym class. You got to be there to learn 
about mental help in order to pass and then the rest 
let’s go do gym class and things but I definitely think 
mental health needs to be in the curriculum and 
needs to be talked about every class. It Hass to be 
stricter in order to drop suicide rate drop depression 
rates it could actually help and all you guys do is steer 
away, from the most important thing, the thing that 
keeps all of us active 

Let’s start worrying about why the students aren’t 
doing well in school instead of worrying about their 
test grade our school shouldn’t be funded based on 
whether or not we passed a test good enough that 
brings me back to mental health mental health is what 
keeps us all going how are mental health is is what 
keeps us are going I definitely think that we need to 
start understanding one on one what is going on with 
that student and why are they feeling? Why are they 
skipping class? Why this instead of pressuring kids, 
and making them feel like school is too stressful for 
me to go, but why is a stressful for them and not us 
so kind of understanding that relationship and figuring 
out what the main problem is a lot of official staff say 
that it’s the students they’re disrespectful, but what 
was the staff doing that made the student flip out 
maybe that’s something the staff should stop doing. 
Maybe the staff shouldn’t work there think about it like 
that and do not think about it as always the students 
fault because I’ve noticed that it’s always the students 
fault at the end of the day unless the staff has done 
something horrific, but when it comes to skipping 
when it comes to talking back to the teachers, it’s 
always students fault but we need to start looking 
deeper if you want them to pass if you want. Passing 
rights to go way higher and it’s also what I’m talking 
about  Mental health is the route to go 

100 229 True 1/4/2024 20:29 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Interact socially among peers
100 145 True 1/4/2024 20:31 41 6381 -93 6203 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Community Member Other North feeder pattern Yes Read

100 414 True 1/4/2024 20:39 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other/Out of District No Reading and math Science Prepare for more independence in high school
Preparedness for life after high school (college, 
vocational training  etc)

Life skills like budgeting, driving, and self-
determination Providing for safety and security

Continue to send overview information to parents via 
principal emails

Provide clearer information about class requirements 
for middle school and high school students (core 
versus extracurricular)

100 418 True 1/4/2024 20:47 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White >60 Alumni Staff East feeder pattern No Identify letters and numbers Learn to socialize with other kids They should be more accountable Life Class Finish the best they can do Graduate Nutrition Program Trying to keep them safe Put police resources back in school Metal Detectors Telling them what they can read 
100 163 True 1/4/2024 20:50 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Other/Out of District No Reading Skills Problem Solving Skills Reading Skills Problem Solving Skills College and Career Readiness Skills Problem Solving Skills

100 550 True 1/4/2024 20:54 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Other/Out of District No Respect authority Read and understand Reason Read and write at grade level Communicate Problem solve in all academic areas Hiring Great teachers Free school breakfast and lunch 
Making students feel safe when big behaviors happen 
in the classroom Giving consequences to stop behavior 

Making teachers feel like robots reading out of a 
curriculum manual with no room for creativity and fun 
in learning 

100 1223 True 1/4/2024 21:06 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern No
Know basic skills such as reading, writing, math but 
also beginning computers  math

Learning to work together or in groups to solve 
problems Intermediate to complex math  science Computer focused work

Advanced sciences, math students should choose 
based on their chosen college path

Advanced computer software courses ( should have 
several choices Continuation of the arts The use of computers for work completion  projects

More options for students that are neurodivergent or 
learn differently. Such as option to test verbally, on 
computer vs  paper  off-site learning opportunities 

Curriculum based on student strengths as other 
countries do. E g. Student strong in science 
interested in being scientist. Studies directed towards 
science  math  arts Treating everyone as if they learn and test the same  

100 1338 True 1/4/2024 21:44 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Male White 45-60 Parent College/University Partner East feeder pattern No
Able to appropriately interact, both socially and 
academically  with others

Master basic math and science skills, as well as (or 
improve upon, especially if ELL student) English 
reading and writing skills

Should be able to identify and be allowed to improve 
their own academic and extra-curricular interests Continued focus on academic progress in all areas  

Should be exposed to and encouraged to explore 
interests and fields that could lead to their future 
development and preparation for continued education 
or entering the workforce  

Educated on aspects of adult life, such as financial 
education or soft job skills  

Hiring practices have produced dedicated, 
knowledgeable, and practical staff in all positions that 
I have interacted with  

Promoting and encouraging a diverse student 
population.  Staff assigned to each school to help with 
resource referral was a great initiative  Nothing yet  only first year with a child in DMPS Nothing at this time  

100 1093 True 1/4/2024 21:44 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Arts Community Refugee Community Other Other/Out of District No
A goal of where students “should” be academically to 
enter middle school Read/Write

known expectations of skills needed  academically 
before coming to HS

Known expectations of behavioral skills expected at 
the HS level

Make sure students are prepared academically for 
whatever they choose to do after graduation

What “adult behavior” includes.  (Consequences for 
behaviors) Helping students feel like they are cared for Providing optional trainings for staff

 Consistently holding students accountable for their 
actions  

Need to stop expecting teachers to do the 
administrators’ job on top of their teaching 
responsibilities 

Requiring experienced teachers (10+ years) to PD 
activities.  Send it to us by email and let us spend our 
time planning and teaching rather than sitting through 
trainings that are exactly the same as previous years 
other than changing the name of said PD

100 608 True 1/4/2024 21:54 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Arts Community Hoover feeder pattern No Foundations of math  science  English
Social skills - being able to positively and 
constructively interact with peers

Our daughter is in pre-K but i believe DMPS is doing 
well with building foundations of learning ecen in pre-
K. Keeping classes fun and engaging but helping 
them learn how to thrive in more structure Building positive social skills

Transportation. As an incoming kindergarten family, 
we are still a few years from feeling comfortable with 
our child walking to school. But if we stay at our 
zoned school, children as young as 5 are expected to 
walk or have transportation to school from parents. 
This severely puts strain on families both financially 
and logistically. Not to mention the safety concerns. 
Providing more consistent, widespread transportation 
of our children to school could close the gap for some 
families

Expand before & after school care. I have a coworker 
that has tried for several years to enroll her child in 
Metro Kids at Cowles, but has not gotten in, so she 
has to leave work everyday to pick him up and often 
brings him to work. This puts undue stress on 
working families, especially single parents. She is 
very fortunate our office is understanding. Having 
expanded before/after care would be very helpful for 
working families Listening to Kim Reynolds 

100 232 True 1/4/2024 22:18 41 268 -96 1156 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Manners Being respectful Respect Read Encouraging independence
Stop spending all money on administrators and 
people who are not actually in the classroom

100 1077 True 1/4/2024 22:19 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female More than one 30-45 Parent Other Other/Out of District

After school activities and dedicated time every month 
to practice lockdown procedures, including how to 
handle an active shooter with real-life examples and 
practicing how to handle the panic. These kids ALL 
desperately need this

Avoid a school shooting so they don't have to try to 
Survive a school shooting

After school activities and know how to handle an 
active school shooter, how to block the doors, how to 
lock the doors, how to protect themselves, stay calm 
and survive a school shooting should be practiced 
twice a week at this point

Know how to prevent a school shooting so they don't 
have to survive a school shooting

Students should have top tier access to classes that 
suit their interests - these electives should take 
priority over sports even in my opinion. It's equally 
important to teach these students how to watch for 
signs of a friend needing help, and believing people 
when they say they are going to do something bad 
and saying something, along smwith how to protect 
themselves in the event of a shooting anywhere, not 
just at school

How to avoid a shooting by paying attention and 
practicing diligently how to defend against an active 
shooter, to prevent the cause so they don't have to try 
to survive but if they do  they are prepared

I'm not sure about the districts as a whole, but my 
students just enrolled in a new dmps school and the 
experience has been positive and they have handled 
situations appropriately 

The overwhelm of support from even the most short 
staffed of schools, everyone here so far has been 
amazing in both schools, and that's a far cry from 
what it was when I was a kid, so huge kudos to you 
guys!

Putting them in psudo scary situations to teach them 
how to truly handle a crisis, show them what it looks 
like, sounds like, feels like etc. So that the fear isn't 
there when danger is, so they can think clearly and 
concisely, so they don't have to be scarred or dead, 
so that maybe just maybe they can be safe

Less emphasis on the specifically required classes 
and more focus on desired classes - ask the 
students what they WANT to learn, then teach them 
more of that! I know it's hard, but I think it could truly 
benefit everyone if they are taught and allowed to love 
what they love from a young age and I believe it will 
overall make more successful and happy adults

Stop being scared of parents - you are the ones 
around these kids all day, and you know a different 
side to them that their parents don't, and I don't know 
a kind way to phrase that, but you can use chatGPT 
to figure out a way you'd be comfortable getting this 
across to these parents, because you NEED them to 
understand who YOU see, because often enough, it's 
two different people. You guys are doing great. Don't 
stop  but do add some stuff  Please

100 6632 True 1/4/2024 23:01 42 4248 -83 1951 EN Female More than one 30-45 Parent Hoover feeder pattern No Play sports and have access to a team if they wish Write and read in cursive Basic home-economics Money management Develop real world skills More life skills

100 406 True 1/5/2024 2:19 44 9985 -93 3029 EN Female White 45-60 Parent
Business Community,Arts Community,Parks and 
Recreation Department Faith Community North feeder pattern Reading writing reading math reading writing and math teachers supporting students teachers supporting parent concerns not preparing students for the next grade level not paying your teachers enough!!!! dummying down students

100 941 True 1/5/2024 3:37 41 5369 -93 6219 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Parent Other East feeder pattern No Escritura Respeto y atención a los maestros 
Cómo distinguir una emergencia de tornados o de 
atentados de violencia

Cómo dealogar entre personas cara a cara sin usar 
la tecnología Preparación a su resumen para futuros trabajos

Prepararse para un futuro financiero para su 
preparación escolar Seguir ofreciendo lunch gratis a los estudiantes Ofreciendo transportación a los estudiantes

Permitir que todos los estudiantes obtengan 
transportación escolar, no importando a cuántas 
millas de retirado esté de su escuela  

Más ayudas financiera para los estudiantes que están 
en actividades fdeportivas  

No generalizar el castigo a todos los estudiantes 
cuando un solo estudiante causó el conflicto o mala 
conducta de algo  

100 321 True 1/5/2024 3:42 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 18-30 Parent Other East feeder pattern No
They should be able to understand and respect one 
another 

Learn how to get into there class safely and 
understand where they need to go Keeping our students safe in school 

Teaching our children how to stay safe and learning 
new skills I think you do enough for our students None  I think all you do is very good 

100 424 True 1/5/2024 4:22 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female More than one 18-30 Parent Other Other/Out of District Learn to read Identify letters and numbers Learn the history of the USA The periodic table Having one on one time with students Thoroughly explaining the studies Handling bullies Discipline No

100 653 True 1/5/2024 5:28 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Faith Community Lincoln feeder pattern No General Education; spelling  math  science  music How to create a social life General Education and Social Skills 
Life Situations; Cooking, sowing, Money and Time 
Management 

Life Skills: How to Run a Business, Time and Money 
Management  Cooking  How to ENTER SOCIETY General Education 

Promoting LGBT. Allow children to be children and 
learn.  Let them decide if they want to go that route 
when they Graduate

100 1642 True 1/5/2024 5:41 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 45-60 Parent
Business Community,Arts Community,Parks and 
Recreation Department Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read at grade level  Understand basic math concepts

Understand that there's more to the world than school 
and what they have experienced so far

Expand their abilities: learn a musical instrument, try 
a team sport, explore the arts! 'Specials' need to 
remain a key part of the educational process, not an 
after-thought

Complete a well-rounded education, including global 
& US geography, World and American history, basic 
math, introductory concepts of several sciences 
(biology  chemistry  physics)  

Students must be able to think critically about topics 
in order to make appropriate decisions

Instrumental music programs MUST continue and 
need to expand at all educational levels

Foreign language offerings MUST continue and need 
to expand at all educational levels

Hold poor teachers accountable for their lack of skills 
and/or effectiveness.  My child has had extremely 
negative experiences in specific classrooms at the 
elementary, middle, and high school levels.  There 
are many teachers in the district who should not 
continue to be teachers. Admininstrative staff needs 
to support the good and great teachers, while 
recruiting new talent to replace the poor teachers. 
Have the courage to remove educators making 
negative impacts on students

Prioritize attracting and retaining the best teachers. 
Reduce the perks received by upper level 
administration and sports teams so that more 
resources can be available to everyone else

Most kids don't care about someone else's gender 
identity, they just accept who their friends are, as they 
are. Stop making such a big deal about who can learn 
about LGBTQ/gender identity and when they can 
learn it

100 2095 True 1/5/2024 5:48 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Female White >60 Alumni Community Member North feeder pattern No Being a productive citizen  able to work with others Competent in ELA  Mathematics  Science Being a productive citizen  able to work with others Competent in ELA  Mathematics  Science Being a productive citizen  able to work with others Competent in ELA  Mathematics  Science ? ? Discipline  meeting the needs of students

Lack of maintaining an environment that is conducive 
to learning. Discipline interferes with learning of all 
students

Provide professional development directly to 
teachers. Create & reinforce classroom environment 
that supports learning for all

100 341 True 1/5/2024 5:48 41 2327 -96 1138 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Educator Roosevelt feeder pattern No Coping skills for mental health Determine reliable sources Coping skills for mental health How to vett reliable sources of information Mental healthy coping skills 
They need to know all of their options beyond high 
and HOW to look into those options and take action 

The kids have adults whom they know care about 
them as a person Accept everyone for whom they are 

Modernizing curriculum (how and what we teach) the 
curriculum is expensive and so boring to students as 
well as not relevant 

Every building should have a student lounge area. 
Studies show having that space in schools improves 
mental health and behaviors Stop buying new curriculum!! 

100 643 True 1/5/2024 6:07 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent
Business Community,Arts Community,LGBTQ 
Community Faith Community Lincoln feeder pattern

The most important thing is to be able to self regulate 
or at least begin to be able to do so.  A child can not 
learn if they are unable to self regulate.  The self 
regulation becomes the main focus and they are 
unable to focus on learning  Education and bettering their intellectual development  

Accept that they can not control anything anyone else 
does but that they can control their response to those 
outside stressors and focus on what is best for them  

I believe the second most important thing is beginning 
to understand what they want to do.  Exploring their 
interests to begin to make the decision on what path 
they would like to do in life   

Focus on their relationships.  Relationships with 
peers, teachers and staff, parents, and community 
partners.  If they can not maintain good working 
relationships they will not be successful as an adult  Gaining confidence in their education   

DMPS does a lot of options for children.  The OSHA 
program in Lincoln, the central campus programs are 
a couple of the many programs that DMPS has open 
for students.  Not every child will have access to a 
college degree so making sure those trades are 
represented to them as an option is very important  

The safety of the children is something that DMPS 
TRIES their best to do

Even more emphasis on those trades.  College isn't 
an option for the vast majority of the DMPS district 
due to financial constraints    

More emphasis on Social Emotional Learning.  Most 
school districts are focused on tests and education 
and forget that if a child doesn't have a solid social 
emotional background they will not be successful long 
term with any type of education 

Stop focusing on the current political climate and 
focus on the education and social emotional 
development of the children  

100 163772 True 1/5/2024 6:07 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Other/Out of District No Reading Skills Emotional regulation and coping skills Math skills
Critical thinking skills, evaluating sources and multiple 
view points Financial literacy Career/college planning

Fund the Community Schools Program - these 
programs and program coordinators are ESSENTIAL 
for our students, staff, and families. I have heard lots 
of talk around these positions losing funding - which 
honestly is terrifying for our community  

After school programs - many of these are free to 
families and provide a safe, stable place for students 
after school  

We need more school associates. We do not pay 
people well enough or give the people supporting 
students nearly enough recognition. We know that 
student behaviors are increasing and academics are 
struggling - with the size of classes teachers struggle 
to give students the attention they need. Classroom 
and SPED associates are KEY roles in our schools  

STOP using primarily standardized testing scores to 
rate our students' performance. Many students 
cannot test at grade-level, we know this, so why are 
all the goals based on test scores instead of based 
on the actual Iowa core and positive student 
outcomes. I agree our students need to improve 
academically and we can see some of this through 
testing. It feels like we are only teaching for the test, 
instead of teaching for knowledge  

100 172981 True 1/5/2024 6:21 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No

Play (without technology). Be a kid. So many of the 
students I talk with hate school and in turn hate 
learning, I'm not sure we're setting them up to be 
lifelong learners if they already hate learning in 
kindergarten  

Problem solving skills. Learn the foundations of self-
control  planning and flexible thinking

Build on problem solving skills. Expand skills related 
to self-control  planning and flexible thinking

How to access accurate information and use that 
information to make informed decisions

Build on problem solving skills. Expand skills related 
to self-control  planning and flexible thinking

How to access accurate information and use that 
information to make informed decisions

Providing resources like mental health services and 
resources that help students overcome obstacles Free lunch for all  Capping class sizes at 15-16 students Providing a space for students 

Putting too much pressure and making sole decisions 
based on test scores  

100 86296 True 1/5/2024 6:35 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female More than one 30-45 Staff Business Community East feeder pattern No reading / Comprehension Math at grade level or beyond Problem solving Adhere to policies Navigating Peer Pressure 
have an idea if where they see themselves doing / 
Career Meals honoring cultural differences N/A N/A N/A

100 162 True 1/5/2024 6:39 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent East feeder pattern No Life skills Display empathy for others

100 1036 True 1/5/2024 6:54 41 9215 -87 6446 EN Female White 45-60 Parent East feeder pattern No

HELP THE STUDENTS WHO STRUGGLE WITH 
SOME LESSONS -EXAMPLE MATH. A CHILD 
SHOULD NOT FEAR ASKING FOR HELP  

STUDENTS SHOULD KNOW THEY CAN GO TO 
STAFF FOR HELP WITH BULLIES AND ECT  CAN'T REALLY MENTION MUCH ON THIS  

HELP STUDENTS WHO STRUGGLE WITH 
CLASSES- BE MORE SUPPORTIVE IN HELPING 
STUDENTS WHO COME TO YOU FOR HELP BUT 
GET THE ANSWER -YOU'LL GET SOON BUT 
WHEN THAT DON'T WORK. BACK TO 
STRUGGLES. MY CHILD WHO HAD ALMOST ALL 
A'S AND ONE B LAST YEAR NOW HAS A'S B'S 
AND NOW A C AND SHE TRIES TO GET HER 
GRADE UP BUT STRUGGLES WITH THIS 
SUBJECT  HOW DOES THIS HAPPEN?

LEARN KINDNESS  AND NOT GETTING HELP 
WHEN YOU ASK BUT GET NOTHING BUT YOU 
WILL GET IT 

100 793 True 1/5/2024 6:57 41 8986 -87 738 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 18-30 Parent Hoover feeder pattern Go to school safely without threat of gun violence Read write  Spell Go to school safely without fear of gun violence Read write spell math Go to school without the fear of gun violence Read write math spell  Providing free lunch Providing extra curriculars that are faith based Checking backpacks any bags N/a N/a

100 585 True 1/5/2024 6:57 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Write - communicate their thoughts and emotions Write full thoughts  multiple sentences/paragraphs  Basic math Deep understanding of history Enhanced writing skills  Teaching social justice and equality Offering technical skills and opportunities Expand language options in elementary school! Not that I’m aware of

100 141 True 1/5/2024 7:06 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Other/Out of District No

I believe that we need to communicate our school 
calendar with the surrounding districts, so out 
students are not missing unneeded school days. 
Getting out 2 weeks later than most districts is 
frustrating for parents!

100 1481 True 1/5/2024 7:09 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Male Native American/Pacific Islander 30-45 Parent Other None East feeder pattern No Discover wide range of unadulterated knowledge Practice knowledge in real life Respect and appreciation Care Get a taste of real life expericences Care Providing free lunch for those who are in need Constant and clear communication
Provide better quality lunch. Pizza, of pizza food 
items  and chips are not cut it

Start school later for Elementary kids. Growing minds 
need sleep

Stop having too many non-weather related "no 
school" days  Do that in summer

100 299 True 1/5/2024 7:09 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading Regulate emotions Have empathy and perspective-taking skills Set goals Ask for help Advocate for self Trying new things
Programs that support students (SUCCESS, 
counseling  community schools coordinator  etc )

Providing evidence-based curriculum for counselors 
across the district More attendance support not sure

100 344 True 1/5/2024 7:13 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Faith Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Reading and math at grade level Social Emotional Learning Reading and math at grade level Social Emotional Learning Identify a career pathway
Gain skills, knowledge, and experience in their career 
path

Provide basic needs such as food and connections to 
community resources Preparing students for careers

Help every kid find something to be connected to in 
school  (i e  a club  sport  or organization)

Developing time management skills (for middle 
school and high school age)

Having them take classes that don't align with their 
career path AND is beyond basic core classes (math, 
science  english  social studies )

100 752 True 1/5/2024 7:16 41 1683 -96 2096 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Students should be able to read and comprehend at 
grade level

Students should be able to name and regulate their 
emotions

They should be able to disseminate important 
information from more than one source

They should be able to ask questions and think for 
themselves Read and write proficiently Manage finances Providing a safe space for ALL students Providing opportunities for all students to graduate Writing curriculum

Focusing on proficiency with math facts in elementary 
school

100 291 True 1/5/2024 7:21 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other North feeder pattern

100 1407 True 1/5/2024 7:28 41 268 -96 1156 EN Female More than one 45-60 Parent Faith Community East feeder pattern No
Be able to have basic knowledge of the core 
curriculum  

An awareness of the world we live in before forcing 
them to learn things that go against their beliefs  

Have an understanding of the core curriculum before 
moving on to more advanced courses  

An understanding of diversity and how to engage with 
others, but these should be in separate classes not 
forced upon them in their core classes  

Life skills! There are many ways that those skills can 
be integrated into their classes  

Acceptance that there are people that don’t share 
your values but you still need to respectfully interact 
with them. Again diversity and inclusion should be 
taught in a separate class so it doesn’t detract from 
the core classes  

The elementary and middle school teachers my son 
had were great  they taught school not politics  Unsure 

Start listening to parents when they tell you areas 
their child struggles in and put them in their IEP  Unsure 

Forcing students to learn about subject matter that 
goes against their beliefs. Not all families can pull 
their children out of public school and pay for private 
schools so they can get an education of core 
curriculum not some political agenda  

100 610 True 1/5/2024 7:30 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No Handwriting/Literacy Basic Math Science Social Studies Writing of all types Life skills (finances) More exercise for elementary students Exposure to science Releasing students before the end of day bell  

100 558 True 1/5/2024 7:33 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No
SEL skills- how to seek help, how to interact with 
others  etc reading prioritizing SEL

creating consistency across the district- students 
should not be having completely different services 
and experiences just because of where they live 

allowing kids to be kids- bring back fun into the 
schools  learning should be exciting  experiential  fun

100 550 True 1/5/2024 7:45 41 8719 -87 6589 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Faith Community Other/Out of District No

Being kind and responsible individuals, always doing 
what’s right. While these lessons are definitely taught 
at home primarily, kids are at school much more than 
at home,. I believe it is so important children learn to 
be respectful, responsible, and treat others the way 
they want to be treated. I feel like this could be helpful 
to many children to make it a little more of a continued 
talked point in the classroom  Work together with peers Patience and understanding Write a short paper or story and hand work in on time 

File taxes, learn about credit cards and how 
detrimental they can be

Have an understanding of the importance of figuring 
out their passion and creating goals for their future 

Miss Ellie is AMAZING. Being a single parent is the 
hardest thing I’ve done in life and having her support 
has meant the world to me My son loves pajama day more than Christmas I think

100 218 True 1/5/2024 7:45 41 6381 -93 6203 EN Female Asian 30-45 Parent Other North feeder pattern Yes

100 2260 True 1/5/2024 7:46 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Faith Community East feeder pattern No

Learn w/o having to be influenced by sexual 
orientation or any sexual content their too young for 
that

Should be able to feed their tummies with a decent 
meal

Have more of physical activities and not having to 
listen to music with bogus lyrics Keeping it safe I can’t think of anything else More physical activities 

Give the students better and healthy food with more 
time to eat

Stop putting the tv on to our children when the 
teachers are not prepare to teach the class or when 
they feel lazy. We all do an effort to take our kids to 
school on time and prepare to learn. They already 
watch too much tv over the weekend or after school

100 709 True 1/5/2024 7:46 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Parks and Recreation Department Other/Out of District No Reading comprehension Science Math Reading Comprehension Problem solve in all areas Speech and reasoning   Self-advocacy Listening Giving many opportunities to learn Elementary more play learning   Assisting on transportation for families

Asking that curriculum be read from manuals and not 
taught how the teacher believes students will learn.  
The teacher knows her students  

100 573 True 1/5/2024 7:48 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Needs met  health  safety  food  belonging  SEL Taught as an Individual Needs Met Taking responsibility Needs met Accountability SUCCESS and Community and Schools Programing School Based Mental health services for all age levels
Expanded and enhanced SUCCESS and Community 
in Schools

reducing the number of administrators at the top and 
re distributing funds at the school level to better invest 
in our children

instead of focusing our mission and goals on one 
group of students..we should be educating and 
serving all our children

100 472 True 1/5/2024 7:53 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White >60 Parent North feeder pattern to know they are safe from bullying
to know they are safe from bullying and/or being 
attacked by other students

to know they are safe from bullying and/or being 
attacked by other students

to know they are safe from bullying and/or being 
attacked by other students

to know they are safe from bullying and/or being 
attacked by other students

to know they are safe from bullying and/or being 
attacked by other students

Not sure!!  Keep the students safe - your number one 
priority - than teaching - if you don't feel safe you 
CAN'T learn!!!

Teaching and making sure all students are safe just 
not the trouble makers

Protect the kids and make sure they are NOT 
attacked by other students that get by with their bad 
behavior all the time

Making sure no child is left behind in studies - there 
are more than you think stop babying the bullies - 

100 740 True 1/5/2024 7:54 44 9121 -93 1717 EN Female White 18-30 Parent Arts Community LGBTQ Community North feeder pattern  body parts / good and bad touch Gun violence / stranger danger Internet safety Relationship dynamics Finances / taxes
There are other ways to be successful without a 
college degree / trade schools Keeping them involved in school healthy habits both physically and mentally

Catch up to other school districts in terms of what is 
taught. Example, a big class in DMPS is a small 
basic class at a WDSM school  

Stop letting older kids out after the younger kids. Many 
families need their older kids to pick up their younger 
siblings and this is impossible when they get out later  

100 588 True 1/5/2024 7:56 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No

Know how to be independent in school such as 
feeding self, putting coat on/off, things on/out 
backpack  going to the bathroom  washing hands

How to play and interact with peers and ask an adult 
for assistance organization and time management financial literacy

All preschool rooms integrated with more adult staff 
support. Right now we do not have enough 
associates and have children isolated from peer 
models in SLC classrooms

Determine what students need for support on IEP 
based on individual needs, not dictated by the lack of 
SLP, OT, support staff in the district or the way it's 
always been (i.e., OTs never get involved OR we 
don't have enough DHH teachers to provide)

We need to stop eliminating support staff and having 
fewer people absorb the work. It hurts the staff and 
the students  We need more support for our students

100 557 True 1/5/2024 7:58 41 8874 -87 6318 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Alumni Other Advocacy for SA/DV/HT Lincoln feeder pattern Yes

Basis math, reading, social skills, economics, 
budgeting, soft skills, communication skills, conflict 
resolution Social/emotional skills Math/reading/history

Resumes, interpersonal skills, college applications, 
job interviews Public speaking  essays  writing skills  politics Keep integrating diverse staff  teachers  etc Having diverse BFL’s

Adding extracurricular activities for younger children 
and having financial assistance, consequences for 
their actions; in school suspensions for example Stop assuming all children need ELL

100 883 True 1/5/2024 7:59 41 1821 -95 9901 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Hoover feeder pattern No Kids should know who to read and comprehend text
Kids should be able to play and treat each other with 
kindness Kids should be able to think critically 

Kids should be able to treat others with empathy snd 
compassion

Kids should be able to think critically about the world 
and feel empowered to take action on social issues

Kids should be able to function practically in society. 
Ie  financial literacy  pay taxes

Providing opportunities to students to learn and grow 
outside of their comfort zones

Providing a safe environment for students to express 
themselves 

Thinking outside of the box on transportation to 
ensure every child can get to school 

A standardized SEL curriculum that is implemented 
with fidelity to all students Too much testing and not enough play

100 458 True 1/5/2024 8:01 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Community Member College/University Partner East feeder pattern No Reading Mathematics Writing (assuming they can already read)
STEM and explain the connections between the 
STEM subjects

Read and write to express themselves in an 
advanced/sophisticated manner Use mathematics in Science courses Support provided by Community School Coordinators 

Providing a variety of education settings including 
virtual school  central campus/academy

Provide more school counselors and mental health 
professionals to address mental health issues

I think you should take a hard look at the resources 
that are being used to support central 
campus/academy to determine if some of those 
funds are being disproportionately being used (on a 
per student basis) when there are significant needs 
for support services at the high schools

100 275 True 1/5/2024 8:01 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Hoover feeder pattern Be safe Be safe Be safe Be safe Be safe Be safe 
Making sure every child has breakfast and lunch free 
of charge   As alot of families cant provide that Keeping them safe from violence  fights bullies Providing the support some kids need to learn Stop sweeping bullying under a rug and address it

100 364 True 1/5/2024 8:03 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Faith Community East feeder pattern No Read Write Empathy Organize Social studies Life skills Good teachers Safety Parent involvement Encourage extra curriculars Evaluating teachers too often

100 215 True 1/5/2024 8:03 41 2884 -95 9972 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read proficiently Math Read proficiently Math Read proficiently Math Gifted and talented program for advanced learners Teacher engagement Enhanced building security 

100 1204 True 1/5/2024 8:03 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Public Safety Roosevelt feeder pattern No “The three R’s”
Development level of self-restraint, emotional 
regulation  handling feelings appropriately “The Three R’s” and science

Creativity, self expression AND Development level of 
self-restraint, emotional regulation, handling feelings 
appropriately Science and civics/government Creativity AND/IN critical thinking

Safety and accountability with RSC and campus 
monitor staff leading the way Building safe spaces

Having armed security at all high schools (I’ve felt this 
even before the Perry tragedy)

Engage students and community to advocate public 
education needs to our legislators

Not allowing guns to enter schools=get metal 
detectors and appropriate staffing for them

100 333 True 1/5/2024 8:05 42 0727 -93 8718 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other

100 1240 True 1/5/2024 8:08 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 30-45 Staff Arts Community Other/Out of District No reading math reading math reading math focusing on emotional regulation providing food Finding ways to reintegrate PBIS Creating more opportunity to partner with community

100 4502 True 1/5/2024 8:19 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Staff Other/Out of District No

Foundational Literacy Skills: Phonics to Decode, 
Encode (Spell), Write Legibly, Write Complete 
Sentences --&gt; Paragraphs, Early Comprehension 
Analysis, Solve Grade Level Math, Gain foundational 
background knowledge in Science (Earth Science, 
Physical Science, ) & Social Studies (Maps, 
Geography, Civics) that supports comprehension & 
critical thinking. It is irresponsible to single out the 
most important thing but being able to have positive 
social relationships with others with the ability to 
problem-solve conflict is my most important thing

Develop positive relationships, manage emotions, 
take care of one another

Learn and practice positive academic habits 
(completing assignments & projects, cooperative 
learning  perseverence & determination )

Give effort, persevere, convey their thoughts, learn, 
smart decision-making

Follow deadlines, be responsible, grade-level work 
output Focus on SEL Science of Reading implementation

Renewed focus on background knowledge 
development and exposure -- Science & Social 
Studies!!!

More practice for foundational literacy skills: Spelling, 
Writing  Grammar

Do whatever you can to keep good teachers in the 
district

100 686 True 1/5/2024 8:19 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No Writing Mechanics  Literacy Writing Process Grammar and Mechanics How to write an argument  Public Speaking Being inclusive Working on SEL Working on basic skills Holding students accountable  Standards Based Grading  

100 335 True 1/5/2024 8:31 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Reading at grade level and being able to 
comprehend/answer questions about what they read  Math at grade level   Reading at grade level math at grade level application of reading and math for life skills 

while reading and math are highly reguarded skills, 
seeing the child as a whole.  Everything is focused on 
skills of reading and math, but how to those topics 
apply to the child as a whole? What do they love, 
what are their interests and how do we connect those 
to reading and math?

There are situations that are really a challenge for 
students and staff.   We can't teach our students if 
they are not here.  There needs to be an stronger 
acoutablility peice on parents/students to be at school   

100 820 True 1/5/2024 8:33 42 352 -88 055 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No READ FLUENTLY!!! Math 
Prepare for the next stage of life (college, tech school, 
working world) Teaching and support staff is amazing! Fighting our evil governor and her hateful agenda

Support parents in getting IEPs (which come with 
funding) for kids below benchmark. There are SO 
many kids below benchmark but the district fights 
parents to get the kids the appropriate help they need. 
People literally move out of the district to get IEPs that 
DMPS will not offer Reduce class sizes  

Stop focusing on the bottom 15% of students and 
focus on getting necessary help for students below 
benchmark  

100 766 True 1/5/2024 8:33 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff East feeder pattern No Basic skills - reading  writing  math
Social Skills - ability to listen and follow instructions, 
interact positively with peers

Expand on basic skills - be able to read, write and use 
math skills with confidience Have an outlet for more developed social skills 

By graduation - have the necessary skills mastered to 
function independently

Be prepared for life after high school - including basic 
life skills such as reading a contract or mailing a letter Keep focusing on reading and math skills Trying to diversify staff

Addressing behavior issues and how they are 
impacting all students

Looking at teachers that are successful and trying to 
copy some of their ideas

Maybe not focus on just one group.  Multiple groups 
are struggling to hit the guard rails

100 330 True 1/5/2024 8:41 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female More than one 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff LGBTQ Community North feeder pattern No Social emotional skills Reading skills and math skills Regulate their emotions and have a sense of self  Basic academic skills Identifying their emotions and cope with stress Pass their classes  
Giving them different opportunities through classes 
and electives  Attempting SEL Offering more mental health services Individual case management for each student Stop with the race defined board goals

100 281 True 1/5/2024 8:44 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No Feel Safe communicate their needs Feel safe communicate their needs Feel safe communicate their needs free breakfast and lunches safe schools schools are safe places to be themselves meeting all of their emotional needs all the testing in kindergarten

100 526 True 1/5/2024 8:48 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Read at grade level or higher Discipline Math and science Discipline Accountability be a good citizen Core education Central academy Not sure

Discipline and accountability.  Students in high school 
roam hallways and cause fights and nothing is done 
to students just make excuses 

Teach and make students learn to do homework get 
them college ready  

Stop dumbing down the courses.  Instead of taking 
away from students who want to learn. Bring up the 
lower performing students 

100 274 True 1/5/2024 8:53 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White >60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No
Read a grade level book and attend to grade level 
math with success Social Emotional Learning

District wide- the same social emotional curriculum. 
Not Leader in Me

Stop NOT giving consequences for students who 
break the school and district rules

100 386 True 1/5/2024 8:55 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Prefer not to say 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern work cooperatively together to complete a task read real grade level books fluently  not decodeables work together cooperatively read real grade level books fluently
work cooperatively with the community through 
community service read grade level books fluently central campus with specialized classes the fine arts

Let the teachers teach to the standards and not 
require a poorly written and planned curriculum Officers in the schools   

stop requiring a pre written curriculum.  Let us teach 
to the standards!

100 1324 True 1/5/2024 8:56 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Faith Community Lincoln feeder pattern No reading and math be active - PE Reading and Math Exposure to the arts - band and art math and reading exposure to the arts - band and art
Inclusion - Accepting any and all, and having 
programs to support 

Transparency???? Except for the new stadium at 
Drake  Booo  Stringent academics and attendance  Same as above Giving them multiple chances to pass   

100 551 True 1/5/2024 8:59 42 4257 -83 1522 EN Male Asian 45-60 Parent Career and Technical Education Partner North feeder pattern Học tập Tôn trọng giáo viên và nhân viên của trường Học tập Vui chơi với bạn học Chương trình học thuật phù hợp Môi trường học thuật Các hoạt động ngoại khoá
Cập Nhật tình hình học tập của học sinh cho phụ 
huynh Không rõ

100 232 True 1/5/2024 9:02 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading Technology and science Reading Life skills Life skills how to work Credit Learning an apprenticeship How to save money learn about credit Get more involved with student and parents 

100 991 True 1/5/2024 9:05 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern Yes
to be able to be more responsoble &  nice to each 
other specialy to teachers & staff

to teache parents to be more reponsables to take kids 
to school ion time

to be more responsable & better choices in their 
actions take responsabilty  & better choices in life get the most of high school  learning for better future get better prepare for coleges 

keep pushing for better reading & math & teaching to 
be better humans & responsables & better choices doing more math & pushing more reading make more reponsables  & better choices

make them understand to be better persons 
aaaaaaa7 that but choices has consecuences

not give to much liverty to parents & students give 
more support to teachers & custodian  to make them 
value their sacrifices

100 1012 True 1/5/2024 9:07 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female Prefer not to say >60 Staff Other Employee Lincoln feeder pattern No

Respect for one another, Reading/Comprehension, 
Math, African American History along with other 
history

Respect for authority, Geography, students don't 
know North, South, East and West making it difficult 
to use maps

They need to know what life will be like outside of the 
classroom and home

They need to know how important it is for them to 
learn read, write and be able to express themselves 
in various situations  

They need to know how to be prepared for life after 
high school

Education is important for success in life so absorb 
as much as is offered in school Pushing the education of African American Males

Keep teachers in front of our students that look like 
them

Train all teachers on how to deal with the different 
ethnicities and cultures without stereotyping

Hold PLC for Administrators so their staff feel seen, 
heard and supported, making them better teachers 
for out students

Stop presenting non age appropriate subjects to our 
elementary student

100 1857 True 1/5/2024 9:08 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other Other/Out of District No
How to build confidence in themselves and treat each 
other kindly respectful behavior read math life skills transitioning into real world jobs welcoming all adversity standard based more consequences for bullying more attention to bullying EL curriculum 

100 6531 True 1/5/2024 9:13 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading + spelling
Math facts fluently (addition, subtraction, 
multiplication  division) 

Understand different points of view/research validity 
and trusted sources 

Being able to start manage self decisions (not peer 
pressure) 

Ability to articulate point of view, supporting facts, 
respectfully/professionally  disagree appropriately

Life skills--understanding basic budgets, money 
management  taxes Ensuring food for all students to help learning Return to school resource officers at MS and HS

Better management of illegal drugs and vaping on 
school property (bathrooms and tucked away spaces) 

Asking all students their pronouns--if students want to 
participate  great--not all do

100 517 True 1/5/2024 9:25 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Arts Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Play to learn Safety To lean Safety Education to take them into adulthooz Safety Keeping studnets safe Making sure their education is known  Putting fine arts as high priority as athletics atr No

100 5003 True 1/5/2024 9:26 39 0441 -95 7957 EN Male White 45-60 Parent North feeder pattern No

Elementary school students should learn to love 
learning, read/write/math, social/emotional skills, 
global perspective  and life skills

What should elementary school students learn 
besides the basics? Here are some ideas: critical 
thinking, digital literacy, cultural diversity, health and 
wellness  creativity and innovation

Critical thinking is the most important skill for middle 
schoolers. It helps them analyze, evaluate, and apply 
logic to different situations.  Middle school is a crucial 
period for fostering critical thinking as students 
transition from concrete to abstract thinking

Communication is essential for learning, socializing, 
and expressing oneself. It involves listening, speaking, 
reading, writing, and using nonverbal cues. 
Communication skills can help middle school 
students interact with their peers, teachers, and 
family members, as well as prepare them for future 
academic and career opportunities

Self-regulation is the ability to manage one’s 
emotions, thoughts, and behaviors in different 
situations. It involves setting goals, planning, 
organizing, monitoring, and reflecting on one’s actions 
and outcomes. Self-regulation skills can help high 
school students cope with stress, overcome 
challenges, and achieve their academic and personal 
goals

Collaboration is the ability to work effectively with 
others, both in person and online. It involves sharing 
ideas, giving and receiving feedback, resolving 
conflicts, and contributing to a common goal. 
Collaboration skills can help high school students 
succeed in academic projects, extracurricular 
activities  and future careers

 One of the things that DMPS is doing well for 
students right now is providing a variety of educational 
choices and programs, such as International 
Baccalaureate, Turnaround Arts, Career/Tech 
Education  and Virtual Campus

Another thing that DMPS is doing well for students 
right now is supporting their social and emotional 
learning (SEL) through various initiatives, such as 
Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports 
(PBIS), Restorative Practices, and Trauma Sensitive 
Schools

DMPS should start doing more to improve the quality 
and accessibility of online learning for its students

Graduation rate is a key indicator of student success 
and readiness for college and career. However, 
DMPS has one of the lowest graduation rates in the 
state, at 81.1% in 2020, compared to the state 
average of 91.6%1. Moreover, DMPS has a significant 
achievement gap between different groups of 
students, such as racial/ethnic, socioeconomic, and 
special education status2. These gaps reflect the 
disparities and inequities that exist in the education 
system and society.  DMPS should start doing more 
to increase the graduation rate and reduce the 
achievement gap for its students

Standardized tests are not enough to measure 
student achievement. DMPS should use more 
diverse and authentic assessments, such as 
portfolios, projects, simulations, feedback, self and 
peer evaluations

100 1833 True 1/5/2024 9:34 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No read problem-solve read math read problem-solve
Giving students as many chances as needed to 
succeed Attempting to listen to student voice

find out why students who come to school but who 
are not in class why they don't go to class Help students find meaning in school

need to teach phonics in reading, so stop the other 
kind of reading strategies

100 1889 True 1/5/2024 9:38 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Math Problem solve More math Engage socially Manage themselves Good communication Caring for the kids

100 268227 True 1/5/2024 9:41 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Hoover feeder pattern No Read at grade level Social skills Executive Functioning Skills Read at Grade Level Study skills/productively struggle Computer Skills Instructional Coaching to improve teaching practices District wide behavioral policies ie fight policy  
Students moving forward without being able to read, 
ie social promotion

Prioritizing executive functioning skills.  Teaching how 
to be students  

Stop pulling elective courses from home buildings 
and moving to Central Campus and Academy   

100 136 True 1/5/2024 9:44 42 4257 -83 1522 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Lincoln feeder pattern STEAM Inclusion No bullying STEAM No bullying STEAM
100 17 True 1/5/2024 9:44 41 6244 -93 6694 EN

100 317 True 1/5/2024 9:47 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading Basic math skills Intermediate math Intermediate writing Project based learning & proficiency Advanced writing  
Offering a wide variety of experiences at the high 
school level Support of teachers Greater discipline and control of learning environments Enhanced security Lowering expectations 

100 246 True 1/5/2024 9:52 41 268 -96 1156 EN Female Prefer not to say 45-60 Community Member Other Other/Out of District No Show kindness Reading Getting along in the world Reading That there are many options out of school Budgeting Your staff Work with individual kids



100 234 True 1/5/2024 9:58 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No basic math  basic reading  basic writing Know accountability and consequences basic math  basic reading  basic writing Know accountability and consequences basic math  basic reading  basic writing Know accountability and consequences go back to the basic skills go back to structured consequences IM and EL

100 451 True 1/5/2024 10:13 42 4248 -83 1951 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Student Staff Other Ninguno Other/Out of District No

Como poderse proteger de bulling de otras 
emergencias etc.y ante todo respeto asia ellos y ellos 
con los demas confianza y mas apollo y mas 
atencion asia ellos Que tengan mas confianza y mas apollo 

Saverse mantener seguros y conprendelos mas y 
apollarlos mas Ante todo la seguridad de todos la atención 

Mas respeto asia ellos mas atencion.. y mas 
seguridad 

100 465 True 1/5/2024 10:15 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Administrator Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Social and emotional skills such as: self awareness, 
self regulation, cooperation, making friends, being a 
productive member of a community, feel safe and a 
sense of belonging within the school community Read

Social and emotional skills such as: self awareness, 
self regulation, cooperation, making friends, being a 
productive member of a community, feel safe and a 
sense of belonging within the school community Critical Thinking Skills and increased independence

Social and emotional skills such as: self awareness, 
self regulation, cooperation, making friends, being a 
productive member of a community, feel safe and a 
sense of belonging within the school community Critical Thinking High Quality curriculum materials aligned to standards

Therapists, counselors and mental health support in 
schools

Increase sense of belonging and student/teacher 
relationships Change middle school structures None

100 179 True 1/5/2024 10:23 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern No Feel safe Not be bullied Not have DHS called because of special needs Feel safe Feel safe from shootings Feel like they are being listened to Nothing Nothing Not calling DHS over special needs kids getting upset
Dealing with behavioral issues for special needs and 
not calling DHS Stop calling DHS over stupid stuff 

100 86675 True 1/5/2024 10:25 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White >60 Parent Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern No
read at grade level and be able to problem solve ( 
math/science)

Get along socially with peers and staff, demonstrate 
safe behaviors  appreciate diversity Be proficient in their content areas  

demonstrate safe behaviors, show improvement of 
deficit skills over time  earn their credits with support when needed

demonstrate safe accountable behaviors to not 
distract from the learning of others After school clubs  sports and activities  SRG grading 

Level 2 /3 MTTSS, we seem to be stuck on only 
implementing MTSS Level 1

teachers attending on a regular basis, seems to be a 
high number of absences, providing substitutes so 
teachers don't have to cover daily 

stop cutting alternative programs that are needed for 
students who need something outside the 
comprehensive setting

100 1300 True 1/5/2024 10:26 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff
Parks and Recreation Department,College/University 
Partner Lincoln feeder pattern No read math develop a sense of self and relate to others

build on foundational skills they developed in 
elementary school Academics that prepare them for college 

Enhance social skills and become active in many 
school activities to practice responsibility, multitasking 
and become well rounded 

Continue to offer college curriculum and unique 
experiences at central campus

Arrange schedules so students have more options to 
choose music and art and not have to eliminate one 
or the other  

Prioritize health and safety for each student by 
guaranteeing a nurse in each school building  

Not allowing teachers more flexibility in their 
curriculum  

100 1038 True 1/5/2024 10:41 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Community Member Faith Community East feeder pattern No Reading for Comprehension Fundamental Math and Logic Writing Fundamental Sciences
Write and speak for persuasion using evidence and 
logic Physics and advanced math Student leadership teams and opportunities The special education departments are good Implement School Resource Officers with the DMPD

Establish a policy that celebrates and educates about 
diverse cultures/beliefs without discriminating against 
more traditional values. Students sometimes feel like 
they're being told they are bad or wrong for being 
white with a Judeo/Christan background  

Stop banning the use of homework. Teachers need 
the freedom to assign work to be done at home  

100 1972 True 1/5/2024 10:42 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female Prefer not to say 45-60 Parent Other Concerned parents East feeder pattern Knowing their names and their parents names 

Some parents are busy working and never take the 
time to work with their children, some are not able to 
teach their children due to lack of education 
themselves Not sure why this is asked

Still trying to understand why this is asked. Things the 
kids should know should be taught by the parents! How to get around their communities The value you of helping and doing for the community 

Virtual school is highly important for the children that 
can not function within the classroom due to out of 
control children

Virtual school, virtual school has been a wonderful for 
my child. In middle school my child was Bullied and 
NO ONE helped protect her  

Having teachers take turn and take kids on the Dart 
bus Stop letting kids fall through the cracks

There is so much but the Government tells you how 
to teach our kids so don't feel anyone will listen

100 617 True 1/5/2024 10:49 41 2975 -96 0993 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Arts Community LGBTQ Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Kindness  respect and compassion Foundation of knowledge Kindness  respect and compassion Building on foundation of knowledge Kindness  respect and compassion Real life adult skills 
Greenwood elementary has small classes which is 
beneficial for students and teachers 

Greenwood elementary has a very close knit staff that 
knows students well  

More community focused activities throughout the 
year in each year/grade Increasing pay for teachers Taking away recess/art/gym/music from curriculum 

100 181750 True 1/5/2024 10:52 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff Faith Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Spell/Write Math Read/Spell/Write Read/Spell Math Relationships Keeping a safe environment

We need to be stricter about cell phones and 
electronic devices as a district. The biggest barrier to 
kids building positive social relationships and paying 
attention in school is that kids can escape into social 
media or play videogames or watch movies at school. 
There have been studies that suggest that electronic 
devices are not good for child development. We can't 
control what happens at home, but we shouldn't allow 
something at school they we know has a negative 
impact on child development

Making sure kids are at grade level in essential skills 
before passing them along. We are not doing kids any 
favors by passing them through the system if they 
cannot read and write because the reading and 
writing only gets more difficult as they progress. Then 
kids are more likely to act out because they don't 
want to be embarrassed that they can't do something. 
Also, unless a kid is SPED or ELL, there are no real 
supports for kids who need to improve reading and 
writing  I assume this is also true for math

We should get rid of SRG. Students and families 
don't really understand this grading system because 
parents don't really understand or have access tot he 
standards. For example, I work in the district my 
children go to school in this district. When my son 
was in 1st grade, I saw that he had a 1 in reading, so I 
reached out to his teacher because I was concerned. 
The teacher told me that all students would have a 1 
at this point in the year for this standard because they 
just started it. The problem with this is that I couldn't 
tell how my child was doing in the moment and I didn't 
know when I should start seeing his grade increase. It 
turns out that my son did struggle in reading and did 
need assistance, but I couldn't tell. Grades should 
reflect where a student is at in "now", not based on 
where we want students to be at the end of the 
semester / standard because parents aren't experts 
in standards. Additionally, the SRG rules limit a 
teacher's ability to show when students aren't doing 
their work. As a parent, I may not understand my 
student's standards, but I do understand that my 
student probably isn't doing well if they have a bunch 
of missing assignments (not just missing 
assessments or SRG evdience) 

100 64 True 1/5/2024 10:57 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member Faith Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No

100 3544 True 1/5/2024 11:09 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No ways to cope with mental illness anger management mental health social skills preparedness for real world read welcoming welcome all different backgrounds taking action to stop bullying MENTAL HEALTH-  bullying!
less push at curriculum and more toward social 
emotional

100 154 True 1/5/2024 11:26 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 18-30 Parent Other Other/Out of District No Relationships with peers and faculty Read and write Teaching everything on a broad but specific level 
Teaching feelings and emotions-how to break this 
down for preschoolers

100 361 True 1/5/2024 11:28 41 601 -93 6729 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Show dedication to their academics through diligent 
homework and attention in class.  Strive for academic 
excellence

This is truly a challenging question - do you mean on 
a curricular level? Personal level? Community?  This 
question is too broad to drive specific action Steve Shappaugh engaging with the parents

Making investments in students through facility and 
other upgrades

Holding students accountable for paying attending in 
class and not being on phones  

Ensuring that all classrooms have a respectful, 
learning environment. If my kids didn't go to Central - 
we would likely not go to Roosevelt due to the low 
level of academic rigor and quality (students often 
spend entire classes on their phones and/or talking 
with friends)

See above - hold students accountable to academic 
rigor

100 245 True 1/5/2024 11:33 43 0382 -87 91 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Parent Yes

100 615 True 1/5/2024 11:42 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Get along with others, handle conflicts, learn how to 
think creatively

Basic reading skills and math skills - more emphasis 
on getting foundational skills and prioritizing these 
over other skills Think creatively  problem solve academics

Preparation for next level - academics if next level is 
college  more skills if next level is the working world

Continue to focus on problem solving, conflict 
resolution skills

Acceptance of all students; I am proud to be a part of 
a community that embraces all learners  

Working collaboratively with different community 
resources to provide the best educational experience 
for our students

Our elementary students are not getting science and 
social studies concepts, other than reading about 
them throught the literacy curriculum. This is a huge 
problem  Our students deserve better

Provide the right amount of support for our students 
and prioritize it over coaching roles. Why do we have 
buildings with 2-3 coaches that don't directly impact 
students and students who are not getting all the 
support they need? This shouldn't happen if we are 
student-first focused EL curriculum

100 213 True 1/5/2024 11:53 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Hoover feeder pattern No Reading Math Reading Civics Civics/Social Studies Financial Literacy Communication with parents Requesting feedback

100 1237 True 1/5/2024 11:56 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 30-45 Parent North feeder pattern No Read Counting money Other cultures The joy of literature Interview skills Money management Free breakfast Free lunch Before school safety 
No internal investigations. Stop sweeping abuse 
under the rug

Stop letting staff get away with mentally and 
physically abusing children 

100 623 True 1/5/2024 12:11 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Male More than one 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Start of critical thinking  Proper socialization with peers and adults  Broaden horizons  prep for high school  Enforce societal norms  Ensure the very basic education skills are mastered   Prepare for life after high school  Reading  writing  math  arts  play  Recognition of troubled kids  
Emphasize foreign language! We are at Hubbell and 
there’s no Spanish classes!!! Soooooo many days off  Why!!?

100 515 True 1/5/2024 12:20 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Other/Out of District No Communicate (academic  social  etc ) Play Communicate (academic  social  etc )
Self-manage (Responsibilities, schedules, supplies, 
emotions) Communicate (academic  social  etc ) Take action (think IB) Supporting the growth in reading skills

Allowing schools to implement different programs (IB, 
arts integrated) SEL Curriculum

High quality curriculum and allowing teacher agency 
with teaching

Making decisions about curriculum without teacher 
input

100 91 True 1/5/2024 12:46 41 2327 -96 1138 EN Female White 30-45 Student Parent Alumni East feeder pattern No
100 742 True 1/5/2024 12:52 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Other/Out of District Know the alphabet and numbers 10 Tie their shoes How to get a hold of their Parents What their goal is after high school What extra curricular skill after school Communication They know each student Teach cursive writing Teach States and capitals Less computer time more reading actual books
100 458 True 1/5/2024 13:01 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Black/African American >60 Parent Faith Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Read Math Read and interpret what they read Pay attention Read  analyze material  explain what they read Math Providing counseling/therapy Expressing their creativity District-wide conflict mgmt skills How to stay focused

100 1464 True 1/5/2024 13:12 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read Math Work well with others

Be able to identify a strength and a weakness (about 
themselves) so they can avoid disappointment in later 
pursuits

Process information and data to draw valid 
conclusions Have a post high school plan/direction

Giving secondary students options and varied 
opportunities Social emotional learning instruction

Having small enough classes or enough staff so that 
disruptive kids are not preventing learning for others

Developing a plan to lure subs, or especially 
associate subsno No

100 3990 True 1/5/2024 13:23 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No

Reading at grade level (for decoding words and 
comprehension, not speed...kids can still be 
successful as a slow reader)

Adding, subtracting, multiplication, and division 
without a calculator (at age appropriate levels)

Writing and spelling (assuming that our kids have 
made it to reading at grade level in elementary school, 
otherwise reading has to come first). I have students 
in high school that have atrocious handwriting, 
spelling, grammar, and basic mechanics. They don't 
know that they need to capitalize the first letter of a 
sentence or don't understand that they aren't writing a 
complete thought in high school  

Reinforcing basic math skills so students can handle 
basic algebra and geometry (real world math skills)

Reading comprehension. Again, a student can be a 
slow reader, but students need to understand what 
they are reading at high levels. I'm not sure how 
important it is that they can read and understand 
Shakespear, but they should be familiar enough with 
advanced words to read important medical or legal 
documents  

Expressing ideas and defending arguments in reading 
and writing (assuming that are kids can do basic 
math, otherwise that comes first). Students need to 
know how to communicate their thoughts clearly to be 
ready for the work force. This means that they should 
understand main idea, know when they are using 
fragments, be able to support their ideas with 
evidence and logic, and write in a professional way. I 
don't think this means that students need to write a 
bunch of research papers or literary analysis. These 
things have their place, but are really only geared 
toward students that are heading to college. When is 
the last time you wrote a research paper or a literary 
analysis that wasn't for school?

Relationships. I don't see the bullying at DMPS that I 
fear my children would experience at a more rural 
school  

After school activities. My son enjoys being in his 
afternoon clubs at Brody. He has autism spectrum 
disorder and doesn't love school, but he loves his 
clubs and even though he doesn't have "friends," I 
believe that the reason why he likes the clubs so 
much is because he is around other people who have 
the same interests that he does

I think we need to find away to help students that are 
excelling, but only in certain areas. For example, my 
son loves science and would love to do more with it. 
He is also super interested in coding, but there is 
nothing outside of his science class where he can do 
these things. If they do exist, they need to be better 
communicated so that more students can take 
advantage of these programs

Clear expectations, consequences, and supports! 
We expect a lot from out kids but we aren't always 
clear in what we expect. For example, we expect 
students to come to school and be on time, but do we 
have policies that reflect that? Are we really helping 
kids when we don't really have an attendance policy 
or consequences for being late or absent? Kids can't 
learn if they are not in class. We know that CELL 
PHONES / electronic devices have a negative impact 
on kids. Do we have policies that reflect that? What 
happens when a student won't get off the phone and 
the parent doesn't take the phone away? What about 
kids who refuse to work? What are we doing to help 
them?

SRG  the grading system is not clear or consistent. It 
doesn't let parents know where kids are right now. 
Some classes have semester long standards and 
skills based while others have unit long standards and 
are content based. Some have a combination. 
Parents / students don't know / remember / 
understand this. We should also stop RETAKES. 
SRG came with retakes. Retakes aren't bad, but it 
has become the norm to "retake." Many students 
don't even try or prepare for the 1st assessments. I 
think that it is okay for a teacher to allow retakes at 
their discretion (like a full class retake or a second 
opportunity for kids who need it) but it shouldn't be the 
assumption that students can just retake. SRG / 
student retakes have created a lot of extra work for 
teachers. Grades have to be manually determined 
based on available evidence for each standard which 
means teachers spend more time figuring grades. 
This is something that a computer can do if you use a 
different grading system. Also retakes / additional 
opportunities means that teacher spend more time 
grading and creating alternative assessments. Again, 
I'm not trying to say that having these things is bad, 
but has the district thought about how the grading 
system has added to the teacher work load? Not 
everything about SRG is bad, but we should have a 
grading system that people understand and that a 
computer can calculate. AND one where I only have 
to go into 1 page of the grade book to submit grades 
for the class  For example  I currently have to submit 

100 46 True 1/5/2024 13:26 41 2327 -96 1138 EN Male White <18 Student LGBTQ Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No
100 137 True 1/5/2024 13:43 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading Writing Respect Kindness Career planning Kindnesd

100 656 True 1/5/2024 13:46 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Self-regulate/appropriate classroom behavioirs foundational educational skills demonstrate academic proficiency skills appropriate classroom/learning behaviors self-advocate for future plans maximize resources here for their next step Free/Reduced Meals Technology resources for students and teachers`
Holding students accountable for their learning in 
middle school and high school

Having meaningful conversations about their plans 
past DMPS   Maintaning low academic expectations

100 472 True 1/5/2024 13:46 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other staff Other/Out of District No reading  math  writing  team work  social social emotional social emotional team work team work social emotional safety and making sure learning can continue learning safety and learning

100 232 True 1/5/2024 13:57 41 6381 -93 6203 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Lincoln feeder pattern No critical thinking skills growth from year to year critical thinking skills challenging themselves life skills prep for college elementary level was amazing with communication discussing historic events accurately brody middle school is awful at communication HOMEWORK

stop catering to equity. it is important, but its also 
important students are challenged and given 
homework to prepare for high school and college 

100 111625 True 1/5/2024 14:05 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No read basic math skills math skills reading career exploration reading

100 1314 True 1/5/2024 14:10 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Prefer not to say White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District Social Emotional skills Read and write Perseverance and empathy/social skills
Follow the learning cycle process - 
brainstorm/predict  practice  create  reflect (repeat) Creative thinking Reading and writing

Requirements and opportunities in extended core 
classes Diversely stocked libraries

Smaller class sizes, students need more space and 
easier access to teachers/associates to learn more 
efficiently

Redesign what Middle School looks like, it should not 
run like "mini high schools", it is not what is best for 
children of that developmental age

Have goals specific to a gender and race.  It implies 
and has been has been implemented in a way that 
excludes/ignores other genders and races

100 1025 True 1/5/2024 14:24 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female Prefer not to say 45-60 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No
They should be able to read a complete book 
unassited by the time they finish 5th grade

good math and reading comprehension, but also 
some basic skills such as budgeting, resume writing, 
bill paying etc

providing opportunities for student the gain college 
credit while in highschool providing opportunites to learn trades

There are too many students in the schools that are 
Spanish (or other langue) speaking and speak little or 
no English. #1 This puts them behind other students. 
#2 This can disrupt the other students learning. #3 
There are high costs involved in ELS instructors for 
each school. I would like to see a school, or 
classrooms in the schools dedicated to teaching 
these ELS learners away from other students. They 
can spend half their day learning stanard curriculum 
and the other half on learning English. Once a student 
meets a certain English competency, they can then 
resume taking classes with all students. I think this 
would save resources in the long run and allow these 
students to catch up to other students

KEEP students safe. We need metal detectors first in 
all high schools, second then in middle schools. 
Students take their back packs with them to class. 
Without metal detecors, who knows what these kids 
have in their backpacks. Random backpack checks 
could be done each week, where a class is selected 
and all students have their backs checked (in the 
hallway outside of class) in groups by a resource 
officer. All students should within the class should be 
checked  not just random students

Stop babying students. Students can turn work in at 
any time during the semester with no reduction in 
points. This is really not preparing students for college 
and the real world

100 78 True 1/5/2024 14:26 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No

100 377 True 1/5/2024 14:29 41 1821 -95 9901 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other/Out of District No
Spec needs kids NEED TO LEARN BASIC LIFE 
SKILLS  ITS IMPERATIVE TO SURVIVAL

Tell time, count money. Look at what special needs 
kids are really taught and not what is on paper; its sad Learn to read spell and write

Health class for spec needs kids needs to be 
addressed!!! Reading math time money life skills

More needs to be done to addr spec needs lids and 
what they are taught. Stop pushing them through the 
system by lying in their ieps

Inclusion is good however it is not for all kids and 
Ruby VanMeter needs to stay open and given more 
supports

Stop ignoring spec needs kids that cant work or cant 
speak hardly. They have a voice also and require 
stability

100 745 True 1/5/2024 14:31 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No
Fundamental reading and math skills.  A strong 
science background A strong science and social studies background Fundamental skills in all subjects   Very much lacking Same Independent thinkers and workers Problem solvers/Critical thinkers Smaller class sizes at Middle School Better curriculum for Urban students

More adults working with students and less 
instructional coaches that serve no purpose and 
create distance within grade level/subjects teams

100 782 True 1/5/2024 14:37 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern

Basic math skills that will prepare them for algebra 
and other pre college courses they will take in 
highschool Strong reading skills

Strong writing skills. Student should be able to write a 
short essay, know how to research and site basic 
information, and know how to write in complete 
sentences

In junior high, stop requiring Spanish each year for the 
students. Why is only Spanish taught? Latinos make 
up the second largest groups of students in the Des 
Moines schools. Why are we teaching them all 
Spanish? Years ago, a survey of multiple languages 
were taught. Wouldn't this be a better idea to teach 
just a short snip of multiple languages. This could 
help students determine which language they want to 
take in high school. Better yet, lets add in some 
cultural information to the class as well. This may 
help students have a better understanding of cultural 
differences and perhaps allow for more acceptance 
from students

100 948 True 1/5/2024 14:51 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female White 30-45 Parent North feeder pattern No Learn to read  write  math Word and number recognition 
Learn things that will prepare them for real life. 
Budgeting  life skills  home economics ect

Character counts, 10 pillars of character how they 
apply in real life

Teach tools that they will use in the real world. Job 
applications  resume building Life skiils  communication skills

Community buliding, or create a school garden to 
teach kids how to take of things  and be responsible  

100 10010 True 1/5/2024 14:59 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Other/Out of District No Attend school Read  write  and do math Take and use notes problem solve set goals and use strategies that work for them Implement the previous things effectively All of the resources:  MLL  SPED  counselors  etc Resources and Materials for students
Behavior management.  Many unacceptable 
situations are becoming rather standard

Providing more possibilities for meeting students 
where they are and pushing them forward.  I know we 
say we are doing that, but it's not happening for a 
variety of reasons to the degree it should be

Not necessarily stop...but we need to find a better 
balance between supporting a student's social and 
emotional well being and expecting students to 
achieve at grade level or above   

100 6205 True 1/5/2024 15:12 41 8764 -87 6133 EN Female More than one 30-45 Parent Other North feeder pattern No Engage in a socially appropriate manner Practice routines and habits toward productivity Learn self-discipline and time management
Become a productive citizen in their respective 
community Critical thinking and problem solving Engage in a cordial debate Allowing in-district transfers Providing after-school care and bus transportation

Enforcing frequent suspensions and expulsions for 
bullying (no tolerance) 

Requirement to graduate 503/IEP students within 
designated timeline DEI/gender affirmative/pronouns

100 1160 True 1/5/2024 15:19 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Business Community Arts Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading

Social interactions.  They have to learn that they are 
part of a number of communities, including the DMPS 
community, and there are expectations for how we 
treat each other as humans and members of a 
community

Executive function - balancing a variety of priorities, 
understanding expectations, learning to manage time 
and do what needs to be done to be successful in HS 
and beyond

Social interactions.  They have to learn that they are 
part of a number of communities, including the DMPS 
community, and there are expectations for how we 
treat each other as humans and members of a 
community

I dont know how to put this but they should be able to 
function in the real world.  The SRG where they get 
1000 chances to do everything and opportunities to 
retake and redo and miss deadlines and have 
alternative pathways is not how the rest of the world 
works.  Perhaps it SHOULD be but that's a different 
issue.  But they should be able to meet expectations 
and/or find resources to help them if they are not

Financial literacy.  THey have to understand real 
world costs, budgeting, spending, debt, interest rates 
and all the things they will be faced with managing 
BEFORE they take on hundreds of thousands in loas

I think the vast majority of teacheers and 
administrators care about our kids and are going 
above and beyond to help them succeed.  Qualified, 
compassionate staff are a MUST

Central Campus and Central Academy are jewels 
that should be expanded and enhanced

Not setting acceptable expectations for behavior.  The 
way students talk to and treat each other and to the 
adults in the schools is incredibly disrespectful and 
creating unsafe  hostile environments

There have to be reasonable consequences for not 
meeting expectations.  First there have to be clear 
expectations, but there are no logical and reasonable 
consequences so the tail is wagging the dog.  Kids 
know they are going to be able to do what they want 
when they want which is leading to disruptive, 
unpleasant learning environments   

I have been polled, surveyed, invited to conversations 
and studied but I have not seen anything really 
change.  Please stop asking for people's opinions if 
you are not going to take action.  At minimum, if you 
are not going to take action, please be more 
transparent about why you are not taking action.  I 
appreciate the work of the Board and the 
administration to consider opportunities.  Now it's 
time to do the work

100 803 True 1/5/2024 15:29 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male Black/African American 30-45 Parent

Business Community,Parks and Recreation 
Department,Faith Community,College/University 
Partner,Career and Technical Education Partner,Des 
Moines Area Regional Transit (DART) North feeder pattern No Reading Writing Arithmetics Science Logic based Critical thinking Personal Finance Unknown Not sure Encourage college Offer more local career exposure

Stop politics and gender studies that do not align with 
two parent heterosexual family values

100 147 True 1/5/2024 15:31 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern Learning Being respectful to others Expressing themselves Being able to talk to someone N/A N/A I absolutely love our elementary  They are doing great! Keep being you N/A N/A Nope
100 152 True 1/5/2024 15:40 41 59 -93 8604 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Business Community Lincoln feeder pattern Yes Reading Math Reading Math Math Science
100 55 True 1/5/2024 15:48 14 6343 -90 5155 EN Female More than one 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No
100 279 True 1/5/2024 16:15 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Community Member Business Community Arts Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Feel Safe Learn Feel safe Learn Feel safe Learn Engaging Protecting their rights Pay teachers better

100 2478 True 1/5/2024 17:00 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No read at grade level do grade-level math read at grade level do grade-level math how to learn write well focus on safety celebrating student successes following the middle school model giving meaningful consequences (in some cases)
stop putting ELL students into gen ed classes before 
they're ready; stop ignoring teacher input

100 134 True 1/5/2024 17:46 41 6244 -93 6694 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Parent Other No
100 70 True 1/5/2024 18:06 41 5515 -93 5804 EN
100 138 True 1/5/2024 18:48 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No

100 306 True 1/5/2024 19:09 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other No
You aren't doing anything right! You are taking away 
from the special needs community  

You aren't doing anything right! You are taking away 
from the special needs community 

Start investing in help for the children with special 
needs. Get people in Ruby Van Meter in there that 
want to help these children who need it most and stop 
playing favorites and taking sides  SEE ABOVE STATEMENT Stop playing favorites and taking sides

100 409 True 1/5/2024 19:10 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Other Other/Out of District No

Our students should learn behavior expectations in 
order to acquire foundational skills, so they are able to 
apply that knowledge to more rigorous activities as 
they grow older Students should start to acquire more abstract skills

Students should be exposed to various career paths 
or mentoring opportunities

Students should prepare for post secondary 
opportunities There is a focus on equity and anti racism in spaces

The leadership and administration at Hanawalt do an 
amazing job of communicating celebrations and 
challenges

We need to continue to attempt to close the 
educational gap between various student groups N/A

100 1947 True 1/5/2024 20:28 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Community Member Other DesMoines Public Library East feeder pattern Yes

The most important thing our students should know 
and be able to have is a safe and secure learning 
environment. A safe place where they can feel 
comfortable  welcomed and loved to be able to learn

After having a secure learning environment the 
second most important thing our students should do 
is getting immersed in world cultures. Learn about 
other cultures, languages and way of living so we can 
help with bullying and open minds and acceptance of 
children who think  look and act different  

Having a safe secure learning environment by having 
police officers securing the schools and providing 
counseling/social services at schools to help with 
bullying and mental health issues  

High Behavior expectations....my son lost a lot of 
learning time due to students fighting in the 
classroom and being disrespectful towards teachers. 
We need more support for our teachers as well as for 
our students

Safe learning experience. Focus on mental health by 
providing social workers and police officers in each 
high school

Learn employment skills, and be ready academically 
instead of focusing more in sports. Lets focus more 
on learning and having a safe building to learn rather 
than building new stadiums for sports   

Community and parents involvement and asking for 
our thoughts and concerns

Having Community coordinators in all schools. Makes 
communication with the schools much essier. They 
are a essential part of our students growth  

SECURITY- secure DMPS schools and implement 
anti-bullying laws, not just say xyz school is 
antibullying on paper  

Do more for the teachers we have! We are losing so 
many good teachers. Our children deserves a safe 
learning experience as well as a happy teacher not a 
burned-out one. Please do a incentive to celebrate 
good teachers  

Yes! Focus less on other nonsense issues like 
banning books, etc and focus on learning not which 
Pronoun we should call a 5 year old. We have taken 
the importance of learning away because we are 
focusing in the wrong things. Focus purely on 
LEARNING! 

100 435 True 1/5/2024 20:39 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Faith Community Hoover feeder pattern No Reading for comprehension Math Assessing evidence  critical thinking Cultural competency Critical thinking  especially in social science Writing  persuasive and creative Supporting culturally and racially diverse classrooms Opportunities for advanced/specialized work Increased performing arts support
100 310 True 1/5/2024 20:53 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Basic math  money counting  reading a clock Coping skills Learn work ethic and organization Balance finances  understanding credit scores  Coping skills for life Offering ALP Keeping parents knowledgeable Offering realistic life skills Trade programs Algebra  calculus  trig 

100 627 True 1/5/2024 21:15 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern No Elementary school students should learn life basics
How to function on a daily basis and learn basic 
everyday needa Wearing only clear back packs  Metal detectors at the doors

100 482 True 1/5/2024 21:17 41 1683 -96 2096 EN Male White >60 Parent Community Member North feeder pattern No Read and write Math Research History Math for real life Technology Making everything being on computers

100 250 True 1/5/2024 21:36 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Other/Out of District No Being happy  feeling safe  and believing in themselves Reading Feel confident in themselves Academics Explore different interests Academics Free lunches
Providing lots of opportunities to grow and feel 
supported Free transportation Better equitable preschool access No 

100 266 True 1/5/2024 21:52 41 8874 -87 6318 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member
Parks and Recreation 
Department DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No

Read at grade level, be proficient at basic facts in 
math  feel safe at school 

Read at grade level, be proficient at basic facts in 
math  feel safe at school 

Read at grade level, be proficient at basic facts in 
math  feel safe at school 

Read at grade level, be proficient at basic facts in 
math  feel safe at school 

Read at grade level, be proficient at basic facts in 
math  feel safe at school 

Read at grade level, be proficient at basic facts in 
math  feel safe at school 

Attempts to put children first - deapote govenors 
limitations and restrictions 

Understanding mental health of students and staff is a 
priority Holding students accountable

100 510 True 1/5/2024 22:41 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other N/A Lincoln feeder pattern Read Write Math Think Logicaly Study Balance their time access to foreign language classes central campus/academy teach driver's ed better food n/a

100 384 True 1/5/2024 22:42 41 7057 -93 4431 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern No Recognize how to stay safe Talk to trusted adults Safeguard themselves Communicate openly with trusted people Same as above Same as above Giving them a good education
Providing outlets to communicate safely & openly with 
trusted individuals Active shooter drills Create better alternative schools Doing little to nothing about kids being bullied

100 537 True 1/6/2024 0:01 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Other East feeder pattern No Reading Social skills Math Life skills Badic academics reading  writing Opening the doors Making sure ALL kids have lunch available to them Enforcing the NO BULLYING policy  Basic life skills Educating kids on secusl life styles  

100 1183 True 1/6/2024 0:12 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Alumni Community Member East feeder pattern No Phonics Addition  subtraction  multiplication & division
Life skills (ie: count change, public interaction away 
from screens  outdoor activities) Government and/or civics

Basic math + extra EARNED, outdoor activity away 
from screens

Trades (ie: mechanical shop, woodworking) job skills 
(ie: resume  interview process)

Cracking down on the kids after the feel good era of 
COVID

Working with my child after the feel good era of 
COVID  THEY NEED IT

I'm not sure how but bringing the SAFE feeling of 
being at school for the ones there now

MORE WORK, if necessary. My 10th grader is 
AMAZINGLY uninformed about ALOT

Letting the loud and persistent run the show 
especially when they are not following rules. The 
others will see and learn

100 440 True 1/6/2024 5:04 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Alumni Other Parent North feeder pattern No Read Math Know how to work independently Be able to know how able to ask for help Know what grades mean That if you don’t pass you won’t graduate Culture Teacher communication Discipline Preparing then for the real world Passing then throughout until high school 
100 232 True 1/6/2024 5:19 41 4771 -93 4824 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other Other/Out of District No Aprendizaje de odiomas entre otros Matemáticas Ingles Respeto y discuplina
100 287 True 1/6/2024 7:42 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read fluently Develop peer relationships Executive functioning skills Writing Think critically Express themselves Being inclusive Parent communication Second language learning on a consistent basis 
100 225 True 1/6/2024 8:05 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female More than one >60 Staff Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Community Support Coordinators Special Education Department Dog Therapy Programs in Schools 

100 1072 True 1/6/2024 8:13 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent
Business Community,Career and Technical 
Education Partner Other Lincoln feeder pattern No

Be kids and enjoy their innocence. Give the kids 
strong relationship building tools  Learn the basics  Continue to build relationships  

Find their interests so they can start their future 
planning Attend school without fear of bullying  guns and fights

Create schools directly related to their interest and 
future goals. for example if a studnet has a strong 
interest in science their should be schools that help 
encourage and foster their interest to pursue higher 
education in that field. Or a school surrounding by 
other kids interested in business topics. And allow the 
students to attend these schools outside of their 
district boundaries. Open enrollment is a joke and to 
restricted   

McCombs does a great job at handling the issues that 
arise

Hiring diversity! Having adults aroudn the kids that 
look like them and having shared cultures creates 
their sense of belonging  

What are other districts in larger populated districts 
doing to achieve a 94% graduation rate  

Offering more college credit classes to continue to 
push our young minds to challenge themseleves  

Flexible graduation. This does not teach out kids they 
need to show up and put in the work to graduate. 
Ultimately hurting their future employment. If they are 
not held to deadlines and standards the workforce will 
not tolerate the lax mentally and they will ultimately be 
unemployed or find themselvees in low paying jobs  

100 82507 True 1/6/2024 8:36 41 8764 -87 6133 EN Female Asian 30-45 Parent Business Community North feeder pattern Yes
Should be confident to learn on their own, know the 
good resources to find information  

Be confident speaking and sharing opinion with 
respectful to audience

Know how to create a plan for future such as career 
plan or how to manage time  finance Understand the importance of self care  life balance  

Practice act of kindness. Be responsible. Should 
understand all of the options for college/ university

Should know who they want to be and what they are 
doing for it

100 342 True 1/6/2024 8:40 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White >60 Parent Staff Community Member Faith Community Other AMOS East feeder pattern No Read for understanding Make good decisions Develop motivation Make good decisions Develop and attain goals Make good decisions Offer vocational programs Central Campus Holistic approach to learning Lower class sizes Loading teacher's with large classes
100 1321 True 1/6/2024 8:51 41 2041 -95 9644 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Cooperate in a social setting Evaluate information and validity of sources Proactive problem solving Communication 
100 281 True 1/6/2024 8:55 41 6006 -93 6296 EN Female Black/African American <18 Student Business Community North feeder pattern No Math Readingcount money Count moneytime Timereadread Re as dmat Math Stay on them Math Marching Drilling No

100 925 True 1/6/2024 9:31 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Business Community Faith Community Other Deaf Other/Out of District No
Literacy and numeracy, civic basics, communication 
including sign  language History  art  music  exercise  health

Written communication, math fundamentals, second 
language including ASL Civics  science  art  music  history  health  exercise College and vocational preparation

Financial literary, government, history, second 
language American Sign Language English language learning Civics Robotics 

Keep administrative and teacher politics to a civil 
minimum

100 310 True 1/6/2024 9:34 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Asian 30-45 Parent Business Community East feeder pattern No Kindness Leadership Responsibilty Teamwork Responsibility Critical thinking Safety Curriculum Na Na Na

100 529 True 1/6/2024 10:39 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Student Parent Alumni Hoover feeder pattern No Read Write cursive Basic life skills Development of social skills Life skills preparation Continuing maturity and social skills development 
Mainstreaming severe special needs children is not 
good for them or the other students 

Any sexually explicit material should not be available 
for at least K-6

100 223 True 1/6/2024 11:01 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White >60 Community Member Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Stop bullying Let oarents in on oroblems with tgeir child Keeping tge morivation Allowing them to ask questions 
100 237 True 1/6/2024 11:29 43 0382 -87 91 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern Yes Spelling Colors Reading Math Math Science Helping students if they need it Teaching them more and more Drivers Ed  special classes to help kids Resources need more teachers None

100 882 True 1/6/2024 12:02 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White >60 Community Member Faith Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No To show empathy to others  To read and communicate clearly and well To use criticle thinking skills on a basic level How to work in groups and engage in problem solving
Citizenship basis with a priority on the duty to vote, 
and participation in community life  Finacial Literacy and Home Economics/Life Skills

I understand the DMPS has education alternatives 
and supports for children with mental health issues. 
These need to be continued and expanded  NA

Teaching critical thinking skills and how to evaluate 
information for accuracy  Teaching labor history  

Allowing religious and non scientice influences to 
impact the curriculem  

100 1754 True 1/6/2024 12:26 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Faith Community College/University Partner Lincoln feeder pattern Yes

Social Emotional Learning and building their 
academic confidence and skills (learning to keep 
trying when it is hard or when and how to ask for help)

Reading and Writing skills. Our statistics as a district 
on this are very sad as you well know. Lets keep on 
working to better help our students in this area   

Personal Responsibility and independence. Students 
in our middle schools need more structure and 
accountability so they can clearly see the 
consequences for their weak choices in an academic 
setting. I know some of the rules for middle schools 
are left up to buildings but I think we need to have 
more centralized and specific, enforceable, and 
reasonable rules that buildings can use as a 
boundary for students  

The second most important thing our middle school 
students should know and be able to do is organize. I 
know they are provided with planners, but that format 
does not work for all students as they dont know how 
to use them or they need a different option. I think if 
we help students learn what way works best for them 
to organize their academics and goals, they will be 
much more confident and successful  

The most important thing in my opinion for our high 
schoolers to be able to do is regularly set goals for 
themselves and meet them. I have seen some of this 
in how we format our standards, however students 
should be taught how and encouraged to do this on 
their own for their own benefit. This is a valueable life 
skill especially for those who will pursue higher 
education  

The second most important thing I think our high 
schoolers need to be able to do is to research well. 
When they are making plans for their future, the 
college, job, or training programs they might be 
interested in can be pursued by knowing how to 
research well. This means more than reading about 
it, but also experiencing them and exploring all the 
options related. I often wish that when I was in high 
school I better understood my options after and how 
to explore them  

I love that Dr. Roberts is working hard to assess 
where we are at and thinking about where we want to 
be. Things like this survey let me know that we as a 
district are on the right path and I am excited to be 
part of it  

I want to give props to the transportation department. I 
know they are understaffed regularly and have 
struggled alot this year, but I consistently see them 
putting students first (ex: coming back to drop off a 
backpack that was accidentally left on the bus, 
communicating to school staff about stuff parents 
asked them to pass on). Our bus drivers and 
associates ROCK and are some of our students' and 
staff's favorite people  

I think there needs to be greater accountability and 
boundaries for our students. I know we are not their 
parents and we need to be careful about how we 
approach discpline, however, I have seen 
discrepancy in policy and rules from school to school 
and I think our students need more consistency and 
structure  

I would love to see more positive reinforcement in 
school buildings. It can be hard to get older students 
invested in things like PBIS (specifically), and I know 
our teachers are doing their best with classroom 
management, but I think overall we need more tools 
to help our students strong choices be rewarded  

Technology is a great thing for teachers to be able to 
use to help students to connect to content, 
HOWEVER, I think we are becoming too dependent 
on students individual computers to complete their 
work. I have experienced this personally in 
classrooms and at home with my children (who are 
enrolled at DMPS). I am not sure that middle 
schoolers (and high schoolers to be honest) are 
ready for the responsibility and self-management that 
is required when using a computer to complete work.  
Perhaps we need to be better about teaching these 
things and enforcing expectations around them? 

100 1022 True 1/6/2024 12:52 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Alumni Roosevelt feeder pattern No Proficiency in basic skills math reading science Behavioral intelligence Problem solving Extracurricular involvement Real world problem solving Extracurricular involvement Diversity Discipline Mental health

100 948 True 1/6/2024 12:54 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Other My kids attend the school system North feeder pattern Reading writing and math

Compete against the rest of the nation in highest 
possible critical thinking abilities ,let them be kids 
without indoctrination of CRT, DEI or engineered 
socialism 

Get through school without the lgbtq agenda 
questioning and having that forced down their throats 

That they don’t have to listen to someone else’s 
bullshit propaganda. That they can simply say I don’t 
believe in “this”gender pronoun bullshit  See above 



100 516 True 1/7/2024 6:01 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female Black/African American >60 Parent Other Other/Out of District No Learn to share Learn to follow directions Be respectful of yourself and others Learn to read Lean about life after high school Confidence in slef In community in planning In parents and students in planning More focus on reading and problem solving Promoting responsibility Reduce the amount of computer time to writing 

100 644 True 1/7/2024 7:14 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff Community Member
Business Community,Parks and Recreation 
Department Faith Community East feeder pattern Yes ENJOY and LOVE Reading

Have number sense, understand numbers and 
number relationships

Self Monitor, follow basic directions and meet 
deadlines Communicate effectively and appropriately Decision making skills Self advocate

Continue to provide opportunities for social and 
emotional growth 

We have classroom teachers who work hard for our 
students and support our students 

We are not being fiscally responsible of their money. 
Tax money belongs to the students.  We need to trim 
spending in certain areas and use our students 
money to lower class sizes Fully Funding Athletics and Activities 

Stop using a morphed made up version of grading 
that we are calling SRG  yet it's not 

100 277 True 1/7/2024 7:21 41 6095 -93 5949 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Parent Faith Community East feeder pattern No Todo lo que hacen está muy bien Seguir educando Todo bien Todo bien Excelente 

100 782 True 1/7/2024 7:26 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Alumni Community Member Arts Community Other I live here Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Math Arts concentrate think critically understand the opportunities they have for the future Including everyone they can
keeping teachers, staff and students safe and 
creating an environment where learning can thrive don't you think you have enough to do already?

pay staff and teachers a premium for working in what 
can be a challenging job relative to suburban and rural 
schools  

not looking harder at the leadership in charge of 
middle schools

100 926 True 1/7/2024 7:35 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent

Business Community,Arts Community,LGBTQ 
Community,Parks and Recreation Department,Faith 
Community,Refugee Community,College/University 
Partner Career and Technical Education Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes

Know and interact with highly qualified American 
African teachers  principals l  and higherups 

Know and interact with highly qualified American 
African teachers  principals l  and higherups Career and finance path

Know and interact with highly qualified American 
African teachers  principals l  and higherups Career and finance path

Nothing comes to mind - look at y’all’s poor growth 
and achievement data especially American African 
students; the bias of the teachers and curriculum 
MUST STOP!

Again the facts show DMPS has not been a high 
performing district since 2005 - which is sickening! 
Education best practices are clearly NOT the 
standard of practice at DMPS. Which lets the public 
know DMPS is intentionally racist!

Stop abusing highly qualified American African 
employees, teachers, principals l, and higher ups. 
Start genuinely respecting, recognizing, and retaining 
them  Especially  said persons from Des Moines!

Stop abusing highly qualified American African 
employees, teachers, principals l, and higher ups. 
Start genuinely respecting, recognizing, and retaining 
them  Especially  said persons from Des Moines!

For the past 20 years plus and counting, DMPS has 
been in the business of oppression not education

100 1133 True 1/7/2024 7:59 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 45-60 Parent College/University Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern No

they should feel they are a member of a welcoming 
community of people who care about them (their 
sense of community being impacted by teachers, 
admin,, staff, other families who promote a culture of 
academic  social and emotional learning) develop academic skills appropriate for their age level

they should feel they are a member of a welcoming 
community of people who care about them (their 
sense of community being impacted by teachers, 
admin,, staff, other families who promote a culture of 
academic, social and emotional learning). In Middle 
school this sense of community and belonging is 
important in different ways than elementary  

gain the confidence and skills to cope with a 
confusing world where violence, extremism, and 
climate change are daily challenges

be able to develop a sense of integrity when it comes 
to an authentic life path (job  family  etc) 

my son is learning to be inclusive in accepting cultural 
differences and loving people who are different from 
him   

music and arts programs are amazing. I also love our 
community coordinator  

helping families prepare early for transition from elem 
to middle school. I have been struggling to inform 
myself about what is coming up next year and haven't 
found middle school folks to be helpful. They simply 
don't have time to deal with this  

some elem teachers are not equipped to manage 
accomodating students with disabilities in the 
classroom  They are a disservice to all students

I do wonder how we can stop the bleeding of students 
from DMPS into private schools. This has a long 
history of course but it is just creating more 
segregation in our community  

100 622 True 1/7/2024 8:24 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Other Mental health provider Roosevelt feeder pattern No Enjoy reading Mental math Social emotional learning Begin to write essays Think critically Write well using evidence 
Well it’s not writing this question. I appreciate the 
social support programs like success  Music department and extracurriculars

Have not yet figured out what to do about school or 
class avoidance  Over worked guidance departments

100 414 True 1/7/2024 8:53 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Write Communication Math Critical thinking Communicate effectively Supportive teachers that challenge students Service learning incorporated at all grade levels
100 279 True 1/7/2024 9:33 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 18-30 Staff East feeder pattern No
100 142 True 1/7/2024 9:49 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Faith Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Work together

100 314 True 1/7/2024 10:32 41 7185 -93 5646 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other North feeder pattern No Read How to spell Feel safe Feel safe Look forward to their future Feel Safe Nothing Nothing

Educate them more about the real world. Like 
balancing a check book, saving money, credit cards, 
ect

Alot of kids are failing giving them more alternative 
school options

You should stop educating them on stuff that doesnt 
matter in the real world

100 223 True 1/7/2024 12:29 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female White 30-45 Parent East feeder pattern No Read Read Feel safe Feel safe Be treated equal Be heard Dont know Improve on safety and security 

100 290 True 1/7/2024 13:50 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Self manage behavior Read Be resilient  seek help Write conherently Problem solve Succeed in career/further education Affirming welcoming environment
Broad coarse offerings for students with differing 
abilities Promoting mental health Focusing on practical life skills for all students Pushing teachers to their very limit

100 968 True 1/7/2024 13:51 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White >60 Community Member Other Educator Hoover feeder pattern No Enthusiasm for learning Read Importance of getting an education Success comes with effort Realize  discover strengths and interests
Learn the importance of developing one’s abilities to 
the fullest Focus on the consequences of bullying Focus on building characterl Lowering standards rather than demanding more

100 82 True 1/7/2024 15:29 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No
100 223 True 1/7/2024 15:43 41 675 -93 7016 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Staff Other/Out of District No Be able to read SEL skills ? ? ? ? Providing SEL for students Keeping students and staff safe Meeting the needs of all students ? No

100 358 True 1/7/2024 16:04 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Refocus on standards based and people first goals  

Start listening to teachers and schools. Respond with 
empathy and RESPECT for our opinions and views. 
Quit dismissing our opinions while you sit in an office 
not interacting with the kids families and communities 
we serve. ASK the people doing the work the best 
way before making decisions  

Please, please remind district staff that they are truly 
here to support the schools and teachers, not the 
other way around. Do not task us with doing things 
without our input into the project and then use it for 
decisions district people make in an office. It is using 
our relationships with our community and then cutting 
us out of the conversation completely. On top of that, 
when we voice concerns we are given flat responses, 
no response, or outright rude responses. If you want 
us to do something, pay us more and eliminate the 
district positions  

100 263 True 1/7/2024 16:19 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Safety tools Math Life situations Accounting Protect themselves  Self defense School lunches for everyone High learning standards More parent interaction with teachers Transportation to after school programming 
Pushing anything political or controversial. Keep stuff 
neutral 

100 342 True 1/7/2024 18:06 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Follow directions Read  Write Help  respect others Exercise How to learn  study  comprehend something How to work in a group to complete a project Accepting of all kids Keeping all kids safe Teach kids how to budget

100 299 True 1/7/2024 18:59 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff Community Member
Parks and Recreation Department,Faith 
Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern No Be kind and respectful to all Know they are at school to learn  

Sit in their seat, follow directions, and have respect 
for all Meet targeted learning  on time  Be accountable

Be present, respectful, and realize attendance is an 
actual expectation in the real world

Be accountable, no excuses to verbally and physically 
attack others  Inclusion efforts Feeding children 

Holding students and their parents accountable. It’s 
inexcusable to expect staff to be verbally assaulted 
daily  

Creating safe environments allowing the 90% of 
students that want to learn be able to. Teachers are 
not babysitters and should be able to teach, not deal 
with behaviors all day

Catering most to students that continually disrupt and 
disrespect others

100 109 True 1/7/2024 19:00 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Community Member Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No

100 417 True 1/7/2024 19:01 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 18-30 Alumni Staff Other/Out of District No Show empathy and responsibility Read to learn Empathy and responsibility Think analytically in multiple areas of life Empathy and responsibility Be analytical in every aspect of life Analytical reading Na Greater community support in the buildings Great student impact at the district level

Only focusing on segments of the student population 
and solely caring about student math and reading 
scores

100 539 True 1/7/2024 20:17 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No see themselves as learners reach grade level academic goals reach grade level academic goals reach grade level academic goals
make connections between their HS learning and 
college/career goals DMPS strives to be inclusive

DMPS is starting to think about ensuring all students 
have access to grade level learning

start including science learning for elementary 
students

allocate daily SEL (social emotional learning) for 
elementary students

There is so much importance placed on the pacing 
guides some teachers are focusing on proceeding 
page by page rather than focusing on helping all 
students learn

100 916 True 1/7/2024 20:35 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White >60 Community Member Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No Intrinsic learning without extrinsic rewards How to navigate the world around them Empathy Credit  Finances  Grammar  ACT prep  Investing  Nutrition Leadership  Government Unknown Unknown
Intramural program where everyone gets equal 
playing time  Emphasize good nutrition

Focusing on a child’s race/sexuality/choice of reading 
materials 

100 1710 True 1/7/2024 21:04 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Staff Other/Out of District No Academics - read  write and math
socialization skills - how to interact with peers/adults; 
manage behaviors academics

start to navigate daily living skills e.g. paying for 
items/banking; location finding; basic food prep academics - 

life skills - soft skills; how to interview and dress for a 
job; daily living skills (laundry; banking; cooking; 
cleaning); how to write a paper correctly

having staff that truly care about the children and their 
learning

Providing a supportive environment and feeding 
students

Providing the time and focus on how to actually teach 
students how to form letters correctly and spend time 
practicing; penmanship; 

Manage student behaviors and derogatory speech to 
peers  adults and staff

Focusing on only certain areas of education e.g. 
primarily reading instead of other areas to make a 
well-rounded students

100 682 True 1/7/2024 21:39 41 2442 -95 9599 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 45-60 Parent Alumni Community Member Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Read Follow instructions Problem solve Respect themselves and others Use a computer Know the scientific method Central Campus/ Academy Future ready classes Start hiring effective administrators Keeping drugs out of schools
Teachers bringing their political views into the 
classroom

100 545 True 1/7/2024 21:55 41 59 -93 8604 EN Female More than one 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern learn feel safe learn feel safe learn feel safe keep on improving after school programs Social issues for all  Anti bullying sessions for all

100 347 True 1/7/2024 22:47 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Faith Community Other/Out of District
Feeling safe at school and be able to attend without 
fear

Everyone should respect each other and no bullying 
is allowed Feel safe in school No bullying or harrasment allowed Feel safe in school No bullying or harassment allowed Keep teaching kids the right form of education Keeping them interested in going to school

Add school protection against weapons like police 
officers/ metal detectors Revising school bags before kids enter schools Stop ignoring children when they ask for help

100 419 True 1/8/2024 5:49 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff East feeder pattern No Read and write Math Science and Math Read Read Write Setting goals for each student Meeting their mental health needs Making sure each child is fed throughout the year

Not providing enough down time for the elementary 
kids. Lunches are shorter, outside time is shorter, it 
just feels rushed all day

Stop putting so much pressure on the kids to 
succeed. I know they are making up time for when 
Covid hits, but sometimes these kids are 
overwhelmed

100 923 True 1/8/2024 6:33 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Other/Out of District No

To learn to work with others (academic and socially) 
in a kind way, they should still be able to have fun and 
learn in different formats  Relate what they are learning to real life situations  collaborate appropriately with peers Relate academics to real life situations  

Start learning how to function in real life, post 
graduation whether they are attending college, a 2 
year  trade  or straight into work  

Collaboration with peers, as that is something that will 
happend graduation no matter what Teaching about inclusion & Diversity 

Providing alternate programs for students, and 4+ 
programs for students with siginifcant needs  More prep for life outside of school  

There are not enough resources for special education 
teachers and students  secluding students 

100 615 True 1/8/2024 6:38 43 0382 -87 91 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Math Speak with guidance counselor regularly Speak with guidance counselor regularly Speak with counselors Speak with counselors
100 69 True 1/8/2024 6:58 42 4248 -83 1951 EN Prefer not to say 45-60 Community Member Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No

100 659 True 1/8/2024 8:02 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No Read wow Write Be kind to one another Get help with school work Be kind and helpful
Get help with school work and taking classes that will 
help them with their future plans/college Protecting our kids Helping our kids succeed

Doing bathroom sweeps so our kids can use the 
facilities and not waiting to get home to use it 

Teachers following up with students who need to turn 
in work or needs extra help No

100 1276 True 1/8/2024 8:18 41 268 -96 1156 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Community Member Other Stay at home mom East feeder pattern No

How to verbalize needs/wants/emotions about any 
person/things and that these things will be 
recognized/validated and not just ignored  No response  at this time NA NA NA NA

I loved having my students attend 21st Century after 
school, as did they. Extending the program to all 
DMPS buildings would be absolutely beneficial to so 
many more families! 

Another thing I noticed is not going on in all DMPS 
schools is a program that involves each classroom 
and as a whole school where students are learning 
emotions and also teachers are providing different 
types of seating for kids to choose from, for example, 
swivel chairs, beanbag chairs, etc. It's helpful for 
attention

Same as above. AND BUSSING FOR 
PRESCHOOLERS!! Same as above   AND BUSSING! No response  at this time

100 1810 True 1/8/2024 9:00 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No Read at a grade proficient level Test proficiently in their grade level math assessment

In middle school, students should know how to 
manage their emotions, and how to interact 
appropriately with peers and teachers/leaders  

Middle school students should know how to effectively 
manage their time

High School Students should know what their next 
step is post-graduation and should graduate ready for 
that. They should leave high school with an additional 
certificate/degree/training that they can use 
immediately post high school graduation

Students should know how to manage finances and 
be able to be financially responsible community 
members

The community schools coordinator program, 21st 
century, Turnaround Arts, dental/medical clinic, 
Offering these outreach & wrap-around services for 
our students who have the greatest need  

Keeping SRO's out of schools. Our students have 
made it clear that they do not see a benefit to having 
police presence in the schools  

Having many more therapists/mental health 
counselors available and scheduling time one on one 
to check in. We need these services in front of our 
students and to be proactive-rather than reactive. 
Counselors are tasked with administration instead of 
freeing their time to engage with students  

Offering a mandatory course that prepares students 
for adulthood, something that offers financial literacy, 
activism, effective collaboration & communication, 
managing government assistance (since a large 
percentage of our district population falls under the 
poverty level) for those that don't need government 
assistance - educate on small 
business/entrepreneurship. All the things that are part 
of "adulting" but that traditional schooling does not 
cover

We should stop advancing students grade levels 
without them actually being ready  

100 456 True 1/8/2024 9:13 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 45-60 Administrator Other/Out of District No be able to read on grade level 
be able to do multiplication and division (and add and 
subtract) be able to think for themselves  (read to learn) 

exhibit work-related skills, such as attend school, 
attend to instruction, participate in discussions, 
respect others' values, complete expected work on 
time 

be able to ask questions respectfully and consider 
multiple points of views

be ready to work or attend college after graduation 
with proficiency in work-related skills value diversity of students great instruction in the elementary school setting improve middle school culture and climate

facilitate work opportunities at the high school level 
(can we review the need for high school credits and 
replace with work/vocational opportunities? 

stop focusing on LBGTQ and Black students.  
FOCUS ONLY on INSTRUCTION and incorporate 
more SEL  

100 21 True 1/8/2024 9:34 41 5822 -93 6802 EN

100 362 True 1/8/2024 9:36 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff
College/University Partner,Career and Technical 
Education Partner DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No

My only answer for the entire survey is getting into 
student retention and providing an adequate 
education that allows them to progress forward 
outside of high school. As a person who not only 
teachers at DMPS, but also teaches college courses 
in the Des Moines area, I am astounded at how 
"dumb down" the curriculum is and how this 
curriculum is encouraged to be taught as a mono-
pedagogical style. There are major issues with many 
of the standards and benchmarks as they exist and 
are enforced at the district level, with building 
administrators and teachers left with no options but to 
comply. I can give you specific examples of what is 
taught vs. what could be taught. Students are not 
engaged, because teachers are not engaged. We 
show up in this job, do what is told to us and given to 
us, and we have students and staff that are 
uninspired  Teacher autonomy is necessar!

100 716 True 1/8/2024 9:37 43 0382 -87 91 EN Female White 45-60 Parent
Arts Community,LGBTQ Community,Parks and 
Recreation Department Lincoln feeder pattern No Social skills Reading Math Mental health Job skills Mental health Supporting diversity Supporting underprivileged students Provide more support for SPED students 

Bring back some homework to keep students 
accountable 

100 774 True 1/8/2024 10:03 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Read at grade level Self-regulation skills Read at grade level Self-regulation skills Read at grade level
Contribute positively to their community (home, 
school  public)

EL curriculum is enabling students to become better 
readers with grade level work

Elementary counselors providing weekly Tier 1 
guidance lessons to help students learn and practice 
self-regulation skills, problem solving, relationship 
skills  etc

Taking into consideration the places our students are 
at when they come to us (kindergarten is not coming 
to school 50% proficient in reading, our newcomer 
population is not going to reach grade level by the end 
of one school year, etc.).  We need to do better at 
developing our data points and disaggregating the 
data to help us know where we are at and where we 
are headed

Attendance and accountability.  If we want our 
students to come here and become what they want 
here, we need to help them learn accountability for 
their actions/behaviors, including attendance.  If you 
don't show up, you are not learning.  If you are not 
learning, you are not going to get the life you want.  
This is a systemic issue that needs to be addressed 
(and we need family support to achieve this)

I think we should work on being consistent.  Strength 
builds over time through consistent efforts

100 645 True 1/8/2024 10:08 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other North feeder pattern No Math and reading basics Info on acceptable social behaviors
Continuation of math/ reading including 
comprehension and ability to express in writing Information regarding mental health support services Reading  writing  math  

Basic life skills— laundry, cooking, cleaning, 
budgeting  information on credit and why it’s important Opportunity to earn college credits while in HS

Opportunity to have access to a lot of variety of 
classes 

Consistently in ALL DSM HS have random tardy 
sweeps and stricter rules regarding allowing phones 
in class Return of school resource officers No

100 240 True 1/8/2024 10:22 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No Social skills  Self-regulation tools  Identity work Reading Self esteem and sexual identity Reading Post graduation work Mentoring Community Schools SUCCESS Bilingual immersion program
Language skills at Elementary (2nd language/foreign 
language options) Changing curriculums frequently

100 336 True 1/8/2024 10:26 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No read add and subtract get along with others read and write get along with others have a path for after high school grade level curriculum looking at data
using the data to make instructions decisions for 
students

If 60% of our students are below grade level the focus 
should be on interventions and a plan to get students 
to grade level

Only focusing on grade level instruction when 60% of 
our students are not at grade level

100 369 True 1/8/2024 10:31 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 45-60 Parent North feeder pattern No Read Write time management homework skills/note taking/study skills time management test taking skills/career readiness 
homework skills to prepare them for high school and 
beyond 

time management for homework and general study 
skills 

100 544 True 1/8/2024 10:49 44 9834 -93 2622 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Parent Faith Community North feeder pattern Yes Plan en caso de un tiroteo Acoso sexual Plan en caso de un tiroteo Acoso sexual Plan en caso de un tiroteo Acoso sexual Tener pilicia Tener una sola entrada Detector de metales en las entradas Policia en el estacionamiento 

100 254139 True 1/8/2024 11:02 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No
Providing transportation for EC special education 
students

Partnering with local agencies to provide food 
pantries /clothing resources at our schools for our 
students and families

Provide transportation for preschool students that are 
at a low poverty level

Provide transportation to elementary-high school 
students that are at a low poverty level no matter the 
distance they live from the school   

100 115 True 1/8/2024 11:52 41 6086 -93 7464 EN

100 644 True 1/8/2024 12:02 41 2341 -96 169 EN Female White >60 Staff Community Member East feeder pattern No Read  be respectful  be kind Math and science Civics and history Math and science Importance of am education True history and culture of others Pre school Including all students Admin supporting teachers with difficult students
Offering more stem and hands on classes at the high 
school   These have been cut 1/2 over the last 7 years

HR calling teachers in for complaints and not telling 
the teacher what it is about.  Not supporting self 
contained special ed teachers

100 4183 True 1/8/2024 12:25 42 4257 -83 1522 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern How to be a student (social skills  critical thinking) Reading comprehension Communication  study skills Participating in clubs  sports Time management Prepare for life  higher education Communication Advocating No cops in schools - ever

100 1873 True 1/8/2024 13:15 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Administrator Other Lincoln feeder pattern No

Students in elementary should build on strong 
foundational skills in literacy and mathematics.  Kids 
learn to read at different times and at different paces, 
but they should become fluent readers and 
mathematicians   

Social Emotional Learning.  Students need to learn 
about self efficacy and self-awareness.  They need to 
believe they can do hard things and to try.  They need 
to know their self worth and be accepted for who they 
are.  They need to continue to learn about SEL and 
their emotions and regulations

Students need to do grade level work at the standard 
level.  They should be involved in learning in their 
classrooms that is meaningful and engaging.  We 
need to ensure students are working on tasks at 
grade level

Students NEED to feel safe and our schools NEED to 
focus on SEL in middle school

They need to be involved in grade level work.  so 
when they do go to college, they are equipped to 
succeed SEL  Keeping a consistent curriculum across the grades   

High quality professional development for teachers 
and leaders

Attendance expectations.  We are working hard to 
support attendance, but we need the district to expect 
students to come to school each and every day

Transportation for all students 1 mile or more for 
elementary   

100 350 True 1/8/2024 14:02 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern

Elementary school students should know how to be 
kind and considerate humans who believe in treating 
others with respect

Read, write, practice basic math, and share their 
feelings  

Communicating with parents about what is going on 
at school Creating opportunities to support educators and staff

100 86 True 1/8/2024 14:39 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White <18 Student LGBTQ Community Lincoln feeder pattern No

100 329 True 1/8/2024 15:00 43 0382 -87 91 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Community Member LGBTQ Community Hoover feeder pattern Reading Social/emotional skills Math Decision making Identification of personal goals Community involvement Teaching about social/emotional skills Pushing for reading skills to improve More social group opportunities for all students 
More opportunities for community outreach within all 
schools 

Ignoring clear signs of necessary behavioral 
intervention 

100 1135 True 1/8/2024 15:07 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Staff Business Community Faith Community East feeder pattern

Display positive Emotional and Behavioral self 
regulation getting along with others despite cultural 
differences

Academic can read and write to proficiency level or 
above 

Social Emotional self regulation positive social skills 
respectful to students and staff regardless of cultural 
differences 

Academics: Reading and writing at proficiency level 
or above 

Positive social and emotional regulation, respect for 
themselves students and staff

Life skills readiness: Career College readiness and 
basic skills budgeting financial  

Providing opportunities through partnering with 
community organizations

Having staff members that truly care about the 
students, empathetic not sympathetic hiring more 
staff like this and those that reflect the student 
population 

More effective and reliable researched based cultural 
pedagogy in the classroom

More trauma informed centered instruction/trauma 
informed care awareness for staff and students 
nurturing the "whole student" and "whole staff 
member"

If there is an issue with a staff member or a school 
even student stop assuming that we know the 
answers and truly look at what is going on within that 
school or individual. For example for attendance yes, 
we know that there are chronic attendance issues 
especially within elementary school students. Not just 
assuming we know the reason but truly digging 
deeper to figure out the underlining causes for that 
student or students in that school not attending  

100 399 True 1/8/2024 15:20 42 3032 -85 5917 EN Female White 30-45 Administrator Other Other/Out of District No Read and apply reading knowledge at grade level Know and apply grade level math skills Apply citizenship skills to life/ be a good person Know and apply grade level standards and skills Apply 21st century learning skills to grade level content Have a plan post graduation and be working towards it GLEAM Gleam Behavior accountability and management Social emotional learning and accountability No

100 320 True 1/8/2024 15:31 41 9215 -87 6446 EN Female White 45-60 Parent
Business Community,College/University 
Partner Career and Technical Education Partner Hoover feeder pattern No

Reading fundamentals and social/emotional 
intellegence STEM Fundamentals

Reading fundamentals and social/emotional 
intellegence STEM Fundamentals Career Path Planning Financial Literacy Social/Emotional Wellbeing Career Path Planning Partnering with local employers

100 1061 True 1/8/2024 15:51 41 601 -93 6729 EN Male White >60 Community Member
Business Community,Career and Technical 
Education Partner Other North feeder pattern No Reading/writing/english/spelling Math Math Reading/writing/english/spelling Geography/history Civics Not much   Too many uneducated students graduating Teach cursive writing Keep control of students and their behavior You should stop allowing poor academics

100 1242 True 1/8/2024 16:44 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No

Already answered on a different survey.  Only filling 
this one out again, b/c I have new things I want to add 
at the bottom   N/A   See above N/A N/A N/A N/A

The Community Schools Coordinator positions are 
EXTREMELY important in the buildings.  Families 
have really gotten a lot of help/resources from ours.  I 
would hate to see the program go away (if the grant 
funding doesn't somehow get replaced in some way).  
 Our CSC is AMAZING!  She works her tail off to 
make sure families have as many 
opportunities/resources as they need.  These are a 
lot of the things our CSC has done at Jackson:  Food 
Pantry (Moving 200-300lbs of food per week) Serving 
staff, students, and families Weekly take-home food 
for students for weekends and breaks Shoes that Fit 
110 new pairs of shoes to date, not including other 
donations! Clothing Closet (coat drives, school supply 
drives) Hygiene supplies (diapers, feminine hygiene 
products, etc.) Coordinating the Winter Toy Event 
(This year we served 31 students, 15 families this 
year) SNAP! Connect Coordinating 20 hours of FREE 
weekly after school clubs (currently 74 students have 
participated in 21st Century programming in the first 
semester, I anticipate some students repeating but 
also adding at least 50 more new students in the next 
semester) Southside Basketball League Southside 
Soccer League Running Club & Drake Relays 
Language & Literacy Clubs Science Clubs Gardening 
Club SEL Clubs Girl Scouts Girls on the Run Family 
showcases/events Summer programs, which allow 
me to connect and support students & families over 
break Popsicle days Last year, a Kids in the Kitchen 
class at Ewing Park with Polk Co  A free "Southside 

The district needs to work dilligently to maintain or 
expand any of the resource staff members who 
provide critical mental health services to our children.  
SUCCESS workers, counselors, school-based 
therapists are needed now more than ever   

DMPS needs to allow teachers to teach without so 
much micromanagement.  They are under incredible 
pressure to teach EXACTLY in a scripted way.  They 
are observed frequently by others who are doing 
"walk-throughs" and they feel SO much pressure right 
now.  You need to make life more bearable and 
expectations on teachers more REALISTIC and 
REACHABLE before all of our teaching professionals 
walk out the door!!!  Too many of them are struggling 
with their own mental health/stress levels trying to do 
SO MANY unreasonable things.  You guys need to 
start letting teachers teach to their strengths again.  
Don't make them follow a "prescribed/rigid" method of 
teaching.  Stop the constant flow of people walking 
through their rooms.  Just like kids are individuals and 
have their own learning styles, you need to respect 
that more for the staff, too.  I am very concerned that 
many teachers are being suffocated by unreasonable 
requests/expectations that it will eventually filter down 
to having a negative impact on the students.  If 
teachers get more and more overwhelmed, how long 
can they keep going?   

Kids need more time to relax, more recess breaks, 
more access to doing some of the "non-academic" 
activities.  Their mental health needs it.  Counselors 
need to be able to freely work with the children and 
not be told they can't access kids during core times...  
If the kids are having behavior meltdowns or are too 
triggered to work, they won't be learning the 
academics anyway!  Let counselors/teachers use 
their professional judgment about when a child may 
need to work with the counselor.  There's so much 
Push, Push, Push to do academics, that the kids are 
being denied a lot of mental health access   

See above two responses.  We also need to STOP 
allowing children with behavior problems to ruin the 
learning opportunities of others.  Too often we see 
behavior problem children taken out for just a few 
minutes, and they return before they are ready to 
work   Other kids are suffering   

100 523 True 1/8/2024 16:58 41 3065 -91 7008 EN Female White 30-45 Alumni Staff Other/Out of District No regulate emotions develop self-awareness develop empathy develop self-advocacy practicing self-determination goal-setting Having goals asking for feedback on those goals 

allowing special education students to have 
individualized education goals that are focused on the 
students 

Looking at our more severe and non-verbal students 
as different and in need of a tailored education rather 
than grade level elements

Targeting reading and writing scores without giving 
teachers student-specific resources to raise those 
scores

100 1137 True 1/8/2024 17:28 42 3155 -85 5128 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say >60 Parent Staff Community Member Faith Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Math Read
History. Realizing that all nations are imperfect and 
moral equivalentcy is a fallacy  Government/Civics Critical thinking Special needs Central Campus trades instruction Try to grow a well rounded deep thinking individual

Incorporating an unbiased approach to the social 
issues discussed Indoctrination

100 869 True 1/8/2024 17:37 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Female White >60 Staff Other Hoover feeder pattern No Process problems their way

Understand before moving on to something else in 
that subject. We push students , especially in math. 
On to the next thing before they get what they are 
working on Working on the phonics aspect in the lower levels Interventionist

100 321 True 1/8/2024 18:32 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No Active listening and communication skills Problem solve Understand different perspectives Decision making skills Critical thinking Empathy Making a safe community Tolerance Fostering healthy independence 
Encouraging independent problem solving and 
decision making Any versions of no child left behind thinking 

100 524 True 1/8/2024 19:06 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Alumni DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Hoover feeder pattern Yes

Be able to read and have basic math skills most 
importantly to know how to get slong with the public 
so he/ she can have a steady job Get slong with their peers in a none violent wsy Be able to read sovthey can pass theirs driver's test

Learn about the laws that they need to abide by and 
why

Know what Yyou want to do with yourself , weather it 
be college or a trade so school can help you reach 
your work goals 

Have work , school and or career goals and have the 
school help you know how to teach you to reach your 
Future Computer knowledge Student Support 

Social Skills, How to act in certain situations without 
violence 

100 202 True 1/8/2024 19:29 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern Read Follow the rules Be kind Follow rules Follow rules Be kind Nothing Na Hold kids accountable Punish kids for bullying

100 784 True 1/8/2024 19:52 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Hoover feeder pattern No Read  and write about that they read Be able to work well and have discussions with peers Read  and write about their reading Work well and discuss with peers Independence in reading and math thinking Be able to collaborate with peers Provide more SEL experiences and support
Provide more opportunities for engagement strategies 
for students

DMPS used to have SRO in the buildings to support 
students and staff and provide an on site liason

More translators to support communicating with our 
ELL families Not at this time

100 708 True 1/8/2024 19:59 41 1545 -96 1389 EN Female White 30-45 Parent College/University Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern No Social and emotional learning Be strong readers  Feel comfortable and safe in our community  Learn critical thinking Be engaged citizens 
Be capable of properly researching and presenting 
ideas in a clear and concise manner  Teaching kindness and empathy  Building on basic principles of learning  

Pointing more emphasis on interdisciplinary 
approaches to learning especially via arts, language 
acquisition  and music education  

Add more language learning. There are few, 
unvarying options for language acquisition  Nope  Carry on! 

100 214 True 1/8/2024 20:32 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Prefer not to say Black/African American 30-45 Parent Business Community LGBTQ Community East feeder pattern No Literacy Math Literacy Math Literacy Math AP opportunities Consistent and colorblind discipline Elementary reading and math 
Listening to community activists seeking to dumb 
down standards

100 562 True 1/8/2024 20:41 41 212 -96 1101 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Faith Community No Be prepared for middle school Proficiency in reading and math Be prepared for high school Write comprehensively Be prepared for either college or to enter the job field 
Have an understanding of the financial repercussions 
of their decisions Communication always know what’s going on 

Attentive to child’s physical educational and emotional 
needs Addressing bullying more aggressively Giving homework and follow up work projects etc 

Going at the pace of those struggling makes that that 
are not struggling not excel farther 

100 419 True 1/8/2024 22:12 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Parent East feeder pattern No Identify wrong from right Speak up  social skills Express what your feeling Listen and be heard Prepare for your future
Keep parents updated more on whats going on with 
their students Listen to your students better Stop assuming students understand  explain better

100 3889 True 1/9/2024 3:17 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Male White 45-60 Alumni LGBTQ Community Faith Community North feeder pattern No

Understand their connection to their community, city, 
county, state, country and our world. In understanding 
their connection, they need to understand what 
makes them unique. Characteristics such as, but not 
limited to, race, sexual orientation, religious beliefs, 
lack of non religious beliefs, should be identified, 
affirmed, celebrated and the true inclusion of all 
people regardless of these differences should always 
be respected, never demeaned, mocked, hated, etc 
cetera. Every characteristic is to be honored, never 
shamed. All expressions of self, whether in writing, 
music, poetry, et cetera expresses their right to free 
speech and should be guaranteed. Also, each student 
should understand the rights affirmed to all peoples of 
our nation and all the history of our nation. No limits 
should be placed on their education of our nation's 
history be it good, bad or ugly. All history should be 
taught. And last, no books should be banned from a 
student's access as all books should be made to 
students of all ages

In the elementary ages the basics of civics, social 
studies, mathematics, reading, writing including 
cursive writing, music, history, art, healthy nutrition, 
physical education, hygiene, human anatomy, 
beginnings of human sexuality and other areas of 
study deemed necessary and relevant for their being 
an educated, productive and positive member of our 
country's and the world's societies. Also, the reasons 
behind these subjects should be identified and 
explained so each student understands the 
importance of these subjects in living their lives  

With the basics of elementary education having been 
met, middle school students should then receive 
advanced learning of all basic school subjects  

The second thing that should be emphasized for 
middle age students is the ability to begin identifying 
which of the basic educational study areas interest 
them more so they can begin to see what subjects 
can bring them more satisfaction in life and be 
encouraged to explore different interests in education 
for the high school level  

Again, all basic education subjects taught in both 
elementary and middle school levels should move on 
to the advanced levels in high school

Once certain areas of interest have been identified a 
the middle school level, students should take higher 
level classes exploring more than an advanced level 
of understanding in subjects they have a higher 
interest level in. I also think all students graduating 
high school should be ready to enter society at a level 
where they excel and not just meet basic 
expectations of being a fully functioning member of 
their own local, state, national and the world's 
societies  showing respect for all peoples    Giving a good education in all necessary subjects

Teaching respect of all peoples and their individual 
characteristics

Not sure as it has been 40 years since I was an 
active student See last answer

Make sure certain restrictive ideas on education like 
book banning, non support of minority groups (BLM, 
LGBTQA+ just to name a couple of groups), freedom 
of thought, etc cetera do not become policy of the 
DMPS school system   

100 454 True 1/9/2024 5:26 41 212 -96 1101 EN Female White >60 Staff Career and Technical Education Partner East feeder pattern No Read Get along with peersdecision Decision making skills Learn to be responsible Career goals Responsibility and emotional well being Excellect staff Good curriculum 
Too many students in classes, especially middle 
school

Attendance is a problem. Respect for teachers and 
administrators Having large classes

100 191 True 1/9/2024 5:29 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Learn Belong Community Be accepted Being accepted Belong Learning Communicating Better sense of community Engaging

100 1120 True 1/9/2024 6:42 41 6381 -93 6203 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Career and Technical Education Partner North feeder pattern No Read/write Identify and regulate emotions Mathematics/ computer science 
Identify strengths and weaknesses and how to build 
on to them Technical skills that can be used as adult or in a job

100 558 True 1/9/2024 6:54 41 7185 -93 5646 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other Other/Out of District No

Not sure there is ONE thing elements students 
should be able to do, but what they should be able to 
do is have access to the core standards. DMPS 
elementary students do NOT have full access to the 
core because teachers are FORCED to use two low 
quality curriculums that do NOT address all the 
standards

Students should be able to go to school and feel safe, 
but they are unable to do that because our elementary 
schools are not fully equipped and staff to cate for the 
needs of all students and so many behaviors are 
normalized and permitted to happen in our schools 
because our hands are tied and severe behavior 
students are pushed in so often with not enough 
support  High school preparation How to be a good human Life skills so they are prepared to go out into the world How to be a good human

I have worked for this district for 20 years. The 
teacher benefits package needs to stay the same Not sure

Stop forcing your elementary teachers to use sub par 
curriculums. We are basically being threatened if we 
don’t use them

Our sped system is a mess. Get kids the help the 
need rather than putting them off

Stop normalizing behaviors. We need help with kids. 
Behaviors are out of control

100 1765 True 1/9/2024 8:06 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Self esteem 
Have fun while learning, adjust learning to the times 
where living in  try teaching with music rhymes 

Have freedom to express themselves without 
consequences, they need to learn about boundaries, 
personal space, no horse playing , appropriate 
clothing attire , Selfcare & self esteem, bullying , they 
should have conflict resolution training , de escalate 
training, problem solving skills ,they need to learn 
other topics pertaining to the real world 

They should have a relationship with staff where the 
staff actually cares if they do well , a relationship of 
learning , understanding & tough love when 
necessary, that builds a safe space for students to 
authentically express themselves & achieve greater 
success because they feel understood

Go to school & feel safe & be able to learn , be seen , 
have more world discussions, learn about real life 
situations & problem solving & solution skills Self respect  confidence self esteem  boundaries

Don’t know , I don’t have faith in dmps anymore.It has 
truly went downhill in every way as far as the teaching 
& how they handle conflicts. There’s absolutely no 
more steps to keep you in school , just send them 
home write unnecessary referrals, what happened to 
the patience, what happen to the goal is to still allow 
them in school if they have to have consequences,  
their was in school suspension, after school detention 
all of this helped , their was talks amongst all parties 
involved to properly resolve conflicts with parents 
involved so it didn’t escalate it was mandatory, in this 
case everyone was successful eventually & it created 
a better  happier  safer learning environment

After school activities but I think the grade 
requirement should change & allow all grades 6-12 be 
involved in sports & after school activities that will 
minimize some of the behaviors because their 
boredom energy will go into something they like & it’ll 
create a more positive school environment for staff & 
students because all students needs are being met, 
everyone doesn’t have a behavior issue it’s a release 
of energy issue   Giving them a voice 

Go back to old math learning so their actually 
comprehending & parents are able to help students 
with homework, the success of students should be 
number 1 & it seems that your making it harder to be 
successful

Stop the fast test skills , the timing of test that doesn’t 
do anything 

100 462 True 1/9/2024 8:16 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Community Member LGBTQ Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Writing Math Writing Reading Writing Communication via SNAP Providing a safe and supportive environment 
Communication with parents regarding classroom 
performance I don’t have a suggestion Not at this time 

100 356 True 1/9/2024 8:46 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern

Cap academic class sizes at 20. I am not talking 
about music or PE courses that have a different set 
up.  Classroom management and emotional 
dysregulation is at an all-time high. The needs are too 
great and the relationships are draining on classroom 
teachers. The load is too heavy right now with our 
current environment and students deserve better. 
Teachers deserve a reasonable workload that doesn't 
leave us depleted of patience, our daily kindness or 
subject us to unnecessary difficulty  



100 1338 True 1/9/2024 8:52 41 59 -93 8604 EN Female More than one 30-45 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Learn how to take structured feed bck or so How to be a respectful citizen in our community Learn to be a REAL basic friend
Basic life skills cook,clean,finances,car misc,mow 
the yard

That life is not fair not everyone gets a trophy an if you 
don't that's just motivation to better yourself for you 
not anyone we use you  And to definitely be yourself 

Everyone is equal nobody is better then anyone . 
People have feelings  everyone an some need to 
learn how to manage them appropriately or channel 
them somewhere positive or structureul.and always 
remember you think you have social anxiety .the kid 
next to you prob on both side also has social anxiety 

I dk about other schools but school my child attended 
they are about the children not just a job  

Teaching social skills is getting better I feel like but 
still needs work Get kids involved more Cursive writing

Stop with the classifying the blacks with blacks the 
whites with whites an so on I feel like the more we talk 
about seg the more people are racist 

100 503 True 1/9/2024 10:38 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni East feeder pattern Spelling Reading cursive Being respectful and following the rules Listening and not being disruptive in class

Not being on their phones so much. We set limits at 
home but they seem to be on them all the time at 
school 

How to study and using their direct study time.to 
practice/study what they dont know.  Instead they play 
on their phone during that time. My child says she will 
not study during that time becuase no one else is and 
she doesnt want to be made fun of

My middle schooler has some great teachers that 
really do seem to care about her

Taking threats seriously and erroring on the side of 
caution

Kids dont know how to read cursive and spelling is a 
struggle for my girls  Hand write is really bad too

The disrespect of some students and their parents. 
They dont think rules apply to them and it makes it 
harder for others to learn when they continue to act 
out during classes Stop usong their phones so much!!!! 

100 854 True 1/9/2024 10:41 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Community Member Arts Community College/University Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern No Literacy Skills/Reading Quantitative Thinking Critical Thinking Writing/Composing Communicate Effectively in Writing Evaluate Information

Serving a diverse population of students by creating a 
variety of programs meant to create students who are 
ready to Enroll  Enlist or Employ

Providing opportunities for students who are high 
achievers to be challenged academically & providing 
students who wish to enter a vocation

I think we need more opportunities in the arts and a 
performing arts space/building that allows our 
students to have access to opportunities that the 
suburban schools do 

Additional Schools of Choice - in neighborhood 
schools - that focus on STEM, & an additional 
Montessori building to meet demand

Curricular Equity is important - but I think allowing for 
more teacher input/choice in the EL curriculum 
models would help retain good teacher. Loosen 
expectations of fidelity of instruction for those not on 
an improvement plan  t 

100 331 True 1/9/2024 10:48 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Hoover feeder pattern Yes Read Problem Solving/Critical Thinking reading Practicing Empathy towards others Problem Solving/Critical Thinking How to function in the world Continue with IB programming! Continue clubs/interest groups at the school Spanish/Another Language in Elementary School

100 619 True 1/9/2024 11:14 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Alumni Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Learn how to learn and start to become self directed Socialize
The confidence to solve problems from their own 
perspective Leadership Become self directed Help others

My children are in elementary school, and they love to 
go to school. You are doing great at making them feel 
engaged Giving them time to play and connect with each other

From talking to friends, I know we need to get rid of 
cell phones during class. It is hurting our children so 
much. Simply make it a policy that you can't get on 
your cell phone in class unless it is for medical 
reasons

More consequences. Talking specifically about middle 
school and high school. Reinstate more deadlines for 
homework  

The policy that you can always redo your homework 
up to the very end of the school year is killing our high 
schoolers. They don't have to do their homework, so 
they don't. They just sit in class (if they even go) and 
look at their cell phones. Then do all their homework 
at the end of the year. We need a cell phone ban in 
class, and more accountability for class and 
homework

100 342 True 1/9/2024 13:09 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Be safe Learn at their individual level Manage time
Have positive peer relationships, academic, social 
and athletic College and career readiness Function as a positive member if society Food security Safety

Opportunities for teacher autonomy based on student 
needs

Athletics accessible to all students especially youth 
sports Comparing schools with one another

100 10379 True 1/9/2024 14:02 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No Kindness Spelling and grammar Responsibility and accountability Internet safety and etiquette Basic Economics Life skills Forward-thinking technology General communications Legitimate consequences for misbehaviors

100 1278 True 1/9/2024 14:21 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White >60 Community Member Other North feeder pattern Reading comprehension Basic math Get along with/problem solve peer relationships 
Be on grade level in reading and math, even on the 
lower end of the level Reading comprehension at grade level Problem solving Showing care and compassion for their students Encouraging kindness between students to each other 

Having smaller class sizes, especially K-3 including 
another adult, either teacher or para, to assist each 
class if not all the time  occasionally Having field trips  especially for elementary students

Stop passing students who are struggling in grades K-
2 or 3.  Change the birthday cutoff from September 
15 to maybe August 15.  4 year olds should not start 
kindergarten 

100 915 True 1/9/2024 16:39 41 6086 -93 7464 EN Female White 45-60 Community Member Lincoln feeder pattern No Read at grade level Be able to complete real world math problems 
Read with comprehension and write complete 
paragraphs Solve real world mathematical problems Read and write with comprehension Solve real world mathematical problems Look at the question  you left out a word  Making sure they have breakfast every morning 

Children that are having mental health, behavioral 
issues need to be given help. They also need to be in 
a sale-contained classroom where they are NOT 
disrupting the learning environment  More therapy dogs in schools LGBTQ agendas

100 613284 True 1/9/2024 17:10 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Staff Faith Community East feeder pattern No

I believe that the most important thing a student 
should learn in elementary school is to follow the 
expectations and routine in a classroom and school in 
general

The second most important thing is reading, writing 
correctly, basic mathematics and curiosity to know 
more (research)

I believe that high school students should develop 
respect  critical thinking  and communication skills

The second thing is to write paragraphs in order to be 
able to write essays later and be able to read, 
understand and explain texts according to their level

Discipline, responsibility, active participation in class 
and good study habits

Read, write and solve high school level math 
problems

They have programs, clubs and sports 
(extracurricular activities for students) and encourage 
the students  families and community to participate

Additional support for students with IEPs, 504s, and 
other areas they are in need

Ensure that students are safe inside the building and 
in school grounds, for example gun detectors, pipes, 
etc  and police in each school

Have enough teachers in each school to avoid large 
groups per teacher. At the high school level, 
teachers/support are needed for students who are 
learning English as a second language because 
students fail classes just because they do not 
understand English. Better communication with 
families that don't understand English

My humble opinion is that things that have to do with 
homosexuality, transgenderism, etc. should not be 
included in schools (education of our children). 
Students should be taught to love and respect 
everyone, and that everyone is welcome and safe in 
their schools. My opinion is based on the fact that this 
goes beyond the beliefs/values that many students 
have received at home from their families, whether 
due to beliefs, religions, etc. There are things that are 
taught at home and there are things that concern 
education. And I know many families who disagree 
about things they teach their children in school

100 1569 True 1/9/2024 18:00 41 5839 -93 5199 EN Male White >60 Staff Career and Technical Education Partner East feeder pattern No
Students can’t read at grade level, this all starts at the 
elementary level

Math. Students are not able to tell time do simple 
math in their head  read a ruler Self sufficient learning stop group work  Think or sink

Exploratory class that that the district hasn’t cut.  
Shop, foreign language besides Spanish, or a 
business class (junior achievement)

Attendance! You have to show up to succeed.  
Having 30 - 40 absences a semester isn’t learning 
and creates an unsafe environment if the students 
are just roaming the halls

Civics - Know the laws and how to interact with law 
enforcement.  Not to make up some right because it 
sounds good for your protest  Dump SEL

Nothing! When I was growing up and going to Willard 
elementary other districts came in an observed our 
teachers, now we have been sending teachers 
around the nation to learn how to teach.  DMPS has 
become a joke even in the metro

Free ouch, but unfortunately much of it is thrown 
away   Buying the bakery was a mistake

Hold student’s accountable for their actions, fights, 
truancy  guns  need I go further

Putting a quality teacher in the front of the room, on 
many occasions the district has employed the 3rd or 
4th choice candidate

SEL and any racial discrimination curriculum, it isn’t 
helping just making excuses for behaviors, 
attendance  and grades

100 1109 True 1/9/2024 18:12 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Grade level math Read at or above grade level Manage emotions and work as a team
Read and do math at a level that prepares them for 
HS

Get ready for their future career, including learning 
trades if they don't want to go to college. We need 
more opportunities in teaching HS students trades, 
and/or getting them apprenticeship chances for half 
their days in HS

Work in groups because that will be expected in 
college or in their jobs post-HS Helping students overcome barriers Trying to be culturally responsive 

Training students for trade schools, more 
apprenticeships, more on-job training during the 
school day

Much, much more active time for elementary 
students. More recess, gym time, yoga in the 
classroom, etc...They sit way too much and study 
after study shows it hurts physically and school 
success-wise

100 573 True 1/9/2024 19:47 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Parent Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No How to work well with others How to read - need more resources How to research a topic to make informed decisions Rudimentary math and science
to have confidence in themselves and to respect 
others

You have good teachers - trust them to do what they 
are trained to do Accepting all kids

The curriculum in elementary school is not dev 
appropriate. Stop covering butts and get something 
that meets the needs of our kids

Change from parent teacher conferences to family 
collaborations- show you know they have knowledge 
of their kids 

100 1846 True 1/9/2024 19:58 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading & comprehension Math Life skills classes(cooking  financial  etc) Stop bullying 
Life skills classes (cooking, financial, changing a tire 
real world life)

Being responsible & Being held accountable for 
themselves Safety Attendance 

Adding officers & holding parents accountable to a 
degree with behavior from student

Get rid of the cell phones in classes & get rid of the 
computers for them to take home

Catering to the students & allowing the gay classes to 
be taught  These kids are not mature for any of it

100 7098 True 1/9/2024 20:04 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Community Member LGBTQ Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Fundamental reading and math skills   Hands down
Build character.  Personal responsibility, empathy for 
others  emotional management

Social emotional learning.  Everyone knows middle 
schoolers are the worst toward each other, staff, 
even their parents as hormones take over their bodies 
and brains

Learn that passing classes requires work, not just 
being present.  By the time they get to 9th grade they 
have learned that they can still move on to the next 
grade with no work done whatsoever.  Graduation 
becomes incredibly difficult once that mindset has 
taken root

Adult living skills such as financial literacy and family 
consumer sciences

Explore CAREERS.  9th graders need more access 
to Central Campus  less focus on core content

Offering Central Campus classes to explore career 
options

Really?  Is this an ego stroke or what?  2 questions 
on what we're doing right and only 1 on what we're 
doing wrong?

Go back to offering Foundations I and II in high school 
before Algebra.  STOP requiring 9th graders to take 
Algebra no matter how low their math skills are.  We 
are killing their self-esteem and setting them up for 
failure

Hire more sped associates and offer more self-
contained classes!!!  We are breaking the law (IDEA) 
by telling families we can't provide the services 
required by their IEPs because we don't have the 
staff.  We can't decide a student doesn't need the 
support just because we don't have enough staff

STOP pushing case managers to exit students from 
sped/goals.  This should NEVER be a Board goal.  
The Board has no control over how fast students 
make progress.  Teachers are already bending over 
backward to help students achieve their goals.  We 
can't magically get kids to grade level just because 
the district doesn't want to pay for sped services

100 246 True 1/9/2024 20:25 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 30-45 Alumni Community Member Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No How to interact with others How to advocate for themselves How to think critically and problem solve Have a sense of self Strengthen sense of self How they can impact the world Asking for feedback Unknown 
Diversifying learning experiences/rethinking what it 
means to “do school” Multiple pathways for learning at an earlier age 

If you’re going to have learning targets/standards/etc 
then kids need to meet those standards before 
moving on

100 735 True 1/9/2024 21:50 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 30-45 Staff LGBTQ Community Faith Community Lincoln feeder pattern Have fundamental reading skills Write appropriate level words
Read sentences to form understanding of content, 
perspective  and create critical thinking

Establish healthy mental health practices for social 
skills and taking care of oneself

Be able to create an argument with realizable 
resources in verbal and written form

Be able to complete and understand how basic 
algebraic equations relate to life Focus on equality and diversity

Amplify the importance of reaching math and reading 
scores Focus more on extended core classes

Give more opportunities for half day for kids who 
struggle or partial self contain rooms

We need to stop reinforcing poor behavior by 
administrators not supporting teachers when 
students are disrespectful, do not follow rules, or 
refuse to do rules. We need accountability, not 
someone to just be their friend!

100 351 True 1/10/2024 6:43 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Socializing Reading writing  and arithmetic How to organize Exercise long term projects
Lean about how to make shatter decisions about 
finances and home buying

What does a career look like? What are the benefits 
of studying it a hard situation in life and in love Being inclusive

100 247 True 1/10/2024 7:42 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No Be kind and respectful of others (adults and students) Work together with peers (in all sizes of groups) Be kind and respectful of others (adults and students) Work together with peers (in all sizes of groups) Be kind and respectful of others (adults and students) Work together with peers (in all sizes of groups)
Providing for their basic needs (clothing, food) when 
families can't on their own

Apply consequences more evenly for the same 
behavior regardless of status or identification groups Involve families more for positive and negative actions

100 209 True 1/10/2024 8:46 41 791 -93 5168 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Social Skills Read/Math
100 484729 True 1/10/2024 11:36 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other East feeder pattern They should feel safe at school How to respect an adult  Our curriculum is an embarrassment!!!!! Preparing them for REAL LIFE EL CURRICULUM AND MATH 
100 166 True 1/10/2024 11:38 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Male Hispanic/Latino/a/x <18 Student Other Roosevelt feeder pattern stranger danger tell a trusted adult don’t make bad choices help others help someone in need talk to someone that needs friend nothing 

100 457 True 1/10/2024 11:39 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Faith Community Other/Out of District No To treat others kindly
How to control their emotions when the world is 
swirling around them To get to school consistantly Ask questions appropriately Get answers to questions they have Be self sufficient Looking at many stakeholders when making decisions

NOT WELL-Send the calendar to teachers for a 
vote....next year's calendar is AWFUL, and may 
cause me to leave the district 4 day work week

Send the calendar to teachers for a vote....next year's 
calendar is AWFUL, and may cause me to leave the 
district

Our elementary curriculum is not appropriate pacing 
for students. They need to be able to slow down and 
enjoy learning, not feel like they are pushed to learn 
something new every day

100 151 True 1/10/2024 11:39 41 5769 -93 8021 ES Male Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Student Other Other/Out of District No
100 175 True 1/10/2024 11:39 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Spelling
100 158 True 1/10/2024 11:40 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female Asian 30-45 Student Refugee Community Other/Out of District Learn new things 

100 126 True 1/10/2024 11:40 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White <18 Student Community Member
Arts Community,LGBTQ Community,Des Moines 
Area Regional Transit (DART) Other/Out of District Yes

stop bolting the bathroom doors open and accusing 
people of smoking when theyre with people

100 412 True 1/10/2024 11:42 41 2341 -96 169 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Use critical thinking Providing new learning opportunities Free lunch and breakfast 
Providing more one on one or small group for 
students in the middle

100 437 True 1/10/2024 11:43 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White >60 Parent Other Lincoln feeder pattern Read Write Respect others No bullying Be patient Believe in themselves and how to get a job To know their strengths and ambitions are 
100 512 True 1/10/2024 11:44 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 18-30 Student Other Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Self control Basic math Intermediate level math Some public speaking Proper grammar and writing Basic life skills Understanding at home situations Encouraging student interactions Basic life skills Public speaking skills The strange grading system

100 307 True 1/10/2024 11:45 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No
Meet educational milestones to prepare them for 
middle school

Have a exposure to all arts and specials throughout 
their schedule High school prep is most important

Be exposed to all fats, sits of education, including 
music arts, to give them a more well-rounded 
education

Be prepared for their post, high school track whether 
that be college or community college or trade school. 
Identifying and helping all kids succeed on those 
tracks

Be prepared for the real world, and that skill set that’s 
needed to function as an adult The diversity in education

Getting all students caught back up after Covid and 
holding them to higher performance level

Truly, identifying the kids to be pushed, or given more 
help as needed. Not just teaching always to the 
median child No

100 584 True 1/10/2024 11:46 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Female White 45-60 Parent East feeder pattern No
Learning cursive writing or learning writing period, 
rather than all computer useage I don't know Spanish IDK

Whatever they need to go onto the college of their 
choice  IDK Getting 8th graders prepared for high school Keep them as safe as can

Protecting the kids that are getting picked on and 
bullied  IDK No

100 625 True 1/10/2024 11:46 41 5839 -93 5199 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other Parents Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading  writing  basic math  Knowing right and wrong Having the knowledge this age should be proficient in Knowing basic life skills Being prepared for college Graduating Teaching the curriculum Giving them choices for high school classes Basic life skills  like doing taxes
Doing more for special Ed students. Providing more 
resources for them when they graduate  Nothing 

100 614998 True 1/10/2024 11:46 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White >60 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern Yes Get along with others Social skills Responsibility Respect Responsibility Readiness for college Safety Staff Metal detectors Parking closer to bldg  at night

100 612 True 1/10/2024 11:46 42 4248 -83 1951 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern No
Saber leer y escribir de acuerdo a la edad y grado en 
el que estan

Saber resolver problemas matemáticos y tener 
comprensión lectora 

Saber resolver problemas matemáticos y como 
utilizar una computadora 

Saber leer, comprender lo que ve en clases y saber 
que está bien y mal

Poder aplicar en la vida cotidiana lo que aprendan en 
clases, prender una computadora, leer y saber todo 
lo visto en clase 

Saber cómo reaccionar ante emergencias y tener 
criterio Estar al pendiente de que asistan a clases Procurar una alimentación adecuada y sana

Dejar tareas, acercarse a los alumnos para darles 
confianza y seguridad, buscar la manera de que 
comprendan mejor lo que ven en clases, orientar 
sobre temas de suma importancia como bullying, 
acoso  balaceras

Tener cursos didácticos en la escuela, sobre temas 
sociales, culturales, sexuales, violencia, 
alimentación  deporte e idioma No

100 591 True 1/10/2024 11:46 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading  math should be a focus   Social skills-sharing/being kind/etc  Reading/math
Strong social skills-how to collaborate and learn from 
others you may not agree with

Reading/math-all the basics but with more emphasis 
on extracurriculars as they hone their specific talents. 
Here art, music, athletics may take a leading role 
depending on the child

 How to function successfully in a society with many 
different points of view. Emphasis on havimg an open 
mind and tolerance. Supporting/including kids that are 
"outsiders" Great communication Teachers have been very involved and positive

Please bring back Police Officers/resource officers in 
HS setting Unsure

Please keep all this gender garbage out of the 
schools. I think DSM has been doing this. Lets keep 
the focus on what is really important   

100 447492 True 1/10/2024 11:49 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Prefer not to say White >60 Parent East feeder pattern
100 204 True 1/10/2024 11:51 41 7026 -93 7832 EN Female Asian 45-60 Parent Refugee Community North feeder pattern No Read  write Used bathroom Listening What to do Focus Respect Everything good 
100 50 True 1/10/2024 11:52 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern

100 356 True 1/10/2024 11:52 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Student Alumni Staff Lincoln feeder pattern Read Follow rules Read Follow Rules Be held accountable Respect all people Feed them Give them opportunities outside of academics Hold them accountable for behavior Reasoning skills
Allowing them to move to the next grade despite 
falling core classes

100 1035 True 1/10/2024 11:54 44 9534 -93 3842 EN Male White >60 Parent Business Community Other Athletics Roosevelt feeder pattern No Literacy The world is a big place and we need to be a partner  Self control and planning for the future What good are the things their learning for life skills 
What skills do I need out of my education to apply to 
the rest of my life  Social awareness Safe environment Opportunity for all students to achieve  Have teachers educated in the field they’re teaching  Availability to councilors in a timely manner  

The learning process is more than what’s in a book. 
We can’t be everything for everyone. There are limits. 
Teach the basics apply them to their goals. And,quit 
letting the parents run the school. We are not 
educators  

100 520 True 1/10/2024 11:56 38 2539 -85 76 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x <18 Student North feeder pattern No Social skills Not sure  Taking care of themselves Not sure
Life after high school. Ex; taxes, banking, investing, 
insurance  pay checks  and jobs

College and prepare for success once done with 
school Unsure Unsure Giving longer in between school year breaks  Providing police officers Unsure

100 445 True 1/10/2024 11:58 42 3155 -85 5128 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Parent Business Community East feeder pattern
Respeto y enseñar más a los niños enfocarse en 
ellos Saver mas en educación No dejarlos salir de la escuela

O dejarlo salir de la escuela para así evitar tanta 
violencia con los jóvenes

Sabe respetar y los maestros también y estar al tanto 
de ellos como los padres también Sa

100 204 True 1/10/2024 12:00 44 9152 -93 3222 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Alumni Arts Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes ALICE training 

100 740 True 1/10/2024 12:02 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Understand Communicate Retain knowledge Self regulate Prioritize Control their actions Keeping our children safe
Communicating with parents when there’s behavioral 
issues 

100 740 True 1/10/2024 12:03 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Prefer not to say White 45-60 Staff Other Other/Out of District Math and reading and science SEL Social studies SEL math reading Science College ready curriculum Life skills Math Science Age related curriculum Hands on learning Focusing on one ethnic group for district data 

100 367 True 1/10/2024 12:04 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 30-45 Parent East feeder pattern
School is a safe, welcoming place to learn in all types 
of ways

School should be a place to learn about the 
community and world That there is no limit to learning/success

The world is changing- how does that impact the 
student

How to contribute to the community in a positive 
manner I love the diversity at Jackson  

The teachers at Jackson show they care for students 
& their families More community involvement if possible  There are a lot of in service days on the calendar

100 1129 True 1/10/2024 12:10 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No

Be a kind, respectful, and productive member of 
society. If this happens, learning can happen in a 
more healthy and safe environment Reading  math  working with and among others

Be a kind, respectful, and productive member of 
society. If this happens, learning can happen in a 
more healthy and safe environment Reading  math  working with others

Be a kind, respectful, and productive member of 
society. If this happens, learning can happen in a 
more healthy and safe environment 

How to problem solve and have great study skills and 
deductive reasoning to utilize in all courses and in life SEL Using a curriculum with fidelity

Repercussions at all grade levels for school violence 
towards students or staff  Zero tolerance policy

More simple process to get special ed evaluations 
done to help kids in need more quickly

100 265 True 1/10/2024 12:11 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern Yes General education Feel safe General education Feel safe General education Feel safe Communicating with families Keeping students safe More family involved activities Nothing

I think they should teach children general educstion 
and stay away from things that that childs family may 
not believe in or agree with

100 234 True 1/10/2024 12:12 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Staff Other Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading  math  social skills Math Read at grade level Math Read at grade level Living skills Accomedating Keep being diverse

100 1075 True 1/10/2024 12:12 41 6244 -93 6694 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern Respeto hacia los demás No agreciones El respeto hacia sus compañeros y mayores No agreciones o bulin hacia sus compañeros La comunicación entre compañeros El respeto hacia las personas
El estar en las puertas principales a la hora de la 
entrada o salida

Los club que les ofrecen a los estudiantes despues 
de clases (deportivos o no deportivos) Tener mejor seguridad 

Detectar a los niños agresores en las escuelas o al 
menos deberian de tratar de conocer mas a los 
alumnos Ser menos considerados y ser mas estrictos

100 83 True 1/10/2024 12:13 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No
100 678255 True 1/10/2024 12:13 42 396 -83 2351 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Read  write  and math Read  Write  and math Read  write  and math Read  write  and math Rrad  write  and math Read  write  and math
100 211 True 1/10/2024 12:14 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Career and Technical Education Partner Other/Out of District No Reading Math Reading Math Reading Math * * Discipline Discipline Allowing bad behavior

100 235 True 1/10/2024 12:15 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Other Other/Out of District No Regulate Emotions/ SEL skills Read/literacy skills number sense/math skills Providing for families 
Giving student access to the same learning from 
building to building Holding students accountable for behaviors/actions Changing the curriculum and focus so frequently 

100 181 True 1/10/2024 12:15 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Administrator College/University Partner Lincoln feeder pattern No
100 143 True 1/10/2024 12:16 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other Other/Out of District No Feel safe Have food Feel safe and have metal detectors Feel safe and have metal detectors Feel safe and have metal detectors Feel safe and have metal detectors Food pantries in schools  have metal detectors Stop lgbtq agenda 

100 295 True 1/10/2024 12:16 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other I don't live in Des Moines Other/Out of District No Read  write  express themselves in a positive manner read  write  express themselves in a positive manner Self-regulate  read  write self-regulate  read  write advocate for themselves
see themselves as a positive contribution to the 
classroom and society providing free lunch

Being an open-minded school district where all kids 
can find a place providing adequate materials for learning providing adequate materials for learning

Changing things so. darn. much.  Let us improve our 
skills on current curriculum before you pull the rug out 
from under us  again

100 300 True 1/10/2024 12:16 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No How to go to school and solve problems with peers How to go to school and regulate emotions
How to regulate emotions and solve problems with 
peers

Learn healthy behaviors with social media and 
phones

Learn healthy behaviors with social media and 
phones Learn to vette/vet sources Providing free meals

Providing a lot of support for students and families 
outside of school

Keep phones out of classrooms. We have a policy 
that is not followed anywhere True- restorative justice Allowing technology to interfere with students learning

100 364 True 1/10/2024 12:17 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Administrator Community Member Lincoln feeder pattern No Read on grade level
Master pre-algebraic math standards (Fact Fluency, 
Problem-solving etc) Read on grade level

Algebra in 8th grade (see The Algebra Project for 
research data) Read on grade level Financial literacy Standardizing curriculum allowing with-in district transfers

Providing adequate support and training for students 
with IEPs

Providing adequate support and training for multi-
lingual students  

Allowing racist policies and practice to persist due to 
lack of oversight for administrators  

100 273 True 1/10/2024 12:17 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Student Parent Staff Administrator Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No creativity is critical reading and learning how to learn copportunities for creativity and choice in learning deep learning in their interest areas opportunities for creativity deep learning in high interest areas igniting opportunities for creativity and choice opportunities to learn in interest areas

treating each grade as one-size-fits-all experience- 
students have varying strengths and interests- need 
to build on these!

100 623428 True 1/10/2024 12:18 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 18-30 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Reading Writing Critical Thinking
Multi-step processing information and analyzing 
information

Real world relevancy (i.e. loans, credit cards, debt, 
etc)

Basic Health Knowledge and resources that they can 
benefit from Being compassionate and caring nothing Reading writing SEL

100 415 True 1/10/2024 12:18 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No

I think the most important thing students need to learn 
in elementary school is how to belong to a 
community. This includes staying regulated within 
their own space/emotions and also how to problem 
solve, share, and work together as a whole class. 
This will set them up for success later in school as 
well as for life in the work force  

How to work independently and be in charge of their 
own learning  

Students need to increase independence, 
accountability, and their ability to be motivated to 
study and learn  

High schoolers need to be able to complete tasks 
independently without a lot of assistance or reminders 
from the teachers. This will increase accountability 
and help in college and the work force as adults 

Learn the subject information so they can have an 
understanding of the general world around them

Trying to be inclusive to all and create safe spaces for 
students  

giving support that extends beyond educational 
needs. (food pantries, clothing closets, SUCCESS 
and therapists)

100 405 True 1/10/2024 12:18 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White >60 Staff Other Other/Out of District No Communicate - writing  speech Solve Problems - Math  Science  English Communicate - writing  speech
Solve Problems - Math, Science, English, Industrial 
Arts

Require passing grades in 8th grade math before 
allowing Algebra I to be taken

Stop allowing failed students to move on to high 
School

100 263 True 1/10/2024 12:19 41 3143 -93 588 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No Reading and writing skills Math and Science Typing skills Writing/Spelling Typing Writing/Spelling Engaging activities for younger elementary students Nutrition knowledge at every level and for all students
More physical activity throughout the school day/in 
classes

100 468 True 1/10/2024 12:19 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Administrator Roosevelt feeder pattern No Literacy Creative and critical thinking/problem solving Literacy SEL Creative/critical thinking and problem solving Financial literacy High quality curriculum in all grades all subject areas Science of reading focus Fostering critical thinking and problem solving
SEL - our efforts aren’t close to sufficient. SEL will be 
a bigger determinant for future 

44 minute class periods in high school - not close to 
enough time for meaningful instruction and 
relationships 

100 118 True 1/10/2024 12:19 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Other East feeder pattern No Reading Writing Math Writing Writing Social skills 

100 306 True 1/10/2024 12:19 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Arts Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read and spell at grade-level Begin to emotionally regulate
Articulate ideas through writing with grammar that is 
at-grade-level

Begin to develop empathy for others by looking at 
varying perspectives

Begin to understand and demonstrate the concept of 
personal responsibility Read and write at grade-level Provide free lunch for all students

Hiring staff from varying backgrounds that are highly 
qualified and passionate about their work

Providing students with functional technology (laptops 
that work)

Providing all students with the same consequences 
for the same wrong-doings Using one-size-fits-all "boxed" curriculum

100 542 True 1/10/2024 12:20 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff North feeder pattern No

Literacy, students are going into middle school and 
high school several levels below reading and writing 
level

SEL: self and social awareness, managing emotions, 
responsible decision making

To become independent learners and accountability. 
They should be able to complete homework and meet 
deadlines Literacy

Accountability/Responsibility. Being held to high 
expectations for graduation requirements Literacy

Supporting our diverse student body in terms of 
ethnicity  race  religion  sexuality  etc

Not having clear, high expectations/policies around 
attendance, behavior, and grades. Students have 
found ways around the system and do the bare 
minimum and get passed along the grades. They 
have low work ethic and responsibility when it comes 
to academics We need smaller class sizes and more teachers

Stop giving out scripted curriculum that doesn't 
engage or affirm our students. Have trust in your 
educators capacity to give meaningful instruction. You 
are sucking the joy and passion out of teaching in this 
way, it's creating unmotivated and burnt out teachers. 
I know excellent teachers wanting and ready to leave 
the profession because of problematic systems

100 377 True 1/10/2024 12:20 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male Prefer not to say 30-45 Staff Arts Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes READ!!!!!!! AT GRADE LEVEL!!! 
Social Emotional Well Being and Awareness. Ability 
to properly attend school consistently

They need to be able to "Be a student" - attend school 
regularly and complete and turn in their expected 
work  

They need to know how to read. This is trasnferable 
to every content area and all things in life

It really depends on what they have accomplished 
before they get to high school  SEL  Reading  

Putting real expectations on them. No more "school 
work doesn't matter" aspects of SRG. No more 
"Deadlines don't matter" ...  and an ACTUAL tardy and 
abesence policy. No more letting kids skate by with 
habits and behaviors that would get an employee 
fired. They cannot learn if they are not in school 
frequently and consisntently DOING THE WORK MEeting the actual needs of LEARNERS SRG

100 388 True 1/10/2024 12:21 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Faith Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern Learn in a safe environment Have fun Learn in a safe environment Understand the content from their classes Learn in a safe environment Understand the content from their classes Making all students feel welcome having high academic standards providing a safe learning environment for all students Providing more support for extreme behaviors allowing unsafe situations for teachers and students

100 223 True 1/10/2024 12:21 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff
College/University Partner,Career and Technical 
Education Partner DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Hoover feeder pattern No Follow instructions Understand authority Follow instructions Understand authority Follow instructions Understand authority Trying to help better their lives  Providing opportunities

Teaching them accountability. Without this, education 
does not happen  Being too soft on them  The world will not  

Coddling them for everything. If they don't know how 
to do something, we should guide them, but if they 
mess up, they need to know they have messed up, 
and punishments should have an effect  

100 210 True 1/10/2024 12:21 41 6244 -93 6694 EN

100 430 True 1/10/2024 12:21 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Prefer not to say 30-45 Alumni Staff Faith Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No
They should be safe and healthy, physically and 
mentally Competent readers Safety and mental and physical health Problem solving Safe  healthy mentally and physically Problem solving  critical thinking

100 158 True 1/10/2024 12:22 41 6892 -93 0534 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Read Math Read Math Take responsibility for their actions Read
100 412 True 1/10/2024 12:22 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Reading basics Reading Comprehension Critical Thinking SEL Skills Apply learning to novel situations SEL Skills Building relationships with stakeholders Explicit SEL instruction Enforcing expectations of learning Passing students who are not meeting standards 

100 645 True 1/10/2024 12:22 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern No
Understand how to play, build relationships, and 
converse with peers and adults Read Read and write Understand how to get along with peers and adults Read and write

Understand how to get along with peers and adults to 
hold a job advocating for low-income students encouraging students to advocate for themselves

Examine missing skills addressed in preschool but 
not kindergarten--telling a story, vocabulary, play 
skills, turn-taking and spending meaningful time 
addressing those gaps isntead of pushing letter 
sounds so hard effectively addressing severe and disruptive behavior 

acting like inclusion is simply putting kids in a 
classroom with their peers

100 346 True 1/10/2024 12:22 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Administrator Other School East feeder pattern No Reading and comprehend math read and writ math and sicence reading math providing a quality math curriculum providing meals Providing mental health support
try to connect sped and gen ed teaching and a 
connected way

focusing on the speed of reading and find data that tell 
the big pcture 

100 147 True 1/10/2024 12:22 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read Math Recognize consequences for actions Read/Math/Write Have a plan for after graduation Read/Math/Write ? ?

100 518 True 1/10/2024 12:22 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Administrator Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Self regulate Math Self regulation Identify passion and what they want to be
Gain skills and experience that helps achieve those 
plans Increase math and reading skills in elementary Moving toward future ready goals in secondary Engaging families Math is lacking in elementary 

Stop identifying elementary students as special 
education based on behavior

100 646 True 1/10/2024 12:23 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other I represent DMPS students and teachers Other/Out of District No
Problem solve in a variety of situations (academic, 
social  emotional  etc)

Have a foundational skill set for math and reading so 
that they can achieve in middle school classes

Problem solve in a variety of situations (academic, 
social  emotional  etc)

Have a foundational skill set for math and reading so 
that they can achieve in high school classes

Problem solve in a variety of situations (academic, 
social  emotional  etc)

Have skills necessary to live a rich and full life to 
support themselves (career skills, social interactions, 
time management, etc).  Many employers teach job 
specific skills Helping educate the whole child while at our schools

Community partnerships that help address needs of 
families so that students can be successful in school

Addressing skill deficits at elementary level and 
retaining students who truly are not meeting grade 
level expectations.  This is leading to middle school 
students who are failing higher math (my content 
specifically) because they do not have foundational 
skills

Stop setting Board goals based one one type of test 
that happens at one time of the year.  Students are 
affected by all sorts of things and those scores may 
not truly reflect their academic ability

100 576 True 1/10/2024 12:23 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Staff East feeder pattern No Being kind humans Be open minded Communicate Harassment and bullying are real These grades follow you Pay your fees or you cant graduate Reading Math Keeping them totally safe 
Doing more drills about active shooters as will as 
other things Coddling kids  

100 682800 True 1/10/2024 12:23 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No

Students need to be able to read on grade level! This 
is critically important as they move through the rest of 
their school years

Students should be proficient in basic math skills that 
align and set the basis for the math they will learn in 
middle school and need in order to graduate from 
high school

Students should be able to read and comprehend 
reading on grade level otherwise they are not set up 
for success when they reach high school

Students need to be able to meet school behavior 
expectations (attendance and classroom behavior). 
There is so much more freedom when they start high 
school, if they can't handle these 2 things high school 
becomes incredibly difficult Students need to be able to think critically

Students should know how to communicate 
effectively with teachers

DMPS gives students multiple opportunities to show 
what they have learned. This is helpful for students 
who don't quite get it the first time

DMPS considers the different backgrounds of it's 
students when setting policies and curriculum

We are not providing the supports students need 
when they are behind/not on grade level

We are not providing appropriate supports for 
students who are struggling with behavior/attendance

we should stop allowing students to move up in grade 
level at the high school level if they have not met 
minimum credit requirements

100 226 True 1/10/2024 12:23 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No being respectful and positive relatinshps core math and reading skills be respectful core math and reading skills same same reading curriculum math curriculum behavior consequences holding accountable for actions stop enabling students to not follow expectations

100 766 True 1/10/2024 12:24 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff Other/Out of District No Reading skills/strategies! Basic Math Literacy/reading skills along with writing  
Health/body changes including hygiene and how to 
deal with mental health  College readiness skills Time management and financial literacy  fighting for freedom of book choice

Providing transportation!  DART has been great for 
students  

We need to hire more staff members that reflect our 
student populations! Continue to update facilities/schools  taking away from SPED and ELL departments!

100 392 True 1/10/2024 12:24 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Alumni Staff Community Member East feeder pattern No read write math social skills complex math personal finance course offerings reading focus at elementary level focus on pride in community at all levels

100 509 True 1/10/2024 12:24 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff
Arts Community,LGBTQ 
Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No Be able to self-regulate Have positive self-esteem and self-efficacy  Be able to self-regulate Have positive self-esteem and self-efficacy  Be able to self-regulate Have positive self-esteem and self-efficacy  

Providing diverse educational opportunities through 
Central Campus / Academy and the arts within 
buildings

Providing social emotional instruction and supporting 
this through counseling, classroom meetings, 
behavior strats  etc  

More focus on student interests and flexibility with 
curriculum More mentorship opportunities at the elementary level Being inflexible with curriculum  instruction  pacing 

100 500 True 1/10/2024 12:25 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Alumni Staff Other/Out of District No To read and write at or above grade level To speak and listen constructively in conversation To read and write at or above grade level To speak and listen constructively in conversation To read and write at or above grade level To speak and listen constructively in conversation 

Focusing on ensuring all students have access to 
grade level expectations so that educator bias doesn't 
lower individual potential  

Focusing on High Quality Curriculum materials for all 
content areas

Providing regular extended periods of planning for 
school staff (3+ hour chunks each week or two)

100 739 True 1/10/2024 12:25 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Staff Member East feeder pattern No

Elementary students need to be able to read and 
comprehend what they have read. They also need 
basic math skills (adding, subtracting, multiplying, 
dividing etc ) 

Writing. Students should be able to write 
independently with good grammar and mechanics. I 
also feel schools do and should continue teaching 
students to be good people with leadership skills  

Reading with comprehension, basic math, writing 
foundations  

Middle schools should continue to teach students to 
be respectful and good citizens  

High school students should  life skills - reading, 
math  writing  know about our government and history 

High Schools should continue to have iJag which 
helps prepare students for life beyond high school. 
They should know about voting, filling out job 
applications and finances  

I think DMPS has the leadership at the top that wants 
to see our students succeed. I feel valued by our 
Superintendent and our School Board more than I 
have in past years. I believe we are doing right by our 
students to teach them about being good citizens  

We are teaching them the foundations they need for 
reading and to be a good reader  

I believe SRO's NEED to be back in our schools. 
Schools are not safe! Behaviors are higher than I 
have ever seen in the 20 years I have taught for 
DMPS. If our students aren't safe/don't feel safe, they 
are not going to be learning. PLEASE consider 
bringing SRO's back in our schools. Schools are 
sitting ducks right now. As a teacher and a parent 
with kids in DMPS it is my biggest fear!!! 

Smaller class sizes! I feel there are too many people 
high up that do not work with students. Can you 
imagine if many of them with their expertise, were 
teaching kids? We could have smaller class sizes 
which in turn would help with behaviors. Behaviors is 
the biggest obstacle teachers are facing in my 
opinion!  

I think we should stop having so many district 
positions who do not work with kids!!! Too many high 
up telling us in the trenches what we need to be 
doing. I think things are miscommunicated from 
school to school because different things are being 
told to different buildings. I would love to see more 
trust with teachers! 

100 134 True 1/10/2024 12:25 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No

100 733 True 1/10/2024 12:25 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Career and Technical Education Partner Other/Out of District No They should have grade level literacy and mall skills
They should have soft skills (organization, 
emotional/social)

Grade level literacy and math skills (failing should 
mean more) summer school should be available but 
only to non hallway walkers  soft skills (organization and social/emotional)

grade level literacy/math (summer school should only 
be allowed if they only have so many 
absences/behavior referrals)  soft skills (organization and social emotional) We are trying to empower student voice focus on community inclusion

more consequences- we don't have the staff to do 
restorative justice with fidelity- class sizes are too big 
so we have to have some boundaries to help kids feel 
safer

get rid of central- it's a mess to organize and 
schedule around, it's very inequitable. put programs in 
magnet type schools and if a student wants to do that 
program (like marine biology or aviation), let the 
student go to that school- big waste of money 
bussing and facilitating- class sizes are so small 
there compared to the real schools

central, having little to no consequences-  I'd rather 
see more curriculum coordinators than associate 
principals. I think this would save money. I don't see a 
real value in what associate principals do and why we 
need so many of them. I would rather be observed by 
a person who is an expert in my field rather than a 
principal that taught like 15 years ago  

100 684 True 1/10/2024 12:25 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff Other Staff Other/Out of District No
Be taught what they are needed to learn.  The basics. 
Reading  Writing and Math Social skills

Be taught what they are needed to learn.  The basics. 
Reading  Writing and Math Preparation for Highschool Each grade should prepare you for the next grade  

High school has always been about learning yourself. 
Today's world needs more attention to ones self than 
social media   health and food nutrition security Allowing cellphones in classrooms

Uniforms and/or regulations on clothing and proper 
attire   Stop the leniency with students and parents   

100 859 True 1/10/2024 12:25 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Faith Community Other/Out of District No Grade level reading and basic math Social and emotional skills Continue reading/math skills  problem solve Social and emotional skills Problem solving  collaboration Technology skills Provide extra support for kids who need it Teach social and emotional skills
Provide balanced reading and writing instruction with 
quality books

Follow the student based on what each student 
needs vs following a strict curriculum with very little 
opportunity to teach based on students' needs or 
interests  

Stop employing so many people who seldom, if ever, 
work with students.  We need all hands on deck, and 
that absolutely is not happening

100 891 True 1/10/2024 12:26 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Other/Out of District No Self Regulate within appropriate levels Reading and writing Processing of information as fact or misinformation providing community resources free breakfast/lunches 4 day school week

100 907 True 1/10/2024 12:26 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Faith Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read  and comprehend what they are reading Cooperate with peers and adults
Self-advocate, know when to ask questions and how 
to ask for help when needed Self-manage: time  emotions  materials  etc Meet deadlines

Prepare for next stage of life - work, postsecondary 
ed  military  etc

Providing not only academic supports, but social-
emotional supports as well

making efforts to align buildings across the district to 
ensure that learning continues when students move 
buildings

Providing flexible learning opportunities for younger 
students whose needs are not being met by the 
regular education setting (alternate setting, online, 
adjusted time offerings)

Provide greater supports for students who excel or 
could benefit from accelerated learning

Cell phones continue to be a major distraction in the 
learning environment, especially for M.S. student.  A 
clear and supported plan to address tech use would 
be helpful

100 774 True 1/10/2024 12:27 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Alumni Staff Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No
how to be a good citizen, friend, how to work with all 
kinds of people

basic skills; read, write, math, 21st century skills; and 
how to apply those skills

How to be a good citizen; how to be a good friend and 
work with all kinds of people

how to apply what they know to solve something they 
don't know; 21st century skills

how to be a good friend; how to work and get along 
with all kinds of people

problem solving; applying skills to solve problems; 
21st century skills

offering special programming to meet the needs of 
students; Central Academy  Central Campus work around social/emotional learning

safety first; one point of entry in the middle and high 
schools and have students walk through metal 
detectors working from a strengths approach stop working from a deficit model

100 281 True 1/10/2024 12:27 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Staff LGBTQ Community Other Foster Care Other/Out of District No Reading Writing Reading Writing Apply for schools/jobs Regulate Emotions Inclusivity Going above and beyond Mental Health Awareness Regulating emotions and feelings  No

100 934 True 1/10/2024 12:29 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female More than one >60 Staff Other/Out of District Comprehend what they read basic Math (Add & Subtract  Divide & Multiply)
language skills: Comprehend what they read with 
vocabulary expansion/writing skills

Have math facts internalized for addition/subraction 
and multiplication/division

Higher (college level) language skills:  vocabulary and 
writing skills - communication is key Problem solving skills - using math and language keeping some really good teachers Maintenance of classrooms

More classes that truly meets the student's LEAST 
RESTRICTIVE Environment - mainstream does not 
meet many of these students CAPABILITY of learning 
nor their emotional needs of smaller class size 

Challenging students to work at the pace they're 
capable of.  Students are not employees - classes 
cannot be taught the same because students have 
different strenghts & learning speeds   

yes, stop making teachers teach the material in the 
same timeframe & a specific way.  Allow teachers to 
meet their students need - to take more or less time 
to learn a skill should be based on students ability not 
a time frame

100 620 True 1/10/2024 12:29 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Reading Comprehension
Age-appropriate math/problem-solving & number 
sense Working well with others Problem solving in math and reading Comprehension in math and reading Working well with others/life skills

Having high expectations and giving students the 
support they need to achieve those goals Prioritizing SEL

Providing enough help to students who are achieving 
below benchmarks. Many students are very 
discrepant from their peers and there is not enough 
time or specialists to assist them  

Consistent calendar. Our current calendar is so 
choppy it does not work well for our students. They 
are not able to adjust when we have multiple days off 
sporadically  Not that I can think of

100 461 True 1/10/2024 12:30 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No creativity problem solving creativity problem solving creativity communication some choice in learning at secondary level connection with students and building relationships
offer choices for modes of learning and topics, give 
more valuable feedback

foster more opportunities for deep authentic learning 
and creativity-  

my children are bored in school right now, and it 
breaks my heart- they want to learn, but learning and 
work doesn't feel meaningful- I want them to love 
school and learning- they want that  too

100 144 True 1/10/2024 12:30 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Career and Technical Education Partner Hoover feeder pattern No Read at grade level Math at grade level Read at grade level Math at grade level Read at grade level math at grade level Holding to firm expectations for behavior Holding to firm expectations for attendance
100 177 True 1/10/2024 12:31 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Other RSC Other/Out of District No Basic writing  reading  and social skills Early math as well as minor conflict resolution Read  write  basic math conflict resolution and group work Conflict resolution and problem solving electives find out what they like Diverse and welcoming Restoration 



100 359 True 1/10/2024 12:31 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Other/Out of District No

We have a lever around using SNAP!Connect 
because our parents indicated they wanted one 
source of communication and needed the ability to 
have those communications translated. This goal is 
difficult when ALL district personnel, meaning district 
offices, do not see the need to use SNAP!Connect. In 
my view, if we are to really make this a goal that will 
make a difference, every communication should be 
through SNAP!Connect; not emails, not teams, not 
anything else, for all communications. All of those 
mentioned should become secondary. It is difficult to 
get people to use the app and activate their accounts 
when they don't see a reason to need or use it  

100 274 True 1/10/2024 12:31 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male Prefer not to say 45-60 Staff Other Other/Out of District Attend school and act appropriately Read and Write Attend school and act appropriately Read and Write Attend school and act appropriately Read and Write Hold students accountable Have consequences for behavior Letting them do whatever they want

100 590 True 1/10/2024 12:31 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District reading being able to write their full name Kindness to those that are different then us Not to bully or make fun of others Personal space
That there are lots of professions that you don't need 
a college education for Letting them be heard DMPS counselors are great at helping

100 578 True 1/10/2024 12:32 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male More than one 45-60 Staff Other BACA Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading writing reading writing reading  writing  math  social skills
at this age, they should be able to perform normal 
daily activities   being flexible caring environment making the student accountable for their actions   making the teacher accountable for their actions   

100 104 True 1/10/2024 12:32 41 2884 -95 9972 EN Female Black/African American 18-30 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes

100 977 True 1/10/2024 12:32 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Other N/A Hoover feeder pattern No

We need to be preparing our students with computer 
and technological skills. We need to be hiring tech 
teachers to teach how to type, use microsoft word, 
Power Point and other programs to help them 
become literate in these skills that they need for their 
future schooling and life skills

We need to be implementing more time around 
science and social studies that is seperate from the 
EL curriculum. Students enjoy partaking in the 
science experiments and learning about other 
aspects in science and social studies that EL does 
not go over. We are not preparing our students to 
gain an interest in STEAM and social studies when 
we continue to remove that designated time in our day

Students need to be exposed with life skills. I am not 
entirely sure on what specifically is taught in middle 
school but they need to be exposed to Family and 
Consumer Science with cooking, sewing, etc. This 
needs to be a requirement

Students need to have classess surrounding 
economics regarding finances, loans, managing 
money  savings etc  This needs to be required

Students need to be exposed with life skills. I am not 
entierely sure on what specifically is taught in High 
school but they need to be exposed to Family and 
Consumer Science with cooking, sewing, etc.  These 
need to be required  

They need to have a required Economics class that 
helps prepare them financially with money 
managment  finances  loans  preparing for college etc  

Recognizing the cultures that are represented in our 
district Providing classes at Central Campus for students

This is for mainly families but getting rid of the 
random days off for PD days. We need to go back to 
early outs. It's easier for parents to find daycare if 
need be. As a parent and teacher in the district, it is 
incredibly hard to find childcare for my son if there is 
no metro. My husband has to take time off of work to 
stay home with him. This schedule does not benefit 
our students as well, with the random days off, it 
throws our students off and behaviors rise when 
coming back from these no school days  

Providing life skill instruction/lessons in Elementary 
Schools 

Honestly, we need to change our curriculum for 
Literacy. The EL curriculum does not support our 
demographic for students, does not support our ML 
population and is incredibly text heavy for these 
students who the majoirty of them do not read on 
grade level  

100 87 True 1/10/2024 12:33 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Black/African American 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No

100 459 True 1/10/2024 12:33 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No Self regulation Reading self regulation reading reading math
Being welcoming to families in our preschool 
buildings continued emphasis on equity

Being more welcoming to ALL families in ALL K-12 
buildings  

full-day classes for preschool special education 
students

100 273 True 1/10/2024 12:34 41 3596 -96 1566 EN Read at grade level Behave well in a community of people Tech skills: Operate and maintain their computer Read at grade level Read at grade level Behave well in a community of people Encourage self-motivation 
Hold students to standards - not pass them on to next 
grade level if they are not

Stop worrying about graduation rate, and start 
worrying about the quality of education students 
receive if they DO graduate

100 1098 True 1/10/2024 12:35 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No
Elementary students should be able to read and 
comprehend grade level text

Add, subtract, multiply and divide to solve real world 
problems

Think critically about any event or situation to make 
informed decisions Treats others with respect All the things I previously listed at higher levels All the things I previously listed at higher levels

We continue to explore research strategies to help 
students learn to read Supporting students social emotional learning

Give the research based curriculum/teaching 
strategies time to show results

We need to stop lowering our expectations and truly 
believe that all students can learn

100 76 True 1/10/2024 12:35 41 6244 -93 6694 EN

100 612640 True 1/10/2024 12:36 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Administrator Other Other/Out of District No Be able to read! resolve conflicts peacfully critical thinking to make informed decisions treat others with respect same as below but at a higher level
providing a safe learning environment for students at 
the elementary level

continue with our EL skilsl and all block curriculum. 
keep it going  don't give up more SEL science/social studies no

100 187 True 1/10/2024 12:38 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Teacher Hoover feeder pattern No SEL Math and Reading SEL Math and Reading SEL Math and Reading IM math curriculum Lots of activities after school for MS More recess time for MS More activities for sixth graders after school --

100 229 True 1/10/2024 12:38 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Staff Other/Out of District self regulation attendance self regulation atendance self regulation attendance many options for classes healthy food accountable for behavior emphasize arts and academics more than athletics irregular days off for teacher work day

100 643 True 1/10/2024 12:38 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Read grade level  subtract  divide  and muliple Simple Algebra read fiction and non fiction books at grade level Read and interpret all different types of passages Write fluently when writing paragraphs identifying engaging strategies offering professional development 
Listening to the teachers in the trenches use their 
input stick with one initiative at a time taking choice of materials out of teachers hands

100 1724 True 1/10/2024 12:39 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other Other/Out of District No Read at grade-level Co-regulate/use efficient social-emotional skills Read nonfiction texts Use problem solving skills to solve math problems
Have a well-rounded knowledge base from all 
academic domains 

Utilizing high quality curriculums (in elementary at 
least)

Systematic intervention resource for elementary for 
literacy - 95%

Having separate technology instruction in elementary 
school settings. Digital literacy is an equity issue - 
several surrounding suburb districts have technology 
as an extended core class; in DMPS elementary 
teacher are expected to integrate this learning into an 
already tightly-packed day trying to implement 
effective math/literacy core instruction  

100 445 True 1/10/2024 12:40 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other Teacher Roosevelt feeder pattern No Cooperate and accept one another  Find a subject they love learning about  
Cooperate and accept one another. Learn to find their 
own strengths to see their value  Find a subject they love learning about  

Cooperate and accept one another. Discover their 
strengths to see their value in the world

Know a subject they love learning about and continue 
seeking more information about it  Providing food and SEL support/instruction  Hiring teachers who care about their students  

Offering as much extra-curricular activities post 
school as we are able to  Not sure  I'm not sure  

100 324 True 1/10/2024 12:40 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff
Arts Community,Faith 
Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Problem solve How to read Manage themselves (time and emotions) How to read 

They should learn how to plan for what comes after 
high school How to read Keep partnering with community resources Providing meals Provide recreation time for middle schoolers Have counselors meet with students more regularly Stop spending so much time on lengthy assessments 

100 837 True 1/10/2024 12:40 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White >60 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern Read and comprehend Tell time Math / counting money How to research info to prepare a paper Take good notes Computer skills Communicating to students regarding work / grades 
Virtual campus to allow students opportunity to work 
from home Cursive writing so can properly sign legal documents 

Better response time replying to students and weekly 
check in grades / help 

 Required Classes that don’t pertain to what need in 
workforce or life skills 

100 354 True 1/10/2024 12:41 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Math How to write a letter and research paper  Add  subtract  multiply and divide
Learn responsibility while learning and attending their 
classes

Learn accountability while attending and learning the 
subject matter of their classes

Providing various supports for students who are 
struggling Providing support for students and their families

100 656 True 1/10/2024 12:41 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Staff Other Other/Out of District No Learn how to read Learn basic math Learn to read and write Learn math Thinking critically Reading Equity Inclusion Social Emotional Learning (SEL) Holding students accountable SRG

100 575 True 1/10/2024 12:41 41 2671 -96 0378 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Business Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Have a safe learning environment Learn the basics in key education pillars Have a safe learning environment
Grow on those basic pillars and continue to advance 
in their education Have a safe learning environment  

Absorb complex and advanced education and 
prepare for life in the real world  Teaching through great curriculums Creativity in with how everything is taught Making sure of a safe learning environment Hammering down on bullying  Preferencial treatment  

100 622 True 1/10/2024 12:41 41 8874 -87 6318 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Arts Community Other/Out of District No read at grade level math at grade level
read and comprehend at grade level - critical thinking 
skills math at grade level read and comprehend at grade level math at grade level 

virtual campus. Very helpful for so many 
unconventional students multiple programs for student success

extra 1:1 and small group tutoring for struggling 
students - have worked with other districts doing this 
who have had great success with remote tutoring 
sessions during and after school times

holding them to a higher standard and developing a 
stronger internal motivation to achieve academically  

stop expecting students who experienced Covid and 
many other traumatic experiences to automatically 
know how to behave with discipline and be future 
oriented  They need more help now than ever  

100 671 True 1/10/2024 12:42 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 18-30 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No

They need to have empathy, Yes they can read, write 
and do math but importantly they just need to 
understand feelings & how to let out emotions without 
hurting others or their selves

Confidence, as long as they are confident, they can 
strive anything! Schoolwork will become better & they 
won't second guess their self when they have 
confidence

Yes, classes are important but finding out who they 
are seems important to me!

Learning about respect is important, yes elementary 
students should already know that but it should be still 
there when in middle school

Identity, they should really strive on who they want to 
be, there are many highschoolers who do struggle 
with that  I know I did when I was younger

Independence, once they get closer to graduating, 
they will need to learn how to do things on their own 
especially in college I know I struggled with that the 
most. Parents will always be there for them to make 
sure they will strive but the students who don't have 
much do need to learn how to fend for their selves 
once in college

With kids learning empathy in elementary I think that 
is amazing

I see the way they are doing math & spelling that is 
fantastic as well I cannot think of anything N/A N/A

100 57 True 1/10/2024 12:42 41 5369 -93 6219 EN

100 1756 True 1/10/2024 12:42 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff East feeder pattern No

In my opinion, I think pushing kindness, patience, 
flexibility, and peer relationship skills are very 
important  

You should try your best with academics. Have fun 
and learn something new. Not all kids do well at 
testing  

Again, getting along with peers! There are so many 
conflicts at this age  

That schooling is so important. Although, I didnt learn 
this until I was much older. Just come to school, do 
your work  keep your head down  stay out of drama  Conflict resolution  life skills  Learn to be resilient  responsible  less self centered  

I think communicating with parents. Having that open 
communication. I appreciate it. I know not all parents 
are involved as I am. But I like to be able to hold my 
children accountable  

Food insecurity is also a big thing. Keep doing 
pantries and offering left over foods to higher risk 
kiddos  

Bullying is still a BIG issue. Kids do not want to 
"snitch" so they dont speak up. They are sneaky 
about it too. Doing it in the bathrooms and in passing 
in the halls. Before and after school. It is a ridiculous 
problem. I wish I had an answer for, but I have no idea 
how to help stop it. Other than keeping my kids 
accountable for their own actions  

Being better at watching for those kids struggling in 
areas. Offering tutoring or 1:1 help for someone. Kids 
keep just getting pushed along whether they 
understand or not. Or pushed on even if they are 
performing at grade 6 but are in grade 8. Offer 
summer school options to keep from just sending 
kids on!  Also, again, Im not sure what to suggest. But 
the food... My kids complain about it daily. They dont 
eat at school most of the time. They dont like the 
options, or it tastes bad. Or they are using it to trade 
with friends for things. It seems as if almost everyday 
in elementary there is the option of pizza. Like 3 days 
out of 5  it seems  

Stop just pushing kids through because they are due. 
They should understand what has been taught  

100 1159 True 1/10/2024 12:42 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Staff Arts Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No

How to provide their personal info to a trusted adult. 
Including spelling of last name, their birthday pqrents' 
first and last names and their address info  How to write a sentence Read at grade level  Ability to write a paper on a specific subject How to research and write a lengthy report

How to present themselves in front to their peers for a 
speech or report

Working to give students educational assistance at 
whatever learning level they presently have  

Making students feel they're important part of the 
school/classroom

Consistency when addressing behavior problems and 
issuing consequences when behavior problems do 
not improve

Being consistent with the "no phones during class" 
policy  

Passing kids to the next grade level when they can't 
read within two grade levels!

100 556 True 1/10/2024 12:43 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern
Social Emotional Regulation towards peers, staff, 
themselves Problem Solving real world situations Problem Solving real world situations Working productively on tasks Working productively on tasks Setting future goals to be productive after highschool 

access to community resources like food bank, 
therapy  etc Skilled staff 

focusing more on student growth, productivity and 
social/emotional wellbeing rather than 1 test score

Examining behavior concerns in classroom that are 
keeping majority of kids from learning

More accountability needs to be placed on parents of 
disruptive students. Everyone has the right to learn  
not just those with behavior concerns  

100 506 True 1/10/2024 12:43 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Regulate emotions!!! Get emotions in check. The 
academics will follow

Be close or on point with academic standards. 
Reading is a huge issue at my students school Be prepared for college academically 

Working on attendance. Getting the students into the 
school

Knowing that we care. Continue hiring staff that love 
working with students

Stop changing programs every two years and perfect 
the ones we have!!!! To hard on student to keep 
switching academics and SEL all the time!

Really focus on SEL. As a teacher its hard to "buy in" 
when I know in two years it will be replaced with 
something different

Slow down!! Instead of pushing teacher to press on 
with lessons. Stop. Re-teach. Make sure the students 
understand instead of worrying about pacing

100 1531 True 1/10/2024 12:43 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other Other/Out of District No comprehend what they read!!!
basic math facts for add, subtract multiplication and 
division how to find and use information diversity meeting needs outside the classroom holding kids accountable for their actions consequences enabling families too much

100 1084 True 1/10/2024 12:43 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern Read addition and subtraction learn science  life skills economics How our government works Focusing on every student graduating  Making an excellent choice for Superintendent Providing more fun activities such as assemblies  
Going back to more desirable lunch choices so the 
children actually want to eat  

Gettting political with all of the holidays. Cancelling 
school for days we never did before for those days  

100 326 True 1/10/2024 12:44 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No

they should be able to learn deeper into black history, 
this is beacuase the discrict doesnt like going deep 
into in just the surface where they dont want to show 
the REAL facts having adults they can trust teachers being easy on them especially in 6th grade making sure kids arent getting bullied and threatened having adults guiding them in the right way

they should know there is multiple ways of having 
good focus and stuff like that nothing good schedules

100 232 True 1/10/2024 12:44 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Parent Staff East feeder pattern No Reading Math Reading Math Reading Math We have some great teachers Dealing with Attendance
Dealing with students with poor grades AND 
attendance

Quit giving kids more and more chances--not holding 
them to deadlines

100 1708 True 1/10/2024 12:44 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading and Mathematics at grade level and above Reading and Mathematics at grade level and above Reading and Mathematics at grade level and above Reading and Mathematics at grade level and above Reading and Mathematics at grade level and above Reading and Mathematics at grade level and above Offering after-school engagement options
Transportation and Late Bus routes to assist students 
with being engaged in activities

Creating a schedule that makes sense. The amount 
and duration of breaks allows no educational 
momentum

Look at school hours and class duration (60 minutes 
is too long for active engagment)

Current math and reading "curriculums." They have 
taken the teaching out of it...all verbatium with little 
"teaching"

100 1042 True 1/10/2024 12:45 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff
Career and Technical Education 
Partner DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Reading/ Writing Manners/ Empathy Thinking Critcally Manners / Empathy Thinking Critically Time management/ Work ethic We give academic choices in H S Feeding all students breakfast and lunch

On the job training and Internships within the 
community

Need to bring back more alternative placement 
options for HS students who do not fit the standard 
HS model

Stop giving so many chances to students who 
endanger the rest of the school   

100 560 True 1/10/2024 12:45 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff North feeder pattern No Read fluently by 3rd grade  
Understand the basic math principles and be able to 
estimate Reading comprehension and basic algebra Focus on study skills for high school 21st century skills Study skills and test taking skills

Providing them with an array of extra curricular 
activities and clubs Building relationships between staff and students  DIsmantling learned helplessness

Teaching 21st century skills for the jobs of tomorrow 
instead of preparing them for jobs that do not exist 
anymore

Eliminating electives and allowing students to not 
learn what a hard deadline is  

100 501 True 1/10/2024 12:45 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern No Attendance Read at grade level Attendance Read at grade level Attendance Read at grade level Multi-teir supports Activities Attendance intervention Parent attendance intervention Cutting Teachers
100 256 True 1/10/2024 12:47 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White >60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read Basic mathematics including basic Algebra Read near grade level Algebra Read at grade level Write a three paragraph essay Feeding them daily Feeding them daily Getting kids to attend school Reading at grade level Overlooking bad behavior
100 352 True 1/10/2024 12:47 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Read Basic Math facts  being confident in math facts  Math  reading  science and stem programs Reading comprehension Financial literacy Health literacy and science Not sure 

100 514 True 1/10/2024 12:48 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union North feeder pattern Yes Tell time! Tie shoes! Phone number home address Write a sentence! Read! Education Bullying!
Parents are not being held accountable for their 
children

Parents are not being held accountable for their 
children

Dmps is not a daycare. Parents need to be held 
accountable for their children that do not follow rules!

100 1138 True 1/10/2024 12:48 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No Acidemics! To be able for Middle school

I wanted my child to be able to handle them self to be 
able to ask for help with reading math or any thing 
they needed help with  To do this work for core classes  with help if needed

For my  child to know that he is safe in the building to 
ask or speak if he or she is not comfortable  Their core class's that my child will take  That his is safe to talk to someone about anything ? ?

I believe that schools should put the SRO's back into 
the buildings. Not only for the safety of students but 
the saftey of staff  

I do not think that high school teachers are showing 
enough encouragement for students with learning 
disablitys to grauduate. Start making sure each child 
IEP is being met to the highest standers  

This is hard, stop letting statistic of things interfere 
with students safety and learning  

100 429846 True 1/10/2024 12:50 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Read on grade level Know their basic math facts

Students have the opportunity to receive interventions 
in reading and math (when interventionists are not 
pulled to be substitute teachers)

Elementary - teach students how to fix up mistakes 
when reading; teach students various comprehension 
strategies for reading; focus time on mastering basic 
math facts so the rest of the math concepts are easier

Provide consequences for misbehavior; 
ELEMENTARY students NEED MORE RECESS 
TIME!; core reading and math should NOT be 60 
minutes long every day

The emphasis on reading x number of words per 
minute, without giving consideration to 
comprehension

100 627 True 1/10/2024 12:51 41 1545 -96 1389 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Self regulate Read Be independent Write/express themselves Be resourceful Self discipline Feeding them Parent communication Mental health support

100 2498 True 1/10/2024 12:53 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other None Lincoln feeder pattern No
They should know the basic reading, writing, and 
arithmetic Socializing 

Reading, cursive writing, science, math and physical 
education

Clubs, sports, dances, have a sense of belonging to 
thier school Reading  writing  math  science  socializing Elective courses 

Communication is great in elementary school 
(Riverwoods) when it comes to student progress or 
any issues

Elementary school (Riverwoods) does good at 
making students feel a sense of belonging, school 
pride and generally care

Schools need to have school based therapist 
available to all students that struggle with emotions or 
behavior. Teachers (Weeks Middle School)will nit pick 
at students that need a little more guidance. They 
would rather make them sign behavior contracts 
instead of getting to the root of the issue. There's no 
sense of belonging at that school  no communication  

High school counselor should have better 
communication with parents. They should check-in 
with students on a regular basis to make sure they 
stay on track for graduation  Keep sexuality out of schools  

100 484 True 1/10/2024 12:56 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union North feeder pattern No
They should know the purpose of having a quality 
education They should know about how not to bully people They should know about life skills Trade school Inclusion Safety

More After school programs s/a cooking, sewing, 
dance to keep kids off the streets Black History

100 426 True 1/10/2024 12:58 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff East feeder pattern Yes read write read grade level write real life skills real life skills food pantry I think it helps a lot of people
making sure kids are getting extra help in math and 
reading go  back to teaching time and cursive more scholarships for all students

stop teaching racism and putting it in our system and 
teach that we are all equal

100 521598 True 1/10/2024 12:58 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Staff Faith Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read Basic math Comprehension   critical thinking Communication skills both written and verbal time management Flex labs   Support staff at every level   More alternative pathways/programs   Bringing back reading programs   Read 180  ect
The practice of socially passing students in middle 
school  

100 827 True 1/10/2024 12:58 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read SEL - regulate emotions and handle conflict Read
SEL - think critically and independently, and handle 
conflict Read

SEL - think critically and independently and handle 
conflict

Responsive to diversity (e.g., honoring diverse 
holidays)

Beginning to emphasize "Science of Reading" with 
our literacy instruction

We need the equivalent of "Science of Reading" for 
math -- including targeted math interventions Expanding our therapeutic setting options

Shifting special education staff between buildings at-
will

100 238 True 1/10/2024 12:59 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Think critically Read at level Again Think critically Read at level Think critically Read at level Providing meals need better security in buildings in house police presence
passing all students at grade level whether or not they 
are qualified

100 1013 True 1/10/2024 12:59 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff Other Other/Out of District No increase reading comprehension to grade level ? improve reading comprehension to at least grade level improve writing skills be able to think critically ?
we give many opportunities for students to be 
successful we offer many clubs and activities for students

more testing for learning disabilities especially for 
international students who move here and may fall 
through the cracks even more career readiness programs ?

100 51 True 1/10/2024 12:59 41 6244 -93 6694 EN

100 1211 True 1/10/2024 13:00 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No
Providing opportunities for student growth outside of 
the classroom  Provide safe and efficient facilities for learning

100 3154 True 1/10/2024 13:04 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District Yes

Skills needed to be able to have a foundation for self-
directed inquiry.  Grade level reading, critical thinking 
skills  ability to formulate their own questions and Self regulate their behaviors Be able to engage in self directed inquiry Self-regulate their behaviors Be able to develop and follow their own inquiries

Advocate for their needs both in and outside of an 
academic setting

Starting work to engage students and community 
members in the goal setting process

Having a vertically aligned standards based 
curriculum in all content areas k-12   

Creating a clear SRG system and policy that all 
students, parents, community members and staff 
understand and can easily articulate   

Stop with the rhetoric and policies that devalue our 
teachers, especially our veteran teachers.  Often our 
go to is to simply state how poorly our teachers 
perform instead of digging into the why and the data 
to look for solutions.  We need to stop looking at what 
more we can ask for from classroom teachers and 
prioritize true meaningful classroom support   

100 76 True 1/10/2024 13:07 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No

100 452 True 1/10/2024 13:08 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 18-30 Staff
LGBTQ Community,College/University 
Partner DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read and write at grade level  

Problem solving, especially when it comes to 
emotional/personal needs  Behave at age appropriate expectations  Communicate needs and advocate for themselves  

Reach higher level thinking and develop 
independency/accountability in the classroom

Become prepared for life after high school, whether it 
is college bound or not  Access to unique classes  Free lunches

Providing a successful learning environment in middle 
schools  

Holding students accountable for their actions and 
having consequences  

Go away from SRG and multiple opportunities, it does 
not build students up for success  

100 1537 True 1/10/2024 13:09 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff Community Member Other Resident North feeder pattern No Read at grade level Grade level computation Read at grade level Grade level computation Read at grade level Grade level computation Exposes students to diversity
Providing students opportunities to explore their 
interests

Start a residency requirement for staff similar to what 
districts in large cities across the country do. This 
would increase tax revenue for the district and create 
more buy-in for sound long-term decisions

Evaluate non-teaching positions and if they exist to 
better serve students

Stop doing things as cheaply as possible and provide 
more opportunities for students at their home schools 
instead of just at Central Campus

100 357 True 1/10/2024 13:10 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 45-60 Parent East feeder pattern No Read Math Read Social skills Read Critical thinking
Goodrell does an amazing job at holding students 
accountable and being inclusive 

The teachers at North have all been so welcoming to 
my 9th grader Handling bullying at all school No

100 1033 True 1/10/2024 13:10 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Socialize and work on develop appropriate for a child Read
Learn to take ownership and responsibility for their 
learning 

Learn to the importance and how to be a respectful 
and empathetic to others (both peers and 
teachers)for the betterment of our community  

To be challenged and elevated by their curriculum 
and if not - be supported and encouraged in finding 
those subjects that challenge them

Inclusion of everyone. Making DMPS available for 
everyone  

Making sure everyone is supported when parents 
communicate their concerns

Additional support for high achieving students in 
middle school. It feels like their are a lot of 
opportunities in elementary school (haven't 
experience high school yet) but not as many 
opportunities for middle schoolers  

Trying to add in more regular meetings with 
counseling staff. If relying on students to articulate 
their needs that might never happen in a group 
setting. But if access to one-on-one opportunities - 
problems may be identified in advance of bigger 
issues/events 

No. I have put my trust in you as educators and 
administrators of education to know when something 
isn't working and should be stopped  

100 271 True 1/10/2024 13:14 41 6086 -93 7464 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern

Take national holidays off when lots of places of 
employment take off so we do not have to pay more 
in childcare. The 2 day school weeks are really 
becoming a lot for our family to pay for or find child 
care when budgets are already tight for households!

Take a look at other districts days off in comparison-
they’re using federal holidays for learning so parents 
do not have to take excess days off  Year round program to prevent slipping in learning? 

100 2455 True 1/10/2024 13:15 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 18-30 Staff Other/Out of District No Communicate Work with others Hold themselves accountable Learn their strengths and weaknesses Common sense Hard Work working with others N/A Holding student accountable for their actions N/A
Letting students get away with most things. Hold 
them accountable

100 588 True 1/10/2024 13:15 41 5515 -93 5804 ES Male Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Refugee Community East feeder pattern No Aprender a respetar a las personas A ser responsables Ser una persona util para la sociedad Ayudar a su comunidad No relacionarse con malos vicios Ser amables Atención Respeto
A ser mas estrictos en lo que no deberían de llevar en 
sus mochilas

100 718 True 1/10/2024 13:21 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes

Get a quality education that provides for the next 
stage in THEIR educational development and future 
plans   

They should be able to function in society using skills 
learned through SEL   

Get a quality education that provides for the next 
stage in THEIR educational development and future 
plans  

They should be able to function in society using skills 
learned through SEL   

Get a quality education that provides for the next 
stage in THEIR educational development and future 
plans  

They should be able to function in society using skills 
learned through SEL   Free meals for kids 

There are a lot of great teachers.  In order to keep 
them, maybe listen when they say the curriculum is 
complete garbage and it doesn't suit the 
population/demographic of our kids   It's AWFUL! 

Accountability for their actions.  You're burning your 
teachers out which harms kids in the long run  SEL!!!!!!!!!!!! PLEASE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Here's solutions to things that aren't being done: 
LISTEN to teachers, BELIEVE they know what they're 
doing, have CONSEQUENCES for misbehavior, GET 
RID OF THIS AWFUL CURRICULUM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

100 518 True 1/10/2024 13:23 41 5486 -93 6583 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 18-30 Parent No Saber sobre el bulling  y cómo tratarlo Respetar  comunicarse  El respeto y   dialogar correctamente  Confiar en los padres y el personal de la escuela Alimentación  no al bulling La dedicación y paciencia que tiene el personal Comunicar a los padres todo lo que ocurra en el aula Tomar medidas contra el bulling 

100 3869 True 1/10/2024 13:24 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Community Member
Faith Community,Career and Technical Education 
Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern No Student should be able to be proficient in reading Students should be able to be proficient in math

Students should be proficient in reading and writing 
and prepared for English 1 before they leave middle 
school

Students should be proficient in math and prepared 
for Algebra 1 before they leave middle school

Students should be able to read and communicate 
proficiently in English in writing to be successful in a 
professional or educational environment  

Students should have the proper study skills, grit, and 
perseverance and needed for their next steps 
whether it is higher education, skilled trades, or the 
work force

I think the newcomer program for ML students at the 
high school level is good  I think the FLEX at the high school level is good

I think the newcomer program for ML students at the 
middle school level is extremely lacking.  The 
newcomer program at the middle school level should 
mirror the high school program.  The goal for the high 
school multilingual students is to be able to take 
English 1 and Algebra 1 as soon as they acquire the 
skills from the newcomer program.  Why would we 
not set our middle school newcomers up for success 
in high school with the same program,  We have to 
back track so often when our newcomers come to 
high school because they didn't get the support they 
needed in middle school to prepare them for high 
school

It is my dream to create an option for our ML students 
who come here and are not college bound.  So many 
of our students need to be in school to be "in status" 
or want to be in school to learn English, but do not 
want or need a traditional diploma.  They do not care 
about Foods, PE, Art class, psychology, ect.  I would 
love to create an alternative pathway for these 
students to earn a certificate, not a diploma, to learn 
English. These students could come to school a half 
day and still work at their family business the rest of 
the day or possibly take classes at central that will 
help them earn money to provide for their families  

I have a hard time with our board goal focusing on our 
black males.  When I look at our data, I see our black 
females and our Hispanic males struggles just as 
much. I think we should focus on all three instead of 
just the one group  

100 679 True 1/10/2024 13:24 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No
 parents name, address and phone number for 
emergencies self calming 

parents name address and phone numbers for 
emergencies respect adults self control math  reading and science follow through on expectations and consistency 

teach reading and math at level and help student 
acquire skills successful in life 

rewarding students with candy, or other goodies for 
doing what is expected of all students. Reward the 
students th

100 5675 True 1/10/2024 13:24 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Write Writing Reading Try their best Be respectful Communication Providing safety officers in MS or HS  

Keep materials that aren’t age appropriate out of 
buildings. For Ex LGBTQ posters and clubs out of 
elementary schools  

100 1169 True 1/10/2024 13:25 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff
Business Community,Arts Community,LGBTQ 
Community Parks and Recreation Department Other/Out of District No SIGHT WORDS/VOCABULARY Reading Comprehend SEL Finances and Relationships Reading Doing everything we can to get them to graduate  Going door to door to get them to school  Giving students due dates  

More incentives that involve time off for Quality and 
efficiency of work Using TLC Coaches to assist administrators

100 522 True 1/10/2024 13:25 41 2442 -95 9599 EN Female White <18 Student Business Community East feeder pattern No Foundational math Basic Reading  writing  comprehension Sex education Increase independence Financial literacy  career skills Problem solving  critical thinking Idk Idk Idk Idk Idk

100 860 True 1/10/2024 13:26 41 7026 -93 7832 EN Female White 30-45 Parent East feeder pattern No Be emotionally and physically SAFE--ALL students
Receive equitable assistance and resources from the 
district

Again. to be safe both physically and emotionally. Not 
to be marginalized

have equal opportunities for events and advanced 
learning Emotional and physical safety services available to them for career planning Embracing diversity 

Getting resources for students and families that may 
need it

I feel that some schools have more opportunities and 
support than other schools especially when it comes 
to allocation of resources for afterschool programs  Consider the 4 day week? 

rethink pulling kids for central academy. I understand 
the need to challenge advanced kids, but it leaves 
behind a building full of kids that feel they are not 
smart enough to go to Central so that stop trying. It 
seems elitist and makes my child who gets A's and 
B's but does not attend Central feel like they are 
failing  

100 344 True 1/10/2024 13:29 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No social emotional skills-including safety literacy skills social emotional skills-including safety literacy and technology skills
life skills-budgeting, how to apply for a job, parenting, 
cooking  etc literacy skills and technology skills after school programs keeping our literacy goals high for every grade more counseling and therapy services for students 

100 112 True 1/10/2024 13:30 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District Reading Math Read and Write math teaching writing effectively

100 5032 True 1/10/2024 13:35 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Black/African American 18-30 Alumni Staff Other Hoover feeder pattern

Reading is number one. We should focus less on 
sight words and memorization and turn our 
curriculum towards phonics and learning how to 
sound words out based on letter sounds  

Social skills as well. Learning how to express all 
ranges of feelings in a healthy manner

Once again. Read. I think this is when we start to see 
avoidance due to lack of skills. I honestly think 
students would be more willing to try hard things if 
they have the necessary tools and reading is the 
most foundational tool that we can give them  

Math. Just basic math and times tables that they may 
have missed in elementary school Read

Money management and basic preparation for career, 
community  or college readiness  How to file taxes

Allowing opportunities for students to address and 
discuss their concerns and then using that 
information to make decisions. For example, when 
students expressed how seeing SRO's in the building 
made them feel  the district made adjustments

I think the staff that I work with provide excellent 
emotional support to our students. Almost every kiddo 
in my building has at least one adult here that they 
can go to with any type of concern  

Give access to transportation for all students to get to 
school. North provides DART passes for all students. 
Is this a possibility for other schools?

Provide better mental health services. Outside of 
reading, I think a lot of behavior issues stem from 
mental health issues. Not only at the student level, but 
parent level as well. Can we provide ANY or BETTER 
services to our students and their families?

No Child Left Behind is a joke to me. We have 
students that have gotten so used to the idea of social 
promotion, that the academic portion has become 
obsolete to them. When they get to high school, 
they're in for a rude awakening because we have 
countless students that are credit deficient  

100 4896 True 1/10/2024 13:35 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No kindness and respect 
 reading and writing is a right that all students should 
have 

giving them opportunities to do things they are 
interested in within the school day Holding parents accountable for student behavior having more consequences for attendance

100 263 True 1/10/2024 13:46 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other East feeder pattern No Spelling accountability Time management spelling spelling accountability Community Opportunities Various activities at Central  Campus Accountability for not attending school Accountability of behavior issues Letting kids roam hallways

100 274 True 1/10/2024 13:46 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Staff Refugee Community Other/Out of District No
Communication skills. How to articulate a complete 
though  Always remember their voice is important! How to read Math skills bcoming a citizen in our community listening and speaking skills SEL data listening to our students take pressure off students with testing

having all teachers teach the same way at the same 
minute  Let us TEACH

100 450 True 1/10/2024 13:47 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Career and Technical Education Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern No Employability Employability Providing access to Central Campus
Teaching struggling students academic engagement 
skills Teaching struggling students employability skills

100 41 True 1/10/2024 13:47 41 6244 -93 6694 EN

100 2670 True 1/10/2024 13:50 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff
Arts Community,LGBTQ Community,Faith 
Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No math basic facts read at grade level

appropriate classroom  and hallway 
etiquette/socializing

take ownership in their grades/standards scores, and 
put forth true effort

start making and practicing working towards short 
and long term goals graduate

respect students' diversity in all areas (race, gender, 
gender identification  social-economic status offoring opportunities for students in the arts areas

holding students and guardians accountable for 
attendance

provide transportation for middle and high school 
students. 2 miles for MS and 3 miles for HS is too far, 
and sometimes unsafe for students to get 
themselves to and from school when they don't have 
transportation

letting students just pass on to next grade level when 
not getting standards met (understanding content   
They should have to be at/meet certian criteria in 
order to continue from 3-4   6-7 and 8-9

100 1656 True 1/10/2024 13:53 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Alumni Staff Community Member Business Community Arts Community Hoover feeder pattern No Read  write  think and problem-solve  Grow their empathy and compassion for others  
Become stronger readers and communicators who 
are knowledgeable about their community  

Develop their capacity for empathy and compassion 
for others

Apply skills to real world contexts. (Researching, 
thinking  communication  self-management  etc)

Us the skills they are learning to express themselves 
and take ownership of their learning  

Community School Coordinator position provides 
opportunities for students

100 5292 True 1/10/2024 13:57 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No Read! basic math facts + - * /  social behavior (hello  thank you  sorry  etc )  
Communicate effectively through writing and/or 
speaking Budgeting (time and money) Personal interaction (speaking  listening  writing) Providing opportunities in the arts Providing warm meals and safety Mental health and behavior is an increasing problem!

Allow students to move at a faster pace if they are 
able   One size does not fit most

Stop ignoring the problems of behavior.  Less than 
10% of students are taking nearly 80% of 
administration time

100 1938 True 1/10/2024 13:58 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Hoover feeder pattern No Read proficiently Grade level math proficiency Note taking  organziation  collaboration  presenting Technology College prep College prep Welcoming all students and making them feel safe Science of Reading Intrgration of more technology Support studnets with severe behaviors
Allowing students to remain in rooms and schools 
when they are explosive and unsafe  

100 284 True 1/10/2024 13:58 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female Prefer not to say >60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern No Being able to read and being kind Math How to problem solve Read Life skills How to accept differences Working on SEL Making students feel welcome How to be respectful of all people ?

100 6047 True 1/10/2024 13:59 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Kindness  Show growth in their grade level academics Kindness
Show growth in their knowledge of appropriate 
academics for them Kindness Pursue a path toward growth for THEM  SEL

Caring our best for each student, especially those in 
crisis

We do SO MUCH, and yet we are always seeking 
more  I feel we do the BEST we can

Our nation, needs to revamp many high school 
requirements to help our children enter realistic jobs 
for their future   

Allowing student numbers to be too high in 
classrooms, especially elementary rooms. Numbers 
matter  

100 6163 True 1/10/2024 13:59 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Arts Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No

Having a foundational ability in reading, writing, and 
mathematics to continue the learning in middle school 
and beyond

Cultural competency and social-emotional learning to 
grow up working with others regardless of 
backgrounds or situations

Cultural competency and social-emotional learning as 
they navigate the most difficult phase of their 
development

How to "do school"- collaborative skills, goal setting 
and working in steps, beginning of meaningful 
homework  etc

How to think critically and express themselves 
effectively in order to engage civically after high 
school and adapt to changing circumstances in 
society and the world

Preparation for the "real world" through higher level 
thinking, reading, writing, speaking, problem solving, 
civic engagement  etc

Embrace and enhance DEI efforts, regardless of 
what the state might try to do or say

Best practices like SRG that do a better job 
communicating clear goals and helping students 
meet them

Move out of the 19th-century factory model; flexible 
locations and schedules  variety of course offerings

Increase available courses and focus more on 
usefulness for lifelong learning; for example, social 
science courses based in research and community 
activism rather than regurgitation of facts and the AP 
monopoly on accelerated learning

Not specifically, but please continue to hold firm on 
the essential elements of quality urban public 
education, no matter what the state government may 
try to do in the future

100 779 True 1/10/2024 14:04 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No Read Basic math Read Life skills with math Life skills function Community outreach coordinator SEL
Trusting teachers - shouldn't have to read out of a 
manual  let teachers be a little creative

Engaging them - EL curriculum and books can be 
very boring Using EL and IM 

100 301 True 1/10/2024 14:05 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 18-30 Parent Other Community East feeder pattern No Teach them about career exploration science and Math and Art Prepare for career future Networking Career path selected Networking Providing social assistance Identifying social needs More counseling and support for teachers

100 389 True 1/10/2024 14:12 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Non-binary / third gender White 30-45 Staff LGBTQ Community Other/Out of District No social emotional learning
reading and speaking; language & communication 
skills

how to learn, unlearn, and relearn for the rest of their 
life

reading and speaking; language & communication 
skills

How to research appropriately and discern 
information online How to prepare for the next stage of life

social emotional learning as part of every day 
curriculum

providing cutting-edge technology for use in their 
education

year-round school or alternative schedules to better 
meet needs of our communities move 6th grade to elementaries no

100 803 True 1/10/2024 14:20 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read at grade level Understand the place value of numbers
In my school, we are teaching teachers how to 
explicitly teach students to read  

We need to get back expecting students to master 
essential skills at each grade level. I feel we are in a 
place of just exposing them to many skills but never 
expect them to master essential skills to make them 
successful in the next grade. Teachers have a lot of 
pressure on them to push through the curriculum no 
matter if their students are understanding what they 
are learning  

My school is not giving students an intervention group 
in the area of math. The classroom teacher is 
expected to address all of the skill deficits of all 
student and reteach skills from the core math lessons 
in a 20-30 minute chunk of time  

100 1475 True 1/10/2024 14:20 42 4257 -83 1522 EN Female White 45-60 Parent DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read SEL Empathy Communication Skills Time Management Life Skills Inclusion Exposure to the Arts Metal Detectors at the schools Police presence at the schools

Be flexible with curriculum. If the teacher likes what 
they teach, they will be a happier more productive 
teacher for our students. Third grade teachers have a 
unit on frogs. Year after year…frogs. We need to 
retain our teachers  Let them be creative! 

100 257 True 1/10/2024 14:22 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District Yes
follow directions and treat each other with kindness 
and respect read at grade level

too much is expected of kindergarteners - they do not 
have enough time to learn to socialize with each 
other, play and rest ---- behaviors have spun out of 
control since we have been forced to "up the rigor" for 
5 year olds without allowing them to be children

Lack of consequences for severe behavior and lack 
of expecations of parents/families

EL - so much focus on note taking and reading TO 
students in upper elementary.   They need to be 
reading !   Just because it is free curriculum doesn't 
mean we should use it

100 208 True 1/10/2024 14:25 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Staff East feeder pattern No
Love to learn.  Not be over tested or over word-
worked

Use social skills to learn.  Social media, book groups, 
etc Social Emotional skills to stay on track with learning

find something they love to learn and are passionate 
about Retain the passion for learning to keep them in school Retain the use of social pathways to learning Food programs safety more recess and/or outside learning

utilizing the social aspect of learning, social media, 
book groups  etc too much word work



100 7782 True 1/10/2024 14:35 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Male White 30-45 Alumni Staff Other/Out of District No

The most important thing for students to be able to 
know and do in elementary school is read texts at 
grade level

The second most important thing for students to be 
able to know and do in elementary school is basic 
arithmetic

The most important thing for students to be able to 
know and do in middle school is read texts at grade 
level

The second most important thing for students to be 
able to know and do in middle school is recongnize 
and regulate their emotions

The most important thing for students to be able to 
know and do in high school is read texts at grade level

The second most important thing for students to be 
able to know and do in high school is demonstrate a 
basic understanding of life skills/personal finance

Keep providing students multiple pathways with which 
they can graduate

Provide more small group and one on one learning 
opportunities for students

In middle school, DMPS should stop moving students 
from one class to the next when they have failed to 
demonstrate proficiency in the previous course. 
Students often fall so far behind that they begin to feel 
that they can't catch up

100 80 True 1/10/2024 14:38 43 0382 -87 91 EN Male Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Student Parent Other Other/Out of District No
100 468 True 1/10/2024 14:43 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female Prefer not to say 45-60 Alumni Staff Other/Out of District No Reading Math Reading Math Reading Math

100 696 True 1/10/2024 14:50 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Other Staff Other/Out of District No
Regulate their emotions; a regulated nervous system 
provides an optimal brain state for learning

Read grade level passages fluently with 
comprehension Engage in problem-solving with applied problems Advocate for themselves Engage in problem-solving with applied problems Advocate for themselves Push to incorporate SEL into classrooms Providing high quality curriculum/interventions

Providing more time for special education teachers 
and general education teachers to collaborate to 
support students receiving special education services

Providing high quality materials for SEL instruction for 
all tiers of MTSS

Stop teaching to the test and start teaching to engage 
in problem-solving (more fidelity with product struggle 
implementation)

100 121 True 1/10/2024 14:51 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Male White <18 Student Staff Administrator Business Community North feeder pattern Yes Work Play Work Play Work Skip class School Grades Work Work Work
100 276 True 1/10/2024 14:56 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No Learn how to recognize and regulate emotions Read Exemplify kindness basic math skills Life skills communicate n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

100 2123 True 1/10/2024 15:00 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Hoover feeder pattern No
Respecting and recognizing all different kinds of 
backgrounds of families

Keep allowing access to community and 
developmental/educational resources for families and 
students outside school

100 609 True 1/10/2024 15:00 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female More than one 18-30 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Hoover feeder pattern No Write complete sentences  Do simple math problems Apply what they know to a new phenomenon Digital literacy 
Logical thinking skills, critical thinking skills, and 
problem solving skills  Digital Literacy Teaching writing and reading skills  

Meeting students where they are and setting high 
expectations for students  Offering more ELL and SPED supports  

100 280 True 1/10/2024 15:16 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 18-30 Parent Alumni Lincoln feeder pattern No Being healthy Enjoying school Cursive Home economics Child development Economics for a work place and how to do taxes Free lunches for all Being well organized Teaching kids cursive again Keep fixing the bullying issue across the board 

Stop teaching small children about transgender and 
just tell them to have an open mind and not judge 
people

100 460 True 1/10/2024 15:19 41 5515 -93 5804 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 18-30 Student Parent Other Other/Out of District No La lectura Inventores Seguridad Ser amables 

100 1194 True 1/10/2024 15:21 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Other None Lincoln feeder pattern No
Friendship, getting along with students of all 
backgrounds and cultures  Learning STEM and gaining a love for it  

Taking everything they learned in elementary school 
and building off that knowledge 

Learning about their bodies and the changes they will 
be experiencing in the coming years. If they can 
understand it, hopefully they can learn to deal with the 
emotions in a positive way 

Starting to find extracurricular activities that bring 
them joy

Beginning to think about what they want to do after 
graduation. Blue collar jobs are in high demand and is 
an excellent way to learn skill sets that will stay with 
them for a lifetime 

The councilors are amazing human beings and and 
are essential for the development of the students of 
all ages

The teachers are amazing at their jobs and are great 
communicators for any issues that my children may 
be having 

Keeping students safe before and after school. 
Directing traffic during pickup and drop off is essential 
for keeping the line of vehicles moving as well as 
keeping students that walk to school safe

Hire resource officers to be at every school. In the 
world we live in, mass shootings are a scary and very 
real situation that previous generations didn’t have to 
deal with. Student safety should be a priority at all 
stages of life 

Keeping children from reading books that may not be 
PC. These fragile minds should be allowed to read 
ANY book they want! At least they are reading books 
and not online doing god knows what 

100 256 True 1/10/2024 15:23 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White >60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Math Read Math Read Math Supporting Public Schools Making sure ALL students have hot meals Security in the building Behavior issues No

100 816 True 1/10/2024 15:24 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff
Career and Technical Education 
Partner DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No

Students in elementary should be able to read within 
one grade level and students should know their 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division facts 
to 20  

Students in elementary school should be able to 
demonstrate school appropriate behaviors.  Their 
words or actions should not hinder their learning or 
the learning of their peers  

Academically:  students need to be able to read within 
one grade level.  In mathematics, students needs to 
be able to solve algebraic equations with one and two 
variables  

Students should be able to regulate their words, 
actions, and emotions.  Their words/actions should 
not hinder their learning or the learning of their peers  

Academically: ELA - students should be able to read 
within one grade level and be able to analyze text.  
MATH - Students should be able to solve various 
types of mathematics problems to be career ready 
and life ready   

OTHER - students should learn how to complete their 
taxes  job applications  and basic life skills  

KEEP providing more foreign language choices for 
students starting at the middle school level

KEEP the current phone policy "No phones" allowed 
during the school day 

we are not offering enough of "life skills" instruction for 
students 

100 606 True 1/10/2024 15:40 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female More than one 30-45 Staff

Business Community,Arts Community,LGBTQ 
Community,Parks and Recreation 
Department,Refugee Community,College/University 
Partner,Career and Technical Education Partner,Des 
Moines Area Regional Transit (DART),Des Moines 
Housing Authority DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No Learn to love and apply reading skills

reflect on social and community (local and global) 
awareness 

Engage and respond to literature, discussion, media, 
presentations  etc Social - community aware 

Engage, listen to opinions, form opinions, take 
initiative to influence positive change Create and build Free school lunches IM Math

More funding for staff to influence and build inclusive 
and positive communities within schools More staff for instructional/ behavioral support EL curriculum for elementary

100 2743 True 1/10/2024 15:47 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff
Parks and Recreation Department,Faith 
Community College/University Partner Other/Out of District No

Know how to problem solve situations and get along 
as a community member  Know that they are safe and able to learn  

Know how to problem solve situations and get along 
as a community member  Know that they are safe and able to learn  

Know how to problem solve situations and get along 
as a contributing community member  Know that they are safe and able to learn  Keeping class sizes down  Preschool

I think we should be more supportive of kids with 
mental health concerns and if the parents won't 
address the issues we should be able to still get help 
for the child  Bring back reading recovery  

We should stop using EL for reading it is a horrible 
curriculum, especially in the lower levels. The 
teachers spend hours and hours redoing the 
materials to make it worthwhile. We have 
knowledgeable master teachers that know the 
curriculum is horrible. The most knowledgeable 
teachers in the area of curriculum should be the ones 
picking the materials based on research. Both upper 
and lower elementary do not have to have the same 
program either. There are different needs and we 
need to look at the best curriculum to serve those 
needs.  Then to have groups of people coming into 
the room to evaluate the teachers that have never 
been classroom teachers or ever taught a reading 
lesson! What is the point? Wasted time and 
resources and not helpful at all. It adds stress and 
really nothing comes of it. They talk openly in 
common areas about how the lesson went and point 
out everything the teacher did wrong. They only see 
about 10 minutes of the lesson, tell me how can you 
determine in 10 minutes if their 45 min lesson was 
good and contained all the box items to check off? No 
positive outcome    

100 1100 True 1/10/2024 15:48 41 6021 -93 6124 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 18-30 Parent Faith Community East feeder pattern Yes

No educar a los menores de edad con ideologías 
políticas, de género Como si fueran dictaduras. Dejar 
a los niños ser niños. Promoviendo moralidad y 
valores  ayuda al progimo y seguridad 

Que pueden ser ellos mismos sin imposición 
ideológica 

Que reforzaron la seguridad con una cerca para toda 
la escuela y las cámaras de vigilancia 

Mejor comunidad y comunicación con los padres de 
los estudiantes 

Si dejar fuera la política que está forzando ya sea un 
extremo de comunidad lgbt y pronombres de género 
y sexualizacion en menores de edad. enseñar la 
función anatómica está bien pero más allá de eso 
NO  Y cualquier extremó política del momento  

100 381 True 1/10/2024 15:54 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White <18 Student Roosevelt feeder pattern No have a chance to be creative play be creative choice of what we learn and how we learn honestly drivers education creativity  communication and problem solving drivers ed athletics and ways to get students involved 
100 83 True 1/10/2024 16:12 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Male White 45-60 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No

100 4120 True 1/10/2024 16:15 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Business Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Behave appropriately Respect themselves and others Pass basic academics
Plan for their future. Whether it’s college, job, trade 
school  etc Pass basic academics

Providing opportunities at Central Academy and 
Campus

Providing activities for students-athletics, music, 
theater  clubs  etc Return to standardized grading  not SRG Allowing behavioral issues to disrupt student learning  

100 557 True 1/10/2024 16:23 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Community Member LGBTQ Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Literacy elements- reading  writing  and talking Basic math computation and concepts Real world application of learned basic skills Communication skills
Career readiness/how to succeed in the real 
world/basic social skills and norms

Individualized interests (arts, stem, communication, 
business  etc)

Providing a safe place for students who do not have 
that at home Alternative schools for students with behavior issues 

Holding students accountable with consequences for 
their actions EL and IM curriculums

100 792 True 1/10/2024 16:31 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Prefer not to say >60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Socially and emotionally functional. Exhibit basic 
respect and learner behaviors

Basic common core standards.: read at grade level, 
write a coherent 5 paragraph essay, all 4 operations 
in math  

Socially and emotionally competent. Exhibit respect 
and basic learner behaviors

Common core standards, reading, math and writing 
at grade level  

Demonstrate basic respect and tolerance, use 
learner behaviors

Common core academic standards including history 
and science, plus community awareness and 
involvement  Basic financial literacy Inclusive  emotionally safe environments

Support students socially and emotionally, and teach 
learner behaviors

Support more planning time for teachers. Don’t fill up 
all PD with meetings  This will filter down to students

Better nutrition for breakfast in the classroom. Some 
is nutritious  but SO much junk food  

Stop evaluating students according to one test score. 
Children are more than a test score

100 1467 True 1/10/2024 16:33 41 263 -95 9623 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No Read and write Basic math
Adult responsibilities (handling finances, taxes, credit 
scores  applying for jobs  etc ) Tolerance and empathy

Jefferson used the first 3 days of school to evaluate 
incoming kindergartners instead of just assigning 
them to a teacher No homework

100 705 True 1/10/2024 16:37 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White >60 Community Member Other East feeder pattern No Read for critical thinking  
Use critical thinking in determining information in all 
academic subject areas  

Use critical thinking skills to make decisions on their 
own without others feeding false information to them   

Use multiple academic skills to reinforce learning in 
all content areas  

Use critical thinking skills to make decisions regarding 
future occupations and decisions regarding lifestyles  

Give chance for college as well as skilled training. Do 
not lock students into skilled training only  

Keep protecting from gun violence in DMPS 
schools/events  Giving students freedom of/from religion being forced  STOP BANNING BOOKS!!! Return banned books to libraries!!

Stop letting far-right Christian Nationalists control our 
public schools!!

100 173 True 1/10/2024 16:40 41 6086 -93 7464 EN Female White 45-60 Parent East feeder pattern Read Math

Not taking into consideration all their needs  our 
school is losing our Community Coordinator because 
of its size and lack of funding that’s ridiculous!

Metro Kids used to be offered at our school and now it 
is only offered at some

100 589 True 1/10/2024 16:50 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Business Community Faith Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Healthy Emotional Regulation Read Healthy Emotional Regulation Time Management Healthy Emotional Regulation Proper Social Skills Having Cowles Montessori Having Ruby Van Meter School Teaching students how to read properly

Use reputable, peer reviewed, and well-studied 
curriculum. Not open source. You make enough 
money. Maybe you should use it to better the 
students’ education rather than the district’s stadium

Stop moving teachers around into positions they don’t 
want to be in. Stop over-populating SLC rooms. 
Unhappy and overworked teachers lead to unenriched 
and underserved students

100 420 True 1/10/2024 16:58 41 2315 -96 0519 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff East feeder pattern No Read Socialize Communicate respectfully Support themselves after graduation Feeding all students breakfast and lunch Keeping students safe
Parent groups at all schools to build community within 
the school

Just focusing on math and reading. Incorporate 
science and social studies more into the curriculum  

100 539 True 1/10/2024 16:58 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other East feeder pattern No Learning Learning to read All curricular classes Reading writing in curtisive Learn enough to go to college or get a good job Having a diploma Need to help troubled students better Letting parents know how kids are doing 

100 571 True 1/10/2024 17:00 41 4868 -93 6538 EN Female More than one >60 Staff Lincoln feeder pattern No

A safe environment, from other children. Not be 
subjected to behavior that is above and beyond, 
physical, verbal, lashing at teachers. Be able to learn 
without constant Interruption

Class sizes that they can thrive in. They deserve a 
teacher that isn't so overwhelmed by class size and 
behaviors that they can't teach l

Same as elementary but even more so. The violence 
in some middle schools is beyond ridiculous. Main 
example Brody

Have opportunities to select their learning path. Make 
sure all are being taught. Not just a mindless 
curriculum programs

Programs that engage the student. Alternative space 
for behaviors

There are so many amazing teachers, but they are 
leaving. They are not respected. Some schools have 
amazing staff z

Showing respect to staff. Staff being backed by 
administration  

Letting behaviors be out of control with no 
consequences  

100 165 True 1/10/2024 17:28 41 6244 -93 6694 EN

100 954 True 1/10/2024 17:31 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Non-binary / third gender White <18 Student LGBTQ Community Faith Community Other/Out of District No Read Do basic math at least up to long division
Analyze literature and be able to transfer those skills 
to non-fiction pieces such as news articles Use the scientific method to develop and test ideas

Use their literary analysis and rhetorical analysis skills 
to identify bias and fake news Identify how US history has shaped the US today Teach science to high schoolers Offering reassessments

Teach them how to differentiate between biased and 
scientific sources in an age where fake news and 
rejection of science is the norm

Offer more classes, particularly required one likes 
government and economies, as an independent study 
so that students can take more classes if they wish

Recommending students who don’t intend to major in 
math or science take math and science all four years 
of high school  even if they don’t want to

100 402 True 1/10/2024 17:33 41 8986 -87 738 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x <18 Student Community Member Other North feeder pattern No
Socialize: They need to know how to love and how to 
be kind and be a good community member Do basic math  reading  writing Be prepared Being kind and polite Be prepared for College and life after high school Be stable Providing good goals and opportunities Good Staff

Providing Safety such as Police officers and Metal 
detectors  I do not feel safe at my school Providing at time reports Forcing student contact

100 420 True 1/10/2024 17:36 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female Prefer not to say 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No reading Reading  social/life skills to be in school Academics  social skills (SEL) Reading Social Skills nothing they need to improve in all areas Accommodations being implemented treating all students as equals
making assumptions, jugding students based on 
previous school year

100 63 True 1/10/2024 17:50 41 2041 -95 9644 EN Female White 45-60 East feeder pattern No

100 984 True 1/10/2024 17:55 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No Learning to read Math English/writing Math English/writing Math
Offering classes at various skill levels to meet the 
needs of all students

Offering a wide variety of electives to meet the 
interests of many students

Letting students pick their schedules like college 
students.  Meaning those with most credits get to 
choose class and class times first

Standard reference grading is ok at an elementary 
level, but not in jr high and high schools.  No 
universities grade like this and students don't know 
what to expect from grading in college

100 256 True 1/10/2024 17:55 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other North feeder pattern No Communicate learn to work well with others Reading and writing Problem solving Finding themselves Being prepaired for the real world How to live alone Strict pick up and drop offs so our children our safe Allowing them to be who they are Teaching different languages 
Including specials needs in class along with everyone 
else 

100 167 True 1/10/2024 18:08 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Staff Other DMPS staff Hoover feeder pattern No Reading  math and writing 

100 745 True 1/10/2024 18:10 41 675 -93 7016 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Staff Community Member Arts Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No Reading critically Math Read more complex texts Be good citizens Write clearly Have a plan for after high school Celebrating diversity Strong lower level elementary program
Have more options at the middle school and high 
school level at the home school for electives

Strong planning system in place for students at the 
middle school and high school level - such as middle 
school drama continues to high school drama; it is 
the only way for us to build strong programs (not just 
clubs!) You need to focus on how to keep students 
and families by providing strong programs beyond 
core classes

SRG grading - it doesn't make sense to parents or 
students. Students struggle to understand how one 
assignment/one target can lower their grade from an 
A to B and with no way to recover it again. We are 
using the traditional letter grades to communicate 
new grading viewpoint and it is causing conflicts

100 653 True 1/10/2024 18:18 41 5486 -93 6583 EN Female Black/African American >60 Parent Faith Community East feeder pattern No To be able to read Second language Knowing how to prepare for their career Preparing for college Knowing how to survive in the world Having patience and goals Keeping an eye on the curriculum 
I don't think it's ok for young kids to be taught alternate 
lifestyles 

100 541 True 1/10/2024 18:37 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Arts Community LGBTQ Community East feeder pattern No
Self regulation and building relationships with peers 
and family Basic reading and comprehension 

Social media and how it impacts their lives 
community skills understanding cultures that aren’t 
their own 

Learning self awareness and understanding how to 
deal with complex emotions 

Teaching them about their future needs ex taxes, jobs 
 references 

Showing students how to be excepting of other 
cultures and languages  There should be no barriers 

Making sure students have opportunities in the 
schedule to talk with counselors Providing access to all students with accommodation 

Having guest speakers or community members to 
talk about their life experiences Teaching students languages at a younger level 

Not being strict enough with students. People are very 
sensitive about things now a days but some students 
need some kind of discipline to grow 

100 251720 True 1/10/2024 18:38 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 30-45 Staff

Write! If a student can write a student can feel more 
confident entering sixth grade. This is a hard skill that 
requires time to teach it, time to model it and time to 
practice it. is the all encompassing  skill that will 
directly determine your success. Teachers need time 
to teach students how to write Work with others and problem solving

Write emails to teachers. Write papers to certain 
audiences with an opinion that is respectful and 
thoughtfully cultivated  

Work with others, problem solve and be encouraged 
to identify their own strengths and others strengths

Work with others, problem solve and be encouraged 
to identify their own strengths and the strengths of 
others

Their writing should be refined, and they should be 
taught time management and use a writing center 
(like they have in college) to help them refine their 
writing skills   

Providing diverse and engaging curriculum for 
teachers to use

Giving teachers opportunities to add what our 
students need and keeping it aligned with what 
curriculum is asking of us  

I am new to the district, but I think there should be 
ways high schoolers can show elementary students 
how they are using writing. Writing is fun and exciting 
and needs to be celebrated I am not sure

I think Des Moines Public schools should have an 
exceptional program on how to be a leader. You can 
fake a lot of skills but you can't fake leadership, 
charisma  kindness  empathy and compassion  

100 486 True 1/10/2024 18:43 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No
Read at Grade Level and write using complete 
sentences Know their basic facts We are exposing them to grade level content We are using diverse texts

We need to give students more opportunities to make 
growth at their instructional level  

We need to teach to the standards as opposed to 
blindly following the curriculum

We should stop catering to students with behavior 
problems

100 533 True 1/10/2024 19:14 41 2616 -95 9355 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Parent Other/Out of District No Social skills - be kind to others
Emotional skills - recognize their emotions and 
hownto cope

Emotional skills - know how and be comfortable to 
ask for help Social skills - be kind to others Advocate for themselves Advocate for others Offering central campus and academy Homeschool assistance program Be unique in the way education is presented Consistent communication 

Only communicating regarding negative news or 
behavior

100 1568 True 1/10/2024 19:17 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Community Member College/University Partner North feeder pattern No Being proficient in reading Proficient in math Mental health services
Variety of classes to explore what they are interested 
in Have a path for college and career options Have finacial literacy classes Central Campus options Strong with promoting diversity

Have more options available for the dual enrollment 
classes through DMACC Stronger relationships with counselors

Stop using the current high school math curriculum & 
develop a different one

100 974 True 1/10/2024 19:19 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Staff Other East feeder pattern No Responsible Respectful N/A N/A N/A N/A The safe space when students needs to calm down
Try to separate students with especial needs from the 
other

Preschooler/kindergarten with especial needs should 
separate from the other students Built a building for special needs kids and equipped 

I think school Principal should be elected every 3-4 
years

100 527 True 1/10/2024 19:24 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White >60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Get along with others  respect other people Read/write Math Reading Reading/writing History Showing care Treating students with respect Helping parents to help their children
Smaller groups for special education, rosters are too 
big and not manageable 

Letting students at the elementary level be 
disrespectful to teachers, roam the halls, and refuse 
to do work with no consequences  

100 732 True 1/10/2024 19:30 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Female White 18-30 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No
How to read, write, do basic math, and perform basic 
technology skills  What it means to exude good character  

Critical thinking and problem solving skills as well as 
strong executive functioning   

Community - what it means, how it’s impacted, and 
how to help it flourish 

How to be a productive member of society, 
regardless of post secondary pathway  Personal identity

The availability and variability of activities - clubs and 
sports as well as student leadership opportunities is 
extensive  Providing accessibility (1:1 technology) 

School counseling mindsets and behaviors need to 
be imbedded into classroom curriculum. There is no 
tier 1 for most of these beyond elementary school  Strongly supported tiered supports  

100 162 True 1/10/2024 19:38 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female Prefer not to say <18 Student Roosevelt feeder pattern spell their name  learn the alphabet  and numbers  

100 567 True 1/10/2024 19:44 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Learn a second language Have access to ALL books  Social skills development How social media negatively impacts their psyche 
Preparation for work environment. Learn about taxes, 
and how to navigate life  

Respect for all races, genders. Tolerance for all living 
beings  Nothing Do better all around 

Provide free foods. We have too much poverty and 
need to feed our kids  Ban guns  be empathetic towards everyone 

Pay teachers and increase quality. We have teachers 
that don't even speak proper English  

100 571 True 1/10/2024 20:01 41 5486 -93 6583 ES Female Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Refugee Community East feeder pattern No Leer y escribir Respeto hacia los demas Planear que sera de su futuro  Tener claro  que carrera estudiaran   Atentos con ellos     Todo bien asta ahora
Podrua ser poner mas seguridad en la entrada y 
salida

100 1143 True 1/10/2024 20:03 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female Asian 30-45 Parent Refugee Community Other/Out of District No Writing  reading  listening English Mathematically Activ Playing Knowledge Be smart Care for the children After school program More programs Second learning for the students are behind LGBQ 

100 552 True 1/10/2024 20:03 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Female Black/African American <18 Student Other East feeder pattern No proper historical information appropriate for their age consent regarding both genders and teachers etc etc taxes budgeting adulting things life skills ( sewing cooking laundry) taxes college planning the many options of clubs for anyone options for course planning changing the food portions taxes and budgeting the small food portions 

100 319 True 1/10/2024 20:09 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern
That they can attend school without fear for their 
physical safety

That they can attend school without fear for their 
physical safety

That they can attend school without fear for their 
physical safety Creating a sense of community and belonging

Utilizing so much screen time in elementary school. 
Make sure to keep within pediatrician 
recommendations by age - less than 2 hours!

100 353 True 1/10/2024 20:17 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female White 30-45 Alumni Staff Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Problem Solving with Operations Write Make connections of real world concepts Prioritize Hard Work Connect and apply school learning to real world plans Access to education (food  transportation  teachers) SEL curriculum
Extra curriculars across all ages (within school day 
would be ideal for access) Middle School and High School internship opportunties 

Stop prioritizing standards based instruction in which 
has shown over the last 10 years to create gaps, 
whereas if we were able to moreso teach to the child, 
we would begin to close gaps instead

100 469 True 1/10/2024 20:20 41 675 -93 7016 EN Female Black/African American 30-45 Staff Community Member LGBTQ Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Learn in a safe positive environment 
Feel comfortable enough to express concerns to a 
trusted adult Learn in a safe environment 

Feel comfortable enough to express concerns to a 
trusted adult learn in a safe environment 

Feel comfortable enough to express concerns to a 
trusted adult Free and reduced lunch Hiring and retaining good teachers and staff

Having enough qualified staff to keep the building safe 
and secured at all times

Reduces the miles students live from the school. 
Those miles are far too long for students to walk in 
winter conditions

Stop advancing students who haven’t passed a class 
in years. They are so far behind and letting them 
move on with no credits isn’t helping them at all

100 1291 True 1/10/2024 20:21 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Business Community Other/Out of District Yes Critical thinking and sensing danger
Outside of normal academics,  social skills is 
important

Life skills, things that people need to know to survive! 
Example: changing a tire  learning to grow food etc More life skills  introduce kids to Entrepreneurship

Again, life skills. I never in my life had to use 
geometry, or use my knowledge about kings and 
queens from hundreds of years ago. I wish schools 
would finally teach kids about life skills! Change oil, 
tire  taxes etc! 

Critical thinking, fast and EFFICIENT way to solve 
problems. That means getting rid of common core 
math. Employers are looking for efficiency, not 
complicated common core BS. It is the fact and 
sometimes truth hurts  Keeping parents involved  

Again keeping parents involved in everything. No 
secret agendas Possibly installing metal detectors  More security 

You guys really need to start taking bullying more 
seriously and stop brushing it under the rug  

Please keep politics away from kids either side, and 
concentrate on academics. Your liberal and/or 
conservative agendas are not appreciated  

100 257 True 1/10/2024 20:21 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Have access to diverse viewpoints in learning Learn Spanish 
Take the clerk necessary to prepare them for high 
school coursework How to study Continue to learn how to study Learn how to ask for help and further clarification I feel that my students are safe Offering a variety of courses Make it easier to understand the grading process Helping students know how to study 

100 614 True 1/10/2024 20:25 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Problem solve both academically as well as socially Basic math and reading skills Begin analytical thinking Writing both creative as well as academic Be college/trade school ready  Learn study skills Determine goals for post highschool
Working to make sure our curriculum is culturally 
proficient Teaching reading with research based curriculum Improve SEL making this priority Project based learning utilizing student interests

Kindergarten needs to return to including play based 
learning

100 798 True 1/10/2024 20:56 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 18-30 Parent Faith Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No
Reading, writing, math, social skills, and respect 
others How to deal with differences 

Reading, writing, math, respect for one another and 
drove to do better

Getting ready for high school, college, open to 
different opinions/cultures/ history that makes today 
what it is 

Economics/world studies, respect for others along 
with reading  writing  math Critical thinking  different pov and how to deal with it 

At king the drive up is very welcoming and everyone 
makes me feel my child is in good hands Providing help for families  very community oriented 

I personally don’t think the schools need to teach 
about transgender and lgbtq things. I feel it’s a 
conversation for parents at home to have with their 
kids  

I think there needs to be homework even if it’s just 
light homework 

Above I mentioned I believe lgbtq and things along 
those lines should be conversations between parents 
and children not in schooll

100 64 True 1/10/2024 20:58 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern No

100 611 True 1/10/2024 21:14 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Community Member Business Community Arts Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Treat others with respect and kindness Be curious/an active learner/self motivation They need to know how to learn! Set personal goals Who they are and what they bring to the world Academic proficiency to facilitate chosen career path

I am impressed with the diversity of Perkins' student 
body. Keep encouraging and supporting refugee and 
immigrant families Free lunches for all students Sufficient transportation

Effectively connect communities and families to 
resources  opportunities  and information

Stop playing so many videos during class time. Many 
students get more than enough screen time at home. 
There are other  more effective teaching methods

100 140 True 1/10/2024 21:32 38 9949 -94 3652 EN Female Asian 18-30 Parent Career and Technical Education Partner Other/Out of District Their safety 

100 1170 True 1/10/2024 21:36 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White >60 Staff Other North feeder pattern Read know the sounds of letters phonicsfee Be comfortable and included and supported
Along with subject matter. Especially reading and 
writing opinion papers Respect teachers and one another 

Participating in discussions. Composing report and 
opinion papers tes

Respect for one another . Kindness. Empathy and 
how to ask for help

It is hard to say. I hv been a special Ed associate for 
over three years in an elementary school . Now am a 
classroom associate at a middle school.‘each 
classroom needs a classroom associate . Class 
sizes are too big

We need to hv more respect for associates. Over 20 
openings.!yet the emails we receive instruct us on 
how to use comp time. No appreciation! There is no 
way so would stay as an associate if I did not love the 
students  Not crazy about the attitude of administration

Stress kindness and be consistent in discipline and 
support major Respecting all employees

100 1414 True 1/10/2024 21:39 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Faith Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Social skills Read Social skills Read Critical thinking skills Trades education (plumbing  electric  etc) Pretty much everything ar Central Campus Make sure all kids have a safe way to get to school

Give teachers some more latitude in teaching the 
lessons, so creative teachers can really thrive rather 
than feeling so restricted

Stop the second semester shuffle of teachers/class 
periods for middle school and high school students.  
Students shouldn't have to get a whole new schedule, 
new teachers included, when nothing even changed 
in their class schedule from one semester to the next.  
 Continuity is good for our kids

100 245 True 1/11/2024 0:01 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read well Do Math well Write well Do Math Well Write Well Think Crtically
You can’t do anything well b/c the State is destroying 
you Same

You don’t have the privilege is thinking that way at this 
time Same You are doing your best given virtually no support

100 95 True 1/11/2024 0:04 41 212 -96 1101 EN
I listed Reading, Writing and Math.  Social 
Studies/Civics are also vital

100 905 True 1/11/2024 0:27 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Female White 18-30 Parent Alumni Community Member Other Lincoln feeder pattern No

Have more time to get rid of pent up energy from 
sitting in one spot and focusing for such a long period 
of time

How to tie there own shoes, how to tell time on a non-
digital clock,how to read and write. How to 
communicate better with one another on a face to 
face (in-person) level Read and Write Cursive  

That we learn history weather it be ugly or beautiful so 
we don't repeate the same mistakes  

How to balance a check book, How to file taxes and 
understand paystubs. Learn how to invest money, 
learn how to understand your 401k plan, how to buy a 
house, how important your credit score is and how to 
build it. How to run and use a stove, how to sew a rip 
in a pair of jeans. Real life skills they can use in real 
life  Real life skills  Free Meals

Sports and extra curricular activities, after school 
programs  

I think DMPS should Work with DMPD and our local 
veterans on interviewing, screening,hiring and then 
placing a retired and/or discharged Veteran on guard 
at our schools for our children's SAFETY  Not at the moment  

100 125 True 1/11/2024 5:59 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Arts Community Other/Out of District No Read Appropriate Social Skills College Readiness

100 584 True 1/11/2024 6:17 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other district Lincoln feeder pattern No
be able to read on grade level and be able to perform 
math problems with accuracy and confidence be inquisitive about the world around them 

know that there are so many options for them and 
know what it takes to be apart of those opportunities

know how important reading and critical thinking is for 
our society

know the connection between what they do in high 
school and being a valued member in our society

know the resources available to them for success in 
society

100 583 True 1/11/2024 6:34 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Lincoln feeder pattern Feel Safe Learn Feel Safe
They can count on teachers to help them if they’re 
struggling on a subject They always have someone that will listen to them

They have teachers who would go the extra mile to 
help the kids who are struggling to pass. Ask them 
separately from a group to see if they’d like additional 
help on a subject  to help them with their future Unsure Unsure

RSOs - middle schools and high schools need that 
feeling of safety

When we have a snow day or weather day, teachers 
should be able to provide work for the kids to do at 
home on their laptops to help prevent having to add 
extra days at the end of the school year  

Stop the no child left behind & give the kids that are 
struggling a different environment to learn, they might 
need a more 1/1 learning to feel safe and connected 
with adults

100 383 True 1/11/2024 6:47 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Hoover feeder pattern No Read Regulate their emotions x x x x Professional Development for staff Instructional Coaching

Looking at how money is spent.  Classrooms are not 
funded well but there is a huge number of staff in 
leadership roles. Our systems of functioning need to 
be re-examined.  There are 5 leaders doing multiple 
walkthroughs in classroom that have no money for 
curriculum or associates  EL Services for a greater number of students Stop using the EL curriculum  

100 168 True 1/11/2024 6:49 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No Math  reading  and writing Social skills Social Skills Math  reading  and writing Social Skills Academics

100 322 True 1/11/2024 6:58 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Faith Community Other/Out of District No Read fluently
Compute necessary math skills for basic adult 
survival (money  time  add  subtract) Read to learn  read fluently Write to show understanding and meaning Read higher level material and gain knowledge from it

Basic algebra and geometry to again be able to 
function as an adult independently Teaching Social Emotional health and well-being Teaching writing

Develop more Science of Reading training for 
teachers Providing sports programs to younger students 

100 1010 True 1/11/2024 7:01 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White >60 Parent Community Member Business Community Faith Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Read Write Basic Math Write Advanced English & writing Common sense mathematics Communication to the respective community Providing real world experiences for students 
Holding students accountable for their behavior & 
academics especially at the middle school level No consistent cell phone policy disruptive to learning Stop constantly moving away from core values 

100 1435 True 1/11/2024 7:10 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other none Other/Out of District No have grade level academic skills Have age appropriate social emotional skills Have grade level academic skills Have age appropriate social emotional skills Have grade level academic skills Have the skills to be employable literacy instruction Continue to focus on social emotional learning MTSS is missing in many buildings
more engagement in extracurricular activities for all 
students 

Look at our professional learning staff (PLFs) and see 
if that department is truly helping our students   

100 226 True 1/11/2024 7:15 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 18-30 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District
Learn how to read basic sentences, write basic 
sentences  and do basic math

Have a brief understanding of science and history, as 
well as be fluent with conducting themselves with 
others  

Middle school students need to learn to write essays, 
do research, find answers to questions they don't 
know  and problem solve independently

Social emotional- they need empathy, respect, better 
peer relationships 

Research using only credible sites, source out new 
information to solve new problems

They should have a solid foundation of what it means 
to be an adult and conduct themselves independently Curriculum is consistent amongst all schools Breaks Tutoring Create alternative assessments 

Pushing students to high school who refuse to do all 
work/refuse to show up to middle school (I teach 8th 
grade and some will refuse to do any work and I worry 
for their educational future)

100 588646 True 1/11/2024 7:33 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Its very clear the administrators care about the kids 
and want our kids to be in the best possible learning 
environment  

We need to continue to value teachers and the 
teacher/parent relationship

My child is Black she has one teacher of colors in her 
entire elementary school.  There are no mentorship 
programs and very very little community involvement.  
Our principle will say we are fully staffed but fully 
staffed doesn't equal necessary staff and we are 
clearly understaffed.  We need mentorship programs 
in school and community involvement particularly 
centered around getting people of color in our 
schools.  We had a great SAC committee then our 
staffer because of funding went to another school.  I 
asked the principal and vice p many times when can 
we start this again and the answer was there is no 
capacity but the truth is there is no interest.  We were 
having hard conversations about why the SEL test 
scores were lower for kids of color I expressed that 
our kids at least need to see more adults who look 
like them and the answer from the VP was we can 
put together a mentorship program with Roosevelt for 
at risk kids. REALLY? IMAGINE. She was surprised 
when I said this isn't JUST about at-risk kids.  You 
need to understand this is the lens of the teacher and 
administrators in many instances.  We had real 
momentum to start getting parents to help make 
changes and poof GONE.  Next, there's no volunteer 
program for the schools I started working with the 
PTA to get to volunteer in the schools - some 
teachers want help.  I help once a week.  I don't see 
another parent there or really have heard of other 
parents who have went through the process, signed 
up  background checks and no one gets a call   I can't 

Parent involvement and community involvement in 
our schools is extremely low.  There doesn't seem to 
be capacity at the admin or teaching level to deal with 
all the issues and the admin either doesn't embrace 
or doesn' t have time to establish real 
community/parent involvement

100 324 True 1/11/2024 7:53 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No
Communication, collaboration, critical thinking, 
reading and math technology skills

knowledge of content areas reading, math etc., 
critical thinking  communication  technology skills explore clubs and sports

core content area knowledge in reading, math, 
science; critical thinking  communication technology focus on diversity and teaching core curriculum focus on student engagement

provide additional support and personnel for ALP 
students

use technology more; we are limited on what 
programs to use

100 533 True 1/11/2024 8:44 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No Reading   Reading   Reading Numeracy   Numeracy   Numeracy Reading   Reading   Reading   Numeracy   Numeracy

Reading.  Reading.  Reading.  There are so many 
functionally illiterate students who will somehow 
graduate from DMPS

We can talk for days about all the important skills we 
want, but without being a district for literacy, we will 
fail Providing SEL resources

Providing basic needs and partnering with local 
organizations to satisfy basic needs

A meaningful attendance policy.  Our chronic 
absenteeism is embarrassing and only exacerbated 
by our silly grading systems that discourage 
attendance and completion of process work because 
it "isn't assessed."  The process of learning is 
LEARNING   FULL STOP    

A teaming approach (in high schools) to ensure more 
staff have students in common to look for areas for 
growth and concern (remediation, advancement, 
social services  etc )

How much time do you have?  Retool our grading 
practices to encourage attendance and interaction.  
Permitting unfettered phone use.  We provide 
technology already.  Until the phones are eliminated 
via a DISTRICT policy (not individual building or 
classroom policies)  we will fail   

100 435 True 1/11/2024 9:05 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Staff Other Out of district Other/Out of District No
Students should be able to read, write, and compute 
numbers according to their grade level or beyond

Students should be able to accept all people and be 
kind to everyone   

Keep welcoming students into the building and make 
them feel safe and wanted Keep encouraging kids to do their best

We need to do a better job of holding parents 
accountable for getting their children to school on 
time

100 233 True 1/11/2024 9:19 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No
Basic reading and writing and math and self-control 
and anger management other topics manage behavior continue in academics continuous learning of all topics focus and use electronics correctly students are safe and comfortable in my classes encourage learning helping them regulate their cell phone use appreciate their education

allow student responsibility for self and not put it on 
other adults

100 752 True 1/11/2024 9:20 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Non-binary / third gender More than one 30-45 Parent Community Member LGBTQ Community Other Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes

They should be able to learn and thrive without the 
threat of bullying and gun violence, and within a 
framework of supportive services that meet the needs 
of neurodiverse students  

Have fun and be kids! School shouldn’t be about 
churning out the next workforce generation  Same as what is stated above  Same as what is stated above  Same as what is stated above  Same as what is stated above  Free breakfast and lunch programs 

Additional social supports (food pantries, clothing 
closets, admission to school activities for low-income 
kiddos) Addressing bullying across all grades More nature-based learning Nothing comes to mind at this time 

100 336796 True 1/11/2024 9:29 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female More than one 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Holding bullies accountable  

100 95 True 1/11/2024 9:34 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female Black/African American 18-30 Parent Alumni
Career and Technical Education Partner,Des Moines 
Housing Authority North feeder pattern No

100 297 True 1/11/2024 9:40 43 0382 -87 91 EN Female White <18 Student Arts Community LGBTQ Community Hoover feeder pattern Listening to others Use resources Time management Work ethic Responsibility
Being adult (taxes, paying bills, money management, 
how to find jobs etc ) Multiple opportunities Respect Im unsure Im unsure No

100 1078 True 1/11/2024 9:42 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No How to read Writing Socializing/communicating confidently Self advocacy knowing steps to take to reach their goals Assisting with mental health 
Unifying the curriculum so when students move in the 
district  they are taught the same lessons Incorporate spelling and science

100 479 True 1/11/2024 9:42 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female Asian 30-45 Parent Refugee Community East feeder pattern Environment Education 

100 346 True 1/11/2024 10:03 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Male Hispanic/Latino/a/x >60 Staff Other Other/Out of District Yes Reading and writing Math  Respect for others  Respect for others  Respect for others Attendance and learning basic life skills respect  courtesy  and consideration for others  Diversified learning subjects and topics  Diversity appreciation  
DISCIPLINE. CONSEQUENCES FOR BAD 
BEHAVIOR

PROTECTING STUDENTS AND STAFF FROM 
DANGEROUS PEOPLE Let up on the equity kick  Life is not equitable   

100 282 True 1/11/2024 10:14 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female 30-45 Staff East feeder pattern SEL (self-regulation and regulate emotions) Basic math skills SEL (cultural awareness  empathy and self-regulation) Applying knowledge in the real world Applying knowledge in the real world Second language More language classes (foreign and heritage)
Highlighting the diversity of the community, students, 
AND staff Scripted curriculum

100 230 True 1/11/2024 10:22 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No solve problems (academic and social) learn be accountable learn learn be accountable Smaller class size
More space students are expected to learn while 
practically sitting on top on each other incentives to admin for fewer suspensions

100 62 True 1/11/2024 10:24 36 8275 -76 0396 EN

100 543 True 1/11/2024 10:36 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Female Asian 30-45 Parent East feeder pattern No Safety Know to respect others that are special needs
Stand up when situation make them feel 
uncomfortable Understand that actions have consequences Understand the value of money

Understand that having a good education lead to 
better life goals Expanding opportunities for students to succeed Free support for those in need Teach students how to manage money

Teach students good habits to balance school with 
work Stop not having homework 



100 345 True 1/11/2024 10:37 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Hoover feeder pattern No Read instructions - basic life reading Articulate their needs     Communicate effectively accountable for actions Training on how to say what they need or do not need Manage personal finances importance of attenance providing counseling community service connections holding them and parents accountable for attenance Teaching them to read and communicate cutting jobs and paying poor wages
100 49 True 1/11/2024 10:40 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Staff Business Community College/University Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern No

100 115 True 1/11/2024 10:51 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Community Member

Business Community,Arts Community,LGBTQ 
Community,Parks and Recreation 
Department,College/University Partner,Career and 
Technical Education Partner,Des Moines Area 
Regional Transit (DART),Des Moines Housing 
Authority DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union East feeder pattern Yes

100 1760 True 1/11/2024 11:09 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Black/African American >60 Staff Faith Community College/University Partner East feeder pattern No Following directions Keep your hands to self ( self-body) no drugs or guns same as above same as above same as above same as above
Communcation with the public (information coming 
from DMPS) Food for students more support for behavior Pre-k need 2-year-old curriculum

100 1502 True 1/11/2024 11:10 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 45-60 Community Member Other Parent of Alumni Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read (on grade-level or above)
communicate - written and verbal to be academically 
and socially able  Building from elementary

be able to solve more complex problems (math and 
other  which seemingly may stem from math ability)

communicate - written and verbal to be academically 
and socially able. Building on middle school in order 
to be ready for whatever they choose as their next 
steps post-graduation

to have expanded on the reading and math abilities 
from K-8  

communicate - written and verbal to be academically 
and socially able being more inclusive  Keep doing it and getting better Talking about how they're doing vs  everyone else  

be a team. From classroom to highest admin offices 
to provide best education and opportunities for kids

complaining about how kids behave. Look at the 
world. Look at their role models. Stop complaining 
about the job of educating kids. Of course it's hard, 
but don't make them the problem  

100 832 True 1/11/2024 11:22 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Socialize and develop relationships Basic academic skills Treat others with kindness and respect Self-care  hygiene  life skills Critical thinking Time management Offering an option for Montessori-style learning
Helping ensure students' basic needs are met 
(nutrition  safety  etc )

100 78803 True 1/11/2024 11:28 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member
LGBTQ Community,Faith 
Community DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern

Reading - Phonics, Comprehension, Non-fiction and 
Fiction Novels Math - Add  Subtract  Fractions  Multiplication  Division 

Writing - Ability to write coherent paragraphs, 
including proper spelling, grammar, and sentence 
structure

Science - Be able to understand and process through 
scientific evidence vs  opinion based science

Reading - Ability to read and interpret signs, laws, 
factual websites from opinion websites  etc  Writing - Letters  Short stories  Research  etc  

Reading levels - My son is an excellent reader! He's 
doing great!

I didn't put it down as a base need, as it is more 
emotional, but the help teachers are giving to help our 
young people learn to regulate their emotions is 
phenomenal! My youngest is in Pre-K, and he 
struggled so much at the start. He can now express 
his emotions and pick alternative route, rather than 
trying to get attention through negative behavior. He's 
loving it  and he's learning! 

Accountability for their learning. I've heard rumblings 
about middle school not requiring passing scores to 
advance to the next grade level. I think that is counter 
productive, since they will be held accountable in the 
real world to complete tasks. We have to get that 
message across at an earlier age rather than later  

Allow for learning to be on and off the computer 
equally. While computers are great, not all future jobs 
will be 100% computer based. So, an equal amount 
of computer and other work should be allotted in 
every classroom. (Not a fan of what computers and 
screens have been proven to do to youth eye sight. - 
Increasing the likelihood of a becoming near sited if 
screen time is overly abundant )

Allowing students to play in sports if they are not 
passing classes. If they are not a student first, then 
how can we call them student athletes? I think it 
should be a district wide policy that if you are not 
passing classes, you are benched until you are 
passing (including practices)

100 477 True 1/11/2024 12:15 40 1788 -77 0047 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Community Member LGBTQ Community Other Contractor Other/Out of District
Foundational knowledge in reading, math, science, 
etc  Foundational knowledge of social emotional learning  

Intermediate knowledge in reading/literacy, math, 
science  etc

Intermediate knowledge and application of social 
emotional learning/skills

Adv. knowledge of core curriculum and transitioning 
into career prep

Advanced application of social emotional learning and 
skills (anger management  coping skills  etc )

DMPS provides a wide array of resources and 
exposes students to various areas in technical and 
career classes at central

Athletic and extracurricular activities to allow students 
to participate and have an outlet aside from 
academics

It appears as though academics across the district 
vary and the percentage of D/F grades is high. While 
unsure of how to help, I would like to see more 
strategies to keep student grades up other than failing 
first and doing flex, options, or other credit recovery 
after  

Incorporate skills and education regarding anger 
management/emotions/life skills that could help 
reduce the number of fights, violence or drop outs in 
our district

Unsure of how to help this area, but a lot of students 
enter the "transfer portal" of schools and either move 
out of district or move to more affluent areas of the 
district that are more successful - how do we make it 
equitable across schools?

100 337 True 1/11/2024 12:16 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Other I am a teacher Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read all types of material but especially actual books Write in complete sentences Self-advocate Synthesize information Analyze reading materials
Write paragraphs with topic sentences and essays 
with theses DMPS is supportive of all students DMPS attracts good teachers DMPS doesn't create a learning environment

DMPS needs to ask less of teachers and more of 
administrators

Stop using the current grading system--it hurts 
everyone

100 520 True 1/11/2024 12:23 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Alumni Lincoln feeder pattern No Read / write Math Grammar and spelling Learn and feel safe Learn and feel safw Be prepared for their future Central campus Be more innovative and keep kids safe Teaching alternatives to evolution 

Being worke. IE: Removjng cops from schools, 
pushing LGBTQIA’ agendas, telling students of a 
certain skin color they’re privileged or not based on 
the color of their skin

100 631 True 1/11/2024 12:29 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Male White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District No

They should also be able to learn how to handle their 
basic emotions and identify feelings to other 
peers/adults in order to be able to regulate 
themselves

Being able to read, write and complete math up to 
Multiplication  division and subtraction  and addition  

Learning how to develop relationships with peers and 
adults

 be able to understand themselves as they prepare to 
enter the adult world Preparing to be an adult and having a job Being able to manage stress of being an adult Not Sure Not Sure

Providing consistent SEL curriculum and 
understanding for all students and staff

Providing similar opportunities to students on the East 
side and South Side

Stop utilizing Reading Recovery to be used as an 
intervention

100 82 True 1/11/2024 12:36 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Lincoln feeder pattern No
100 248 True 1/11/2024 12:47 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Male Asian Student Other Lincoln feeder pattern Learning how to house Math Reading Math Pathways to success Job traning Get in time to class Focusing More focusing Do more learning Being on phones

100 21023 True 1/11/2024 13:17 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Administrator Other Other/Out of District No
Elementary students must learn how to work with 
others

Elementary students must learn how to communicate 
effectively

Middle school students should learn how to value 
diversity

Middle school students should understand their own 
thinking and learning and appreciate that each person 
is unique

High school students should understand the world 
and find their place in it

High school students should know how to effectively 
advocate for themselves and their learning

Our focus on equity is great. I am proud of our 
department's equity work!

Our district is hyper-focused on proficiency, not 
growth or productive struggle

Professional learning needs to be consistent across 
departments and focused on fewer things. We have 
to make sure everyone is trained in equitable 
classroom management, the curriculum, data 
literacy, and SRG before adding layers of other 
trends/initiatives

1) Please decrease the divide between the directors 
and non-directors. There is much frustration that the 
directors and executive cabinet are disengaged with 
the work happening in the schools, which is 
frustrating when they are making decisions that 
influence the rest of us. 2) Please increase the 
communication among all departments. This district 
has many silos, and few seem to know what others 
are doing  

100 690 True 1/11/2024 13:54 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Black/African American 45-60 Community Member Other North feeder pattern No Read Math Read Math Economics Government Free Lunch Parent contact Have Class room aid to help with the learning process Deter bullying Passing kids who are not ready 

100 1729 True 1/11/2024 13:57 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female More than one 45-60 Staff Career and Technical Education Partner Other/Out of District No Problem solve Read and write at grade level
Problem solve how to get the answers they will need 
to complete grade level work Feel safe Identify their interests for future career paths

Know how to network and be brave enough to get out 
of their comfort level to try new opportunities Identifying students with special needs

Providing free meals and sending home meals for 
hungry students

Allowing students more time to explore different 
career paths

Letting students pass to the next school grade without 
being at grade level for reading and writing

100 202 True 1/11/2024 14:06 41 8764 -87 6133 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Community Member Arts Community Faith Community North feeder pattern No Read on grade level Problem solve Work with peers correctly (communication) Study skills/note taking Multiple step problem solving Effectively communicate with peers and adults Hosting diverse learners Safe place for students Having high expectations for students Retaining qualified staff members SRG
100 165 True 1/11/2024 14:07 41 8764 -87 6133 EN Non-binary / third gender Hispanic/Latino/a/x <18 Student LGBTQ Community Hoover feeder pattern No

100 404 True 1/11/2024 14:09 41 5822 -93 6802 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Student Parent Other North feeder pattern Tener más respeto Entuciasmo 
El deporte y la preocupación de que estén bien en 
sus grades La seguridad Seguridad 

100 246 True 1/11/2024 14:12 41 0258 -93 7729 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other None Lincoln feeder pattern No Read/write Math skills Better history Lessons Speaking in front of groups Social skills/planning for the future
Foods/sewing/balance a checkbook or bank 
account/signature in cursive/job skills Central college Free lunches Poor skills for basic living after graduation Poor understanding of world and local history

Stop allowing kids to misbehave and not have REAL 
consequences 

100 979 True 1/11/2024 14:20 41 2581 -95 9325 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Parent
College/University Partner,Career and Technical 
Education Partner Des Moines Housing Authority Other/Out of District No

Deberian de tener una clase donde les enseñen lo 
que son los valores  respeto  aceptacion  tolerancia Prevencion de acoso  autoestima

Clase donde les enseñen respeto , calores , 
tolerancia  aceptacion Clases de prevencion  en acoso bulging y autoestima Enfoque en unas clases sin tanta tecnologia Clases de autoestima No lo se No lo se Menos tolerancia a las cosas y mas extrictos Reglas y respeto Tolerancia

100 710397 True 1/11/2024 14:26 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female Asian 18-30 Parent Business Community Other/Out of District No Safety Respect Respect Manner Humanity Culture 

100 404 True 1/11/2024 14:33 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female White 30-45 Parent North feeder pattern Learning to read  Critical thinking skills Reading to learn Critical thunking skills Critical thinking skills How to navigate after high school I love that there isn't a list of banned books  
I like the efforts for parent and community 
engagement

100 424 True 1/11/2024 14:43 44 9834 -93 2622 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern Yes Saber a donde acudir en una situacion de peligro Respetar a sus maestros Saber protegerse ante una situacion Respetar a sus maestros Tener participacion No involucrarse en situaciones peligrosas
Esta protegiendolos en la escuela ante alguna 
situacion externa

Estar avisando por medio de mensajes y redes 
sociales lo que sucede Un detector de metales Revisar a los alumnos No

100 613 True 1/11/2024 14:51 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Community Member Other Hoover feeder pattern No Reading
Know they are smart, important, no matter how fast 
or slow they learn Learn more about worldwide affairs/history Learn to love reading Learn about finances  bank  checkbook  savings Learn more about other cultures/ acceptance Have some BFL staff that care for them Having a good superintendent How to handle bullying Having higher standards (expectations for kids)

Stop sacrificing some kids for others behaviors (all 
kids are important)

100 284 True 1/11/2024 15:12 43 0382 -87 91 EN Male White >60 Staff East feeder pattern No
To learn in a safe environment that is free from any 
distraction  

100 99502 True 1/11/2024 15:15 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Social emotional learning. Regulating themselves and 
learning to work with others are building blocks for 
future learning Reading skills and being confident in their abilities 

Critical thinking skills. Being able to discern between 
what they hear and read as fact or fiction Writing skills to go on to High School 

Social emotional learning. Adulthood is a 
rollercoaster, having the skills to manage thr ride is 
invaluable 

Critical thinking skills. The world is full of dangerous 
misconceptions. It's crucial for our young people to 
see through them

100 858 True 1/11/2024 15:17 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Male Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern No Read Write Respect Math Money management How to protect credit Keeping parents informed Sports You are doing a good job

100 994 True 1/11/2024 15:26 41 2093 -96 0548 EN Female White 45-60 Community Member Business Community North feeder pattern No Math Write (eye-hand coordination) Read Fill out written applications (jobs start @ 14) Finances 
Run a small business (a household IS a small 
business) Believe students can do it - br successful 

No Bullying - employment does not allow hostile 
environments Bring back trades - home ownership repairs College is for Any age  life throws curved -- be ready  

Parenting.  No employer is going to do it either.. 
provide hugs when a shoulder is needed... thinking 
you are helping is meddling

100 97856 True 1/11/2024 15:38 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member LGBTQ Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Our students should be able to advocate for 
themselves.  They should know our system well 
enough to know who to talk to, who to ask questions 
to and how to go about getting the things they need

When my student leaves I want them to have solid 
organizational skills Advocate for themselves

Taking accountability for their actions (the good and 
the bad)

Taking accountability for their actions (the good and 
the bad) Advocating for themselves 

We have begun to do a better job with school identity - 
 students tend to feel more involved with the schools 
they go to and represent.  Identifying with your school 
community is important to success and growth

We are doing a better job of aligning our feeder 
schools.  My 5th grader at Perkins is excited to be a 
future Rough Rider - that is important to creating 
identity within the school communities  

We are not holding students accountable to their 
actions either via grades or attendance/behavior.  I 
firmly believe students should get multiple 
opportunities to show their learning but not unlimited 
and not if they aren't engaged in cycle 1 learning.  
They must be required to engage in the learning.  
They must attend class.  Our expectations for 
students have dropped.  We talk about high rigor and 
high expectations - being the model for urban 
education - but we do not prepare the majority of our 
students for their next steps   

It all goes back to accountability: grades, attendance, 
policy, protocols.  We do not hold our students to the 
high standards we say we do or we say we want to.  
We cannot become the model for urban education if 
we continue to make excuses for our students 
because of where they come from.  We don't nee to 
be harder on them - but we have hold them 
accountable and show them we care through that 
way.  They cannot stand in halls and saunter into 
class 5-10 mins late.  We as a system have to do 
better  

We need to stop focusing on the 3% of students who 
are not in schools to learn and we need to focus on 
the 97% of students who are in school to learn.  We 
have to understand that sometimes a comprehensive 
school isn't the best for some students and we 
should have accommodations for that and NOT keep 
changing practices to make it work for them

100 328 True 1/11/2024 15:41 41 6021 -93 6124 EN Female White >60 Alumni Staff Other/Out of District No Reading at grade level is #1 Problem solving skills Read at grade level Math Career or college ready Collaboration effectively on a team Keeping students #1 SEL education

Teaching students what it looks like sounds like and 
ffeels like to be successful at school - and it’s not just 
about getting good grades

Continue to provide reading and math interventions 
through high school

100 1047 True 1/11/2024 15:53 41 2093 -96 0548 EN Female White 18-30 Staff Other Other/Out of District No

An elementary student should be able to know how 
that behaving during school is and important thing in 
the future

An elementary student should be able to know how to 
listen to adults and staff, as well as be able to pay 
attention during lessons  

A middle school student should know the importance 
of turning in assignments on time  

A middle school student should know how to use 
things taught in lessons on assignments and 
assessments

 A high school student should know the consequence 
of using substances in school and in the community

A high school student should know the importance of 
taking school seriously and that what you can do in 
high school can effect your future SEL lessons Good consequences for when not turning in their work More help in the hallways More security around the buildings Making teachers go straight off the curriculum

100 334 True 1/11/2024 16:08 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Other/Out of District No Emotional awareness  self regulation Strong foundation in core skills
Having interventionists to work with those students 
who need additional support Free breakfast and lunch More PreK and Developmental Kindergarten 

Alternative setting for students with behavioral issues 
in the elementary schools 

Selecting curriculum because it’s free! Research the 
curriculum and get teacher input before selecting it

100 4156 True 1/11/2024 16:37 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Hoover feeder pattern No Self Regulate behaviorally put a complete sentence down on paper Self Regulate Communication skills Analyze and discuss current topics Financial literacy Diversity High quality curriculum providing opportunities to fill in gaps having real consequences for behavior issues
Stop having interventionists be subs...they are 
NEEDED to fill in those gaps

100 674 True 1/11/2024 17:04 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Hoover feeder pattern No
The most important thing elementary students need 
to know is how to interact/communicate with others  They need to know how to read  They need to know how to interact with others  

They need to know how to apply their prior 
knowledge/learning to their current education   

They need to know how to communicate/interact with 
others  

They need to know how to apply their learning to their 
life after high school, whether that be career or 
college  etc

If you meant “what is one thing that…”, my answer 
would be we should keep doing is providing social-
emotional learning for our students  

We should keep working as a community to better 
our school climate and environment  

We don’t provide opportunities for teachers to lift up 
our students’ interests. There are limited opportunities 
for teachers’ to be themselves and provide their 
students with some “fun”  

We need more opportunities to teach parents or 
provide parents with parenting resources  Not off the top of my head  

100 712 True 1/11/2024 17:13 41 6381 -93 6203 EN Female White >60 Staff Other Retired DMPS North feeder pattern No Read Arithmetic
Discern fact from opinion in ALL writings and social 
media

 Understand the political geography of countries of the 
world Responsible citizenship Understanding cultures other than their own No clue Again  no clue Good citizenship

Understand that disagreeing or correcting behavior is 
not a sign of "disrespect"

Allowing students to run the school instead of 
teachers and administrators

100 975 True 1/11/2024 18:02 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Community Member Faith Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No

How to be curious about new ideas, engage different 
cultures and subjects with humility, wonder, and 
grace  

How to extend care and know they belong to their 
community  

How to expand their curiosity with respectful 
questions and make connections between their world 
and others  

How to see themselves as a participant in the broader 
community  

How to pose challenging questions and address 
problems in our world with collaboration and creativity  

How to see their role as healers and contributors to 
our broader community  

I appreciate the DEI efforts and support their 
continuatuon  Teaching personal and community values  

Greater language classes in elementary school, 
particularly Spanish  Community service and engagement  

I’m very happy with the education my child is 
receiving  

100 44637 True 1/11/2024 18:07 41 5369 -93 6219 EN Female More than one 18-30 Parent No
Basic life skills for said age groups. What to do in 
case of an emergency (school or at home) 

How to handle simple stressers. Healthy ways of 
communicating emotions 

Taking mental health seriously. It starts with teachers 
observing and witnessing changes in behavior of 
students and address it with the student privately 
rather than saying it’s “hormones” 

Taking mental health seriously. It starts with teachers 
observing and witnessing changes in behavior of 
students and address it with the student privately 
rather than saying it’s “hormones” 

How to fill out tax forms (w-2, w-4, 10-99) to know if 
your exempt or not exempt

100 634 True 1/11/2024 18:35 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District Yes
Be self-motivated to engage in and stick with 
challenging tasks

How to regulate emotions to interact appropriately 
with others (adults and peers) Promoting acceptance and celebration of diversity

Elementary staff development around Science of 
Reading model

Improving the efficiency of/streamlining the 
identification of supports for students especially in 
early elementary.  Research shows early intervention 
leads to significantly improved outcomes and I believe 
DMPS is letting too many opportunities for it slip by

Providing developmental/transitional kindergarten for 
young 5-year-olds or those exhibiting a need for 
exceptionally high levels of support within the first 2-3 
weeks of school.  It was a wonderful program for my 
own child in another district and has led to almost non-
existent behavior issues and greater academic 
success

Ignoring extreme verbal and physical 
aggression/disruptions in the classroom, using the 
mantle of “restorative justice” as an excuse not to 
provide consequences therefore teaching students 
that this behavior IS acceptable in the school setting

100 382 True 1/11/2024 19:39 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female More than one 30-45 Parent Community Member LGBTQ Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Learn through play Read Life skills Study habits (learning how to learn) Social-emotional/interpersonal communication How to be career ready 

100 806 True 1/11/2024 19:39 41 3143 -93 588 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No
They need to be able to read and decode words and 
write  Basic math facts  add  subtract  multiply  and divide Read and comprehend text Write to communicate ideas clearly Read and comprehend text

Be financially literate by understanding budgeting, 
cost of living  etc  Pushing kids to be critical thinkers and learners

Building relationships with students so they know they 
matter

Giving SPED students back a resource time to 
specifically work on missing skills  

Holding kids accountable for their learning, work, and 
behavior.  Several kids do nothing yet move on to the 
next grade Dismissing disruptive behavior as the norm 

100 91 True 1/11/2024 20:31 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Male White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No

100 2112 True 1/11/2024 21:37 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Other None Other/Out of District No

Being able to take beaks (bathroom breaks included) 
and time outs when needed. Humans are not on a 
schedule for when they have to use the rest room and 
I don’t think it’s right to expect a child to be. So if they 
need to use the restroom they should be allowed to 
leave class and do so.  Not all student can sit for an 
hour without needing to stand or move )

Being allowed water and snacks in class (students 
get bored and hungry.  I think having a snack would 
help them refocus.  Some may need a snack before 
or after lunch to keep up with their growing bodies )

Write in cursive I feel like it is important for the 
children to know how to properly sign their names. My 
older children didn’t get taught cursive and hated that 
they didn’t know how to sign their names properly till I 
taught them

Learn about social awkwardness and bullying and 
helping one another and caring about eachother 
instead of beating eachother down. Maybe a 
counselor could teach this class. I think it’s important 
for kids to realize others go through things at home 
and outside of school that might not be ideal 
situations. If they make everyone’s life’s easier and 
took care of eachother at school it might make 
someone else’s life a little better and easier. Teach 
them to be against bullying and all for taking care of 
each other and helping out when and where needed  

A class with basic bill paying and money skills. Teach 
them about interest rates and credit cards, building 
their credit scores. Things that they are gonna need 
to know in the real world when it comes to bank 
accounts  paying bills  organizing their money  ect  

Play at least one sport during their high school career. 
I think it’s important for them to Lear how to play as a 
team and get along with others. For them to learn 
how to work together to make plays happen   

My child is in elementary school and lives that they 
have a talent show. She wishes they had one each 
quarter she likes it so much  

My elementary student loves band and learning how 
to play an instrument. The fact that the teacher was 
very helpful in getting her an instrument and book was 
greatly appreciated 

Have a counseling class. Where you discuss real life 
stuff. Situations. And seer questions students have 
about the topic that your teaching at that time. Help 
them understand that even if their life’s are great not 
everybody is in the same boat. Some people have 
crummy situations at home and it might help if they 
know their not alone and maybe it’ll open them up to 
discussing their issues with a counselor at school   

Offer drivers education through the school and don’t 
charge for it. It’s a skill the kids need to learn and I 
believe it should be taught at school like everything 
else  Not sure

100 314 True 1/12/2024 7:08 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent North feeder pattern No Learn Gain social skills Oak Park “CREW” philosophy  Love it  Caring for ALL students Unsure Unsure Unsure

100 547 True 1/12/2024 7:12 41 6073 -93 5308 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent No Seguridad Comunicación Seguridad Comunicación Seguridad Comunicación 
Cuidando mucho la seguridad de todos los que 
ocupan la escuela 

Que nuestros hijos se sientan seguros iendo a la 
escuela 

Yo pienso que la educación que están recibiendo 
está bien 

100 145 True 1/12/2024 7:39 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Refugee Community Other/Out of District No

Provide district-paid transportation options for low 
income students living too close to school for DMPS 
bussing but for whom it is not safe to walk to school  

100 392 True 1/12/2024 7:39 41 675 -93 7016 EN Female More than one 45-60 Staff
Career and Technical Education 
Partner DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No Read Write Read Write Read Write 

Provide care for the whole student not just 
academically Provide free meals 

Pay all staff (including) associates higher wages for 
longevity in order to retain them  

Not recognizing associates any of the shout outs or 
positive reinforcement to associates  

Pushing forward with core when students haven’t 
even mastered skills from previous years

100 235 True 1/12/2024 7:39 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female White 18-30 Community Member Other Former teacher  live in the district Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Understand a general sense of history Read Advocate for themselves Read

They should know how to function in society. A 
general understanding of day to day life as an adult so 
they can make informed decisions about their future  

Improved reading programs and math programs in 
elementary 

Making sure all kids have a guaranteed way to get to 
school with minimal cost to students, as many are 
low income  Prioritizing science and social studies  Adding technology in superficial ways  

100 111 True 1/12/2024 7:39 38 8715 -94 7713 EN Female White 30-45 Community Member Refugee Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Attend school Read and write Attend school Read and write Attend school Read and write Providing meals Being a safe place Making sure school is accessible to everyone N/a No

100 544 True 1/12/2024 7:44 43 0382 -87 91 EN Female White 30-45 Parent East feeder pattern No

Students should learn basic health and anatomy but 
dont need to learn about transgender and lqbtq. That 
should be left to the parents to teach so the students 
are subject to the opposite of what the family would 
like to teach on the subject  

Students should learn cursive still. Its a small thing 
but important still Middle school should teach basic finances Taxes Career devlopment Taxes more advanced finances Helping low income and single parent families Helping IEP students

Teaching and honoring christian holidays. They honor 
jewish holidays  kwanza and others

100 215 True 1/12/2024 7:48 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Male Prefer not to say 30-45 Parent Community Member No
All kids in elementary should know how to read and 
perform basic math operations

Kids should know appropriate behavior that’s 
expected of them at school - attendance  respect  etc

They should have a post HS plan in place and know 
how to manage their money and be productive 
members of society

The communication about snow days has been good 
this year

I like That some schools have opened up a food 
pantry for families. As a social worker, it’s nice to see 
some barriers lifted for kids and families

We need to raise the bar and set higher expectations 
for students and their education, especially with math 
and reading goals

100 270 True 1/12/2024 7:49 41 7026 -93 7832 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No Read and write proficiently Follow directions  develop work ethic/habits Love the EL curriculum Opportunities for growth Need a better math curriculum that produces mastery Not enough parent accountability
Quite trying to do everything. Where are the parental 
roles?

100 151 True 1/12/2024 7:53 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 45-60 Parent East feeder pattern No
100 259 True 1/12/2024 7:54 41 8986 -87 738 EN Male White 45-60 Parent Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read  Math Prepare for high school  Socialize Prepare for college or the workforce Provide a safe environment for growth  Education Homework for elementary students Offer year round education opportunities  
100 69 True 1/12/2024 7:55 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 45-60 Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No

100 583 True 1/12/2024 7:56 41 6095 -93 5949 EN Female White >60 Parent Community Member
Arts Community,Faith Community,College/University 
Partner North feeder pattern No Social interaction Reading Arts and science Literacy Career/financial literacy Arts Inclusive social interaction Counseling Arts support

Forcing teachers to teach in non productive manners 
so that tests are the deciding factor on success 

100 159 True 1/12/2024 8:08 43 0382 -87 91 EN Female White 45-60 Community Member Refugee Community Other East feeder pattern No

Bus ALL students. Many families cannot transport.  
Asking children to walk so far is dangerous and leads 
to lower attendance Expand before and after programs to assist families

100 218 True 1/12/2024 8:14 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Parent Community Member Other Mental health Lincoln feeder pattern No

100 2085 True 1/12/2024 8:15 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni

Business Community,Arts Community,LGBTQ 
Community,Parks and Recreation 
Department Refugee Community Other/Out of District Yes

Respect and get along with others. Be helpful, 
encouraging, and kind. Seek support when needed. 
Don’t be discouraged and give up Communicate verbally  Read and write  

Collaborate when called for, yet be independently 
motivated. Be respectful and empathetic of others. 
Work to solve problems Computer and science skills

Recognize and embrace the differences and 
perspectives of others. Celebrate the ideas of a 
diverse multi-cultural society. Teach students to be 
critical thinkers Communicate verbally  Read and write  

Recognizing that english language learners have 
many needs besides academic and supporting these 
needs Welcome and encourage all students 

Addressing Bullying. Doing more for the victims of 
bullying. Bullying goes on daily in the classroom and 
yet only incidences of extreme bullying are taken 
seriously and confronted

The emotional needs of students are not being met. 
Social emotional learning is given lip service but not 
the time needed to make a difference. Time 
schedules for core are too rigidly enforced, leaving no 
time to address things that pop up daily

100 609 True 1/12/2024 8:18 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female More than one 45-60 Parent Business Community Arts Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Read with ease Communicate clearly

Write clearly. Express themselves and articulate their 
experiences both verbally and through writing. 
Become comfortable with the notion amd practice of 
analyzing a text

Navigate variois relationships and understand the 
differences among these relationships. Friends vs 
teachers vs

Express themselves clearly through writing and 
verbally.  Understand the importAnce of organization 
and deadlines  Learnto self regulate to a degree

Understand the importance of organization of time, 
work  deadlines  Executive functioning skills Making them feel welcome at school

Teachers who are committed to helping students 
succeed stand out to me in the way they check in via 
emails and the like

Employing a phone policy. Kids are on their phones 
far too much and they are on them during class Phones

100 459 True 1/12/2024 8:26 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 45-60 Community Member Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No Be curios and not afraid of speaking their mind Be able to adapt to new situations They should be able to read and think critically Be able to explore to learn what they do best They should be able to think critically They should be able to use their skills freely
The elementary especially Edmunds are working with 
students where they are aware of challenges Fighting for their rights 

Start figuring out how to teach BUPOC students so 
they don’t have to endure white systematic functions 
of school 

Understanding new ways of discipline that are more 
restorative and not punitive  

You should figure out how to deal individually with very 
diverse populations to help all populations excel  

100 1560 True 1/12/2024 8:28 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Staff Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern No

100% of our elementary students should know how to 
read before attending middle school. We know that 
100% of people can learn how to read with evidence-
based practices. Previous goals set by the board are 
insulting, at best. It is imperative to keep the 
expectations high for all learners, teachers and staff. 
If we believe in the potential of our students and 
teachers, our goals must reflect that. 100% of 
elementary students should learn how to read, and 
100% of our educators should know how to teach 
them

Basic math skills are also an important skill to have 
for elementary students; things like telling time, 
adding and subtracting are all necessary skills for 
learners   

If a student isn't reading by middle school, we must 
intervene at a rapid pace. Reading is foundational to 
every other subject in middle school. This may look 
like Goodrell Middle School where there are reading 
tutors trained in evidence-based practices who are 
coming in twice a week to work with kids. Middle 
schoolers who can't read should be treated as the 
emergency it is

Students should be able to write complete sentences 
with punctuation, capitalization and correct sound-
spellings. It is shocking to me how many middle 
schoolers are unable to write a sentence, let alone a 
paragraph. I hope the district considers implementing 
Think SRSD (Self-regulated strategy instruction) so 
middle schoolers enter high school as strong writers  

100% of DMPS high schoolers should know how to 
read accurately and comprehend what they're reading 
to ensure they can perform necessary tasks like fill 
out job applications, take a driver's test, read street 
signs, balance a budget, etc. Literacy should be the 
absolute top priority for all grades in our district

High school students should know basic typing skills 
and computer operations for things like filling out job 
applications  

The Reading Recovery Instructional Coach is no 
longer employed by DMPS which is a step in the right 
direction! Reading Recovery is proven to be harmful 
to students by teaching them to guess, look at 
pictures and skip over words they don't know. I would 
like to see 100% of teachers abandon this practice, 
and last year according to my FOIA request, we had 
multiple first graders in a Reading Recovery 
intervention

The streamlined communication from the district this 
year re: weather impacts has been fantastic. As a 
parent and staff member, I've appreciated the 
advanced notice and clear communication so my 
husband and I can plan accordingly

 We need to consider that many learners have slower 
processing speeds. While FAST measures fluency 
(rate or speed of reading), we need more inclusive 
measures that show us how accurate a student is 
reading. Some students are not cognitively wired to 
read fast, and that's OK. I'd like to see accuracy and 
comprehension measures be given a higher weight 
than reading speed

I'd like DMPS to consider implementing Think SRSD 
(Self-regulated strategy instruction) from an early 
grade level to ensure our students are learning how to 
become strong writers

There are a lot of inefficient practices in the 
IEP/special education realm. Certain staff positions 
(like consultants) could easily be eliminated; in my 
four years of navigating IEPs, a district consultant 
who has an office in our building has never been 
helpful. In fact, we requested she no longer be part of 
the IEP team because she was just a face with no 
actual contributions. If we're focused on student 
outcomes, we need to ensure that 100% of staff -- 
including special education consultants -- are on 
board with understanding students and their needs

100 575 True 1/12/2024 8:35 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Female White >60 Parent
Arts Community,Faith Community,Refugee 
Community Other Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Write Include math in related skills wiyh reading & writing Include science in skills with reading  writing  math

Include geography & social studies in depth with 
reading  writing  math  science connections 

Further pursue arts & foreign languages in depth from 
waly awareness exposure (in earlier grades)

Advanced study options in academic, arts, vocational 
training Inclusion of music  art  & physical education

 Geographically  wide-spread Montessori options  for 
young kids especially 

Start languages awareness in early childhood  and 
more Spanish immersion options 

Stop cutting down on outside time for kids to learn in 
nature & recess settings

100 682 True 1/12/2024 8:39 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Literacy Critical thinking
Work ethic and responsibility for completing 
independent work

Ability to understand what is being asked and 
assigned by teachers and time management to 
complete assignments Responsibility and individual accountabilitu

More rigorous academics: keep academic standards 
high

Community resources that help families and students 
be present and able to attend school and learn

Providing extracurricular opportunities- lots of clubs 
etc even at elementary schools

There needs to be more opportunities for advanced 
learning for students not in the advanced learning 
program; higher achievers are not being challenged 
enough

Need to pay attention to some basics like handwriting, 
grammar and spelling  and do more writing in general  

Stop setting too low academic standards for 
students: challenge them a little more!

100 457 True 1/12/2024 8:42 42 0514 -93 6908 EN Female White 30-45 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Other/Out of District No
Follow step by step directions (written and oral) 
independently 

Understand timelines and tasks and be able to know 
what to do first  

Torrie Townsell ensures kids are safe, have clothing, 
have food and resources and the students ask for 
what they need  This is vital  Keeping music a priority in MS  

We are using our fears of perceived poor outcomes 
on systemically oppressive assessments to guide 
poor curriculum purchases and stunting the love of 
learning and reading proficiency in students  

Understanding that teachers are subbing on preps so 
a four day school week may be the only solution to 
burnout as we need a day to plan and call parents 
and document behaviors. There isn’t enough time to 
properly provide wrap around care for kids. 
Documentation is getting dropped and this is a safety 
and service concern  

Providing out of date, inaccessible, and improperly 
paced curriculum to students in ELA  

100 682 True 1/12/2024 8:43 41 5515 -93 5804 EN Male Black/African American 45-60 Staff Other Im technology Lincoln feeder pattern No The basics   Reading  Writing  Math Start Learning Respect and morals 
Advanced Reading, Writing, Math and social studies 
(world events and some politics) Respect and morals College Level Basics

How life works (getting up, going to work, paying bills, 
dealing with family) extra curriculars keeping them fed in the summer time 

Start advertising positive outcomes,  Promote DMPS 
Alumni that have made it in society   "I am a produce 
of Des Moines Publuc Sdhools" Pilot program   staff/student intramurals 

Promoting negative information.  Telling students 
historical information on who fails might actually 
cause a negative effect.  Again, start promoting 
positive trends like "Here are the black males from 
DMPS that have made it"  They are a product of 
DMPS  

100 835 True 1/12/2024 8:48 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Male Prefer not to say 45-60 Parent Business Community Other Political Other/Out of District No How to learn Social skills How to analyze information Social skills How to learn Organization Teaching them work together College prep Facility conditions 

100 738 True 1/12/2024 8:54 41 4868 -93 6538 EN Male White >60 Community Member Other My running mate is a math teacher Roosevelt feeder pattern No

they need to learn their community roots-to be wired 
into the world in which they live, to be given the 
fundamental skills to see the world around them

All the fundamentals that Robert Fulgham says are 
learned in kindergarten

They need to be given an opportunity to find out who 
they are as individuals, to fundamentally find 
themselves

They need to learn to be tender with others and they 
need to be able to see the world through the eyes of 
adults (teachers  parents) They need to identify a personal passion

They need to master the toolbox that will enable them 
to grow in that passion

Stand up against repugnicon assaults on public 
education-educate the public that public education is 
the fundamental forge that produces community and 
good citizens

Develop parent self-help programs that will empower 
parents to actually parent

Find more ways to get students to assume personal 
responsibility for their school communities reduce standardized testing and test preparation time

Get rid of 504's-have one group phone for all classes-
stop heading toward four-day school weeks

100 754 True 1/12/2024 8:54 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White >60 Community Member DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union North feeder pattern No Reading  writing  and arithmetic Art and music geography kindness Music Driving public schools feeding the kids lunch drivers education Woodworking no

100 432 True 1/12/2024 8:54 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other Other/Out of District No Be good humans ~Read and write English Basic math skills (add  subtract  multiply  & divide) Be good humans  ~Read and write English Basic math skills and tell time on a clock Be Good Humans~ read and write English Money skills
Literacy curriculum is not teaching the students what 
they need to know

Curriculum in both literacy and math don’t give 
enough time to practice the skill to get it down before 
moving on

So many extra days off. Especially in a row. There 
are too many days off so students are retaining as 
much as they should 

100 857 True 1/12/2024 8:55 41 2377 -95 9998 EN Female White 30-45 Administrator Other Other/Out of District No
How to use the skills taught around sel to break the 
cycle of trauma inflicted upon up on them  

How to use the skills taught around sel to break the 
cycle of trauma inflicted upon up on them  

How to use the skills taught around sel to break the 
cycle of trauma inflicted upon up on them  

How to use the skills taught around sel to break the 
cycle of trauma inflicted upon up on them  

How to use the skills taught around sel to break the 
cycle of trauma inflicted upon up on them  

How to use the skills taught around sel to break the 
cycle of trauma inflicted upon up on them  

Building relationships with communities-I have seen 
so my great community school coordinators open up 
such inviting spaces (no  I’m not a CSC) Safety

Evaluating our evaluators based on data and staff 
retention Sports programs in elementary schools 

Stop expecting kids to be the same as we were when 
we were growing up. The best educators grow and 
shape themselves alongside the students they 
support. We need to be the best educators for our 
students NOT for our selves. Reflect accurately and 
that means own the data and ALL of the data not just 
general education data or data not impacted by 
poverty. Poverty is real so we have to figure out how 
to close the opportunity gap not just accept it  

100 634 True 1/12/2024 8:56 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No Gain foundation skills Social-Emotional Learning Build foundational skills Learn how to learn and think critically Plan a path for the future Focus on SEL in elementary Evaluating physical classroom sizes in buildings

100 489 True 1/12/2024 9:00 41 2581 -95 9325 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Staff Other Lincoln feeder pattern That it’s ok to be different 
That they can accomplish any goals they set for 
themselves Respect for themselves and others 

The important of education and why they should take 
it seriously How there decisions now can impact their future Respect for themselves and others 

The new programs being incorporated that bridge 
school and further education Community building Creating better safety 

Boundaries and how much a student can get away 
with before facing consequences. Students seem to 
get away with a lot

100 498 True 1/12/2024 9:03 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Alumni Community Member Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Motivation to learn by their own curiosity Read Empathy  respect  self-advocacy  teamwork
Critical thinking, conflict resolution, communication 
skills Problem solving Financial literacy Providing diverse range of resources Engaging with the community

Providing consistent educational experiences across 
buildings Focusing more dollars on the classroom Having so many district leaders

100 340 True 1/12/2024 9:10 41 6622 -91 5149 EN Prefer not to say Prefer not to say >60 Community Member Other Other/Out of District No Read Get along with others Comprehend Be of help to others Write Think for themselves Allow self expression Transportation Allow freedom to speak and express themselves Move more  exercise more 
100 239 True 1/12/2024 9:21 41 675 -93 7016 EN Female White 45-60 Community Member Other Hoover feeder pattern No Read and spell and Write Math Read  Spell and Write Math Read write Spell Know about Government Reading Math Spelling and writing Government knowledge Weird sex education 
100 1095 True 1/12/2024 9:22 46 4484 -93 8836 EN Female White 45-60 Staff Refugee Community Other/Out of District Reading Problem solving Reading Problem solving Reading Communication Diversity inclusion in curriculum materials Providing free breakfast and Lunch More assistance with transportation for students Extend learning beyond the school day

100 607 True 1/12/2024 9:41 41 59 -93 8604 EN Female White >60 Community Member
Parks and Recreation Department,Faith 
Community Other Neighbor Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Work together Maths Work together Communication Personal responsibility

100 530 True 1/12/2024 9:44 41 675 -93 7016 EN Male White 45-60 Staff Other Lincoln feeder pattern No
Understand Respect. Understand that not everything 
is going to go the way they want but that should not That they shouldnt just accept failing a class That life is more than the 5 minutes in front of them Financial understanding Community involvement Trying to keep students in school Diversity in lessons

Enforcement of standards and rules. If there is a rule 
we need to enforce it Speech and debate classes

We are educating them that they dont need to pass a 
class to elevate to the next grade

100 449 True 1/12/2024 10:38 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Community Member Arts Community Lincoln feeder pattern No Show empathy Self-care Empathy for others Self-care Empathy for others Self-care Increase number of Mental Health Providers Safe environment for students and staff Keeping students accountable for attending class Providing a safer environment

100 782 True 1/12/2024 10:43 42 3155 -85 5128 EN Female White 45-60 Community Member Other North feeder pattern No Empathy Educated reasoning Empathy Free thought Empathy History repeats itself Allowing ALL to feel safe Breakfast  lunch and after school programs him
I'm not sure .. outreach into different neighborhoods to 
teach empathy and the values of charity  

Possibly open door policy for those in search of 
spiritual grounding and or exploration....NOT 
RECOMMENDING AND OR ORGANIZING WITHIN 
THE SCHOOL... but badsic info and the comparison 
or separation of church and State...Our youth are 
either pounded with extreme religion and or controlled 
with fear  

Not holding youth accountable, as well as the parents. 
Parents seem to have gained way to much power in 
blaming the schools for THEIR child's actions.  We all 
know what's wrong and what's right ...yes getting to 
the bottom of the reason for the action is a mush ... 
But showing a young person that wrong will be 
punished no matter the reason... If it keeps up... They 
need to be held accountable  

100 812 True 1/12/2024 11:00 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 30-45 Staff Other/Out of District
appropriately respond to social, academic, and 
authority difficulties read self-regulate work ethic

practical life skills - aka applying for 
college/scholarships, banking/financing, FAFSA 
applications  Basic home economics  etc

advocate for themselves and advocate for those 
without a voice cultural inclusivity

hiring caring and passionate staff to educate and 
bond with students

remembering the difference between equality and 
equitability and justice. Equal access does not mean 
equitable access and equitable access does not 
mean the problem has been resolved, merely 
provided a temporary band-aid. We need to continue 
to work toward justice as best we can

holding accountability for behaviors in a way that 
allows students to be reflective and develop more 
emotional intelligence

it is our job to educate and prepare students for their 
futures so we need to stop pushing personal beliefs 
and agendas and start respecting differences and 
working together to identify and resolve issues

100 354 True 1/12/2024 11:33 41 5757 -93 7364 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Student Other No
100 291 True 1/12/2024 11:46 41 6243 -93 7747 EN Male Black/African American 30-45 Parent Other Other/Out of District

100 611 True 1/12/2024 12:08 28 2534 -81 6421 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Other Hoover feeder pattern No
Work with others. Collaboration. Find and utilize 
information to solve problems/improve situations Socialize  empathize  think sequentially and laterally

Work with others. Collaboration. Find and utilize 
information to solve problems/improve situations Socialize  empathize  think sequentially and laterally

Work with others. Collaboration. Find and utilize 
information to solve problems/improve situations Socialize  empathize  think sequentially and laterally Offering diverse extra curricular activities Feeding them quality meals

Academic accountability. Srg doesn't work when 
there is no consequence to never meeting a 
standard. The kids know they can skate until 9th 
grade and won't retake a standard of it doesn't mean 
anything ("you'll need it in the future" doesn't mean 
anything to kids)

Why are kids still sorted by birthday? Let's start 
grouping them by the standards they have mastered 
and letting them dictate the pace of their education

SRG with no follow through. It's just a worse grading 
system than As and Bs if there is nothing behind it

100 429 True 1/12/2024 12:21 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 45-60 Alumni Roosevelt feeder pattern No read (at grade-level or above) math skills (at grade-level or above) social studies (civics  geography) science skills (grade-level or above)
critical thinking and skills for independent, life-long 
learning computer/technology skills small-ish class sizes to meet individual student needs

support for special learners or students with special 
needs

better health education - modeled with better school 
meals/nutrition

more emphasis on "character" and being a good 
citizen, productive member of community (including 
peaceful  kind person)

Need to stop micro-managing teachers, they should 
have skills to present curriculum that meets goals - 
and not have the district dictate all lessons/lesson 
plans

100 378 True 1/12/2024 12:21 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female Asian 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No How to read How to learn/ask questions How to treat others with respect
How to communicate effectively - verbally and in 
writing How to monitor success independently How to ask for help Lots of opportunities to support the community Great teachers  connected to their students 

More laddering, where students can stay with 
teachers for more than one year (like DTS)

Create accountability for high school students and 
their attendance 

Too many methods of communication to parents - 
reduce and make consistent 

100 871 True 1/12/2024 12:30 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White 18-30 Staff LGBTQ Community East feeder pattern No

Middle school students should be able to read a body 
of work and summarize what they read. They should 
also be able to infer meaning from that work

Students should be able to think critically! This means 
that they are able to read or listen to information and 
think in creative ways to answer the problem at hand. 
Our students currently are unable to think critically 
independently. We have been scaffolding/modifying in 
a way that handicaps them once they get to high 
school and are asked to do higher order thinking  

Students should be able to describe the value of their 
education- whether it is just through high school or 
past high school. Students are failing classes at 
alarming rates, and many of those students genuinely 
cannot explain how school will help them succeed in 
life. Our students need to be able to identify the ways 
that school will benefit them (make it personal to 
them) so they care and take a stake in their education

Keep encouraging participation in 
clubs/activities/sports. Students that are involved tend 
to do better in school and often feel more sense of 
belonging  

Start updating current spaces at our high schools. 
Give our students an atmosphere that instills pride 
and excitement when they enter  

STOPover- scaffolding. STOP passing students 
through that should not/cannot pass

100 355 True 1/12/2024 12:41 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female White >60 Community Member Other Retired teacher Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Basic math Learn by reading Cooperate Think Consider alternatives Inclusivity Arts education
Be sure all regular ed students are proficient in 
reading and math More mentoring

Passing student athletes who are actually failing 
classes

100 324 True 1/12/2024 12:45 41 6473 -93 4744 EN Female White 18-30 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No

Feel confident in their educational abilities. They 
should also feel supported if they are struggling and 
know the right steps to take to get those supports. 
Along with their education they need to learn more 
about social emotional learning Where education can take them Mental health/coping skills Taxes/ bills after high school issues Coding/ job skills/ how to do fasfa Providing food 

Multitude of programs that can spark students 
interests Increasing mental health supports Accessibility to mental health resources 

Excluding those that are different from a neurotypical 
student 

100 210 True 1/12/2024 12:48 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Male White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes Read very well Math Meals for those in need Better comms with new superintendent Better reading and math scores Get foreign language teachers 



100 260 True 1/12/2024 12:52 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 30-45 Alumni Other/Out of District

Busing at as closer rate. As an alumni and someone 
that lived within in the bus range in high school, but 
was to far and unsafe to walk in some areas is made 
getting to and from school extremely difficult. The 
measurement should also no be calculated by a 
straight line, but the actual roads one would need to 
travel on to get from place to place  actual

100 2810 True 1/12/2024 12:52 41 6073 -93 5308 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read Control emotions and safely express emotions foster respect for oneself  others and property be responsible for one's actions Think critically be responsible for one's actions 
Providing educational services for special needs 
children DMPS shows respect to all students

have high expectations of the students to have 
respect for themselves  others and their surroundings

encourage students to have respect for others as 
much outside of school as they are encouraged to 
have while at school  pledge of allegiance  homecoming royalty 

100 317 True 1/12/2024 13:36 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female White >60 Community Member Arts Community LGBTQ Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Read
Good behavior read multiply / basic math. Basic 
computer skills  Creative expression Creative skills Behavior Basic life skills  Computer skills ESL Creative programs Xxx Over emphasis on sports and stadiums

100 1289 True 1/12/2024 13:48 41 7136 -93 6221 EN Female White 30-45 Parent
LGBTQ Community,Parks and Recreation 
Department Refugee Community Hoover feeder pattern No Read well with confidence Learn to make quality friendships and trusted adults  Think critically about how to solve problems  Make responsible self regulated choices Make functional financial choices  

Make plans for goals that take more than one year to 
accomplish  

The school is inclusive and seems to be a sanctuary 
for diverse student groups  Small elementary class sizes  

Small class sizes and personal connections for 
middle and high school grades  

Academic review with student success I would like to 
see graduation rates increase and student have 
success beyond the first year of college  No

100 410243 True 1/12/2024 13:55 41 601 -93 6729 EN Female White 30-45 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern Read  spell write  math Tell time and count money Read and wrote essays and math Social studies and science Read  write math Hands on learning for jobs Focusing on reading levels Taking good care of students through resources
Including science and history at elementary level 
make reading  etc more interesting 

Stick w curriculums so teachers can focus on the 
students learning the task at hand more  

Not focusing enough on the average student - they 
get lost

100 121 True 1/12/2024 14:33 41 7821 -87 6046 EN Male Black/African American 30-45 Community Member Business Community East feeder pattern No

100 1595 True 1/12/2024 14:44 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff Community Member Roosevelt feeder pattern Yes

Be a student.  Listen to others and share ideas and 
opinions without fear of disapproval.  Read, write, and 
do grade level math.  Regulate emotions and learn to 
respond appropriately to others even when we don't 
share their views

Middle schoolers should be able to persevere when 
working on school problems

Middle schoolers should be able to handle big 
emotions appropriately

High schoolers should be able to self advocate by 
having the tools to fill out college and job applications, 
find and talk to adults in the community School skills-pass their classes

Holding teachers to the high standards of using 
appropriate (racial and vulgar free) language

Offer a variety of high school classes through CC and 
CA

Offer alternative high school experience for students 
who bring weapons (metal detectors included in this 
new situation), need an alternate setting due to 
mental health  etc

DMPS needs to start holding students accountable 
for their actions.  If they miss deadlines, they should 
have some consequence that is reflected in their 
grade to get them ready for the real world.  Currently 
students leaving DMPS come back and say that they 
were unprepared for college coursework due to no 
deadlines and no attendance consequences.  
Students need consequences and need to know that 
certain things are unacceptable--using profanity and 
racial slurs, stealing, cheating, fighting--each of these 
should include a known consequence

Stop the one size fits all approach, inc. SpEd 
placements in gen ed classroom.  Currently students 
who can't yet read, write, add, and subtract are in the 
gen ed classrooms in middle schools with course 
content that focuses on higher level curriculum that 
these students are not ready to address because 
their skills are not there yet.  There needs to be a 
place for them so that they don't lose hope by 
spending countless hours of time hearing but not 
comprehending or being successful at content that 
they aren't ready for

100 211 True 1/12/2024 15:14 41 212 -96 1101 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Roosevelt feeder pattern No

I’m a little bit worried about the new qualifications to 
require algebra II in order to graduate. I think this is a 
dangerous requirement when there can other types of 
math courses for students. We see that we are 
disproportionately failing students of color in algebra I 
and I am afraid they will just give up on all education  

100 233 True 1/12/2024 15:21 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 45-60 Community Member Faith Community Refugee Community Other/Out of District No Be able to read and write well  Fully participate in all activities Feed kids Coaching Better busing Getting students to read and write at grade level No

100 3401 True 1/12/2024 15:22 41 5876 -93 6194 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No They should be able to legibly write

They should know all of the states in the U.S., all the 
continents of the world and a basic understanding of 
the major countries in the world

They should have a basic understanding of finances, 
i.e. what is minimum wage, what is interest, what are 
checking and savings accounts How to be nice to each other and respect others

Critical thinking skills to understand fact from fiction 
and be able to form an opinion on fact

Having advanced knowledge of the world's geography 
with a basic understanding of world history

Providing a strong support system within the schools. 
Every school should be doing conflict resolution

Providing flexible deadlines for kids who need more 
time to finish their assignments

Making sure kids know how to properly spell (too 
many still spell words phonetically) 

Providing stronger academic counseling. Giving them 
guidance based on their academic strengths I don't know

100 1386 True 1/12/2024 15:37 41 6086 -93 7464 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Other Literacy criss Roosevelt feeder pattern

The need to be taught to read. Nothing else matters if 
they can’t read proficiently by 3rd grade because 
research and data has been shown over and over 
that the numbers don’t improve my 8th grade. 
Teachers teaching changes brains-also show via 
reading and cognitive science. See Dr Stanislaw 
Dehaene’s work

Spell and write a sentence. Look at the research from 
Phonographix about how fast we can teach children 
to read and the spelling outcomes of programs like 
Sounds-Write and easy to read books like The 
Writing Revolution

Read! Half of our 8th grader weren’t reading above a 
3rd grade level pre Covid!

Read! Nothing else’s matters if kids go into HS with 
3rd grade reading proficiency. Look at efficient 
programs that use Linguistic Phonics to accelerate 
reading acquisition

Read. We have a literacy crisis. People are leaving 
the district and Illiteracy will continue to impact our 
community

Be open minded and inclusive. Research has show 
reading is one of the top preventative and therapeutic 
methods of supporting trauma victims  I Please EDIT the question

Starting to teach teachers about reading and cognitive 
science to help them understand how the brain learns 
to read Using Linguistic Phonics (speech to print) programs 

Being inclusive. Not allowing a male student to role 
play Malala for a school report for fear it will be 
counted as wearing a dress  is not a good sign

Stop allowing teachers to teach children to guess with 
cues

100 726 True 1/12/2024 15:46 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White >60 Community Member Other Former legislator Hoover feeder pattern No reading nourishment history interact with others civics career directions help immigrant and refugee kids adjust computer literacy start foreign languages earlier mental and behavioral health services no

100 322 True 1/12/2024 16:11 44 9834 -93 2622 EN Female White 45-60 Community Member Refugee Community Other/Out of District Yes
They should have a safe ride to school.  They should 
have mental health services in school  

They should have access to teachers who are 
experts at creating relationships 

We cannot make attendance a HUGE deal at school, 
and then not give every kid the same opportunity to be 
in attendance - through a safe, consistent RIDE TO 
SCHOOL 

The kids who already live in food insecure homes, are 
the same kids who are being denied an education 
because they have to work SO MUCH HARDER to 
access their education because they don't have a 
parent who can drive them to school every day  

Not every 16 year old is gifted a car - kids need 
bussing to school! 

Kids need mental health services and Community 
School Coordinators to help them access resources Community School Coordinators  Bilingual Family Liaisons Mental Health IN ALL SCHOOLS for everyone BuSSING every Kid to SCHOOL Stop standardized testing   

100 1618 True 1/12/2024 17:16 41 5757 -93 7364 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Alumni Business Community Roosevelt feeder pattern No Be able to read by 3rd grade Elementary level math Basic note taking and study skills Reading comprehension 
Perform research and analysis and write a well-
constructed essay Demonstrate organizational & time management skills Central Academy and all its course offerings

Offering wide range of academic and vocational 
classes Assigning homework  Particularly in math classes Teach executive functioning skills

SBG grading system, so that students are better 
prepared for advanced education and work and life in 
general (where there aren't endless opportunities to 
do retakes and where deadlines are deadlines)

100 595 True 1/12/2024 18:17 41 5822 -93 6802 EN Female White 45-60 Parent
Business Community,Arts Community,Career and 
Technical Education Partner Roosevelt feeder pattern No love of learning reading fluency critical thinking math fluency civil discourse curiosity and interest in continual learning supportive and inclusive community teachers that care

100 375 True 1/12/2024 20:13 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Male Prefer not to say 45-60 Administrator East feeder pattern No Read to understand Compute math problems effectively and efficiently Read to evaluate and understand Work through math problems efficiently and logically
Learn job skills to be effectively employed and 
successful 

How to handle work, stress, and be able to see a 
difficult task through to its completion Care and concern for students at elementary levels

100 749 True 1/12/2024 20:28 41 59 -93 8604 EN Female White 45-60 Staff DMEA/AFSCME/Other Union Lincoln feeder pattern No

Social Emotional learning-Regulating their emotions-
expressing themselves in a postive way-We are 
seeing kindergarten age children coming in that do 
not know how to express themselves other than cry, 
throw fits  scream  throw objects

Colaborate and work with others-adults and other 
students Social Emotional Self Regulation Financial Literacy Social Emotional Self regulation Financial Literacy free breakfast and lunch for all students

providing interventionists at the buildings to help 
support learning in the classroom Transitional kindergarten

Consistent behavior expectations throughout the 
district

Rewarding negative behavior-juice boxes and snacks 
when get sent to office

100 725555 True 1/12/2024 20:35 41 6289 -93 7255 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No How to read Social interaction Learning responsibility with their school work Time management Time management What to do after high school 

100 104853 True 1/12/2024 22:50 41 5515 -93 5804 ES Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 30-45 Parent Other East feeder pattern  A que ellos  tienen libertad de expresar lo que sienten 
Que  sepan y puedan  acudir a un maestro si elllos 
sienten que están pasando por situación de bullin 

 Deberían de hacerles entender que todos somos 
iguales y únicos que el bullin no es saludable para 
nadie tanto como para el que lo hace como el que lo 
recibe 

 Hacerles saber que ay muchas maneras de 
mantenerse ocupados hacer más  anuncios sobre 
las actividades para que participen 

 Que si ven algo raro extraño en alguno de sus 
compañeros que pueden informar a la oficina y será 
anónimo relacionado en lo que sea 

Que a la escuela van a aprender y  hacer amigos a 
formarse como buenas personas no ha  ser mejor 
que nadie La seguridad Los deportes y actividades Poner detector de metal y de drogas 

Ser un poco más estrictos en las entradas y salidas 
llegadas tarde no llegar 

No considero y valoro todo el trabajo que ustedes 
hacen por nuestros hijos 

100 1115 True 1/13/2024 8:32 41 6244 -93 6694 EN Female Hispanic/Latino/a/x 45-60 Parent Other North feeder pattern No Read  write
Relate to peers respectfully and feel safe in their 
environment Good writing skills and reading Self advocate - feel safe in order to learn Be aware of education opportunities post high school 

Feel safe - relate to peers respectfully- apply for 
scholarships- know graduation requirements early on 

Headstart — early Ed opportunity for 
children—expand this 

Multicultural engagement opportunities and support to 
families with BFLS

Mandate DEI training for staff, teachers, 
administrators ACCESSIBLE TUTORING 

Stop passing students to next grade without them 
know what they need to know to be successful in the 
next grade 

100 78 True 1/13/2024 8:34 41 5769 -93 8021 EN Female White 45-60 Parent Roosevelt feeder pattern No
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